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A TRIBUTE TO YOUR _—_ 

NURSERYMAN 

During late July I made a tour WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
through the Mid-West and visited The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

several great nurseries and talked 
with several horticulturists, I won- i ie fice Esrasuusaso |1910 
der if there is any business a man for mailing at special rate of postage provided for In Section 1108, Ast of Ocean a can undertake which is so rewarding? 1917, authorized July 16, 1918. 
Not many nurserymen make con- Publis E. tis be 

siderable amounts of money. In fact, " eg Mostly Bvowe fing Joly and December bu the 
for the time and labor and worry in- 424 University Farm Place 
vested, the average return is very Madison 6, Wisconsin 
small. They would do better working H. J. RauMiow, Editor 
in a factory or at selling the fac- Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Societ 
tory’s product. Yet, I imagine, that Office in Old Entomology Bldg. College of Agriculture 
not a single nurseryman would give Tel. ity 182 
up his work for another job no mat- 
ter how financially rewarding. They Volume No. XXXIX September, 1948 No. 1 
find life on a whole a rich and re- ———— SSeS 
warding thing. To grow plants and to TABLE OF CONTENTS 
sell them so that other people may 

have the grace of flowers about their Wisconsin Apple Institute Plans Program ~----------_---______-_.. 3 
homes—that is a way of existence Picking: Date ;For: Apples: cnnnceeesicceee i rcneeees, olf 
that pays off in better things than Who Causes The Bruises: ons: «5 
dollars, You see this clearly when A Future For Apple Production ~.---------------------------- 6 
you walk with them over their acres Cover Crops Decrease Rate At Which Organic Matter Is Lost 
and when you talk with them later From Soi] —--------_---_---___-_-___---------------------- 7 
over the table. They have a calm- Peter Gideon And The Wealthy Apple -_-_----__--_.___ 9 ness, a sanity, and optimism and a In The Ber Patch 10 
faith that is to be envied. After all, # nny, as 
money is a very recent invention, Small Fruit In Door County -—--——---——----—------_------ Il 
comparatively, and there are those Wisconsin Beekeeping -—----——---_-____-_-______________--_- 12 
who think it is a necessary evil. September In The Apiary ---------—------_---_--___--__-._ 13 
From Rambling Observations of a New Honey Grades Established By Wisconsin Dept. Of Agriculture 14 
Roving Gardener Wax Moth Control -----——--—_-____-_-_---_---------- 15 
In Horticulture From The Editor's Desk -—-.--______._-_-__-____...__--____ 16 

TT Warning — Know Your Nurserymen —___-----_-______-___.--_-____ 17 
HOW TO STORE HONEY Gladiolus Tidings —_.-----_-____»____t_ 8 
Keep honey in a dry place. Garden Gleanings rrr nnn nner nnmennnnnne 20 

Freezing does not injure the color vourds hart Only it Matured -_--------_-__-----_-----. 21 
or flavor. Avoid damp places for ets Hath jompost Bile we rrr nnnmaeencncmani 22 Lilacs Should Be Planted in Fall __-_----.-__-_.--.------_________ 23 storage because honey has the . 

" 7 Garden Club Federation ---------_____-_-_____----__--_------_ 24 property of absorbing and retain- 

ing moisture. Do not put honey Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
in the refrigerator. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1950 

Wm, F. Connell, Pres.______Menomonie 
at ¢ t Hinks, Vice Pres..__New Holstein Earl Skaliskey _.._..._... West Bend 

. J. Rahmlow, Sec.-——--.--Madison Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr. _-- Baraboo | EL. Cham ans NORTHERN GROWN Walter Dichndli, "Mienomonee Peis Emil Beyer Malone 
FRUIT TREES BOARD OF DIRECTORS —_ 

General line nursery stock Term Ending December, 1948 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
Horticulture ---------.----___ Madison 

iat, Plants, unt Soe Alrrea Meyer TT Hiaies BRN naward Bochrich, Pres. Wis Nursery. itmennsaaist wal rich, Pres. - bend lor our ae- Karl Reynolds Tn ‘Sturgeon Bay men’s Asm. -.-_-.-__._. Milwaukee 

ee Term Ending December, 1949 Walter Dichnelt, Pres, Wis. Beckeeper’s 
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Wisconsin Apple Institute Plans Program 

Will Tell Wisconsin Consumers Valley, the two spotted mite. 
About Our Apples From grower experiences, we 

have observed it seems almost 
The Board of Directors of the | useless to try to control pre-har- 

Wisconsin Apple Institute met NZ a vest drop in orchards where the 
\ Me leaves have been injured by 

at Fond du Lac on Jaly 29 and qu Nh ps these two insects. 

pinned wt Sete’ piceotien pre ° Nf aia ye Ni) Y The nitrogen level is, of 
gram to be managed by the Git- AL ( es : . 

j . . a = = = course, important in any one 
tins Advertising Agency of Mil- a / \ iY orchard, and most growers are 

waukee. gle ) S now well aware what a high 

About $1500 will be spent in (ee MD nitrogen level means to his Mc- 

newspaper advertising covering : mas Intosh. 

the largest population centers of | | | Nearly every grower goes 
the State. Object of the program ZI|SEPTEMBER |S through the same experience in 
is to increase the over-all use timing, for example, a pre-harvest 
of Wisconsin apples — not just All apple growers in Wisconsin spray on his McIntosh. First he 
one growers apples. The Board will benefit by the program. More may clean up the apples under 

realized apple growers are faced should contribute and join. a few representative trees in the 
with a decline in consumer inter- i a orchards, watching the apples 
est in apples due to heavy com- OBSERVATION IN that drop over a 24 hour period. 
petition from other fruits. In spite PREVENTING PRE- Next he would shake a few limbs 
of a decreasing tree population in HARVEST DROP OF on other trees to see how easily 
the United States, a much smaller APPLES good, sound apples would drop, 
crop than was produced 25 years J. D. Van Geluwe, Ithaca, and last, but not least, he would 
ago and a larger population, we New York begin to wonder if he should 
are still faced with a surplus crop The use of Napthalene Acetic spray them that day or wait. 
whenever growing conditions are Acid to prevent pre-harvest drop All of these are good, sound 
favorable. of apples was first used experi- practices, and are necessary to 

In addition to an advertising m™entally in New York State by properly time a hormone spray. 
program, the Board voted to hire Dr. M. B. Hoffman in the fall of An accurate forecast of weather 
a journalism student from the De- 1939. conditions at this time can be es- 
partment of Journalism, Wis- Fortunately for the McIntosh pecially important. If the weather 
consin College of Agriculture industry in this state, much of js to remain cool for a few days, 
with some experience in publi- this work was conducted in thus slowing up maturity, and 

city writing to work in the office Orange County which appears to there has been little drop up 
of the Wisconsin Horticultural be about the southern-most area until this point, one can well de- 
Society in sending out publicity for growing this variety. Records lay the application if high winds 
materials to newspapers and over a period of years indicate are not forecasted. This will then 
radio. that more often this McIntosh prolong the period of effective- 

A new edition of 20,000 copies crop matures during a period of ness of the material. On the other 
of the very popular cook book, higher temperatures and consis- hand, if hot weather is predicted, 
‘36 Ways To Use Wisconsin tantly gives more of a drop prob- it may be necessary to apply the 
Apples" has been printed by the lem. material immediately. 
Institute at a cost of almost $1000 We do not know of any one A few words relative to con- 
and is available for distribution. thing that can spell the difference centrations. During the early 
County Agents and Home Agents between success or failure with days of hormone sprays, 10 P. 

will be given copies free. Insti- hormone sprays than foliage in- P.M. was more or less establish- 
tute members may buy them at jured by European Red Mite, and ed as the concentration to use. 
Y% cost price. more recently in the Hudson This means putting in one can 
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4 WISOONSIN HORTIOULTURE 

or bottle as made up and recom- Picking Date for Apples 
mended by the manufacturer. 

More recently, due to experi- Apples prematurely picked are softening, and the ground color. 

ments conducted, Some growers nore susceptible to storage scald When the ground color or under- 
have found it advantageous to and other troubles, such as Jon- side of the apple turns from dark 
increase concentrations to PrO- than Spot, Bitter Pit, and exces- to original green, or when it 
long the period of cffectivencss. sive shriveling. The flavor of a turns from green to a light or 

un i particulary ie CE bol prematurely picked apple is sub- yellowish green, the variety is 
ae ance Fervent of Rf standard. usually ready to pick. Red strains 
wey Hse ne as Vock Sisie Hom "REpIG picked ultes tle opti- ordinarily should be picked at 

ticultural Society Annual Report. mum range of maturity are much about the same time as the per 
—— more easily bruised, often show a nt Strain of the variety; that is, 
COMMENTS ON higher percentage of water core, = es nae nba be 

break down more rapidly, and Picked at approximately the same 
BGNSUMER, RACRAGISE are more susceptible to mealiness. time as Common Delicious. After 
Does a consumer package pay [pn the Delicious variety, this is Delicious apples have reached 

and can you get more money for particularly important. One study maturity for picking, they should 
your apples than in the old type found that overmature apples also be taken off the trees within ten 
package? How much does it cost? are much more susceptible to days for test quality fruit. 
Can you sell apples faster thai  jenticel decay. Large Apples Ripen First 

way? There is no infallible index to . . 

We are not yet ready to an- determine the proper maturity of Large sized apples may be rip- 
swer these questions. People are apples for picking. The season, * than small apples on the same 
price conscious and want to get the soils, vigor of the trees and tree and usually will not keep 

their money's worth. The con- the size of the crop on the trees— as long; it is also generally known 

sumer packages will not take the aj] these factors have a definite that apples tnature earlier op 

place of bulk packages rapidly. bearing on whether the fruit will trees with a light load of apples 

The objective of consumer mature early or late. However, and on a euee trees. figuin, pple 

packaging is to get fruit to the fairly satisfactory results on de- he € eal il est 8 mie 

housewife in better condition termining picking dates may be 'e ‘ee ordinarily ripen earlier 
than before. If a good consume: learned by studying the number ih st a ee os 
package accomplishes that end, of days from full bloom to har.‘ ah oe ow, ‘ aanlicht wie 
it has a big future. Package must vest, especially when used with sales Ben cickin ° ole these 
afford more protection for the other ways of judging maturity. fa i ive Sonld be boot 7 mind. 

fruit than the type of box now The United States Department of actors: snow P ° 

being used. It has to protect the Agriculture gives the following --From Research Department, 
fruit from handling and damage range of days from first petal Washington State Apple Com- 
that has taken place in the self- fall to probably optimum picking misson. 
service stores. It is a type of busi- maturity: is ——— 
ness that requires a lot of ex- ays to 
pense and an entirely new method, Variety Optimum Maturity BLEND SEVERAL 
of merchandising. We must use McIntosh. ....................-.135 to 140 VARIETIES FOR BEST 
selected fruit. It must be free from Jonathan ........................140 to 145 
defects and of fine quality in Delicious. ......................148 to 155 BEFLE Ce 
other respects——From the Forum, Golden Delicious ........150 to 160 When the juice of 4 or 5 stan 

N. Y. Horticultural Society An- The other ways of determin- dard varieties, especially the late 
nual Report. ing the proper picking date and maturing kind, are blended to- 

TT judging the accuracy of the span gether the best apple juice is pro- 
A man said: “One-half of the {rom tull bloom to harvest are duced. Almost any combination 

world does not know how the to judge the ease of separation of 4 or 5 commercial varieties 
other half lives.” He was never of the apples from the tree, the available after early October are 
on a rural telephone line. color of the seeds, lack of a pro- satisfactory providing they are 

—Oregon Observer. minent starchy taste, the rate of fully ripened, 

|
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Who Causes Bruises ? 
The most important question picker in another orchard. Here Bruises Caused By Grading 

in apple industry is who caus- is how it averaged up: In this study, bruise-free ap- 
es the bruises. I di i i ‘e 

Orchard No. 1. Good picker E alione # — wine ie SR 
The Bureau of Plant Industr ises: i i cee ue Ene Packing house: Y —407 bruises; medium picker— Here: is what hai d to th 

in Wenatchee, Washington car- ises: icker— ppenec to. them: 289 bruises; poor picker— 497 One sacking ‘k d 
ried out a research project last bruises, Packing rouse cause! 
fall to find out if growers and 2,903 bruises on 100 apples. 
shippers can get together and re- Orchard No. 2. Good picker Packing house No. 2 only 195; 
duce bruising. —27 bruises; medium picker—174 packing house No. 3—1,866 and 

., .. bruises; poor picker—202 bruises. No. 4 only 65 bruises per 100 
The problem was studied in apples. That is a tremendous 

four different orchards. Orchard No. 3. Good picker difference. 

It was found in some orchards —!7 bruises; medium picker—103 __In studying this problem it was 
pickers damage an unbelievable bruises; poor picker—84 bruises. found that the greatest part of 
number of appl averaging as the difference must be attributed 
high as four or five bruises per Orchard No. 4. Good picker to the cleaning equipment. The 
apple. The poorest picker ob- —17 bruises; medium picker—40 short rag wiper inflicted far less 

served had 497 bruises on 100 Druises: poor picker—52 bruises. bruises than the long washers. It 
les, the best pick 1 ; ; was suspected that some of the 

apes, the beat packes only TZ The cost of keeping a poor . old type of equipment is very 
The poorest picker in one or- picker was estimated as very high rough on fruit. 

chard was better than the good under such conditions. Condensed from Apple Research Digest 

F it G 65 Pp li 

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR PACKING HOUSE pi 

Packing House Equipment 
BUSHEL BASKETS PICKING LADDERS 

% BUSHEL BASKETS Sane iNDnS 
PECK BASKETS BASKET TOP PADS 
% PECK BASKETS BASKET BOTTOM PADS 

DECORATIVE FRINGE 
SHREDDED OIL PAPER 
APPLE WRAPS 

PLACE YOUR NOW for Ammonia Nitrate Fertilizer for acceptance at any time our supply 

arrives. Suppliers will not guarantee delivery of material for Spring orders. 

Poisoned Oats for Mice Control, 10-25 Ib. bags. 

John Bean Sprayer and accessories. Complete line of Repair Parts. 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
WAUKESHA WISCONSIN 

Tel. 4107 ‘ 227 CUTLER ST. (Near C & N. W. Freight Depot) Lester F. Tans
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A Future for Apple Production IMPORTANCE OF APPLE 
. . EXPORT MARKET 

E. A. Meyers, Administrator of the Research and Marketing Act, 

. Speaks Before National Apple Institute Meeting. The export of apples from the 

: desirabl ' food United States has at times taken 
Mr. E. A. Meyer, Administrator of most desirable means of using 

the Research and Marketing Act made commodities that are purchased under ™OF€ than 20,000,000 bushels of 
the following remarks before the Na- the Department's price support opera- the U. S. crop. The volume ex- 
tional Apple Institute Meeting at Harris- tions. In 1941, for instance, more than ported increased somewhat 

burg, Pa. speaking on the subject, “What 450 million pounds of foods were used steadily until the late 1920s when 
Is The Future For Apples.” Mr. Meyer's in school lunches, at a cost of about the sve t of trad tricti 
talk was quite long and we can print 20 million dollars, For the current fiscal DASE OF ade restrictions 
only a few paragraphs of the highlights. year, with approximately six million and a British policy, giving pre- 

“We might as well accept the fact children participating, it is estimated ference to their colonies as sourc- 
that improved plants and animals, better that school lunch purchases will total es of supply, squeezed us out 

equipment and more of it, and continu- about 140 million dollars. You may be of our traditional export markets. 
ous improvement in farming methods interested to know that 20 million pounds Just prior to th 
will increase efficiency of production. of fresh and two and a half million ; prior hea ue war, we were 

It may be advisable if not necessary tO pounds of dried apples were used this still exporting six to twelve mill- 
encourage more production on some fast year in the school lunch program ion bushels annually. Under war- 
items and less on others to prevent and of all products involved were ex- time conditions our exports of 
wasteful surpluses, but we do not think ceeded only by Irish potatoes and canned course, were very low. Last year 
we should try to limit total production. tomatoes, th little b h 

If we can prevent underconsumption we ‘What People Eat ey Tose to a little better than 

may not need to worry too much about “What people eat at any time depends five million bushels, but the cur- 
over-production. to a large extent on three things; what rent season will not approach this 

Price Supports they like, what is available, and what volume. 

“One way to help farmers adjust pro- they can afford. The relative importance 
duction would be a flexible but per- of these factors, however, is not always The loss of our export market 
manent see of price —* the same. Too many people probably in the late 30s is one of the prin- 
coat aod ea Oe eet nce Put too much emphasis on what they cipal reasons for the bankruptc commodities we need, and protect but i. rather than on what is good for of hhundneds of growers Decne 
not encourage farmers to produce com- them. Perhaps we are prejudiced but 9 . 9g 

modities that would only further burden  ¢ shoppers bought more of what was the five-year period from 1935- 
a glutted market. Experience has proven 4444 for them we would find more ap- 39 our exports averaged at least 
rather conclusively the = ~ fexib- ples in the family market basket! 4.6 million bushels per year less 
ility in price mere no: i? a rs mand , AS You no doubt know, apple pro- than the two previous five-year 
can be made as the supply and de: duction for the last couple of years riods. This 1 f ta'vol 
relationship between commodities chang- has been’ about the same. as the average periods. is 088 9) exports vol- 

es. It would be good if we did not need 54 1935 to 1939, But annual per ume forced additional quantities 
to support prices but ie aatety capita consumption of fresh apples Of fruit on to the domestic mar- 
do Ef ae be available for use whens oiong civilians has gone down from ket, which was in no position to 
needed. the 1935-39 average of 30 pounds to absorb the increased supplies at 

‘a Gospel of Healthful Diet 25 pounds last year. Per capita con- bl « PP 
‘A desirable counterpart of price sup- a reasonable price. 

sumption of canned apples and apple ports would be some effective means It is, of likely that th 
of keeping a floor under consumption sauce has moved up only about one- t is, of course, likely that the 

of farm products. Most of us remember third of a pound. It seems as though we growth of population will enable 
vividly what happens when large seg- are at the crossroads as to where we our domestic market to replace 
ments of the pened ae are we go from here. our exports to some extent. From 
able to buy all the gs they need. TT le arch Digest b: 
That is when price difficulties begin, | APPLES FOR CANNING title Rese a a. by the 
living standards start downward, pro- WA: igton Apple Commission, 
ducers are forced to mine their soil, and NTED es 

abundance becomes waste. Full employ- Mr. Gilbert Hipk fA. T 

ment, of course, is the best way to jy. ke & Sons New Holtein, Doctor: The best thing for you 
stabilize markets but programs to main- P . * . ’ to do is to give up drinking and 

i i dd stability to Wis., writes that they will can : tain consumption can a si y ‘ smoking, get up early every 

our markets and at the same time be solid pack apples this year and morning and Go to bed 1 
used to spread the gospel of healthful are interested in purchasing ap- eve 2 ht g early 

diets. ples from growers for canning. ay BIS Es 
“The Sobor tunic of thie perhaps N. W. Greenings and similar Patient: Somehow, Doctor, I 

is the school Imch program which is varieties 214 inch and over are don't deserve the best. What's 
now generally considered as one of the wanted, second best?
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COVER CROPS DECREASE is significant and important bee SPEAKING OF RECIPES— 

RATE AT WHICH ORGANIC cause of its influence upon tree Have you served fried apples, 
MATTER IS LOST FROM growth through its direct effect Southern style? You'll be enthusi- 

ORCHARD SOIL on the availability of nutrients in astic about this recipe from a Vir- 
Workers at Michigan State the soil. ginian. 

Seachem cram ane Fy eal acm, 308% ts on z  ancherd P' ae 1Z- the organic content decreased at Slices. Use two tablespoons of 
sail hav . ovome t Sse y aclu. an average rate of 6.5 per cent bacon fat. Slice two or three gar- 
sre © these conclu- each year. At this rate of loss the den apples, unskinned, and core 

Recaiin shaweil Hk the ane of organic content would be reduced slices. Place in hot fat turn over 
cover er nf fai vtmetinms de approximately 50 per cent in 10 in one minute. Add % cup hot 

ressed rl s a. d es oe years. Since the ability of the soil water. Pour honey over apples, 
s t ome a "eh a oes to retain essential nutrients is sprinkle with cinnamon and a 
Ee Se a » abe _ proportional to the organic con- gtating of nutmeg. Turn heat low 

fect: he ever was a jest, en q tent of the soil, this loss resulting and place cover on frying pan. 

aa tia ee nent in .. = wth from clean cultivation would re- Turn slices in two minutes, re- 
a i ll e ted Th mine re sult in less tree growth and pro- place cover, and steam until ape 

was ina nino . I . " “° re duction. For example, the use of les bubble tender. Liquid should 

eed with ee h eee cr o : a fertilizers without cover crops in- be almost gone. Apples will be 
dues deco ose d aa < rota creased the available potassium tender and only a tiny bit 

mile al patie eednced approximarly 18) pet tent in oquashy. : Althen erdleg deus ee ho 4 five years, while the use of cover Yum, yum! Aromas will fill the 

did mal 3 enerally “thane tox fhe crops resulted in an increase of house and bring everybody on 

organic wanther cconland of the soil, 280 per cent. Kheviii to the Kitchen’ tolled oat ’ hen di i dy. 
they did decrease the rate at The value of the cover crop in hiciendaoiacd bakes 
which organic matter is lost from supplying organic matter is in soil erosion and in conserving the 
the soil. This, the specialists say, addition to its value in reducing _ soil. 

HARVEST SUPPLIES--- 
Ladders Liners Packing Forms 

Baskets Top Pads Apple Pickers 

Graders Cleaners Polishers 

We can make immediate delivery on all makes of Bean Orchard Sprayers 

| — POISONED OATS Bait for Mice — 

G. A. DUNN & CO., Inc. 
2138 University Avenue Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Formerly F. R. Gifford Company
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Fortuna tf aa 
° 4 

tt the Orchard os 

Poving Ground” i 

Picking time will again show why so many men agents. Then it must be made in production facili- 

who grow fruit as a business rely on General ties where quality control is always maintained at 

Chemical spray materials. With these growers the the highest, most advanced level. 

one thing that counts is consistently good results All of these are requisites for every General 

... maximum harvests of “money grades.” Chemical spray material. They result in the in- 

A spray material that helps get such results can- herent product qualities which prove so convinc- 

. a not be merely “put together.” ingly at picking time that—General Chemical Spray 

i : ] First, it must be carefully de- Materials give Performance—Plus in the orchard 

ORCHARD} veloped through sound re- proving ground. 

| BRAND I search and thorough field in- 
aan GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 

yf : vestigations, embracing all ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 
\ / phases of its formulation—tox- 40 Rector Street, N. Y. 6, N. Y. 

\ icants, diluents, conditioning Offices Serving Principol Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast
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Peter Gideon and the Wealthy Apple 
The vast amount of patience and years, a hard winter killed all his trees, on the membership roll in 1868. In 1883, 

the ability to overcome trying obstacles and with that, all hope of apple culture by unanimous vote, he was chosen an 
needed in propagating new varieties, so in Minnesota. Discouraged, he resolved honorary life member. A regular at- 
well known to those who work in this to leave the state, but decided to try tendant at the meetings, he always 
field, is well illustrated in the story of just once again. took a prominent part, and attended 
Peter Gideon and the Wealthy apple. the annual meeting in 1898, a year be- 
With practically all his money lost in With a large family to support, and fore his death. 
earlier unsuccessful attempts, Peter Gid- With one cow and a few chickens as 
eon refused to be discouraged and spent his only asset in the long winter months Today a monument, erected to Peter 
the last of his family's small sum of ahead. Mr. Gideon nevertheless took the Gideon and the Wealthy apple, stands 

money for the seed and scions to be last eight dollars which the family pos- in Gideon Memorial Park, established 

used in one more attempt to develop sessed to send to Maine for seeds and on the old Gideon homestead. Erected 
new varieties. The success of this last Scions. He himself, in sore need of clothe in 1912 by the Native Sons of Minne- 

attempt is a milestone in American fruit 9 for the winter, sewed together two sota, the monument is a short distance 
breeding progress. For Peter Gideon's old vests and by reinforcing patches from the place where the first Wealthy 

faith was rewarded with the Wealthy succeeded in = oa for himself a win. apple tree stood. 
apple whic ter suit, “more od an ornamental.” 5 
kee, remorse as fine monument: £0 By such personal sacrifices Gideon added fal Gece feos a American 

millions to horticultural wealth in the us . 
Son of American pioneers, Peter cold Northwest. i 

Gideon was born near Woodstock, Ohio, 
February 9, 1820, three years after his Siberian Crab Seed Produces Wealthy SMALLER CROP GIVES INDUSTRY 
family had emigrated to Ohio from Vir- From the scions which he got from A OHANCE 

ginia. Albert Emerson of Maine, he developed ct that the U 

During his boyhood the family left a teak Ek te Ge = - ii eagle ceegawill be ease ilibee, oe 
the homestead and moved to a farm erry “Sab. Dut te mize. ‘apple 
without fruit trees, At the age of 11 Which he developed from the seed of bushel less than last year will in the 

Siberian crab was destined to become Pinion of leaders in the industry give young Peter planted apples, peaches, 3? = the growers a chance to get establish- 
cherries and currants and again began the most famous of all his species. It e 8 8 

. . was the Wealthy, named in honor of ¢4 on a sound, solid foundation of co- 
to furnish the family with a profusion s the ‘Ys ti ffort to serve expectant 
of fruit. his wife. These four varieties and a Operative efto jerve exp’ 

Wiowes ‘to: Minnescta seedling crab brought from Boston by apple eaters. 

Alexander Buchanan, were the founda- Writes E. Stuart Hubbard, of the 
With this background in fruit growing tion of Minnesota apple culture. New York and New England Apple 

it was only natural that the boy, now . Institute in the organizations monthly 

prove fomamtond: shud cote © proved a boon to the Northwest and Diltn: “There eidnce at tow, 
h reharding When marked an epoch in American apple °TS CVeryw’ ere. Fe aes 1 , 

I a - a wie “en ot ies growing. The first published notice of solvent _ ta aa nean Me 
Hull of inois, an eir two daugh- i ed on 
ters moved to Minnesota. Here in 1858 the ‘Wealthy appeared in the ‘Western choose “apples rather than other foods, 

the family took up a claim of 160 acres Farmer‘in.1869. Although it: ts not iron varieties, sizes, grades, and packs 
on Gideon’s Bay, Lake Minnetonka, and clad in cold endurance and consequently they want and at fair prices. This is 

for the next forty-one years he carried notvsuccessful,in the. coldest portions. of shown by demands on our government 
on his fight against the climate to de- the Old Northwest, it was far superior officials for enforcement of existing 

velop a fruit for Minnesota growers. in. quality, tothe. Russian varieties: which apple grading and marketing laws. 
were being introduced in the North at g..¢h demands have been made by re- 

The first year he set out 500 trees, about the same time. Dependably pro- presentatives of the several regional 
including apple, pear, plum, cherry and ductive and attractive in appearance tors of the New York State Horticul- 

quince, and planted one bushel of apple throughout a wide climatic range, the tural Society. 
and a peck of peach seeds. For eleven Wealthy had too delicate a skin to be 

years he made annual additions to a “long keeper.” “Better packages for fruit protec- 
the orchard and planted enough southern , ,, tion and consumer convenience are and eastern apple seeds to grow a thou- For several years Gideon was in jn production for the coming season. 
aiid tevea each yaat: charge of the state experimental fruit 

YER: farm established in 1878 on a tract ad- “Chain store merchants and their 
Time and again, killing frosts destroy- joining his own. During this time, he buyers are planning with growers and 

ed his work, but with indomitable spirit distributed many thousands of seedlings dealers for attractive, reliable apples 
he always began again, putting to use throughout the state. with which to tempt their shoppers. 

experience gained from his failures. Even before he became associated with “The Institute plans to expand its 

Winterkilling the state exyeriment station he had been personnel so as to work with retailers 
Gideon himself tells, in his reports interested in the Minnesota state horti- to increase apple appeal and move- 

made in 1885, how, at the end of ten cultural society. His name first appeared ment in their stores.”
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STRAWBERRY VARIETIES to spray with 2-4D after culti- grower must plan to meet the full 
AT KENOSHA vating to kill weeds. He said he limits of the berry season. The 

A visit to two neighboring fruit has no trouble in getting a patch shipper may wish to concentrate 
growers the Thompson-Marken clean by this method and it costs his production into the season of- 
Orchards and the J. F. Swartz about 14 as much to rejuvinate fered by a single favorite vari- 
Nursery near Kenosha—in the an old bed as to raise a new one. ety.” 

Chicago trade area gave us some In early November he applies 8 This grower also mentions 
interesting information on straw- heavy straw mulch for winter Maytime as the earliest variety 
berry varieties. protection. he grows and one much appreci- 
Thompson and Marken have a aps ated by local consumers. He uses 

large apple and cherry orchard COMMENTS ON Maytime to open the season and 
and also grow 5 acres of commer- STRAWBERRY VARIETIES attract customers and then Mid- 
cial strawberries. “Premier does Wisconsin growers have tested land, which ripens 3 or 4 days 
best of any variety we have hundreds of varieties of straw- eariler, also a favorite. 
grown,” said Mr. R. L. Marken. -berries but in the past few years ee 
However, Mr. J. F. Swartz said have settled down to three lead- BERRIES AT 
that their 10 acres of strawberries ing kinds — Premier, Beaver and 

* are largely of Thomas and Robin. Senator Dunlap. Perhaps we GLETONVILLE 
son varieties which do best on should continue to test new vari- By E. A. Rosenberg 
their soil. The two farms are only eties with more vigor because We h ted fi " 
a short distance apart but the there may be some that will get b © a at a ane Sraw- 
soil is different. This illustrates better results than these. th ary CmOp ee yest. Senator 
the difference in performance of In this connection we wish t unlay aid wery: ‘well “up Ye ‘tie 

wos pe : : ce S ws) © last picking. Were fortunate in 
varieties under different soils and publish comments from our own havi : t the right ti 
conditions, growers as well as those from We Eb ed cae = the = ime. 

Speaking of the Thomas vari- States having somewhat similar fe b one of me "a 
ety Mr. Swartz said it is the best climatic conditions as Wiscon- i ee a in oon tcked’ as 
of any he has grown. It has large sin, about varieties which are do- re foi 1 ee. . ricbtie, We 
leaves which cover the soil so ing well. b cf Soin = ian PISSns: SYS 

densely that they have less trou- The Catskill 2 a eee, sd = sbernen 
ble in keeping down weeds than In the July 17 issue of the Rural ber ee es L: hams b due 
with other varieties. It is about New-Yorker a large grower the b this area. “atham held up 
10 days later than Premier. Be- makes this statement about Cat- the heat: of many: ‘vasiety: 
ing about 1 mile from Lake Mich- skill. ‘‘The general use of new There has been much trouble 

igan, Mr. Swartz was still pick- and improved varieties has been from white grubs. They cleaned 

ing a few crates on July 16 from a big help. Premier, a prime fav- OUt many new strawberry patches 
this late variey. (Its origin is orite for a quarter of a century and caused serious. injury” in old 
somewhat obscure.) but highly subject to rot in a wet beds too. There is also a pew 

It came from the fields of the - season, is largely displaced by Problem. People are asking, 
late Mr. Wm. Thomas of Ken- Catskill which is more resistant, | hy don't my berry plants 
osha but its origin is uncertain. A second important reason is that ™@ke runners this year.” I have 

Mr. Swartz also likes the Ro- Catskill better meets the modern found nice big healthy plants not 
binson but Premier, he says, does requirements for freezing. To the ™aking any runners, Premier be- 
not produce enough plants and small grower catering to a local ‘9 especially bad. 
consequently not enough berries market the wise choice of variet- We will have 17 vareties of 
on his soil. ies is of even more importance strawberries on trial next year 

He believes in cleaning up a than to the large shipper who is mostly from the East: Fairpeak, 
first year bed by mowing, raking not faced with the problem of Fairland, Midland, etc. 
and then cultivating between the constantly giving satisfaction to Our everbearing strawberries 
rows with a rototiller. He also the same individual housewife. are doing well, Gem out-yielding 
rips out the old plants. He plans In caring for a local trade the the rest.
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SMALL FRUIT IN not too difficult. There just My choice of strawberries are first 
DOOR COUNTY wasn't enough rainfall for satis- oan oe pore: ne 

5 e nm e hei est 
By Charles F. Swingle, factory raspberries and weeds yielder but brings the best price to 

. too—crop was light, season short the last picking. 
Branch Experiment Station, unless given excellent care in cul- iE iocice ‘ax: Gough ds fs 

s, : oug) ie new straw- 
Sturgeon Bay tivation, heavy mulch or irriga- berry beds will be very good by the 

Strawberries did well in Door tion. end of the growing season despite the 
County in spite of the drought There seems to be no serious bad dry spell. 

which was one of the most pro- oe cin, for Poe though — 
longed the County ever had. small plantings o other varieties 

Growers who were able to water, fe under test. Blackcaps with- HOW APPLES RE 
got more and larger berries than — ot Severe winter surpriss MARKETED 55 YEARS AGO 
those who could not. ingly well and gave good yield 

Many cases of delayed winter though there are very few plant- aa 1893, Mr x S Hatch of 
injury were reported. Beds sud- ings in the county. et ace, iOne) ob the; States lead: 

. ing fruit growers who frequently 
denly appeared ruined just as ee appeared on programs at C. 

they had set the first berries. BERRY GROWERS PPE! a ee ed 
Exaiivation showed no aew ventions of the Wisconsin Hor- 

ws MEETING ticultural Society and an officer 
roots, and some crown injury, f Id of hi 
but no bona fide Redstele. Proper- | The Wisconsin State Horticul- ‘OF Many years, told oF his 
ly mulched beds with relatively tural Society Board of Directors method of marketing apples. His 
wide alleys and narrow plant- has invited the Central Wiscon- P#Per was given on June 29, 1892, 

rows showed very little of this sin Vegetable and Berry Growers '? fe epoies dose: iat Baraboo 
winter injury. Association to hold its annual 4Uting the summer meeting. 

In a few cases leaf rollers caus- meeting and program for berry “Those who do not have wa- 
ed slight damage, but these were growers at the Retlaw Hotel, gons with springs may market 
controlled satisfactorily when Fond du Lac, during the time of by putting straw in the bottom 
necessary with DDT. Spittlebug the Society's convention. of the wagon box, then raising 
was not as bad as in some previ- The annual convention of the the box and putting a bundle of 
ous years although it worried Seciety will be held on Novem- hay or straw right under the box; 
many growers. Chlordane, both ber 16-17. On one of those days this will do away with a large 
as dust and liquid was commonly the association will present’ an part of the jar. Sort as they are 
used to combat it, with good re- interesting program fcr berry picked, put them into barrels; face 
sults when applied early enough growers of the | State. Watch up the barrel with fine apples; 

—as soon as the spit masses were for program details. shake the apples down well every 
seen. Objection to this material ss time you put in a half bushel. If 
is that it cannot be safely used STRAWBERRIES AND you have good, careful pickers 
for several weeks before harvest. RASPBERRIES AT BAYFIELD and superintend the work your- 

Strawberry Varieties By Olaf Selfors self, it will be very rare that a 

Beaver is the most popular va- _—Strawberry crop here was cut short WOFMy OF defective apple will go 
riety in the county—making up _ by the severe dry spell lasting nearly in. Apples properly picked and 
about 50% of the crop. Catskill, 9 month. There were a few excep- packed are half sold. 

: tions where humus was abundant and 
= ets and on where irrigation was used. “It is better for the grower to 
are also plante . ome Robinson Strawberry beds were renovated sell directly to those who use 

were planted this year. mostly by cross dragging the fields them; that is, directly to consum- 
It was estimated the 1949 pro- with springtooth harrow and then re- ers; in that way you would ship 

ducing acreage will be about the ra bilahing; ths (rows) by eee ine on orders. If we ship into Chicago 
same as this year. aaa dise: can emmved Swhete: Sere re ace dealing mostly with men was no ease, 

Raspberries The raspberry crop was short— who handle the fruit. We shipped 

Red raspberries suffered from about 6% of normal. Some varieties to Chicago and were astonished 
drought also from picking com- % Latham were little better. The 4 find that Wisconsin apples 

titi ith the bi ch canes showed loose bark this spring had Let 1 that 

pe on wit e biggest erry from the ground up to 8 or 10 inches jac 8 mar eb Yee ee was 
crop in history. Most plantings which the Inspector Mr. Haliday above Ohio and some other 

are on a small scale and picking identified as frost injury last fall. states.”
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e DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

 * ee ee mn 8. C. Fox, Pewaukee 
s cmummmeny 9) emsueree Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

WISCONSIN a? eree Viroa ‘ OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE a STATE BI 

ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS ~ Sherman, Seymour 
Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. ° 

Werenident = Mis, ‘Louise Breggeman, ‘Box 60, Ivan Whiting, Rockford 
Vice-President ‘Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

—— 

UMMER MEETINGS give 25 queens and Mrs. J. M. Cutts 

our's R of Chipley, Florida announced they 
Watertown and Superior Meetings of would give 50 queens. Mr. Walter Dieh- 

Beekeepers Associations Draw 6 nelt acted as auctioneer at the Water- 
State town meeting and 52 queens were sold 

Large Attendance F for $98.00. Members who did not need 
An excellent program was given at ‘ t queens donated $27.00 more making a 

summer meetings of the State Beekeepers P ? ’ total of $125.00 netted for the Institute. 
Association at Watertown and Super- " \ y % VY , The auction may be continued at some 
ior. The Watertown meeting attracted 4 ny \ of the County Beekeepers Association 
about 175 people. Credit is due to the R meetings during coming months. An ad- 
G. B. Lewis Company of Watertown F ditional $15.00 was netted at Superior. 

for their cooperation in making arrange- y Vice-President Robert Knutson, Lady- 
ments for the park and facilities and : smith who is President of the Northwest 
furnishing refreshments. The Women’s & ——o_lsmsses, District had an unfortunate auto acci- 
Auxiliary Committees deserve a great fome , fe ah in ad dent and was unable to be present. With 
deal of credit for their work of making - ee 3 Mrs. Knutson he was looking for a 
the cafeteria style luncheons so success- IC a fireweed location in Ashland County 
ful. if on when the car rolled over. Mr. Knutson 

The forenoon session consisted of of- r Bich, ee suffered a crushed vertebra and will 

ficial hearings on changing the honey SSSA be in a cast for some time. A resolution 

grades. The discussion proved very in- isc =| expressing hope i speedy recovery was 
ted at the Superior meeting. Mrs. teresting and from the statements made, . voi 9 

the State Department of Agriculture will American Honey er a ae nriac Knutson was also injured but to a lesser 

be guided in revising the grade regula honey Miss Phyllis _ Rasmusson, degree. 2 

a . a har ore Who succeeded "Mrs. ‘2. Williams 
i ie cre 

Tooked é aaa as the Paintall through- Watsau, "Both iris made excellent ANNUAL CONVENTION 
rese! ions. 

out the state. Where rain fell during cater WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS 

May, June and July there were good gonet, Queen breeder and President of ASSOCIATION 
crop prospects but in dry areas there the Southern Queen Breeders Associa- Retl: s 

were not. A majority at the Watertown tion, Donaldsonville, La.; Mr. Paul Cutts, We as oe =e Wis. 

meeting voted in favor of a retail price President Florida Beekeepers Associa~ ednesday ursday, 

of $1.20 for a 5 pound pail. tion, Chipley, Florida; Mr. Walter J. Oct. 27-28 

The Afternoon Program Kelly, Editor of Modern Beekeeping, The Wisconsin Beekeepers As- 
Paducah, Kentucky; Mr. Glen Jones, es : - 

Visitors from out-of-state gave us an Secretary National Federation of Bee- S0Ciation will hold its annual con- 
excellent afternoon program. It was es keepers Associations; Dr. C. L. Farrar, vention at the Retlaw Hotel, 

of interest on wi had the | oe ae Central States Bee Laboratory, Madison; Fond du Lac during honey week, 
fo‘ imeet Hose whose names Mr. Steve Parks, President of the G. 
in the beekeeping magazines but sel- B. Lewis Co., Watertown; Mr. Walter amend and Thursday, Oc- 

dom have a chance to hear. and R. H. Dadant of Dadant & Sons, ‘Der 4-60. . 
iss icNaughton o 

5 
Miss McNaught f the American jyonilton, Ill. and M. J. Deyell, A. Q. The location was decided at 

Home Institute discussed the work being Root Co. Medina, Ohio. Officers of the the convention last fall and the 

ane by Le ee Gvieoes cana State Association and members also took Board of Directors voted to hold 
of many items in ; 
honey. This, of course, is most valuable Part. it on those days. 
publicity and the cost is very low. Many Queen Auction Nets Large Sum For Mark your calendar now. Com- 
requests for information on honey were Honey Institute plete program will appear in the 
received from physicians, dieticians and = fy. E, C, Bessonet announced that October issue. The Wisconsin 
nee Se ee al eae Pree he moe docaie 25 ie to be ne convention program and attend- 
magazines, Mate: is_ be tioned, proceeds to be given to the ; 

free. American Honey Institute. Mrs. Waltei ANCE are recognized as among the 

Discussions followed by Mr. E. C. Bes- Kelly then announced the Kelly's would best in the nation.
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September in the Apiary 
The amount of brood reared in col- 7 When To Re-Queen SOME BEEKEEPING HISTORY 

onies during September determines the Brood rearing will slow down in late Wintering Problems Of 70 Years Ago 
number of young bees which will make September and cease in October. During Were the Same As Today 
up the winter cluster and to a large that period new queens can be intro- Attention To Fall Stressed 

extent the condition in which colonies duced quite easily. A queen that is fail- At Early Mi igement 

will come through the winter. ing in an otherwise good colony should 
Colonies which are low in population be replaced. If the queen fails completly One of the principal topics at the 

now and have a poor queen might as or dies during winter the colony is hope- early conventions of the Wisconsin Bee- 
well be de-queened and when all the  |essly weakened. keepers Ass'n. was on the question of 
brood has emerged, the bees killed and ee where to winter bees. In 1879 

combs of honey and pollen saved for a Mr. Guenther reported he wintered 

packages next seein. Such colonies will SULFATHIAZOLE TESTED FOR 600 colonies and lost 8. In 1880 he 
probably not survive the winter any- F, A. B. CONTROL IN MICHIGAN _ wintered 700 and lost 11. He used wool 

how or if they do, be unprofitable next A new bulletin entitled “Experimental and cotton quilts over the frames. How- 

year—not worth as much as the honey Feeding of Sulfathiazole Syrup To Col- °¥@" in his talk on the question he said 

and pollen one saves by not winter- nies of Bees Infected With the Ameri ‘hat the most important thing was strict 
ing them. can Foulbrood Disease,” by R. H. Attention fo fall management. If the bees 

Several leading beekeepers have made Kelty has just been released by Michi- ‘Were not raising brood in September, 

the statement, “We take our winter loss gan State College at East Lansing. he fed them 9 Ibs. of honey, and thereby 
in the fall.” ‘ produced three frames of brood. Spring 

Will ember Feeding Pa In the ‘bulletin Mr. Kelty tells of the dwindling was due to poor fall man- 
Sept ioe methods used in testing sulfathiazole. In H d h hol 

The question has been raised, “Will |. agement. He used a one inch auger hole 
his summary, he gives these points. above the entrance so that the bees it pay to feed colonies sugar syrup and In 1945, 25 experimental coloni 

. ’ perimental! colonies were could get air even if the lower entrance soybean flour cakes during September in 544 Sixteen ieee <i tl ds i 9 
: pparently cured, in became clogged. He averaged from 220 case drought or other conditions create 5 the disease reappeared. 

a shortage of pollen and honey?” It . ; to 250 pounds of extracted honey per 
seems logical that if bees cannot get In 1946, 51 colonies were fed with colony. 
honey and pollen during this month, sulfathiazole and 51 apparently cured. There was much discussion on cellar 
brood rearing will slow down, colonies In 1947, 63 package colonies were fed, versus outdoor wintering. Chaff hives 
will be short of young bees and also 22 were apparently cured and in 41 the on summer stands were favored by some, 
pollen for winter. By feeding under such disease reappeared, He ends with this while many others favored cellar win- 
conditions, we might stimulate brood conclusion: tering. Upward ventilation was also dis- 

rearing, have more young bees for the “From the experiment it appears that cussed. 
winter cluster and increase their chances the feeding of sulfathiazole syrup to Heavy Winter L " 
of surviving a cold winter. strong colonies affected with American 
We should mark colonies in October foulbrood may enable the colonies ta History Repeats Itself 

if they do not have pollen in brood remove visible evidence of the dis- On May 4, 1880, the convention was 
combs which the bees can reach during ease, provided the colonies are fed the held at Waupun, and A. A. Winslow, 

_ January and February. Such colonies sulfathiazole syrup continuously while New Holstein, was elected president. 
would not raise brood during those bees are in the brood stage. It seems At the convention in 1881, held Octo- 

months or even later, resulting in a that the evidence of the disease may ber 11, at Pewaukee, the principal topic 

high percentage of old bees by spring. reapear if the feeding of the sulfathia- of discussion was, “What Caused the 

In such colonies nosema might cause ole syrup is discontinued, particularly Great Loss Last Winter?” Those re- 
much spring dwindling. Colonies short if there is a reserve supply of diseased porting stated that starvation was the 
of pollen should be fed a soybean flour food in the hive.” principle cause, many adding that this 

pollen mixture beginning in March. _—___ was strange because they had fed them 

‘ The Problem of Late Honey A MOVIE ABOUT BEES as well as usual in fall. It is interesting 
Beekeepers in the northern part of to note that exactly the same topic was 

the State have the problem of bees gath- AVAILABLE discussed, and the same conditions pre- 

ering late honey from Asters and other THE STORY OF BEES, is a2 reel, yailed during the years, 1942-43 and 

flowers. Often such honey is not ripened 16 mm sound film. Rental price $3.00. 1947-48, 

during cool damp weather. The result Can be secured from United World 

is granulation, fermentation and poor Films, Inc. 445 Park Avenue, New 

wintering. Only strong colonies will be York 22, N. ¥. BEES AND EQUIPMENT 

able to ape the miotstace om = The complete life cycle of the bee FOR SALE 

oney sufficiently to make it g ‘ood. is shown in microphotography from 
Weak colonies are very likely not to the laying of the eee pase "the A 30 frame radial extractor, 70 

ripen the honey and will suffer most. development of the larva and the colonies and equipment,  200-8-10 

The answer is to make every effort not emerging of the mature insect. Amaz- frame supers with drawn comb, some 
to have weak colonies. If you do have ing shots include the life of the queen, comb honey equipment. 
some, it may be best to kill them in and scenes from gathering and stor- Mrs, George Schmidt, 9582 W. Capi- 
fall. ing of nectar and pollen. tol Dr., Milwaukee 18, Wisconsin.
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MID-SUMMER HONEY CROP ROCK COUNTY BEEKEEPERS NEW HONEY GRADES 

DEPENDS UPON AMOUNT The Rock County Beekeepers Asso- ESTABLISHED BY WISCONSIN 
ciation passed a resolution at their ARTMENT 

OF RAINFALL July meeting requesting the State nee. OF AGRICULTURE 

Wisconsin will probably have a small Beekeepers Association “go on record wee — hearings at 

crop of honey this year due to lack of 98 favoring the establishment by the 1. na ngs - ie Wisconsin 
mid-summer rainfall. The drought started U: 8. Government of parity prices for 7 pers Association last spring 
in May and in some sections continued the various grades of comb honey, ex- and formal legal hearings at the two 
during June and July. tracted honey and beeswax and thus ‘%U™Mer meetings at Watertown and 

to place these products on the same Superior, the Wisconsin Department 
It is only when the soil is relatively basis as other farm crops necessary of Agriculture will establish new 

moist and the air dry and warm that to the welfare of our country.” honey grading regulations, 

coves ace ner thie Bet "re Research Neond ‘Tere wl then colors ited 
ment relative to honey flow from alfalfa “That the Wisconsin Beekeepers as- owe a Dn white, golden and 
that “it must have wet feet and dry top.” sociation urge the U. S. Department Hon " . lon of Eves and of culture to make available as- ey will furnish color guides for 
Observations by many beekeepers have Agri et e available as determining the col 
verified the truth of this statement. sistance in research and promotion of ning the color of your honey. 

the sale of honey, and thus to assist In extracted honey a new grade will 
During June and July this year, the in the stabilization of prices at a rea- > established called Wisconsin Fan- 

rainfall was largely in the form of show- sonably profitable level.” cy White to be used by anyone who 

ers which are quite apt to be local. ye resolution was unanimously ‘wish to do so. There will be Wis- 
One small section may have a heavy adopted at the meetin consin No. 1 honey in the three col- 

ig of the State 
rain and another nothing at all. Beekeepers Association at Water- sora —s soles and-dark, also Wis: 

A few sections in Wisconsin did have town, on July 20. It was referred to oe 
enough rainfall to enable plants to the National Federation of Peekeep- Other Changes 

produce nectar. In those sections the bees TS Associations with the request that Only new containers may be used 
gathered a crop of honey but most of they make every effort to obtain the in sizes under 50 pounds for sale at 
the state will be short of honey. objectives, retail. 

This is another year when strong over- The flavor of the hon such as 
winter colonies saved the day. in dry ASSOCIATION ASKS “clover, buckwheat, etc.” way be de- 

areas only colonies which had popula- PARITY PRICE ON HONEY clared but only one flavor shall be so 
tions of field bees by mid-June suc- At the July meeting of the Rusk- stated. 
ceeded in getting a crop of clover honey. Sawyer Beekeepers Association at 

Most package colonies were not strong Ojibwa State Park, members unani- A producer may mark his honey 

enough to get a crop during the short mously voted to ask the U.S, D. A. _0t sraded” if he does not grade any 
time when there was a honey flow. to place honey on a parity price basis of his crop. 

———————— with other agricultural commodities. Each container or section of comb 
U.S.D.A. PURCHASED HONEY FOR The committee consisting of Robert honey shall be labeled with the grade, 

SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM ee Taree E. nee the net weight and the name and ad- 
and Sherman W. Weiss signe e dress re . 

The U, S. Department of Agriculture, resolution, Other organizations may dress of the Producer oF Pac er. 
early in June, decided to purchase up to 
12 milli ds of d tabl ‘ad wish to take similar action. . 

milton: (pounce, of goo ©. grade —— If my nephew Bill keeps post- 
honey of the 1947 crop for use in the 5 ; 
achool lunch and institutional feedi H. FE. WILSON RETIRES poning his marriage until times 

program. Beekeepers, associations of bee- Very quietly Prof. H. F. Wilson, are normal he'll die a bachelor. 
keepers, and processors were invited to Chief of the Dept. of Entomology at Times have been abnormal for 
submit offers to sell honey to the U. S. the University of Wisconsin for many 6] years, to my personal know- 
Department of Agriculture. Purchases years has retired. He has been a famil- a: * 
were confined to honey, meeting the re- iar figure at beekeepers meetings through- Jedge—Uncle Levi Zink, 

quirements of U. S. Grade A and were out the country, especially im Wiscom- 9 eee 
on a bid basis. sin and Secretary of the Wisconsin Bee- 

This purchase of honey by the De- keepers Association for many years. HONEY EXTRACTING 
partment of Agriculture means more to However, his retirement was without 
beekeepers than we may realize. If the fanfare and perhaps Prof. Wilson want- EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

honey is of good quality, the kind ed it so. On his 65th birthday, April Extractors, clarifiers, filters and 
children will like, it is a wonderful 14, 1948, he said goodbye to Wisconsin tanks. All available in stainless 
opportunity to build new and future and went West. He is now Director steel, 
customers for honey. Far too often we of Research for the firm of Pickett & 
find people do not use honey because Eckel Inc. at Alhambra, California. He 
they have never become acquainted is no doubt working harder than ever, THE NEISES: CO., 
with it or accustomed to using it on but he is retired from his old job. We Box 249, Marshfield, Wis. 
the table. all wish him well.
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WAX MOTH CONTROL of a lot of it, ,is to leave it on the hives 
in fall. With the price of dark honey H 0 N E Y 

Beekeepers who stack their extracted no more than the price of sugar, it 

| supers in a building immediately afer will be profitable. If the honey is well 
| extracting and when the weather is quite ripened do not worry about its effect C 0 N T A | N E R S 

warm as it was during September and on the bees. They have wintered well We now have a good supply 
| October of last year may have con- even on well ripened honey dew. of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 

siderable trouble with wax moth. In a pails. Also the 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 Ib. 
building, the use of cyanide is dangerous Teacher: “Is there any boy in this and 1 Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. 
because it is a very poisonous gas. class who would not wish to be Presi- We can make immediate ship- 
The use of carbondisulfide may be dan- gent of the United States?” ment. 
gerous because it is very inflammable. Boy: “I wouldn't teacher.” To insure prompt service, 
Paradichlorobenzene is no doubt the best Teacher: “Why not?” order your Association labels 

material to use in a building. Boy: “Because Dad says it is best now for your new honey crop. 
Some beekeepers have found a safe to have a steady job.” Write For Complete 

way is to return the extracted supers PR Lr 
to the colonies from which they were ICE ST 
taken. The bees then clean out the honey, Order through your State which is of considerable value, and BEE SUPPLIES Beekeepers Association. 
there is no danger of spreading foul 

brood, The bees also take care of the HONEY ACRES 
moths. When cold weather comes bees ANNOUNCEMENT Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
leave the supers; they are taking off, 5 
stacked near the colony and are ready We are now authorized 
for spring. During cold winter months 

in Wisconsin the wax moth eggs are dealers of Everything you need in Containers 
destroyed if out of doors. at the lowest prices. 

—— G. B. LEWIS 5% discount on $50.00 orders 

First Meeting Wisconsin State Bee- COMPANY 1feidiecomnt, on $100.88 orders 
keepers Association—1885 \%-lb. jars — carton of 24 — wt. 

Selbss. —) eccccewecen ence. '$'92 The Wisconsin State Beekeepers As- ilb. dare — cart f 24 wt. — 
sociation was organized in the State Bee Supplies iG. _ “we $ 84 
Capital, Madison, February 6, 1885. 2-Ib, jars — carton of 12 — wt. 
The first officers were: C. A. Hatch, xk—* 11-Ibs. — _-__---__-___--_ $ 55 
Richland Center, president; George 5-lb, jars — carton of 6 — wt. 
Grimm, Jefferson, first vice-president; We have a complete line of : WOTbe esse AD 
Dr. J. W. Vance, Madison, secretary. . TIN 

For many years to come the organ- HIVES Elby Bells — isarton of 50 — $4.26 
ization was to meet the first week in FOUNDATIONS 10-Ib. pails — carton of 50 —...... 
February in the State Capitol, Madi- wt. 44-Ibs, — ______________ $6.20 
son, There was often a very good at- 60-Ib. cans — carton of 24 — 
tendance. In 1890, for example, we EXCLUD ERS wt. 72-Ibs — ____________ $10.67 
find that 100 were present, and speak- BOTTOMS COMB HONEY 
ers included such prominent men as WINDOW CARTONS 

A. I. Root of Medina, Ohio, and Dr. C. COVERS 6 i ae so 
C, Miller of Marengo, Ill. er 100—$155—Per 500—$7. 

At the 1886 convention the number SMOKERS w an M — $1425 li 
of colonies reported by the census for s carry 8 complete me 
Wisconsin was 51,917, and the honey BEE VEILS of other Bee Supplies 
crop was set at 1,432,700 pounds. How- . 
ever, the president ‘stated that this August Lotz. Company 
was not a complete record. The same G A Dunn & Manufacturers and Jobbers 
holds true today. see of Bee Supplies 

Boyd Wisconsin 

THAT DARK HONEY Co., Inc. . 
This past year we were plagued with . . 

a surplus of dark honey. We finally sent 2138 University Ave. HONEY WANTED 
12,000,000 pounds of it to Europe be- Madison 5, Wisconsin Carloads and Ee 
cause folks here would not buy it. Mail sample and best prices in all 
No amount of logic will disprove this Telephone Fairchild 2840 ; ToL: - 

fact—consumers in northern states just c Mk AEPPLE ET ar 
will not buy any large quantities of pe Un A ACL EIC 
dark honey. One way we can get rid Py
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f From the &d for's Desk 
i the nuts from the grower for 

CHESTNUTS IN BF members of the Wisconsin Hor- 
WISCONSIN “at .\ ticultural Society to test in var- 

Grove of 75 Year Old Trees Neat r ere . gies _ ious parts of the State. Will send 

Galesville Provides Seed Se «up to 25 seeds to any one mem- 

For Trial gulls @ ge ber at 1c each for trial purposes. 
, Phe E | Send order and money to the 

A visit with Mr. Fred Sacia of a \ P Wisconsin Horticultural Society, 
Galesville to orchards in that sec- AQ 424 University Farm Place, Ma- 

tion and to the farm of Mr. Or- | > NU AVP dison, Wis. 
rie Beardsley, was an interesting =) See OUR COVER PICTURE 

experience. Wf |g Our cover picture this month 
At Beardsley's we found a 5 A ge is from a photograph taken by 

acre block of Chestnut, Black Mr. John Rahmlow, Port Wash- 
Walnut and Butter Nut. There ington, of a Tuberous-rooted 
was also a row of Sweet Chest- Begonia plant in the Editor’s 
nut trees along one side of the garden. 
yard. The trees are tall and What @ ‘heautifal flower 
stately and the wood excellent in branch “of tne jcAmeriean "Chestnut plant this Beenie is when wet 

quality. Backs pes. pec imenie interna in grown. It must have constant 

These trees are more than 75 eW Varieties and practices. but light shade, plenty of water 

years old. Mr. Beardsley who and a porous soil. 

is 70 years, said his father lo- in a cool place—about 15°F is a 

cated there in 1852 and planted good. ANNUAL CONVENTION 

the grove shortly afterwards from If planted in rows at about 2 WISCONSIN 
seed obtained from the East. feet apart, the trees should be HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Chestnut trees can be grown transplanted to their permanent Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, 
from seed. The seed should not location at the end of 1 year of Nov. 16-17 

be allowed to dry out before growth. The Board of Directors of the 

planting. We suggest planting § The Chestnut is an ornamental Society voted to hold the annual 
in drills in fall on well drained tree and can be used on the home convention at the Retlaw Hotel, 
loam soil. If there is any dang- grounds and as a roadside tree. Fond du Lac, November 16-17 

er of damage by rodents such as The nuts are very good to eat. and invited the Wisconsin Apple 
squirrels, plant them inside a There is only one danger—Chest- Institute and the Central Wis- 

small tin can. Remove one end, nut Blight. It may or may not consin Berry and Vegetable 
of the can and in the other end effect isolated trees. Growers Association to hold their 
cut a hole the size of a quarter. We do not know how hardy annual meetings in conjunction 

Plant the seed several inches be- these trees are so can recom- with the convention. 
low this hole and then place the mend them for testing only in lo- The Women's Auxiliary of the 
can small hole up, in the soil cations where apples of medium Society will also hold their an- 
about 1 inch below the surface. hardiness such as McIntosh do nual meeting at this time. 
The nut will sprout, grow well. They should be tested on 
through the hole and the tin will a small ints only. A Eruit Show ‘ 
rust away. This method can be mn Spple Show Of Pp ples ot 
used: with other kinds ‘of ‘nuts. Cost of Seeds standard and new varieties and 

With the approval of our also seedlings will be held as in 
Nuts may also be placed in Board of Directors we have made past years. Plan to save samples 

damp sand until spring and held arrangements to obtain some of for this exhibit.
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FRUIT GROWERS MEETING WANTED—HARDY SGh ee Geeet 
A bidapieeanic wR ee ENGLISH WALNUT SEED 7, nominating commits for 

Letters are coming to the Office 0mination of officers of the Wis- 
ete ee ar egies Be of the Wisconsin State Horticul- consin Horticultural S ociety 

and western Wisconsin fruit ‘u%! Society asking for hardy whose terms expire in Novem~- 
rowers, Last year the meetin Crath Carpathian English Wal- ber, consisting of Mr. Dawson 

g h 1d L ve Wi J nut seed. Also seed of Black Wal- Hauser, Bayfield; Mr. Alfred 
wae ith” at teas f coals nut and Filberts of good quality. Meyer, Hales Corners; Mr. Carl 
i e cn ance th een We will be glad to hear from Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay have 

me Doone: ia as me ie eer anyone having seed for sale. nominated the following: 
ing will be held on November & To grow trees from nut seeds, President: Mr. G. J. Hipke, 
and 9 at Winona, Minnesota, . : 

ap "’ the nuts should be planted in the New Holstein. 
with headquarters at Hotel Wi- fant in such a way that squirrels | Vice Pres.: Mr. Arnold Nie- 
mona, Last year was the fist oc sodenty can aint get them; or man, Cedarburg. 
time these two groups cooperated they may be buried in sand in a For member of the Board of 

in such a meeting, and tes root cellar so they will not dry out Directors to succeed Mr. Daw- 
voted a for another 1, spring. son Hauser: Mr. John Torbick 
© De held this year. Those with hard shells, like Bayfield; Mr. W. H. Ward, Du- 
Meetings of this type give Black Walnuts and Butternuts rand, 

everyone an oportunity to get should be planted in the soil For member to succeed Mtr. 
acquainted with other growers in where the frost can crack the Alfred Meyer: Mr. Arthur Brunn, 
the region; on both sides of the shells, Place over them a tin can, Hales Corners; Mr. Oscar Con- 
Mississippi, and to discuss prob- with a small hole for the sprout rad, West Allis. 
lems of mutual interest. ‘These to grow thru in spring. Plant in For member to succeed Mr. 

meetings are sponsored jointly the regular way, with the nut Carl Reynolds: Mr. Spencer 

by the Wisconsin State Hotti- about 2 inches deep. The tin can Eames, Egg Harbor; Mr. P. S. 
cultural Society and the Minne- will rust away in a year or two, Peterson, Sawyer; Mr. W. UL. 
sota Fruit growers Association. but in the meantime will protect Thenell, Sturgeon Bay. 

I hope a all Ree fruit the nut from rodents. A ballot will be printed in the 
growers will accept this notice as ——— October issue of Wisconsin Hor- 
an invitation to attend. We SCHOOL CHILDREN ticulture so that members may 
should e es you ghere. PREFER SUGAR MAPLE AS _ vote by mail. Voting can also be 

. D. Winter, Secretary done at the Annual Convention. 
Minnesota Fruit Grow- WISCONSIN'S STATE TREE Complete program and premi- 
ers Association. The Wisconsin Conservation um schedule will appear in our 

Note: Complete ea will Department recently conducted a next issue. 

be published in the October issue. program among 279,874 school * 
remote children in our elementary and Mulcher-Rake $1.00 Postpaid 

COMING EVENTS high schools in rural and urban combinaticg. ports te back 

October 27-28. Annual conven- Sie, to ae oe fetly. "Send pio aoney 
tion i in Beekeepers As- preferance as to a State tree for order or cash to 

sociation, Redlaw Hotel, Fond du Wisconsin. \ Faso M. Huber, Winnebage, Minn. 
Lac. Seven native trees were sug- 

November 8-9. Joint fruit gested. Illustrations and descrip- Holland 
growers meeting. Minnesota tions were sent out with the bal- T. 1 . 
Fruit Growers Association-Wis- lots. The sugar maple was the 
consin State Horticultural Soci- most popular. and veceived 87,- U tps : : Daffodil, Hyacinth, and Crocus 
ety, Winona Hotel, Winona, 253 votes. bulbs for fall planting. 
Minn. The school children will pre- Write for catalogue in colors. 

| November 16-17, Annual con- sent a resolution to the state leg- T 

| vention, Wisconsin State Horti- islature next year requesting that Green errace 
cultural Society. Retlaw Hotel, the sugar maple be designated as Nursery 

| Fond du Lac. Wisconsin's official state tree. Route 1 Box 63 Oshkosh, Wis.
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Directors for 4 Yrs. 

¢ ) HEE 
. ef: eke Miler Ea a (oO TKS ( m IS i WBE. tahmlow, Mason, Hx-OMtcio 

u —F2E " a4 EM, Bager, Mifrates 

a Mrs, E. Piepkorn, Plymouth 
For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ie peer ae 

DAVE PUERNER WALTER KRUEGER MRS. A. EB. PIEPKORN for 1 Yr. 

Milwaukee OComemense 613 N. Mil. St, Plymeath = Shas Mok "Mitrraine 
F. M. BAYER Leland Shaw, Milton 

‘Treas. D. L. Sleezer, Lake Geneva 
4668 No, dist St., Milwaukes 9 Theo. Woods, Madison 

The 19th Annual Gladiolus Show Outstanding 
“One of the most outstanding © Champion Recent Introduction, Awards went to the following: 

high quality shows ever held,” J. J. Flad on Connie G. © Mr. A. Bogen, Sheboygan on 
was the opinion of those who at- Longest Flower Head, A. Sar- his seedling which was also Re- 

tended the Annual Wisconsin torius on Mountain Gem. serve Champion. 
Gladiolus Show at Kohler. The Largest Floret, Mrs. L. E. Wight- Mr. Ted Woods, Madison was 
Sheboygan Chapter, its’ commit- man, Plymouth on California. given an Excellent ribbon on 11 

tees and show pip Me Con- : More pen sores. R. H. pew seedlings. 

rad Holzman of Kohler, deserve Juers, Wausau on Spitfire. : 
much credit and our thanks for Most Ruffled Bloom, August we clita Giad Gardens, 

5 A ilwaukee received awards on 
their fine work. Members esti- Bogen, Sheboygan on Burma. 3 seedlings 
mated there were 3,000 beautiful Most Beautiful Spike in Show, " 
blooms shown. Val White, Wausau on Eliza | Walter Axel won an Excellent 

Point Winners beth the Queen. ribbon on 3, also Grand Champ- 
Plymmer Gardens, Columbus, Best Basket, Mrs. Len Wight- ©” Spike of Show on his seedling. 

Ohio were first in points—196; man on Harmau. J. J. Flad on 3 seedlings, Gor- 

Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay sec- | Second Best Basket, Shirley don Shepeck on 2 seedlings. 
ond with 74; Dr. L. C. Dietsch Jaschinski, Sheboygan on Pic- Also receiving blue ribbons 
third; Emil Jaschinski fourth; next ardy. were Plummer Gardens, James 
in order were Dr. R. H. Juers; Twenty Spike Table, Shirley Torrie, Conrad Holzman and H. 
Arnold Sartorius; Willis Miller Jaschinski, Sheboygan on Pi- Van Boren, Hartland. 
and Walter Axel. Small Growers cardy. . . 

(Most Points) Val White and Twenty Spike Table, Emil Three Spike Section 
second Conrad Holzman. Jaschinski, Sheboygan. In the 3 Spike Section Mr. Paul 

Grand Awards Best Seedling Basket and Machmueller, Schofield won the 

Champion Spike — Large size, American Home Achievement Division Champion on King 

Harry Pierce, Sheboygan on Award, Ted Woods, Madison, William. Mrs. “tang btm 

Leading Lady. on 7-10-43. Plymouth in 0 size) on 

Champion Spike — Medium Myrna; (300 size) Dr. L. C. 

size,, A. Sartorius, Porterfield on Seedling Awards Dietsch on Ophir; (200 size) 

Caribou. The Seedling Show was - of Plummer Gardens on Bluet. 
Champion Spike — Small size, the largest and best we have : ms 

Dr. Dietach, Piyauntk on Ophir, ever seen. Out-of-State visitors Commercial. Exhibits 

Best Illinois Introduction remarked Wisconsin is taking the Special award ribbons on Com- 

shown, J. H. Torrie, Madison on lead in production of high quality mercial Exhibits were given to 
Silver Wings. seedling Gladiolus. H. Janes, Whitewater, W. Krue- 

Grand Champion Spike of All seedlings scoring between ger, Cosmopolitan Glad Gardens, 
Show, A. Sartorius on Caribou. 93 and 100, in the opinion of the Dave Puerner and Theo. Woods. 

Reserve Champion, J. J. Flad, judges, vere given a rating ol There were five 20 spike 

Madison on Connie G. “excellent” and a blue ribbon. tables. First prize to Emil Jas-
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chinski, second to Gordon She- Champion Three Spike Seedling— MADISON CHAPTER SHOW WAS 
peck. ace James Torrie, Madison. BEAUTIFUL 

: ampion Single Spike Seedling— 

tne oe "See aad Mr. J. J. Flad, Madison, Mr. Paul E. Hoppe took first honors 
epec: Champion Seedling Basket — Mr. ®t the Madison Chapter show, Au- 

second to Plummer Gardens. Harold Janes, Whitewater. gust 9-10, winning the Grand Cham- 
A beautiful dutch mill with Those receiving a rating of excel- Pionship on Elizabeth the Queen. Mr. 

Gladiolus planting was designed ent on three spike and single spike bran Woods, Madison, won top 
and built by Emil Jaschinski as *¢°dlings were: Mr. G. Shepeck, Green Rains in the Seedling Section with a 
a central feature Bay; Mr. J. J. Flad, Madison, on 6 en- uffled White and in the Seedling 

5 tries, Mr, J. H. Torrie, Madison, on Three Spike Section. He also won in 

Baskets 5 entries and Mr. W.C. Krueger, Ocon- the yellow, deep pink, red and laven- 
There were 12 beautiful bas- omowoc. der seedling classes. Dr, James Tor- 

kets. First prize went to Mrs. Recent Introductions tle won in the cream and smokey 
Len Wightman on Harmau; sec- _ The Champion Basket was Tralee by clases: Mr. Roger Russell with a 
ond to Shirley Jaschinski on Pi- Mr. Walter Krueger. Other basket Uff; Mr. J. D. Flad with a deep pink 

winners were Spic and Span by Mr. and Mr. Walter Krueger, Oconomo- 

cardy, Annual Banauet David Puerner and Color Marvel by a ae lg ho lavender. 

wi que Mr. D, L, Sleezer. ore than 8000 persons passed 
On Saturday evening members Section Champions were Petral by ‘through the First National Bank in 

and exhibitors were guests of Mr. H. L. Wood of Richland Center; soghoe Mahe the show. In quality 
_ Mid-America by James Torrie. istic Arrangements of Gladiolus 

Pee ler Company ata wor ‘Donors of trophies were: Mr. Dave the Madison show is one of the out- 

ertul Danquet. is was appreci- pBuerner, Milwaukee; Dr. F. H. Graff, %t@nding shows in America. Competi- 
ated very much by everyone pre- Freeport, Il; Mr. Theo. Woods, Madi- ‘FS in this class included Mrs. F. C. 
sent. Dr. Geo. Scheer was Chair- son; Mr, Harold Janes, Whitewater; Middleton, Mrs. H. 8. Bostock, Mrs. 
man of the banquet committee Mr. Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc, Fy Wisniewski and Mrs. R. A. Wal- 
and Dr. L. C. Dietsch acted as "4 the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society. ker, 

toastmaster. H. J. Rahmlow, ‘THE WISCONSIN AND GLADIOLUS SOCIETY BOARD 
Madison reminded members of a Leone eowmes DIRECTORS MEET oF 

i IN. ee shows which were so success- NA Plans Made For Annual Mi 

ully staged in Kohler beginning Invite your friends who are inter- The Board of Directors met during 

in 1932. Four State shows have ested in gladiolus to join the Wiscon- the show at Walter Miller’s Gardens 
been held in Kohler—in addition im Gladoilus Society or a combina- on August 1st and voted to hold the 
to a number of Sheboygan Chap- pease Wisconsin and National one meting of a Wisconsin 

lon. ladiolus Society at the Medford Ho- 
ter Shows and several State Gar- ~ yrembershp dues are as follows: tel, Milwaukee, ye sunday. vtibes 
den Club Federation Flower Annual membership dues in the 31, beginning at 1p. m. It was voted 

soe Waconsn GIs SoC cee eee 
WINNERS AT WISCONSIN Membership combination, Wis- will meet at 10 a. m. 

SEEDLING SHOW, WALTER consin Gladiolus Society and The following program committee 

MILLER’S GARDENS, SUN PRAIRIE the New England Gladiolus So- was appointed: Dr. L, C. Dietsch, Ply- 

The Seedling Show at Walter Mil- CHC aaeeannneeeenennceceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseseessnnees 2,75 Mouth, Mr. Walter Krueger, Ocono- 

ler’s Gardens, Sun Prairie, Wis., on mowoc, Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 
Aug. 1, brought out some beautiful Membership combination, Wis- A nominating committee was ap- 

spikes of seedlings and recent intro- consin Gladiolus Society and the pointed consisting of: Mr. Walter 

ductions, ‘The quality was excellent North American Gladiolus Krueger, Oconomowoc, Mr. Frank 
throughout and the attendance very COUNCIL nn enenrnnnennnenenenenenene 2.00 Bayer, Milwaukee, and Mr. D. L. 

good. Noticeable was the way visi- Membership combination, Wis- Sleezer, Lake Geneva. This commit- 

tors blocked the aisles in the show consin Gladiolus Society, New tee met and nominated 10 candidates 

room watching the judging and ex- England Gladiolus Society, and for membership on the Board of Di- 
amining the many entries. North American Gladiolus rectors. Five vacancies on the Board 

Much credit is due to Mr, Walter COUN ecccecseeeeececeseseeeeeeessseeese- 8.50 Will occur. Those nominated are as 
Miller for his cooperation in provid- follows: Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan, 
ing the show room and the beautiful Wives of members and members Mr, Leonard Wightman, Plymouth, 
picnic grounds. of the Wisconsin State Horti- Mr, Walter Axel, Sheboygan, Mr, Val 

The Winners cultural Society ....................-_ .50 White, Wausau, Mr. Otto Kap- 

Grand Champion Spike of Show— ———— schitzke, Sheboygan, Mr. John Fiad, 

Mr, James Torrie, Madison on Mid- Men are forbidden to work in the Madison, Mr. Lloyd Pateman, Dous- 

America. village of Tenganan, Dutch East Indies, man, Mr. Everett Van Ness, Clinton, 

‘Reserve Champion—Mr. J. J. Flad, on penalty of a public thrashing ad- Dr. James Torrie, Madison, and Mr. 

Madison, on 27-45-2. ministered by women. Gordon Shepeck, Green Bay.
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WISOONSIN HORTICULTURE 

° 

Garden Gleanings 
TESTS FOR CONTROL OF _ FERTILIZER IN SOLUTION VS 
BLACKSPOT ON ROSES 7 A APPLIED DIRECT TO THE SOIL 

Fermate rose dust, sulphur dust and 4 , bo Os d An Answer To An Important hygon rose dust were tested in ex- alent . BP ‘isatton 
pevineciey for the control of blackspot os i - eee J a 
on roses at the Arkansas Experiment ge, & 9 ed mo QUESTION: Is it best to dissolve Station. a Flea fertilizer in water and then apply it to In the summary of the article pub- ree L. ie 9 the soil around our plants or is it just lished in the American Rose Maga- (Gy 4 axe, Us as well to mix the fertilzer with the zine for May-June, the workers state, - 5 aa a fi soil and then water, 
“There appeared to be little differ- Rw Sia ih Ae ANSWER: In order to get quick or ence in the control of blackspot by Bea CY X( et Dye < “ immediate results, gardeners and oth- the use of fermate, sulphur or phygon wbdsol wareoe- ers sometimes dissolve fertilizer plant dust mixture.” Phygon was said to food in water and then apply to the be toxic when used as a 2% dust mix- FLOWER ARRANGING FOR THE *°l around the plants. This method ture combined with sulphur and DDT is somewhat more effective with some and therefore should not be used in AMERICAN HOME rehaonel than application of the fer- 

tilizer at the surface of the soil fol- a = table of the defoliation of New Book on Flower Arran: lowed by watering because it makes rose plants under the various treat- Available possible keeping the fertilizer in con- ments, the following was given as the Flower Arranging for the American ®t with a large volume of water as amount of defoliation by August on Home by Gladys Tabe and Ruth Kist- ong as is desired so as to insure more treated and untreated plants of Edith ner has just been released. (Macrae- C©Mplete solution. It will thus facili- Nellie Perkins, Smith-Company, 225 16th Street, Phil- anion = ae a vegion ertilizer into the soil in the region Type of Average eee adelphia 2, Pa. me 2.70.) ent Ff the plants’ feeding roots. This does treatment of Je ia t nated act oon ue el es ent not mean that good results cannot be 
Per pian' illu ons, Bome'in color, re obtained when fertilizers are applied Fermate Rose Dust .................-273 arrangements. Chapters cover, © in solid form at or near the soil sur- phur Dust aeeeeeeeccceeeceeneeeeeeeeee BIB sign; color; texture; containers; ta- face followed by liberal watering, om Rose Dust ..-nceeoc-ece-ee---218 ble-setting; dried arrangements; In applying fertilizer in solution one Untreated (checks) .......---185_—— fruits and vegetables arrangements; ate careful not to make the sol- The time of application—having the miniatures; planning the garden; dec- ution too strong. An ounce (one to 

material on the leaves during a wet orating the church; the home wedding; two tablespoons) of fertilizer per gal- 
period—is most important. “ lon of water is about as strong as one SSS The book eae we oe terest: should go, and the solution should not 

ing paragraph: “In the little town in be applied directly to the leaves or MARIGOLDS NOT HOT WEATHER, viich 1 grew up, nearly everyone has ane Dae to the soil around the plants. PLANTS a garden. Women were always ex- Direct application on the plants may changing slips and seeds, and there cause burning. To insure against Experiments with marigolds by Dr. was much lugging of iris roots when fy. application of some water itself L. W. Went of California Institute of «the porder needs separating.” Bas- alzes tly on the plants with a sprink- 
Technology have resulted in some use- kets of flowers went with the bowls ling can after application of fertilizer ful information for flower growers, 8¢- oF chicken soup and wine Jelly for olution is sometimes advisable. cording to a report in Sunset. Irre-  giox folic, the church was filled with The ordinary complete fertilizer will spective of the type of soil, the same = yarg Johnson's delphinium on sum- usually dissolve sufficiently for appli- responses to temperature and light jo, Sundays, and for weddings, all seater iy solution or with water, Ad- may be expected. In general, mari- the neighbors cut their very best blos- dition of the fertilizer to the water golds should not be grown in shade. . 9, Usually brides set the wedding should be followed by vigorous stir- They need full sunlight. Also, they date with a wary eye to the flowers; ring at intervals of periods of 10 to do best in a fairly cool climate with peony time and rose time and delphin- Ps . intites’ to! Insurd more! complete day temperatures of not much over 1, time were favored. solution. Usually not all of the fertil- 70° and about 50° at night. However, “If you got married in church, you izer material will dissolve, but this they can stand higher temperatures int had the elegance of palms from should cause no worry since what does the mid-Summer than in early sails the greenhouse and possibly a wedding 19+ dissolve will be left at the surface or Fall and the night temperature bouquet from Milwaukee, but home ¢¢ the soil where it will eventually be 
more important than the day. flowers were the stand-by. acted upon and brought into solution. 
High itemperatires result i a Editors Note: We are curious to Answered by Prof. E. Truog, Chair- 

growth, small flowers and early isconsin town near man, Dept. of Soils, University of exhaustion. —From Garden Digest, in know in what Wisconsin Wisconsin. Horticulture. Milwaukee the author lived, :
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AMERIOAN IRIS SOCIETY ready to harvest before frost but SHALL WE CUT BACK IRIS 
AWARDS should be picked before a freeze. FOLIAGE 

Honors For 1948 Announced by The gourds may be dipped in Question: Under normal condi- 
Committee —_ a weak solution of formaldehyde tions and with the plants in ap- 

The American Iris Society, 444 or alcohol to sterilize them when parent good health, should the 

Chestnut St. Nashville 10, Tennessee, dried and then either waxed or foliage of tall beared iris be cut 
has just announced the 1948 award by ted with shell: ish back in the fall? 
a special committee as follows: coated with shellac or varnish. ack in tl = ih ate 

Answer: Late in fall, after foli- 
kes Medal—OLA KALA 

Dykes WHERE DID THESE HARDY age has stopped growing, it 
Ranner-Up for Dytes, — BRYON FLOWERS COME FROM would not matter if it were cut 
STO ite at acon, dean. ORIGINALLY? back. During prolonged rai 
Bearded): Helen McGregor, Aman- . ae ig prolonge: rainy 
dine, New Snow, Lady Boscawen, Look these up in your books spells it is sometimes advantage- 
Dreameastle, Black Forest, Chamois, and catalogs and see what you ous to remove part of the foliage 
Pink Cameo. can find out about each one. so that sunlight may reach the 

Other than Tall Bearded: Ruby 1. Bleeding Heart rhizomes to prevent mustard seed 
Glow (intermediate), Orchid Sprite 2. Delphinium fungus from attacking the roots 
nee 3, Shasta Daisy (Chrysanthe- It should b mbered that 
Honorable Mention (Tall Bearded): . asta aisy ( rysanthes t shou! = remem ered that 

Spanish Peaks, Pretty Quadroon, Ar- ™Um maximum) when a plant is in normal growth, 
gus Pheasant, Pierre Menard, Augus- 4. Pyrethrum (Chrysanthe- the chlorophy] in the leaves trans- 

ta, Radiation, Red Majesty, Admiral mum coccineum) forms water and carbon dioxide 
eat oan earok — wer 5. Chrysanthemum from the air into starches and su- 

reig Lapham, Carousel, Deep ight, : ‘ 
Lovelace, Peg Dabagh, Rose Splen- 6. x bi gars which are stored in the 
dor, Staten Island, Arcadia, Buttercup, 7. Columbine plant as food to be further trans- 

Mirrol Lake, Orelio, Pagan Princess, 8. Hens and Chickens formed into cell tissues. Removal 

San Antone, Bronze Brodale, Danube 9. Peony of the leaves at any time during 
Waves, Fairy Foam, Oriental Bazaar, 10. Hollyhock the growing season stops this 
Pathfinder, Gold Ruffles, St. Regis, CEES SSSEREeT process 

Sylvan Belle, Blue Glow, Lilac Lane. ANSWERS FE . Bulleti f the A . 
Other than Tall Bearded: Baltis 1, Japan —Erom .Dubetin of the: sametir 

(Oncobred), Yarcand (Oncobred), 2. Europe to Asia can Iris Society. 
Fairy es Sees Little Elsa 3. Pyrenees a ! 

(Dwarf Bearded). 4. Caucasus, Persia THE HEALTHY WEST — 
—_—_ 5. Japan and China Tourist—“‘Isn’t this the river that 

GOURDS WILL KEEP ONLY 6. Penn. to Florida to Louis- floods the valley ever so often 
IF MATURED iana and drowns all the cattle and 

QUESTION: How can I pre- 7. U. S., Europe, Siberia, de- Tuins the crops?” 

pare gourds so that they will not pending on species — 
decay. I have varnished them 8. European Mountains BULBS 

and followed all kinds of sug- 9. Mostly Asiatic, 1 species in 

gestions but they still develop Wyoming WILD TUES _ aie ite catty 

soft spots and decay. 19, 8. Europe to 'W. Asia Leading. varieties fncluding Chasi- 

ANSWER: Gourds will not Bom Senay Gardeners | yas, Eichler, Darystemon, Sylver 
keep unless they are fully ma- —eoeo . Sten Waite” for list. Selected 
tured before being picked. Per- CHILDREN brought up in Collection, 25 for $2.50. 

haps you planted them too late Sunday School are seldom Mammoth Red E ee bei: 

or your soil is heavy and cold brought up in court. — Wesley J] jiant scarlet and the largest of all 

and they did not mature before News. Tulips, Top Size bulbs 12 for $1.80. 
tart Regale Lily, jumbo bulbs, 3 for 

icat ltminy Be Hecteasty oS Th, WANTED — NURSERYMAN $1.10, Mixed Darwin Tulips, large 
them indoors in spring. The Wanted to contact young man in- | bulbs, 100 for $6.95 Dutch Hya- 
surface of gourds should be hard terested in the nursery and landscape cinths, mixed colors, 12 for $2.50. 

when picked so that when _ business. Elderly proprietor wishes 

ceratched with the finger nail, retire. Fine opportunity, ideal HaRO! a T GIBSONIA scr "location and established business. Box 272 o De® 
‘ it is too hard to penetrate. Hard- J. A. Harley, 1909 Vilas Ave., PA. 

shelled varieties are usually not Madison, Wisconsin
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Let’s Start a Compost Pile 
Condensed From Radio Talk By Prof. 
O. B. Combs, Dept. of Horticulture 

There are two very good reasons NEW VERSION OF AN OLD work faster. Additional phosphate 
wr having a compost pile. First of SONG will be very helpful in balancing the 

all, it provides a place for mis cella- BR | tt rea total fertilizer value of the compost, 
neous plant materials, leaves, weeds, @\\) £97 ‘3 Sonn, and potash will also add to the total 
cabbage leaves, pea vines, etc., which Me Meee \ <i" fertilizer present when the compost Is 
must be disposed of in some way. mt yy y as “9 m, placed on the garden. Many garden- 

Secondly, a good compost pile will SQ&4/ J Pa wee) ers find it effective and convenient to 
provide considerable amounts of the hae Pine” Ly 2 (9 use a three to four pound application 

such needed organic matter for the a: =) Se of complete fertilizer to each layer. A 
ne arg and improvement of the SW yh common 3-12-12 mixture would be all 

QUESTION: Is a compost pile just ee ee senene Sa Pere 
as important to the farm gardener as tra work. Moderate amounts of com- QUESTION: What about the water. 
it is to the city gardener? mercial fertilizer and perhaps a little How would you suggest that it be 

ANSWER: No, it isn’t because or- lime will prove helpful. In addition handled? 
ganic matter is available in the form as we just indicated, water is essen- ANSWER: Water is necessary be- 
of barnyard manures on the average tial, and the whole compost pile as it cause the pile must be kept moist for 
farm; and, of course, most waste ma- is being built should be thoroughly wet rapid decomposition, That means that 

terials can be fed to animals. The down occasionally. the pile should be wet down once a 

average city gardener must depend on QUESTION: If soil is added, just week or so unless rains are reason- 
some other source, It is largely the how thick should the soil layer be? ably frequent. It also means that for 

city gardener, then, who needs a com- ANSWER: The soil layer may be as__-8reatest efficiency the pile should al- 
post pile as a source of organic mat- thin as two or three inches, or it may Ways have a top which is lower in the 
ter for the garden. be up to four tr six inches if desired. center so that the water will soak into 
QUESTION: Just where should the QUESTION: How often would soil the pile rather than run off. 

compost pile be located? be added under these conditions? ee 

ANSWER: Place the compost pile ANSWER: A fairly good rule calls WHERE DID THESE FRUITS 
on a level spot and weil away from ‘for about three or four inches of soil 
ne house. n pristine re Screened on each foot or so of plant material. COME FROM ORIGINALLY? 

fac YY eERE Mery, SSCS “OF |S QUESTION: Now what about some : — 

QUESTION: Is there any best time of those other materials you; spoke 3. Plum 
to start a compost pile? about, lime, for example? 4. Cherry 

ANSWER: We do not know that ANSWER: A small amount of lime 5, pear 
there is any best time. Everything Will hasten decay of the plant mater- Apricot 
considered, it seems to us that any @ls and also help to avoid odors. A 7 Quyrrant 
time now or perhaps a little earlier 9PTinkling of perhaps one pound or 80g Strawberry 
than this would be a good time. over each layer of plant materials 9. Raspberry 

QUESTION: Just how does one go Would be sufficient. Too much lime, 49, Blackberry 
about starting a compost pile? of course, should be avoided because 11. Grape 

ANSWER: In its simplest terms, ™0St garden soils in Wisconsin are 15 Blueberry 
all we need to do is start piling plant %!ready sweet enough and therefore 
materials in the desired spot. A good 40 not need lime as such. ANSWERS 
compost pile, generally, will be en; QUESTION: Now what about that 1. Europe and Western Asia 

closed on alJl four sides or at least on commercial fertilizer you mentioned? 2. China 

two sides or perhaps three. The ma- Just what kind and how much of that 3. Eurasia, China, and U. S., depend- 
terial used for the enclousure may be would you suggest? ing on the variety. 

fencing wire, boards, perhaps even ANSWER: Commercial fertilizer is 4. Hurasia. 
concrete if a permanent structure is suggested largely for two reasons: 5. Europe and Western Asia. 

desired. Th enclosure should not be To hasten the decomposition of the 6. China and Western Asia. 

larger than 4 to 6 feet square. plant materials and to increase and 7. Europe and Asia. 

QUESTION: Do you add anything to balance the total fertilizer value of 8. Alaska to Patagonia. 

this compost pile other than the plant the compost. All plant materials and 9. Eurasia, North America, and East- 

materials. especially very coarse plant materials ern Asia, 
ANSWER: Actually, except for wa- decompose more rapidly when there is 10. North America. 

ter, nothing else is needed. Some ample nitrogen present. The bacteria 11. Hardy varieties from U. 8. 
gardeners add an occasional layer of which aid in this rotting process feed 12. U. S. and Canada. . 

good garden soil. That is not neces- largely on nitrates, so that added By Victor Ries in County Gardeners 
sary and it involves considerable ex- commercial nitrogen helps them to Program Service.
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Lilacs Should be Planted in Fall 
Canadian Experiment Station at Mor- wig Spacth, Pocahontas and Violeta, Write for 

den Recommends Varieties For Tastes differ in flowers as in other 
Colder Regions subjects. One choice of a select dozen 

Mr. W. R. Leslie, Supt. of the Mor- aristocrats is, White single—Vestale; N | ew 
den Station, in ‘his July newsletter, White double—Edith Cavell and El- 
states that lilacs have surpassed oth- len Willmott; Pink single—Lucie Bal- 
er popular ornamental shrubs in im- tet; Pink double—Mme. Antoine Buch- 
provement resulting from plant breed- ner and Montaigne; Pink to Lilac dou- Colored Folder 
ing. Lilacs were especially beautiful ble—Leon Gambetta; Mauve double— 
at Morden during May and June. Victor Lemoine; Reddish doubles— 
Since the Experiment Station is near Paul Thirion and President Loubet; ON 
Winnipeg, varieties which will do well Blue double — Emile Gentil; Purple 
there should do well anywhere in  single—Ludwig Spaeth. HOLLAND'S FINEST BULBS 
Wisconsin. Mr, Leslie’s comments on 

growing lilacs will be of interest to Wisconsin raat ia Bat ORIENTAL POPPIES our members. ‘ymen recommend 
Prefers Plants On Own Roots lilacs be planted in the fall. PEONIES 

“Growing Vulgaris lilacs involves Prof. William Longenecker of the 
several important considerations, The Dept. of Horticulture, University of IRIS 
plants should be on their own roots— Wisconsin who has charge of the Uni- 
specimen grafted on common lilac are versity Arboretum in which the fine PHLOX, etc. 
an endless nuisance through the hea- lilac planting sponsored by the Madi- 
vy production of suckers from the son Garden Club may be seen, says: 9 
roots, Moreover, the stocks, if neg- “We have found fall planting much Gartman S$ Gardens 
lected, may soon outgrow the named _ better than spring planting for lilacs. 
variety. Flower stalks should be clip- Fall planted lilacs will usually bloom Route 1 Fond Du Lac, Wis. 
Ped off as quickly as the flowers fade a year ahead of those planted the Visit our nursery this fall and so that plant energy be not used up previous spring.” see large display of hardy 
in seed production. After flowering He thinks the varieties listed above Mums, 
two or three of the oldest stems are are all right for Wisconsin, 
cut off at ground level and an equal TS 

number of well-placed new shots al- 

lowed to arise as replacements. To 

secure large trusses of flowers, feed 

the plants with top-dressing of barn 
manure and remove surplus and weak 

stems. Lilacs enjoy good feeding. 

Two common causes for disappoint- eg OD 
ment are planting in the shade of cei 
trees or planting too deeply. Many art 
lilacs die because set too deeply. Death . fs os 
may be several years in coming. The . * a 
tower bark of the trunk becomes soft ° Foliage and Doatiant Spraying : 
and spongy by soil contact, gradually © Pruning and Vista Cutting 
decaying and arresting the upward Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
flow of sap. Transplants should be e@ Tree Removal 
placed not more than two inches © Bracing 
deeper than the collar or the point © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
where the stem becomes root. e:E Cc . vergreen Care 

Good Varieties 3 - 
Vulgaris hybrids showing outstand- © Large Tree Planting 

ing excellence in 1948 include—Mme. © Effective Weed Control with 
F. Morel, President Loubet, Leon Specialized Equipment 
Gambetta, Stadtgartner Rothpletz, 

Thunberg, Victor Lemoine, Montaigne, Complete Gnsurance Coverage 
Mme. Antoine Buchner, Katharine Call BLuemound 3363 
Havemayer, Lucie Baltet, Vestale, 
Edith Cavell, Ellen Willmott, Presi- 

dent Pioncaire, Saussure, Paul Thirion, "4 TREE SCIENCE 
Emile Gentil, Massena, President Fal- — & SERVICE CO. 
lieres, Gilbert, Le Notre, Pascal, Hen- 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

ri Martin, Mrs, Edward Harding, Lud- 1
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT THE PRAYER OF THE TREE WAUSAU 

Dear Garden Club Members: “I am the heat of your hearth on To Have 

‘As the annual meeting of the Wis- cold winter nights, the friendly shade Fall Judging School 

consin Garden Club Federation will screening you from the summer sun, Oct. 19 - 21 

be held October 7-8, the convention and my fruits are refreshing draughts 

program and other details are being quenching your thirst as you journey Sponsored by the Wausau Federat- 

carried in this issue. on; I am the beam that holds your ¢d4 Garden Club assisted by Valley 
I every garden club member home, the board of your table, the Garden Club, Good Harth Club and 

he beat ba arrange to be pre- bed on which you lie and the timber the Wausau =o club, the Wiscon- 
w t pas ae a and to make a reserva- that builds your boat. I am the handle sin Federation’s third Judging School, 

a ly. Every club should have f your hoe, the door of your home- following up the second National 

ten ate yo . ce enkation and a voice stead, the wood of your cradle and Council Garden Club course held in 

a he ch i of our policies. Clubs the shell of your coffin; I am the Milwaukee, in May, will be held in 
in tad fina the Convention an oppor- bread of Kindness and the flower of the Wausau Hotel October 19,20,21 
eee a giving valuable informa- beauty: Ye who pass by, listen to my (instead of in September). 

tunity a x; fi at suggestions to our prayer, harm me not.” Mrs. Clifford Cyphers will again 
eer ation, 'p! From the Portuguese lecture on Design, Color and Flower 

As up of women accustomed to Show Practices. The Horticulture 
Pri Po thep gan accomplish OUR TREES Teacher will be Mrs. Bertha L. 

working ge How to Know Them Downes, Downers Grove, _ Illinois, 
wonders. The best way for clubs ic acnivie OY enceasow Editor of Garden Glories. 
work together is to meet and tal ha Tickets for the three day course will 
over their problems together. In this CLARENCE M. WEED, D. Se. be $4.50 for federation members. and| 
way members receive inspiration S eee atte, handsomest nature books 5.00 for nonxmembers. Single lecture- 
return to their clubs with renewed = rambler. $1.50. The Handbook of Flower Show 
enthusiasm. It seems to me this is a] 4 ———--_----__________ jjuaging will be on sale for $1.50. 
wonderful opportunity for an eX- school. I hope you can attend. 
change of viewpoints. State Chairmen and District Presi- We hope Wisconsin garden club 

Mrs. Thomas, Flower Show Chair- dents, I should like to remind you to members will make every effort to! 

man plans to have a lovely show at write reports on your activities and come to Wausau for this meeting. 

the Convention, so do not forget to bring them to the Convention. Re- Those of you who have previously at- 

visit it and see the attractive arrange- Ports do not need to be long to be tended know the high quality of the 
ments and tables. I hope you will all complete and helpful to other mem- Pregram which will await you. As 
enjoy our speakers, the banquet, tours bers. for your stay in Wausau, the clubs 

and tea. And please keep in mind And also: It is not too late to send sponsoring the event are doing every- 
that we are Hostesses this year to your scholarship contribution to Mrs. thing possible to make the meeting 

the Central Region, which represents Kieckhefer. enjoyable and comfortable for you as 

five states. We shoula do everything I am anticipating the pleasure of well as very worth while. We hope 

we can to make their visit to Wis- seeing every club represented at our you will come. 

consin a pleasant one. Convention. Please make your reser- Send reservations to Ada Portman, 

In this issue you will find another vation early. State Judging School Chairman, 308 
announcement of our third judging Sincerely Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald 12th St., Wausau, Wisconsin. 

24
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WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION: 
21ST ANNUAL CONVENTION 

HOTEL PFISTER, MILWAUKEE, OCTOBER 7th and 8th, 1948 

RULES OF On Program 

A . Thursday, 7th of October— 
dmission 9:30 Registration — Fee $1.00 

_. . 10:00 Business (according to order of Constitution) 
Admission to the Convention 12:15 Luncheon — Beauty Luncheon — Hotel Pfister 

shall require presentation of cre- 535 Bile aeniite nae ot Modern Cities.” Dr. Bedford 

dentials and payment of regis- 4:00 Adjourn (Flower Show) 
tration fee. 7:00 Annual Banquet — Honoring Central Regional 

. Banquet Hall, Hotel Pfister 
Conduct of Meeting Brida Sth Ce 

1. The chair shall have the 9:30 Ren pons meeting conducted by Mrs. Delarue, Central 

authority to make such rules as 12:15 | Luncheon, Hotel Pfister 

may from time to time be neces- i fgatden “Tour 
sary to facilitate the conduct of Adjourn i 

i Registrations should be made early. 
the meeting. § Mrs. Clarence Schultz, 

2. Sessions shall begin as Convention Chairman. 
scheduled. Speakers, officers, ee 
committee chairmen who appear CANDIDATES FOR ELECTION 
on the program must be seated The Nominating Romenitien eomunaged of Mts: Ried Piselbaiss iia, & ue 

7 Atkinson, Mrs. Rufus Erickson, rs. L. C. Dietsch, an rs. arles uele, 

on. the platform Bites minutes Chairman has nominated the following list of candidaities to be voted upon at 
before scheduled time for their jhe annual meeting, October 7-8: 
appearance. President .......-.--:-s0-ssessseecseeseeseesseresseeeeeeeeee- Mrs, F, J. Fitzgerald, Mrs. Charles Dean 

3. Robert’s Rules of Order shall 1st Vice President .........---+-------------Mrs. Clarence Schultz, Mrs. John oe 

overn conduct of the meeting. 2nd Vice President ......----------+----+-+-+4--~-Mrs. Ervin Kulow, Rev. Wilson Emigholz 

8 “° ° g Corresponding-Recording Secretary....Miss Merle Rasmussen, Mrs. George Harbort 

Voting Treasurer ....ss:-sssssesssseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeseeeeee- Mrs. Harry L, Wyatt, Mrs. Lee Burlingham 

1, Election of officers shall be A: Reminder, HOW MANY DELEGATES 

by written ballot. As Chairman of the Constitution MAY WE HAVE? 
2. Only official delegates or, and By-Laws Committee I wish to . . 

in their absence, their alternates ask that any amendments to be sub- Article 9, Section 2; (Constitution and 

hall b titled t tt mitted to this committee be sent. to By-laws of the Wisconsin Garden 

one © ene 2 vote: . me before October Ist, so they may (Club Federation.) 
3. When addressing the chair je duly considered prior to the con- . oo 

h k hall. Rist state: hig vetition. This legislative body shall be known 
the speaker sha’ ©) BS. . Wm. E, Sieker, Chairman 8 the Board of Managers and shall in- 
name, club, and credentials. Mrs. wm Melchert tlude the Executive Board, Board of 

Motions, Resolutions and Notices Mrs. Charles Jahr, Sr. Directors, other delegates-at-large and 

1. The Recording Secretary Mrs. J, Livingston official delegates from each affiliated 
= ‘9 M ° 0. S. Rundell club or society. Each affiliated group 

shall have the right to demand ae F. Wilkerson shall be entitled to one delegate and 
that motions be in writing, signed _ . one alternate fo each fifty members 

:. or less, or two delegates and two al- 

and fuivered to the Sein ok See es aaa a ternates for each additional fifty mem- 

2. Resolutions must be in writ- is not too late "bers, or major fraction thereof. Each 
ing, signed, and presented to the tribution to our Scholarship fund. Mrs. delegate must present proper creden- 

Resolutions Committee. Alfred J. Kieckhefer, Scholarship tials signed by the local president or 
- is Chairman, 1250 Dean Road, Milwau- secretary: The credentials committee 

3. Only notices pertaining to  ye6 will be glad to receive your don- shall be the final judge of qualifica- 
Federation business shall be read ations. tions of delegates. 
from the platform. IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Adjournment Lack of time and expense involved Your Oe ee exhibit aay a 
5 : _ If you have not already done so, 

The Convention shall stay in make it impossible to send out addi kindly send in yout reservations at 

session until declared adjourned tional schedules for our Fall Conven-  gice to our Entry Chairman: Mrs. 

by the chair. tion Flower Show. Therefore, please Carl Hofstetter, 136 N. 88th St. Mil- y 

William E. Sieker save and use the schedule printed in waukee 13, Wisconsin. 

Parliamentarian ast month’s magazine in making Mrs, Chester Thomas, Chrm.
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GROW WILD FLOWERS IN YOUR 
BIRD SANCTUARY BIRD SANOT BIRD NOTES 

Every bird-enthusiast-gardener will Mrs. R. A. Walker 
have trees and shrubs especially 
planted for food and cover for birds. Donita, NERS Pe ee ee 

In the May issue of Wisconsin Horti- Pe we? EP; x. ne po ar ice rae 
culture I furnished a list of desirable " ¢ * aves. RS Si . pei Sa Fi 
trees and shrubs for this purpose. ie es 4 a ‘alae eae g 4 i] 
This planting creates both a problem 7 1b 3 a eae ig) Bona F Pee 
and an opportunity ....a problem of ‘es E i Sa we oo & aa He 
proper ground planting under or near en Ny | 4 aay | bed 
the shrubs... an opportunity to bring cull ey if an r oe ee er ty | 
into the garden a great many of the fh ey ee eae cd ee... eats | | 
beautiful native wild flowers and Lh OS ae eS i is Fe ag oe Fy 
ferns that thrive in shaded spots. Mio, ~ e. “ae Fes { si 

The fall of the year is the ideal time ¥ ea SUI SS 3 205 pes: a { Ps 
to start this wild flower garden. Nur- 4a tee ‘ ye a sell: 4 PE 
sery stock may be purchased from . reg His of em ay eS | ES | 

nurseries specializing in native plants. i Rass (, . Y Ho Be AR ri 4 
This stock is superior to the plants vsti 8 Be a arse eu | 
collected from the wild and is much Cig cag Po ke = Seis ie Bae fd 
easier to establish in the garden. Our BO a Sp gubot Aline 
wild spots are being rapidly denuded \ Bigapioge. 3 Sal ye pe. ao eh ¥ # j 
of wild flowers, and our gardens are , ee Bes. id ogee NY ee 
about the only sanctuaries for the od es = Naar ee On # jj 

preservation of these native beauties. Pica GRP ee - 9 
All early spring flowering plants, en eee ee ee | o 

such as spring beauty, blood root, hep- = — eee) a Be 

aticas, Dutchman’s breeches and tril- 

lium should be ordered at once, so AUDUBON NOTES AND CARDS FOR SALE 
that they may be set out while there Wisconsin Garden Club members will again be able to secure the Audubon 
is still time for their root system to Bird Notes: aod Audubon! Bird aos, as well 33 i Flower Notes and Cards 

ie pa: . 
develop before winter starts. The fall 214 flower priate 4 will be introduced? "These are of a tne otpuiee ea a 
of the year is the best time to divide framing. All of these will be available at the State Convention in Milwaukee, 
and reset wild flowers which may al- October 7th and 8th. 
ready be established and overcrowded..,.<§_ ——————————————————————————— 
Given shade and good soil, Myrten- ful, dignified, yet friendly. Most ferns tive, interesting and easily grown. 

sia or Virginia Blue Bell will provide Prefer a diffused light, some do well Perhaps it is the best fern for a dry 
a profusion of beautiful blue in the in deep shade. Some ferns are practi- situation. Sensitive fern is another 
early spring. The plant quickly dies Cally evergreen the year around. Some hardy fern. It is called sensitive be- 
down and disappears after blossom- re valuable for attracting birds be- cause it is the first to succumb to 
ing, and so may be planted among cause of the wooly substance which frost. Bulbet fern is a beauty, with 

ferns or hosta lilies or more slowly Clothes the uncoiling fronds and is long, flowing fronds and tiny bulbets 
developing plants. Easily established ™uch prized as nesting material. on the underside, which fall off and 
in shade or semishade is the native Lady fern is pretty in the spring, start new plants. 
blue phlox, which provides early blue but becomes unsightly toward the end Ferns are easily grown. Given 

blossoms in profusion, as well as de- of summer. The Florist fern is similar shade, soil rich in leaf mold and a 
sirable ground cover all during spring and is perhaps a better choice. Mar-  -ea.onable amount of moisture, they 
and summer. ginal Shield is my favorite fern. It has —_ will thrive and reproduce generously. 

Not so easy to grow, but most at- dark blue-green fronds of leathery Anyone who has never grown wild 
tractive and interesting is the native texture, growing in a circle and re- flowers in the garden will be most 
orchid or lady slipper. This derhands ™aining green all winter. Christmas pleased at a trial. Beautiful as they 
shade and a deep liberal supply of fern is also evergreen and easily re in the field or forest, they cannot 
loose soil and leaf mold. Shooting grown. Maidenhair is one of the best compare with the wild flower in the 
stars and bellwort also do well in of all ferns. It’s dark, shiny, bare garden. 
shade and in rich leaf mold. Another stems are topped with a nearly hori- ——— 
spring bloomer is the baneberry with zontal circular frame at branching AMERICAN BIRD SONGS 
a white feathery blossom followed by fronds. It is a distinctive fern, the . . was 
white or red herria in the summer. essence of grace. It must have shade. Recorded in Native Wilds by the Al- 

Aa rt R. Brand Bird Foundation, Lab- 
Jack-in-the pulpit is a welcome Cinnamon fern with its tall “fiddle 

spring sight but even more showy in heads” and the Ostrich fern, both oratory of Ornithology, Cornell Uni- 
the fall with its large red fruits, Wild large varieties, are useful as space versity. Price for the Serles $8.50. 
ginger makes a good ground cover. fillers. Comstock Publishing Co, Inc, 124 

But a must in every wild flower gar- The Interrupted fern, whose spore Roberts Place, Cornell Heights, Itha- 
den are the ferns ... beautiful, grace- areas “interrupt” the fronds is effec- ca, New York,
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From One Gardener To Another 
Genevieve C. Dakin 

Combining a vacation period with @ Mr, English is in charge of the gar- Near Wenatchee we visited the 

business conference made possible gens at the government locks. As an Ohme Rock Garden. A natural out- 

several weeks’ stay in the west in  avocation he raises thousands of rare cropping of rock high above orchards 

June and July. Will you join me in plants from Europe, Asia and the in the valley is the site of this garden 
a gardener’s travelogue? Aleutians, His wife, also an ardent open for a fee. Here a bold, colorful 

The jacaranda trees were in full gardener, hybridizes iris and collects effect is obtained by repeated broad 
bloom in California—their blue flow- species primula and iris, With our patches of common sedums, creeping 
ers a beautiful sight. In every cottage host we enjoyed. a trip to the locks Phlox, and thymes. It offers a sugges- 
garden climbing roses or vivid magen- and through its gardens, one of the tion for a bank treatment or for a ° 
ta bougainvillea scaled trellis or pillar. city’s beauty spots. fool-proof planting among large rocks. 
Sweet peas eight or ten feet tall cov- One sees broom in Seattle but some- You may know that Idaho’s State 

ered wire fences. Calla lilies and ger- how its yellow seems cheerier and gay- Flower is the “syringa” or mock or- 
aniums spread luxuriantly. Real Cali- er under the blue of Vancouver Is- ange. Literally covered with bloom it 

fornians spurn the humble geranium, and’s sky as it welcomes us to grows on every hill or mountain side. 
I was told. They prefer to cultivate Victoria. A companion is the creamy ceonothus 
the more discriminating pelargonium A visit to this English city is never with liliac like blooms. In the cliffs 

or Stork’s bill geranium. As one drives complete without a trip to famous grow tiny ferns, sedums, heuchera, 
through residential sections one glimp- Butchart Gardens, covering sixteen harebells and mitella. Penstemons 
ses masses of pansies, tall snapdrag- acres fifteen miles from the city. They with magenta phlox add color. Oregon 
ons, delphiniums, blue lilies and gor- were conceived by Mrs. Butchart to holly grows along the roads in the 

geous roses in tree and shrub forms. cover areas left after quarrying re- mountains and in one woods I found 

Azaleas, camellias, pittospermum and quired in cement manufacture. Wind- delicate white mariposas. Ground 

eugenia are used in foundation plant- ing woodland paths lead one to the covers are like those in our north 
ings with a fuchsia tucked in here and margin of the famed sunken gardens. woods. 
there for texture and color. Fuchsias One may cross velvet lawns to the Along highways acres of yellow 

planted in wire hanging baskets pen- Italian Garden where a setting of daisies, yellow and white sweet clover 

dent from the branches of old walnut pools and flowers delights the eye. contrasted with huge patches of clear 

trees were charming in one garden. Another objective may be the English blue vetch and lupines. Blue cornflow- 

On previous visits to California I saw rose gardens. In the greenhouse ex- ers had naturalized in great stands. 

large collections of fuchsias growing quisite varieties of begonias were on In the distance were tall firs silhouett- 
under lath. Tall evergreens and euca- exhibition. ed against the mountains and, high 

lyptus trees make bold silhouettes A gardener friend arranged for me above, fleecy clouds traveled across an 
against the sky. Creeping geraniums, to visit several private gardens. Alpine azure sky. 
lavender lantana and mesembryan- plants, collections of rare ferns and Motoring in the Canadian Rockies 
themums are used as ground covers other native flora, stands of mecanop-_ brings real thrills, One may drive 

on banks. We know that humming sis the color of the sky, a flowering miles along the - Columbia river 

birds are frequent visitors in gardens. tree fully in bloom, styrax Japonica, through deep forests of virgin timber 
To our surprise we learned they are graceful Japanese maples and hollies where cedars five and ten feet in dia- 

not always quite welcome as they are but a few of the pictures I like meter rise majestically, looking to- 
nibble on leaves of flowering plants. to recall. It is not hard to realize why ward the sky. At every turn falls 

As our train crossed into Oregon, Victoria is called the Garden City. send rapid water to augment the al- 

roses greeted us from each railroad, Every home has a garden of sorts. ready angry river. Moose and deer, 

station and home garden. Apparent- Where tall foxgloves, huge canterbury unafraid, stand near the road feeding 

ly tree forms thrive anywhere with a bells, masses of low campanulas, as we drive by. 

minimum of care. combine in gay groupings. White di- Over mountain passes we finally 

In Seattle one may revel in rhodo- anthus makes a charming edging. A emerge on Lake Louise lying blue 
dendrons and enjoy the low wall gar- drive in the clumps of dianthus, lav- and quiet at the foot of Victoria Glac- 

dens filled with flowering shrubs and ender aubrietia and pale yellow alys- ier. The traditional poppies contrast- 

rock plants which frequently edge sum combine in country showed deli- ing yellow against the blue of the lake 
front yards. Time did not permit a cate brodiaeas nodding from rock bring a gay note to the grounds of 

visit to the University Arboretum but crevices with native alliums in white the Chateau. Siberian iris and delphin- 
I learned that since my visit a few and yellow in clumps along the road. iums were just in bud. 
years ago some unusual specimens had Back in Washington our train took With vivid pictures in our minds of 

been acquired. To insure safety of us through mountains where stands the sunset glow on the mountains 
many rare plants, during the war Eng- of naturalized foxgloves brought color nd glaciers as we viewed them from 

land sent a collection to Seattle. No among the white flowering mountain our hotel at Waterton Lakes we drove 

doubt its mild climate with plenty of ceonothus. In the Wenatchee valley next morning across the international 
moisture approximates that of Kew ping cherry trees were red with fruit boundary into Montana's Glacier 

Gardens. and apple orchards showed promise Park. Fully 900 species of flowering 

We visited the garden of Mr. and for fall harvest. Here, as in valleys Plants and ferns grow here. In the 
Mrs. Carl English. Their grounds are traversed in Canada later, we appreci- high altitudes the growing season is 
perfectly adapted for the growing of ated what irrigation meant to a one- 80 short that every day’s growth is 
rhododendrons and other acid lovers. time desert but fertile land. Concluded Page 30 Col. 3
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. . PYRACANTHA (FIRETHORN) Spring Blooming Shrubs for Arrangements Siownleus.alivanean guivacacasocy 
Mrs. Stephen M. Cushman of bloom becomes noticeable in the 

flower garden our interest turns again 
Many of us look forward to the Mockorange, in variety (Philadel- 44 the shrub border no longer fragrant 

blossoming of spring flowering shrubs phus) with bloom but peppered with gay 
as much as we do to the spring flowers Plum (Prunus triloba) little berries. If we have chosen our 

themselves. To one who arranges Spiraea (Van houtti) (Anthony shrubs wisely we need not grieve over 
flowers they offer endless possibilities.  Waterer) (Billiardi) and others the passing of summer. A carefully 
Some of them are so fragrant and ex- Deutzia (Lemoinei) planned shrub-border can bring beau- 

quisite they seem to bring the essence Weigelia (Floribunda) (Candida) ty to our gardens at all times of the 
* of spring into a room with them. Ar- heer slaggea (Carlesi) (tomentosum) year. 

ranging them is sheer delight. Most Iden Currant (Ribes aureum) . 

of the shrubs are versatile. They can Beauty bush (Kolwitzia amabilis) iy eA eo stares asin 

be used in flat or tall containers, in Shadblow (Amelanchier) in variety half-hardy, ornamental shrubs is Py- 

large or small compositions, either Hawthorn (Cratagus) in variety racantha or Firethorn, a species of 
alone or with spring flowers. Also they Shrub roses thorn: with flame<c lore a bareied: ‘nas 

lend themselves to massed or line Shrubs interesting for colored foliage tive to Southern Europe. Thriving best 

arrangement. Red Leaved Japanese barberry, Ja- in 9 sunny sheltered location in the 
Some shrubs such as the Japanese Bie vatean wee Privet, Russian shrub border, Pyracantha (which has 

Quince, Forsythia, Plum, Flowering Place arigate fegela, Purple-leaf 4 small white flower in spring) may 
Almond, Flowering Crab, etc., seem * be trained to climb against a high wall 
especially suited to line arrangement. Shrub branches for forcing or the side of a house. It is also at- 

If used in a flat container an interest- Forsythia, Pussy Willow, Flowering tractive in the border of a rock gar- 
ing rock or piece of driftwood at the Quince, Wild Plum. den where its clusters of yellow, 

base of the stems is often a nice addi- (From “Symposium on Shrubs”) orange or scarlet berries form a pleas- 
tion. When used in this way, a few ees ing contrast to the grays and dull 
branches will suffice, therefore care ARE YOU BUYING SHRUBS? greens of the garden. When backed 
should be taken to choose those with As fall planting time will soon be by tall evergreens the effect is very 

character and interesting lines. Often here, garden club members who intend fine. 

outa: branch as you arrange +, aad new shrubs to their borders The culture of Pyracantha is not 
Me this fall will do well to secure a copy difficult. It should be planted Septem- 

Lilac, Mockorange, Beauty Bush,  o¢ the “Symposium on Shrubs” put out er to October or April to May, in 

Bridal Wreath, are well adapted to by the Milwaukee District under the Fdinary loamy soil and pruned into 
mass arrangement. Stripping the direction of Mrs. Ervin Kulow, Pro- desired shape very early in the spring. 
leaves from the branches of Lilac or gram Chairman. For indoor decoration in autumn 

Mockorange will give a solid color branches of Firethorn laden with ber- 

effect that is desirable for some Publication of this excellent little jie make beautiful line arrangements. 
occasions. booklet is quite an achievement and ee 

It would be a heroic task to list all ” on pocihangers tara na ea LECTURE BUREAU NEWS 

the shrubs and varieties that make With their permission we are = Flowers In Action 

interesting arrangements. From the 
printing, in our September and Octo- A Movie Lecture 

many I have tried to choose the most ber issues, chapters which we think 
beautiful as well as the most usable. : Now available for lectures, Mr. John 

Almost all the varieties of some shrubs ue ae to garden club Nash Ott, Jr., noted botanical motion 

lend themselves to arrangement. Lilac, but flest wish aca shrubs picture photographer, presents his 
Mockorange and Flowering Crabs fall ce. new all-color time-lapse sound films. 

into this class. However from the ee These pictures were produced especi- 
standpoint of flower arrangement, Copies of Symposium on Shrubs are ally for garden clubs and nature 
many varieties of Viburnum and still available at 55 cents per copy and study enthusiasts but are so startling 

Spirea do not have much to offer. ™&@y be secured by writing to Mrs. F. that they hold all types of audiences 
Following is a list of spring and sim- C. Marquardt, R 1, Box 63, Hales Cor- spellbound. 
mer flowering shrubs hardy in this ¢TS, Wisconsin. For further information, phone or 
region. I would like to add Magnolia ae write Midwest Lecture Bureau 730 
Soulangeana and Magnolia Stellata, “Plants & Gardens” Elm Street, Winnetka, Illinois Phone 
but they are not hardy unless given Published quarterly by the Brooklyn Winnetka 580. 
a@ great deal of winter protection. Botanic Garden for the gardener who « *« 

Fe ee een aie iat uteitt GARDENS OF SLAVIC TANDS . ‘writ- 
Flowering Almond (Prunus japoni- ten in language you can understand. A Famous Series Garden Lectures 

ca) Rates: $2.00 for one year, $8.50 for 

Honeysuckle (Lonicera) two years. For complimentary copy, IRINA KHRABROFF 

Flowering Crab (in variety) write to Dr. George S. Avery, Jr. Dir- For terms and dates, address 
(Malus) ector, The Brooklyn Botanic Garden, Irina Khrabroff 

Lilacs in variety (Syringa) Brooklyn N. Y. 126 West 104th Street, New York 25
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BOOK REVIEWS BAe Se eaeitases FOUNTAIN 

Dagny Borge . Wisconsin garden club members 

Plants, A Guide To Hobbies, culture Department of the University, Lol Soe cae cach year ty 
By Herbert 8. Zim. Eset a the Alumni Research Horticulture, official magazine of the 

This book by an amateur botanist “100 Best Books for the Gardener's Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 

is intended mainly for young people. Library,” is a 16 page pamphlet listing will read with interest the news of a 

In the first three chapters he discusses books pesaaiiwen ded by the editor of recent gift made to the city of Winter 

the identification and classification cf The Flower Grower, Paul F. Frese, Park, Florida, by its Garden Club. A 

plants. The bulk of the volume is de- and approved by E. L. D. Seymour, drinking fountain of native stone set 

voted to collecting and collections of Horticultural Editor of The American 08 @ mass of azaleas now greets 

preserved material and living plants Home, and Elizabeth C. Hall, Librarian visitors to Kraft Azalea Park in that 

from seed to fossils. There are also of the New York Botanical Garden. city. On a bronze plate attached to the 
three chapters on experiments with ‘The list contains only books currently fountain is the following inscription: 

plants, and one on plant regions. The available, and omits most nature “The Winter Park Garden Club in- 

last chapter lists plant localities worth books as not needed by the average vites you to drink of the water of life 

visiting. For Wisconsin the list com- gardener. The compilers claim that from this fountain. Erected in honor 
prises the Chequamegon National this is the first time that such an up- of its Year Book first national award 

Forest, Interstate Park, Northern to-date list has been made. It may be in Horticulture contest.” 

Highland State Park, Terry Andre ecured from Holliston Mills, Inc, ——— 
State Park, Wisconsin Dells, the Norwood, Massachusetts, at 15 cents ANNOUNCEMENT! 
greenhouses in Mitchell Park in Mil- per copy. The Sheboygan District will hold it's 

waukee, the U. S. Forest Products With the June, 1948, issue of The annual meeting at Manitowoc (on 
Laboratory in Madison, and the cherry Home Garden, a page is devoted each Thursday September 16th, Following 

orchards near Sturgeon Bay. month to “The Gardener’s Kitchen,” a dinner at the St. James Episcopal 

Canadian Spring, by Florence Page edited by Ruth Matson. She has not ould Hall ‘Mrs, Irwin L. Burger and 

Jaques, illustrated by Francis only been a gardener for many years, Mis; Jacobs ae ee ower Ar- 
Lee Jaques. but is also a renowned cook, specializ- e n able Settings. 

A day by day account of a journey ing in dishes from several foreign AN INVITATION 
through western Canada, during countries in which she has lived from The Badger State Dahlia Society, 

which the illustrator, who is artist for time to time. One recipe each month nc. staged its annual dahlia and 
the American Museum of Natural now appears on her page, that for flower show at the Recreation 
History, sketches, while his wife mere- June being peapod soup, for July blue- Center, 16 E Doty Street, Madison, 
ly enjoys the scenery. Their particular berry pudding, and for August sour on September Sth and 6th. The So- 
interest is in wild ducks. Not as cream cucumbers. ciety cordially invited garden club 
spontaneously delightful as earlier In the last chapter, on garden treks, members and those interested in 

volumes by this talented pair. pilgrimages to the Hast, South, and flower culture to participate in the 
Armchair Gardening; Some of the West are suggested, but none to mid- show by exhibiting their choice blooms 

Spirit, Philosophy, and Psychology of western gardens. and artistic arrangements. 

the Art of Gardening, by Thomas Hub- Guardians of the Forest, by Stacy 

bard MeHatton Kingeramith, | GARDEN EXCHANGE | 
In the opening chapter, the author, The hobby of this author is nature MAGAZINE 

who is Head of the Department of study, Because of this she became Just what the name implies, 
Horticulture and Director of the Gar- nature adviser to Campfire Girls and Features exchange of ideas, sug- 

den School of the University of Girl and Boy Scouts. In this connection gestions and garden knowledge, 
Georgia, sketches briefly the beginn- a Tree Club was formed, each mem- as well as seed and plant ma- 

ings of garden clubs, the first of which ber of which “adopts” a tree. This terial. 
was founded in Athens, Georgia, in book relates in diary form what has Sample 15 Cents (Quarterly) 
1891. A later chapter is devoted to the taken place on club walks in the Year 50 Cents 

history of horticulture in America. woods, month by month, in a Michigan E. JOHNSON 

Other chapters treat of sight and locality. Somewhat pedantic and mon- 683 Nevada St. 
color in gardening, and garden music otonous in style, but should be used (WH) RENO, NEVADA 
and odors. for leaders of junior garden clubs. 

An article on “Magnolias in the S A V E T R E E s—_ 

North,” by Henry F. Leweling, is con- COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
tained in the July 15, 1948, issue of 
The American Nurseryman. Since the TREES 

author is a Wisconsin resident a de- LAWNS 
scription of varieties suitable for Wis- GARDENS 
consin together with their care 3378 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

and propagation, constitutes the 

bulk of the article. Mr. Leweling WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

was recently on the staff of the Horti-
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“1860 THANKSGIVING KITCHEN” Pp. 
FEATURE OF CENTENNIAL loch ortage Takes a Bow 

Furniture and other equipment 

placed in the “1860 Thanksgiving Kit- 

chen” quaintly displayed at the 

Womans Building at the Wisconsin 
Centennial Exposition has been grac- 
iously loaned by antique shops, gar- 
den club members, and by women 

from many of Wisconsin’s farms, 

To mention a few of the items in S > 4 4 

the room, there are cupboards, an A . | 

old pine sink, tables, spinning wheel, : s 

rag and hooked rug; utensils and — Seen 

dishes on the stove; iron maple-sugar A Le 

mold, iron bread stick pans, Wooden Nee 

bowls, and copperware, Benington, , - 

Majolica and Lustreware in the cup- Pe 

boards. or a 

The dinner table covered with a ti. ae 

handwoven cloth and napkins is set ‘y ho 

with ironstone Moss Rose pattern and wake Ce a 

.old glassware. The decor selected for i ela Rh 

the table includes an old castor set Em rae 

in the center, an ironstone bow] filled ef 

with old Duehess apples and grapes PORTAGE GARDEN CLUB MEMBERS 
on one end and a bowl of black wal- oo. . 

nuts at the other end. Fruits and | At Summer District Meeting 

vegetables in an old chopping bowl Left to Right, Back Row— 

placed beneath the work table dupli- Mrs. E. P. Andrews, Mrs, H. V. Tennant, Mrs. E. J. Blass, Mrs. B. W. 
cate those available in 1860; herbs Older, Mrs. T. H. Sanderson, Mrs. J. C. McCartan, Mrs. George Turner, Mrs. 

hanging up to dry are dill, sage and C. J. Funk, Miss Myrtle Clark, Miss Antionette Fordman. 

savory. Front Row:— . 

Old fashioned red geranlums and Mrs. A. J. Henkel, Mrs. C. M. Payne, Mrs, G, H. Barker, Mrs. D. Bogue, 
ivies on small tables and potted pars- president, Mrs. R. O. Klenert, Mrs. Wm. Klenert. 
ley on the sink complete the floral 

decorations. in flower arrangements and potted Club, and Mrs. Herman Imme of the 

Three manikins realistically placed, plants. Tess Corners Garden Club. 
including a granny at the spinning Our members did excellent work Signed: Mrs. Chester Thomas, Chrm. 

wheel, mother at the cupboard, and and credit is to be given the following a ey 
daughter at the door represent three clubs and members: 
generations. The room also boasts an 1917 MISSION PARLOR One Gardener To Another (Cont.) 

1860 Almanac, a Bening cuspidor and By Mrs. George C. Johnson and vital to perfect fruit. That accounts 

even a lazy old kitten sleeping under irs, L. G. Stewart of the Home Gar- for the impression that all seem to 

the kitchen stove. deners Garden Club, Mrs. O. H. Bur- burst into flower at once. As snow 

Garden clubs which assisted in fur- germeister of the Hillcrest Garden "ks retard growth many species uc- 
nishing fruit, vegetables, dried herbs Cjyb and Mrs. Henry Moody of the ually associated with spring do not 

and plants are: Hawthorn, Tess Cor- west Allis Garden Club. bloom until late summer. This explains 
ners and Whitnall Park clubs. 1874 EARLY OFFICE why alpine meadows are continuaily 

Mrs. Fred C. Marquardt Mrs. Gene Muensberg, Elm Grove in flower. 
——— Garden Club and Mrs. John Nyle, Rounding Garden Wall mountain 

OENTENNIAL EXPOSITION Brookfield Garden Club. one is intrigued with alpines in the 
1848 -1948 1864 VETERANS AID SOCIETY rock crevices. Long drifts of bur 

It was gratifying to be called on WORK ROOM forgetmenots cover slopes. On the 

by the Womens Committee of the Mrs. Walter Patitz, Ravenswood Crest of Logan Pass large stands of 
Wisconsin Centennial, asking our Garden Club, Mrs. Amanda Watzek Yellow glacier lilies are in bloom. 
Federation Garden Clubs to provide and Mrs. Lloyd Wolf of the Spring Penstemons, blue and lavender, cling 
certain furnishings and treatment City Garden Club, Waukesha. Mrs, 0 rocky hillsides. 
needed in the Historical Rooms of Frank Thompson of the Waukesha Some other summer we hope to re- 

the Women’s Building. These rooms Town and Country Garden Club. turn to Glacier. We want to follow the 

were correctly and authentically done 1860 EARLY KITCHEN trails and linger among the lupines, 

to portray particular periods in Wis- Mrs. Wm. R. Holz and Mrs. Fred eryngium, gaillardia, arnica and other 
consin’s history and important details Marquardt, Hawthorne Garden Club. lovely flowers that fill the alpine mea- 
in this respect called for certain styles Mrs. J. E. Voight, Whitnall Garden dows. Genevieve C. Dakin
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ANNOUNCEMENT DISTRICT MAIL BOX The Madison District will hold its 
ART INSTITUTE GARDEN CLUB FOX RIVER SCHOLARSHIP on meeting, Wednesday, Septem- 

RS ber 29, at Kennedy Manor, Langdon 
SPONSORS LECTURE Concluded St., Madison. Registration will begin 

The Milwaukee Art Institute Gar- the need to realize and to teach at 9:30 and the business meeting at 

den Club will sponsor an illustrated that our natural resources are not in- 10:00. The forenoon will be given over 
lecture on “Christmas Decorations”  exhaustible. We need also to develop to annual reports of officers and dis- 
by Miss Anne B. Wertsner, Field jin the youth of America a greater ap- trict chairmen and election of officers 
Secretary of the Pennsylvania Horti- preciation of public property so that for the coming year. Following lunch- 
cultural Society at the Milwaukee Art the tremendous destruction and waste ©0n at Kennedy Manor, there will be 

Institute, 772 N. Jefferson St., Mil- of facilities and accomodations in pub- ™usic and an illustrated talk on Flow- 
waukee, Wis. on November 19, at 2:15 jic_ buildings, parks, playgrounds, and & Gardens of the Orient by Mr. 

p.m. historic and scenic places may be brought George Sieker, recently returned from 
Aside from lecturing, Miss Wertsner ¢ g minimum. These are the aims of 2% years in the Orient. Mr. Sieker, 

is a writer and experienced flower the conservation department as stated Who is a brother of your district presi- 
show judge. She stages all the flower in the school catalog. dent will also talk about conservation 
shows for the Society and its section efforts being made by people through- 
of the great Philadelphia Flower Central State Teachers College pion- out the Orient, and by the Japanese 
Show, and she is author of the Practi- eered the field in conservation edu- in particular. 
cal, well illustrated little book, “Make cation. It had the first, and for a short Clubs of the district should be well 
your Own Merry Christmas.” time, the only conservation major in represented at this important meet- 

Tickets will be on sale after October the nation. Naturally it attracted atten- ing. If you will send me your reserva- 
ist at $1.00 plus 20c tax. As the seat- tion and letters of inquiry came from tions early, we can move ahead 
ing capacity of the Art Institute is schools in all parts of the country ask- promptly with our plans and insure 
only 250 there will not be more than 150 ing for details of part or all of the pro- you a good meeting. 
tickets available to persons outside of | gram. Only last month Mr. Schmeeckle, William Sieker President, Madi- 

the Art Institute Garden Club. So if Chairman of the department, was in- son District. 

you wish to hear Miss Wertsner, you vited to Valley City, North Dakota, to ee 

Sonipper’ Program Chairmen, 10 32, Teachers Colle « comervation deport LILIES, THEME OF MEETING 
Homer St., Milwaukee 7, Wisconsin. ment patterned closely after the one at Members of the Sheboygan Garden 

i aise sik Inve = eee Tai ir activities sent us 

TUBEROUS BEGONIA EXHIBIT And that brings us back to the place by Miss Nellie Palmer, Publicity 
VIEWED BY GARDEN CLUBS from which we started—those 50 dollar e's ' 

scholarship checks given by this garden t the July meeting the: thered 
An invitation to visit the unusual (1), aisisice SWE it ena edegestea in Evergreen Park for a basket lunch. 

estate of Oscar U. Zerk on Cooper a year ago that it would be a fine Food was abundent and good will pre- 
Road, Saturday, August 28, at 7:30 thing to sponsor a scholarship as an vailed. Mrs. R. G, Maiselein, talking 

p.m. has been extended by Mr. Zerk , on the appropriate topic “Trees”, 
and the Kenosha County Garden Club educational project, we in Fox River told members where various species 
to all Garden club members in that Valley district felt that we had some- are found, their size and practical use. 
locality, to the officers of the Milwau- thing outstandirig in our midst that merit- Late in July members and friends, 
kee District and to club presidents ed recognition. And so, while still sup- housed in a comfortable bus toured 
throughout the state. The magnitude porting the federation scholarship (in the Kraft Gardens. 
of the plans for this gathering (which Madison,) we set up our own $100 The highlight of the season was 

will have taken place before our Sep- scholarship fund. a An a pr aiden ne noe Hob. 

tember issue leaves the press) indicate The requirements for earning the son, at which Mrs, Charles Schulte, 
that it will be one of the most beauti- scholarship are simple. The student must Sheboygan District President, spoke 
ful affairs in Wisconsin Garden Fed- stand high in the class academically, on “Lilies.” Mrs. Schultz said that 
eration circles this year. must show promise of efficient leader- there are 100 species of lilies, that 
From the letter sent out by Mr. ship out in the field, and must return those grown from seed are more 

Paul Vigansky, President and Mrs. + CS, T. C. for his senior year. In ‘lisease-free than those grown from 
Esther Schaefer, Corresponding Secre- case of a tie between two students the bulbs, and that the Madonna is the 

tary of the Kenosha Club we quote: one with the greater need is given pre- easiest to grow. 

‘Among many other things in the ference. The recipients are chosen at A table decorated with garden flow- 
garden, one of the loveliest spectacles the end of their junior year and the ers was the setting for the punch 

will be Mr. Zerk’s magnificent Tuber- names are announced on award day pow! at wes Busse and Mrs. 

ous Begonia Bxhibit consisting of over jou porto commenced a epee poe 
cluding the hanging basket type, all It is thus that we, the garden clubs or the occasion. Later in the after- 

situated under his heavily vine cover- of the Fox River Valley district, recog- "00n members visited the Paul Con- 
ed 80-foot-long pergola.... Additional nize merit in a field close to our own ae Lewis Arndt and Charles Hed- 
flood lighting is now being installed to gardening and do our bit in the great [und gardens on the South side and 
enhance the beauty of the tuberous work of conservation. f we as Rover Ess Nause 

begonia exhibit.” —Mrs. Warren Jenkins ioe ide. oyer gardens on the * North Side.
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SISSON’S | 
J. H, Phillips, Manager ; 

PEONIES Pe 
October is the month to plant peonies. Ba 
Write us now about varieties. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes and portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through hook- P 
let in your home. L eo ¢ » Al 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 

: U. 8. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. 

SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN . 

H1-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

ATED 

QUALITY \ 

Bee SuppPuies . | 
This name has stood for the very 3-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Corner Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 
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PIT STORAGE OF POTATOES 

Department of Horticulture, 

University of Wisconsin Soh ak ts WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
and 40°F. and in ‘a moderately moist ‘The Official Organ ofthe Wisconsin State Horticultural Geciety 

atmosphere. They may become unde- EsrasusHen 1910 
sirably sweet when chilled at temper- Entered ms 

atures below 34°F. and are seriously for mailing at ipscial rate of postage Drovided tot in Becton 1100, Aer of Dotan 
damaged by even light freezing which 1017, authorised July 16, 191! 
happens at about 29°F. Published Monthly Excepting and December b 

Perhaps the cheapest and simplest Wisconany Srats rarely, ont Soctrty a 
way to store potatoes temporarily is University Farm Place 

to place them in an elongated pile and Madison 6, Wisconsin 
cover them with alternate layers of H. J. Rarmuow, Editor 

straw and soil. Secretory Wisconsin State Hosticultural Society 
The piles should be placed on well Office in eee of ture 

drained ground. Reasonably good ven- Tel. 182 

tilation should be provided, and ade- : a 

quate covering of straw and ground Volume No. XXXIX September, 1948 No. 2 
should be used. A single ventilator, is ee 

sufficient if the pile is not longer than TABLE OF CONTENTS ‘ 

10 feet. Additional ventilators should Orch: . 

be provided when larger quantities are rchard . Day Highly Successful -------_-------_------_______. 35 

stored under the same cover. Straw The Fruit Growers Orchard Tour -—--——-..-___--___--__.. % 
should be placed beneath the potatoes Minnesota — Wisconsin Fruit Growers Meeting ____-.__._____-__" 38 
to insulate them from the soil and Pointers On Field Mice Control __---_------------------_------_ 39 
the pile should not be more than four Wisconsin Horticultural Society Annual Convention ____.___--_ 40 

feet deep. It is also well to store in In The Berry Patch ~~~ ~__------e 4 

a single pile, no more potatoes than Vegetable and Berry Meeting -~—--_----------------________.m0m42 
may be moved quickly when the pile ‘Wisconsin: Béeketpitig: 22-2252 — sce ese 
is opened. Wisconsin Beekeepers Annual Convention -------___-_______. 45 
When the potato pile is completed, * 

it is covered uniformly with an eight Watering Bees -——--——----—--—-----—-----___-___-------._ 46 

to ten-inch layer of dry straw. The = — a pooner nnn 47 

straw is then anchored in place with rom the Editor's Desk -------------------------------—-----—-- 48 
a light covering of soil. Unless cold Official Ballot For Election of Officers of Horticultural Society 48 

weather or rain is expected soon, the Auxiliary Program Annual Convention -------___--________. 49 ° 

pile should be left in this condition for Gladiolus Tidings --------------------____--__--__----_ 50 
a week to ten days. This lets heat Meeting, Wisconsin Gladiolus Society ~-----_--------------_--_-_. 50 

and excessive moisture escape. As the A New Disease of Gladiolus Florida ~---------------------_-__-_.. 51 

weather gets colder, the outer layer of Garden Gleanings ---------—------------------------_________ 52 
soil should be increased to six inches More Trees For Our Highways -_-----------------____---____ 53 
or so. If the potatoes are to be stored African Violets -_------------_-_----_------_-_-_-_--_-____-_. 54 

beyond Noveniver oe layers e Control of Food Quality At the Locker Plant -_--..---.._.... 55 

Tee Scalia: Seuslabnen aoa Coe Wisconsin Gardn Club Federation ---____.___.__________. 56 
ered to keep out rain and, as cold ee ee 

weather approaches, they will be clos- Officers Wisconsin ‘State Horticultural Society 
ed. From Special Circular, Wisconsin © (Expourive COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1950 

College of Agriculture. G. J. Hipke, Vico-Pres. New Holstein ari Skaliskey Weet Bend 
—______» E 7 ae. Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr. ____ Baraboo 

TCS.” 2 Walter Diehnelt________Menomonee Falls Emil Beyer -_________________ Malone 

ge lad . BOARD OF DIRECTORS —_—_ 
Te Ending December, Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman 

General line nursery stock rvwanee a gg See Matton 
Trees, Plants, and Shrubs Ritred Meyer ~~~ Wales Oornere Edward Eschrich, Pres. Wis. Nursery- 

Karl Reynolds -.....___.. Sturgeon Bay men’s Asm. -—-.--______. Milwauke: 

Send for our de- ‘Term Ending December, 1949 Walter Dichnelt, Pres. Wis. Beckeaper’s 
scripti Price Assn. —_---______. Menomonee Falls 

@ List, ee pie a rt A ore. FJ. Menasha, Pres. 
BR. L. Marken -__-______— Kenosha Wie. Garden “Olub federetion 

OOE, CONVERSE & —— a 
EDWARDS 00. Subscription to Wiseousin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wissonsin 

State Society for which ‘annual » Garden 
Fort Atkinson, —°— _ Wis. Ra ee ere ieee and ether “Hortisalturel’ Orpanisations "esy, aifiiinted 
Write for our full or part time at a reduced membership rate. Soventy-Ave conte of the anneal Guess paid by encb 

selling plan. member is for a year’s subscription to Horticulture.
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Orchard Day Highly Successful 
Tour of Orchard and Machinery Demonstration at Nieman Bros. Orchard 

Cedarburg, Attracts Large Attendance. 
About 250 fruit growers and their and members of the board, Wisconsin chine had never been seen ‘by growers 

wives attended the orchard tour and Apple Institute Don Reynolds, Stur- present and the oscillating spray head 
machinery demonstration at Nieman geon Bay, took charge of the after- created a great deal of interest. Local 
Bros. Orchard on September 1. An noon program. Dr. Dewey Moore first representatives are Schubert & Sons, 
account of the forenoon orchard tour demonstrated the ground spray boom  Thiensville. 

is presented by Prof. C. L. Kuehner. developed by his department, now be- 
Nieman Bros, and the local commit- ing produced by Herbert Reynolds, . ioe 

tee had made splendid preparations Sturgeon Bay, who also demonstrated ay pei 

for the event. The local 4-H Club a spray mast made by the Grand Tra- 7 
took charge of parking automobiles verse Orchard Supply Co. of Traverse 

and served a luncheon at noon. Seats City, Michigan. 

Leon Miller of the Bean Sprayer 

sss Co, then demonstrated a speed spray- 

Bea eee as a er; a standard sprayer with gun and 

a oa te be ~ 9% ~~ a Spartan sprayer which he called the 
p : ces e bee” ay a i “baby speed sprayer.” The latter is a 
je oA Bi ee Bh small unit made for growers who uf 

¥ Macca e Sats Was “~) have only a few trees. It develops 8 

<i Saar pat He, eit i about 200 pounds pressure. 
ae oa eee il The Hardy Manufacturing Co., Hud- 

Be Ce sss son, Michigan, was represented by 

ce | Mr. C.D. Hunter of Kansas City. He 
Pe a | exhibited a 35 gallon per minute 

; Ae sprayer mounted on a truck and oper- 
ated by DeSmidt Tree Service of Ra- 

cine. Mr. Jayson Swartz, Swartz Or- 

The Iron Age Sprayer with oscillat- chards, Waukesha told fruit growers, 
ing spray head was next demonstrated “These apples are clean. They had the 

by the Kenney Machine Corporation same liquid spray as the scabby ones 
in Indianapolis, Indiana. The dem- I showed you but in addition had 2 

onstrator was J. J. Mills of York, Pa. applications of sulphur dust during 

engineer with the company. This ma- wet periods.” 

Mr. Peter Lewis Swartz of Swartz 
Orchards, (on tractor) demonstrates 

duster mounted on rear of tractor. 
“The men are close enough together 

so when they work at night they can 

talk to each other,” said Jayson 

Swartz. ' 

had been placed on the east side of 

the large packing shed so that all vis- 

itors could sit in the shade while 
watching the machinery demonstra- 

tion, 

Open Meeting With A Fire 
The afternoon session opened with 

a fire-run by a Bean Sprayer Co. fire 

engine, demonstrated by Leon Miller 

of Okauchee. The fire engine is a 

high pressure sprayer, developing 900 

pounds pressure and it put out the fire 
in a very few minutes. Masters of Ceremony and Hosts at Orchard Day. Left to right: Gilbert 

Masters of Ceremony, Vice Presi- Hipke, New Holstein; Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay; Arnold Nieman and Roland 

dent Gilbert Hipke of New Holstein Nieman. oe 

33
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A power chain saw made by McCul- . 
ios: Chain Hew Co. ‘of Loe Angeles The Fruit Growers Orchard Tour 
Calif., was then demonstrated by Mr. 

S. Gromnicki of Milwaukee. This . By ©. L. Kuehner 

chain saw is less expensive than some On September ist, more than 200 than the adjoining block of trees in 

other types and was of interest to fruit growers from not less than 15 blue grass sod. Alfalfa robs the tree 
orchardists because it will save labor counties, from Door Co. to the north, roots of more soil moisture than the 

and time in cutting down old trees. Kenosha and Rock to the south, and blue grass. The fruit in the blue grass 
Sauk Co. to the west assembled at the sod was definitely 1: r than in th 

ville y large! an in the 
eee adc ic tiemry aac: ees (Orchards at Cedarburg for a alfalfa sod, showing that under dry 

fer who demonstrated a weed sprayer ‘ull day’s demonstrations. The fore- conditions, at least, alfalfa removes 

noon was spent in the fine 100 acre more soil moisture from the subsoil 
for controlling weeds on the farm and orchard studying cultural practice: ‘ thant the bi 

also a Myers Orchard Sprayer drawn ang tree res 5 Pp Ss rea than the blue grass. 

by an International tractor. jponses. Special attention Visiting growers also had an oppor- 

y was given to a block of irrigated tunity to see trees which were lacking 

Dusters Demonstrated trees, mostly Northwestern Greening. in nitrogen as indicated by sparse, 

The Niagara Sprayer and Chemical Marked effects were noticeable in thin, yellow foliage in contrast to the 
Co., Littleport, N. ¥., was represented these trees both in improved foliage more abundant heavy green leaves 

by Mr. J. Henry Smith, Waupaca, and 4nd larger fruits. Fruit size was defi- and huskier terminals on trees which 

Mr. EL A. Erickson (som. of Bb, © Ata 

Erickson of Horseshoe Bay Farms, 5 

Egg Harbor.) They demonstrated a 
, ae wg 

Niagara duster, recommended as & 
yah 

supplement to a sprayer in case of 

continuous wet weather or when the 
eee 

ground is too wet for a large sprayer ee i Fe ag 4 

to enter the orchard. 
: Pe ry 

A Hamilton gun made in Bangor, ; 
a ii Pe 

Michigan, was demonstrated by Nie- 
c 

man Bros. It is an inexpensive device 

which can be mounted on a small 

sprayer. The gun is worked on a 

swivel so that the operator does not 

need to carry it. 

Mr, Peter Swartz of Swartz Or- 

chards, Waukesha, then demonstrated 
é 

the Howry-Berg duster made at Den- Howard Nieman, son of Arnold Nieman of Nieman Orchards, Cedarbur; 
ver, Colorado, This duster was ob- operates a gun on Myer sprayer. , 8; 

tained for Swartz Orchards by Mr. _ 

he Southeastern Co- 
i. 

ee ie ate don the rear of a a aa than on trees which were had been given more adequate nitro- 

tractor. Mr. Jayson Swartz talked eater. gen applications. 

about the duster and said that if dust- Effect of Mulching Pruning practices were observed 

ing is done during the night, the two Trees which had been moderately and explained, Young. trees: showed. 

men on the machine are close enough mulched with pea cannery vine refuse fine training, Most of the older sear- 

together so they can talk and keep had excellent foliage and good sized ing trees had been very well freed of 

from getting lonesome. fruit. It was quite apparent in these faiine seach ns aa oh sae 

Mr. John Boehlke representing the icine Nooka i tee ates eY which grows on this type of wood. It 

J. L Case Co. of Racine then demon- fits fut = BO on tail a t ne- was pointed out that the fruiting of 

strated a Little Giant fertilizer spread- the ttroge e th feo at ae some of the older dense-topped trees 

er. This machine is muiteble itor mulch, ie will olen, ‘ooksi-at ome could be improved by moderate top 

spreading fertilizer in the orchard and 41. oy straw had been applied to Pruning, so designed as to lower the 
on the farm. each tree in 1947. Improved moisture height of the tree and at the same 

Following the machinery demon- effects showed up in heavier foliage, time bring more light into the middle 

stration everyone was invited to view better terminal growth, and satisfac- and lower branches. 

the large cold storage rooms for apples torily sized apples on these trees as Rodent Control 

operated by Nieman Bros. and see the compared to trees which had not been Rodent control in this orchard is ob- 

large apple grader in operation. mulched, tained by wire mesh protectors around 

With the help of a. oyna wee Blue Grass Sod And Alfalfa each tree trunk and the baiting of 

ters of ceremony an' ick ie tor Another interesting observation was runways under the mulch with pol- 

provided by the local ator that the block ofttrees in alfalfa suf- soned vats. The Niemans believe in, 

(Continued on Page 37 Col 3 fered more from lack of soil moisture “An ounce of prevention is better than
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a pound of cure.” ity and the efficient management of Contnued fi 
Good insect and disease control was the day’s meetings and the gracious Comat rom Page 36) 

very evident in nearly all parts of help, good food and smiling services ‘he Pabst Brewing Co, the demon- the orchard. Aggressive and alert at- of the Elm Tree 4-H Club, stration kept the interest and enthusi- 
tention to timely, thorough spraying es asm of all in attendance at a high 
all season long surely brings results FERTILIZERS FOR CHERRY Pitch. At the close of the meeting, 
in pest control. ORCHARD Mr. Gilbert Hipke asked if they want- 

Dr, Fluke contributed a lot to the S ed another meeting of this kind next 
success of the meeting by answering . year and almost every hand went up. 
growers insect and insecticide ques- op of oo food in the ee 
tions in his effective and interesting sot as probably played a part 
way. in the failure of our cherry or- For 

In the same manner Dr. Moore Chards, particularly in those areas 
handled the disease questions, partic- of the state where phosphorus F I G 
ularly apple scab control, very com- is in low supply Recent ee ruit rowers 
petently in the light of experimental . . FOR SALE—Butl i evidences, Ground spraying and the ™ents at the Monett Experiment | , 7) 7 ; ah ener Seren 
use of newer fungicides received most Field indicate that the sour cherry | and the ideal machine for any 
of the emphasis. Prof. Vaughan an- will respond to fertilizer contain- | orchard from three to fifteen acres. 
swered many of the growers fruit di- ing this element. Cherries failed | Also — 500, bushel size, cardboard 
foe on the trip through to grow satisfactorily with nitro- unre aa down and 

ss , com| with liner and cover. 23.5 In Appreciation gen alone on a soil where peaches cents per box... _.. 
The Nieman brothers, Arnold and made normal growth. Fertiliza~ | And — 200, one-half peck, Christ- 

Roland, and the local committee, tion with nitrogen is as essential mas gift apple boxes; green with 
County Agent Gilman, chairman, are for the growth and production | red designs on cover. Mailing box 
to be complimented on the excellent of cherries as any other fruit. included with each gift box. 26 
job they did in planning the many de- A. D. Hibbard in Horticultural cents each. 
tails of the day’s events. There was os SMD Dard in Forticultura Inquire of Carl Ohm Sr,, Hilbert, 
not a hitch all day. Everyone will News, Missouri Horticultural So- | Wisconsin R F. D. 1 
long remember the friendly hospital- ciety. —_————— 

F it G S li 

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR PACKING HOUSE EQUIPMENT 

Packing House Equipment 
BUSHEL BASKETS ane TADDERS 

PICKING BA‘ % BUSHEL BASKETS BASKET LINERS 
PECK BASKETS BASKET TOP PADS 
% PECK BASKETS BASKET BOTTOM PADS 

DECORATIVE FRINGE 
SHREDDED OIL PAPER 
APPLE WRAPS 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW for Ammonium Nitrate Fertilizer for acceptance at any time 

our supply arrives. Suppliers will not guarantee delivery of material for Spring orders. 

Poisoned Oats for Mice Control, 10-25 Ib. bags. 

John Bean Sprayer and accessories. Complete line of Repair Parts. 

isconsin Fruit Gr ive, In Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
WAUKESHA WISCONSIN 

Tel. 4107 227 CUTLER ST. (Near C & N. W. Freight Depot) Lester F. Tans
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Cherry Rootstocks 
Dr. Chas. Swingle Begins Report On Studies Of Hardiness And Adaptability Of Various 

Rootstocks. To Be Continued In Future Issue. 

Introduction. little resemblance to a cherry. This especially well on dry, gravelly soils, 

Although there has been but little species grows wild in Europe and and on steep hillsides where moisture 

discussion in Wisconsin recently on also as an escape from cultivation in was scarce. They appeared to thrive 

this subject, with orchard plantings the eastern states. The fruit is small, equally well in the deep, moist soils of 

of sour cherry in Door County and black, bitter, and inedible. The ma- the Rhone River Valley. In the foot- 

generally throughout the state being haleb seldom sprouts from the roots hills of the Alps, where soil had wash- 
almost wholly on Mahaleb roots, the of cherry trees, but occasionally does ed away and exposed roots of mahaleb 
last word is far from being said on so from the trunk below the bud. @ pronounced taproot running straight 
this important matter. Like some Howard reported that imported ma- down was found in practically every 

families, in many cases the most im- haleb seed came mostly from hedges case. He observed great uniformity 
portant part of the tree is below in the Rhone Valley, but that he found among the wild mahaleb trees. He 

ground. What do we really know old trees that were 20 feet high grow- quoted Armand, leading seed dealer 

about this part? ing wild at 3,000 feet elevation in the 

Although of course other points are French Alps, They seemed to thrive (Continued On Page 43) 
important, the question of root adapt- ————_____EEE 

ability to diverse soil and moisture FRUIT GROWERS MEETING 

conditions; resistance to virus and MINNESOTA FRUIT GROWERS ASSN.—WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL 
other diseases and pests; compatibil- SOCIETY 

ity with the top varieties; length of WINONA HOTEL—WINONA, MINNESOTA 
life; size of trees; fruitfulness; winter NOVEMBER 8-9 

hardiness — these are a few of the PROGRAM—MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8 

things intimately tied up with the Mr. William A. Benitt, president Minnesota Fruit Growers Association, pre- 
rootstock problem that largely determ- siding. 
ine orchard success or failure. Ac- 9:30 a, m. Registration. 

cordingly, it seems worth the time of 10:00 a. m. The winter of 1947-48 and its effect on variety selection for 
every fruit grower, and the limited future planting. Prof. W. H. Alderman, University of Minnesota. 
pages of this magazine, to devote 10:45 a. m. The 1949 orchard spray program for insect control. Mite con- 
some attention to this important sub- tro] experiments. Dr. C. L. Fluke, Entomologist, Wisconsin, Dr. A. C. Hodson, 
ject. Entomologist, Minnesota. 

Recently Dr. = ate * ie thames 12:00 noon Luncheon. Plans to be announced. 
appointed to the st: 0! e lege AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

= sorcuaneae ai rent full fn the Mr, Wm, F. Connell, president Wisconsin Horticultural Society, presiding. 
fait work an rae Door Peninntia De 1:30 p. m. The 1949 orchard spray program for disease control. New types 

of spray machinery. Dr. Thomas H, King, Pathologist, Minnesota, Dr. J. D. 
Swingle has done considerable apple 

and cherry understock work, and he Moore, Pathologist, Wisconsin. 
has promised to give us some items 3:00 p.m. Results of the apple advertising program of the Wisconsin Ap- 

for the magazine, including pertinent ple Institute this season. H. J: Rahmlow, Madison. 

information tak en from his previous 3:30 p. m. Round table by growers on orchard problems, machinery, spray 

work (mostly in Maryland and Virgin- program and possibilities of establishing scab spray service. Leader—Prof. C. 

fa) and from time to time up to date L pepenatg: gene 

information as he has additional ob- a we TUESD VEMBE 
servations to report. In the mean- Mr, Wm, F, Connell woumeg. NO ® 

‘me miners aed Se cnerey atonie 9:30 a.m. In what condition do our apples reach the consumer? By Dr. 

and we have picked up other items, . A. Kelly, University of Illinois. 
including one from the July 1948 10:15 a. m. Processing sliced apples for bakery and institutional users. By 

Tennessee Horticulture. Prof. J. D. Winter, Minnesota, 
Notes On Cherry Rootstocks 11:00 a.m. What we learned by observations in orchards in 1948. Dr. R. 

1. Extracts from Coe, Francis M., H. Roberts, Department of canbe mr 

“ » AFTERN RAM 
we ear ne Utah Agric. Tap: _. Al. Loffelmacher, Vice-President, Minnesota Fruit Growers Association, 

presiding. 
Descetption: of Lat Teotsto ex Reece 1:30 p. m. New and old varieties of apples that the drive-in trade likes to 

Mahaleb rootstocks are seedlings of buy. Mr. A. P. Bremer, Lake City, Minn, 

the related cherry species, Prunus 2:15 p. m. New ideas in orchard management, C. L, Kuehner, Extension 

mahaleb Linn. When allowed to form Horticulturist, Madison. om 
mahale s a lar; EXHIBIT 

sal tepeed shrub r a ices with All growers are invited to bring plates of new and standard varieties for 

glossy recurved green leaves showing exhibits. No premiums or judging.
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Pointers on Field Mice Control 
By G. O. Oderkirk 

Field mice populations have been Use Poisoned Bait portant as the thoroughness of appli- 

quite low in most orchard areas in the Most fruit growers have established cation and the weather conditions at 
middle west the past year and al- field mice control as a regular or- the time of bait exposure. Therefore 
though reports were received of dam- chard practice and find that it pays be thorough when bait material is 

age by mice we found in several ‘n- to use poisoned bait quite thoroughly applied. Place bait in the runways 

stances that the injury had been in- each fall. Unfortunately some wait where mice will readily find it. It 
flicted over a year ago. too late in making orchard treat- takes time to do it this way but it 

In your movement about your farm ments. Late October is a busy time gets results. If zinc phosphide on 

and orchard part the matted grass for most fruit growers but it is the cut apple bait is used don’t be con- 
here and there along fence rows to best time to apply poisoned bait. cerned about the abundance of drops 

note how numerous the runways are The best poison and type of food on the ground for if your pieces of 

and also whether the runs are well bait for field mice control is not easy poisoned apple are placed in the run- 
traveled. During the hot summer to say in a few words. Lacking funis ways mice will feed on it readily. 

months mice are prone to take life for research to improve the control Changing Bait 
easy but with the coming of cool methods now in use we continue to If you have convictions about the 

weather from September on they be- recommend zinc phosphide on cut efficiency of strychnine or zinc phos- 

come increasingly active. Therefore pieces of apple, or strychnine-treated, phide or what not, relax your ideas 
it is best not to mistake the activity steam-crushed oats. A combination of for this reason: the mice in your 
in July and August as an indication wheat and rolled oats treated with orchard may develop a dislike for 

of what the population of mice might strychnine seems quite effective but the poisoned bait you are using or a 
be late in fall. If the infestation has there appears to be little to gain tolerance for the poison. If you have 

been quite low the past year or two through mixing up this combination been treating your orchard consist- 
it is probable that it will be on mn of grains when the poisoned whole’ ently with a certain poisoned bait it 

incline this year, assuming of course oats is available in ready-to-use form. would be well to make a change. 

that conditions so far as food and Place Bait In Runways More can be said about using poi- 
shelter is concerned will not vary a The type of poison and the food soned baits but following are the 

great deal. material to use is not nearly as im- main points to keep in mind: Use a 

HARVEST SUPPLIES--- 
. ® 

Ladders Liners Packing Forms 

Bask Top Pad Apple Pick askets op Fads pple Pickers 
® 

Graders Cleaners Polishers 

We can make immediate delivery on all makes of Bean Orchard Sprayers 

— POISONED OATS Bait for Mice — 

G. A. DUNN & CO., Inc. 
2138 University Avenue Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Formerly F. R. Gifford Company 
bt
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good lethal bait; place the baiting job FRUIT SHOW 
trails or runways; do the jol ANNUAL CONVENTION 

thoroughly; expose the baits during 

nice weather, that is, neither during WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

high wind, snow, or rain so that mice RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAC 
will have 24 to 48 hours to find and November 16-17 

Se e Scien — Committee in charge: Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Madison, chairman, assisted by 
hie week in November preceding Mrs. Peter Thelen, Fond du Lac, Secretary; Lenore Zinn, Hartford; Walter Diehnelt, 
the foul weather that customarily ar- Menomonee Falls; Leroy Meyer, Hales Corners. 

rives in November. 

(Mr. Oderkirk is District Agent, U. as ‘hems 
S. Fish and Wildlife Service.) BIE OF ae PRES 

Judges: Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Madison, assisted by R. L. Marken, Kenosha. 
Where to Get Bait Classes 

Get your supply of field mice poison 1. Milton 7. Fireside 

so it will be on hand when you are 2, Macoun 8. Prairie Spy 
ready to use it. Don’t put it off! Order 3. Haralson 9. Hume 

today! 4. Secor 10. Lobo 
Strychnine treated whole oats is 5. Kendall 11. Orleans of Newfane 

available from Southeastern Fruit 6. Perkins 12. Any other variety 
Growers Association, Waukesha; Premiums: Ist prize, $1.50; 2nd prize, $1.00; 3rd prize, 50c on each class. 

Fruit Growers Co-op, Sturgeon Bay; ey 

G. A. Dunn & Co., Madison. STANDARD VARIETIES 
Zinc phosphide rodenticide is avail- Plate of 5 Apples 

able from G. C. Oderkirk, Expt. Sta. Classes 

Annex, Lafayette, Indiana to prepare 13. McIntosh 14. Cortland 
cut apple bait, at 50 cents per can 15. Delicious — any type of red. 

F.0.B. Lafayette. A can will treat Premiums on Classes 13, 14 and 15 offered by the Niagara Sprayer and 
about 20 quarts of apple bait. For Chemical Co., J. Henry Smith, representative, Waupaca. 
good coverage figure one-half to one Premiums on each class: Ist prize, $2.50; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00. 
pound or quart per acre, depending 

upon the degree of infestation. ADDITIONAL STANDARD VARIETIES 
16. Golden Delicious 17. N. W. Greening 

18. Snow 

TRADING IN APPLE Premiums on Classes 16, 17 and 18: Ist prize, $2.50; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd 
FUTURES STARTED prize, $1.00. By the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 

By the Associated Press, Chicago SEEDLING APPLE EXHIBIT 
The Chicago Merchantile Ex- Five Apples Not Previously Shown 

change is starting today, for the Prizes: Ist, $5.00; 2nd, $3.00; 3rd, $2.00; 4th, $1.00. 
first time anywhere, trading in Only seedlings of merit will be awarded prizes. Send only seedlings of merit. 
apple futures Bring in person or mail to Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac to arrive Nov. 15th. 

Trading will be in Washington PACKED BUSHEL BASKET OF APPLES 

State Delicious and Winesap ap- A bushel basket of apples, any variety, faced, packed. 
ples. There will also be a sour Prizes: 1st, $10.00; 2nd, $7.00; 3rd, $4.00; 4th, $3.00. Each additional entry $2.00. 

apple in the pit, dropped there The amount of $5.00 for this class has been donated by the Southeastern 

by the International Apple As- Wisconsin Fruit Growers Co-op, Waukesha. 

sociation. At a meeting last week, (aia 

directors of the associations pass- Quality of appl SCORE CARD - 
. : : OF BP Plesoescennssscnecsowensssosensesssssinissssssssnisstonansinies 

ed a resolution saying they did Package ated Pain re 
not want apple futures dealings. The first and second prize winners will be offered at auction at the annual 

Paul W. Sea, chairman of the banquet. Proceeds will be used for the apple advertising program of the Wisconsin 

association's board of directors, Apple Institute. 
a . judges: Prof. J. G. Moore, Prof. C, L. Kuehner, ‘ Cedar- 

said, “A large majority of the in- sae rol. J ore, Fro! uehner, and Mr. Roland Nieman, rr 

dustry does not believe that trad- . 

ing in future will act to stabilize National Apple Week — October 30 to November 6. 
prices.” a a SEP ————__ 

O. W. Olson, executive vice- trading is commenced it will to the industry as a whole, it 

president of the exchange, re- quickly demonstrate its value. If simply will not survive."—From 

plied: “We believe that when it cannot demonstrate its value The Christian Science Monitor.
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APPLES AND PEARS RIPEN 80TH ANNUAL CONVENTION 

FASTER OFF THAN ON WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

THE TREE ERUIT GEOWNES: PROGRAM 
. co. RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAO, NOV. 16-17 

In horticultural publications, 
one finds frequently the opinion 
expressed that apples and pears Program—Tuesday, November 16 
ripen slower on the tree than in toe a Dat @ an a ene mundo Gen we A ' 

‘ ; 200 a, m. o order by Presiden iam Connell, Announcements. 
the packing shed and that, if Continued study of apple pollenation, By Dr. E. Esther Struckmeyer, Depart- 

necessary, one should “store, ment of Horticulture, Madison. 
for a limited time, the fruit un- 10:30 a. m. Results of orchard insect control experiments by Dr. C. L. 
harvested. No accurate tests, Fluke, Department of Entomology, Madison. 
however, seem to have been made 11:30 a, m, Ten minute reports. How I cleaned up codling moth this year. 

till recently to prove this con- Se oe bearing = — in the orchard, By Alrich Ericksen, 

tention. How we cleaned up cherry aphids this year. By S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay. 

In 1947 Dr. Fisk Gerhardt of 12:00 noon Meeting Board of Directors Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture AFTERNOON PROGRAM 
compared the rate of ripening of 1:30 : :30 p.m. Apple promotion: where do we go from here. By Minard Far- 

Delicious and Starking apples and ey, Jr., Michigan State Apple Commission, Lansing, Mich. 

Anjou pears by keeping half of 2:15 p.m. The apple scab control program for 1949. By Dr. G. W. Keitt 
the fruit unharvested and an equal and Dr. J. D. Moore, Dept. of gs Pathology, Madison. 

numbe: ick fruit i hi = 8:00 p. m. Processing apples. By Prof. J. D. Winter, Minnesota. Dept. of 
r of Pic ed fruit in cheese Horticulture. Discussion—This year’s experience canning apples. By Gilbert 

cloth bags suspended from the Hipke, New Holstein. 

same limbs. Differences in ma- 8:30 p.m. Experience reports by growers. Experience with mulching 
turity of the two lots were de- cherries and apples. Door County Report, by Dr. C. F. Swingle. 
termined periodically by means Results with orchard irrigation. By M. B. Goff, Sturgeon Bay. 

of the pressure test and the How I solved some of my orchard problems, Py R. L. Marken, Kenosha. 

amount of soluble pectin present What we learned about orcharding in 1948. By Don Reynolds, Sturgeon 

’ Bay. 
which is another test for maturity. 
It was found that the Delicious ANNUAL BANQUET 

* 6:30 p. m. Ballroom Retlaw Hotel. apples ripened 3 times faster in 
itstanding Horti- the bags 1 on the trees and eu Recognition Certificates to be awarded to Two Outstanding Hor 

the pears in bags 4 times faster. . More Power To You. By Rev. Thomas Perry Jones, Sheboygan. 
Gerhardt concludes that “this Entertainment and additional features to be announced. 

study shows what every grower Auction. Prize winning bushels of apples will be sold to highest bidder. 

should know, that the best place WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17 

to keep his fruit is on the trees 9:30 a. m Annual business meeting Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

unless it can be packed and plac- 10:00 a. m Joint session, Fifth Annual Meeting Wisconsin Apple Institute. 
ed immediately in cold storage.” Mr. C. J. Telfer, President, Sturgeon Bay, presiding. Report of the Wisconsin 

—A. E. Murneek in Horticultural #PPle promotion program. 
News, Missouri Horticultural So- 10:30 a. m. Can we lower the cost of producing apples. By Minard Far- 

: , ley, Jr. 

clety. 11:00 a, m. Hail insurance for orchardists. Representatives of Wisconsin 

Farm Bureau Federation, L, F. Roherty, Madison. 

APPLE BARREL REVERIE 11:20 a. m. Round table. Some experiences in selling apples. By Arno 
} i , Cedarburg. Emil At about this time of the year, ap- Meyer, Waldo. A. K. Bassett, Baraboo. Roland Nieman, larburg. 

ple picking always began at Uncle Beyer, Malone, Dawson Hauser, Bayfield. 

Harry’s farm on Bear Creek. When I AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

viewed the barrels, boxes and crates 1:80 pm, Orchard Notes. By Dr. R. H. Roberts. 
filled with delicious Northern Spies 2:30 p. m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Apple Institute. 
and Baldwins, I could not help but fa 

hi 
thew the ‘peoplewhol'were’ to. Teosive to whom a barrel had been sent: 000000000000000000 

; And now the jolly farmer And these 00000 are further down. 
All this reminds me of the little Packs his apples up for town; Mr. Waubuno 

verse in the facetious acknowledg- This is to top row in the bar’l From the Chicago Tribune 9-4-48 
ment received from an English cousin
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QUESTIONS ABOUT around the newely set canes to were detected in samples of berries | 
BERRIES prevent them from heaving and i oe at cute eo 2 naan a 

: : reent crude e Hexachlor- 
Manure For Strawberries to give them added protection ide dust was used on April 25; the ber- 
QUESTION: Can I use rabbit during winter. Unless the winter ;ies were harvested on June 1, 

or chicken manure as a top is Overly severe, fall planting will No “off flavors” were detected in 
dressing for my strawberry bed give extra growth the next year fresh berries and jam from plots dust- 

this winter? and larger yields of berries with- 4 with refined Benzene Hexachloride. | 
in several years A % percent material was used, ap- 

ANSWER: The effect of a TERE: plied two and three times. Dusts were | 
bit or chicken manure will de- applied on April 30, May 10, and May TRAWBER , , | 

pend somewhat upon the condi- wit New nae nauaads ware 19, Berries were harvested on June 

tion of the soil. If it is somewhat Paver ona June 13 and tasted the follow- 
; ing days, 

heavy and pisces) tee ee By Ernest G. Christ No “off flavors” were detected in 
manure: may resuib. in: avery 5 h During April and May, several ‘resh berries dusted once. twice, and 

growth which may. interfere wit strawberry plots in commercial fields three times with 1 percent crude Ben- 
pollenization through restricting were dusted with the newer organic ene Hexachloride. Plots were dust- 

insect flight. Such an over-vege-  insecticidies to determine their effect 4 April 28, May 11, and May 21. 
tative condition may cause more upon berry flavor. Berries were Harvested on June 11. 

nubbins than if the plants are No “off flavors” were detected in Off Flavors 
+ . any samples of berries from the wee- “Off flavors” were detected in fresh 

in normal vigor. It is not a safe i) control plots, dusted on April 29 berries from the following plots: (1) 
practice, as the nitrogen may nq May 7, and harvested on June 1, % per cent crude Benzene Hexachlor- 
stimulate too much leaf growth Materials used included 5 percent Tox- ide; two dusts—first picking only, sec- 

in spring. The manure should be aphene, 1 percent refined Benzene ond picking gave no “off flavors.” (2) 
plowed under on the new beds Hexachloride, 5 percent Chlordane, % percent crude Benzene Hexachlo- 

A and a standard Lead Arsenate-Sulfur die; three dusts—both first and sec- 

to be set out next Spring. . dust. Also, no objectionable flavors ond pickings. 
Raspberry Winter Killing 

‘ th any- . QUESTION: Is there any VEGETABLE AND BERRY GROWERS MEETING 
thing I can do to prevent winter 

seg oe my raspberry bed this CENTRAL WISCONSIN BERRY AND VEGETABLE GROWERS 
winter’ i 

ANSWER: Here is what one ASSOCIATION 

of our leading Eastern authorities In Conjunction With Annual Convention Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

on small fruits writes in the Bae RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAC 

New Yorker. “The only thing WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
you can do to prevent winter kill- anes 

ing is to discontinue cultivation 9:30 a, m, Call to order by President Charles Braman, Waupaca. Topic: 
after harvest, let the weeds grow Experiences in growing tomatoes and early cabbage this past season, 
or sow a cover crop of buck- 10:00 a. m. Recent developments in vegetable production. Varieties, cultur- 

wheat between the rows to com- al practices, fertilizers, weed control with chemicals, by Prof. O. B. Combs, Dept. 

t ith th berry canes and of Horticulture, Madison. 

pete wi . je Fasp . ry 11:00 a.m. Round table on vegetable growing problems. Experiences of 
check their growth in late summer growers, By growers and specialists present. 

and fall so that the canes will ~: 11:45 a, m. Annual business meeting. Report on committees. Election of 
mature. This may not always officers. 

work, but it is the best that you — 
do.” 12:15 p. m. Luncheon in Hotel Retlaw. Arrangements to be announced. 

can . . Continuation of business meeting during luncheon hour. 

Planting Raspberries In Fall _ 

QUESTION: Is it all right to 1:45 p. m. Session on small fruit growing. What we have learned about 

plant red raspberries in the fall? growing strawberries and raspberries in Minnesota, By Prof. J. D. Winter, St. 

NSWER: Yes, red raspber- **"y A 2 Res, . red rasp! 2:30 p. m, What is new in small fruit pest control. By E. L. Chambers and 
ries may be set out in the fall be- 1. B. Haliday, State Dept. of Entomology. _ 

fore the ground freezes. It would 8:15 p. m. Grower round table on small fruit conducted by Prof. C, L. Kueh- 

be well to mound up the soil ner, Madison.
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“Off flavors” were detected in straw- United States vary considerably, and _ is the best seems but recently to have 

berry jam from the following plots: trails of mazzard seed from different been aroused..,.there is a warm con- 

(1) % percent crude Benzene Hexa- seedling trees growing in Utah or-  troversy as to which is the better of 

chloride; three dusts — first picking chards showed marked individual dif- the two leading stocks, . . . Since no 

only, (2) 1 percent crude Benzene Hex- ferences in germination between dif- systematic attempts seem to have 

achloride; three dusts—first picking. ferent trees in the same orchard and been made to determine the peculiar- 

In summary, refined Benzene Hex- section. Mazzard seedlings make tall, ities and values of these two and other 

achloride dust caused no objectionable vigorous, up right growing trees. The cherry stocks, both sides dispute with- 

flavors. Crude BHC caused “off fla- characteristics of mazzard as a root- out many facts... a fine crop if mis- 

vors” in fresh berries from one plot stock are discussed in the review of understandings has grown up about 
dusted, with % percent, whereas no literature which follows. the whole matter. 

“off flavors” were noticeable from an- Sources of imported mazzard seed Dwarfing Effect of Rootstocks 

other plot receiving a 1 percent dust. were studied by Howard who reported Hedrick states that mahaleb is a 

ooo that wild mazzard trees were found dwarfing stock, but that this effect 
STRAWBERRIES chiefly in Normandy near the English ig delayed and not apparent the first 

Channel. Mazzard trees there, from few years, and is not as marked as 

AT GENOA CITY which seeds were collected, grew to with dwarfing stocks of apples and 
Mrs. Geo. E. Vincent of Genoa 40 feet in height. He significantly re- pears, Howard reports that many 

City, Wis. writes, “We have ported that the bulk of the mazzard California growers and nurserymen 

about 3 acres of strawberries %¢¢d going into the trade was not col- preferred mazzard as less dwarfing 
which we let people pick. This lected from wild mazzard trees, but and more satisfactory, reporting that 

pice: was from cultivated varieties or seed- 71 per cent of all cherries in that 

year we charged 30c per quart lings, which were apt to be a mixture state were budded on mazzard. 
as we did last year. of sweet and sour cherries, This 6, tn, other hand, Bailey notes that 

“We have a few Robinsons but Would account for much of the vari- cnateh is recommended in the books 
about 98% Dunlaps. We feel the #0” in this stock. for dwarfing the cherry, but states 
Robinson has not a good straw- an ae a Morello i 4 that the dwarfing depends more on 

+ seedlings of sour cherries use runing than on the mahaleb root. 

berry flavor. The berry is larger for rootstocks are referred to in the Cuandiee holds that more evidence is 

than the Dunlap but we do not literature as “morello stocks,” al- needed, and concludes, “We know only 
feel it would take with our cus- though the term “morello” is more that good results can be obtained 

tomers as the Dunlap does. We properly used in pomology to desig- with either stock.” Talbert and Mur- 

would miss not getting this maga- nate those sour cherries which belong eek state that mahaleb gives a more 

zine.” to the red-juiced morello group. The vigorous tree for the first few years. 
Stockton morello is a selection or Bryant found Montmorency trees on 

ee clone propagated by suckers which mahaleb in eastern Colorado after 5 
CHERRY ROOTSTOCK has been used in the vicinity of Stock- years’ growth were 2.78 inches larger 

(Continued from Page 38) ton, California, to adapt the sweet in trunk circumference than those on 
of Angers, France, as stating that cherry to heavy, wet soils where trees mazzard. 

about 2,500,000 mahaleb seedling stocks on mahaleb and mazzard failed to (To be continued) 
were used annually to about 200,000 succeed. It is commonly used as a 

mazzards. dwarfing stock. Morello seedling 

Mazzard stocks have been recommended where APPLE PRODUCTION 

Mazzard stocks used for budding by great hardiness is required. The BY VARIETIES 
nurserymen are seedlings of the sweet Stockton morello, when allowed to 

cherry species from which the culti- form its own top, grows into a dwarf- The Delicious apple leads all 
vated sweet cherries Prunus avium ish morello type tree, with small dark \arieties produced in the United 

Linn, have been derived. These seed- red acid fruit. ae ne States according to the U. S. 
ings were formerly imported from for culinary use, bu’ ; Si Batoe: Betas now grown from do. and quality to the standard varieties Dept. of Agriculture. In 1942 46 

mestic sources. Seedling mazzard of this type. there were 21,000,000 bushels 
trees commonly grow as escapes from The Mazzard vs. Mahaleb Controversy produced or almost twice as many 

cultivation or in neglected orchards in While generally favoring the maz- as any other variety. Winesap 

humid regions. These trees usually zard stocks, authorities are by no was second with 12,000,000 bush- 

a oe eae red - bee means unanimous in their oes el; McIntosh third with 9,000,000 

often er. es presumed to be Mahaleb stocks are favored by a num- . 

hardier than average have been im- er of writers on the cherry. The and Jonathan fourth with 8,000,- 

ported and grown by the New York status of opinion thirty years ago is 000 bushel. 
ee afore oie ae aptly summed a se aia = Cortland, Macoun and Lodi 

neva, and by Howard of the - ously enough so fundamental a ques- se . i 
fornia Experiment Station. — as the best stock upon which to are gaining in popularity accord 

According to Bradford, mazzard grow cherries has not yet been set- ing to the New York Experiment 
seedlings from: different parts of the tled; indeed . . . interest as to which Station.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE cayenne cere 

ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS 2 . 

aren Menomonee Falls, Mia Rahmlow, Motions. One, Sear. Ivan Whiting, 

Vice-President ‘Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

° 

How to Prepare Bees for Winter 
tar paper or slater’s felt, or they may 

Whether a colony survives the win- | Ld be packed with chaff, leaves, or shav- 
ter in good condition is determined — ee] ) ry ings. 

more by its make-up than by the kind The cluster protects itself from ex- 
or amount of protection. A good col- 308 co Ty > ») on ternal temperatures by forming an in- 
ony normally requires 60 or more ? ERE) td sulating shell of bees 1 to 3 inches 
pounds of well-ripened honey and the a 7) Sal a) 9 4 deep to conserve the heat produced 
equivalent of 3 to 6 frames of pollen. A Ldee = by the more active bees in the center 

The stores must be in the normal at a minimum, while the upper hole of the cluster. It contracts as the air 
position and accessible to the cluster .erves as a flight entrance and an es- temperature falls, reducing the sur- 

throughout the winter. A 2-story, 10- Lane for moisture-laden air. face exposed to radiation and increas- 
frame hive, or A ‘eae is ths A location exposed to sunlight and ing the concentration of bees in the 

essary to provide cae fae s sheltered from prevailing winds is the center of the cluster. It contracts as 
amount of food and clustering space most economical protection that can the air temperature falls, reducing the 
for the bees. Norma] 2-story colonies, 

be given colonies. For additional pro- surface exposed to radiation and in- 

together with their food supply, should tection the hii be d with creasing the concentration of bees to 
have a gross weight of not less than ection the hives may WEappS easing a 

180 pounds. > Ia 

ead Regilcwnd geo a oats po 
The upper story should contain not ih i Hi Hie ff i j — : — 

less than 40 pounds of honey, prefer- eae co q alll a TM psc 
ably in dark brood comb. There ti i Nl ' ‘ils: a 
should be 3 or 4 full combs of sealed Bd Hii a aH il ini vousse 
honey on both sides of the hive. The Hy it nh HR eet aH 5 3 ay ne on 
remaining combs toward the center H ie = it i ul | 1 oT 
should contain approximately 10 j i ed = E | ‘ ay 

pounds of honey, as much pollen as i Ht die sy Piao ETE ines ¥ my AUN oe 

possible, and a small area of empty pes Bea A La 
cells for the active center of the clus- f Herts 8 ae ote Re TN 2 eeu 
ter. The lower hive body should have ld tart rhc Mob Mctter| | af | 
20 to 30 pounds of honey, with the ew a = 
heaviest combs near the outside and j t H ea Cote mo | Fl LP A omen 

combs of pollen in the middle. i HW ft ti e At i TT.» 
The bees will occupy the upper story al] = = : ae i - 

during the coldest part of the winter. Ia —% Sess i a i i = 

The cluster will cover considerable =i eet Hl 5 i 
honey, provided there is ah open cen- aH i — a i ul - 
ter 3 to 5 inches in diameter nearly — iy i a 5 ll i) 
free of honey. The bees will move a Hl A ~woey 

honey to the upper combs when tem- e ti i TT 
peratures permit. ~ iH 10 ( NM aL won 

The Entrance Led tot Eat Goo Eo tL ES ES EY tJ HVUUUNULESTLSULAHTLL 

The lower entrance should be reduc- A B 

ed to about % by 3 inches with an en- A, Diagram of the winter cluster as seen through a vertical section of a two- 
trance cleat. An upper entrance in story hive cut across the middle of the cluster. B, Face view of frames of upper 
the form of a 1-inch auger hole just hive body. The numbers indicate the position of the frames, Note how the bees 
below the upper hanhold is coming in- concentrate between combs and in open cells to form a compact insulating shell around 
to general use. The lower entrance a much less compact heat-producing center. The band of pollen covered with 
allows dead bees to be removed readi- honey indicates an accumulation of reserve pollen before the honey flow. From 
ly and thus keeps molding of combs circular 702, U.S.D.A. 

|
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produce heat energy. A temperature 10TH ANNUAL CONVENTION 
is maintained in the center sufficient WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
to conduct heat to the surface bees RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAO 
so that their temperature will not fall OCTOBER 27-28 
below approximately 45° F., although —_— 
the temperature in the hive a few Program—Wednesday, October 27 

inches —— = — may fall to 9:30 a. m, Registration. Get up exhibits. 
the, tu ste w tre insulation allows 10:00 a, m. Call to order by President Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, 

e cluster to contract more gradually Observations on this season’s beekeeping. Report of the Centennial honey and 
when there is a sudden drop in the beekeeping exhibit. 

ie fone Tie ents x 10:80 a, m Our new honey grading regulations, Exhibit of color grader 

relation to the stores, so that fewer — Discussion of value of grading and labeling honey. By John 

bees are left stranded. 11:15 a. m. First year’s experiences in production of test queens on Kelly's 
Hive Temperature Island, Ohio, Ey Prof. Wm, Roberts, Central States Bee Laboratory, Madison. 

The cluster does not heat the unoc- —_— 
cupied space in the hive. During a 12:00 noon Luncheon. No plans. Business meeting Board of Managers, 

protracted cold period the tempera- Board consists of State officers, district presidents and county association dele- 

ture of this space will become almost gates. 

as low in the packed as in the un- AFTERNOON PROGRAM 
packed hive. Too much packing will 1:45 p. m. Why do we like honey. How we can interest the consumer in 

prevent the colony from responding to our product. By Harriet Grace, American Honey Institute, Madison. 

warm periods during the day, which 2:15 p.m. Observation on beekeeping methods in Minnesota by Mr. C. D. 

would allow the cluster to shift its Floyd, St. Paul. 

position on the stores or even allow 8:00 p. m. Experimental results showing advantages of large populations 

the bees cleansing flights. during a short honey flow. By Dr. C, H. Farrar, Central States Bee Laboratory, 

The cluster itself must protect the Madison, 

colony against low temperatures, and 4:00 p. m. Experience meeting. Things I learned in the apiary. By bee- 

the organization of the colony in rela- keepers present. 

tion to its food supply will determine THE BANQUET 
whether or not it winters in good con- 6:30 p. m. Contests, entertainment, prizes. Speaker to be announced. Sound 

dition. Good colonies can be wintered| movie! Beekeeping in Australia by the Australian Information Bureau. 

successfully in uninsulated hives, al- The beekeepers and the State Department of Agriculture. By D. N. Mc- 

though they may consume 5 to 10 Dowell, Chief Administrative Division. 

pounds more honey than similar colo- THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28 

nies that are packed. Colonies that 9:30 a. m. The bee disease situation in Wisconsin, Plans for 1949 by Mr. 
have consumed less than 50 pounds of John Long, Madison. 
honey are seldom in optimum condi- 10:15 a. m, Colony Organization for queen rearing. Developments we an- 

tion at the beginning of the active ticipate in bee breeding. By Prof. Wm. Roberts and Steve Taber, Madison. 

season; “The question of whether to in- 10:45 a, m, “To Market - To Market Goes The Beekeeper,” by C. D. Floyd, 
sulate the hives is therefore an eco- yrinnesota. 

nomic problem involving packing 11:15 a, m. Problems of wintering related to the winter losses of 1947-48 

costs balanced against saving in and how to overcome them. Fy Dr. C. L. Farrar, Madison. 
stores, 12:00 noon Luncheon 

It is good beekeeping practice to AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

take winter losses in the fall. Colo- 1:30 p. m. Annual business meeting and election of officers. Report of 

nies that are not in condition for win- p44 of Managers. Reports of committees. 
tering should be united with good col- 2:15 p.m. Practical beekeeping questions and answers. Round table con- 

onies or killed to prevent needless aucted by H. J. Rahmlow of Madison. Answers by beekeepers and specialists 
consumption of stores. The combs of present, Send in questions. 

honey and pollen can be used in start- . 

ing new colonies with package bees HONEY EXHIBIT—ANNUAL CONVENTION 

the following spring. All beekeepers attending the convention are urged to bring honey for the 

By C. L. Farrar in Circular No. 702, exhibit, Each jar must be labeled. 
U. 8. Department of Agriculture. Class 1. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Fancy White honey. 

nine Class 2. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin No. 1 White honey. 

A teacher received this note one morn- Class 3. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Golden honey. 
ing: “Please do not give my son any Class 4. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin Dark honey. 
more home work. The question you Class 5. Three sections of Wisconsin Fancy White Comb honey. 
asked about how long it would take a Premiums on each class: ist prize, $3.00; 2nd prize, $2.00; 3rd prize, $1.00. 

man to walk around the block 40 times Two jars from each exhibit receiving prizes will be served at the annual 

caused me to lose a whole day's work. banquet. 
Then, after I had walked it, you marked Score Oard 
the answer wrong!” Quality of honey—40; Sales appeal in jars—30; Sales appeal of label—30.
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Th i ; . est orchids. . . .” e Subject of Wintering Bees is Twas tae Gah Mae i 
Have We Been Following the Wrong Path? those dirty little boxes, with the old 

iron, stones, and broken crockery on 
Editors of bee journals would have there be, during so-called “bad win- top of them. We saw some of them 

no trouble filling their pages if they ters,” from 40 to 50 per cent loss with at a farmhouse the other day, when 
cared to publish all articles submitted one method, from 30 to 40 per cent we called to buy a chicken, and, really. 

discussing the relative merits of dif- with another and perhaps 20 to 30 the height of the weeds they were in! 
ferent methods of wintering bees. The per cent with a third... more or less go that is how they manage to sell it 

question has filled many pages as far as the case may be? Why should in those lovely containers? Give me 
back as we can remember and far be- there be any winter loss at all in an some sauerkraut, please.” : 

yond that. average winter? : 

Packing in 1877 Considering all of these experiments 

Looking for some historical mater- we can come to only one conclusion: HONEY on ‘AIGN 

ial, this being Wisconsin’s Centennial we have failed to find the real cause We may soon know whether or not 

year, we read an item in the January of loss. it pays to advertise honey in news 

1878 iasue of the American Bee Journ- We have all heard of the heavy papers, The National Federatl n ft 
al written by Mr. Prescott Young of losses of the past winter. Yet here Beokeepers Association tarted ‘ 
Freeport, Illinois. He states: in Wisconsin there were those who wecxtlatin in news = in Loui, “ ~ 

“For the benefit of my fellow bee- wintered without loss without pack- Kentucky, arias huatise, Lance? oy 
keepers I will relate my sadexperience ing, with packing and in the cellar. | tisemer ia = s mn Rapes : ge ad- 

of last winter. Last fall, (1877) Ihad Many more had heavy losses by the ements will run every two 
58 colonies, nearly all strong. I was same methods, weeks for the next 6 months. On al- 
very anxious to save them through the If 40 per cent of the colonies died, ternate weeks the food pages of the 

winter, as they had rewarded me why did they die? If 60 per cent lived, paper will carry small advertisements, 

handsomely for my summer's care how did they differ from the others? 1 Column by 2 inches. 
and especially anxious about them a3 Could the 40 per cent that died have It was found that 10 brands of honey 

I had lost heavily during the last 7 been saved? What beekeeper can con- *PPear in retail stores. Reports from 
years. tinue to operate profitably under heavy Tet#ilers show a surprisingly slow 

“In accordance to some writer’s dir- winter losses. movement of honey. If the advertise- 
ections in THE AMERICAN BEE We should begin to look for the ents increase the movement it will 
JOURNAL, I procured lumber and source of the trouble on the inside... e!p determine whether or not it will 
made large boxes... 1 for each hive; not on the outside of the hive. It has P#Y to advertise in other cities. We 
large enough to admit 2 inches of been definetly proven that if colonies wish to point out that the cost of the 
chopped straw around, under and have a large population of relatively advertising must be charged to the 
above the hive. In place of a honey young and healthy bees; if the brood increase in sales rather than to the 

board, I used a quilt. Now for results: clusters are located properly, sur- total amount sold. 
“By the 1st of January nearly all rounded by enough pollen and honey Some valuable information will no 

were getting very uneasy, trying to... such colonies will with-stand the doubt be gained from this test. 
get out of the hives, and exhibiting winter in any location where honey Fee ee 

signs of disease. By the 1st of April, plants will do well. SPRAYING WEEDS ALONG 

one third of the stock were entirely We suggest therefore more study THE ROADSIDE 
gone; by middle of May, only about of what is on the inside of the hive = 

one-half were left, and they were very and its relation to winter loss. Let us Point out to your weed com 

weak. Will some one tell me why they remember, as in the case of Mr. missioners that if they spray 

died when I had taken so much pains Young in 1878 and many others since, weeds along the roadsides they 
to save them?” packing alone did not solve the prob- will kill not only weeds with 

This is a sample of many such lem. We will not win this game unless round leaves but all the desir- 

articles. phased eye on the ball and follow able plants such as clovers. What 

mending tn Dr. CC: Miller's book, = happens after that? The most 
“50 Years Among the Bees” . . . a most _ < ; 
interesting book, we find some en- IT WILL HELP TO CLEAN HOUSE spreading plant we have is 
lightening statements about his early 4 Writer in the Canadian Bee Jour- quack grass which may fill in so 
attempts at wintering. He wintered in 4l, points out that honey sales may that eventually our roadsides will 
the cellar, some years with success be helped if we clean house ourselves }6 covered with quack grass—a 
and again with heavy losses. and he gives this imaginary conver- t f£ trouble to ad 

For years experiments have been sation which can very well take place. cons! ant source of trouble to ad- 

conducted to determine what is best “You can imagine a customer in a joining farm land. 
to put on the outside of the hive for store pointing to a can of honey and Whatever method is used— 

wintering ... 80 many, we wonder why 8king the store keeper. only those plants that are detri- 

Renmei, Saat ees fox rt Mt Mts etal old be dextoyed lon, e. ese W ? 
remember only that there were losses “Madam, that is honey — nature's Another item to be considered 

with each method used. finest sweet, gathered by the busy lit- is the cost of spraying—it is not 

Why should that be so? Why should tle bee from roses, gardenias, the rar- cheap.
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WOMAN’S AUXILIARY MEETING a 

WISOONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION H 0 N E Y 

RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAO 

OCTOBER 27-28 CONTAINERS 

Program Wednesday, October 27 We now have a good supply : * of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 
10:00 a, m. Call to order by the president, Mrs. H. W. Knight, Dalton. Holi- pails. Also the 5 Ib., 8 lb., 2 Ib. 

day gifts of honey items and new styles in wrapping by Miss Phyllis Rasmus- and 1 Jb. and 8 oz. glass jars. 

son, Home Economist, American Honey Institute. We can make immediate ship- 

10:45 a, m. New hints in honey cookery by Harriet Grace, American Honey ment. 

Institute. To insure prompt service, 
11:30 a. m. Annual business meeting, Woman’s Auxiliary, Wisconsin Bee- order your Association labels 

keepers Association. now for your new honey crop. 

AFTERNOON PROGRAM Write For ComPLeTe 

1:45 p.m. Attend beekeepers meeting. Topic: Why do we like honey. How Price List 

we can interest the consumer in our product by Harriet Grace. Order through your State 

2:15 p. m. Holiday arrangements using the materials we have, By Mrs. Beekeepers Association. 
Lawrence Skilbred, Mrs. Raymond Hardgrove and Mrs, Wilbur Pfeifer of 

Fond du Lac. HONEY ACRES 
3:15 p.m. How the exhibits were judged. Comments and discussion. Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

Speaker to be announced. Call on winners for statements about how exhibits 

were made. Judge: Miss Marjorie Snyder, Home Agent, Fond du Lac. 
4:00 p. m A tea for auxiliary members and guests. All prize winning 

cookies will be served. Tea will be furnished by Wisconsin Beekeeper’s Asso- Everything you need in Containers 

ciation. at the lowest prices. 
BANQUET 5% discount on $50.00 orders 

10% discount on $100.00 orders 
6:80 p. m, See beekeeper’s program for details. GLASS 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28 4S be —seron ot EE 
Attend beekeeper’s program, shopping or visiting. 1-Ib, jars — carton of 24 wt. — 

Auxiliary officers are: President: Mrs. W. H. Knight, Dalton, Vice-Presi- ae _ carton F120 $ 84 

dent: Mrs, Emerson Grebel, Beaver Dam, Secretary-Treasurer: Mrs. Wallace | 2” libs. ~ carton of 12 — “ ss 

Freund, West Bend. 5-lb, jars — carton of 6 — wt. 
PREMIUM LIST 10-Ibs, — _____----__---_--$ 49 

WOMAN’S AUXILIARY EXHIBIT TIN 
5-lb. pails — carton of 50 — 

Olass 1. A practical and attractive lunch box of foods made with honey. wt. 25-lbs. — $4.26 

Cardboard box may be used. Only food will be scored. Prizes: 1st prize, $5.00; 10-Ib. pails — carton of 50 —.......... 

2nd prize, $3.00; 8rd prize, $2.00. Every other entry $1.50. wt. 44-Ibs. — _____________ $6.20 

Lunch boxes will be used as decorations for the banquet. 60-Ib. cans — carton of 24 — 

Class 2, Honey cake, any kind, not less than 50% honey. 1st prize, $3.00; wt, a ae “soney $10.67 

2nd prize, $2.50; 3rd prize, $2.00. Every other entry $1.00. 
WINDOW CARTONS 

All cakes will be served at the annual banquet. ALL SIZES 

Class 8. One dozen honey cookies not less than 50% honey. Prizes: ist Per 100—$155—Per 500—$7.50 
prize, $2.00; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00. Every other entry 75c. Cookies Per M — $1425 

will be served at the tea at 4 p. m. on October 27. We also carry a complete line 

National Honey Week — the last week of October of other Bee Supplies 
eee 

____ | August Lotz Company 
BEE SUPPLIES Manufacturers and Jobbers 

HONEY EXTRACTING We are authorized dealers of of Bee Supplies - . 
G. B, Lewis Bee Supplies Boyd Wisconsin 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE We have a complete line of: , 

Extractors, clarifiers, filters and e HIVES ° COVERS 

tanks. All available in stainless ¢ FOUNDATIONS HONEY WANTED 
steel, ¢ SMOKERS Genleens ont i 

e BOTTOMS... . WE y ee. 

THE NEISES CO, G. A. Dunn & Co. Inc. | [NS Tia Meth ath 
2138 University Ave., Madison, Wis. Yer SN REE 

Box 249, Marshfield, Wis. Telephone — Fairchild 2840 
a TS .
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£ From the &d tors Desk 
Mr. G. J. Hipke, New Holstein, or- OFFICIAL BALLOT 

chardist and present vice-president of 

the Wisconsin Horticultural Society. FOR THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

Mr. Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg, has OF THE 

been a member of the board of direc- 

tors of the society. Associated with ‘WISCO SOCIE’ 

his brother Roland, operating the Nie- NSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL TY 

man Orchards, Is secretary-treasurer For President 

of the Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

For Director GILBERT J. HIPKE, New Holstein ----seccc-sccccssscccssccsseessettsectineetenseeneete CI 
Mr. M. H. Ward, Durand, owner of 

a 10 acre orchard. Very horticultural === [] 

minded. Operates a farm of over 500 il 

acres, Appointee of the Governor on For Vice-President 

the Soil Conservation Committee. On 

board of directors, Durand Canning ARNOLD NIEMAN, Cedarburg ........--.-:-2--::---ssessssssssssssosssoesceneecenueeenneesennesemmeeete [] 

Co. 

Mr. Arthur Brunn, Hales Cormers 18 o.ccscssccsccsussscssensssneesnenneseetnesnetnetneenenetntusstnetsnetuntunrsnetuntsetneseetneneeentnee [_] 

president of Milwaukee County Fruit 

Growers Association. Operates a small For Director to succeed Dawson Hauser, Bayfield 

orchard, travels extensively in orch- 

ard circles and is a member of the JOHN TORBICK, Bayfield Se tt scarce naeonanasSaEAS | 

Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

Mr. Oscar Conrad, West Allis, oper- = M. H. WARD, Durand .......------sosssessseseeeeecscseenneeeeennnneeeceeennnnmnsneennenecensnnnsnseanessssee [] 

ates a large farm with 6 acres of ap- 
| 

ples and pears. He is a member Of oc sesssssscconseeeenneeesssnneeceecennmeseccesnaeseeenaeeceenaes [| 

the Milwaukee County Fruit Growers —_—_—_—_—_— | 

Association, Milwaukee County Agri- For Director to succeed Alfred Meyer, Hales Corners 

cultural Society and Farm Bureau. 

His home is surrounded by choice ARTHUR BRUNN, West Allis ......--ncc--scccesscsscccsscsteceemeeeetmeereeenseeesanets C] 

flowers and rock garden plants. 

Mr. John Torbick, Bayfield, one of OSCAR CONRAD, West Allis  -....--..--.----2sccc-scsscossssssssnssecesensecessenssenseenessneesnneenee C] 

thé Yeading young fruit growers of 

Bayfield County. Grows apples, Straw ooo o...ecssssssssssssesssnssnnsescceseceeneeetttmsnnnneeeenentnnteseetetssnssuunnnnnsntnsteeetemecsnnnsseteeeetnasseeeetet [| 

berries and raspberries. 
Mr. Spencer Eames, Egg Harbor, For Director to succeed Carl Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay 

operates one of the largest cherry and 
C] 

apple orchards in Door County. Pro- SPENCER EAMES, Egg Harbor .......------cssscsss-scsccsssetlecessesccsssnmeenseeceeseeeeeenenees 

duced over 1 million pounds of cher- 

ries in 1948, His apple orchards pro- P. S. PETERSON, Sawyer -.-------v---se--ess-sersssseccseteensesenneenennernnnennneenmeeanees CT] 

duce a wide variety of fruit and some 

of heaviest crops in northeastern Wis- W. L. THENELL, Sturgeon Bay ........---------------ssssssseesssssnecessesnssnnnnnnnnennnneceecenenennes ot C] 

consin. 

Mir, Philip G& Pebecsom, Sawyer, te cnssccsscssessssspessteccsiesesinutsssacssneocsincnvasesonensanneonassuntoennesnniaannnniesrsseannonansnee C] 

both a cherry and apple grower; with : “— 

his father, H. L. Peterson. He pro- Instruction: Mark an X after name of person for whom you vote, for each 

duces a large volume of apples. Parti- office. You may fill in name of a new candidate on the blank line. Cut out the 

cularly interested in storing and grad- ballot and mail to Mrs. R. E. Ehlers, Wisconsin Horticultural Society, 424 Uni- 

ing apples on his own premises and versity Farm Place, Madison 6, Wisconsin, Wisconsin, acting as Secretary for 

markets them successfully from that the Nominating Committee. 

location. 

Mr. W. L. Thenell, Sturgeon Bay, ALL MAIL BALLOTS MUST BE MAILED ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 

manager of the Martin Orchard Com- 10th. Voting may be done the first day of the annual convention where extra ballots 

pany, reputed to be the largest cher- will be available. Voting closes at 4 P. M. 

ry orchard in the world. Produced 
over 2 million pounds of cherries in Notice. YOU MUST SIGN YOUR NAME, as only members may vote. 

1948, Handles the fruit of other grow- Write your name on the outside of the envelope only with the statement “ballot 

ers and cold pack processing plant enclosed.” All ballots will be checked without opening, for membership. They 

operated by his organization handled will then be opened in the presence of tellers by disinterested persons, the en- 

more than 5 million pounds velopes discarded and the ballots counted by the tellers after balloting is closed.
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LANDSCAPE NURSERYMAN AUXILIARY PROGRAM 

The services of the landscape plan- : ANNUAL CONVENTION 
ner, whether he be a modest landscape WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

designer or has the prestige of the RETLAW HOTEL, FOND DU LAO 

title of landscape architect, are as NOVEMBER 16-17 
much needed today as ever. In fact, Tuesday, November 16 

one ie say that such services are 10:00 a, m. Call to order by President Mrs. William Connell, Menomonie. 
more important in the arrangement of Announcements. \ 

planting on the grounds of small 10:15 a. m. Flowers in our garden. How we grew them. Illustrated with 

dwellings than on the large private colored slides by Miss Merle Rasmusson, Oshkosh. 

estates of the days when the landscape 11:15 a. m. The Funny Bulbs, Prof. J. G. Moore, Madison. 

architects flourished. ; 11:45 a. m. Business meeting. Women’s Auxiliary. Discussion of articles 

The owner of a big estate is likely i” the exhibits. 
to have the intelligence and the cul- 12:00 a.m, Luncheon for Auxiliary members and guests. Arrangements to 

tural background to supervise his >e announced. Luncheon speaker, Mr. John Hauser, Bayfield. Topic: I grow 
plantings without making too glaring Perennials but I like Annuals. 2 

aie Sb eee ArrERNOoN PROGmAM 
several acto an fiare than ae saad i 1:45 p.m. New developments in frozen foods, By Prof. J. D. Winter, Dept. 

ie of Horticulture, University of Minnesota. Discussion. 
a smaller area. . . 

2:30 p, m. Holiday arrangements using the materals we have. By Mrs. 
ne owner of the poring bes Lawrence Skilbred, Mrs. Raymond Hardgrove and Mrs, Wilbur Pfeifer of 

the other hand, is much less Fond du Lac. 

to have any aes of landscape 4:00 p m. Tea for members and guests. Arrangements to be announced. 
design and probably less aptitude for 

it. His mistakes are glaring, and the COMMITTEES 
effect is evident, not only in his Reception and welcome— Mrs. Arno Meyers, Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr. and 

grounds, but in the appearance of the Mrs. Wm. Lorenz. 
community. Nominating—Mrs. Don Reynolds, Mrs. R. L. Marken and Mrs. N. A. Ras- 

mussen, 
The landscape nurseryman enjoys 

a special place in the community. He sé Resolutions—Mrs. G. J. Hipke, Mrs. R. H. Roberts and Mrs, A. K. Bassett, 

meets most of the best people at their . 
best moments. He maintains an esta- PREMIUM LIST 
blishment of which the community is WOMAN’S AUXILIARY EXHIBITS 

instinctively proud. He does more than Class 1. Applesauce Fruit Cake. Recipe on Page 8 of bulletin, “36 Ways 
other people to infuse into the com- 7, ge Wisconsin Apples.” 

munity an appreciation of good taste Class 2. Apple Krunch. Recipe on Page 10 of bulletin, “36 Ways To Use 
and beauty. He is welcome anywhere Wisconsin Apples.” 

in his town. Class 8. Applesauce Cookies, Recipe on Page 21 of bulletin, “36 Ways To 

Condensed from Hditorial in Use Wisconsin Apples.” 

American Nurseryman Premiums on each class. 1st prize, $2.00; 2nd prize, $1.50; 3rd prize, $1.00. 

Each other entry 75c. 

NOTE: All entries will be served at the tea at 4 p. m. Copies of recipe bulletin 

APPLE AUCTION AT will be sent on request.. 
Pm RR 

ANNUAL CONVENTION ‘ ‘ ‘ 
al entry $2.00. proceeds given to the Wisconsin 

At the suggestion of President The first and second prize win- Apple Institute for promotion of 

Wm. Connell, the Wisconsin pers will be auctioned and the apples in Wisconsin. 

Horticultural Society and Wis-  ——————————__——————————— 

consin Apple Institute will con- . . a 

duct an apple auction during the R io Ww M d T | p Bul S 

annual convention at Fond du ain ° Ixe u i 
Lac, November 16-17. Large blooming size 25 for $1.00 

All growers are invited to bring Write for our Holland Bulb Catalog featuring named 

a standard bushel of any variety varieties of Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinth and other bulbs. 

of apples, packed and faced, for 
: ‘ a 

entry for judging and prizes. The G T N 

first prize will be $10.00; second reen errace urseries 

prize $7.00; third prize $4.00; Route I, Box 63, Oshkosh, Wis. 

fourth prize $3.00. Each addition-
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L Pigg fer 3 Yrs. 

¢ 2 fie 
. e e e ¢ Walter Miller Bes Prairie 

AdIOlUS JIQINGS 8xo wow | i! ~, a. po. Diregiere for 2 Yea 

| r Harold Janes, Whitewater 

| & oe 
For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Paul Ravet, Marinette 

DAVE PUERNER WALTER KRUEGER MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN 
Pres, Vico-Pres. Bee. Directors for 1 Yr. 

Milwaukeo Oconomewes 613 N. Mul Bt, Plymouth Shas Melk. Mliwatiee 
F. M. BAYER Toland, Shaw, op 

4668 No, 41st Bes Milwaukee 9 Theo. Woods, Madison 

Our Gladiolus Symposium 
Almost 100 Members Send In their Ohoice Of Favorite Varieties 

Almost 100 members of the Wiscon- =~ ——___________+__________ Cave Cole. Others were: Connecticut 

sin Gladiolus Society responded to a ANNUAL MEETING WISCONSIN | Yankee 6; Bengasi 3; Dieppe and 
request for a symposium of favorite GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Pioneer 2. There were a total of 21 

varieties this year. Perhaps the time MEDFORD HOTEL varieties receiving votes. 

was right ... in late August when MILWAUKEE Pinks 

variety names and quality were still What a list . . . 35 varieties recel 

fresh in their minds. SUNDAY OCTOBER $1—1:00 pm. | votes in this class but none of re 
The results are most interesting be- PROGRAM with any large numbers. They were: 

cause we learn which varieties are Rosa Van Lima 10; Glamis (really a 

most popular and what our members 1:00 p. m. Results of experiments] salmon) 9; Pink Radiance 5; Jeanie 
think of the many kinds now being [growing Gladiolus this season. By| 4; Marguerite and Evangeline each 
grown, Note that a few old varieties, Prof. Paul Krone, Michigan State Col-| with 3 and Phantom Beauty, Legend, 
like Picardy still lead in their color [lege or associate. Stella Antisdale, Magnolia, Cover Girl 

class. In the whites Maid of Orleans 2:00 p. m. This season’s experience} and Pandora each with 2. 
received many votes though in the i cee a, rad <a ee L me Yellows , 
opinion of leading growers there are ler, Dept. of Entomology, vers: 

now better whites among the newer |0f Wisconsin. oe, pent . oe ~_ a 
. introductions. No doubt many mem- 2:20 p. m. Some Problems of Gladi- Ss > ae i Saco oo y % 

bers of the Society have not had the | us Breeding. By Dr. James Torrie, es tes vy s mite ee om 4 
opportunity to grow the latest intro- |Madison. co ve compared e 
ductions and so cannot compare the 2:45 p. m. Discussion and round! ‘eam 15; Golden State 7 and Golden 
newer with the old. That is why the |table. Teton, Gold Medal, Mother Kadel and 
state and chapter shows are so im- 3:15 p. m. Business meeting. Gleam 4; Vangold, Oregon Gold and 
portant. Here everyone can see and (Board of Directors meeting at 10:00] Golden Beauty 2. 
study the newer kinds. It is where |® ™) Lavender 
some new varieties gain glory but Best White Elizabeth the Queen was an easy 

others fall by the wayside because winner in the lavender class with 54 
they cannot stand up in competition. Silver Wings led this field with 15 +44 gguntress received 5; Minstrel 

votes while Maid of Orleans and 5: Laven der Dream and Minuete 4: 

Best Variety Any Color Snow-Bank each received 9. Margaret Poets Dream 8; Kittyhawk, Patrician, 
In the years when Picardy was the Beaton had 4, White Magic 3. Leading Myrna Fay ai 'd Lavender Queen 2 

‘leading variety, a choice in this de- Lady is really a cream but received There were 17 varieties listed in this 
‘partment was easily made and few 6 votes in the white class. There were 1 e a 

j lexcepting Picardy received votes. In 27 varieties receiving votes. eran: 

1 ‘1048 there were 48 varieties listed as Cream or Buff The Reds 
| the best of any color. Here are the results: Leading Lady With 82 varieties listed, Red Oharm 
| . Corona, Leading Lady and Spic and 24; Oriental Pearl 17; White Gold 18; WS the easy winner with 28 votes. 

') Span were the top favorites but with Sun Spot 6; Connie G. and Lady Jane Others were: Algonquin 8; Red Wing 
i pnly 6 votes each. Picardy received 4, 5; Corona and Crinkle Cream 4; Helen 6; Stoplight and Firebrand 5; Mid- 

‘Limhere were 3 votes for Phantom of Troy and Winston 3; Salman's America and Mountain Gem 4; Migh- 
|} Beauty, Miss Wisconsin, Elizabeth the Glory, Shirley ‘Temple and Amulet 2. ty Monarch and Rocket 8; Birch Red, 

n, Burma and Connecticut Yan- There were a total of 24 varieties re- Kenwood, Micharlotte, Errey’s Scar- 
‘age Bon were 2 votes for Evangeline, ceiving votes. let, King Click, Rewi Fallu and Ohio 
Strathnver, Red Charm and Connie G. Salmon-Pink Nonpareil 2. 

| ‘We will not list varieties receiving Picardy is still popular, It led the Purples 
only one vote in any of the classifica- field of salmon-pink with 26 votes to Purple Supreme received 20 votes in 

Hons. 22 for Spic and Span and 16 for Ethel this class with a total of 16 mentioned.
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Others were: King Lear 14; Lancaster A NEW DISEASE OF GLADIOLUS Texas, Florence Nightengale, Ti- 

oe cme el Pareune Mem- IN FLORIDA voli, Dr. Van DubbenDeBruyn, 
01 Hn n ; Mar- , 
garet Wood and Paymaster 2. By James H. Torrie Tarawa, Salman’s Glory, Gen. 

Lote Tuber Esc PxOETENE Hw Eisenhauer, Johan von Konynen- 
Viol i le, Pathologist, at e . " 

With 14 varieties listed in the violet Florida Agricultural Experiment Sta- burg and Roosevelt's Memory. 

class Blue Beauty was an easy winner tion. in charge of gladiolus disease in- 

with 21 votes, Others were: Abu vestigations reported in the Jan. 15, TWIN CITIES SHOW 

Hassan 13; Blue Lagoon 4; Blue Ice 3 1948, issue of Florists Review, a new 
and Badger Beauty 2. disease which threatens Florida’s go o es —, 

gladiolus industy. This disease caused ugust 21st~ at the tigo 
Smoky by a fungus named curvularia was High School gymnasium was a highly 

Tunia’s Mahomet was an easy win- first observed in Au 4 successful event with over 650 high gust 1947 in both 
ner in the smoky class with 18 votes Alabama and Florida. During August quality blooms on exhibit in a beauti- 

out of 27 listed. Others were: High . ful setting. The background was a 
. and September this disease ruined 

Finance 6; Flying Fortress and R. B. h blue stage curtain, with potted white 
3 undreds of acres of gladiolus in 

5; Misty Dawn 8; Jalna, Voodoo, Okla- pines on a yellow stage covering, 
Northwest Florida and Alabama. Dur- 

homa, Zuni, Bagdad, Mistaya, Tecum- which formed the Honor Court. 
ing October the disease appeared in 

seh, Chief Multnomah and Vagabond 
all of the principal gladiolus areas of The R. I. entry Cover Girl won the 

Prince each received 2. Buckeye 
Florida, Even some of the most iso- Grand Championship for Arnold 

Bronze received 7 votes in this class 
lated planting in the state were found Sartorius; another entry of Cover 

but it is really considered a bronze 
- to be diseased. Girl won the Amateur Division for 

and should be listed under “any other Herbert Muell. ¢ Marinette: sing! 
color.” The disease causes the most dam- a hy olen & ass i single 

Cot age by attacking the stems, leaves and ond Zin niin was i es to: 
Any Other Color plants, The petals are disfigured and 9 s am won in the 3 spike 

There were 24 varieties listed under many florets fail to open properly. division. 

“any other color.” Vagabond Prince ‘The leaves of bulblet plants are espe- In the large and beautiful garden 
eee a beige oe eee cially susceptible. . club arrangement section, an arrange- 

and.ttB. 6. Buckeye ronse 2.0 real” The lesions are oval in shape, tanto ™ment made by Mrs. Ralph Garland ly a total of 9 counting those in the f Marinett: dged thi st 
5 . dark brown in color and sunken at © rinette, was judg ie mo smoky class; Color Marvel and Pino outstanding. 

chio 2. the edges. The lesions grow from a " 

pin head to an inch or more in length On Saturday evening a banquet was 
Orange in a few days. Black spores resem- given for members by the Badger Pa- 

There were 10 varieties listed in the bling powder appear in the center of per Mill of Peshtigo, with 58 mem- 
orange section, written in by members. the affected areas. bers present, 
The votes were as follows: Tuts Both, 

This disease caused most of its dam- By Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield, 
oe and Orange Gold each with age during warm moist weather. When Wisconsin. 

night temperatures were below 58° the ———— Ss 

Rose disease was checked, however, it re- MARATHON OHAPTER SHOW 

Also written in were 5 varieties list- appeared with warmer weather. Con- VERY SUCCESSFUL 

ed under rose. Miss Wisconsin was trol measures consist of growing re- The Marathon County Chapter 

the easy winner with 19 votes; Burma sistant varieties or spraying with Di- Show at Mosinee on August 28-29, was 

second with 9; Corona and Oregon thane or Parzate. Of 176 varieties ob- yery successful this year. 
Rose had 2. served, 836 were found to ‘be suscep- 

tible. Show manager Val White, Wausau 
The Sepdlings Si laria di i said the champion arrangement of 

There were 14 seedlings listed as Since curowaria toune S new, white gladiolus, sumac blossoms and 
favorites this year... by far the here is a lot to be found out con” itd berries in a silver dish, entered 
rgest list we have ever had. The Cerning its control and range of by 17-year-old John Janke, son of Mr. 

following varieties were listed but are ®daptation. It is not known whether 4.4 wirs. Carl Janke was the outstand- 
ot seedlings: Micharlotte, Ivory Keys, 0F not conditions in Wisconsin are ing entry, 
ver Girl, Black Cherry. favorable for the spread of this di- | 

sease. However, growers in Wiscon- Cecil McAdams, Mosinee was the 

The following seedlings received sin and other states should be on the point winner with 52 points. He also 
fotes: Ted Wood’s Ruffled Red; Bay- look out for it. won second-day champion on Red 
rs Red 564-A; Ted Wood’s Yellow; — Charm, Other winners were Mrs. Val 
dd Wood’s Madeling Hefty; Ted LIKES THESE NEW White, sweepstakes arrangement; Rev. 

food’s 1-55-48; Torrie’s 45-186-1; Herman Schedler, Hamburg, grand 
er’s Mise Chicago . .. the winner VARIETIES champion on Phantom Beauty; Mrs. 

ith 5 votes; Clarence D. Fortnam 2; M E. C. Hornbeck, Marinette, reserve r. Mark J. Murphy of Elk- 5 
id Walter Axel 44-10-13, 2 votes; Dr. horn writes 4 had ono itent luck champion on Avalon; E. A. Sommer- 

's Yellow 22D21; Fisher’s 178-45; * - 7 feldt, Marinette, most points in the 
drey; Ted Wood’s White and Dr. with these new varieties this amateur section and Mrs. Elsie Riedel, 
Evan's Ruffled White 17-15. year: Strathnaver, White Wings, Mosinee, novice division.
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Garden Gleanings 
PEONIES CAN STILL BE PLANT- sd AP” = ROSES BLOOMED ONLY WHEN 
ED until the ground is frozen. Fall is . TMs, Pe WATERED FREQUENTLY during 
the best time in which to plant them. == => Riky oY the past season. Much of Wisconsin 
Old clumps can be divided now. = oh had weather similar to that of the 

To prepare the soil for any perman- = =a irrigated sections of the west .. . long 
ent plant such as Peonies, it is well E = Py) hours of sunshine no rain and wacm 

to dig deeply and add as much or- OF weather. Gardens with trees growing 
ganic matter as possible. A cupful “ aaa eet near by or on sandy soils had to be 
fertilizer should be dug into the soil EO CEU Dears cecap watered frequently. Roses responded 

to a depth of at least 8 inches, Set A nice planting of Kentucky Wonder remarkably well to irrigation. When 

Peony roots so the bud or crown will pole beans on each end of the screen- watered every 4 or 5 days, new shoots 

be only about 1 inch below the surface ed porch yielded a fine crop of beans grew rapidly and gave beautiful 

of the soil. After planting, rake a iti the leaves began to look rusty. blooms. Plants which were not water- 
mound of dirt 3 or 4 inches high over Numerous Red Spiders were found on ed sufficiently made very poor growth 

the roots for additional winter protec- 114. jower side of the leaves. Should With no flowers. : 
tion. This provides drainage and pre- 1, aust them with new chemicals? ieee eeeiee 
vents heaving. What would be the effect upon the EVERGREENS 

7 young beans. Would it poison them? Use our hardy ever to 
“Seeds of hardy annuals can be After thinking it over, we decided to heautify your home erounde : “Blue 

planted now”, is the advise of some ge the garden hose, playing a strong Spruce, Pyamidal Arbor Vitae, 
garden writers. We have thought of stream of cold water on the under Mugho Pine, Savin Juniper. 
doing it many times but Ee side of the leaves. It was effective. Thrifty, well rooted trees sure to 
given up the idea. It seems mu - The water helped the soil too; the grow. 
er to prepare the ground in spring and beans had to be watered every 4 or 5 Quincy Nurseries, Friendship, 
sow the seed then. Isn’t it much easier gays during this dry summer. Wisconsin 
to control weeds that way? er 

CONTROLLING WEEDS WITH FALL IS BULB PLANTING TIME 
CHEMICALS is receiving much at- ‘rial 4 

tention particularly in the press. It 

makes exciting reading to learn that iat 

one can control weeds by simply ~ 

spraying them instead of hoeing and sia CV) PD iovc 22 | 

catatng Tiguan webere — lugl  cteee talked to a number of larger vegetable CY = 

growers who have successfully con- Oh 
trolled weeds in onions, carrots and Ws \ / ) ) Toh 

other crops and find the amount of in CY GN taeer 

inborn propering to do an acorsto [yal ESQ) \WL/_ LAith-Siraper 
job and not burn the vegetables makes — 

it easier to go along in the old-fash- [in| WAP [Merwawe-6vainqpert 
ioned way of hoeing. We could proba- || Ly - (2 ie Or 99008 apart @ LL 
bly cultivate the average family gar- LL 

den in less time than it would take Fall root development is vitalto  .. ™ _ _. 
to work out the details of the exact successful bulb gardening. This Wie (a 
amount of chemical, the proper growth puts the plant in a position | | ; a a | 
amount of water... and then apply to develop quickly in the spring. s a : _ es a 

it at a rate per foot or row that will For flowers that are prettier and = | 4 ——t«d,*C 
not injure the crop, Large growers of . longer lasting, the Vigorodepart- {ian 3 
vegetables have found chemicals very ment of Swift & Company recom- of Co fo ho i 

successful however. mends planting according tothe TITh. & A 
chart shown : AW iow 

RED SPIDER again proved a men- plant food in the bottom of the | A lie 
planting trench at the rate of 2 : a ii 

ace in our garden. We talked with pounds for each 50 feet. Cover the " . git # 

entomologists and found there are mixture-with }4 inch of sand or soil na 
some new materials, notably parath- and plant ‘your bulbs according to 
ion, which are quite successful in con- the-diagram. Then it is just a matter 
trolling Red Spider and Red Mite. of waiting until spring sunshine and 

However they were not sure if there rain bring on these beauties of the 

would be any harmful effects through early flower garden.” 
the use of the chemicals to the plants.
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LILY CULTURE UNDER COLD grown in Minnesota, but due to the war Answer: This depends on the variety 
WEATHER CONDITIONS further testing was discontinued so the of tree. With elms, maples, and oak, 

By L. E. Longley, Minnesota newer types have not been fully tried. we have found 2 to 2%-inch caliper to 
Under the cold weather conditions en- When these have been tested, it will be very desirable. 

countered in Minnesota, it is especially be found that the lily is really a rather eee ee 
Most important of these is the matter important flower for Minnesota gardens. WHAT’S YOUR GARDEN L Q.? 

necessary to be sure other cultural con- —From The American Lily Year Book A 

ditions are as near ideal as possible. by The American Horticultural Society, te these statements true or false? 
. spe : = is ee be ror | 1946. 1, A Century plant blooms only 

ained. For it reason sandy soi — + every hundred years. 

or heavier soil with a gravelly subsoil MORE TREES FOR OUR 2. Tulips should be dug after bloom- 
— aa goetre ~ HIGHWAYS ing and rested every year. 
ue aw 7 * ‘ oe ne a at - Questions Answered By Mr. R. L. 8. Gladiolus may be planted as soon 

Williams, Roadside Development as the ground can be worked in the 
two feet and put some gravel below. 

Engineer of The Wisconsin spring. 
Planting the bulb in a handful of sand, Commissi 
tends to prevent rotting of the bulb be- Highway ion 4, Lettuce belongs to the same fam- 

fore roots have formed. Most lilies should Question: as sent in by. a Garden ily as the dandelion and thistle. 
be planted rather deeply, at least 6 to Club Committee Chairman. “We would 5. Common morning glories often 
9 inches. The deeper they are the less like to get information about planting self sow and become a pest. 

likely they are to have the soil around trees along a proposed new highway. 6. Bindweed and wild morning 
them to drop to a lethal temperature. Can you tell us how to obtain informa- —piories can be killed by spraying with 
Exceptions are the coral lily group which tion?” 2,4-D. 

should be planted only three or four in- Answer: Planting on highway right 7. The moist orange fleshed yams 
ches deep and the Madonna and Nan- of way of the State Trunk System can are really sweet potatoes the same as 

keen lily which should be eee with planting an rane meen wrpev. the dry light colored varieties. 
re chi vi - 

ie bulb. Mein hee deches oh Bal OEE ed by the State Highway Commission. pe a oot many ever- 

Ay se tod: pinch off markt. hay or This regulation tends to avoid inde- 9. Tt in Baturar # ° a 

sivay ia the: best protection :agaiast our scriminate plantings at location where much the Ba, é i . toh rubs, 

old winter weather to prevent the soil they might cause traffic hazards by Id tar T the ox Bee Fiedepetetyors Pa A 4 PI 1 cutting off sight distance on curves 0/4 bark on the old branches peel off. 
peratures from dropping too low. at highway intersections. Plantings 10. Some kinds of clematis are gar- 

Leaves may be used if well mixed with are permitted only on highways hav- den flowers and not vines. 

branches an ashen evergreen boughs ing sufficiently wide right of way so ANSWERS 

Some of the lilies require special treat- ary baci ™ eT ieee True—8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10. 

ment; a number of them may be grown ing Seatee False—1, 2, 

Pa onlays - pape ay Sed Trees are a very desirable feature §=£=——————__, 

fa some material to prevent ‘toneere along our highways, but itis esveed” 

loss, and replanting them in the spring pr vie aiuione Wen taoscughly For S | . : ' chosen by Oro) 
The Regal lily may ‘be grown by this familiar with highway problems. The ale 
“ as well as oe — boned ad writer has been authorized by the 
and the speciosum types. ihe Kegal lly Highway Commission to assist the » 
responds particularly well to this treat- yarious civic groups, who desire to do Holland s Best 
aoe * = ee bak Ga a roadside planting in the preparation 

ion, there has never Oss 0) of the necessary planting plans. . . 

rent lilies — ae os but Baal Question: What variety of trees are Varieties 
Gardeners: Fe josses Of Nega’ pest in Wisconsin? 

Oe des cat, me from cold in Answer: A safe rule here is to use Tulips Peonies 
whatever varieties are predominant in 

A number of the lilies mentioned do the vicinity. Elms are satisfactory Daffodils Oriental Poppies 

better if grown in partial shade under since we have had no difficulty with | jy 4) ira 
- —- This aici of the Dutch Elm disease here in Wis- bs 

e colors of many lilies consin. Madonna Lillies 
aE or anion H-beneyl i = far apart should the and Miscellaneous Bulbs 

lilies as L. speciosum, L. Martagon, L. Answer: Outside the limits of cities Warts Fos Our Covonzp 
willmottiae and L, maximowiczii. It is and villages trees should not be spac- Foper 
also true that our native lilies do bet- eq but set in naturalistic groups at ; 

ter if grown in partial shade as L. irregular distances. Inside cities trees Gartman’s Gardens 
canadense, L. superbum and L. philadel- may be planted in rows 50 feet apart. 

phicum. Question. What size tree should be Route 1 Fonp Du Lac, Wis. 

Many other types of lilies could be planted?
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African Violets 
(Saintpaulias) 

By Mrs. Theo. J. Peterson, Waupaca 

In my home, African Violets oo grown in a southern exposure if 

grow on every window sill, on [i PL" ~—s shaded from hot afternoon sun. 

stands, in two old-fashioned wire eee a ey Red Head, Red-headed Girl 

plant racks, in ferneries, on a * i ce and Bi-color may be grown in 

wide shelf between a window and [4 .*| sun when plants are young, then 

a door in the garage. Leaf cutt- , , removed to a shaded spot as they 

ings are planted in pots of moist © come into bloom as hot sun fades 

sand, out of doors in the shade }| the blooms, 

of an Ash tree. : “Better Homes & Gardens sends 

Anyone can grow African Vio- cull = out a good list of growers of 

lets. If your first method has fail- aie 7. African Violets. A very attrac- 
ed, try another one until you suc- [3 ig | eh ae "=. _ tive catalogue arrived today from 

ceed. SESE RM el Ee Michigan. 

They grow in clay pots, set in _— Plants may be increased by leat 

a saucer, watered from the bot- pot of gravel until moisture ap- cuttings rooted in water, moist 

tom when the top soil feels dry. pears on surface. sand or vermiculite. Plant first in 

Or one may place “Mystic Mat” My favorite pot is the new thumb pots then gradually into 

in bottom of saucer, place pot scientifically designed, self-water- larger pots as the plants increase 

on mat and keep saucer filled ing pot called the ‘“Wik-Fed." in size. Do not over-pot. 
with water. Plants need no attention except Divide multiple-crowned plants 

Grow them in glazed pots or that water be kept in the reser- as single crowned plants are much 
low pottery bowls with no bot- voir on which the pot containing prettier and bloom much better. 

tom opening but press a low fur- the plant is placed. A fiberglass Do not be without African Vio- 

row in the soil around the edge wick draws water into the soil lets as any one can grow them. 

of the pot where the plant can only as it is needed. eas 

be watered without wetting the A good soil for African Vio- DON’T USE FLY SPRAY 

leaves or crown. Wetting the lets may be mixed at home. Use ON PLANTS 

crown every time you water the 4 parts good garden soil, 4 parts Preparations of DDT now on 

plant, will cause crown rot. The leaf mold or peat, 2 parts sand, the market are of two types— 

sun will scald leaves if they are 2 parts well-rotted cow manure, one for killing insects on plants, 

wet. Cold water on the leaves 14 cup bone meal to a peck of the other for killing insects in 

will cause leaf spot. Water with mixture. the house and around the barn. 

soft water if posible, but if you Add a collar of sharp sand The DDT is the same in both 

have to use chlorinated water, around crown to prevent crown types but they differ in the sol- 

let it stand over night before us- rot. Remove all outside leaves as vent or carrying portion. Both kill 

ing. soon as they start to turn yellow, insects but the house and barn 

Several plants may be planted also all blossom stems, with a type have an oil base that is 

in large low containers. Put a clean break close to crown as usually fatal to plants. We know 

layer of gravel in the bottom, soon as they are through bloom- o¢ two cases where plants were 
place a small thumb pot filled with ing. killed by use of fly spray. The 

gravel in center of bowl. Space White Lady and the variegated yatural reaction is—why, this has 
three or four plants evenly be- leaf sports, striped and marbeliz- [DT in it and it should kill bugs 

tween pot and edge of bowl, fill ed with creamy-white do best in 4, my plants. Well, we expect 

in with good soil, water well subdued light, so may be grown j¢ does but the plants go with 

to settle soil around roots, place in a north window. the bugs. Therefore, DO NOT 

in shady place for two or three Blue Girl, Pink Girl and Pink  j5¢ fly spray on plants. This in- 

days and then bring into good Beauty do well in an east or west formation should be put on the 

light. When the top soil feels window. packages by the’ manufacturers. 

dry, pour water in small center Ionantha and Neptune can be __By EF. L. White, Fort Atkinson, 

Wis.
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Control of Food Quality in the Locker 
By J. D. Winter, Minnesota 

Very recently, a “bomb” has time will best retain nutritive storage temperature for most pro- 

been exploded under the theory values. Quality can not be retain- ducts is zero or lower. Fatty fish 

that slow freezing results in large ed unless the packed vegetables keep best at about minus 20° 

ice crystals which rupture the are placed in the freezer with the F. Condensed from Circular of 

cell structure of plant and animal _ least possible delay. the Division of Horticulture, 

tissue. Studies with a polarizing Sugar or syrup is needed to University of Minnesota. 

microscope, which clearly shows preserve the quality of most off ————= 

the boundaries and structure of our fruits. In general, the better BULBS 

the ice crystals, have revealed no the sugar penetrates the fruit tis- . 

tendency whatever for the crys- sues the better will be preserved ar foe da dik a 

tals to reupture cells walls. These the flavor of the product. This is | Leading varieties including Clusi- 

findings (reported by Lebeaux why sliced strawberries retain | ana, Eichleri, Dasystemon, Sylves- 

in Refrig. Eng., December, 1947 their quality better than whole tris; Exesstans; Red. Emperor, iand 
; ; : others. Write for list. Selected 

support many observations in our berries. Collection, 25 for $2.50. 

laboratory that rate of freezing Storage Temperature . Macca Risa brite 

itself, within certain limitations, If . liant scarlet and th ' 
. the storage temperature is € 5 and the largest of all 
is not one of the factors that are held abov. il Tulips, Top Size bulbs 12 for $1.80. 

‘ ‘ sae e@ zero, enzymes will be R Lily, j 
most important in determining the tore active and dhe storage life sia. a ea _ tabs: for 

quality of the frozen product. of meat will be shortened mater- |} bulbs, 100 for $6.95 Dutch liye: 

Quick Handling and Cooling ially. Most vegetables held at | ‘mths mixed colors, 12 for $2.50. 
It is obvious that one must 10° F. lose their vitamin C at a HAROLD LYKE 

start with a product of good rather rapid rate, but the loss is Box 272 R. D. 2, GIBSONIA 

quality to obtain satisfactory very slow at zero. The proper PA. 

quality in the frozen product. Abe © 222A 

most everyone knows that vegee (eee FT 

tables should be handled with- 

out delay from garden to freezer, Aowad TREES 

and that they should be kept as g 

cool as possible at all times. This 

applies especially to asparagus, = 

snap beans, Lima beans, sweet 

corn, and peas. Fewer people rea- 

lize that placing warm vegetables . 

in a cold room or refrigerator, © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

or standing them in cold water © Pruning and Vista Cutting 

does not necessarily accomplish © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

quick cooling. The amount of © Tree Removal 

surface exposed, and the air or Bracing 

water temperature and velocity © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

will be the determining factors © Evergreen Care 

in heat removal. © Large Tree Planting 

Processing Fruits and Vegetables © Effective Weed Control with 
Proper scalding or blanching of Specialized Equipment 

vegetables is necessary for re- 

tention of quality during storage. Complete Insurance Coverage 

The homemaker should be re- Call BLuemound 3363 

sisted iat i bette Wachtel M2 Ee 
* a | 

than required, and very prompt & SERVICE CO, | 

cooling for the shortest possible 611 Maywood Ave. waereee
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State Committee Chairmen 

414 Erie Bt, Sheboygan 
Program: Mrs, Charles Braman, 
‘Waupaca 

Birds: Mrs. R. A. Walker 
U 2222 Chamberiain Ave., Madison 

Conservation: Mrs. Malvin Schneid- 
er, Hales Corners 

Horticulture and Visiting Gardens: 
Miss Olive ine 

@ ‘Wychwood, Geneva 
Flower Show: Mrs. Chester Thomas 

2579 Downer Ave., Milwaukee 
Roadside eee ‘Mrs. Charles 

* Schuele, 247 Woodland Lane, 
Oconomowoc 

Historian: Miss Bessie Pease 
R. D. No. 1, Box 35, Oshkosh 

OFFICERS Junior’ Gardens: Mrs. Leland 
District Presidents Dietsch, Fairview Drive, Plymouth 

Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, President, Nominating: Mrs. E. A. St. Claire 
649 Broad St., Menasha Mrs. Warren Jenkins, 705 Green Ave. Park 2418 N. 65th. St., Wauwatosa 

Mrs. Clarence Schultz, Ist Vice- Ridge, Stevens Point — Fox River Valley Garden Centers: Mrs. L. Snapp, 
President, 112 North Commercial District. 2319 Midway Bivd., Wausau 

St. Neenah Mr. Wm. E. Sieker, 119 Monona Ave., Suite Paclimentarian: Mr. William Beker 
Mrs. Erwin Kulow, 2nd Vice-Presi- 417 Madison — ‘Madison District pine Lg toe i geen 

dent, Rt. 2, Box 464, Waukesha Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Hales Corners — ries, Hales Corners — 
Mrs, L. H. Brehm, Corresponding in eo anew Publicity: Mrs: Wm. Curtiss 

cord! Secretary, High- }. Char! ultz, Rt. 3, boygan — lymou' ~ 1, fand "Avenue: ‘Burlizgton Sheboygan District " * She Juaging Schools! Mrs. Clarence 
Mrs, Eric Martin, Treasurer, Mrs. Charles Jahr, Jr., 114 North Church St, Be ee eee Downer 

Rt. 1, Edgerton Elkhorn — South Central District Conservation Scholarship: Mrs. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE PLANT SALES 

Many garden club members would 
Dear Members; 

October is ‘a beautiful month and 1% profit immeasurably this fall if their 
with it we turn once more to our fall eiups would take to heart se ccm, 
activities, With it also comes a at have come to us, directly or in- 

thought of the things we set out to directly, from our membership regard- 

accomplish and we wonder if we have at the gr ice ce the nee a 

done as much as we could have done port iy ie, TE Geshe on the - 
f stud: have Soe i 

in the various foes projects . cess of the Manitowoc Garden Club’s 

aE oe the future let us plan. to pro- annual spring auction. We are won- 

mote horticultural perfection in our I would like to call your attention dering if a fall sale might not be as 
gardening and to set perfection as our to the National Awards. All applica- great a boon to many gardeners. The 

goal in all our projects. Let us aim tions for National Awards must be necessary removal in autumn of 

to have more Flower Shows and Judg- Sent to the National Chairman (of shrubs and perennials from a crowded 

ing Schools, We need judges and I awards) by Feb. Ist, 1949, and must city lot, along with the desire of the 
hope many of you will attend our be sent also to the state presidents. new home owner, Mrs. X. who admir- 
school this month in Wausau. National awards are as follows: Kel- ed very much the lovely things Mr. Y. 

Our garden club meetings should /08& Medal for Outstanding Civic or had in his garden this summer (and 
be a place where we gather for serious Conservation Work. Garden Centers had so much of it, too,) might well 
study. There we should learn much Medal for Service to the Community. give the sale idea a second boost in 
about the cultivation of our flowers Purple Ribbon for Creative Horticul- late fall. 
and the arranging of them in an ar- tural Achievement. Green Ribbon for Anyway the Milwaukee District fa- 

tistic manner both in our gardens and Conservation Work (must be out- vored the idea as in their What's 
when they are cut for decorating our standing project.) White Ribbon for News bulletin for September members 
homes. Outstanding Achievements which do were asked to “donate your surplus 

The National Gardener contains °t come under any of the other Perennials, bulbs, shrubs etc.” for a 
many pages of interest and can be a awards. Helen Hussey Champlain _ sale. — Co-Editor 

A WH. . lub 
great help in your club meetings. I Ward \(annual): Of (§25.00'to! the eld! now have the pleasure of enjoying in 
hope all those who can will subscribe &!ving the most outstanding service our clubs. By a Scrapbook I d " 
to it. At the National meeting last ‘© gardening among youth. If your nileting oro ome 

clubs are entitled to any of these ™C2n & collection of pictures from all May it was voted that, instead of rais- hi i y tonal hcl on awards get in touch with your state the seed catalogues we receive but, 
ing natio! lues, each clu long- = Had oe pices 8, oat ee ~ president. rather, a book concerning our pro: 
iz e an jatio: organi- jects, our programs that have been 
zation have two Volunteer Members Our Regional Meetings will be held successful and any of our other ac- 
of the National who would pay dues in November and I trust all members complishments that would give us 

of $1.00 each, receiving in return a_ in the districts will attend. pleasure to read over and would im- 
subscription to [The National Garden- One more thought October has prove our future work and be of help 
er (then called The Bulletin). One brought to me. That is the thought of to future officers and club members. 
free subscription will continue to go a lovely Scrapbook we could have Cordially, 
to each club president. made through the year and might Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, President. 
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Soil Conservation 

Shy) — A CHALLENGE TO ALL — 
MW Zs 

d Dm By H. H. Bennett, Chief, U. S. Soil Conservation Service 

ft a b “Before we began our soil conservation job, we had allowed something like 

ey half of our farmland to be damaged by erosion. Millions of acres have been 

4 m ruined for any further immediate cultivation, and other millions of acres have 

\ been damaged and continue to be damaged in varying degree. Nearly a third 

| A ‘ of our original supply of topsoil has washed or blown away since our fore- 
7 A fathers came to America. 

vo 7 The price we are paying, for this damage is tremendous. The estimated 

(® Cr. cost of erosion in the United States is more than a billion dollars a year, in 

such items as direct losses to farmers, increased flood damage, damage to high- 

AUTUMN ways and railways, and silting of reservoirs, rivers, harbors, and drainage and 

irrigation ditches. Add to these items such other costs as reduced trade and 

Thou comest, Autumn, heralded by tax revenues from depleted agricultural lands, and you have a clearer picture 

the rain, of what soil erosion does to undermine our welfare. 

With banners, by great gales incessant Now let’s look at our soil balance: About 85 percent of the farmland in the 

fanned, United States which is still subject to impoverishing erosion is as yet without 
Brighter than brightest silks of the protection of effective, adaptable conservation treatment. We have left in 

Samarcand, this country only about 460 million acres of high grade cropland. Nutritionists 

And stately oxen harnessed to thy tell us that at least 2% acres per capita of reasonably productive, cultivable 

wain! land are needed to provide each person with a minimum adequate nutritional 

Thou standest, like imperial Charle- diet. So, this 460 million acres is slightly more, on the basis of present popula- 
magne, tion, than the 8 acres per person it is estimated are required to meet per capita 

Upon thy bridge of gold; thy royal food requirements, plus % acre to take care of industrial, clothing, and other 
hand needs. Unfortunately, however, all but about 100 million acres of our good 

Outstretched with benedictions o’er cropland, without adequate safeguard, is subject to erosion, waterlogging, desic- 
the land, cation, or other forms of soil impoverishment or ruin. From 80 to 100 million 

Blessing the farms through all thy acres of it needs clearing, drainage, irrigation, or other improvements to make 

vast domain. it productive. Moreover, around a fourth of the cropland in the United States 
Thy shield is the red harvest moon, jg being damaged at a critically rapid rate by erosion. This is an area estimated 
suspended at something like 115 million acres of highly vulnerable cropland, much of 

So long beneath the heaven's o'er which will be permanently damaged and some of it ruined for further cultiva- 
hanging eaves; tion every year it is cropped without protection, It ought to be protected— 

Thy steps are by the farmer’s prayers 444 can be—during the next 10 to 15 years, or not later than by about 1960. 
attended; The full import of our shrinking land resources lies in measuring it against 

Like flames upon an alter shine the the constantly increasing population and other pressures on our land. Our 

sheaves; population has passed the 145 million mark, and predictions range as high as 

And, following thee, in thy ovation 185 million people by 1975. The increase was 2.6 million in 1947 alone, as shown 
| splendid, | by late Bureau of Census estimates. That means, if the latter rate of increase 

Thine almoner, the wind, scatters the continues, nearly 8 million more acres of cropland will be required each year 

| golden leaves. | to meet the needs of our added a e . ig a is, we ere i 

\ even closer to the danger line than we like to think. e cou! lo some mighty 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow interesting ssculation on where that extra crop-producing land is going to 

come from, after we have developed the limited resources I mentioned. We 

THE GARDENER’S ALMANAC can’t ship productive soil in from other countries and stockpile it, the way we 

The Gardener’s Almanac, by Ed- are doing today with some other essential materials. 

ward I. Farrington, published by the Fortunately, we don’t have to sacrifice anything in order to keep our land 

Massachusetts Horticultural Society healthy and productive. On the contrary, multiple experiences, times almost 

in 1989 and now in it’s Seventh Edi- without number, prove that soil conservation actually pays a handsome immed- 

tion is conceded to be the most com- ate and long-time profit. Soil conservation is an investment. It increases 
plete garden “calendar” ever publish- yields, income, and business, and safeguards health and general community 

ed. Much of the material in the little eifare. It pays back more than it costs to the farmer, to the business and 
book was originally printed in Horti- professional people in town where he trades, and to local, state, and federal 

culture the official monthly publica- > ,vernments which derive their revenues from taxes on production and earn- 

tion of the Massachusetts society. Ad-  in¢4 tt is a chain of increased wealth which stems, as does most wealth, from 
vice in the Almanac can be applied in the land.” 

general to the northern part of the In conclusion Mr, Bennett made the following specific suggestions: 

country. Special information is given 1. Encourage all members of your local club to learn about soil erosion and 

for southern gardeners each month. conservation in general, and in your own locality in particular. 
We consider it a handy tool for any (Continued On Page 59 — Column 2 - 3) 
gardener.
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From One Gardener To Another 
Genevieve C. Dakin 

My year’s contribution to the Maga- 

zine would be incomplete if I did not 2 aE ay . a 
include an article along the line of a as ye) de tee I 
my real hobby - rock gardening. : ofa? | 

An expert gives advice that my own ven, . 
experience tells me is worth heeding : 
when he says, “If you are one of 

those people to whom a rock garden 
consists of a bit of Mountain Pink or 

a rampant Sedum growing all over 

it or an ugly bare bank with a few 

stones set in it that tend to make 
it more ugly and irksome rather than > me ‘ah 

retarding erosion; if you have a so- th) 2 

called garden that falls into this cate- be 
gory or if you are contemplating iz ba Vo fa 
building a rock garden stop right i eo a 

where you are and READ.” ei vas ¥ 

Many books and magazines deal od ROR i 

cal, ea Hows oe asa bp- oe ustible View of the wall from Entrance to Mrs. Dakin’s Garden 
Bissland is obtainable for a dollar 7 
from the Massachusetts Horticultural trocious conglomerations of miscel- one’s property, its size, the architec- 
Society. Cornell University has a bul- laneous stones planted with incongr- ture of the house and, of course, the 

letin No. 408-'The Rock Garden-by US material and peopled with storks kind of stone available. Low walls, 
Henry T Skinner available for a and gnomes were common. The real terraces and paving - a formal treat- 

small sum. Louise Beebe Wilder’s ®tt of rock gardening is in its infancy ment - make a delightful medium for 

books may be out of print but may im America, England and Scotland planting. This paved court may be 
be secured from libraries. Henry Cor- have been years developing its techni- near the house to serve as an outdoor 

revon has written a book entitled ue. Collectors are devoting their living-room. The naturalistic rock gar- 

Rock Garden and Alpine Plants; Reg- _ lives to collecting alpines in Europe den is better at a distance from the 
inald Farrer - The English Rock Gar- and Asia and recently treasures from house. Choose a spot where there is 
den, T. C. Mansfield, another English Ur Own mountains have made their plenty of air circulation and sunshine. 

authority, gives us Alpines in Colour Presence known. South America is High, light shade is often an asset 
and Cultivation and there is BH.B, ™aking its contribution, The true in our summers. Exposure, excellent 

Symons-Jeune’s Natural Rock Gar- rock gardener becomes more or less drainage and soil mixture are of pri- 

dening. Dwarf and Slow-growing Con- 2 specialist with his general garden- mary importance. Be sure that your 

ifers by Murray Hornibrook is inter- ing experience his background as he naturalistic rock garden looks natural. 

esting. Ira N. Gabrielson has written studies the vagaries and meets the Have you ever tried to pick up a 
on Western American Alpines and Challenge of thousands of rock plants. rock to find how little shows above 
Stephen Hamblin on American Rock Some of our best colleges of Horti- ground? Set your rocks deeply, lett- 
Gardens. I have mentioned just a few culture are training students not only ing them lie on their broadest faces 

sources of information. Membership in rock garden construction but also so stable that you can walk or climb 

in the American Rock Garden Society in the best possible plant material for upon them in perfect safety. Nature 
entitles one to its bulletins, seed ex- this type of garden. Cornell maintains never stands rock on end. Limestone 
change and other privileges. a large, well-planted rock garden is unparalleled for rock work but 

What is a rock garden? It is not a Where they grow 250 species of prim- boulders may be utilized well. Always 

display of rocks. It is a garden con- ose, 200 varieties of sempervivum, 175 have plenty of roughage on hand for 

structed to house choice and interest- of Sedum, 35 of phlox and as many of drainage before you start construc- 

ing plants of the higher altitudes. The dianthus and campanula. Students ex- tion. Coarse clinkers, broken brick or 
small size and special needs of these Periment with soil requirements, pro- cement, gravel, small stones or ashes 
mountain treasures make it too diffi- Pagation, methods of hastening grow- all serve. 
cult to grow them in the perennial th of alpines, hardiness and winter Next consideration is soil. It must 
border. Between rocks, under right Protection. ‘be light and fairly rich. A good mix- 

soil conditions, with perfect drainage, Here in Wisconsin, where stone is ture is one third loam, one third sharp 
they thrive. Alfred Hottes writes, “If at hand to use advantageously, this sand, one third leaf mould or peat. 

you have a rock garden you are an _ type of garden is worthy of intelligent Certain plants may require more sand 

advanced gardener, for the rock gar- consideration. Many home owners are or more peat. Some will like finely 
den is for the true plant lover.” making effective use of planted dry chipped limestone or small stones. 

Some years ago we had a fad which walls. i Perhaps the first step is to lay out 

went under the misnomer of rock gar- Influencing position and type of any a path or paths for one must be able 
dening. You recall the time when rock garden are the topography of to reach every point of the garden.
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Next - excavate for 12-15 inches below _bullata are desirable. This spring I haves. Chionodoxas and snow-drops 

ground level if the garden is to be added two dwarf barberries which I are delightful. Scilla campanulata 

built on level ground, somewhat less like very much. It is well to use pros- comes in various colors, adding a ver- 
if the surface is hilly. Fill with rough- trate evergreens high in the composi- tical line, as do the white and blue 

age to provide that perfect drainage tion keeping pyramidal forms low to grape hyacinths. For annuals leptosi- 

which is the first requirement of rock add height, phons and violas are desirable. 

plants. Over this drainage place a Easy doers in plants include: aeth- As you acquaint yourself with 
layer of sod turned upside down to ionema, ajuga, myosotis alpinus, alys- growers’ lists you may wish to try 

prevent the upper soil from filtering sum saxatile citrinum, arabis in var- dwarf aquilegias, androsaces, drabas, 

through. Now comes the prepared soil. iety, armeria, aubrieta, campanula dryas, erodiums, gentians, saxifrages 

If manure is added it must be very carpatica, c. garganica, c. muralis, c. or silenes. The February issue of Hor- 
old and pulverized. The soil must be porscharskyana pseudo-raineri, c. ro- ticulture gave several addresses of 

loose in the hand. tundifolia, c. turbinata, corydalis lu- nurseries specializing in plants and 
In building use as little rock as tea, dianthus in variety, dicentra exi- seeds for the rock garden. Raising 

possible, avoid all pinnacles and up- mea, d. formosa, geranium lancastr- from seed is slower, of course. Throu- 
heavals, keeping a flattened effect. iense, g. sanguineum, gypsophila re- gh the seed exchange of The Ameri- 

See that the strata of your rock run pens, iberis, iris pumila, phlox camla, can Rock Garden Society any member 
in a natural direction. Place the larg- Phlox subulata, polemonium, potentil- may obtain fresh seed of choice plants. 
est rocks first, setting them deeply 1a, primula, thyme in variety, veronica If you wish information about the 
and firmly, each on its broadest face. incana, v. rupestris, v. pectinata rosea. society write its secretary, Mrs. Doro- 

Ten good-sized rocks will give a bet- As to sedums, choose carefully if your thy Hansell, 19 Pittsford Way, Sum- 

ter result than 100 small ones. garden is small. Acre will take over, mit, New Jersey. 

Be sure to pack the soil between crowding choicer plants. Above all If this form of gardening has an ap- 
the rocks as you build, tamping it in never use sedum sarmentosa in a dry peal, if you need a new, absorbing in- 

well. Watering may prove helpful to wall or rock garden unless in the terest, make a small rock garden or 

make soil settle into every crevice. former where no other plant is desired. lay a dry wall next spring. Believe me 

Air pockets will prove disastrous for ‘Hens and chickens”, sempervivums, when I say, “It is fun!!” 
plants. Avoid overhanging rocks. are charming subjects for rock gar- Co-editor’s note: 

In dry-wall construction the same dens. They are varied in form and Mrs. Dakin is Chairman of the Cen- 

general rules apply. Excavate for a ©®lor. tral Region of The American Rock 
foot and put in drainage. Lay rocks Dwarf bulbs, species crocus, species Garden Society and a member of the 

in courses as for a masonry wall ex- daffodils and species tulips are must- Alpine Garden Society of England. 

cept that the face of the wall should <P a ee 

be inclined slightly toward the bank Dad is aes bap al me 
to make sure that water reaches all et Ss Stig Oe oY ‘ 

roots. Soil, instead of cement, is used en x . A 

between the layers of stone. One may ves ies) wr Busch. And 

liken this construction to making a i ; aD mn’ a 
layer cake, using soil for the filling “se ae pe Sa 

between layers of stone. Tamp the soil 3 ay . End = 

in with small sticks. Some choose to Srpeees a y= ass a oe 

plant the wall by laying roots on the y we ce He ee 

soil, covering them and then laying q ecion wis — 

a course of stone on top. Br & as co a 

When it comes to planting a rock 7 pe 

garden give careful thought to a back- a 

ground. My personal idea is that any a 

garden needs a green frame. Ever- & ‘ar’ . 

greens with birch and small flowering x \ meh Wie 
trees like shadbush or crab may serve Rail PM AA A = 
if space permits. Avoid overhanging 
branches of any size. In the garden Pool at Left of Steps to Rock Garden 

itself dwarf evergreens are ideal to a. 
set the scale and give distinction to SOIL CONSERVATION — (Continued from Page 2) 

the planting. Many rock plants and Make soil and water conservation the subject of meeting talks and dis- 

miniature bulbs bloom before decidu- cussions, Make use of motion pictures, bulletins, books, magazine articles, and 

ous shrubs are leafed out. Avoid large other sources of information, obtainable through soil conservation or Soil Con- 

evergreens like yew or pfitzer juniper servation Service offices. 

using such varieties as picea Alber- Practice soil conservation in your own flower and vegetable gardens, and 
tiana glauca, Maxwell spruce, retin- encourage your neighbors to do likewise. 

ee aes ae - m wa Note: The above paragraphs are from a speech given before a meeting of 

toneaster adpressa, c. humifusa, c. Western Region Garden Club Federation of Pennsylvania in April Upon re- 

glacialis, daphne, hypericums, genis- quest I will see that you receive a copy of the entire speech. . ; 

| tas, potentilla fruticosa with spirea — Mrs. Malvin Schneider, Conservation Chairman,
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SHRUBS NATIVE TO WISCONSIN SI b B ders 

Wisconsin woods and fields abound 

with interesting and beautiful native From Symposium on Shrubs — By Milwaukee District Garden 

shrubs which are fine for landscap- Club Federation 

i urposes and should, therefore, 

eae interest to home owners. They SHRUB BORDERS NEARBY SHRUB BORDERS AT A DISTANCE 

are valuable because, in general, they Any mass planting within 75 feet Borders well away from the house 

grow well in shady places, and pro- of the house is a nearby border. Be- are used for: 

vide brilliant fall coloring. cause it is at close range, it must be 1, Windbreaks. 

Ordinarily nursery grown stock is done carefully. Skyline is just as im- Lonicera, Buckthorn, Siberian-pea 

preferable to that which is growing portant as in the far border. Winter and Russian olive are all well adapted 

wild in field and woods. It is also silhouette a picturesque shrub against to strong wind. Use where winds are 

well to remember that Wisconsin law Your neighbor’s house or against the strongest and plant thicker than most 

prohibits the moving of plant material *#y if you can find an open spot. borders because you want an impene- 

from one area to another without a A border of nothing but forsythia, trable mass. Before plariting a wind- 

permit from the state entomologist spirea, barberry, weigela or mock- break, however, consider whether it 

at Madison, Wis. orange seen close at hand looks like will cut off summer breezes, or cause 

Large shrubs (12 to 20 feet) a brush heap in winter. Limit each snow drifts to form across driveways. 

4. Amelanchier canadensis (Shad- ‘Shrub in number and set to back of 2. Screen out objectionable views. 

bush — Juneberry) — a. 10-20 feet Planting with something of a different Use quick growing material. Ever- 
high; — b. White flowers in June — habit in front and their general twig- greens best, but add a few broad 

c. Yellow fall foliage. gy mass passes unnoticed. spreading trees and shrubs such as 

2 Cornus alternifolia (Dogwood The color scheme must be carefully hawthorns, crabapples, viburnums, 

Pagoda) — a. Small tree 15-80 feet Studied. Have no strong pinks and dogwoods, or witchhazels. 

— b. White flowers in June—fall fruit Strong yellows at the same season. 3. Mark property line. 

attracts birds—attractive in appear- Large shrubs should be grown in ones, Commonest use of all. Too much 

ance — c. Dark red fall foliage -- Small delicate things in groups of 8-6. overdone, often spoiling pleasant 

d. Winter bark is green — e. Thrives Do not try to get one of everything views and a feeling of spaciousness. 
in shade, , you like in the same border. You can- Unless you are unfriendly with your 

3. Hamamelis Virginiana (Witch 0t get all the flowers you like into neighbor there is no reason why the 

Hazel) — a. 8-20 feet — b. Flowers one flower bed, so you cannot get all space in front of your house and all 

appear in October and November af- the shrubs you like into one shrub your neighbor’s houses should be cut 

ter leaves have fallen. — c. Bright border. up into square little boxes. So before 

yellow fall leaves — d. Thrives in A pitfall to be avoided in the near obeying that impulse to mark every 
partial shade. border is the use of shrubs that de- property line, look around and be 

4. Rhus typhina (Staghorn sumac) mand certain soil conditions. In our sure you are not shutting out some- 

— a. 812 feet — b. Fruit is red, Mid-West, do not plant acid soil lovers thing you might as well claim visual- 

velvety and cone-shaped, very lovely ‘uch as azalea, etc. ly if not legally. 

— ec, Foliage turns brilliant orange- (Continued on Page 63 Col. 2) (Continued on Page 63 Col. 3) 

red very early — @. Grows vel i—_—<€ O_o 

poor soil, gravelly banks, etc. Small Shrubs (8-12 feet) white — c. Fruit is brilliant red hol- 

5. Rhus Blabra (Smooth Sumac) Dif- 1. Cephalanthus occidentalis (But- lylike berry which clings to branches 

fers from typhina only in having  tonbush) — a. 3-5 feet — b. Fragrant most of the winter — d. Thrives in 

smooth rather than hairy twigs. white flowers in August —c. Prefers wet, shady places, 

6. Sambucus canadensis (Hlder- moist shady place. 8. Ribes odoratum (Flowering cur- 

berry) — a. 8-15 feet — b. Large com- 2. Cornus paniculata (Gray dog- ant) — a. 3-6 feet — b. Flowers in 

pound clusters of white flowers in wood) — a, 6-8 feet — b. Creamy May — spicy yellow blooms its most 

June or July — c. Dark purple edible | white flowers in June; fruit is white valuable point — c. Fall foliage bright 

fruit, good to attract birds — d. berry carried on red stem which re- yellow, falls early. 

Thrives in shade. mains on bush during winter — c. 7. Spirea tomentosa (Steeple bush) 

7. Sambucus pubens (Red Elder- Thrives in shade. — a, 2-4 feet — b. Flowers are dense 

berry) — a. 10-18 feet — b. Yellowish 3. Cornus stolonifera (Red osier) aan eee ce pally = 
white flowers, red clusters of fruit —- — a, 8-10 feet — b. May flowers, white c. Moist soil ana shade agus 

c. Will grow in rocky places. clusters — c. Dark red fall foliage 2 
8 Viburnum acerifolium (Maple- 

8 Viburnum Americanum (High- and reddish twigs which give good j.0¢.4 vipurnum) — a. 3-6 feet — b. 

bush Cranberry) — a. 8-15 feet — b, winter effect — d. Thrives in shade. Flowers in June. Fruit is deep purple 
Flowers in May, bears clusters of 4. Dirca palustris (Moosewood or erry which clings to branch during 

scarlet red edible fruit, Beautiful -- leatherwood) — a. 3-6 feet — b. Small winter. — c. Leaves like maple tree 

ce. Fall foliage dull red purple — d. yellow flowers appear before leaves in shape. In fall are deep red fading 

Likes moist shady places. — ¢. Foliage is a yellowish green, to rose pink. — d. Thrives in shade. 
9. Viburum lentago (Nannyberry) turning bright yellow in fall — d. 9. Viburnum dentatum (Arrow- 

— a. 10-25 feet — b. Flowers in May, Prefers shade and moisture. wood) — a. 6-10 feet — b. Fall foliage 

produces attractive dark blue fruit — 5. Ilex verticillata (Winterberry)—- is purple-red, very attractive. 

c. Fall foliage purple red. a. 5-10 feet — b. May flowering, small, — From Symposium on Shrubs
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BOOK REVIEWS NEWS ITEMS FROM 
THE NATIONAL GARDENER 

Dagny Borge Membership in the National Council 

of State Garden Clubs Inc. increased Climbers and Ground Covers, In-  teur’s needs. It begins by giving the this year by 24250 making a grand 
cluding the Vast Array of Hardy and history of the dahlia in pictures. There ota] of 232701. There are 607 new 

Subtropical Vines Which Climb or are lists of varieties, and of dahlia clubs making a total of 5,748 clubs in 
Creep, by Alfred Carl Hottes. societies. The Wisconsin societies in- 41 states. 

A welcome addition to the many ex- cluded are the Badger, the Dahlia ee 

cellent books by this authority on Society of Wisconsin, and the South wen Bll Cuinan i dedie S 
gardening. As may be expected, more Central Wisconsin Dahlia Society. éinall ‘pamphlet on “The Préservation 

of the book deals with climbers than Your Book of Garden Plans, by of Hawks and Owls,’ under the spon- 

with ground covers. A chapter on gar- Norman A. Morris. sorship of National Council of State 
den enclosures includes walls, gates, This book was written because of Garden Clubs. It is available from Head- 

fences, pergolas, arbors and trellises. requests for practical ideas on land- quarters Office for Bird Chairmen of 
Douglas of the Fir, a Biography of scape design for home grounds. It is the various member clubs, 

David Douglas, Botanist, by Athel- beautifully and profusely illustrated é ane emrre ; Fi 

stane George Harvey. with sketches by the author, who is aoe a an ce ua 
An exhaustive study of the young head of the National Landscape In- held this month in four Arkansas 

naturalist who collected plant material stitute. A number of years ago he was cities. South Carolina had three Judg- 
for the London Horticultural Society on the staff of the University of Wis- ing Schools in September and will hold 
over one hundred years ago. Largely consin, and as such served as exten- four more in October. Reading exam- 

self-educated, and greatly hampered sion landscape architect in this state. inations are also being given this 

by poor eyesight, he succeeded in dis- A list of Horticultural Organiza- = month in two South Carolina cities. 
covering 215 new plants, most of tions of the United States and Canada, ‘comiaaetninimnscomesis 

which were sent to the gardens of the _ issued by the U. S. Department of Ag- States in the Central Region of the 
Society and to the Glasgow Botanical riculture as its revised Library List National Council are: Iowa, Illinois, 
Garden. During his travels in the No. 16, published last January, names Indiana, Michigan, Missouri and Wis- 

northeastern and northwestern reg- for Wisconsin the following: consin. 

ions of America, California and the Dahlia Society of Wisconsin, Incor- —~— |. ., , ., 7, 
Hawaiian Islands, he spent several porated. and whe mes ee use a plot needing 

years on the Pacific Northwest. His Wisconsin Garden Club Federation. © h Bulb of the aositis Club, Box 1010 

sroatest enthusiasm “And ‘effort ‘was Wisconsin: Gladiolus: Society. Chicago 90, offers at one ‘dollar per 
forithe auger pine; He‘was only thirty Wisconsin Iris Society. month different, professional size 
five years of age when he met an un- Wisconsin State Cranberry Grow- Bulb Th 7 6. éldb dues 

timely accidental death. A lst giving ers’ Association. Notice of selections are sant to mem- 
the plants introduced by Douglas with = Wisconsin State Horticultural Socie- ers each month, but there is no obli- 
hoth Latin end common names:ls/ap- ty. gation to order. The selection for Sep- 
pended. Mariposa lily, Clarkia, Even- Wisconsin State Horticultural So- tember is the South African Ixia, ten 
ing Primrose, Pentstemon, Phacelia, ciety Auxiliary. bulbs with instructions, 

and Cinquefoil are among some of his The President and Secretary of each 

best known introductions. organization is included. Another list, 

Gardening for Health and Happi- that of Commercial Horticultural Or- GARDEN EXCHANGE 
ness, by Hugh Findlay. ganizations (List No. 17) mentions MAGAZINE 

This modest pamphlet is dedicated the Fruit Growers’ Co-operative of Just what the name implies. 

to war veterans. It is intended prim- Wisconsin. Features exchange of ideas, sug- 

arily for the blind and for teachers Life magazine for July 5, 1948, de- gestions and garden knowledge, 
of the blind. The author, who teaches votes several pages of pictures and as well as seed and plant ma- 

landscape architecture at Columbia text. to visiting and amateur gardeners, terial, 
University, has been instrumental in The story and illustrations are about Sample 15 Cents (Quarterly) 
having garden tools made especially as disillusioning as that of Mr. Bland- Year 50 Cents 
for the use of those who cannot see, ings’ Dream House. The amateur visit- E. JOHNSON 

yet who receive pleasure from garden- ed is a young real estate man who 683 Nevada St. 
ing. These tools and their use are pic- has never before tilled the ground, (WH) RENO, NEVADA 
tured. om a a ae 

Dahlias, What is Known About 

Them, by Mortan T. Riley. pens SAVE TREES——__. 

This is a manual for use by ama- . 

teurs and professionals alike. It is COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
semi-conversational in style, and TREES 
while perhaps not as all inclusive as LAWNS 
the title might lead one to believe, it G ARDENS 

contains valuable material on exhibi- 

tion as well as growing, based on the 3878 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

author's extensive experience, and WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
giving details on the level of the ama-
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CO-EDITORS QUEEN OF THE ROSE SHOWS BADGER STATE DAHLIA SOCIETY 

We are sorry to announce that. the On April 29th, 1945 two world-shak- 4 INC. STAGES BEAUTIFUL SHOW 
very fine series of articles entitled ing events took place, - Berlin fell The recent Dahlia show put on in 
“From Oine Gardener to Another” by and Peace was born; I mean the rose. the Madison Community Center by 

Mrs. Walter Dakin which we have Of the two events, the birth of this the Badger State Dahlia Society Inc. 
been privileged to read each month ose may be why future generations not only brought to Madison a flower 
has come to an end. After this month wij] remember April 29th, 1945. Cities show of beauty but proved the in- 
we shall hear from her occasionally  sise and fall, but after 40 million years creasing popularity of the Society’s 
but not regularly and as yet we do we know the rose is here to stay. show with fanciers and exhibitors 
not know what subject she will Certainly no rose has ever been so outside of Wisconsin. 

choose. . . : enthusiastically received all over the Mrs. EB. L. Kriel, who, i 
The article on Rock Gardening which orld as Peace. Out of a possible 10 Max Freudenberg had aS ee ee 

Mrs, Dakin wrote for this isue should ints which ld be perf it h s Tge a 
go into safe keeping for future re- points which wou! perfect, it has rangements gives us the following 

ference by her readers who intend to a rating of 9.6. first hand account of the event: 

make a rock garden or dry wall either Originated by Meilland of France, “Dahlia growers are a singular 
this fall or in the future. We think it Peace has a vigorous, upright bush species, As soon as the tubers come 
is one of the most comprehensive with large, glossy, dark green, leath- out of winter storage the dahlia fan 

articles on the subject we have seen ery foliage. The plant is unusually lives solely and completely for his 

in many a day. husky and disease resistant. The buds dahlias. To him the crowning event 
— are lemon-yellow, edged with pink, of the season is the Annual Dahlia 

We hope to see you at Wausau, and which open very slowly to delicate Show; then he can proudly display 

next month at the Regionals... . shades of yellow and cream suffused his choice blooms for all to see. 

SS with pink, 5-7 inches across, borne As the years go by more growers 

THE WILLOW TWIG singly on long stiff canes. turn to the culture of the Dahlia. This 
Wth strong young hands I planted it, Fred Edmunds, curator of the In- extended interest increases the scope 

A willow twig, in the ground. ternational Rose Test garden, Port- nq popularity of the Badger State 
I watered it and nurtured it land, Oregon, says “A must for every Dahlia Society's shows. This year’s 

And stirred the earth around. garden.” Mallerin, another French hy- show included exhibits from Sheboy- 

The little twig was very brave s00 years.” meen mee Rock Taland. Cmeago, Moline and e le as vel . 

And smiled up at the sun. Again this year Peace is Queen of On entering the show room 

Each morning I would measure it the Rose Shows, having won 30 high oy the ian of cool green Pp 

And again when day was done. awards in 41 rose shows. which banked the musicians plat- 
ase ee ie form. This foliage served to bring out 

My first attempt at forestry jexiean “ose ety the beauty of color of the dahlias 
(1, like my tree, was young) Madison, Wisconsin displayed on long tables draped in 

Had fired my zeal for growing things TE white. Throughout the entire display 
‘And I searched the hills among FALL CHORES IN THE ROSE dahlias of one color, shade and tint 

GARDEN blended into another color, shade and 

For other things that I might plant “Garden Work For November” tint in rainbow fashion. The beauty 

In the garden I had made, “All classes of rose bushes can be and variety of the artistic arrange- 
Wild lilies from beside a brook set out during the next few weeks. ments displayed also on tables ex- 

And hawthorn from a glade. Plant them with the knuckle an inch tending the entire width of the room 
or two below ground. Water the plants could not fail to satisfy the most ex- 

The little willow grew and grew heavily when they are set. Soil hilled acting taste. There were arrange- 
Indeed, it was not long around the stems will keep them from ments for every occasion including 

Until the twig I’d nursed with care drying. children’s parties, wedding breakfasts 

Was lithe and tall and strong. Pot-grown roses that were set out and dinner parties; living rooms and 

during the past year may have their hallways; thimble sized miniatures 
With almost breathless speed it yoots wound close together. The and roadside material in log contain- 

spread | ‘bushes may be dug before the ground rs. 
Both out and toward the sky freezes, and reset with the roots This gorgeous display of specimen 

And brushed against my pane one day = cpread down and out, blooms and artistic arrangements in 

My faith to justify. Work a trowelful or two of bonc- a spacious and cool setting combined 
meal around old bushes in the gar- to create a fairyland of beauty.” 

The poets sing of nobler trees: den before they are covered for the —<————_________ 
The oak, the lofty pine, winter. Bend down carefuly all standard 

The maple dressed in burnished gold Clean away all dead foliage from roses and peg the tops close to the 

Or flame or ruddy wine. around the rose bushes and hill soil ground so that they may be covered 

' around the tender types such as hy- with soil to protect them for the win- 

But as I lie here in it’s shade brid teas, polyanthas, and even the ter. Many persons find it easier to 

And watch the clouds go by hybrid perpetuals. No further protec- do this by loosening the soil on one 

I wonder just who made my tree, tion will be needed until nearly the side of the plant.” 

Was it God or I? —A.P.R. first of the year. “The Gardener's Almanac.”
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HOMTEL WAUSAU REGIONAL MEETINGS, 

Ready For Judging School Our state Regional Meetings are 

Mrs, Clifford Cyphers, National Ac- just around the corner. Although the 
crediting Chairman and Mrs. Bertha dates have not been announced we ex- 

L. Downes, editor of Golden Glories, pect they will be held during the third 

official publication of the Garden week of November (as the Constitu- 
Clubs of Illinois, Inc. are the teachers tion states.) 

chosen for Wisconsin’s third Judging The purpose of the Regional Meet- 
School to be held at Hotel Wausau, in A HOLIDAY SHOW ings is to permit close co-operation 
Wausau October 19-21. Mrs. Cyphers West Bend Garden Club will hold a  petween state officers and chairmen 
will teach Flower Show Practices, Col- Holiday Show on Saturday, October 16 and those in the districts and indi- 
or and Design. Mrs. Downes, a new- fom 2 to 9 p.m. and Sunday, October vidual clubs, thus speeding up the en- 
comer to Wisconsin's Judging Schools, 17 from 2 to 6 p.m. at the home of tire year’s program for all units in 
is well qualified for the course she will Mrs. Ida Wiebe, newly elected presi- the Garden Club Federation. Hence 
teach in Horticulture. Ada Portman ent of the club. Arrangements and any club which has not elected it’s 
308 - 12th Street, Wausau, state Judg- decorations for Halloween, Thanks- officers for the coming year by that 
ing School Chairman is in charge of 8iving, and Christmas will be featured time has already suffered a major set- 
the meeting. at the show. back. The advantages a newly elected 

Hotel Wausau has all modern fac- A cordial invitation is extended to president gains through attendance at 
ilities, 275 rooms and a Coffee Shop. all garden club members and their these orientation meetings outweigh, 
Meetings will be held in the Ballroom friends. ! we think, all other considerations. 
and luncheons will be served to the Garden Club officers for the coming —__ 

entire group each noon in the hotel, Year are: OLUB PRESIDENTS! 
‘With the complete event housed un- Pres: Mrs. Ida Wiebe When you go to the Regional Meet- 
der one roof, Wausau clubs sponsor- _—‘Vice-Pres: Mrs. Wallace Freund ings this fall please take along with 
ing the school will be saved the worry Sec-Treas: Mrs. Ethel M. Gill you a list of your club officers for 1949 
of inclement weather conditions and TT with both names and addresses. If ac- 
members will be saved time and in- Borders Nearby (Cont.) curate information can be secured at 

convenience. If you have a wet spot on your pro- the meetings it will simplify putting 

Our Judging School is open to all perty, plant those shrubs which like out the directory later on. 
garden club members and to all out- wetness as a contrast to your neigh- pee 
siders interested in expert training bor who must plant different shrubs Borders at a Dist (Cont,) 
in Flower Arrangement and in Horti- on his higher land. In a near border If planting a property line for Pp a 

culture courses designed to make bet- it is better to adapt your shrubs to goy jg necessary, it should be done 
ter gardeners of all of us. Examina- the soil conditions rather than strug- sparsely. Take ‘advantage of your 

tions are optional. If you are training gle against adverse soil. neighbor’s planting to make color 
to become a qualified judge you will For the same reason it is better to schemes of your own. If he has two 
of course, take the examinations. Bet- rule out any shrub that is known to purple lilacs, add a white one to your 
ter take them anyway and get every- be subject to a certain disease or planting and you have somet un: 

thing the school has to offer. pest. usual, thing , 

Cost of the three day course for * © ® 

federation members is $4.50. For non- | While border bloom is important you iat oe 
members it is $5.00. Single meetings and must be planned for most care- do good naturalistic ianeiag tN, to 

are $1.50. Handbooks also are $1.50. fully, leaf or foliage texture is the tive material mde ; ng oo 

Have you written to Mrs. Portman most important. This border is 80 04, crabapples, hawthorne” viten. 
and asked her to enroll you and to close you can see the fine gradation hasela. all look . _ Coaala the 
the Hotel Wausau for your room? between coarse-leaved shrubs and fine skyline. The. dis lace ‘bocder ‘s ihe 

HURRY! —_ { me ight the —— of ain ‘een place for unusual silhouettes. One lone 

FOND DU LAC CLUBS HOLD f0t, SEN STE ee itrast of shiny Wd crabapple or hawthorn standing 
HOLIDAY FLOWER SHOW 1 dh ity 1 iy ny against the sky is beautiful in sum- 

A Holiday Flower Show sponsored teresting picture when there is little Mer and winter. 
by Ledgeview and Fond du Lac Com- bloom. . Use bold color masses. This is the 

munity Garden Clubs will be held in When the list for your near border Place to go wild on the most brilliant 
an Commemiy Sine ia is completed, ask these questions: colors of fall foliage and fruit. Use 

iu Lac on Wednesday ani ursday, 
November 10th and 11th from 2 PM- 1. Is everything in this border pre- ae ce-wil oa ne on, ete 
10 PM and 10 AM - 5 PM respective- Sentable twelve months in the year? The followin y 

oe : ig are effective in mas- 
ly. Tables for Armistice, Thanksgiv- 2. Is there contrast of foliage both 45 75 to 150 feet away: Flowering 
ing Christmas (Old and new) Tea, in texture and color? Quince, Forsythia, Lonicera Korol- 
Christmas wedding, football and lum- 3. Are the brilliant seasons of bloom jrowi Kowi ine “Pa ro 

| ber camp will be featured. Also di- 4 fall color taken account of eo it le he amabilis, ladelphus 
oramas, gift’pa 2, door-and mantle an . & grandiflorus or lemoinei Mont Blanc, 

decorations; exergreens, dried seed is outstandingly interesting at those  Spirea van houttel, Viburnum tomen- 

pods, Nursery Rhymes arrangements poasons tosum, the hawthorns or crabapples, 

and many other novelties. Neighbor- 4. Is the skyline varied, and is every Rosa setigera, the elders and the 
ing clubs are invited. plant harmonious with its neighbor? shadblows.
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PEONIES 
October is the month to plant peonies. E 
Write us now about varieties. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes amd portable in any’type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through book- 
let in your home. é 

: ORGANS , i aed 
We rent portable organs @nywhere in the a 
U. 8S. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. 
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SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. Hi. rnunps 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 | 
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Bee Suppuies . 
This name has stood for the very $-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Corner Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: , 8 and 7-Wire Excluders 

Quality Comb Sections 

: ‘ Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
224-290 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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TESTS SHOW RUTABAGA : 

HAS HIGH VALUE AS eins HIGH VE AS WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Socioty 

i Reba pase ue Estapusnep 1910 
or time and land going into Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wi second-class matter. Acseptanes 
production, They are a cool {ot (mailing ot soeeial rate of postage Provided for tn Gestion 1108, Ast of Oocoer 8, 

weather crop growing satisfact- isa ‘ety and i 
te i ither Published ly Excepting July December by the 

eet ies perk 1s neithe! wn State Horticutturat Society 
. 4 University Farm Place 

Like other root vegetables, Madison 6, Wisconsin 

rutabagas contribute significant H. J. Ranmuow, Editor 

amounts of minerals and vitamins Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
to the diet. Although they com- Office in Old Entomology Bidg., College of Agriculture 

pare favorably with other vege- CST University 182 

tables in their content of calcium, Volume No. XXXIX November, 1948 No. 3 
phosphorus, iron, and thiamine, adsense napa menensmnseneraeni iii CEE 

their most important nutrient is 

ascorbic acid or vitamin C. Nu- . TABLE OF CONTENTS 
tritionists recommend 75  milli- The Door County Apple Crop -.-------------------------------- 67 
rams daily of this vitamin for Cherry Rootstocks macnn meas cnc n ccc cernnmncnncncnncnnnncncns 68 

9 Retailing Fruits and Vegetables -.--_----------------------------- 70 
an adult man. Eleven varieties Reports From Our Fruit Growers -------------------------------- 71 

of rutabagas studied in the Nu- Consumers Packages For Apples -------------------------------- 72 
trition Laboratory of the Division ao canind Wanted --------------—___-------—----------—-- 72 

; . pplés From Catiada «assssscscciccecc cece encecccnsceccccccenes 74 
of Home Economics rH ee Raspberry, Pests Control. ...---<-<c-<-sc--s0se ss ecesecccccccs (75 
lowing amounts in mi gra: 9) Strawberry Observations ------------------------------------------ 75 
the vegetable: Laurentian, 29; Wisconsin Beekeeping! seems e cere cecucc er eeececes 96 
Halls Westbury, 40; Perfect Our New Honey Grades —----------------------------------------- 77 

2; Ditmar Bronze Top, Reports On The Honey Crop -----------------------------------. 78 
on 4 hol ‘ a le To; i From The Editor’s Desk ------------------------------------------ 80 

* ang: Om P! PL d Rudolph K, Froker New Dean Of Agriculture -.---------------. 80 
American Purple Top, 47; Lor Scientists: “Receive Honors) 22222. eee eee BI. 
Derby, 48; Derby Bronze Top, Gladiolus Tidings ---_---------_-----__------__--------__----___ 82 

57, and Wilhelmsburger, 62 milli- a gee te ao Px og on 83 
: = r, Jac eynolds Appointe: ie ‘airs -----------------_ 83 

Grams: Thus it will be eat that Storing Vegetables At Home -~~--.---------------------.-------.. 84 
a medium-sized serving will pro- Are Earthworms Beneficial? ---------------------.-----------_. 85 
vide a considerable part of the Garden Gleanings ~_---------------------------------------------_ 86 
day's need for ascorbic acid, even The Teasel An Interessting Plant --.-.----------.-------.---... 87 

if only a half or two-thirds is cas arasennranepnrnslinenenentennaeesseannaststeteaamssstsasoremutis 

retained in cooking. Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

—Condensed from Minnesota EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1950 

Farm and Home Science By Fis eee tpoieretn . . J. jew Holstein Earl Skaliskey _— West Bend 
—————  — Hg. Wetaatow. Gee—_____iation Mrs, Activar Baawsti, Jr. —- Baraboo 
———————————— Walter Diehnelt________Menomonee Falls Beyer --—--_--.-----__ Malone 

a “a oy BOARD OF DIRECTORS — 
= TREE Term Ending December, 1948 Pret. JG. Moore; Chstrman Depts. 

General line nursery stock Dawson Hauser ——----- Bayfield i Seen: Wik 

Trees, Plants, and Shrubs Karl Reynolds ——------- Sturgeon Bay «en's Asm. -"_____"_ Milwaukee 
Send for our de- ‘Term Ending December, 1949 Robert Rando, Pres, Wis. Bee- 

, scriptive Price Wa, Bp Fort Atk Mn on “ a Ladysmith 

Af Ett wastes ences “Bros. Wis, Garden Club Federation 
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The Door County Apple Crop 
Irrigated Trees Produce Largest Fruit. Processors. Help The Market. 

By Chas. F. Swingle 

Except for Delicious which suf- —— The M. W. Miller Co., Stur- 
fered considerable damage last Pe geon Bay, took 214” and up of 
Fall a Wilates, the apple crop | RS most varieties after Dudley, pay- 

generally throughout Door coun- ing up to $3 per hundred for 
ty and adjoining parts of Brown, Nar a good apples which were not No. 
and Kewaunee, has been good. Wwe “1 but which could be used for 
This is not the biggest crop ever peeling. This company has put 
harvested, but it is one of the i several thousand 30-lb tins in the 
best in years. Due to the extreme- 23 freezer. In fact the demand is such 
ly a = ae a in Au- . ne it is even packing McIntosh 
gust, the fruit did not size up this year. 

where excessive amounts were C6 The Reynolds Brothers Apple 
left on the tree, as with many Juice plant did not operate with 
ik ae but in General Mc ba early varieties. Starting the first 

tosh i i ized. i 

Courtland, with only young trees mitely, turned out larger fruts {004 and off coloe iru of 
in bearing, will yield very few than the non-irrigated trees in the McIntosh, Courtland, Snow, Tol- 
fruits under 214". Northwestern orchard. No even the satisfactory man and Delicious at 60c per 
Greening in most orchards has a rains which came the last of Au- hundred, and of Wolf River and 
lighter crop than last year’s over- gust and a P me September Northwestern Greening at 50c. 
load which led to enormous Wr enough for the non-irriga- 1 orently no regular cider is be- 
amounts of undersized fruits. ted trees to catch up with the ir- ing made in Door county 

The extremely dry weather — ones. : ‘ 
early was not all loss, as it re- he apple market was ‘most 
sulted in an apple crop almost unsatisfactory in early Septem- THOUGHTS ON THINNING 

completely without scab. Insect pe ees bene wes ere . APPLES 
nar -. harvest. Some growers did no! 

gemage es negligible ap anil bother to pick, while others man- It takes only about 100 of 
the late August rains, when a pes © a 

1; aged to get barely enough returns 3” apples to make a bushel, but 
large emergence of codling moths 9 g y 3 : 

: : from sales to cover picking, pack- it takes about 230 of the 214” 
resulted in considerable damage P SP 
to orchards which did not get ing and shipping costs. The situ- Size Boe" te: aes baal 

| on @ satisfactory spray cover ation improved slightly with Dud- That is a good thing to keep 

within a few days. Only insigni- ley, which was picked and ship- in mind when deciding whether 
ficant damage was done by the ped by most growers who had oy not to thin. Then there is the 
apple maggot, plum curculio, and this important pollinator, but here fact that larger apples will sell 

leaf roller. Oystershell scale, pre- again some growers did not much better and bring a highes 
sent in a few orchards, was con- bother to pick—partly because of price, 
trolled by DDT. the poor market prospects, partly The big problem in Wisconsin 

Results From Irrigation because by the time the Dudleys jg to reduce the number of small 
The Goff Orchard, Sturgeon W°t¢ really ready it was time and under grade apples and pro- 

Bay, is the only Northeast Wis- to get busy on Wealthy. duce a high percentage of top 

consin orchard prepared to irri- Processing grades. 
gate on a large scale. This or- | The only market for cider ap- _ After reading about thinning 
chard irrigated part of its oles of the early varieties wac fruit by shaking and tapping 
Wealthy and McIntosh trees 3 the Richter vinegar plant at Stur- branches with a rubber hose, one 
times, part 4 times. Mr. Goff geon Bay, which paid 40c per 'S led to conclude that here hand 
and Mr. Frank DeFere, manager, hundred. As a result, practically thinning has decided advantag- 
are well pleased with the re- all windfalls were left under the 5, especially if defective fruits 

sults, as these irrigated trees defi- tree. can be eliminated. .
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Cherry Rootstocks 
Dr. Chas. Swingle Continues Report on Comparative Hardiness And Adaptation. 

Longevity of Cherry Trees on Mazzard drought resistant in California, 
and Mahaleb LR) Rr 7 Ya) Chandler characterizes mahaleb as 

Hedrick states, “though the evi- e y ) A a “not tolerant of wet soils,” while maz- 

dence is somewhat conflicting on this E zard is “moderately tolerant of poorly 
point, it is probable that cherries on s: PR /adh \\en \Z aerated soils, being as tolerant as 
mazzard live longer than on mahaleb. | 4 mG o 1H I Peach and apricot roots, but not as 
It may be that the frequent state- |, SS AS py ef ie tolerant as myrobolan plum, apple or 
ments to this effect arise from the . EY) 3) ee Pear roots.” Drought resistance is 
knowledge that dwarf fruit trees are hy ret, > given by Gourley and Howlett as one 
generally shorter lived than standard Be“, 2 CAS of the reasons for the use of mahaleb. 
treesiiaince thereiscem to ‘be ‘no ‘ee- i Rx Schuster on the other hand, states 
ords of actual comparisons.” Howe Ss ry was i that in Oregon mazzard is more vig- 
reported the cherry trees on mahaled NW ie¢ [Posey a rs orous and able to cope with adverse 
root on rather poorly drained loam we ae RGEON KPT eeutitiens, such as dry seasons, than 

. soil at Geneva, New York, were much vs Lyp /] namie It is likley that trees on 

shorter lived than those on mazzard ea my | r f mahaleb are adversely affected by the 
stocks. At the end of fourteen years, bt tM CO oA w poor drainage common in western Ore- 
most of the trees on mazzard were in gon. 

good condition while less than half Anderson found that both sweet and Quality of Graft Unions 
of those oni mahsleb ‘were alive: and sour cherries on mahaleb stocks suf- 
most of those in poor condition, Sim- Hedrick states that better unions 

fered less from winter killing in 1933- 

ilar results were reported by Anthony, 34 on light sandy soils in the Hudson are made with magzard than maha- 
Sudds, and Yerkes at Rosslyn, Virgin- River Valley than those on mazzard leb, Butcher reports that some trees 
ia, with plantings on clay loam or "on mazzard “pinch off” at the union 

silt loams. Sweet cherries were more Comparative Adaptation to Wet and nd never make good trees, the trunk 
successful on the mazzard stocks. The Dry, Heavy and Light Soils being always larger than the root- 

results were not so clear with sour Here also authorities do not entire- Stock. Philip observed overgrowth of 

cherries, ly agree, although the majority opin- the scion with many varieties on ma- 
Bryant reported a lower death loss ion is that mahaleb is more sensitive haleb stock, especially where high- 

with Montmorency sour cherries in to wet soil conditions, but otherwise budded. Tukey and Brase state that 
Colorado on young trees, 6.3 percent not as particular in its soil require- both stocks overgrow the Montmor- 

on mahaleb compared to 22.9 percent ments as the mazzard stock. Hedrick @m¢y scion, but that mazzard makes 
for those on mazzard at the end of states on this point, “Mahaleb is prob- ® Stronger union than mahaleb, ob- 

5 years. ably the more cosmopolitan stock, will een that the top roger! at the 
thrive on a greater diversity of soils Uion more often with mahaleb when 

Comparative Hardiness\of' Rootstocks than the mazzard, In particular it is trees are pulled with a tractor. 
Authorities are in general agreement somewhat better adapted to sandy, Coe considers that “If soil condi- 

that cherries on mahaleb are hardier light, stony, and arid soils that are tions are the determining factor in 

and less subject to winterkilling both not well adapted to growing cherries. the superiority of the mahaleb in this 
in the nursery and in the orchard ... It is better adapted to shallow experiment, as appears likely, it is 

than they are on mazzard. Price and soils than mazzard.” Bailey notes that probable that the mahaleb stock would 

Little report mahaleb as hardier than mahaleb is said to be better adapted also be the best risk for sour cherries 

mazzard in Iowa, but neither as being to heavy clay soils than mazzard. How- of the Montmorency variety, especi- 

hardy enough for the colder regions ard cites the claim of the California ally in view of the results of Bryant 

of the northwest, recommending use nurserymen who favor mahaleb that in Colorado favoring mahaleb over 

of sour cherry stocks, “American mor- this stock enables trees to withstand ” mazzard for Montmorency stock.’ 
ello,” where a high degree of hardi- better, extremes of too much or too 

ness is required, in spite of their fault little water in the soil. Philip makes He concludes, “The divergence of 
of sprouting. Hedrick states, “Cher- the statement that more dieback was these results from those obtained in 
ries on mahaleb ripen sooner than on reported in California on mazzard un- eastern experiments where mazzard 

mazzard.” ‘Tukey and Brase cite as der unfavorable soil and moisture 

an example (of mahaleb being the conditions, while mahaleb adapts the ®* superior to mahaleb is thought to 
hardier) a block of 60,000 nursery cherry to drought conditions much _ be the result of the coarser, more open, 
trees on mazzard at Dansville, New better than mazzard but will not faster draining soil in the Utah exper- 

York, which was a total - a ~ stand prolonged saturation of the jment to which the mahaleb is evi- 

ter inju in 1988-34, while jacent soil. Howe’s results in New York ap- 

aes on mahaleb showed little in- pear to confirm Philip's conclusions as eDtlY better adapted, although it ts 
jury. Differences in maturity owing to the failure of the mahaleb stock Possible that soil reaction and high 
to susceptibility of the mazzard stocks under wetsoil conditions. Hansen and SUmmer transpiration may have been 
to leaf spot may have been a factor. Eggers report mahaleb as more factors, ,
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“It is clearly evident that under the 
conditions of this experiment, com- W : : ° 
mercial mahaleb proved less dwarfing isconsin App le Institute Tells 
than mazzard and morlelo and more satietuctaey: where laces, inser cad Consumers About Our Apples 
yields are desired. In view of these 

results it is concluded that mahaleb { se 
stocks may well be preferable for 

commercial planting under many sim- = ° 

ilar conditions where this stock is pe (ACONALL 
adapted, especially where porous soils i 

provide good drainage and aeration.” 

“Compared to mazzard, mahaleb af APPLES 
stocks, where they are adapted, ap- 
pear to have the following advantages: Xa . WALDORF SALAD 

(1) superior ability to withstand Sliced home-grown, juicy McIntosh 
drought, shallow and unfavorable apples, mix with chopped fruit, 
soils (except wet feet); (2) good root nuts, marshmallows and salad dressing 

anchorage; (3) less affected by little — serve cold. 
leaf; (4) cheaper to grow in nursery; . 

(5) more resistant to “buckskin di- Wises 
sease’ when high budded.” ASK YOUR GROCER FOR APPLES 
“Disadvantages of mahaleb stock 

where adapted appear to be: (1) trees a 

on this stock transplant with more 

difficulty than is desirable; (2) sus- This is a sample of one of the tion in Wisconsin on September 16. ° 
ceptibility to gopher injury; (3) tends is 5 in 12 The recipe was changed each 

to be overgrown by sweet cherry acivertisements . ore ne = week and the ads were paid for by 
scions.” daily papers with largest circula- the Wisconsin Apple Institute, 

rr 

I it G S li 

PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR 1948 NOW. .. 

SPRAY MATERIAL ORCHARD SUPPLIES 

Puratize Ladders 
Lead Arsenate Bushels 
Lime Sulphur % Bushels 
Spreader Stickers BASKETS Pecks 

Kolofog 4 Pecks 
Kolo Spray Paper Stock 
Mike Sulphur Graders 
Parmone Cleaners 

Fermate Picking Bags 
Packing Forms 

US ED——1 BEAN 7 Gallon — 150 gallon tank mounted on rubber 
1 BEAN 7 Gallon — 100 gallon tank — Skid Type 

Both Priced to Sell 

'e e e, e In 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
Waukesha Wisconsin 

227 Cutler Street (Near C & N. W. Freight Depot) 

Tel. 4107 Lester F. Tans
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Pine. 
‘al Grower's 

ia Through -the years, men who grow fruit as a busi- 
ness have relied on General Chemical spray 
materials. In their own orchard “proving 

ie ground” they have seen the proof that Orchard 
ae Brand products can be counted on for consist- 

ce ently good results. 

oe When DDT’ was originally released, General 
ey Chemical was among the first to field-test it 
— and offer it to commercial growers for orchard 
mo use. The qualities of Genitox DDT for high 

pe efficiency in spray equipment, good coverage 
ce of foliage and fruit, and all-around insect con- 
cy trol performance convinced growers that this 

new General Chemical insecticide could be used 
.. with the same confidence as the “old reliable” 

: Orchard Brand products. 

That’s because all General Chemical spray mate- 
rials are carefully developed through sound 
research and thorough field investigations. 
Then they are produced under the most exact- 
ing quality-control conditions. This results in 
the inherent product qualities which mean 

eae year-in and year-out dependability. For ’49— 
CT dient choose the best: demand General Chemical 

arse Orchard Brand. 

ee ae ORCHARD] GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
oer La ws ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
, 4 Offices serving principal agricultural centers from coast to coast 

Other Orchard Brand Spray Materials for the Fruit Grower Include: 

teed Arvonate, Astringent & Standard Micro-Dritomic” Sulfur, advanced type of sulfur Benzene Hexachloride 

Spraycop’, Neutral Copper Fungicide for apples Honey: oot at eter Sat Petes ee catia i ik
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Reports From Our Fruit Growers 
Crop Was Good Along Lake Shore 

This has been a good season for FROM ALOYS PFEIFFER, Racine. BULLETINS AVAILABLE ON TOP 
some of our orchardists—not so good for “Our apple crop will be small. Sales GRAFTING FRUIT TREES 

others. Here are a few comments from good but fruit of small size due to If you are planning to top graft 
members of the Wisconsin Apple Insti- drought.” fruit trees this season, by all means 

tute on the past seasons operations and FROM KERT WIEGAND, Cleve- send for “Stencil Circular 62” entitled 

results, “ ‘Top Grafting Fruit Trees.” Address land. (Manitowoc County) “Apples have 
very good color and are clean. No scab Mailing Room, College of Agriculture, 

FROM ARTHUR BRUNN, Hales 2PtY #00" University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
‘Comers. “In spite of a dry summer we 2 all and very few worms. Market 2 bulletin is written by Prof, C. 

good. Heavy set on Golden Delicious = are harvesting the best crop of Mc- 5's it on Red. Yield better th, L. Kuehner and is quite complete with 
Intosh, Red Delicious, N. W. Greening °™ on Red. Nield better than ex- explanations, drawings and discussion 
and Cortland we have ever had. The ected. how to do this important job. 
market is good.” FROM ERVIN TUMA, Cato. “Mark- 

et good. Greenings loaded and of good NEW PLANT SPRAY MAKES 

é FROM G. J. HIPKE, New Holstein. quality. Apple trees mulched with straw PLANTS IMMUNE TO INSECT 
Delicious crop looks poor. McIntosh (16 good size for such a hot and d 

fair to poor. Wealthy crop is good phil * ry: ATTACK 

but heavy drop. Crop is selling well.” . A new insecticide, Pestox 111, is re- 
FROM L. B. IRISH, Baraboo. “Apple ported by British agricultural scien- 

FROM S. S. TELFER, Ellison Bay. crop short. Demand very good. tists. They say that this new spray 
“Have had a good crop of some vari- enters into the system of plants im- 
eties—Mclntosh especially good. Excel- FROM JOSEPH MORAWETZ, munizing them against attack for two 
lent size and color when not picked West Bend. “Our entire crop wiped or three weeks. In other words, it 
too early.” out by hail on June 7. Market very acts about like vaccination for ani- 

good. mals, 

FROM FRANCIS ALLEGAR, Wyo- FROM JAMES CHERF, Antigo. The new spray will also kill aphids 
cena. “Have good crop of Greenings, “Had about 50% crop. Quality good but does no harm to ladybirds which 
Cortlands, Snows and Golden Delicious. demand good. Apple magot was late feed upon the aphids. 

Market good, could sell more than we in coming and injury showed up when The new spray is expected to be on 
have.” apples began to mellow.” sale to the public next year. 

s e Ladders Liners Packing Forms 
2 

Baskets Top Pads Apple Pickers 
. 

Graders Cleaners Polishers 

We can make immediate delivery on all makes of Bean Orchard Sprayers 

— POISONED OATS Bait for Mice — 

G. A. DUNN & CO., Inc. 
2138 University Avenue Madison 5, Wisconsin 

e oe i Formerly F. R. Gifford Compan:
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CONSUMER PACKAGES Better Sports Wanted 
Results of Brief Survey on Paul Stark, Jr. Research Department, 
Consumer Preferences for Stark Bro’s Nurseries, Louisiana, Mo. 

Packaging Apples Little did Lewis Mood realize, when worked into bearing trees for quick 
Nine families or individuals he discovered one limb on his Stark observation and comparison with 

living in small apartments were aaa — ee ie, apples, ns ee ed 
. were all over ugust while ic conditions. After the fir: 

ont four ae . pacheoe the apples on all the other limbs of crop matures and shows commercial 
5-lb. open mes! gi & JID. this same tree were still grass green, possibilities, a stock block is develop- 

Carry-out carton; a 2-lb. cello- that this Bud Sport Mutation was de- ed for propagation purposes should® 
phane bag and a cellophane boat stined to start a new era in plant succeeding crops continue to prove 
for 5 apples. variety improvement. superior. This topwork test also de- 

z termines in rt period. whethe Four preferred buying their Named Starking Delicious, this im- the sport or oeaies aus to pean 
apples in bulk—like to select each proved color bud sport apple created stabilizes the caprice of nature. Young 

apple. a sensation in fruit growing circles. trees are also planted in test blocks 
Two liked the boat holding 5 GIANT SPORTS to get fruiting as soon as possible for 

7 7 hol al pariso: 
apples—one liked this because A more recent development in the teste, oa ieee ist atacted to 

she only buys 4 or 5 apples at a sport department is the discovery, commercial orchardists and experi 
time. The other liked boats be- testing and development of giant j ont stations in all the leading fruit 

cause she had bought them in ‘Ports which may prove to be of great sections. Only after careful testing by 

Boston and found them satisfac- CComomic value, especially in those qualified fruit variety specialists, as 
Oo did areas where growers have difficulty el] as commercial and amateur 

tory. Ot least 2 did not want getting desired size in the all too fre- growers, can a new bud sport be re- 

boats because of their experience quent unfavorable seasons. Several of 
leased for general planting in a com- 

with tomatoes. these giants proved to be large, mercial way. 

Two definitely Hked the Sib, um and core nd nl to dey OT ’ en ‘becomes the nurseryman’s 
mesh bags—one other who pre- jut recent discoveries promise some job to keep the strain pure. Nowadays 
ferred bulk apples thought mesh outstanding contributions to horticul- this is important, not only from keep- 
bags might also be good. All ture, especially in the apple and grape ing the color or seasonal sport from 
mentioned using the bag later line. degenerating but also the parent stock 
for other purposes. Although most of the important re- must continue to be healthy, prolific 

0. and free from disease. Stability of the ne preferred the small cello- cognized and widely disseminated 5.5 arutation variety is maintained 
phane bag to all other packages. sports are improvements over the 1. -orofu1 selection and annual in- 

Three throught the 5-Ib carton parent variety, there are equally 88 sooction of this parent source. Al- 
- many or more that are definite degen- th 

looked expensive and even if crates that tend to revert back to the ee ee Ses are rela- 
price were same as bag they standard and others are degenerates be vovented Geant a icine ce these 
would think they were paying from the standard strains direct. Rus- P sering oom 

mercial propagation by eternal vigil- 
a lot for the carton. Two did  5¢t forms of several varieties have al- oo. on the nurseryman’s part. We 
not like the carton because ap- % been observed and tested in many roa that the Record Bearing Strain 

orchards and by some this may be 
1 isib] of a tree means a lot more in these 

ples were not visible. considered a type of degeneracy. It 4 ae tmspravedEports be 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. might be a dangerous situation if pro- ad and te oue ony oe of 

Only one out of nine had pur- pagation wood were taken from a tree sport stability. pos 
chased apples in consumer pack- 0° this kind and stock built up in the . 
ages. All four types were con- fooe tk since russet fruit is In dis- Heavy yielding strains of any fruits, 
id ; ‘favor these days. especially sour cherries, have promise sidered both desirable and unde- 

sirable. The chief objection was ° SPORTS ARE TESTED a eae . and evaluated for future commercial 
that the purchaser could not see We receive as many as 50 more bud propagation. There are any number of 
the apples sufficiently. sports from growers all over the coun- sporting types, and any one, from fuz- 

Packaging of apples would try every year. We have many De- free peaches to an all-red or blushed 

seem to be justified on the basis @!0Us Sports but none are as good as Golden Delicious, should be investi- 
' i J ne € DasiS Starking. These sports are, of course, gated, tested and evaluated for com- 

of quality, providing consumers in addition to the many thousands of mercial merit by reliable horticultural 
with apples in as nearly perfect back yard and commercial orchard authorities. Then they should be in- 
condition as possible. new =, seedlings that are sent in troduced to American orchardists for 
Repo rt at Fruit Growers Day to_us for appraisal. Bud sports and more profitable fruit production. 

* seedlings are all carefully evaluated 
From Pomological Pointers for by our research department and those Condensed from Hoosier Horticul- 
Connecticut Fruit Growers. definitely showing promise are top- ture.
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APPLES FROM CANADA States, and there has been no Cheyenne, Wyoming and des- 
By L. W. Marvin, Mgr. essay to flood any given mar- cribes the Sagebrush as follows: 

; et. Sagebrush is associated with 
N. Y. & N. E. Apple Institute Our Foreign Policy the dry plains area. In Saskatche- 

There is considerable misun- The whole matter of Canadian wan the woody plants were most- 
derstanding concerning the im- apples is wrapped up in top level ly the Silver sagebrush (Arte- 
portation of apples from Canada United States foreign policy. The mesia cana). The leaves are nar- 
and we have many inquiries as Canadians point out that they row and without dentation. The 
to why the Institute has not done buy roughly $5.00 worth of fresh Big sagebrush (A. tridentata) is 
something about it. In former fruit and vegetables in the United a more renowned species and was 
years, Canada found a satisfac- States for every dollar's worth a dominant plant over hundreds 
tory market for her exportable given to us, But they do respect of miles of valley land in Mon- 
apples in Great Britain but, like the hazards of breaking the mar- tana and southward. It may reach 
ourselves, Canada has lost this ket they wish to enjoy. a height of 9 feet. The leaves 
market and naturally turned to Since coming to the Institute are usually dented with 3 teeth 
the United States for some relief. almost two years ago, we have at the apex. The non-woody Ar- 

Under existing conditions, Cana~ had great confidence in the long temesias are called Wormwoods. 
da can export any quantity of term outlook for apples. They are The woody types are mostly 
apples to us as long as she pays the most versatile fruit grown and much branched. It was a common 

the duty. can be used in dozens and doz- sight to see from one to sixteen 
However, to avoid creating 2S of ways. In my opinion, there Pronghorn antelopes pasturing 

disastrous marketing conditions, #8 © over-production of apples. about the sagebrush. 
the Canadian and United States Rather, it is a problem of under- _ 
Departments of Agriculture have Consumption and we are hoping CaN STRAWBERRIES BE 
held annual meetings since about that all northeastern growers will PLANTED IN FALL 
1940, for the purpose of discuss- Want to support financially the QUESTION: I would like to 

ing ways and means whereby a Work of in aceite that We set out strawberry plants in the 
reasonable quantity of Canad- a a Y correct ‘i is situation. Fal and have read articles in the 
ian apples can be consumed in /*PP'¢S are encountering severe | agazines stating that fall is a 
the United States without up- Competition from other fruits and d ti : 

i ther foods, also from apples pro- 9°04 time to Rant Pee. Wil setting local markets. Through © DOES» pples p fall planting succeed in Wiscon- 
these discussions, the Canadians duced in other areas. The New sin? 
have materially eased the effect of York and New England area con- 
their United States distribution stitutes the most condensed and ANSWER: A number of years 
problem by spreading shipments m™ost profitable apple market in 490, the Experiment Station at 
widely and through a greater the United States and you can be Ottawa, Canada sent us several 
portion of the season. They have sure that your competitors are thousand plants of new varieties 
scrupulously undertaken only constantly shooting at it. of strawberries in the fall. These 
what they could live up to and From talk to Vermont Horti- were distributed to about 10 dif- 

the annual discussions have pro- cultural Society Meeting. Pro- ferent SrOwsts tn; Nartous parts 
vided a measurable prospect in- ceedings Vermont State Horti- of the state—including Madison. 

stead of a dangling question in- Cultural Society, 1948. They were planted and well 
sofar as the United States apple — cared for by the growers. The 
industry is concerned. THE SAGEBRUSH next spring only about 10% of 

Last August the Canadians OF THE WEST the plants remained alive. 

were of the opinion that they Travelers over the western We have not heard of other 
would have to market about Plains may have wondered about strawberry growers successfully 
2,275,000 bushels of fresh apples the varieties of sage brush found planting strawberries in the fall. 

in this country, but it now ap- growing on the prairie. Mr. W. However it might be done on 
pears that the total will reach JR. Leslie, Superintendent of the a small scale if rooted runners 
only about 1,600,000. As we Experiment Station at Morden, were dug up with a clump of 
have already stated, the distri- Manitoba writes in his Weekly dirt and then moved to a different 
bution of these apples has been Notes, of a recent trip to the Hor- Jocation nearby allowing the soil 
wide-spread over the United ticultural Science meeting at to remain on the roots intact.
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Raspberry Pest Control 
By E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist 

A question frequently asked is, “How eral recommendation. Rotenone, Pyre- 

often should one spray or dust the fo > ot ° Ae thrum, and Sabadilla sprays and dusts | 

small fruit plantings?” There is ab- |... |»: He RE can be safely used up until about har- 
solutely no way of telling in advance | si ‘ke Agia" ee Oe ae vest time, but sprays such as DDT, 
just how many sprays are going tobe {gee ek aa = Benzene hexachloride, Chlordane, etc., 

necessary. The answer we usually give = Te THe ee | are even more dangerous than would 
is to spray only when necessary. By |): @ 7 Y Me inh be the arsenical sprays including Ar- 
that we mean if serious injury is bee 6. /YO 1:/5)) senate of lead and Calcium arsenate. 
coming evident from some pest or he id Sire 20) oe i Yeagiites | Most of these sprays just mentioned 

there is beginning to appear signs of = { =). - wo @P 2, «will be found effective against the 
the re-appearance of the work of a |) “ii v eZ aera sawfly and other foliage feeders and 
pest which was serious during past ~ im Hag es ; aa he eee the fruit worm, and can be applied 

seasons, immediate timely action , {9 5 — _ °° 1 prior to blossom time but should not 
should be taken. Because the applica- [2.1 <=. at ‘| be applied during the blossoming time 
tion of sprays recommended in a sea- fs), *"% ¥ oR oe a because of danger of killing the honey 

sonal spray schedule are frequently ha \ ss ~“| bee and the other polinizing insects, 
unnecessary, requiring useless expen- . fi 5 Sed and should not be applied after the 

diture of time and money, and because | : : ; | fruit is well formed because of the 
there is always some risk involved in ‘ Daal _ =" danger of leaving a spray residue. 

83] applications, whether as direct : 4 OY 
rep to the plant or the destruction f : oh TO CONTROL ANTHRACNOSE 
of beneficial insects, we do not advo- Su Da aie | To control anthrancnose, dormant 

cate spraying small fruit unless there .y “ “<,| Bordeaux, “D. N.” or Lime sulphur 
is some very good reason. = we i sprays can and should be applied af- 

The Secret of Success “ — ™ ter the beginning of the new growth 

The possibility of having an undesir- 5 a yt ba but not after the leaflets are approxi- 
able or dangerous spray residue on : on iN si mately % inch long because of the 

the fruit at harvest time must be like- NY - ¥ f| danger of injury to the foliage. Fer- 

wise reckoned with. Furthermore, a en ae oi mate and milder copper and Lime sul- 
spray schedule is often followed too . a x ak ae phur sprays can be applied up to with- 

closely and folks using them do not =. me iL in a week of their blossoming. The 
fully appreciate the fact that these é a 1, Sy Pe delayed dormant sprays most com- 
schedules are relative things and | : : utes oe monly used now consists of Copper 

sometimes vary widely with varieties .. - pea duis ee 7 sulphate, eight pounds; Hydrated 

of plants, season and geographical lo- (ce ae lime, eight pounds and dormant Mis- 

cation. The secrets of success in insect s cible oil two gallons in 100 gallons of 

and disease control are: (1) Apply ; ‘ water or 12 gallons of Lime sulphur 
thorough spray cover; (2) Apply spray aS = cemvayel wel liquid in 100" gallons of water. "The 

often during rainy season, and (3) below pe ed fruiting Spurs “D.N.” is used at the rate of four 
Follow directions carefully. Spraying . pounds of powder in 100 gallons of 

will not control certain small fruit water. These sprays are directed 
maladies and should, therefore, not be ‘withini.at ne : a. of ‘any’ Black against anthrancnose, powdery-mil- 

attempted at the risks just mentioned. raspberry plantations. To avoid crown dew, spur blight, and red spider. The 
gall, the bacteriological disease caus- 

Among the principal diseases of rasp- i ’ dhe’ formation of ‘wart cauli- pre-blossom sprays consist of Fermate 

berries coming in this category are a; ig the forma or at the rate of two pounds in 100 gal- 
lower-like enlargements on the roots, 

orange rust, late raspberry rust and be ants should not be planted lons of water or Copper sulphate- 

virus diseases such as mosaic, leaf ‘®SPPCTTy Plants s ibe Pi eight pounds, Hydrated lime-eight 
on soil where infected fruit trees or 

curl, and streak. To avoid these, the dn fruit have been growin pounds, and Summer oil-1 gallon in 
grower should plant only vigorous ° Srowing. 100 gallons of water. These are the 

growing, disease-free certified stock. ‘While there is no doubt that some second spray applications recommend- 

Whenever a trace of any of these ap- very useful and perhaps more effective ed for anthracnose and spur blight 

pear, the infected plant should be dug sprays will come out of the recent control. 
up and burned. These systemic dis- flood of new insecticides and fungi- Other Pests 

eases necessitate the removal of all cides appearing on the market, which The most serious insect pests requir- 
sucker plants of the parent one since may revolutionize our present spray ing additional spray treatments are 

they, too, will be infected. These are recommendations, it should be pointed _the spittle bug, raspberry fruit worm, 
the diseases that are most responsible out that the research folks have not and the red-necked cane borer. The 

for the so-called “running out” of been able to keep pace with the chem-_ spittle bug is dealt with by the use 

berry plants. Since Black raspberries ists who are turning them out and of a 5% Chlordane dust and is direct- 

are especially susceptible to mosaic, it too little is known about their toxicity ed against the insect while it is still 
is well not to plant Red raspberries to human beings to permit their gen- _in its first or second instar, or in other
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words within a week or 10 days after dry weather which would not al- quite widespread. Give your 
talus tie wall newt cael to os kes low the plants to send out the plants all possible protection this 

tle mass surrounding the nymphs but "Umber of runners which we con- winter, as they will need it come 
the penetration is less marked asthese sider normal. The most serious fruiting time next year. 
bugs develop and reach maturity. The things I noted were injury to the —_—_ 

time of DA sate, Uae ene roots and failure of the runner RASPBERRIES NEED 
f plants to set roots. Many plants 

speaking this should be made by the that I dug had ly inj COVERING IN MINNESOTA last week in May or the first week in ig had severely injured 
June in the vicinity of Madison. The roots. Many of them were brown By J. D. Winter, 
Chlordane dust should be applied when near the crown, an er i ‘ ‘ 
there is little or no wind vand at the from the tip end ne 2 a University of Minnesota 

tate of from 25 to 80 pounds per acre. O¢ tp oip length. Raspberries need covering in 
When frequent winds; make: ita.appli: all sections of Minnesota. The 
cation difficult, it is usually found Mulching Important Minnesot Stat Horticul 1 
that the quietest air period is shortly I suppose that: one must’ at- inesota ate = Porticultura’ 
after the break of dawn. Like many 3 . . : Society is changing its recom- 
of our new insecticides, too little is tribute this to VERY. high soil tem- mended fruit list and will make 
setae shone ‘ceoba and oy neequent. peesesenans to age ait mone recommendations to this effect 

ly it cannot be recommended just Jack of moisture in the soil. This at me annual med. Complete 
prior to harvest but can be safely "covering is practiced chiefly in the 
used up until ten days prior to the Would Seem 6: ime: to make it Lake Minnetonka region and in 
ripening of fruit. almost imperative to follow the [a Crescent area. New and im- 
The rasperry fruit worm and the practice of mulching just before proved covering machines are be- 

red-necked cane borer require a spray the ground freezes so that these ing made now for use this fall 
or dust application just ‘before the injured roots can have all the dE Isi Th . 

raspberry blossom and a 85-15 lime ‘ ; 7 aroun xcelsior. € covering 
lead dust mixture is suggested. A protection possible this winter. will be done at so much per hour 

Rotenone dust or a DDT spray made Failure of the runner plants to fo, any grower requesting the 
of one pound of the 50% wettable root is probably the worst con- - service, 
powder in 100 gallons of water, to dition I noted. This trouble is not . 
beac has ig — one pound of apparent until one picks up run- __ COVering by use of tractor and 
ty stim mi Four pound of Rote erg and finds that they can be SOVeting machine is preferred 
be found effective, lifted clear back to the mother € rate is about 1 acre per hour. 

—_— plant. Where I made definite Some growers prefer the horse 

STRAWBERRY checks, I found that from 40 to nd plow because there is usually 
OBSERVATIONS 60% of the new plants had no = cane breakage — so they 

. roots in the ground at all. The Mt SAO! MRO. SOVER DY. 
By H. E. Halliday plants have eae desperate ef- machine do not feel they get ex- 

While making a fall checkup forts to set themselves, sending °°SS!V¢ breakage. 
of strawberry fields in the Bay- out many new roots only to have Covering will pay in any sec- 
field, Douglas, and Jackson Coun- burned off by high temperatures tion of our state except where 
ty areas last week, I noticed some of the dry soil surface, or rubbed _ soil is too stony or of heavy clay. 
rather disturbing conditions. The off by the whipping action of the a 
first is one that could be expected wind. There is considerable root Tipping Down Canes 
in such a dry year — narrow activity now, due to recent rains Tipping down the canes of 
spotty rows. To begin with, many and cooler temperatures, but raspberries in fall without com- 
patches were reset once and in authorities whom I have consulted plete covering has not proved re- 
some cases twice, giving the feel that it is coming too late. liable protection. Sometimes it 
plants a late start. White grubs Also there seems to be a failure helps a lot and sometimes it 
did heavy damage in many of fruit bud formation in many of doesn't. 
patches not only in the Bayfield- the new plants. Examination of When To Remove Old Canes 
Jackson areas but throughout the several plants under the micro- 
state. There is hardly a patch scope has failed to show any bud We recommend and it is 
that has not been injured to some formation. recognized as best practice to re- 
extent by the grubs. Reports from other sections of move old canes immediately after 

In most instances the rows are the state seem to indicate that picking is finished. The old canes 
very thin and narrow, due to the many of these conditions are are then burned.
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Uisconsi e DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

J ° ee ee (i 8. C. Fox, Pewaukee 
s Co !, —————— Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE (REPE] , teenie be 2 
ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS tS aman aca, 

Robert autecn; Ladysmith = a Rahmlow, Madison, Cor, Bow: ivan 

Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee Menomonee Falls, 
Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer 
a 

A tion Highlights nnual Convention Highligh 
Faced with a short crop of honey sales at Centennial .................... 569.20 

officers of the Wiscinsin Beekeepers iT) 2 — 
Association feared a drop in attend- ee] Total ...ssseeeeessssesseeeeeeseneeeeesseeesee 974,82 

ance at the convention this year. How- a . This with the balance in the general 

ever, the annual event which was held | ww (\ MC fund for the past year makes a total 

in the Retlaw Hotel, Fod du Lac, LTS es of $1,729.30. 
October 27-28, was hhighly success- BB Se retgn Expenses were not large this past year. 

ful. There were 140 registrations and i Ne Total convention expenses (without it- 

125 at the banquet. . m\ \ emizing details of the financial report 

More detailed reports will be pub- Meee eae of the treasurer, Mrs. Louise Bruegge- 
lished in our next issue as only one = St Ga man) were as follows: 
page could be reserved in this issue = - u 1947 convention expenses .......--.$170.58 

due to the lateness of the convention, 200 Office expense ceeecceeccsseeeeneeeeneee 51,37 

New Officers Elected if they have 10 members paid up in American Honey Institute ............. 25.00 
The following officers were elected the State Association. Affiliated mem- Dues to Nat'l. Federation ........ 32.90 

for the coming year. President — bership dues to the State Association Secretary Salary occ 100.00 
Mr. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith; Vice through the County Association is Other Items cn. 2423 
President Mr. Lawrence Figge, Mil- $1.00 per member per year. These __ 

waukee and Secretary-Treasurer — dues are sent to Mrs, Louise Brueg- Total cecccccecseceeccseesesecescereeeee $404.08 

Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Menomonee geman, Treasurer, Menomonee Falls. This left in the general fund on Sep- 

Falls, H. J. Rahmlow continues as Blanks for sending in membership tember, 1948, $1,325.22. 

SS board and cor-  asclaanl be obtained from Mrs. The ‘association also has in ‘the label 

in, . . 

rethe officers of the women’s Auxi- Individual memberships to the State fund $489.85 which is a revolving fund 
liary who have done such an outstand- Association remain at $1.25 per year. for the purchase of labels. 

ing piece of work this year were re- Membership can also be ibtained in Also in the advertising fund is $166.90. 

elected. They are: President—Mrs. the State Association through the dis- This fund has been built up by registra- 

Harold Knight, Dalton; Vice Presi- trict treasurer and the amount is the tion fees at the annual convention and 
dent — Mrs. Emerson Grebel, Beaver same — $1.00 for state dues plus the other items. 
Dam and Secretary-Treasurer—Mrs. district dues which are usually 25 c. It is of course due to the untiring 
Wallace Freund, West Bend, The county association dues are, of efforts of our president, Mr. Walter 

Change Constitution course, added on to the $1,00 for the Diehnelt that this financial standing is 
One important change was voted at state dues when paying county mem-  s0 good. When we analize the report 

the annual business meeting—the Con- _ berships. and realize the dues from members a- 
stitution was changed to provide that (To be continued in our next issue) mount to only $189.00 while the total 
all business of the convention be con- — expenses are $404.08 we can readily see 
ducted by the Board of Managers. WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCI- that dues account for less than % of 

This boad is to consist of the Board - ATION HAS ITS BEST FINANCIAL what we spend. Commission on glass and 
of Directors, (the officers and Dis- 

: . YEAR pails accounts each year for more than 
trict Presidents) plus one delegate the ‘dues; 

from each affiliated association havng Profits From Honey Sales At Centennial Th " 
10 or more members. They will be Bring Large Sum e associations profits from honey 

entitled to one delegate for each 25 : sales at the Centennial of $569.20 is a 
members whose memberships are paid The Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa-~ credit to the committee. Mr. Diehnelt 

up in the State Association. tion had during 1948 what was probab- and the Centennial committee were re- 
This is an excellent plan and will give ly its best financial year. Total re- sponsible for this good showing. They 

fair representation on all matters of Ceipts for the year were $974.00, divided set up the exhibit, purchased the honey) 

business from every part of the state. a8 follows: at wholesale prices—(it was labeled with 
Notice To County Association From dues ....----cssosssssessesose----0----189.00 Centennial labels) and sold it. The state 

Secretaries Stationery sold... 5.40 received % of the profit while the Wis- 
In the future, the county associa- Commission on glass and pails .. 211.22 consin Beekeepers Association received 

tions will be entitled to delegates only Association profits from honey the other half.
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Our New Honey Grades 
Mr. John Long Answers Some Important Questions 

1. What do you mean when 8. What can I do with my old _ ber of dead colonies inspected and 
you talk about grading honey? labels? many yards were found in which 

Separating one comb from New grades become effective no bees were being kept. 
another, one season’s production, October 15th. Since there is no Some A.F.B. was found in nu- 
or one yard’s production, or one change in Wisconsin White clei shipped into Wisconsin and 
colony's production from another, Honey, old labels can still be we have at least three shipments 
or one tank or container from used. Labels having Amber can of package bees which were 
another because of looks, flavor, be changed to Dark or Golden strongly suspected. Those who 
color, thickness, or any other rea-~ if honey is of that color. reported receiving package ship- 
son is grading the honey. 9. Can I use old containers? ments from these apiaries are 

2. Who will want to use Wis- No, not for anything smaller being inspected. 
consin grades? than 50 Ib. sizes. A complete summary of the 

If you are one who believes 10 What containers must be work done in the various coun- 
that Wisconsin Honey is as good labeled? ties along with indemnity funds 
or better than honey produced in Any container in which you paid out will be furnished at a 
other states you will want to use are selling honey or offering it later date. 
Wisconsin grades. (Wisconsin for sale. AUTUMN WORK IN THE 

grades identifies your -honey as 11. Are copies available? APIARY 

Wisconsin Honey.) Yes, Bee and Honey Section, What We Learned Thi 
3. What about Federal grades? Room 419 South West, State 3 Ww kin With Th 
Use U. S. grades for honey not Capitol. om SY. ie 3 Ws € 

produced in Wisconsin or honey 12, When will color graders be N hod lab d 
from Wisconsin blended with available? om Mr et a . Ra oF at 
honey from outside of the state. As soon as we can find some Mowat He b . tc oe ee c 

4. May I sell ungraded honey? one interested in making up ap- ount ores 38 to be comp 
Yes, if Il all of mented. He is one of the oldest 

, if you sell all of your crop proved graders. ‘ f ded. beekeepers in the state. Yet he 
or one year as ungraded. Honey License ; 5. Und h diti y told us this fall that he has adopt- 

sh nee Sy Konno ey If you are selling honey to any eq several new practices includ- 
I fel honey without @ label on one in Wisconsin for resale or ing the 3 brood chamber method 

_.. Sipping it outside of the state of management. He made the re- 
-When you fill the container in for resale, it is necessary that snark eT eoukt never have handl- 

the presence of the purchaser. you have a license. The cost of eq the number of colonies I 

6. What must be stamped on the license depends upon the have by my old method and I 
the container (paper or card- amount of honey you sold last think I got a lot more honey b . y Dy 
board) or printed on the label? year. The fee is one dollar for sing 3 brood chambers.” M 9 rood chambers. ay 

The words WISCONSIN less than a $1,000 dollars worth one of us ev t 80. Set ta oUF 
HONEY, the grade (Fancy No. of business i de seeuethat wre exmocire , g ‘y NO. of business in any one year, and ways that we cannot adopt some- 
1 or No. 2), the color, (White. increases with the amount of thing new. 
Golden, or Dark), produced or business you may do. Licenses kk 
— by, — name any ad- must be renewed each year as = This year we started prepara- 
ress, net weight ........... (of con~ they are good for only one year. tion for winter earlier than usual. 
os oi rena ne ao Apiary Inspection There was no buckwheat flow 

is ihe in pi ACe*O! et ean Apiary inspection work the because it was too dry. It is im- 

color if honey is not graded. past year has shown that we portant that we check all colonies 

7. What else is permissable? still have plenty of A.F.B. with before brood rearing ceases, 
Flavor of honey such as clover us. For some reason, unknown otherwise we are unable to tell if 

or basswood or buckwheat, or at present, little European Foul there is a queen present. We 
any other statement of adver- Brood was found this year. started in mid-September this 
tising value you may wish to Tremendous winter loss last year year and were pleasantly sur- 
have on the label. has greatly increased the num- prised to find that 95% of the
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Reports of the Honey Crop and Price Situation EXPERIENCE USING THREE 
: CHAMBER: Officers of County Associations Re- about % of normal and there was a BROOD Ss 

Port On Conditions for 1948 decrease in the number of colonies By G. M. Ranum, Mount Horeb 

From Oscar Ritland, Elroy. The this year. Some colonies have plenty 

honey crop here was a total failure, Of honey but some must be fed. The For several years I have been 
The tendency is to cut down on the Price to stores is $1.25 per 5 Ib. looking forward to the time when 
setae = ay nee =~ = = ¥rom Henry Piechowski, Red Gran- | would have enough combs and 
enough honey for winter jout feed- ite, (Waushara County) The honey bee equipment to use 3 standard 
ing. 5 Ib, pails retailing at about crop will be about 60% of normal jo" bodies as a brood chamber 
$1.00. here, There is a decrease of interest f 1 b . 

From Arthur Schultz, Woodland. in beekeeping. There will be some ‘OF each colony. I had been given 

(Dodge County) Our honey crop was feeding necessary to put colonies in the inspiration to try the 3 brood 

about 80% of normal, I don’t think condition for winter. 5 Ib. pails are chamber method by Dr. C. L. 
there will be any increase in bees in Tetailing from 89c to $1.00. Farrar and his teachings. I be- 

sr Ee Hien Mia & oo From Cornelius C. Meyer, lieve all beekeepers will profit by 
ies er tail eat . 25 ‘on honey Appleton. Crop has been only from studying his method of manage- 
Pails retailing’ at $1.25. Y % to % normal. Numiber of colonies, ment. 
lower. remains about the same as last year * 

Krom Gerald Pulaman, Exeland. and most colonies have plenty of stores In 1947 at the sacrifice of 1 

(Sawyer County) We took off 315 Ibs. for winter. Honey has been selling at super less for each colony for 
of honey and will feed back 1500 from 85c to $1.25 per ; oo ; extracting, all but a few of my 
pounds of sugar. Beekeepers are not similar report was given by . ALT : 3 hi ini in 
very much interested now. I expect Bennett of Hortonville, Secretary of — ee ac the io ter ‘i 
colonies will not have too much honey Outagamie County Association. ated ate b jodies 7 i we 

wii ores, for winter. Retail price from $1.00 From Gerald Wentz, Sheboygan en ees an s e 

to $1.50 per 5 Ib. of pail. Mr. Robert Falls. Honey crop in this section is There was some lack of pollen 
Knutson iccthen "woe ue aaae x bit about 40% of normal. because many of the new combs 

of bear i 
what a mess it would be to have hives From Ivan Whiting, Rockford, had been filled about the exclud 
upset and smashed frames scattered Ill. Honey crop is short here this year, FS. 

yrs th te ead adr ha Op rene Slt The winter of 4748 was robbing. ave had much damage to . nen 
sheep from bear but have been able hand. Am feeding though very little is mnittidly = hard oN on outdoor 
to trap 5 this and last year. needed. wintere < lonies. None o mine 

From Louis Rackow, Goodrich. From A. Babcock, Milton, Wis. Wet Pac at excepting that eac 
(Taylor County) Honey crop will be Crop was about 24 or normal in this hive had 34 inches of litter at 
about 35% of normal here. There is section. No increase in number of bees. the top for insulation. A 1” auger 
a decrease of interest in beekeeping. Bees have plenty of honey on the hives hole was left open in the top 
There will be some feeding necessary for winter. Retail price 5 Ib. jar about body. The bottom entrance was 
to put colonies in condition for win- $1.25. reduced 214" by 34". There was 
ter. 5 Ib. pails are retailing at from From A, H. Deuel, Chippewa Falls, uh a i . 4 e ; 
89c to $1.10. Wis. Crop about 50% normal here. SOM Winter loss by dysentery 
From Joseph A. Weiser, Superior, Tendency is to decrease the number of which might in nearly every case 

(Douglas County) We had only about colonies. Bees will have plenty of stores be accounted for as_ resulting 

% of a crop in the Superior area. for winter. Honey selling at $1.00 per from nosema infection. 
There will likely be a decrease in the 5 Ib. pail for dark and $1.25 for white. During th “ hich 
number of colonies. About % of the From Fred W. Mack, Reeds- at al f si Sas he ic aah 
colonies will have to be fed. Prices ville, Wis. (Calumet County). Honey not at all favorable, healthy col- 
are from 95c to $1.19 for a 5 Ib. pail. crop is 14 of normal. There is a de- Onies held their own throughout 
From L. W. Timm, Ripon, (Fond ,crease in number of colonies in this building up to good strength by 

du Lac County) The crop here was _ section. Bees will go into winter with the time of the first honey flow 
% less than last year due to dry less honey than usual and many must * ‘| 
weather and damage through spray- be fed. Retail price 5 Ib. pail about with scarcely any: attention need- 
ing. There has been a slight increase $1.05. es ee some reversing of hive 
in number of colonies this past sea- From E t Schoeder, Marsh- ies was done but less than 
son, Smart beekeepers are leaving feld. (Wood County) The crop was Usual. With the additional| 
— of honey on each colony and about 1/3 normal here, There will brood-room furnished there was 

ey have provided plenty for their probably be no decrease in the number very little if any swarming ten- 
own use. Prices range all the way of colonies. Bees have plenty of honey dency which of d 
from 95c to $1.25 per 5 Ib. pail. for winter but some beekeepers had to y Cn, OF COUREE Saved 8 
From Frank Greeler, Neillsville. feed. Retail price from 98c to $1.00 per 0t of time. 

(Clark County) The crop here was 5 lb. pail. No queen excluders were used
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and top supering was practiced This is a safeguard against 
exclusively which for the first spreading foul brood and enables H 0 NEY 
time in my experience was satis- bees to clean up the combs and Cc 0 N T A | N E R S 
factory. use the honey. That they clean 

It appears to me that this sys- the combs dry is certain because We now have a good supply 
tem practically insures colonies when we take them off in early of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 
against lack of stores for winter. October, they are so dry that pails. Also the 5 Ib., 8 Ib., 2 Ib. 

+ . . and 1 Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. 
While we left a lot of honey on the robbers don’t bother with We can make immediate ship- 
each colony for winter we have them. It is easy to take them off. ment. 
also taken a satisfactory crop of We simply place the cover up- To insure prompt service, 
honey. Perhaps it is better for the side down on the ground and order your Association labels 
morale of the colony too, if the gently tap the hive on it and the now for your new honey crop. 
stores are left arranged by the bees fall out. What few remain Write For CoMPLete 
bees rather than have the disturb- will fly home after the supers are Price Lisr 
ing effect of fall feeding which stacked in the yard. Order through your State 

wintering, counts against good May Have Poor Wintering Beekeepers Association. 

On the whole I can see that In sections of the state where HONEY ACRES 
time can be saved and surplus there was no fall honey flow, old Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
production increased by the use queens stopped laying early so 
of three brood chambers. winter clusters may be small with _ 

a high percentage of old bees. A . : : 
Autumn In The Apiary prolonged cold spell in February Even 22 at o Sees 

i and March is usually disasterous 5% discount on $50.00 ordefs 

(Continued from Page ” to such colonies. The old bees 10% i orders 
colonies had arranged their stores are short lived and by mid-winter | 4 1p, jars — carton of 24— wt. 

for winter just as we would like or later the winter cluster may 9-Ibs, — __-------------- $ .72 

foe a ats cry be quite small. After brood rear- a ere — carton of 24 wt. — $84 
i 3 ing starts in February it fur- Ib. fare —- carton of 12 — wt. 

case filled with honey but with ther taxes the strength of these , oy SS "$35 
2 or 3 frames in the center having older bees and they die rapidly. | 5-Ib. jars — carton of 6 — wt. 
brood in the lower third portion. J, ay il kill 10-Ibs. — -_---------------$ 49 

: y be just as well to ki TIN 

Most of the brood was in the such colonies in the fall saving | 5-1b. pails — carton of 50 — 
middle or second brood chamber their honey and pollen to give to wt. 25-Ibs, — $4.26 
and there was some honey there ackages in the spring 10-Ib, pails — carton of 50 —...... 

too. Many colonies also had P 9 , wt. 44-Ibs. — a $6.20 
brood in the lower brood cham- ~ —————COCCC 60-Ib. oie $10.67 
ber and there seemed to be quite HONEY WANTED “COMB HONEY 
a lot of pollen present in most HONEY WANTED. Must grade No. wInpow soe 
colonies. : 1 white. Submit samples and _ best $7 

Many colonies have young price delivered to our plant. Per iu wie =o 

queens and these lay more vigor- Schultz Honey Farms, We also carry a complete line 
ously than their older sisters. Ripon Wisconsin of other Bee Supplies 
They had brood into October © ——————————______- August Lotz Company 

while older queens stopped lay- | BEE SUPPLIES. | Manufacturers and Jobbers 
ing in September. As far as we We are authorized dealers of of Bee Supplies ; 
know there was not a single G. B, Lewis Bee Supplies Boyd Wisconsin 
case of swarming this year. We have a complete line of: . 

With sugar at about 9c per e HIVES ° COVERS 

pound and dark honey bringing ¢ FOUNDATIONS HONEY WANTED 
little more, it certainly doesn't : Sorraee re at ls Us : 
pay to feed sugar syrup. We put OTTO " %* Pere 
all the wet extracting supers back G. A. Dunn & Co., Ine. . C. W. AEPPLER COMPANY 

: 2138 University Ave., Madison, Wis. OCA EO eee ain 
on top of each colony from which Telephone — Fairchild 2840 
they came—(all are numbered). {———————____—
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£ from the Ed tors Desk 
COUNTY FAIR : plates of every conceivable vari- 

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITS : ety now being shown lack both 
= point and purpose. It is becoming 

During the past Summer there . 2 more and more difficult to no 
have been many exhibits in Wis- “y “0 9 \ real fruit growers interested in 
consin showing the tremendous ae ; showing. Can we make the kind 

progress made in agriculture dur- PINs w\ of progress in this field during 
ing the past 100 years. Note the i Ss coming years that we have made 
difference between dairy cattle of 5 wR aN es fs in others?’ Lets ainke: the: Pairs 

1848 and 1948; the improvement (Q&S a Lo of use and help to Horticulture. 
in farm machinery, transportation, Gas See, Here is a real challenge to Horti- 
in home conveniences and in our OOS SB cultural organizations. 
method of life. ° 

ie Me lewen eee County Fairs be raised. There RUDOLPH K. FROKER NEW 
will be objections to the rule from 

hibits of fruit or flowers at the 4 few exhibitors who make dozens DEAN OF AGRICULTURE 
fair in 1848 and 1948. In fact, oF entries and want to do so with Rudolph Froker, widely and 
there has been little improvement as little work as possible because favorably known agricultural 

along that line. We judged horti- they are interested only in the ¢conomist, was named by the Re- 
cultural exhibits at a number of (ach prizes. The answer is that 9¢ts of the University of Wis- 
County Fairs this season, as we the public is beginning to be consin as dean of the College of 

have for the past 20 years. At quite conscious of poor flower ar- Agriculture. 
most fairs, cut flowers are still rangement and shows no appre- Prof. Froker joined the staff of 

being shown in tin cans of vary- ciation for the kind of exhibits ‘¢ University in Wisconsin in 
ing sizes and shapes without re-entered at so many of our County 1927 and has helped Wisconsin 

gard to the way flowers appear Fairs, It surely often means that farmers form and develop their 
in them. Tall flowers such as Per- the tax payers money (80% of marketing organizations. 

ennial phlox or Zinnias were the premium money comes from President E. B. Fred in com- 
shown in large tin pails with the State) is being wasted. One plimenting the Regents upon their 
many of the shorter flowers be- of the reasons the State gives this choice said: “Rudolph Froker is 
ing hidden by the taller ones. aid to fairs is because they are splendidly fitted for the position. 
When we suggested the flowers supposed to be educational. He is widely known and respect- 

would look much micer if they Superintendents of horticultural ed in every section of the state. 
ee = eable oe exhibits at County Fairs complain [— TZ 

premium book doesn’t say any- nd ough aaa se ack un b. h. Harris 

thing about arrangement; YOU good exhibits. Our answer to that Our: oldest, member; Mr.. H.. H. 
are to judge only on the quality is if they can show the fai Harris of Warrens, Wisconsin 
of the flowers.” Wome t2ir Man- | passed away at the home farm near 

agement some real improvement Warrens on November 5 at the age 
We suggest that all County in this department — improve- | of 97 years, 1 month and 12 days. 

Fairs adopt this rule for exhibit- ments that will attract visitors We have —— Mr. ate 
ing most annuals and perennials, and raise some enthusiasm es- | ™2™¥ times oe 
“50% will be allowed in judging pecially on the part of the women eT en 
for quality of the flowers and who attend the fairs, then officials | reer, We dedicated our Seventy-five 

50% for the arrangement and _ will see the value and more money Mar ssid .. the —— to = 
suitability of container.” Only will be forthcoming. me eveusner w was 92, 

with some such ruling will the ap- Improvements will also have to oe ae ai sreeeehy te 

pearance of the flower shows at be made in the fruit exhibits. The
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Scientists Receive Honors 
Charles L. Fluke and George W. Keitt Receive Certificate of Honorary Recognition 

Two University of Wisconsin to fish and collect flies; enjoys 

scientists, Dr. Charles L. Fluke sports of all kinds, especially 

of the department of Economic baseball. He is a mason and was 

seare and Dr. George W. oo elected to Sigma Xi and Phi 

Keitt of the department of Plant Bie Sigma. In 1944 he was listed in 
niploay received the honorary ec nas ee, Who's Who in America. 

cognition certificates of the a ? — 

Wisconsin State Horticultural ~ ¢ George W. Keitt 

Society at its 80th annual con- # By < The certificate presented to Dr. 

vention. A arte George W. Keitt read in part: 

Charles L. Fluke “The Wisconsin State Horticul- 

Mr. E. L. Chambers presented tural Society recognizes the emin- 

the certificates on behalf of the ent services of George W. Keitt 

society. The certificate to Dr. in advancing the art and science 

Fluke read, in part: “The Wis- ae of horticulture through research 

consin State Horticultural Society A ty and teaching in the field of plant 
recognizes the eminent services of y J pathology and presents this tes- 

Charles L. Fluke in advancing | timonial. . . .” 

the art and science of horticul- . 
ture through research and teach- Charles L. Fluke 
ing in the field of Economic En~ “7, |. wy, 
tomology; present this testimonial His work at Wisconsin has , - 

upon the recommendation of the been mostly on fruit insects hav- po ar ee 
Board of Directors...” ing started experiments first in Be eS 

Dr. Charles Fluke was born Door County and then in Craw- pi ta — 

in the then small town of Grand ire ren He O18. sent - oi * 

Junction, Colorado on the West- he B Mok in , i to “study | ee 
ern slope of the continental di- the: hea ot and later Grass- See Fe 

vide. His father was a printer hoppers and it was only natural ae: 
who moved ‘to d.eeiall feult farm £° shift over to fruit pests since 
near Grand Junction when that was his early training. 

Charles was a small boy. The From 1942 to 1946 he was [i@ 
orchard was mixture of apples, chairman of his department but mM h 

pears, peaches, and plums. gave up the work because of ill- rs - 

The codling moth was the prin- 28S and is now back to research re i 

cipal pest of apples in that dis- ©” fruit insect pests. ae 
trict so he grew up under the Ever since he came to Wiscon- ae 

influence of a constant fight sin he has been interested in a George W. Keitt 

against this pest. group of flies known as Syrphidae Dr. George Keitt was born in 
He graduated from the Grand and has one of the best and most Newberry C 

. ~ ‘y County, South Caro- 
Junction High School and then complete collections of these flies lina. H d 

. He was reared on the home 

went to the agricultural College for both North and South Amer- plantation which he still owns 
at Fort Collins where he received ica, He has described 70 new with an environment of pine for- 
his B. S. Degree in 1916. His first species and receives many collec- oct. flowers and southern crops. 
summer was spent near his home tions each year from all over the }y:, 4, oyhood enjoyment of the 

carrying on experiment against world, sent to him for determina- open pine forest, the fields, and 

the codling moth for the Colora- tions. gardens of the home environment 
do Station. In the fall of 1916 he In 1931 he was honored with influenced greatly his lasting in- 
came to Wisconsin, receiving his a Sigma Xi fellowship to travel terest both in the conservation of 
Masters Degree in 1918 and his and study these flies. ue natural résolitces aad in the 

Ph.D. in 1928. He likes the out-of-doors, likes (Continued on Page 84)
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5 4 Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

¥ PO ER ee 
For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Archie Spatz, Schoefield 

WALTER KRUEGER DR. GEORGE SCHEER MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN = J: Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Offici 
President Vice-President . Secretary F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee 
Oconomowoc Sheboygan 613 N. Mil. St. Plymouth Harola Janes, Whitewater om 

be - a orn, Plymout 

F essurer D. M. Puerner, Milwaukee 
4668 No. 41st St. Milwaukee 9 Paul Ravet, Menomonie, Mich. 

i 

The Annual Meeting 
The annual meeting of the Wis- day, April 3. The feature will be the 

consin Gladiolus Society held in Mil- i annual bulb auction. Mr, Leland Shaw 

waukee on October 31, brought out the ' was named chairman of a committee 

largest. attendance in years due largely ¥ to have charge of the auction and is 

to a very educational program. Excel- ; eee to name additional members of the 
lent talks were given by Prof, Ray bi " a committee. 

Nelson of Michigan on Glad diseases; J per to 4 ae . 

Dr. James Torrie, Madison on problems ope & ie New Bulletin Available 

of Gladiolus breeding and Dr, John Se3 Rs aes 
Medler on control of Thrips. oy ct Dr. Ray Nelson of Michigan an- 

» Ga tg nounced the publication of a new bul- 

The Business Meeting > a , 3 letin No. 350; Disease of Gladiolus, 
-.. il ichi Col. 

A very lively business meeting was Solih\ ” a loge Meet Lowen Meee fee 25 
3 cf fs 0 4 

a ae ee the ne of poche “| cents. All growers should get this bul- 

an ithe ociety. ew members | letin, It is well illustrated with many 

elected to the Board of Directors are: | c 2 pictures of diseases — some in color. 

Mr. Hugo Krubsack of Peshtigo; Dr. e : 

Scheer, Sheboygan; Mr. Arnold Sar- a Dr. Ray Nelson gave one of the heer, ygan; ° <p Fi finest talks heard by the Society in 
torius, Porterfield and Mr. A. F. 4] < 5 s 
Scholtz, W. Offi lected : PB a long time. Since many of the points 

choltz, ausau, acers; ‘clected: if he brought out were illustrated with 

Me ee Breas ee ied colored slides and may be studied in 

Presidents Eo: eoree Sarees ee 4 the new bulletin No. 350 we will re- 
boygan, vice president; Mrs. A, E. port only briefly on his talk. He said 

|Piepkorn, Plymouth, secretary and that the Gladiolus industry. in Michi 
Mr. F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee, trea- gan is reaching the 20 million dollar 
surer. mark in value. Disease control is no 

Financial R. t Mr. John Fiad of Madison, holding miracle only hard work. He told of | 

his Grand Champion Seedling Spike experience on two different farms with 
Mr. Frank Bayer read the financial the State pio Sh at esi scab, On one farm scab could not be 

report and indicated a loss of $87.42 eney controlled even when the bulbs were 
for the year, Total income from dues Millers, Sun Prairie. This is a large treated. On the other farm there 
was" $151.20; total income including Ruffled Pink of which Mr. Flad says was no disease when bulbs were un- 
receipts from two bulb auctions more will be heard next year. treated. It was found that mercury 
cc Expenses for the year were is selective in its effect. It will kill 
$483.78. . : organisms you want killed in some, 

Cash on hand October 1, 1948, in- soils and not in others. Dry rot is 

cluding accounts receivable was $804.00. The Beloit Junior Chamber of Com- controled by Calomel and we have 

It was $875.36 a year ago. merce invited the society to hold its oe, Rearied eae aren diene er on 
. : ror : isease is in 

There was a loss of $114.23 on this annual flower show in their city. The the soil and destroys susceptible va- 
years State Gladiolus Show, Donations ™atter was referrd to a special com- ities. Picardy has been a great va- 
collected at the show amounted to mittee consisting of Mr. D. L. Sleezer, riety because of resistance to yellows. 
$141.73. Expenses of the show were Lake Geneva, Harold Janes, White- ¥ : 
$255.96. water and Leland Shaw, Milton. - “Flecking” is a virus disease which 

‘ : do queer things to Gladiolus 
The Society voted to continue af- Spring Meeting ae s 

filiations with the NEGS and NAGC. De a eee Hes eo 
Delegates will be named to attend the The spring meeting of the Wiscon- 11. color so bad! SERS wg Eee 
annual meetings, sin Gladiolus Society will be held in ‘ y we cannot recog- 

the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac on Sun- (Continued on next page)
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QUACK GRASS results have not been too en- tanic Garden, Edinburgh, Scot- 

ERADICATION couraging in all cases. On sod land. He has had over twenty 

Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc it has been disappointing. The years’ experience in nursery em- 

One of the more interesting ex- secret of success may be in cul- ployment, horticultural journalism 

periments conducted at Reliance tivation after the application. In and radio broadcasting. His book 

Gardens the past 2 years was the some cases the material did not on trees and shrubs is well 

eradication of quack grass by kill all of the root system so that known. 

chemical means. in another year or so, it came —From Florists Review 

Since this pest grass is widely back. Similar reports come from oo 

distributed, the method and re- other states according to Prof. MR. JACK REYNOLDS 

sults may be of interest to many Buchholtz. APPOINTED CHIEF OF 

readers. — FAIRS 

An advertised quack grass (Continued from page 82) Mr. Jack Reynolds of West 

eradicator by the trade name of nize the variety, It is spread by in- Allis has been made chief of the 

“Quax” was obtained and spread 8¢cts. division of fairs of the state de- 

upon tilled ground at the recom- Heat Core, Balbe partment of agriculture accord- 
P . Dr. Nelson recommended curing ing to Mr. M. H. Butt d 

mended concentration by means j,1h; with heat at a temperature of ‘9 to Mr. M. Fi. Dutton, depart- 

of a lawn seeder or lawn fertiliz- 85° F, “Dry the water out fasts and ment director. 

er spreader. This was done in July you won't thave spar i diseases or As chief of the fairs division, 
: rot after that.”, he said. M 7 - 

of 1947. After application the Dr. Torrie has promised a paper for ms poet on also be man 

ground was cultivated with a gar- our next issue covering his discussion 99°F © the Wisconsin State Fair. 

den tractor. Three additional cul- on breeding problems. We appreciated Mr. Ralph Ammon will continue 

tivations were made prior to Sep- _ his help. as manager of the Wisconsin 

tember 20th Dr. John Medler said that DDT has Centennial Exposition until the 
. not successfully controlled Thrips in ong of this ye 

Part of this test plot was plant- all cases and there have been many year. . 

ed with winter wheat on Septem- complaints. He tested Parathon and After graduation from the Uni- 

ber 20, 1947. The resulting crop it cleared up Thrips much better than versity of Wisconsin in 1939, 
, . . DDT. It is put out by the American Mr, Reynolds was employed in 

of wheat this past summer, in Cyanamid Company and is also ex- th . t ek : blici ri ye 

the opinion of many farmers and cellent for control of Aphids and Red [€ State fair pu icity department 

seed men, exceeded other yields Mite which are not controlled as well for 3 years. After serving 3 
by four to one, Whether this by DDT. We will have future arti- years in the Navy he became 

a: 1 Parathion and how t it. i i : 
increase may be attributed to Dr Medler also recommended Chiorin. Seistant fair manager in 1946. 
stimulation, or to better growing ated Camphene and Chlordane as ex- Mr. Ralph Ammon became 
conditions because of the ab- éllent for grasshopper control. manager of the state fair in 1931. 

sence: off quack. Gass, Or ‘both, Under his supervision it has de- 

is aWicute to Soeemine APPOINT N.E.G.S. veloped into one of the leading 
, OUNSE! i i i The balance of the treated cow LOR state fairs of the nation. The fair 

. : George Graves has been ap- has been on a sustaining basis 
plot was planted with gladiolus . . . 

. . . pointed executive counselor of financially for several years, re- 
this spring. No injury to the : we : wae 
rowing plants, nor any stimu the New England Gladiolus So- ceiving no direct appropriation 

Plea g P baerve d Th. Ja ts ciety. He will supervise the of- from the state. Mr. Ammon was 
a , af ° a . d ch P eaib fice and general activities of the in large measure responsible for 
Owered normally an eae organization, although routine de- making the $5,000,000 exposition 

crop is normal. Te wi te : 
tails with respect to mailings and a complete success, financially as 

The cost per acre is so low that membership will be handled un- well as artistically. 
such eradication is within the der contract by a firm of mailing See 

reach of everyone who desires to specialists. The trustees of the Just how serious a lady's in- 
get rid of quack grass. society take pride in this for- juries were in an accident which 

EDITOR'S NQTE: Prof. Ken- ward step of the organization. occurred recently, it is hard to tell 
_neth Buchholtz of the Dept. of George Graves received his ed- because the paper spoke thus of 
Agronomy, University of Wis- ucation at Denison University, in the mishap: . 
consin tells us that he has been Ohio, and at the University of “Mrs. Wilson, in attempting to 

experimenting with this material, Massachusetts in horticulture, get out of the way of the auto, 
Quax"” which is also called I with subsequent study at Harvard fell to the pavement, injuring her 

PC, for the past two years. The University and at the Royal Bo- somewhat.”
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Scientists Receive Honors and greenhouse, but also in the STORING VEGETABLES 

(Continued from Page 81) nurserymen's propagation beds 
protection of our cultivated crops. aad. the fruit, growers, orchards, AT HOME 

ae a d Honest in his thinking and dis- Circular No. 322, entitl ed 

ee Oe : i Caro. cussions, perfectionis in his in- Storing Vegetables at Home 
at — 0 ree - 7909) vestigations, techniques and written by Prof. O. B. Coombs, 

snd i Unie i f Wiscon teachings, unselfish and sympa- department of horticulture has 

- aS iol ys PhD 1914 thetic in his dealings with stu- plans for a basement storage 
ea tP. thol an d Botan. ) dents, colleagues, and growers; room prepared in cooperation 

fk ae “Mates & i d tie his contributions to horitculture with Prof. M. J. LaRock of the 
1S sbvathe oe eee Short and to plant pathology can be department of agricultural en- 

Oe ea ability ae a teach measured in confidence and co- gineering, University of Wiscon- 
culture, ~ . 5 

aL operation of the growers as well sin. 

er with the award of the honora *Y as in bushels of quality fruit. The plans are quite complete _ 
Doctor of Science sere cir ———— and valuable for anyone wishing 
commencement in’ June : LIST OF MEMBERS HAVING RE- to build a basement storage room. 
His investigations have oe CEIVED HONORARY RECOGNI- Prof. Combs emphasizes that 

directed continuously towar 1 U ' TION CERTIFICATE many varieties of vegetables 
understanding and control o 1929—H. H. Harris, Warrens, John shrivel rapidly unless stored in a 
diseases of the fruit crops. Early . Hauser, Bayfield, *Geo. J. Kellogg, moist atmosphere, Such vege- 
work with the United States De- Janesville. i fables should be. kége 48 @ fou 

partment of Agriculture on peach 1930—Louis G. Kellogg, Ripon *E.S. hi he air is quite moist, 

diseases in the Southeastern Sullivan, Alma Center; ‘William fe ich t it is ‘ables either 
United States showed him the nisht, Bayfield. Protecting, the ‘vege’ ‘ 

aawati 1931—*Frederick Cranefield, Wm. by wrapping or putting them in 
1 f careful, sound investiga- i 

value © ’ 3 P. Longland, Lake Geneva; C. B. closed containers and by adding 
tion in the laboratory, green- Whitnall Milwaukee. moisture directly to the vege- 
house and orchard and of techn * 1932—*Mrs. Frances K. Hutchinson, tables now and then. He recom- 
cal service. This constructive Lake Geneva; Mrs, C. B. Strong, West mends a dirt floor for the stor- 
policy of working intimately and Allis. age:room so ‘thal di cam be kepe 

intensively with the growers has 1933—*Huron H, Smith, Milwaukee. 1:44 by occasional sprinkling. 
been continued and has contri- 1034—H. C. Christensen, Oshkosh} Ay concrete floor iay be! covered 

buted greatly to the economical Axel Johnson, Lake Geneva; *W. J. ° ” of soil d 
roduction of quality fruit in Movie, Union Grove. with fo 6 _OF soll or sand to 

Wisconsin He and his students , 1°85—James Livingstone, Milwau- help noid moisture. 
. kee. egetables like onions, pump- 

have devoted OVER 30 yeasts to 1986—Mrs. E. L. Roloff, Madison; kins and squash must be stored 
this detailed, intensive me of “A.W. Lawrence, — Bay. _ in some other location where the 
disease control in which the fruit (—D. E, Bingham, Sturgeon Bay; aie ix deyer: Canned foods should 

men have taken active part. J. G. Moore, Madison. . 
He developed th t of 1938—N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. be stored in a dry room to pre- 
- hie Ale ‘i e y des te 1939—*Walter J. Kohler, Kohler. vent lids and metal containers 

parasite eradication as e sate, 1940—William G. McKay, Madison; from rusting. 

economical method of fruit dis- *Peter C. Swartz, Waukesha. Root crops like carrots may be 
ease control. The present use of 1941—Arthur K. Bassett, Baraboo; 444 in a dr oom by placin 

eradicant sprays to supplement “William A. Toole, Baraboo. : y, y P 
. Ited 1942—Ray H. Roberts, Madison; them in closed containers an 

protective sprays: has resu ted arthur J. Schultz, Ripon. keeping them damp. The contain- 
from aI senma aad ae Pane Laverioy Sparta; Mrs. ers should be clean, dry and 
consin cherry and apple orchards. ester Thomas, Milwaukee. ; ; b 

Always alert to new problems 1944—C. J, Telfer, Green Bay; 8. S. a with ak a x lie 
of the orchardist, he has pioneer- T@lfer, Hilison Bay. tabies Jere packer: yee O 
d in the i re has Pp f th 1945—Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee paper may be placed between 

ed in the investigations of the Fats; Conrad Kuehner, Madison. each layer of vegetables. 
virus diseases of the stone fruits. 1946—W. H. Alderman, St. Paul, 
Here again fundamental knowl- Minn.; Geo. H. Scheer, Sheboygan. \ EVERGREENS 
edge of the viruses concerned and - aida D. Rosa, Gays Mills; © Colorado Blue Spruce — $1.00 each 
new techniques for obtaining vir- ioe ct aa wee ah ison: poo eo aes. Arbor ee 
us free stocks have been worked George W. Keitt, Madison. , Koster Blue o ae ae : ‘ uce, 

out not only in the laboratory *Deceased Quincy Nurseries Friendship, Wis.
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Are Earthworms Beneficial? RE MECLELORS Bae 
An experiment was conducted at MAKE A FENCE IN 

the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Wl 

Station during 1946 and 1947 to deter- SCONSIN 

mine the benefits, if any, of earth- QUESTION: | have read ar- 
ae on the a ‘weeer cota, ticles about the ‘use of Multiflora 
mental plants Two types a earth- Rose as living fences. I have a 
worms were used, one the common rT J number of acres I would like to 
earthworm dug from apple pomace SS fence and according to the des- 
pus and se second, § gaa “hy- == =" CI ‘! ==> »y cription, this rose would be ideal 

 gerthworm ‘purchased from an 7 a for planting around my property. 
cartier farm eenens er ey " ' i= Is the oes hard here a d ait made according to recommendations re c x) Ot — rn y and suit~ 
of the earthworm farm. m i Sane el Pea g able for our climate? From Wau- 

The data recorded on annuals during ( \ Ys sau. 
1946 and 1947 show no discernible S Jf 7 

difference between any of the plots =, CA? . ANSWER: The best informa- 
in respect to earliness of bloom, in- iT SJE tion we have available is that the 
tensity of flower color, size of plant = Y~) LS Multiflora Rose is not reliably 
or flower, or freedom from insects or Ly NOVEMBER hardy in Wisconsin. If such a 

ae eatenl pee L. wit an tone fence were planted and it winter- 
ture. Of the 23 growth measurements seems little need for adding earth- killed during a severe winter, it 
taken on annuals in 1946 and 1947, worms. wouldn't make much of a fence. 
the check plots gave results equal to Experi t . 
or better than oné of ‘more of the nash Dae perimen We have not seen anywhere in 
treated plots in 17 of the compari- Wisconsin any type of shrub or 
sons. Similar results were found \ tree successfully used as a fence. 

with a nals of perennials “ HOW TO STORE TuBkRovs- We will appreciate hearing from 
ROOTED BEGONIAS anyone who has had experience 

The data compiled by Prof. Chad- : Se . . : 
wick on soils in which the perennials ‘The tubers of Tuberous-rocted Be- with living fences in Wisconsin. 

were grown indicates no significant gonias should be dug before frost. Sen 
and consistent changes in porosity since they are planted shallow, SEEDS OF THOMAS BLACK 
when similar treatments in the dif- even a light frost will injure the 

ferent areas were compared. The tubers, WALNUT AVAILABLE 
data compiled indicates that while 
there may be a slight increase in After digging, tubers should be A letter from Mr. Leander Hay 
capillary pore space (water-holding ®llowed to dry for a few days and of Gilliam, Missouri states that 

capacity) where earthworms are then packed 2 Peat a or he has some seed of the Thomas 
added, any advantage here is more ‘Similar material and place fr m8 Black Walnut which he would 
than offset by the decrease in non- Closed container. A tin coffee can b illing t Il t b f 
capillary pore space (aeration). with a cover or wide-mouthed glass e wh ! g ° se! ‘© mem! ers oO. 

jar which can be closed are good. the Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
The percentage of soil aggregation The glass jar has the advantage iety. He i £ b. at the end of the four-month period of that ione may. isce how the ‘tubers ciety, fle 1s one of our members. 

study was lowest where earthworms are a i ° nn quae’ tus lke He says the trees are young so 
were added. The “hybrid” earth- (°° Berens e e he will not have very many. He 
worms were no —— than — lal ist would like to exchange some of 
mon earthworm. Organic matter If mold forms, the materi 00 i @ 

the form of manure was more effec- damp. If shriveling occurs, it is too the seeds with seeds © F good quel 

tive in increasing soil porosity and dry and warm. The tubers shoula ‘ty Dutternuts, Cra arpauuan 
aggregation than was the addition of be stored at about 45 to 50 degrees. English Walnuts, etc. 

earthworms. ‘ It SS = : & He will sell seeds of the Thom- 
On the basis of these experiments, high and there is moisture in the 2. Black Walnut at 20 for 25c 

Prof. Chadwick says the addition of packing material, the bulbs will ostpaid. H ould like it undex- 

earthworms is not sufficiently bene- start to grow along about February POStpaid. tle w e i 1 

ficial to the production of herbaceous and of course the sprouts will be stood however that the trees will 
and woody ornamental plants to war- white and spindly and drop off when not come true from seed. The 

rant their purchase. ea ou the bulbs oe moved. aus i not Thomas is a grafted variety of 
will not persist in soil less a high lesirable. orage temperatures * f a content of organic matter is main. should therefore be cool enough and large size ass se es seedl 
tained and, if a high content of or- packing material dry enough to pre- ings may not be as good or again 

ganic matter is maintained, there vent this. some may be better.
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Garden Gleanings 
GROWING DUTOH BULBS WHERE DID THESE HOUSE 

INDOORS ne hs PLANTS COME FROM 
A number of varieties of dutch WA WH ORIGINALLY? 

bulbs may be grown in pots indoors [tI Hi Look these up in your books and 
during the winter months and pro-  }}/ {Nae es tui) catalogs and see what you can find 
vide beautiful flowers for home de- Pf. 1 Ki Brain) BN Wwe Zar + d| out about each one. 

coration. ted ARN iN my) eh sent WMI tt] 1. Christmas Cactus 
‘An excellent bulletin is available eA RY AIRY ROA 1%} 2. Night Blooming Cereus 

from the Mailing Room, Wisconsin  }}}¥ A ad ORIIOO OOD oa bb 3. Poinsettia 

College of Agriculture, Madison, en- fp  ———————— 4, Cyclamen 
titled “Growing Dutch Bulbs Indoors”, "= . 5. Primrose 
Stencil Circular No. 193, written by 6. Impatiens 

Prof, J. G. Moore. The bulletin will sary in some cases to dalay plant- 7. Begonia semperflorens 

be invaluable for anyone planning to ing somewhat. 8. Rex begonia 

grow different varieties in the home. “During the root development per- 9. Birds nest fern 
iod, the bulbs are commonly placed 10. Boston Fern 

GooD ee FOR in “Storage”. A cool basement room, NEW HEAD LETTUCE, PROG- 

ROIN an area around a cellar window, a RESS, TO BE TESTED 

Different varieties of Hyacinths, the hotbed pit, or a specially construct- " The U. S. Department of Agri- 
early Tulips, Darwin Tulips and Cot ed storage pit are all satisfactory 

Tulips are very good for forcing. culture and New Jersey Experiment 
tage ps Ty places so long as the temperature tation h ed ‘ 
Breeder Tulips are not particularly (21 be kept down and also pre- ation have announced a new var 

5 iety of head lettuce called Prog- good. Daffodils are excellent for forc- \onteq from falling below that nec- 
ress. It is described as an early 

ing as are Narcissi, especially Paper  oesary for root development. 
White, Grandiflora which is suitable dark green, thick leaved, heavily 

for water culture. The Poetaz or Low Temperature Necessary pithy ome te mad queen a ue 
easant’ ead lettuce of goo vor and hig! 

on ie oe ae oe ee “Maintaining low temperature is quality. A number of seedsmen pted to forcing and neither are 
Jonquils. : not only important during the root will handle the seed this coming 

development period, but after the season. 

ROOT DEVELOPMENT bulbs are brought in for top forc- Prof. O. B. Combs, vegetable spe- 

IMPORTANT ing if best results are to be had.  cialist, University of Wisconsin re- 
Writes Prof. Moore in the Circular: If 40 degrees marks the desirable ports that he saw this variety 
“Giving a period for root develop- temperature for root growth, 50 to growing at the U. 8. Hxperiment 

ment before there is much growth of 60 degrees is most desirable for Station at Beltsville, Md. and that 

top is one of the principal require- foliage development. It will be dif- it looked very fine. However, he 
ments of success. The length of time ficult if not impossible to provide says it has not been tested in Wis- 
varies with the kind of bulb, the late- this temperature in most houses, consin and so we do not know what 

ness of planting, temperature of stor- but one should remember that it it will do here. It will be tested 
age, and whether soil or water culture should be as near that as possible this coming year. 

is used. The important thing isto have rather than to set the bulbs in the In the meantime he recommends 
a good body of roots before conditions brightest, warmest place in the the variety Great Lakes for early 
favorable to top growth are given. The room because there the growth planting. 

extent of root development commonly’ will be most rapid. BULBS FOR WINTER BLOOM 

is determined by examining the earth Order immediately and enjoy sym- 
ball of the potted bulbs by slipping bols of spring and before winter is 
them out of the pot. ANSWERS TO—WHERE DID ' over, 

“Root development requires from 8 HOUSE PLANTS COME 4 Dutch Hyaccinths $1.00—8 Hybrid 

to 12 weeks with 6 to 10 being the . FROM? Amaryllis $2.00—20 Oxalis Bowiei $1.00 
average for soil culture. The bulbs do 1. Brazil —10 Daffodil Helios $1.00. 

not have to be brought in when they 2 American Tropics, West Indies There is still time for outdoor 
have developed sufficient roots, but 3. Tropical Mexico and Central planting. We guarantee immediate 
may be held and brought in at inter- America shipment of the following: Darwin 
vals to give a longer period of bloom. 4. Greece to Syria ‘Tulips, 100 for $6.95—Regale Lily, 3 

“The proper temperature is the 5. China for $1.10—Coral Lily 3 for 50c—Crown 

determining factor in the develop- 6. Zanzibar Imperial 60c, 3 for $1.60—Wild Tulips 

ment of roots and little or no devel- 7. Brazil —Selected Collection of 25 bulbs, $2.50 
opment of tops. Forty degrees is 8. Assam, but those you know are —Giant Flowered Red Emperor Tulip 

usually considered about ideal, but all hybrids with other species. —Special 15 for $1.80. 

it may fluctuate a little either way 9. Asia and Polynesia HAROLD LYKE Gibsonia, Pa. Box 
from this point. In order to secure 10. Southern Florida and tropics of 272 R. D. 2. 

the temperature, it may be neces- both hemispheres. Gloxinia Pudbs—Early 1949
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The Teasel - An Interesting Plant EFFECT OF SOFTENED WATER 
Com P. H * 2 . on 

BiG, Ei Hokess; Events, Wicomss QUESTION: The water in our city 
We found it growing in a wild corn- -_—_——- - . is quite hard; almost everyone has a 

er, worried its identification out of a water softener. For watering house 

“Hortus,” and then looked to see what - 4 plants would it be all right to use wa- 

popular authorities said of it. They : . ter from the water softener in prefer- 
said little; practically nothing. It was } \ Q ence to the hard water. 

in a thumbed 1900 copy of Neltje \ = ® \ oy | 
Blanchan’s “Nature’s Garden” that ‘ , ANSWER: Prof. E. Truog, Chief of 

finally we found the story of Dipsacus, AQ - N the Soils Department at the Univer- 

the biennial work-plant from Europe \ . og sity, tells us that continued use of 

that emigrated to America to lead an : * softened water would raise the ph or 

idle life, and to run wild in rural 5 alkalinity terrifically. In the softening 

fence rows. process the calcium carbonate in the 

Used In Woolen Trade I FA \ hard water is changed over by the 

Dipsacus fullonum, fullers teasel or Aa use of salt to sodium carbonate. While 

fullers thistle, was imported to be om y é this does not leave a residue in the 
grown here as a crop, and has since " e a teakettle like calcium carbonate be- 

escaped. In the old-world woolen trade, N a cause it is soluable in water, it will 

its dried flower heads, armed with a = ah ha, nevertheless raise the alkalinity of the 

numerous little hooks, were used to OE = y 7 soil rapidly—raise it to pH 9 to 11 or 
brush up ... to tease. . . the nap of Se fd of “gmt higher. The long use of softened water 

wool cloth. Wagonloads of teasel burrs " er) hn then would be very detrimental to 
were sent into England from France most plants. Hard water on the other 

and Germany. After the flower heads - Mm kS hand does not raise the pH much 

were dry in late summer they were inant oe than about 5 0 wench anes 
a ight-inch stems, the prickles plants are tolerant. Ac loving plants 

a ae maven, and ae off THE TEASEL WITH ITS BIG ike the Azaleas however would not 

to the teaseler. BURRS FULLY FORMED grow in such a soil. 

Now the difference between Fullers The opposite sessal leaves actually —_—_ 

teasel and the D. sylvestris of our join as though one and, around the SUCCULENTS OF INTEREST 

garden corner is slight — a small var- main plant stem, form the little cup 
iation in the length of the slender, that is “venus bath”. The Teasel is a The term “Succulent” is generally 

tulip-curved bracts — and the quaint pig bold plant, equals Globe Thistle used to differentiate these plants from 

old-country names apply equally well in height and spread. It may be grown cacti. They are “dry plants” that can 

to both: card teasel, gypsy comb, wa- in a corner at the back of a perennial exist for moderate periods of time 

ter thistle, and three tributes to the order and will perpetuate itself— without water. They present an in- 

Roman goddess: Venus’ cup, Venus’ Photo by C. P. Holway. teresting appearance caused by fleshy 

bath, Venus’ basin. leaves, stems, mottlings, hairs, etc., 

The latter names allude to what and for that reason they make attrac- 

Blanchan calls the plant’s “curious bound with tiny lilac bloom. Guarded tive window plants. 
little tank,” a tiny cup formed at the by their thin, fancifully curving in ; 

stalk by the upper leaves, Here dew bracts, the combs would be a hand- ese plants can be made to serve 

and raindrop gather into a minature 80™e sight... a delight to bumble- 4 duel purpose by being removed to 

believed. b bees and a puzzle to visitors who the border or rock garden in the 

Pool whose waters were eved, §Y would exclaim over “those strange Pring to remain until frost. In the 
rural folk, to be a certain cure for * den’ the leaf ‘color be thistles. garden the leaf color becomes more 

warts. Less fancifal, Francis Darwin Then we would tell them how the Pronounced and the vigor of the 
noted that too-venturesome insects 

; ‘5 fullers teased the nap of woolen cloth Plant is improved. Also they add color 
drowned in Venus’ bath, to the teasel’s ith’ the'd ad 4d how Venus’ and varietay especially to a rock gar- 

silent pleasure; protoplasmic filaments ™ ie dry heads, and how Venus a 
reach like, the 1 and absorb the bath can undo the insect who, would len. Some of the colorful Echverias 

aa take a forbidden dip. Yes, and if the can be used in flower arrangements. 
insect nutriment. i 

Yet it was not for all this that I visitors were garden-club ladies, we Among the interesting Succulents 

was greatly pleased, on inspecting the should suggest how happily these are Echeverias, Kalanchoes, (4 species 

back of the perennial border one gypsy combs might lend themselves to of Mother of Millions), Ceropegia, 
Ma the ladies’ beloved arrangements of (Hearts on Strings), Sedum guate- 

rch day, to find half a dozen teasel 
rosettes, fall-transplanted seedlings, old dried weeds and weathered sticks. malense, a few Haworthias, Gasterias, 

ES Aloes, Pachyphytum compactum, 

green and, vigorous after #, winter (Tower of Jewels) and other odditi 
under the snow. It was rather for the SUCCULENTS FOR SALE er es. 

thought that, by July, they would have Small potting succulents, attractive N. E. Schmidt, Sarona, Wisconsin. 

sent up stout five-foot stalks, strongly shapes and leaf mottlings suitable for —_—_—_—_—_—— 

branched. At the tip of each branch spring planting in border or rock gar- An optimist is a woman who takes 
would be a fine gypsy comb three to den. 3 different kinds 60c N. EH. Sch- a market basket when she goes out 
four inches long, a solid cylinder midt, Route 1, Sarona, Wisconsin. for $5.00 worth of groceries,



DATES TO REMEMBER 

p Miss Werstner’s Lectures 

as en Ua Nov. 19 — Milwaukee, Art Institute 

Nov. 20 — Masonic Temple, Edgerton 
@ 

era (oO mn REGIONAL MEETINGS. 

Nov. 22 — Plymouth (changed from 

OFFICERS District Presidents December.) 
President Fox River Valley District Noy. 29 — Kenosha. 

3006 Ne Downer aver hi Park “idee, Stevens Pong” AVS" . oo ir} a - . int Vice Bresidene Milwaukee Madison ‘District Nov, 30 — Fort Atkinson. 
. Martin, Ts. Bogue, 

Route 1, Edgerton 304 W. Marion Bt. Portage. Decembet Ist — Madison 
Second Vice President Milwaukee District. 

Mrs. Ervin Kulow, Mrs. Stephen M. Cushman, Dec. 2 — Seymour, 
Route 2, Box 464, Waukesha 2932 Northwestern Ave., Racine * . 

Corresponding-Recording Secretary Sheboygan District. . z 
Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Mrs. William Curtiss, (State officers will conduct the 

prnales Comers Rt. 1. Se ee it. meetings after 11 A. M., continuing 
Mrs. Harry Wyatt, Mrs. Harold C. Poyer, through the afternoon: District busi- 
315 3rd Street, Baraboo Rt. 1, Box 218, Fort Atkinson. ness meetings will precede the state 

Editor — Mrs. Oliver S. Rundell, session.) 
2227 Van Hise Avenue, Madison, Wis. o 
Eee 

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE THANKSGIVING MISS WERSTNER VISITS 
Dear Fellow Members When Spring doth wake the song of WISCONSIN 

May I take this opportunity to mirth, . An event of importance to Wiscon- 

thank you for showing your confidence When Summer warms the fruitful sin garden club members this month 
in me by electing me to serve you as earth, . a ‘ is the forthcoming visit to our state 

your next president. This is a chal- When Autumn yields it’s ripened of Miss Anne B. Wertsner, Field Sec- 
lenge, a pleasure and a duty to which © Ge Wi 1 ked retary of the Pennsylvania Horticul- 
I shall give the utmost of my effort 10 inter sweeps the nake¢ ture Society. Miss Wertsner, lectur- 
and ability. May I serve you well. B ac still do sin - er, writer and experienced judge will 
We have an outstanding group of To. Thee our King: present an illustrated lecture on 

people in our Federation and it will Through all their changes Tow “Christmas Decorations” at the Mil- 

be my endeavor to utilize our talent dost reign waukee Art Institute, Nov. 19, at 
from every locality to make this a , — J. H. Gurney, 2°15 p. m. and at Edgerton, in the 
fine year of great activity. Let me Ss CCSCSCCCUSSoutth- Central District, Nov. 20, also 

have your help, your suggestions and hope to emphasize at these Regional ®¢ 2:15 p. m. 
your ideas for any group is only as meetings. Miss Wertsner, who has _ staged 
great as the sum total of all of its . many flower shows for the Pennsylva- 
parts, This is your Federation, our it emda eo nia society, has a rich background of 
Federation. Let us make it useful on agi experience from which to draw for culture. Let them be a useful medi- 
and enjoyable to all of us. um for exchange of ideas, plans, pro- her lectures. Among other things 

Our Regional Meetings will take séots, ‘and ‘ansoolation, Read the ‘pages she is the author of the practical il- 
place as follows: Kenosha, November | ontribute to them ev erything strated book “Make Your Own Mer- 
29; Fort Atkinson, November 30; h that i rth 8 ry Christmas.” 

Madison, December 1; Seymour, De- YOU DAVE F2At is worthy. Both the Edgerton and the Milwau- 
cember 2; and Plymouth, November 22. Second: We hope to establish a con- 1.46 art Institute Clubs are hoping for 
We are planning a different pro- tinuous ~ eles = ~~“ a large attendance at the lectures, 

cedure for the meetings this year. done exceptional garden club work 4),, making Miss Wertsner’s visit to 
Only the Executive officers will make Stating in what phase of work they Wisconsin a great success, 
the tour and each meeting will be an ‘have been exceptional. Having been so For added interest the Edgerton 

informal exchange of information ‘suddenly placed in the position of Club will have a holiday display. 
conducted in the manner of an insti- President, with chairmen to appoint, | 
tute. You list and ask the questions I find it difficult (without a file of to all committee chairmen. 
and also bring your problems to us this sort) to select the members best What do you think of these ideas? 
and we will try to solve them or else fitted for the office. If you have others to offer which you 
refer them to the chairmen who know Third: We suggest an inexpensive feel will make ours a better Federa- 

the answers. Don’t you think this leaflet containing names and addresses tion please send them to me. New 
will be a very helpful way of handling of Executive officers of all the garden ideas are always welcome. 
the situation? clubs throughout the state. This Your President 

There are several key projects we leaflet would be a great convenience Gretchen Fiebrantz, 

88
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Convention A Beautiful Flower Show 

Echoes weed, seed pods, yarrow, berries, gras- 

ses and the like, were cleverly arrang- 

d. October 1948 ° 
Se Another class very much admired 

Wisconsin Garden Club Federation nee and most praiseworthy consisted of 
ail ea the four exhibits skillfully and ingen- 

Shi jously created in the Wisconsin pro- 
Central Region National Council ducts section. 

Attractive as well as educational 
CONVENTION LUNCHEONS AND were the exhibits in the Antique and 

BANQUET DECORATIONS "| Junior divisions. The Antique section, 
as ith 

Members attending the convention f w its array of old style containers ’ Rhee. of various types and materials, added 
luncheons and banquet were thrilledat {| yr , 

& eee aes an interesting note so definitely a part 
the sight of the beautiful table decor- of the traditi 

“ : onal past. Clever and uni- 
ations. One of the “three-tiered standards que were the many exhibits of th 

Chrysanthemums with gourds, In- gaily decorated with flowers, fruits, Junior members y s e 

dian corn and foliage in colorful pro- nd ornaments, and remindful of the * 

fusion, made up the decorations for Victorian era.” It was good to hear so much high 
Thursday’s Chrysanthemum luncheon, __ a for and favorable comment on 

Committee members were: Mrs. . . e show. Particularly gratifying were 
papers Chat : Mrs. Autumn Bloom In Fine Display the many fine expressions and com- 

dene, Mucneberg, ans Members of our Wisconsin Garden li 
Stephen Cushman; Mrs. Oscar Fleis- a Ch Our Flimentary remarks on the part of 
cher and Mrs, John Nyle Club Federation again responded delegates and visitors from other 

. vies whole heartedly when the announce- states. Their admiration and interest 
Decorations for the banquet were "1 Sh ment was made that a Flower Show more than rewarded our workers and original, extra-ordinary and homens would be a part of our annual con- members for the time and effort put 

glamorous. Large Luna moths clevor- vention to be held October 7 and 8 forth to make possible this lovely 
ly created, eae, made mo varied at Milwaukee, in conjunction with the show. 
colors and gleaming with ance meeting of the Central Regional of 
and sparkle, graced the tables. the National Council of Garden Clubs. Speaking also for the Federation 

Credit for this work goes to the de- The desire to exhibit and the interest oFicers: your chairman again wishes 
corations committee, headed by Mrs. and enthusiasm shown by members °° aihite: members who took part 

Victor Schmitt, and her committee was beyond all expectation, and en- ‘ ox ors and committee workers. 

| members: Mrs. Wm. Armitage; Mrs. tries in the several classes exceeded 007,11 PROrt and cooperation, always 
| Theo. Wisniewski and Mrs. H. 8. Bos- plans and estimates of the Show Com- So willingly extended, has been of ut- 

most value in bringing to fruition the tock, mittee. We have sponsored flower plans and objectiv t FI 

Friday's luncheon with its gay nine- shows on a far larger scale, but from 8). Chairman 
ties theme, displayed large dubonnet the standpoint of artistic excellence . 
satin-like paper fans with white lacy and superb quality, our Convention — Mrs. Chester Thomas 

| edging; the fans placed on blue and display was considered by all quite ee 
| pink tarlatan. unsurpassed, 

| Adorning the speakers table were Each one of the nine tables, beauti- kk o69 

| three, three-tiered standards, gaily de- fully and exquisitely done portrayed | 
| corated with flowers, fruits and orna- the prevailing style of the period, 

ments and remindful of the Victorian thereby holding to the theme, “Tables 
era, A garland of sprengeri greens with thru the Years”. The completeness of 

dubonnet satin bows and long stream- _ these tables as to detail and authenti- J 
ers added glamour to the table and a__ city indicated clearly that the mem- 

bright note to the joyous and beauti- bers spent time in study and research 

ful setting of the room. Hostesses pro- to accomplish such splendid results. 

menading and attired in gay nineties Although our show had its limita- 

fashion were a pleasing part of the tions as to classes, the season of the 
scene, year, Wisconsin’s Autumn, offered 7 

A quartet of girls entertained with many opportunities for the unusual. 4 

melodies in keeping with the spirit of Fall flowers, vari-colored foliage and ‘ 
the occasion. berries in true brilliance, made possi- ti ‘Cleverly created, artistically made 
Mrs. L. G. Stewart was chairman of ble some pleasing and delightful dis- ene on wae le Biase 

this committee with Mmes A. K. Ack- Plas. moths graced the tables,” Be 
eret, Carl Hofstetter, Val Suttinger, Lending a colorful and seasonal . 
Joseph Pelnar, Arnold Dietrich, Elmer touch were the exhibits in the class Pictures courtesy Milwaukee 

Sieber assisting, (cont. p.95 Col. 2) calling for dried materials. Dock, milk- Journal.
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Convention Flower Show Awards 
By Mrs. Chester Thomas 

Rating CLASS - ARTISTIC ARRANGE- Mrs. Jeff Johnson, Waukesha, 
Excellent - Blue ribbon - Score 93-100 MENT CHRYSANTHEMUMS Spring City Garden Club. 
Very Good - Red ribbon - Score 85-92 Excellent Mrs. Walter Patits, - 

Good - White ribbon - Score 80-84 Mrs. LG, Stewart, West Allis, Ravenswood Garden Club. 
OLASS - THROUGH THE YEARS Home Gardeners Garden Club. Mrs. Theo. Vanderheide, Kenosha 

Excellent Miss Fay Wisniewski, Garden Club. 
1865 TEA TABLE - CIVIL, WAR BRA Madison Garden Club. Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee 

Mrs, Lucille Hopkins, Seymour, Mrs, Stephen Cushman, Art Institute Garden Club. 
Seymour, Garden Club. Racine Garden Club. Mrs, R. Klaus, Oconomowoc, 

1948 THANKSGIVING Very Good LaBelle Garden Club. 
Mrs. Oscar Fleischer, Milwaukee, Mrs, Theo. Wisniewski, Mrs. Theo. Wisniewski, 

Art Institute Garden Club. Madison Garden Club. Madison Garden Club. 
1898 BRIDAL Good Very Good 

Galecrest Garden Club, Wauwatosa Clara Mears, Mrs. Conrad Biebler, Milwaukee, 
1958 CONTEMPORARY Ripon Garden Club. ‘Art Institute Garden Club. 
Mrs, Clarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee, CLASS - WISCONSIN PRODUCTS - Good 
Art Institute Garden Club. DAIRY - MANUFACTURED - Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee, 

1948 GOLDEN WEDDING evsloat DAIRY Art Institute Garden Club. 
Whitnall Garden Club, Hales Corners Mrs. B. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa, —_ . eo 

Good Blue Mound Garden Club. " 
1848 THANKSGIVING MANUFACTURED : = ee Milwaukee 

arden Club. 
Mrs. J. C. Stevens, Oconomowoc, Mrs. L. G. Stewart, West Allis, 

La Belle Garden Club. Home Gardeners Garden Club. SEA aS onEa 
CLASS - ARTISTIO ARRANGE- AGRICULTURAL e SCREEN 
MENT - DRIED MATERIAL Mrs. Walter Diehnelt, Very Good 

Excellent Menomonee Falls Garden Club. Mrs, A. L, Noerenberg, Milwaukee 
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair, Wauwatosa, Mrs. John Ny, Art Institute Garden Club. 

Blue Mound Garden Club. Brookfield Garden Club. ANTIQUE SECTION 

Mrs. Carl Hofstetter, Wauwatosa, CLASS - AUTUMN - FLOWERS CLASS A. ARRANGEMENT IN 
Ravenswood Garden Club. OR FOLIAGE COLORED GLASS 

Miss Emma Schipper, Milwaukee, Excellent Excellent 

Art Institute Garden Club. Mrs, L, G. Stewart, West Allis, Mrs. Roy Sewell, Wauwatosa, 
Mrs. Theo. Wisniewski, Home Gardeners Garden Club. Blue Mound Garden Club. 

Madison Garden Club. Miss Fay Wisniewski, Good 
Miss Fay Wisniewski, Madison Garden Club. Mrs. B. C. Spransey, Oconomowoc, 
Madison Garden Club. Mrs. Stephen Cushman, LaBelle Garden Club. 

Mrs. Arthur Leidiger, Milwaukee, Racine Garden Club. 1 LASS 
Blue Beech Garden Club. Mrs. Arthur Leldiger, Milwaukee, aii or me 

Very Good Blue, Beech Garden Club. Mrs. Carl Hofstetter, Wauwatosa, Mrs, Walter Diehnelt, Very Good Diveneagod Carded ‘Clib. ’ 
Menomonee Falls Garden Club. Mrs. Theo. Wisniewski, ARRANGEMENT 

Mrs, Theo Vanderhelde, Madison Garden Club. eS @ aN 
Kenosha Garden Club. Good Excellent 

Mrs. L. G. Stewart, West Allis, Mrs. Clara Mears, 
Home Gardeners Garden Club. Ripon Garden Club. Mts. Cael ote Pa 

Mrs. B. C. Spransey, Mrs A. L. Noerenberg, Milwaukee Vv Good 
Oconomowoc, LaBelle Garden Club. ‘Art Institute Garden Club. ery 

Miss Celia Dix, Milwaukee, .OLASS D - ARTISTIO ARRANGE- Mrs. Carl Hofstetter, Wauwatose, 
Art Institute Garden Club. MENT - AUTUMN Ravenswood Garden Club. 

Mrs, C. W. Clausen, 3 Excellent ae can 
Ripon Garden Club. Mrs. E. R. Welch, Madison, Mrs. Donald Rowe, Hales Corners, 

Good Little Garden Club. Hawthorn Garden Club. 
Mrs. Rudolph Peterson, Milwaukee, Mrs. Arthur Leidiger, Milwaukee, i 

Galecrest Garden Club. ‘ Blue Beech Garden Club. CLASS E. ARRANGEMENT UNDER 
Mrs. J. Engler, Waukesha, Mrs. Rudolph Peterson, Wauwatosa, GLASS DOME 

Spring City Garden Club. Galecrest Garden Club, Excellent 

CLASS - INDIAN PALETTE Mrs. Mark Pfaller, Wauwatosa, Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Hales Corners, 

Excellent Ravenswood Garden Club. Whitnall Park Garden Club. 

Mrs. Roy Sewell, Wauwatosa, Miss Olive Longland, Lake Geneva CLASS F. ARRANGEMENT OF 

Blue Mound Garden Club. Town & County Club. FRUIT IN COVERED DISH
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Excellent Jennie Taratino In Appreciation 
Mrs. Elmer Sieber, Wauwatosa, Marion Hein We wish to extend our thanks to Mr. 

Galecrest Garden Club. Patsy Besgrove Walter Diehnelt of Menomonee Falls, 
Very Good Very Good member of the Executive Committee 

Mrs, Clarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee, Margaret DeFour, West Allis. of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society, 
Art Institute Garden Club. TABLE TEXTURES for the very attractive little jar of 

Good Excellent honey found at each place at Thurs- 
Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee Margaret DeFour day’s luncheon, Members at the con- 

Art Institute Garden Club. Pat Uttech, West Allis. vention greatly appreciated this 

CLASS G, ARRANGEMENT - TRAY SETTING friendly token from “Honey Acres.” 
WOODEN CONTAINER Excellent COO 

Excellent Jim Alby, Binner School. Mrs. Gene Muenzberg, Elm Grove, 
Mrs. Donald Rowe, Barbara O'Dea, West Allis. Chairman 
Hawthorn Garden Club. Jane Scott, Binner School. Mrs. John Nyle, Brookfield 

Mrs. John Engler, Waukesha, Very Good Mrs. Stephen Cushman, Racine 

Spring City Garden Club. Nancy Oberlander, Milwaukee. Miss Olive Longland, Lake Geneva 
Mrs. Stephen Cushman, Milwaukee BOUQUET FOR TEACHER'S DESK T° the Banquet Committee we owe 

Art Institute Garden Club. Excellent sincere thanks. Mrs, Victor Schmitt, 

CLASS H. ARRANGEMENT - CUP = Jim Alby of West Allis, served as Chairman 
& SAUCER ~ PURPLE RIBBON - SPECIAL and to her we extend our great ap- 

Excellent AWARD preciation for her untiring effort in 

Mrs, J. C. Stevens, Oconomowoc, Mrs. Arthur Leidiger, Milwaukee, designing and constructing the many 
LaBelle Garden Club. Blue Beech Garden Club. large, handsome Luna Moths used as 

CLASS I, MEMORY PICTURE PURPLE RIBBON - SPECIAL 4ecoration. Committee members were: 
Excellent AWARD - JUNIOR OLASS Mrs. Victor Schmitt, West Allis, 

Mrs. O. F. Stelling, Oconomowoc. Jennie Tarantino, Binner School for Chem: 
CLASS - SPECIAL ANTIQUE - the Deaf. Mrs. H. S, Bostock, Madison 

IRONSTONE CHINA Mrs, Theo, Wisniewski, Madison 
4 RESOLUTIONS Mrs. William J. Armitage, Milwau- 

Mrs. Charles Fickau, Tess Corners The Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- kee 
Garden Club. : ation expresses its appreciation for the Mrs, Elmer Sieber, Wauwatosa 
SPECIAL GARDEN PRODUCE fine organization which provided a Mrs, J. E. Pelnar, Wauwatosa 

Excellent very worth while convention. Also to the committee who took 

Mrs, John Lees, Wauwatosa, To Mrs. Clarence Schultz of Neenah, charge of the “Gay Nineties” Lunch- 
Ravenswood Garden Club. as General Chairman, we offer con- eon on Oct. 8, we wish to express our 

SPECIAL CUP & SAUCER WITH gratulations and sincere thanks. appreciation. Their unified efforts 

PLATE To Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald of Mena- represented careful thought. It was 
Excellent sha, with her love for gardening and all that the name implied! “Gay 

Mrs. Fred Marquardt, her great desire to strengthen the Nineties”! Also to those who added 
Hawthorn Garden Club. Federation, and to keep it growing, to the enjoyment of the noon hour by 

SPECIAL CUP & SAUCER - we are deeply grateful. promenading, charmingly dressed in 
NOSTALGIO We can never fully express our Victorian Costumes. 
Excellent gratitude to our State Flower Show To the following members, who 

Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Chairman, Mrs. Chester Thomas, of made this luncheon a huge success. 
Hawthorn Garden Club. Milwaukee, and her assistants for Mrs. L, G. Stewart, West Allis, Chrm. 
SPECIAL CLASS - SPECIMEN | their splendid contribution. The Con- Mrs, Oscar Fleischer, Milwaukee 
BLOOM - CHRYSANTHEMUMS vention Flower Show was not only Mrs, A. K. Ackeret, Wauwatosa 

AND DAHLIAS one of rare beauty, but one of educa- Mrs. Carl F. Hofstetter, Wauwatosa 
Very Good tional value as well. To all, who par- Mrs, Val Suttinger, West Allis 

Walter Knuth, Milwaukee County ticipated in the show and contributed Mrs. Arnold Dietrich, West Allis 
Horticultural Society. to its success, we extend our thanks. Too much praise cannot be given 

JUNIOR DIVISION - CIGAR There were innumerable features of to those who assumed the responsi- 
BOX GARDENS our convention, At this time mid- bility of managing the Convention 

Excellent west state representatives were our “Shop”. Our thanks to Mrs. Ilma 

Sandra Lochen, Waukesha. honored guests, each of whom had an Koch, Milwaukee, Chrm., to Mrs, A. 
Glen Stewart, West Allis. inspiring message for us. Mrs, E. J. H. Knorr, Wauwatosa, and to Mrs. R. 

Mary Zietlow, Waukesha. Delarue of Davenport, Iowa, acted as A. Walker, Madison. Last but not 
Carol Roche, West Allis. the Regional Director. least we wish to remember all the 
Nancy Merriam, Waukesha. To Mayor Frank Zeidler who wel- other members who worked so dili- 
Karole Howard, Waukesha. comed our State members and the Na- gently behind the scenes. It was 

CENTERPIECE ARRANGEMENT _ tional Mid-West Regional Officers, we through the united efforts of everyone 
Excellent are very grateful. that this convention was the success 

Binner School For The Deaf, To the following members who so_ that it was. Submitted by: 
Milwaukee, ably served on the Chrysanthemum Mrs, Charles Braman, Waupaca 
Mary Cinquamani Luncheon Committee, we owe a big Mrs. William J. Armitage, Milwaukee 
Patsy Kanneberg vote of thanks: Resolutions Committee
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= i Winter Birds 
Sa Ww" 

eae Van = the — In Kenosha Harbor 

FCA reo — On Lake Michigan Shores 
nN ret ‘| MM Punkin We could make a long list of migra- greens and deciduous trees searching 

ate yy Hy): wh yw? and the tory birds passing through Kenosha for food. Its call is a rapid hissing. 

Ws teem ,, County every fall and spring, but “see-see-see.” 
if 1 Oat Mra! fi x odder’s what we are most interested in at The White-breasted Nuthatch, 

mM V7) AY} NY : i y in the present are those to be seen from nearly sparrow size, has black cap, 
i la f a iM \\ Y Shock. now until spring arrives. Some birds white throat and breast, blue-gray 

Nee idee — Riley will be staying here another month back. It works tree trunks upside 
longer and a few of the more north- down as well as right side up. Its 

STORAGE OF DAHLIAS ern ones will spend the winter with call a nasal “Yank.” It will relish 
Prof. J. G. Moore us. Others are year-around residents. suet and seeds from your feeding sta- 

The plants should be dug after the , OU! Kenosha harbor and Lake Mich- tion, The smaller Red-breasted Nut- 
tops are killed by frost but before igan shores are very interesting hatch is seen occasionally. 
there is a sufficiently hard frost as to P#ces to watch through fall, winter The friendly little Black-capped 
freeze the roots. The stems may be and spring months. At times when the Chickadee is a favorite. It may be 
left several inches long for handling harbor is not frozen over it is liter- recognized by its black cap, black 
if desired but before they are put in ally alive with gulls and diving ducks. throat, white cheeks and pleasant call 

final storage they should be reduced The Mergansers (American and of “dee-dee-dee”, or “chick-a-dee-dee.” 
to two or three inches. The major Red-breasted) are beautiful, large, The Flicker and Downy Woodpecker 

portion of the soil should be removed stream-lined diving ducks. Males of are common. Downy is a handsome 
from the roots, It may ‘be washed both species have green-black heads. ittle fellow in black and white with 

off with a fine ‘spray from a hose or All have crests but the American his red crown patch. Hang out a 
it may be left to dry and rubbed off males. The most numerous are Ameri- suet feeder and watch him help him- 
later on. Do not shake the clumps, “~~ Mergansers. self, The Red-bellied Woodpecker is 

The foots should be stored tem: or The Old-squaw is another cold known to winter here rarely, Erown 
arily under conditions where here weather diving duck. It can be iden- creepers are seen a great deal. They 

will be ventilation so they will d tified by its long needle-like tail. We re the small brownish birds seen 

off, They may be placed on boards also have Scaup, American Golden- spiralling up one tree trunk after the 
or in crates, but care should be exer- Efe coon! occasionally Ring-necked and ai: That note a single, wiry, 
cised not to break or bruise them. $ . 

The Herring Gulls are most abund- . 

Se ee Sk Hay oro rms coe Som, cotres mameer a cuore a 
sawdust Or shaeinay ae. the santetial with long wings and square tails. winter day? His whistled “what- 

in which the roots are packed They are good swimmers. The young cheer,” or “whoit, whoit, whoit” can 
* are quite dusky, not acquiring their be heard for blocks They are year 

If the clumps are large they may be adult plumage until after the second avealdeiitis ‘Here’ and cai baat 
cut into smaller sections for storage. year, heacted is aah a Sikh canta 
The fibrous roots should be trimmed The smaller Ring-billed and Bona- tra i ; ing ae oy cauapkin 

off and if any of the other roots are parte gulls may be seen in late fall er, an a me. a = pump! 

broken they should be removed. Also, nq early spring. Although the Terns seeds and cracked corn. 
the old root if it still persists, If the winter in the south they can be seen Now is a splendid time to get the 

center of the stem is soft, the soft yntil late fall at the lake front. They children interested in birds and con- 

part should be taken out. It is a are smaller, more slender birds than  s¢rvation. A Junior Audubon Club can. 

good plan to dust all cut surfaces with Gulls, with black caps and forked be formed by any teacher, mother or 

sulphur. Put about four inches of tails, other leader by writing to the Nation- 

dry shavings in the bottom of the con- The tiny Golden-crowned Kinglet al Audubon Society, 1000 Fifth Ave., 

tainer and then put in a layer of roots has been here for several weeks. This New York. They have enrolled eight 
and dust them with sulphur. Repeat grayish mite of a bird, with its yel- million members since 1911 and have 

this operation until within five or six jow crown patch, white eye stripe ana 400,000 this year in U. S. and Canada. 

inches of the top of the container wing bars flits nervously about ever- — Mrs, Howard Higgins. 
and then fill the remaining space with 
shavings. SS 

The stored roots should be examin- first examination should be made Se ee ee ite red a. 
ed during the storage period. Some about the first of January. It should ves “ittle moistening shou'd be done 

growers practice making two or three be very carefully done and all rots or fai possibly even a safer way would 
examinations. It probably would be spots on the roots should be cut out be to wrap the bulbs in wax paper. 

@ good plan to examine the roots about and the wound treated. The stems The temperature for storage shoula 
two weeks after storage to see that should also be examined carefully at be around 40 to 45 degrees. 

rot is not developing. If it is, the rot this time and brown or black indica- 

should be cut out and the wound tions of rot should be cut out and In January we shall resume the Dis- 

treated with sulphur. Probably the similarly treated. If clumps are _ trict Mailbox. .
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BOOK REVIEWS Greetings 
With this issue our calendar year 

Dagny Borge ends. We hesitate to extend Christ- 

Bulbs for Beauty, by Charles H. pages it seems worth the dollar and a Oe tee te ee SS. 

Mueller; Drawings by Else Bostelmann. half asked for it. this is our best chance so we take it: 
M. Barrows and Company, Inc., Pub- Another small book with almost the A MERRY CHRISTMAS and A 
lishers, New York, 1947. identical title as that above is Fran HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL, 

This guide to growing bulbs is written Chapman Pelett’s How to Attract Birds, — The Editor 

by a dealer, but also from the point which is a new edition of his Birds of The melancholy days are come, the 
of view of the amateur gardener, with the Wild, published twenty years ago. Saddest of the year, 

emphasis on ease of culture and nmiar- It is published by the A. T..De La Of wailing winds and naked woods 

ket availability. About half of the book Mare Company, Inc., New York, 1947. And meadows brown and sear. 
is devoted to varieties. The last chap- This is a personal account of experi- —The Death of the Flowers 

ter is a month by month reminder of ences with bird visitors in the author's William Cullen Bryant 
seasonal tasks. Only the frontispiece is Iowa home and on his Nebraska farm. ~, |, 4, 

in color. The price of this volume of Of especial interest to Wisconsin read- ° list of state birds giving the robin 
about 300 pages is $3.50. ers are his account of an experiment 5 that for Wisconsin. Priced at $2.50, 

Our Old-Fashioned Flowers, by Olive in attracting quail to a residential area the book contains about 200 pages. 

Percival. Pasadena Humane Society, near Madison cemeteries more than a The Garden Print Club, now in pro- 
Pasadena, Calif, 1947. score of years ago, and a picture of a. °° of formation, advertises charter 

This dainty volume consists of ‘an bird bath in Edgerton in which is grown pemierilion at bie os for two 

essay on flower name history, with Watercress. All the illustrations are rgb alee ane ly. The 7 print 

most of its almost 250 pages occupied Photographs. The book contains 156 ‘i 2 fa ae es, an) original “hee, 

with lists of flowers, herbs and books Pages and is priced at $2.50. aa i“ ee Reina Soe in fifteen 

on the subject, including a special list How to Know the Land Birds; pic- i Cn Z yous bedi er ae 

of roses. It is fully indexed. The lists tured-keys for determining all of the >Y bing'iu Mang, especialy made for Ue 
give Latin-English names, but the in- land birds of the entire United States 5 ’ Bee i on “ii be oon met 

dexes have the English name first. The "4 southern Canada, with maps show- fe au biewiee ms ™ e a ioe 

book is printed on unusually fine paper, i@ their geographic distribution and fie Swoitls in sors, And AY 
but the pages are narrow, and it seems other helpful features, by H. E. Jaques, he am eal Then oi Se mae ‘abe ; 
expensive at $5.00. is published by Wm. C. Brown Com- a dana tok i lon Bre * me nd 

Trees and Toadstools, by M. C. Ray-  Pany: Publisher, Dubuque, Ia., 1947. The . 1p Tis Hae Dea ae Ths Garde 

ner. Rodale Press, Emmaus, Pa., 1947. author is Professor of Biology at Iowa Pant Gh b aoe aes girs tI ec N i 

After explaining what toadstools are Wesleyan College. Available in either a x : ee Be ic vi es f . 

and how fungi differ from trees and cloth or in spiral paper binding, this vol- i e i i i eauty °F les of greet- 

other green plants, this British author ume is one of a nature series which rid on S as orcross atures more 

discusses their distribution in nature, par- have been issued beginning in 1941: jan two nie ae oe h Y 

ticularly their association with trees or Plant Families—How to Know Them; ee nt ya red but also ‘a 7 ter 
other plants. He concludes that fungi Plants we Eat and Wear; How to Know sete a bl ea ai fe compa Sewer BF 

are of great importance in forestry, es- vie aos ie Teas _ ag 7 mote [paper ‘and. git: wrapping, paper: 

cially in nurseries and in afforestation iow Them; How to Know ¢ ne ARD. 
y ial as in establishing trees not sects, all by Jaques; How to Know the c tole eg NGE 

native to the locality. Although some- Spring Flowers, by Cuthbert; and How Just what the name implies, 

what technical in treatment, it is writ. 0 Know the Mosses, by Conard. The Features exchange of ideas, sug- 

ten for the layman. Well printed and birds are grouped according to ornitho- gestions and garden knowledge, 

bound, the 91 page book is listed at logical orders, with subgrouping of fam- as well as seed and plant ma- 

$2.50. ilies. The illustrations are in black and terial. 

How to Attract the Birds; planting, white, with a postage stamp sized map Sample 15 Cents (Quarterly) 

feeding, housing, by Robert Stell Lem- included with almost every bird pic- Year 50 Cents 

mon, with line drawings by Roger T. ture to show its region. Each bird pic- E. JOHNSON 

Peterson, Tabea Hofmann and Henry ‘ure also bears the American Ornitho- 683 Nevada St. 

B. Aul. The American Garden Guild. logical Union check number. There is |__ (WH) RENO, NEVADA | 

Inc., and ‘Doubleday and Compagy,.<<§ — $A 

Garden City, N.Y., 1947. 

The author makes known at the out- SAV E TREES 

set that he does not favor protection COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

of either English sparrows or starlings. TREES 

Illustrations include diagrams for mak- LAWNS 

ing various kinds of shelters for birds. 

Perhaps the most interesting chapters in GARDENS 

this slim little volume are those on nests $373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

and migration. The lists of plants liked 
by birds include a special one for WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 

hummingbirds. Although it has only 40° —<£@£@<<—<—_— — —
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Emphasizing Principles in 1948 Year-Books Show Artistry 

Flower Arrangement I’m certain that of all the various There were three very outstanding 
duties that I have performed for this or “SPECIAL MENTION” awards. 

“Rhythm and proportion are em- Federation, the duty of being year- These books were sent in by Ravens- 

phasized in Japanese flower arrange- book chairman has been the most wood Garden Club, Milwaukee, Ledge- 
i pleasant. Every week from January view of Fond du Lac and also the 

ment,’ we:bave been told. 1st until the dead line (which was ex- Fond du Lac Community Garden Club. 
In our own flower arrangements the tended to July 1st) my mail carrier However, the judges voted unani- 

art principle known as “focal point” brought at least one of your delight- mously to give Ravenswood the “Most 
or “center of interest” comes in for ful yearbooks. Outstanding” award due to its excel- 

more than its share of attention. » The 1948 year book committee was lence in every detail. 

ee aed, Soceuk anoxting ie See doteraiion pratinee Blue Ribbons: Ravenswood Garden 

Club, Ledgeview, Fond du Lac Com- 

to them it must be “strong” in all Mrs. A. W. Sperber, Wisconsin's first munity, Wausau, Milwaukee Art In- 

flower arrangements, federation secretary and treasurer, stitute, Spring City, Waukesha Town, 

How is it possible to have, for ex- Nd, of course, myself. It is @ pleas: sheboygan, Blue Mound, Antigo Fed- 
ample, a line arrangement without Ure to report that 48 year books were -rateq, Rosholt, North Prairie, Man- 
emphasizing rhythm? In the case of received by your chairman. The itowoc, A. A. U. W. of Manitowoc, 
Japanese flower arrangements the fo- Pooks continue to show great improve- Whitnall Park, Horicon, Scandinavia, 
cal point is very subtle and does not ent in make-up and artistry as well yronomonee Falls, Racine, Sturgeon 
cry out “I am the center of inter- 8 in general program material. ach 3,5 magerton, West Allis and Wau- 
est.” Let us remember in our inter- Club sending in a year book is to be Jotosa Garden Clubs. 
pretation of line arrangements that it congratulated, whether it received an 
is rhythm that counts and that the award or not. Judging was done sole- Red Ribbons: Ceresco, West Bend, 

line quality, or importance should not ly on the merit system. Of the 48 Mequon, Delavan, Brookfield, Tess 

be overshadowed by a large center of year books received, 23 received the Corners, Home Gardeners, Town and 

interest. blue ribbon or Excellent award, 9 the Country of Lake Geneva, Marinette 

red ribbon or Very Good award and and Home Garden Club of Wausau. 

More sins have been committed 5 the white or Good award. One book White Ribbons: Ripon, Iola, Hill- 

against good design in the name of was unjudged—due to too late entry, crest of West Allis, Baraboo, Cam- 
focal point than any other thing. If about mid-September. The committee bridge and Lake Ripley. 
the focal point in an arrangement is had already completed its work and 
too large or overly important it can could not be called together again. Mrs. H. G. Harries, Chairman. 

upset the balance of the arrangement 
from front to back. This is not so 

apt to happen in a rectangular shaped Save Our Hawks We Need Them 

container as in a round one. Garden Clubs should know and be owls. Now and then a hawk may 
One of the loveliest chrysanthemum interested not only in our beautiful take a chicken, but that is a rare oc- 

arrangements shown at the recent song birds, but in the hawks and owls curence. Few hawks have the speed 

Convention Flower Show had but a that contribute so much to our daily or skill necessary to capture other 
single full blown flower to suggest the welfare, These birds are better mous- birds. They must live largely on 

focal point—all other flowers were in &TS than any cat. They are more rodents—mankind’s enemies. 
different stages of development. Very deadly enemies of rats than any ter- Rodents are extremely prolific. If 

clearly here the principle of grada- rier, It is in the interest of good con- all of the offspring of one female 

tion, also referred to as sequence, was servation that all state garden clubs mouse lived and bred, she would have 

emphasized. take action to save these birds. about a million descendants at the 

The annual loss of crops destroyed 4 of twelve months. A mouse may 
A black container was used for con- by rodents in the United States has have 17 litters a year of from five to 

trast. It was a charming arrange- been reliably estimated at $20,000,000. nine baby mice. A mouse will breed 
ment which we shall always remem- te hi befriends When four weeks old. It is estimated 
ber. Let us open our eyes to the im- Strangely, however, man befriends J10) tiere are 21 billion rodents in these rodents by killing their natural 
portance of other art principles. “Focal | nies He wages ceaseless war the United States. This figures out to 
point” or “center of interest” has had aentnwt ‘hawk owls, badgers, coyotes 150 rodents eating at the table of 
the spotlight long enough. It’s time and skunke—all natural foes of rod- ¢2ch person. What a staggering 
to wake up. ents. He has accepted as an infallible amount of food they must consume 

Emma C. Schipper truth that “The only good hawk is a 9"d contaminate. 
Milwaukee Art Institute Garden dead hawk!” ‘This mistaken philos- Many states, including Wisconsin, 

Club. ophy costs him untold millions. have laws affording some protection to 

ee All scientific studies have shown @wks and owls. But too frequently 

Note: Miss Schipper’s article is the that hawks and owls are beneficial. — laws are ae or not enforced. 

first in a series on Flower Arrange- These studies show that mice, goph- i ae cihear siriel generally slaugh- 
ment to be printed in succeeding ers, ground squirrels and rats make ‘¢red without official hindrance. In 
issues.) up the bulk of the diet of hawks and (Continued on page 95 Col. 1)
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NATIONAL COUNCIL HIGHLIGHTS slight expense from the Council at A WISCONSIN LAW 

Some accomplishments in our Na- 500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N. Y. In our October issue, under “Shrubs 

tional organization this year (listed in Let’s see that Wisconsin does its Native To Wisconsin” was the state- 
the National Gardener) and the num- duty in protecting hawks! ment: “It is also well to remember 
ber of states participating in these Mrs. R, A. Walker. that Wisconsin law prohibits the mov- 

projects: Fes = ing of plant material from one area to 
Civic Plantings—779—3 states. ne another without a permit from the 
Cemeteries Beautified — 331 — 6 a ie state entomologist of Madison, Wis.” 

states, Pee Under “Plant Sales” in the same is- 
Roses Planted—5,742—5 states. oats! sue we failed to say that the same 

Shrubs Planted—51,710—4 states. ase inspection service is required prior to 

Shade Trees Planted — 37,593 — 6 : aaa * = of stock _ J coma 
ee ection 94, aragrap! reads as 

ei i Bee it: sisi Pig | follows: “It shall be unlawful for any 

Garden Centers—450—23 states. a5, Person to sell, to offer for sale, or re- 
Junior Clubs—791--21 states. ss pom or ship from a S ore 

ee remises, any nursery stock unless 
Judging Schools—145—31 states, a such stock has been officially inspect- 
(With an attendance of—11,451. ed and a certificate or permit has been 

eer te nate —— . granted.” 
‘ote: ese figures, show us to According to the statutes “Nur. 

what extent urban and rural beauti- s Stock shall include all field-grown 
fication projects are being sponsored.) ey florist stock, trees, shrubs, vines, cut- 

%. b: tings, grafts, scions, buds, fruit pits 
Save Our Hawks — (Continued) i * and other seeds of fruit and ornamiene 

fact conservation officers in another "4 tal trees and shrubs, and other plants 

state were given orders to kill hawks q and plant products for propagation, 
in the field. except field, vegetable, and flower 

Minnesota and Pennsylvania have " seeds, bedding plants, and other her- 
not only passed laws giving real pro- “Chry wareieunuaan ta brense: cones baceous plants, bulbs and roots.” 
tection to hawks: and owls, but have (William Longland) arranged in a copper . After official inspection and grant- 
carried on an educational program to bow! by Mrs. T. F. Wisnlewskt, mn. ing of a permit we are assured of the 
awaken in their citizens a desire for Convention Echoes Continued legality of our sales. 

proper hawk management. Pennsyl- A busy place at convention time was — Abigail P. Rundell. 
vania has the only hawk sanctuary the giftshop conventiently located for 
in the country. Each year thousands yisiting members and displaying a va- COME ON, WISCONSIN! 
of people visit it to watch and study riety of useful items for both home . In the annual report of the retir- 
these birds. and garden. ing president of the West Virginia 

Our nation is just beginning to rec- With limited time to be open for Garden Club, Mrs. Marguerite S. 

ognize the great need for the conser- business, buying and selling was brisk Ziler, we read these startling figures: 
vation of our soil, water, forest, grass and exciting. “The past two years mark a period 

lands and wild life. Any program for _ Final figures show a net profit of Of splendid progress due to the fine 
food conservation or wildlife conser- $71.95 which: indicates a job well done. spirit of co-operation of all clubs, of- 
vation should include a demand for For the efficient handling of this ficers and chairmen of the Federation. 
scientific hawk management. Our undertaking we are indebted to Mrs. Twenty-nine adult clubs and thirty- 
hawks are a resource we have too Ilma Koch and Mrs. A. H, Knorr of six Junior Garden Clubs have been or- 

long destroyed, Wauwatosa. ‘i ganized during this regime. 

Every state bird chairman and Flower eee a on guide book “Outdoors and Indoors 

every local bird chairman should see NEW OFFICERS HOLD : ith the Juniors” written by Mrs. W. 

that all members are informed on the BOARD MEETING W. Dickinson of Bluefield, has had a 

status of hawk protection of their ‘A meeting of the Executive Board far-reaching influence in the work 

state, Every garden club should take ¢ the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- With: the Juniors; “We feel in 'Weat 
Virginia that our most outstandin 

an active part in seeing that proper ation was held at the Pfister Hotel, at . 
legislation is enacted and enforced to 5 5 m October 8, upon adjournment achievement this year is this quick- 
give the hawks and owls protection. o¢ the recent aiinual convention, Mrs ened interest in Junior Garden Club 

By so doing, each garden club will be Cjarence Fiebrantz, Milwaukee , a Works (OME Sreatest reources:ate the 
contributing in a small way to the 1) ctected President, presided. youth of our land—our future garden- 
saving of valuable birds, to the saving Plans for the State Regional Meet- ers, foresters, and conservationists.” 

of urgently needed food, and the 8av- ings to be held Nov. 29—Dec. 8 in- Excerpt from— 

ing of precious lives.” clusive were completed. Mrs. Ervin —_West_Virginia Garden News 

The above is a brief resume of @ xKulow, Waukesha, 2nd Vice-President Wausau, as State Judging School 
pamphlet “Save Our Hawks. We Need wit) serve as Chairman of the meet- chairman and the appointment of Mrs, 
Them” by Ellsworth Lumley, National ings, Oliver S. Rundell, Madison, as Editor 
Bird Chairman of the National Coun- Other action taken by the executive of the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- 
cil of State Garden Clubs. Copies of oarq at this meeting included the ation section published monthly in 
this pamphlet may be secured at reappointment of Mrs. Ada Portman, Wisconsin Horticulture.
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PEONIES 

October is the month to plant peonies. ” 
Write us now about varieties. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes and portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through hook- 
let in your home. 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. S. A. — 8 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION ‘ J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wiscotisin. Horticulture since 1928 

BEE SuPPLIES Pa 
This name has stood for the very $-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Coruer Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: 3 and 7-Wire Excluders 
Quality Comb Sections 

' . Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
224-890 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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WISOONSIN’S GOLD 

(A Centennial Tribute) 

Where is Wisconsin's gold? WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
In her land and in her people, The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Herticaltaral Society 
In her farms and in her factories, 

In her schools of education, EsrasusHep 1910 
In hi lorious reputation. se en Pome, & pees fete, Tenet estate ees 

1917, authorised July 16, 1918. 
Where is Wisconsin’s gold? 

In her lakes and in her hills, Published Monthly Excepting July and December by the 
On the rivers, in the mills; ‘Wisconsin State Horticutturat Society 
In our churches where we bring 424 University Farm Place 
Thanks to God for everything. Madison 6, Wisconsin 

H. J. Ranmiow, Editor Where is Wisconsin’s gold? you ask- . 

It's in the men who took the task omni Wisconsin ae ines Soiaty 
Of making Wisconsin great, — a 9.» — — Agricul 
What some may call a ‘Vanguard ty 

State”. 
Of keeping her a clean and noble state. Volume No. XXXIX J anuary, 1949 No. 4 

—— 
Where is Wisconsin's gold? 

In her courts of honest justice- c ti Hi bight OF CONTENTS 90 
Administerin; laws, keepin; ce, onvention 1g] nec rcccccrcccccrsecccessesesecneeese 

In her laws ca ceade by a Excise Tax Proposed By Fruit Growers .................. 100 
Chosen by the people as best they can. Premium Winners Fruit Show .................ceeeeeeeees 101 

The Work of the Cherry Institute ........................ 108 
Where is Wisconsin’s gold? You know A eta patie’ tad Wersatt Eames Joint Covention .... ine 

now. m ing Frui e: nies va nie pnts Lava vaseTaniTioTaaNaS 

told best that I kx: how. Wisconsin Vegetable And Berry Association Oranized ...... 106 
On cua Sound Movies Available For Your Club Meetings ............ 107 

Nor silver coin, heard jingling more, ae Se Gag ke rss mame eee ag 

But things I mentioned here ‘before. Lessee Penns Calan es RRR ottnienes ve a 

The Price Of Honey: ssesevissyewiecewsence ouavereaes ees TUL Is anything truly needed more eI 
To make our state what it should be— ono ae sane ttig eee neiee oe neeseete oe oe eiaieeeies 

Deserving of this greet country? Gladiolus Tidings. ess. scco. cece cL Tid 
Progressive, forward looking state Some Problems of Gladiolus Breeding .................... 115 Growing since its founding date. Garden Gossip : 116 

—Sarah B. Dance New Flowers For The Garden New Look .................. 117 
Hditor’s note: - This poem was used Garden Gleanings ............. 0s cceeeneeeeeeeeeeeeereeess 118 

as a part of the Waupaca Garden What Ts:A Succulent? sc. csescssinesswres os aie a cass 119 
club Centennial recognition meeting. Garden Club Federation .............0.0.ccceeeeeeeeeeeees 120 

To refuse to believe that there are 

any circumstances which may arise — OFFICERS WISCONSIN STATE HORTICAL SOCIETY 

and nothing worthwhile has ever been EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Tearm Ending December, 1951 
accomplished without some obstacles . 

having been overcome is myth Fea prc Emaes Art Bree Hes corners 
H. J. Rahmlow, Sec. . .. Madison MH. Ward .............. Durand 

_ re Chambers. irene ae wean eee = 

etal wan “HOARD OF tmxcrons Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 

‘ Term Ending December, 1949 Torti mut 
General line -—_ stock wm, R. Boese ... Fort Atkinson ® & pee, Peet Wis. Ee 

Trees, Plants, and Shrube R. L. Marken 2.0.2..." Kenosha 
Robert Knudson, Pres. Wis. Bee- 

den or an = Term Ending December, 1950 keeper’s Assn. ...... Ladysmith 
ptive ice Earl Skaliskey ..... .... West Bend 

. Arthur Basse Baral Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Pres. Wis. 
SORTA List. Emi ‘Beyer swett: Jr ---- Buligne Garden Club Federation, Milwaukee 

COE, CONVERSE & TO 
EDWARDS 00. Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 

eo un wl] | SS deaPaien a gehen mb 
.  paillaa: ‘plea: Partitime member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 
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° ° ° Convention Highlights 
A Bushel Of Apples Sells For $100. Fruit Growers Vote For Publicity Legislation. New Officers Elected. 

The 80th Annual Convention of the Gro (EC Op wwers Request Apple Promotion Law 
— Horticultural Society held Sra Ng During the Wisconsin Apple Institute 
N e Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac, SV UWE ke meeting growers discussed the question 
? ere er ne was a ee one. a ak | BX .. of whether the Institute should ask the 

mbers req » - 5 f Wisconsin Legislature t law 
cluding members of the new Wisconsin «le ies x taxing commercial apples » ena amoant a lo 
Berry and Vegetable Growers Associa- Z ”] ig 7 such as 1}4c per bushel for the pur- 
= 186 attended the banquet. 3’ Vl Qn J} pose of raising funds for apple promo- 

tailed reports of the program will ® . / tion. On a showing of hands, with about 
‘iis anes in this and future issues of " \ As J 100 growers present, only 2 voted against 

jazine, 2 the proposal. 
Officers Hlected WK Z In case such an excise tax law is 

foc ue following officers were elected GB passed a certain number of bushels 
NL "une pes ie — tes Pls perhaps 200, should be exempt in order 

lew Holstein, pre: it; : old os that the small grower and the dairy 
a Cedarburg, vice president; Mr. farmer with only a few trees will not 

. J. Rahmlow, secretary; Mr. E. L. the Grasselli Chemicals Department of come under the law. 
Chambers, Madison, treasurer. the DuPont Company, Milwaukee for Mr. Karl Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay, 

in boord es Mes 3 oka $22.00. president of the National Cherry Insti- 
z pes Woe Steet 3 i'n 1 — Mr. John Buck of the Kroger Company tute suggested cherries be included in 

ell St cea. Bar SS was also high bidder on the third prize the act and that it be called a “fruit 
, Sturg ys bushel of Cortlands exhibited by Nie- Promotion law. The suggestion met with 

OR a pemeny Officers man Bros. of Cedarburg. It brought @Pproval. 
omens’ Auxiliary had a most $13.25, TGS GADUNE) PA interesting program. It was climaxed A bushel of Jonathans exhibited by CONVENTION ROUND TABLE BY 

with a social tea at which about 75 GROWERS Mr. John Zahn of Fond du Lac went 
members were able to taste the delicious 1, the Michigan Orchard Supply Co. Apples Processed for Pie Bakers 
apple sauce fruit cake, apple krunch ¢,, $8.50. A solid pack of appetizing looking 
and apple sauce cookies exhibited. ieee canned apples in No. 10 tins, was 

Officers elected for the coming year A bushel of Cortland exhibited by shown at the convention by Mr. Gil- 
ig Y' are: Mrs. Oscar Conrad, Hales Corners, Mr. Gilbert Pieper, Oakfield went to pert Hipke, New Holstein. Inverting 

president; Mrs. Gilbert Hipke, New Mr. Edward Huckstep of the General the tin on a plate, the contents “stood 

Holstein, vice president and Mrs. John Chemical Company for $9.00. up” alone. Varieties shown were N. W. 
Mcliquham, Chippewa Falls, secretary- The money received from the auction Greening and Snow which are good 

treasurer. ‘ was donated to the Wisconsin Apple i - — Wolf River breaks 
Apple Institute Elects Institute for the apple promotion fund. down fast and may become sauce un- 

New members elected for 3 years We are indebted to our past president, less great care is used, said Mr. Hipke. 
to the Board of Directors of the Wis- Mr. Wm. Connell for suggesting the Good prices were paid for these 

consin Apple Institute are: Mr. Arthur uction. a an 3 and futu: = 
Brunn, Hales Corners; Mr. Martin Following the auction, members en- Oo ers offers a good me ow 

. nly fruit of good size can be profit- 
Fromm, Cedarburg; Mr. Alfred Meyer, joyed the first square dance held at a ably used beca’ f the -weate in the 
Milwaukee and Mr. Arno Meyer, Waldo. convention of the society. A 4-H Club a ¥ ‘a ie © ed e oduct 
A Bushel of Apples Brings One demonstration team from Washington at aly a asa a the When for 

Hundred Dollars County under the direction of Mr. Earl pie baking, said Mr. Hipke. 

Following the annual banquet the Skaliskey, County Agent wee by Likes Retail Sales Best 
Institute conducted an auction, sellin Cents ROS were: elven “Years I shi 35 barrels of 
the prize winning bushels of apples He County Club Agent Alvin Jindra, Port- apples ‘as ema teaeet house in 

hibited at the convention fruit show. =. had a most enjoyable Chicago—and received 88 cents per 
Members were thrilled when the prize ° Gi barrel for them. That was the last 
winning bushel of Cortlands exhibited Mr. Buck of the Kroger Company time I ever shipped that way”, said 

by Mr. Armin Frenz of Cedarburg was announced he would give the prize win- Mr, A. K. Bassett of Baraboo at the 
sold for $100. It was purchased by ning bushel of apples to the 4-H Club convention round table. The Bassetts’ 
Mr. John Buck of the Kroger Grocery couple from Washington County receiv- now sell most of their apples at the 

Company of Madison. ing the most applause for their dancing. orchard in bushel and half bushel 

The second prize bushel of Kendalls The winners were Miss Noreen Barndt lots. “Its a Sunday game,” said Mr. 
exhibited by Mr. S. S. Telfer, Ellison and Mr. Edward Arnold both of German- Bassett. They sell at a little less than 
Bay went to Mr. A. J. Guequierre of town. retail and a little more than whole- 

99
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sale. “And don’t talk politics when there is no doubt about its value. In al income of 4 or § thousand dollars 

you are busy,” he advised. Their top the future he will not worry about a from which the cost of collection 

sales for 1 day was $3,000. dry season. would have to be deducted. 

He advised growers to buy copies He gave the cost of the distributing If you have any comments on this 
of the cook book, “36 Ways To Use system at $65.00 per acre, not includ- plan they should be sent to any officer 

Wisconsin Apples” to put into each ing cost of the well or pump. Labor of the Wisconsin Apple Institute. 
basket. It will help future sales and costs run about $5.00 per acre per Institute Praised 

increase the use of apples. application. Mr. Goff reported no ser- Mr. Minard Farley, Jr. of the Michi- 
(Thin The Orchard ious effect on fruit color and an in- gan State Apple Commission praised 

Thinning the orchard by cutting out crease in size of fruit due to timely the efforts of the Wisconsin Apple In- 
trees on the diagonal when they begin watering. stitute highly in his talk at the con- 

to crowd each other was highly re- While he did not think an irrigation yention, He said he had been watch- 
commended by Mr. Don Reynolds, system would pay for cherries alone it ing the work carefully and felt we 

Sturgeon Bay in the “Growers will help that crop during adry spring. had made excellent use of the small 
Forum”. Advantages listed were easi- “Water enough or not at all. Two amount of money available. 

er spraying and better quality fruit. inches of water is a minimum”, ad- This past year the Institute spent 
Mr, Reynolds advised that the orchard vised Mr. Goff. over $1500 in newspaper advertising 
owner go fishing on the day the trees Since the spray program is designed and about $100 in preparing and send- 
are cut down or he might change his to control scab if rains. come as often ing publicity material to 150 weekly 

mind. A bulldozer was used to take as every 10 days, irrigation does not nq about 50 daily papers. A third edi- 

out the roots and prevent future suck- increase the scab control problem. If tion of 20,000 copies of the recipe book- 
er growth. the growth of apples is checked dur- Jet, “36 Ways To Use Wisconsin Ap- 

Mr, Reynolds recommends planting ing a dry period growth will not come ples” was printed and paid for during 
cherry trees 20 x 20 feet, with a 25 back to give normal size, so careful the year. This completes a total of 

foot space between every 10th row tests are made to determine when to 60,000 copies which have been printed 
and a 380 foot space through the cen- irrigate. The proper time is when the during the past four years. The Wis. 

ter of the orchard. second six inch layer of soil is getting consin Institute has membership in 

Red Mite Controlled dry. Some persons can tell this by feel- the National Apple Institute. The 
Red Mite were controlled satisfac- ing the soil. National Institute coordinates the pro- 

tory at Horseshoe Bay Orchards, Egg We have asked Mr. Goff for an arti- motion work of all of the apple pro- 
Harbor on test rows with dormant oil cle covering more experiences with ducing states. 

and T.E.P.P, sprays, Mr. Aldrich irrigation, to appear in an early issue. Join Now 
Ericksen reported at the convention. The Institute appreciates the excel- All apple growers are invited and 
A dormant aphid oil and also Dendrol lent work done by Mr. Don Reynolds, urged to join the Wisconsin Apple In- 
were used in spring. No injury could Sturgeon Bay as auctioneer, by Mr. stitute and help carry the program 
be seen on the trees. During midsum- Gilbert Hipke New Holstein assistant of informing the consumers of the 
mer Mite populations on rows not auctioneer and Mr. Arnold Nieman as value of apples. Such publicity is valu- 
given the dormant spray built up to Clerk. Their efforts made the auction able to the industry, Many growers 
about 50 Mites per leaf. A spray of both successful and enjoyable. think that at present far too small 

T.E.P.P. reduced the number to less —_—_—_—_—__ a@ percentage of the growers are con- 

than 5 Mites per leaf. EXCISE TAX PROPOSED BY tributing to the cost of the program. 
Controlled Cherry Aphids FRUIT GROWERS To join write to Mr. Arnold Nieman, 

Mr, Sid Telfer of Ellison Bay re- Fruit growers at the annual conven- Cedarburg, recording secretary-trea- 
ported excellent control of the Black tion of the Wisconsin Horticultural SUrer. Dues for 1949 are $5.00 plus 50c 
Cherry Aphids by spraying with Society and Wisconsin Apple Institute Per acre of bearing orchard. 
T.E.P.P. at the rate of 1% pints per on November 16-17, voted almost un- —H. J. R. 
100 gallons of water. The cost, he said animously to ask the Legislature to 
was less than for Nicotine which also pass an excise tax law on apples and et it dea eck Olona ed 

requires. a higher temperature for cherries, Money so raised will be used 4,4, groups in the United States, It 
good control. The Aphids were 80 to promote more extensive use of these i, made up of about 1,100 me abana Its 

serious that leaves were beginning to fruits. objectives are to raise the standards of 

drop when the spray was applied. ‘Similar laws have already been Pas- ethics and maintain a high standard of 
Dr. C. L. Fluke remarked that the sed in several other states and copies fi, dealing. Also to promote research 

Cherry Aphid normally leaves the have been received by the secretary 65. now varieties, disease control, etc. 
Cherry trees at about picking time— of the Institute to serve as a guide. ee ti ener 
some years a little before, and some ‘he law should exempt at least 200 OCOMMEROIAL APPLE AND CHER- 

years after Cherry picking and then bushels of apples and a certain num- RY ORCHARD FOR SALE 
feeds on Pepper grass. ‘ber of pounds of cherries so that the Thirteen acres, for sale, % bearing 

Orchard Irrigation Pays small grower will not come under it. trees, % young trees, suitable for truck 
Mr. M. B. Goff reported on the re- Apple growers are being asked to give gardening, berries, etc. Produced $6,- 

sults of irrigation in his orchard at their opinion as to whether the excise 000. Apple house; power sprayer; near 

Sturgeon Bay at the convention. He tax should be one cent, one and one town; reasonable. See Martin Koebel, 
said he was thoroughly sold on irriga- half cents or two cents per bushel. 4 Mgr., 504 Home Ave., Plymouth, Wis. 
tion from results obtained so far— one cent tax might produce only a tot- Phone 217. 

2
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For Your 1949 Requirements 

Ammonium Nitrate Fertilizer: 
This material is scarce. Must have vour order now so we can guarantee shipment. We have to accept 

the material during the winter months; they will not guarantee us any deliveries in the spring months. 
WE CAN FILL YOUR ORDER IF PLACED NOW, no matter how large or how small. 

NURSERY STOCK 
Our nursery stock price lists will be available this month. Please write for one if you do not receive 

one in the mail. 

SPRAY MATERIALS 
Do to advance in prices, we would like to have you place your order with us for Lead Arsenate and 

DDT as soon as possible. There will be a scarcity of Lead Arsenate the coming season. 

Lead Arsenate DDT 50% Wettable 

Dormant Spray Oil (Kleenup) Lime Sulphur 

Puratize Sinox W 

Elgetol Krenite 

Sulfron X Mike Sulphur 

Kolofog KoloSpray 

Tri Ton B 1956 DuPont Spreader Sticker 

and many other materials too numerous to mention. 

REPAIR YOUR SPRAYER 
If your sprayer needs to be repaired bring it into our shop and let us do it while the slack season 

is on, Do not wait until you want to use it. We carry a complete line of John Bean parts for all 
models. We will everhaul and paint it for you for a reasonable price. 

SPRAYERS 
Models 4A, 4E, 06TP, 8TPW, 3AW and Sparton now available. If you need a larger sprayer, we 

will have to order direct from the factory. John Bean is building a new model Low Pressure Weed 
Sprayer, so if interested in a weed sprayer call and see us, or write and we will call on you. If you 
PURCHASE YOUR WEED SPRAYER FROM US, you can get repairs for same on a few hours notice. 

fe ° ° e In 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
‘ 227 Cutler Street 

WAUKESHA WISCONSIN 

LESTER F, TANS, MGR. TELEPHONE 4107 !
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Manufactured by General Chemical 

) TUL 
AU 

and 

25% PARATHION 

A new high mark 

in field performance 

against Orchard Mites 

and certain insects! 

eae ceneaas gnemieay 210 
Offices in Agricultural Centers from Coott te Coast 

4c of the Nation’s Foremost Insecticides and Fungicides
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The Work of The Red Cherry Institute 
At a meeting of Door County Cherry ectors were unanimously re-elected. of thousands of wholesale groceries, 

Growers at Sturgeon Bay early in With the increased budget it is now restaurants and hotels as well as re- 

November, Mr. Edgerton Hart, secre- possible, for the cherry industry to tail grocers are being urged to take 
tary of the National Red Cherry In- make a real place for itself in the part in the first big program to es- 

stitute (office in Chicago) told about food merchandising field. tablish red cherries as a very suitable 

the work of the Institute since its or- ‘i Chri fruit for the holiday season, 
ganization in June 1947. Che For = Magazine Advertisement 

Since that time the institute has This past year, for the first time the 
been solidified in the ten states repre- industry arranged a Christmas Holi- In the December 18 issue of the 

nted on the adviso council, A day promotion which will be followed Saturday Evening Post there was a 

= tly int iia ry tional by the regular national cherry week full page, full color beautiful adver- 

sree ene Promowone: Pro” activity in February. Advertisements tisement of red cherries given preferr- 
gram was carried on during national 
7 kk in Feb 1948, ‘Th announcing the new crop will run in ed position due to its beauty. 

& ni sree: av Stes ts i . t nae trade magazines reaching the bakery, National Cherry Week February 15-22 
were ounce 9250, 000 somutiful an "te e restaurant, hotel and grocery chan- Plans to make this year’s national 

mi ee tO tend unevchacw, nels, For pre-holiday stimulation ad- cherry week on February 15-22 the 
throughout the count and a half vertisements were.arranged inalarger largest in history are under way. There 

million menu stickers ‘were sent to list of trade papers, the magazines will be a national cherry pie baking 
estaurants and hotels. Food com- »8Ving a total circulation of about contest in Chicago celebrating George 

. " 350,000 establishments. Washington’s birthday and many con- 
panies and related industries gave the " 

testants are expected. Cooperation 
program splendid support. As a result The total of 250,000 beautifully color- from other industries and food com- 
the popularity of cherry desserts was ed window streamers were distributed panies is being obtained to help fea- 

greatly increased. 7 ro oe Whe thease ia tna drug ture cherries in their own advertise- 
The success of the program was hoilag ate, 2 i: as E ea ay ments during February. A trip to the 

such that growers and processors were jollcay program d also “ Ir White House, Washington is to be 
so enthusiastic that at the meeting nae en ae 3.” arranged for the young lady who wins 

last June they doubled the budget over CHE! ITH C . the cherry pie baking contest that 

the preceding year. The Board of Dir- Throughout the United States tens (Continued on Page 104) 

HARVEST SUPPLIES--- 
. ® 

Ladders Liners Packing Forms 

Bask Top Pad Apple Pick askets op Fads pple Pickers 
« 

Graders Cleaners Polishers 

We can make immediate delivery on all makes of Bean Orchard Sprayers 

— POISONED OATS Bait for Mice — 

G. A. DUNN & CO., Inc. 
2138 University Avenue Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Formerly F. R. Gifford Company
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ae ae Big ing of Illinois spoke on the research pro- 

iF Ls ject on marketing fruit being carried 
ef af on with funds provided by the Federal 

i 4 Government. He discussed the wide 
tee” ee: difference in prices of different grades 

baa of apples on the Chicago market. 

4 Prices ranged from $1.50 to $3.50 per 

" bushel and up. The difference in 

price is entirely due to wide difference 

f in quality. 
a ae 

AS eee ag Bruising was cited as cause of the 
Ry Sei ao { greatest reduction in quality. Other 

eg ee Gbeonear. 9 causes are rot, cuts and insect injury. 

Dr. Kelly explained that the loss of 

SPEAKERS AT JOINT FRUIT GROWERS MEETING sale due to poor quality of fruit puts 
: MINNESOTA — WISCONSIN a retailer out of the market until he 

nerkift "0,rgt Pagson, Maven, paenind; He fo Rekinlow, secretary; wiiom (hay sold or dumped what he has on 
Paul, marketing specialist; Al Loffelmacher vice president, Minnesota Association hand. In Chicago alone there are 6,970 

‘and the chairman, Agricultural Committee, Winona Chamber of Commerce. retail stores handling fruits. 

Wisconsin and Minnesota Fruit Growers Apple Ereceesing Disoueed 
. . Prof, J. D, Winter of the Minnesota 

Hold Joint Convention Dept. of Horticulture gave an infor- 
Good Attendence and Excellent Program Marks Second Annual Meeting mative talk on the research being done 

Fruit growers of western Wisconsin ly maturing trees winter killed the z= ceaing nein weckine oot Gur eos: 
met with members of the Minnesota least, lem of prep faring apples for processing 

Fruit Growers Association at Winona, From a survey of winter killing on s0 they will make a tasty crisp apple 

Minnesota, November 8-9, enjoyed high yielding trees as compared to pie. There is great need for improve- 
very interesting program and became joy yielding trees he reported: weal- ment in the quality of canned apples 
better acquainted with each other. As 

thy trees producing 9 bushel of ap- for pie bakers. Apple pie still leads 
a joint meeting is an important steP pies in 1947 suffered 58 per cent winter in popularity but its position at the 
these growers have similiar problems killing; trees producing only 5 bu. had top is being threatened because of the 

toward solving them. About 80 grow- 54 per cent injury. poor qualit; i . 

ers attended the convention. Many q y pie found in so many res. 
expressed themselves highly pleased Haralson trees producing 14 bushel taurants. One of the reasons is that 

with the program, had 52 per cent injury while those C@0ners have not used the best varie- 

Prof, W. H, Alderman, chief of the Producing 6.4 bushel had only 39 per tles and have not prepared them s0 
Minnesota Horticultural Department cent injury. they iproducs; a ertap pie. 
opened the program with an interest- Dr. C, L, Fluke and Dr, J. D. Moore In Prof. Winters survey of retail 
ing discussion of the effect of the save instructive talks—similar to stores he found 25 per cent of 
winter of 1947-48 on fruit trees in those given at our convention at Fond the stores did not handle locally grown 

that area. The large crop of 1947 was du Lac. Articles covering results of apples because of poor quality. Store 
late in maturing A warm October de- their experiments and recommenda- managers said they lose customers by 
layed dormancy and then sudden ex- tions for spraying will be published selling apples of poor quality if their 
treme cold in November injured trees in later issues. competitors have better quality fruit. 
of many varieties. The barks sluffed Spray Pond Recommended H. J. R. 
off on the crotches of some trees while At the round table of growers con- 

others were killed to the snow line qucted by Prof, C, L. Kuehner, Madi- 

by a blizzard on November 7, 1947. He son, Mr, Dawson Hauser of Bayfield Cherry Institute 
said that trees three or four years tolq how he had a large pond dug 

old on which there was no fruit came jn g springy area to provide wa- (Continued from Page 103) 

through the winter the best. ter for spraying. During a dry period 4.0 may present a red cherry pie to 
Prof. Alderman made a survey of he hired a large bulldozer to push out the President. 

the bud and spur killing on the two the soil in this low springy spot. Later 

year old wood or 1946 growth on a this filled in with enough water so goatee tiles sod’ a tau 
number of varieties, He reported a8 some could be used for irrigation. Mr. : < yn M 

follows: on Dolga Crab 15 per cent of Hauser has also used Poplar sawdust Sturgeon Bay, president; Horace M. 
the buds and spurs were killed; on for mulching in the orchard. The soi! Putnam, New York, vice-president. On 
Redwell 20 per cent; Whitney 22 per was always quite moist under the the Board of Directors are W. L. The- 

cent; Dutchess 28 per cent; Cortland mulch, oe of SS eat and _— 

29 per cent; McIntosh 60 per cent; Apple Marketing Research aaa ‘Co-op _en Bay, 

Fireside 39 per cent; Wealthy 56 per Prof, R, A. Kelly of the University rowers Po ‘urgeon 

cent; N. W. Greening 65 per cent. Ear- represents the processors.
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PREMIUM WINNERS Bay elect yy re-elected secretary-treasurer. 
FRUIT SHOW New directors elected were Mr. Ed- 

ANNUAL CONVENTION ward §. Eschrich, Mr. J. P. Foster 
ow Boe Tone du Lac one Mr. Max Slinger, all of Milwau- 

16-17 ee. 

MILTON—3rd prize, L. H. Stringer, The program this year was very 
Milton, Wis. : comprehensive, including many topics 
MACOUN—Ast prize, Peter Thelen, > of vital interest to nurserymen on soil 

Fond du Lac; 2nd prize, S. S. Telfer, i management, chemical weed control, 
are Bay; 3rd prize, Fred Meyer, control of nursery pests and highway 

. planting. 
HARALSON—4st prize, John D. Mc- : 

Iiquham, Chippewa ‘ Falls; 2nd prize, _Mr. Dwight Forsythe passed out a 
. circular on weeds available from the 

Geo. Gannon, Chippewa Falls; 3rd : : : 
Wisconsin Department of Agricul- 

prize, Peter Thelen, Fond du Lac. ture, Agronomy Building, Madison 6 

KENDAL—lat prize, S. S._ Telfer. i Wisconsin. The title is ‘‘Response of 
Ellison Bay; 2nd prize, L. H. Stringer. : 
Milton; 3rd Ni Orchards, Some Plants to 2,4-D, It contains a 

s 7. prize, oman » long list of plants and gives their sus- 
Cedarburg. ceptability and resistance to applica- 
PERKINS—Ist. prize, L. H. Stringer, tions of the chemical. This should be 

eben: 2nd prize, John Zahn, Fond du valuable to anyone interested in weed 
es trol. We h be abl i 
NEWFANE —2nd prize, Fred Meyer, Sener f the ope: to e-ab e 0 fio 

Waldo; 3rd prize, John Kopp, West : Bonve Or vie Deere Given BY the oon~ Bend. , : R. ©. Pippert, Cleveland, Wis. vention in early issues.’’ 

ANY OTHER VARIETY—ist prize,  2€W president Wisconsin Nursery- —_—_ 
Nieman Orchards, Cedarburg; 2nd prize, men's Association 
John Zahn, Fond du Lac; 3rd prize, L. A FIVE FOOT APPLE PIE 
B. Irish, Baraboo. CAN YOU TOP THIS PIE? At the 
MCINTOSH—Ist prize, Emil Beyer, t Kentucky State Fair, dded at- 

Malone; 2nd prize, John Zahn, Fond du WISCONSIN NURSERYMEN traction . gs Fruit Department, “a 

Lac; 3rd prize, S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay. HOLD MEETING five-foot apple pie (made with frozen 

CORTLAND-—1st prize, Emil Beyer, Elect Officers apples and with solid top and bottom 

Malone; 2nd prize, L. H. Stringer, Mil- Mr. R. C. Pippert of Cleveland was crusts) really brought people to the 
ton; 3rd prize, Gilbert Pieper, Oakfield. elected president of the Wisconsin apple end of the exhibit hall. At Louis- 
RED DELICIOUS—ist prize, Emil Nurserymen’s Association at the an- ville, the A & P Tea Company baked 

Beyer, Malone; 2nd prize, L. H. Stringer, nual convention held in the Schroeder the pie in their large oven. Pie and 
Milton; 3rd prize, S. S. Telfer, Ellison paws woreike a Pa oT tin weighed 390 pounds. It was baked 

Bay. ther officers elected were Mr. L. L. on Tuesday afternoon and delivered to 
GOLDEN DELICIOUS—1st prize, L. Kumlien, Janesville, vice president the Fair Wednesday morning. Governor 

H. Stringer, Milton; 2nd prize, Emil and Mr. Thomas S. Pinney, Sturgeon Farle Clements of Kentucky cut the 
Beyer, Malone; 3rd prize, John Zahn, —————————_ pie in a special ceremony Thursday after- 
Fond du Lac. noon and about 125 servings were given 

; , . De- N. W. GREENING—Ist prize, a ae een ae ease mlGakfeld, out. On Friday aftenoon the remainder 
Irish, Baraboo; 2nd prize, Art Brunn, Cortland ’ was served to the public (free—first 
Hales Corners; 3rd prize, John D. Mc- . come, first served). There were 1,000 

Ilquham. ——— six-inch paper plates for the serving — 
SNOWS-—Ist prize, Emil Beyer, the pie and the plates ran out together. 

Malone; 2nd prize, Nieman Orchards, PREMIUM WINNERS So, if you have 1,000 guests to serve, 
Cedarburg; 3rd prize, John P. Zahn, Woman’s Auxiliary Exhibits a five-foot apple pie, six inches thick 
Fond du Lac. APPLESAUCE COOKIES— Ist at center, will do it. Yes, it was good! 

CKE! HEL ___ prize, Mrs. E. L. White, Fort Atkinson; We know for we sampled it and the 
PA D BUS OF APPLES 2nd prize, Mrs. A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, people also. We heard no complaints. Ist prize, Frenz Orchard, Cedarburg on 

Cortland; 2nd prize, S. S. Telfer, Elli: 34 Prize, Mrs. Arno Meyer, Waldo. —=— The five-foot pie pan, the property of 
son Bay. on Kendall: 3rd prize, Nieman the Kentucky State Horticultural Society, 
Orch ards, Cedarbur: a oa Cortlan 4 APPLESAUCE FRUIT CAKE—lIst has been used several times. 

' " . John D, Mcliquham, Chip- 
Other members who exhibited excell- ana si prize, ame Path Until we hear to the contrary, we 

ent quality bushels of apples were: John son, Valders; 3rd prize, Mrs. Arno are calling this the WORLD'S LARG- 

Kopp, ler Eo oes John J Meyer, Waldo. per os BB, If rt - beat it, 

Zahn, For lu c, Cortland let us know and we will haul down our 
Jonathan; H. E. Pierce, Edgerton, Johna- APPLE KRUNCH—Ist prize, Mrs. flag. 
than; J. C. Schubert, Gays Mills, Cort- Gilbert Pieper, Oakfield; 2nd prize, Mrs. 

land; Ed. Kassner, Casco, McIntosh; Eli Paulson, Valders, 3rd prize, Mrs. By W. D. Armstrong, Secretary, 

Art Brunn, Hales Corners, N, W. Green- O. Conrad, West Allis. American Pomological Society.
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Wis in Vegetable and B Associati 
Organized 

At the business meeting of the or- mature early and are ready for the 

ganization held in connection with the | early market. 

onsin tural eT et ee Pal of Kenton stroed 
action was taken. Beis iS "a : ° Faas ped ieee ach taocation ai we 
committee appointed by the president bs . by having fewer plants properly spac- 

was read and adopted with some changes. ed in a well conditioned soil and by 

A board of directors of nine members ‘ providing proper irrigation, This is 

=e Ne ee ae ee , the method of gardening he has been 

yi Nvopace, and. Mr. Chris Olson, practicing ‘and iwith iextremely’ sats: 
? : , factory results both in quality and 

Berlin. 2 year term: Mr. John F. Bs 
; & . quantity. He said few of us realfze 

Schwartz, Kenosha; oe * . wines <a the large amount of water required to 
a ee co a N, A “ y produce a good crop of tomatoes, cab- 

. sean See > &£ bage and berries. By Mrs. Charles K. 

Ce ce Witty, an Wood, Shawano, Seer. 
J. Rahmlow, secretary Wisconsin State CONTROL OF PESTS ON RASP- 

Horticultural Society is ex officio mem- , A BERRIES AND STRAWBERRIES 

ber of the board, provided in the con- DISCUSSED 

stitution. At the meeting of the Wisconsin C. H. Braman, Waupaca t the eting o: 
The board of directors aA = the —_—_—_———eee Berry and Vegetable Growers Associ- 

close of the convention and electe ation held in conjunction with the an- 
the emg Nine Cc. ca. a veer AT eae BERRY ana nual convention of the Horticultural 

resident; r. E. . Rosenberg, Is ‘ABLE WERS MEETIN Society at Fond du La N b 

we president; Mr. Elmer Whitby, 2nd At the meeting of the Wisconsin ae he: Si a Chamber tale ‘Ba: 

vice president and Mrs. Charles Wood, Berry and Vegetable Growers Associa- tomologist and Mr. H. BE. Halliday, 
secretary and treasurer. The above to- tion at Fond du Lac, November 17, a .cistant discussed insects and disease 
gether with H. J. Rahmlow, Madison Prof. O. B. Combs said it is now possi- problems of strawberries and rasp- 

constitutes the executive committee. ble to grow a high quality head let- jerries, 
sprin uce isconsin—one ly The board decided to hold the spring tuce in Wi in. that will reall, 

meeting preferably in early April and head. It is Great Lake and has been Spray Only When Necessary 

the time and place to be decided by successfully grown here. Mr. Chambers advocated a definite 
the officers, Considerable enthusiasm and He also recommended Buttercup and spray schedule for small fruit, as 
genuine interest was evident by remarks Green Gold squash as of superior otherwise there may be a useless ex- 
such as these made at the close of the quality and earlier maturity than the penditure of time and money, and 

meeting. One member said, “I'm inter- familiar Hubbard squash. because there may be risk of injury to 

ested in growing apples and other fruit The Buttercup has a turban like the plant and destruction of beneficial 
but this is the kind of meeting I really shape. It is small and of a size most insects. He recommends spraying only 
need to help me along.” housewives would prefer. Hubbard when we have evidence of insects or 

Another said, “This is the type of Squash takes longer to mature and disease injury, which require immedi- 
meeting I need for help in growing very often only half the crop in Wis- ate control. The possibility of having 
berries and vegetables.” consin reaches maturity in our short dangerous spray residue on the fruit at 

Nineteen new members joined at the growing season, harvest time is a factor to be consider- 

Fond du Lac meeting which doubled the A new squash has been developed ed. 
membership. About 40 were present. that keeps all winter. It is Sweet Meat Black raspberries, which are espec- 

. and can be highly recommended. It  ially susceptible to mosaic, should not 

hill stay im, the: One matures early, has excellent flavor, be planted within three hundred feet 

one a fe parang aE Howard Somewhat resembling Buttercup in of red raspberries, and to avoid crown 
state . : Re cues h onstantl in. ‘%i2¢ and is of pale green color. gall raspberries should not be planted 
Taft foun a bine fe s th tt Recommends Hybrid Sweetcorn on soil where infected fruit trees or 
terrupted by hec! 7 4 a i ate Prof. Combs recommended planting cane fruit have been grown. 
Finally a cabbage et a: e stage the new hybrid sweetcorn in prefer- Mr. Chambers emphasized care in 
and came to rest near his feet: ence to the older variety of Golden the use of some of the new insecti- 

Pausing in his address, Mr. Taft Bantam. These hybrids Mareross and cides, because not enough is known 
peered at the vegetable intently and then Qur Choice are regarded as two of the about their toxicity to human beings, 
remarked, “Ladies and gentlemen, I see best early hybrids. Gold Rush and the amount of residue left on the 
that one of my adversaries has lost his Carmel Cross were recommended as_ fruit, and possible injury to the plants 

head.” the second best early hybrids. They themselves.
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Ohlordane For Spittle Bug ROUNDTABLE ON BERRIES AND commonly. Shavings, shredded corn 
For control of the Spittle Bug, a VEGETABLES stalks and leaves are used by some 

5 per cent chlordane dust, used when By ©. L, Kuehner growers. Raspberry mulching is prac- 
the insect is still in its first or second The roundtable discussion at the iced to some extent in small home 
instar, or in other words within a week Berry and Vegetable ‘Growers meeting plantations. Where grass control is or 10 days after they have been hatch- at Fond du Lac turned out to be in- not too much of a problem, mulching 
ed, The chlordane dust should be ap- teresting and worth while. Prof J. D. the established raspberry plantation plied when there is little or no wind, Winter stressed, in particular the may well merit more attention than 
and at the eg of 25 to 80 pounds per necessity of winter covering of rasp- it has had so far. 
acre. It’s use is not recommended later _ berries in Minnesota, and showed by 
than ten days prior to the ripening a series of Pictures how Minnesota Saute aut mee poclgaa 
at the; fast, pi cay we Gone yn small fruits was discussed from the 

Danger of White Grubs the comments of Wisconsin : standpoint of better growing plants Mr, Halliday stressed the import- present, it was evident ont has and more adequate moisture supply 
ance of never planting Strawberries have thought seclouily, aba: aE aa ot. for best crop yields. It was pointed out 
on newly ploughed sod land, because ing this practice 1 the teita OPt- that preparing definitely increased the 
of the danger of white grubs. Many es practice In the ediate fu- chances for success, 
growers had severe injury from white ture, even though they agreed that winter losses of raspberry canes are The ready participation of growers grubs this past summer. altogether too frequent. We hope some in the discussion and the fine contri- 
The Red Steele disease of Straw- growers who have had much trouble butions offered from their own rich berries is also described, and recom- with wintering will give the covering  ¢*Perlences made the roundtable ses- 

mendations are made not to plant practice some fair . sion a helpful and very pleasant pro- 
Strawberry plants in low, wet, soggy Mulching meee gram number, The time allotted seem- 

Eround. ‘Also, Plants should Be bought cy nsssoratle interest. was’ehowi'in ed t00, short, only from sources which have had mulching of strawberri ‘ 
double inspection. This is necessary bertlea:: Circe RO) Os 
to assure that a patch is not infected J Ts present seemed fully with the Red Steele disease. convinced that strawberry mulching Saye . 

is necessary and that, for best results, OLDS nave Gap itt@ 2 S 7 ——_—_—— : mori be carried out before the The best summer lettuce, Clover co: = 
ral 1, loose outside leaves. Excellent = SOUND MOVIES AVAILABLE FOR 4 rather wide vatiely of meshes ty faleaome 1S iter Fee CUD MEMTINGS sble POs Used. The mulch most widely in Send for FREE Seed Book reas 

tire 10 MM, sound movies for use VOT $2 marsh ay in areas where (IMMUMNCTICERE mora ape] 
of garden clubs and other organiza- Se ee ee 
tions as follows: 

1, VEGETABLE INSECTS. A full AFRICAN VIOLETS 
color sound movie: running time 30 SAINTPAULIA minutes, Very interesting and educn- | BuUm ROB cape? Big rs WM, ellow, Centar, — conus gue tional. LAVENDER LADY — Light lavender. Free Blooming. — $1.50 each. FINK BEAUTY — Esauisite pink flowers with yellow stamens, 89 cents each. 

2. BOUQUET OF BEAUTY. An all- Ware LADY — Large, Perfect white flowers. — The best white. 93 cents 
color Sound movie showing the splend- ° PRICES ARE ALL POSTPAID 
or created by roses in the average ee 
home gardens. Time 20 minutes. Shows WIK-FED FLOWER 
recommended practices in planting, Scientifically designed pots wnun feed 
Pruning, care and feeding of roses. waar inn jiorage base erect to ae acts the 

3. THE WAY TO BETTER VEGET- African Violets and Gloxinias especially. 

ABLES. An all-color sound movie. Avehabie tak cnlece” Trety, Settee tetas nae: 
Time about 20 minutes. Ten simple = or marble. — $1.10 each; 3 for $3.00, post- 
steps presented in “The Way to Better a ___" 
Vegetables”. Definitely takes Mr. SUB-ZERO ROSES 
rere Carman wt Hi eek | oh Sasa ae ae oe eet ree ees and hope” class. Covers selection of withstand 50 degrees below zero. They have all the other qualities of a 
seed to the vegetables on the table. food. rose Sock as size doubleness, fragrance, vigour and disease resistance. 

Shows what the experts recommend. Try these roses if od are having trouble wintering the ordinary hybrid 

Send your requests for showing the TILLY PONS. — White RED DUCHESS. — Beautiful red 
movies to Mr. W. J. Klossner, Mgr., PINK PRINCESS. — Rose Pink $1.85 each; 3 for $5.25 postpaid. 

Box 152, Madison, Wis. Give three SEND FOR OUR 81st ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
dates to avoid conflict. A field repre- Contains a grand selection of all kinds of plants for the house. Also a 
sentative of Swift & Company will Ust bat al enia’s finer Force including those especially adapted to the 

show the movies and provide all 
Scaeey (HOWOTGE aciineneay, JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY 
Screen, There are no charges. i cn SS eset
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Wisconsi. e DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

~  MCCREeEDIN ac. You Form 
1 Fd ———— Robt. Knutson, Ladyamith 

= Newton OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS a Beem. Virews 
ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS ‘uy Sherman, Seymour 

Robert Knutson, Ladysmith H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Seay. i Seliccsder, Maschnald 
Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee SS Mouees Tale = Tran 

Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

SSeS 

C tion Highlights 
New Laws honey flow is early and of short dura- 

At the annual convention of the tion as it was last June. Two queen 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Association in N colonies with from 100,000 to 120,000 

Fond du Lac, Mr. John Long, chief of \ bees averaged 245 pounds of honey 
the State’s Division of Bees and Honey, Re above winter requirements while one 

told about new laws which effect bee- queen colonies with from 50,000 to 

keepers. We cannot sell honey in used a Ly @ 60,000 bees averaged about 70 pounds. 

containers from now on; even 60 pound rhiey / & Pp He pointed out that medium sized 

cans must be new 4nd labeled unless Bote RLY colonies may produce a crop if the 

used for storage. ROP Oy et flow is of long duration, but only 
eal Ae large colonies get a crop during a 

My Pe 
wee se ae as Se set 0 HA short early flow. The Wisconsin crop 

grad je Peay ) Sada ra LR 1 1 

termine whether our honey is white, — “ ‘ite. year. than one-half of norma 

iden or amber. These should be 
en by next season. Disease Control In Minnesota Dr. Farrar spoke of the severe win- 

I While there is no law against the ter of 1947-48 when we had 120 days 

Me: warned beekeepers that use of sulfa in Minnesota, inspectors of continuous cold weather. There 
when renting colonies for pollenation 82 whew ithe G Se 

they should furnish only good colonies, 28Ve orders to burn all colonies in Were days when the temperature 
He told about a beekeeper who de- Which they find disease said Mr. C. D. did not go above freesing. However, he 

_ Floyd, chief inspector for Minnesota said, it doesn’t make much difference 
livered very weak colonies for pollen: hether the t Gave ta 30 

ating cranberries at $10.00 per colony. in an interesting talk on beekeeping Wether the temperature is zero or 

This created a great deal of dissatis. COMditions in that state, He believes degrees below zero except that the 
tacti sulfa will not cure colonies permanent- cluster contracts more during the 
‘action. ly and that AFB may show up again cold weather and the bees cover less 

The New Queen Breeding Project _in the future. It is up to the beekeeper  oney. Most colonies which were lost 
Prof, William Roberts told an in- to keep his colonies free of disease ‘ed of starvation. The position of the 

teresting story about the queen bred- nd they are burned if this is not honey in the hives may be as import- 
ing project on Kelley’s Island. About done. ant as the amount of honey. Some 

1,000 queens were produced this year Mr. Floyd said there are 5 acres ot manag ee dest 

which were sold at $1.75 each by the good bee pasture in one mile of coun- e a th | aM outa e foo: te 

Honey Bee Improvement Cooperative. ty road. The weed control program to . el . er te not reac! . 

Mr. Charles A. Reese, Ohio University, must be watched by all beekeepers 50 weatner. The best on spell or coll 
Columbus, Ohio is secretary of the as- that clover and other good honey aes the out h mn vit poll _ vail. 
sociation. Prof. Roberts said they hop- ptants are not killed by weed sprays. abl 7 tae 1 iter tate i asia a 
ed to produce about 2,500 queens next “gpot spray and save money” is the a ; ‘0 dl — in late * inter be 

year to be tested all over the United way to sell county weed committees early ne the ie more stores they 

States. They are of 5 different strains on a program to prevent destruction -etil bis th Seog. aoe aL aed 

mated to the drone population of of desirable plants. We should point successfully if it hoo a vx Tt 
known parentage restricted to the is- out that sprays will not kill quack ‘i : if asian 4 a ae pop’ : 

land. These hybrid queens will be grass which may be more harmful oe = plenty oi at in e right 

tested by comparing them with com- than the plants that are killed. There P vntnati we Paid oot ime to the be 
mercial stocks in various parts of the should be a beek. every county Zrrisation of the colonies—the posi: 

‘eeper on every county tion of the stores, both honey and pol- country. No breeding queens are aS weed committee. 
yet available to breeders but Prof. len, our time will be better spent than 

Roberts said he hoped to have some Importance of Large Populations in packing,” said Dr. Farrar. 

available in the near future. The work Dr. C. L, Farrar reported on the re- How to raise good queens was de- 

is somewhat similar to the production lationship between large populations scribed by Mr. Steve Taber, Assistant 

of hybrid seed corn. It will be an in- and honey yields. Large populations to Prof, William Roberts. He referred 

teresting project to watch develop. are especially important when the to the article on queen rearing by
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| Prof, Roberts which was published in The Winners—Honey Exhibits G. 'M. RANUM HONORED BY 

ome aden taps ar Class 1. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin BEEKEEPERS 
ve sonny for copies of Fancy White honey. Ist prize — Mr. 

this issue and since no more are avail- Oa. Koepsell, Mayville: on dp ize Mr. G. M, Ranum of Mount Horeb, 

able we will plan to publish the article jr, Ray Gibbons, LaValle and 3rd prize Ne Of our oldest beekeepers and second 
again next spring. —Mr. Emerson Grebel, Beaver Dam. oldest member of the Wisconsin Bee- 

To be continued in our next issue. Class 2. Six 1 Ib, jars of Wisconsin pepere —, in ie state novel 
* . jonorary - 

No. 1 White honey. 1st prize—Merciers eS et ee ee . vention of the Wisconsin Beekeepers 
The suggestion was made at the Greenvale Produce, Janesville; 2nd prize Association‘at: Fond du Lac, October 27, 

convention that small county associa- —Mr, Gilbert Burmiester, Loganville and 2 . 
| tions may wish to invite the bee- 3rd prize — Mr. Otto Koepsell, May- Mr. Ranum has long been active in 

keepers of adjoining counties to join ville, beekeeping circles. He has given freely 

with them if such adjoining counties Class 3. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin of his knowledge and experience. His 
do not have an organization. Golden honey. Ist prize—Mr. R. W. articles have appeared in beekeeping 

Honey Acres To Handle Containers Poole, Greenbush; 2nd prize—Mr. Otto ot heaped }areraagriagt 
_It was voted that Honey Acres con- sang apis a 3rd prize—Mr. one of those rare individuals who com- 

tinue to handle honey containers for 'y Gibbons, e- ee se bines an intensive interest in beekeep- 
association members giving a per- Class 4. Six 1 Ib. jars of Wisconsin ing with a friendly and kindly spirit 
centage of the profit to the associa- Dark honey. Ist prize—Mr. Ray Gib- which promotes good will and coopera- 
tion. A committee was appointed to bons, LaValle; 2nd prize — ti P 7 re 
try to get another dealer in northwest- Mr, Otto Koepsell, Mayville and 3rd Hoa: Born in 1878 
ern Wisconsin to do the same. prize—Mr. Emerson Grebel, Beaver = 

The Board of Directors is to consti- Dam. Mr. Ranum was born in Grant County, 
tute a committee to act on the budget Wisconsin in 1872. He first became in- 
and other matters pertaining to affairs a A Ties eens of se terested in bees at the age of fifteen. 
of the beekeepers with the State De- Mr. rf W. Kaight alin: 2nd ee His brother, a sewing machine salesman 
partment of Agricuture and the Di- M . Ott XK 1 M ill ad 3rd took in two colonies of bees on a trade 
vision of Bees and Honey. r. 10 Xoepsell, Mayville re. and gave them to Mr. Ranum. He has 

I prize—Mr. Arthur PF. Schultz, Woodland, . . 
t. was recommended that all county Wis had bees ever since except for a period 

associations try and have a beekeeper : of one or two years, 

cease tc ante GME? Te cision stork 1990 aad’ kas’ tant struction of honey plants along the THE WISCONSIN HONEY OROP Association about 1900 ned has been 
highway, ‘ The largest crop of honey ever pro- ‘ulte regular in attending the meetings. 

ae duced in Wisconsin was in 1945 when a a moved be na i ty 
beekeepers reported 14,140,000 pounds when about 20 years of age as re- 

HONEY EXHIBITS AT THE according to the Federal and State De- sided ever since on a farm near Mount 

ANNUAL CONVENTION partment of crop statistics. The smallest Horeb. 

The exhibits of h by beek crop in the past 6 years was in 1942 At the age of 76, he is still an active 

and foods onde wath “honey by the with a production of 7,320,000 pounds. beekeeper. Has an apiary of about 50 

Ladies Auxiliary members were larger The following is the annual production Colonies. He operated about 150 colonies 
and better than in many years. Auxiliary in the state since 1942: for a number of years until about 12 
members greatly enjoyed the tea at 1942 7,320,000 pounds years ago when he sold part of his hold- 
which they sampled ; ings to his son Edward. 'y pled the exhibits and they 1943 10,659,000 pounds 
were also placed on the banquet tables 1944 8,000,000 pounds Mr. Ranum does very careful beekeep- 
for members to taste. 1945 14,140,000 pounds ing and usually gets a good crop nn 

946 7,844,000 pounds honey even in rather poor seasons. 

The Winners—Foods Made With an 11,660,000 pounds largest yield was probably in 1945 when 
Henoy 1948 7'410,000 pounds he had an average of 227 pounds per 

Class 1, A practical and attractive ‘ colony on 52 colonies, spring count. 
The number of colonies of bees in 

lunch box of foods made with honey. Wisconsin increased steadily until 1947. In recognition for his services to bee- 

Ist p rs. W. Freund, West Bend; 1, 1940 there were 156,000 colonies; in Keeping, Mr. Ranum was presented with 
2nd prize—Mrs. H. Piechowski, Red 1947, 212,000 colonies. This dropped in fountain pen desk set engraved with 

Granite and 3rd prize—Mrs. H. Knight, 1948 6 195,000 colonies due to heavy the greetings of the Wisconsin Beekeep- 

Dalton. winter losses, ers Association. 

Class 2. Honey cake. Ist prize—Mrs. If the record of the past 6 years con- =a a 

O. Koepsell, Mayville; 2nd prize—Mrs. tinyes we are due for a good crop again Have you ever thought of it this 

W. Mercier, Janesville and 3rd prize— i, 1949, It looks as if the crop fluctuates way—the reason we like honey is be- 

Miss C. Jones, West Bend. from a high to a low every other year. Cause it is always sweet. 

Class 3. One dozen honey cookies. 1st This is not true of all localities how- _—_—— 

prize—Mrs. W. Mercier, Janesville; 2nd ever. Some localities may have a good FOR SALE 

prize—Mrs, W. Freund, West Bend and crop for several years while others may 50,000 pounds white and golden honey 

3rd prize—Mrs. H. Piechowski, Red have a poor crop several years in suc- in 60's. 1948 crop. Henry Piechowski, 

Granite. cession, Redgranite, Wisconsin — Phone 79M.
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Losses From Cellar Wintering ee ad aan cet 
e for er e resu| 

One of the most interesting forward hopefully to the next of a 40 year study of bee habits, 
books on beekeeping is, “50 winter. ula] cteported currently in SCIEN- 

Years Among The Bees” by Dr. “Alas for my hopes! Instead of =~ br ERICAN, shows ae 
C. C. Miller. Older beekeepers 37 per cent, the loss for the win- d ee _ stitute ‘@ (pattern ‘© 

” in ter of 1903-04 was 47 per cent, ances for language, telling each 
remember well the articles in leaving 150; colond li other where to go for nectar and 
bee journals some years ago by ‘€#VIN colonies alive out pollen. 

this eminent beekeeper, the lead- of 284. And the loss was mainly 
ing authority of his da on bee- due to lack of sufficient stores. Immediately upon his return to 
in ing: nen have Yon d his Some of them died in the cellar, the hive, a nectar laden bee goes 
a 9 ¥ 4 and more would have died there into his dance. If he dances in a 

. a. if they had not been taken out a_ tight circle, first to the right and 

Browzing through it again re- little ealier than was well, so they then to the left, other bees know 
cently, we were interested in his could be fed. But feeding very the feeding place is within 300 
method of wintering and his win- early in spring is not so well as_ feet of the hive. But, if on the 
ter losses. . having an abundance of stores in other hand, he first marches in a 

; ; ‘ the fall, and the mortality con- straight line, then turns, circles 
- an ae ee i tinued well along in spring. The back and retraces the march, the 

1878 tics ded.to go Tuto beckeep fact that after so many years of source of nectar lies beyond 300 
ing as a baiuihear He anys-in bia experience, and after advising feet. The slower the marches, the 
book, “Since that time I have others always to have abundant farther away is the food. If he 
had “no other business than to Stores for winter, I should have marches straight up the honey- 
work ‘with bees, unless it: be ‘to lost colonies by the score through comb inside the hive, his fellow 
write about them.” ee was humiliating af rane mee my must a 

eed, uu”. straight towar e sun to fin 

5 Bs. Miler wh ered praagrtin'd Dr. Miller remarks this taught the nec r. i wnat nt —<— 
in the cellar in his location, Mar- 1. Valuable lesson and from 4°W™: he tells them the food lies 
engo, Illinois. One might expect ; directly opposite the sun. When 
that by 1902, he would have then oot be apy ty fie bess the food is not in line with the 

1 o th int ti blem Went into the cellar with enough the bee sh she ‘hori 
serve h ei an ao inex p- stores. After that he did not ex- fal, , i bets s ath € -AOE i the 
since he was in ec a keen ob- pect any to die unless from queen- tal angle between eeu an t ie 

server of the habits of bees. Yet, lesaneaa feeding place by pointing his line 
he writes in 1902 he had a fur- . of march at the same angle from 
nace put in the cellar under his Let us remember: its what is the vertical on the honeycomb!” 
home because of the coal famine on the inside of the hive that is ————— 
sewing . great oe sei important. HONEY FOR FOOTBALL 

is obviously warmed up the ———________ 

bee cellar and so he says, “They HOW BEES COMMUNICATE PLAYERS 
wintered beautifully — until they Mr, Lewis W. Parks, chairman of 
died. They starved to death, and In the March issue of Wiscon- the Board of Directors of the American 
that not so very late in winter, sin Horticulture, we published an her 05! cart SIE mapesine Di 
although I think they were well article covering the work of Dr. 4, following item in which we are all 
supplied with stores. No doubt Karl von Frisch a zoological pro- interested: 
the heat kept them so active that fessor who worked for about 40 a . 

they used up their stores with years in Germany on the question ed ee ae ° Rave folie 
unusual rapidity. of how bees communicate and  jolled out of bed. Like the other 2,377 

i other important problems. In Sep- cadets, they made their beds and tidied 
wen te uty wey ee tember the Scientific American Ae mys et ber 

of 199 put in cellar, and many of pablished an tie os te mock (HONEY, whole wheat toast, steak, and 
them were mere nudlel. «A. lods of Dr. Frisch. Their report is in- milk).” 

. teresting. 
of 37 per cent was not gratify- From Bulletin No. 57, American Honey 
ing; but, beekeeperlike, I looked “Pity the poor honeybee. Na- Institute.
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THE PRICE OF HONEY “We accept your suggestion that the H 0 N E Y 
uf Beet industry enter upon a merchandising pro- 

Gov. ° ¢ Heli m ‘© Stabili a‘ gram on the condition that the govern- Cc 0 N T A | N E S 
ernment ? ment stabilize the price of honey accord- R 

Mrs, Laura Shephard, chairman of ing to the recommendation of the in- 

the Marketing Committee of the Imper- dustry committee. We do not believe st id have a good supply 
y . cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 

ial Valley Beekeepers Association of that the government has advised the pails, Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib, 2 Ib. 
California sent us copies of letters she wool grower to peddle a fleece of wool and 1 Jb. and 8 ps glass jars. 
has been directing to the Production or the wheat grower to sell a sack of We can make immediate ship- 
and Marketing Administration of the U. flour in lieu of a price support program. ment. 
S. Department of Agriculture in which Advertising is a charge upon the seller 

beekeepers ask for government aid to ‘of honey rather than the producer. We To insure prompt service, 
order your Association labels stabilize the price of honey. We quote fear that the producer who attempts to now for your new honey crop. 

parts of a letter Mrs. Shephard sent pay for advertising from his meager . 
during November, 47.7 per cent of parity will find himself Write For CoMPLeTe 

“The hazards of honey production, in the eee of increasing the sale of Price Last 

such as unfavorable weather, bee dis- South erican honey for the bottler, 
ease, and insecticide poisoning, are so While his own honey stands in his ware- dinlantuy neciiten State 
great that a large crop of honey in one house, We are reminded that the price Asso 

season is usually followed by a small pattern of our industry has not changed 
crop. For example, in 1947 beekeepers since 1929; although supply and demand HONEY ACRES 
produced 228,162,000 pounds of honey, have fluctuated, only the overwhelming Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
and in 1948 they produced only 206,- demand of war brought the producer a 
935,000 pounds. fair price. If the producer participates 

“Also when we reflect that more than i an advertising campaign, the De- TO OUR 
20 million pounds of honey were im- abil Joni make py to psi 
ported into the United States in 1947 eer and bottler to share some of the 
and a similar quantity in 1948 because ‘SPread between 8/4 cents per pound FRIENDS AND 
of a low tariff, we believe that our prob- and 30 cents per pound with the pro- CUST oO MERS 
lem of surplus has been created by oe iis 
jovernment and must be solved by gov- ‘In regard to funds to support the 5 

ements price of honey, we call your attention to We Wish to Extend 
Low Income the fact that no funds have been made 

available to the honey industry during H 0 L ] D AY 
“If honey sells for 8/4 cents per the present fiscal year. We suggest 

pound, or 27.7 per cent of parity, a hive that immediate plans be made to author- GREETING S 
of bees which produced 36. 1 pounds ize a school lunch purchase at 12 cents 

of honey, or the average production for per pound in bulk containers to the and 

1948, would yield the beekeeper a gross producer, and that honey be placed 
income of $3.07, and 1000 hives of under commodity loan as soon as pos- I. sate 
bees would furnish a gross income of _ sible.” Our Sincere Appreciation 
$3,070, from which the owner would be 1 Fer 
expected to pay taxes, buy containers . 

his ara pay for _ the ware- HONEY WANTED Their Patronage 

ousing of his project, and other ex- WONEY WANTED. Must grade No. 
penses, need ps oe a 1 white. Submit samples and best AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
you can understand that this income is price delivered to our plant. 
inadequate, and that it must be changed. MANUFACTURERS and DEALERS 

“Since honey production in the West Bie Ween arma, ia 
has outstripped population, producers 

cannot resort to retailing in neighboriag —_—@€£@@-@—-@-@7AAA- Hy 
cities, and are forced to accept what- BEE SUPPLIES | Bee Supplies 
ever is offered. The history of the mar- . we 
keting of Imperial Valley honey in 1947 We are authorized dealers of BOYD Hi WISCONSIN 

must be considered in the light of the — - Lewis Bee se Byedy dl di dy de dy dl dy dy dl dy ey 

price pattern of the honey industry. The e ‘Guus © aobvERs . 
exclusion of 1,000,000 pounds of this e | 

honey from the first purchase caused this FOUNDATIONS HONEY WANTED 
lot to be sold for 8 1/3 cents per pound e SMOKERS Garloads and le thanicarls 

later in the season, broke the 1948 mar- e BOTTOMS.... Mail sample and best pr aT 
ket, and perpetuated the price pattern of G. A. Dunn & Co., Inc. ; ene ene 

the industry. The price of the second 2138 University Ave., Madison, Wis. C We AE i PLE oe O Mh aD 
purchase was made to conform, then, Telephone — Fairchild 2840 SAMI ‘ 

to a commercial price so established, § —————_—$ $$ ____________—_ .
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New Years Greetings 
MESSAGE FROM THE =- EERE, «= THE SECRETARIES REPORT 

PRESIDENT Five years ago we celebrated our 75th 
. Annual Convention in Waukesha. At 

As the new president of the that time we published a 75 year history 
Wisconsin State Horticultural of the Society. This being Wisconsin's 

Society, I feel highly honored to Centennial year, we like to recall that 
be able to serve in that capacity. dare) ‘see ae 
It is my sincere hope I will be 1865 in the city of Janesville. In those 

able to carry on the traditions days the men in the field—the fruit 
set up by this society since the growers, berry growers, vegetable and 
year 1865. ov goons sa ~ eS 

‘5 ie industry cause they not ly 

As to advocating anything new carried on research in horticulture but 
by way of departure, I feel it is also the horticultural extension work 

very much out of order, for the through the Society and local horticul- 

principles set up by this society a Se Ben, ~ of those men 
are fundamental and should be oaig teats new eee a al 
carried out to the end that they kinds of fruits of which so many failed 
concern all people interested in that they were barely able to make a 
horticulture. In order to accom- living. Still they continued to give what 

plish the goals we have set, we eevee oo had - “ = 
: 5 workers, y research work is rightly 

must definitely have : 2 united G. J. Hipke being done by Experiment Stations. 
group; united in objective, united ‘ 

in action, and united in the ap- (FU@V@eReeeeeeegeeaeeernarneenaenaety “aa ee ee 
preciation of a glorious horticul, © anal dues to 75c for affiliated members, 
tural achievement. The year 1949 ; This has enabled us to overcome our 
carries a lot of promise, lets make ization. I wish them every suc- deficit. You will remember that 2 years 
it come true. cess. It will bring about added in- ago we reported a deficit of over $1,100 

We do h th ial terest in our society. Of the mem- due to increased cost of printing, paper 
aE lo ave a ra er ns bership, I solicit your constant and costs all along in without 

condition existing in our society, help and guidance in the:conduct any increase in salaries. ie magazine at _ 

namely, there are so many phases 4 ¢ Gu, societ that time was costing us more than we 
of horticulture that require so me hr receiving — Se o_ 

. : A : ; ‘ Z e were fortuna’ 9 le many different directives it be- I wish to take this opportunity Get, considerable ‘advertising net’ apétag 
comes quite difficult at times to to make a statement relative to ang we have been able to put out a 
keep a balance between all these our capable secretary, Mr. Henry arger magazine than ever before in 
interests without causing some to J. Rahmlow. He has served our our history—36 pages during the spring 
feel a bit slighted in the promul- society for twenty years in the = — ag — 7 ee 

. s ; = it : ice it . ie ard Ol ctors gation of their particular pro ee y 7 oe oe that wus also able to ase slightly the 
grams, period he has performed a most  sataries of Secretary and assistant. We 

I can assure every member that @dmirable task in organizing vari- hope to have enough funds so we may 
after serving on the board and US groups and helping meet their be able to use more pictures in the 
in the various other capacities needs. Mr. Rahmlow is worthy of magazine to illustrate articles. At the 

t time hag there 'b ’ our sincere congratulation on a Present time we have 6,410 names on 
at no time has there been any ‘ob well done. It i fondest mailing list including exchanges, 
attempt made to slight any of the i h . h s ‘is, Oncest copies to libraries, County Agents and 
groups, The interest of the society bope ¢ a . aay PrO- University Horticulturists. 
as a whole has always been fore- jects ‘wi h © anal uh in every We continue to be among the leading 
most and absolute. We have just ‘SPect: ¢ = you will nthe to Horticultural Societies in the Nation in 
witnessed the organization of an- SUPPOrt and encourage the ac- the number of fruit grower memberships, 
other group eee our society tivities of the Horticultural So- beekeeping memberships and members in 

, ii the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society. Thi 
namely; The Wisconsin Berry ciety. Wiisniela Garden chs Pelosiien, 

and Vegetable Growers Organ- Gilbert J. Hipke, President while not among the largest in the
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Nation, does have more than 3,000 hold still more meetings which requires TRAGEDY 

members. more traveling expenses. Karl S, Reynolds 

Meeting with us today is the newly Sa et Lougee Stedman 
organized Central Wisconsin Berry and Ervin L. Kossow 
Vegetable Growers Association. The APPLE CRISP E horticulturist in Wi 

officers are optimistic that the organiza- ° About 6 apples sliced thin on bot- YoY TOFHCU urist in Wiscon- 
tion will grow and bring together tom of buttered pan. (Can be small ‘Sin was shocked when the news 
growers who have not previously been cake pan or a large pie tin). came on December 5 that these 
well organized, but of which there are Mix the following ingredients as leaders had met disaster in a 
a Jarge number in the state. for a pie crust: plane crash north of Sturgeon 

ao sere 12 nape ad- iS — BUGSE Bay the evening of December 4. 
tion to editin: isconsin culture, ‘ , 

avangtig cones tions and programs, and 3 tablespoonsful butter Returning from a meeting at 

detailed work in the office, the Secretary % teaspoon cinnamon Beaver Dam they found fog over 
spoke at the following meetings. Meet- % teaspoon salt the landing area. A rapidly drop- 
ings of fruit growers organizations, 19; Sprinkle mixture over the sliced ap- Pi29 barometer evidently made it 
meetings of garden clubs, 42; beekeepers Lies and bake in a 850 degree oven impossible to determine the alti- 
meetings, 12; Gladiolus Society meetings, ¢4, 29 minutes or until apples can tude accurately and the plane crash- 
9; nurserymen, 1 and berry growers, 4. he pricked with a fork. Some varie- ed in a forest near Carlsville, 
We attended 6 meetings as a member ties don’t bake as fast as others, Mc- Karl Reynolds has been president 
of the Wisconsin Centennial Committee tntosh are done in 20 minutes, and member of the board of directors 
on Agriculture and gave 17 radio talks ¢ of the society. He ident of 

in gardening and fruit growing, This If @ square dish is used, cut the oekesy- ‘Was, Preainent. 0} 
on gi 9 g g the National Cherry Institute. 
is a total of 110 appearances. dessert in squares and serve with Lougee Stedman was general man- 

As a member of the Centennial com- Whipped cream or ice cream. ager and secretary of the Fruit 

mittee, we tried very hard to get a We gave this recipe to several of Growers Co-op and a member of the 
place for Horticultural exhibits at the our customers who in turn came back board of directors of the National 
Centennial exhibit in Milwaukee. How- to remark how much they enjoyed Cherry Institute. 
ever, lack of space and the desire on this simple desert and purchased more Ervin L, Kossow was manager of 
the part of the management to have apples. = firm Reynolds Bros., Ine, 
only exhibits of a centennial nature, pre- e extend deepest sympathy to 
vented us from giving due consideration Mrs, Art Bassett, Jr, Baraboo. tha family of the bereaved. 

wo bortiulkure, We bope that a sncthee | 
year, fruit, flowers and vegetables will 
again be represented at the State Fair 
in their proper place. 
We were able to assist fruit growers 

again through the Wisconsin Apple haves 
-Institute. With the help of a student in 

Journalism publicity articles about apples 

were sent out to 150 weekly and 50 
daily newspapers every week. A news 

story about apples and three recipes 

for cooking with apples were sent out 2 5 

each week and were used by many ° Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

newspapers especially large papers like ¢ Pruning and Vista Cutting 
the Milwaukee Journal, Racine Jour- © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
nal, Capital Times and Wisconsin State e Tree Removal 

Journal, e Braci 

Tee Future e Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
Our income from advertising has in- eg Cc gery, 

creased considerably. Our increase from vergreen “are — 
membership dues now enables us to © Large Tree Planting 
keep out of the red. We believe how- © Effective Weed Control with 
ever that further expansion is necessary sali: ;, 
and so we have asked the Legislature Specialized Equipment 
for an additional $1,000 state appropri- Go lbete Ins 2 Covera is 

ation. This will enable us to expand our te Call BL und 3363 7 

work to keep up with our expanding 5 

memberships and requests for help. We 
should have more pictures in the maga- Wachtel TREE SCIENCE 
zine. There are many articles which we | & SERVICE CO. 
cannot publish because we are limited 611 Maywood Ave. ‘Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

in the size of the magazine. We should d
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE TALKS WITH GROWERS 

A happy and prosperous New Year “‘What’s new in the Gladiolus 
to every member of the Wisconsin A world,’’ we asked Mr. Ted Woods, 
Gladiolus Society and to every Gladio- 7) well known Gladiolus grower of Madi- 
lus grower in the state! ca 4 son in early December. He replied 

The Editor has suggested that the d without hestitation, ‘‘There are lots 
president of the Wisconsin Gladiolus . of thrips on the bulbs this winter. 
Society write a message each month. We had a very few thrips last sum- 
This is our first effort. q mer and fall butwhen we started 

A conference was held with Mr. E. Po cleaning last month, they almost ran 
L. Chambers, State Entomologist on away with the bulbs.’ ”’ 
November 24 relative to an annual advised -all to awat 
mid-week Wisconsin Gladiolus Society Ted vaned gro ADT t 
show at the State Fair. We should : their bulbs with a 5% T - 
easily be able to set up a show that once. — He is meng Duradust whic 
will be of great help to the industry contains 5% DD and 9% copper 
in advertising value. At our spring sulfate. He puts the bulbs in a large 

meeting at Fond du Lac on April 3, Mr. bag, adds the dust and then shakes 
C. P. Halliday will present a plan for so that the bulbs are completely 
our consideration. We shall be glad covered with the dust. 
to have suggestions on how to “sell Mr. Woods reported a very good 
Gladiolus” to the many visitors at the August 20 and 27 one for each Mara- season during 1948, Irrigation in- fair. thon County and Twin Cities. sured a good crop during an otherwise 
We also visited Mr. H. Whipple, at- "august 24 Wisconsin Gladiolus So- dry season. He planted his bulbs torney in the Secertary of States of- ciety at the State Fair. in new soil quite badly infected with 

fice, in charge of corporation matters. Remember the bulb auction and quack grass. The quack roots were 

His suggestions for solving our prob- meeting at Fond du Lac on April 3. pulled from the inside of the furrows 
lem will be explained at our spring Walter C. Krueger, President by hand before planting. Then as 
meeting. Be sure to attend this meet- —————____—. soon as quack leaves showed ‘above ing and send in suggestions for STORAGE BREAKDOWN OF the soil, they were given thorough 
changes. In, our, articles :of, incorpora: GLADIOLUS CORMS cultivation. This was continued every 
ton and by-laws. Fresh Air Needed To Prevent 10 to 15 days and at the end of the Prof. James Torrie of Madison ac- Trouble season, Ted reports, ‘‘no quack 

oo oe cue veitaaa aA CH If your Gladiolus corms show signs grass.’’ The good results were due 
sult Mr, Whipple regarding legal of discoloration or stains and pitted to hard work. 
technicalities, areas of the base or at the nodes —__ 

Our Society will grow only by the we brows look oar tenes bene We hear that Mr. John Flad of 
aaah sore, xpended by everybody: own. It is especially serious in Madison was successful in controlling Each member and each officer should Picardy and Maid of Orleans. thrips on corms by dusting with DDT 

as ue ceoae Fut your,ahoul- To prevent storage trouble, pro- before cleaning. Right after digging, 
Shows vide fd consent sipeutiarion of rin the bulbs were dried in trays and 

air. Do not store in closed contain- DDT dust was shaken over them. 
shows for our Soclety for ion; They &T2 08 Vey large and deep containers. ¢ tne DDT is applied early, it will ell matured and well cured corms b's 
are made only to avoid conflict. are not likely to be affected but even Prevent the thrips increase that may 

July 31 Wisconsin Seedling and New these need . | jlati come if there is mild weather for a good ventilation. . : 
Introductions Show. Curing with artificial heat im. ‘ime after digging, as there was this 
August 6 Wisconsin Regular Show. mediately after harvest is the best year. 
August 18 Sheboygan County Society. way to prevent trouble.
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Some Problems of Gladiolus Breedings CONTROL TRIPS ON GLADIOLUS 
OORMS NOW 

4. HL. Torrie By dusting all Gladiolus bulbs with 
The breeding of new varieties of a 5% DDT dust, the Thrips which 

gladiolus is done largely by amateurs y otherwise live over winter on the 
or by persons who catalogue gladiolus corms in storage are destroyed. Dust 

varieties. Plant breeding is both an art | the corms thoroughly using at least 3 
and a science. In gladiolus breeding it is NZ to 4 tablespoons of dust to a bushel 
largely an art in contrast to many of a. V of corms. If they are in paper bags 
our crop plants where science plays a % WP the dust may be placed in the bag and 
an important role. There are approxi- Fe nt then shaken so that all the corms 
mately 150 wild species of gladiolus, ; ek yo ee will be covered. 
which for the most part are natives of Pris gee ia. 0 —————_S— 
the Mediterranean area or Africa. About Pe 
20 of these species have been utilized in A ely a SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER 
the development of the gladiolus we Pee as fa MEETING 
grow today. BS ee Nid The annual meeting and banquet of 
th ae eee F BO Sheboygan County Chapter of the 

ie gladiolus breeder is intereste: : Wisconsin Gladiolus Society was hel 
in incorporating many characters into Dr. James Torrie holding his win- in Sheboygan on Movie? 9 an 
one variety. Some of the more impor- Ming 3 spike seedling entry at the Sun 44 members and 5 guests present. Fol- 
tant of these are listed below. Prairie Seedling Show. lowing an interesting program by the 

1, Good color local barbershop quartette, Mr. Wal- 
2. Reliability — high percentage of in an established variety or seedling. ter Krueger, Oconomowoc, president 

cuttable bloom—adapted to a wide range Sports arise by some change in the of the State Society gave a very in- 
of conditions. gene constitution of the original variety. teresting talk followed by a round 

3. Disease and insect resistant. Breeding For Disease Resistance table discussion on new varieties, 
4. Good floret attachment, texture and We have many serious diseases of color classification and Gladiolus cul- 

facing. gladiolus, some effect the corms (rots) ture. 
5. Ability to open many florets when others the foliage (leaf spots) and still Officers of the Chapter elected for 

cut in the bud, others the flowers (virus). Gladiolus the coming year were: Otto Kap- 
6. Good propagator. diseases are caused by fungi, bacteria gchitzke, Sr. Sheboygan ,president; 
7, Long flower head and stem. and viruses. Before we can successfully Leonard Wightman, Plymouth, vice- 
8. Freedom from crooks, etc. breed varieties which will be resistant president; Mrs. Leonard Wightman, 
Physical Basis Of Inheritance Of to the important diseases we must know: plymouth, secretary-treasurer, dir- 

Characters 1. Which varieties are resistant and  ectors elected are Dr. L. C. Dietsch, 
The science of genetics deals with the susceptible to the several diseases. 2. Plymouth; Walter Axel Sheboygan 

inheritance of characters. The expres- The life history of the disease organ- and Peter DePagter, Cedar Grove. 
sion of any is determined by the en- isms (which are living organisms) caus- , 
vironment and the genetic constitution ing the several diseases. The first point te aoe Pa ee % 
of the plant. The factors which control is essential in order that the breeder can i koeverstoes a oe peer fom 
the genetic expression of any character make crosses in which the parents are av orgentzation to; the present: time: genetic exp y P 
are called genes. These genes which are disease resistant to as many of the dis- By Mrs. Leonard Wightman, sec. 
many in number, are located on very eases as possible. The second point is ——— 
small rod like structures called chromo- essential so that the breeder can artificiale §£— —————__________ 
somes which in turn are located in the ly inoculate his seedlings with the dis- The people who drive fastest past 
nucleus of every living cell of a plant. ease organism and then expose the seed- a school are the same ones who took 

These chromosomes occur in pairs. Most lings to conditions which are favorable so long going through it! 
gladiolus varieties have 30 such pairs. for disease development so that he can 
A reduction in the number of chrome- eliminate those seedlings which are dis- 
somes occur in the egg and pollen of ease susceptible. BULBS BULBS BULBS 
each pair. When the egg is fertilized Another point which complicates the Best Quality — Best Varieties — 

by the pollen, the 30 chromosomes of entire problem is that new diseases are STATE EN SP EC's. aD 
the pollen come together with the 30 constantly appearing. Also the organ- Write For Price List 
of the egg. Thus the seeds which de- isms causing diseases are not static. They Thanks to last years 
velop have 60 chromosomes, 30 female are living organisms and are constantly customers 
parent and 30 from the male parent. changing. Thus a variety which is re- We will entertain offers on large 
Anyone character is conditioned usually sistant to one collection of a specific (entities in all sizes. and bulblets 
from a few to many of these genes. disease is not necessarily resistant to LADY, ELIZABETH THE QUEEN 

Also the genetic constitution of the vari- all collections. Furthermore new forms and) ETHEL: C. COLE. 
ous seeds develop from any given cross of the disease organism may evolve Minneiska Gladiolus Gardens 
differ widely. which will attack resistance in other Willis T. Miller, Prop. 
New varieties are developed by cross- crops indicate that while the problems 1016 Highland Street 

ing as discussed above or occur as sports are many they are not insurmountable. WHITEWATER _wieCoNstN.
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Garden Gossip 
NEW MOVIE FILMS FOR GARDEN ig ] MANURE FROM PEAT BEDDING 

OLUBS AVAILABLE a (a QUESTION: Kindly let us know 
f | your experience with manure from a 

re il ow, $a Men ft eee: A\ PE cL . stable where cattle have been bedded 
inois, well known lecturer who has 5 oo i moss. it- 

lectured before the garden clubs of CC rh , ey ip | Te = fe ss —— 

Wisconsin has prepared a new series » SR aD straw, or is it worse? Is the manure 
of films for club programs on a rental ye too acid when produced in this way? 
basis. Some of these are with sound Ra | ANSWER: The manure resulting 
and require a sound projector. We list 5 from a stable bedded with peat moss 
& few here. For a complete list write Se would be superior for florists’ use to 
Mr. Ott directly. _ that resulting from straw used as 
Flower Arrangements for the Home. i Nee - bedding. The peat moss absorbs more 

Two unusual films featuring Miss Eve of the juices from the manure and 
Porter of Montclair, New Jersey, ina 9 will retain these juices high in fertili- 

demonstration of practical flower ar- zer. The addition of the manure will 

ranging for the home. Color and 8 possible to help us anticipate your encourage peat moss to decay. 

sound, Series one—estimated running needs. Always list second and third ‘We assume you are going to use 

time 22 minutes. Rental $10.00. Series choice in case the film of your first this manure as a mulch for plants 
two—estimated running time 22 min- choice should not be available. during the growing period, for mixing 
utes. Rental $10.00, Sai in the soil during the preparation 

process or for composting. It is doubt- 
How to Grow Roses. This picture GARDEN OLUB ENJOYED SLIDES 5, that the acidity of the peat moss 

shows Mr. C, Eugene Pfister of Mun- ON FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS would be sufficient to be injurious to 
delein, Illinois at work in his rose “The Fond du Lac Community Gar- florists’ crops. However, it would be 

garden and demonstrates his recom- gen Club appreciated the very beauti- well to check the acidity of the soil 
mendations for planting, pruning, fy! slides on Japanese Flower Arrange- when the manure is incorporated. If 
fertilizing and proper care for grow- ment sent to us by the Wisconsin _ it is too acid for the crop you are going 
ing prize-winning roses. Mr. Pfister Horticultural Society. They were ex- to grow, an application of lime will 

was past president of the Men’s Gard- ceptional and the notes accompany- correct the difficulty. 
en Club of America and is recognized ing them were interesting and in- | Kenneth Post, Cornell University, 
as an outstanding amateur rose grow- structive. We could well recommend In The Florists’ Review. 
er. Includes many time-lapse pictures them to other garden clubs.” —_—_——_—_—_————_——. 
of roses blooming. Color and sound. —By Mrs. Raymond Hardgrove, WHEN IS A PLUM A PRUNE 

Estimated running time 22 minutes. program Chairman and Mrs. Law- Technically a prune is a variety of 

Rental $12.50. rence Skilbred, President, Fond du plum which will dry without spoiling. 
Experiments with 2-4-D. This pic- Lac Community Garden Club. It has a sufficiently high sugar con- 

ture shows side by side comparisons TT tent that spoilage is prevented and 
of the results of using different HERB MAGIC the fruit dries down into a product 

brands of 2-4-D weed killers. It also which will keep. 
gives some helpful hints on effective The Tooles of Garry-nee-Dule, Bara- All prunes are plums, but not all 

weed control. Color and sound. Hsti- oo, Wisconsin have again sent us a plums are prunes. 
mated running time 20 minutes. Basic copy of Herb Magic. It is a catalog of In some local circles, however, it 

rental $12.50. prepared culinary and fragrant herbs, is not uncommon to find the word 
gifts and favors and contains many “plum” being used for the Japanese 

Free Films suggestions of interest fo horticultur- types like Burbank, Abundance, Cha- 
Lawn Oare. Sponsored by O. M. ists and home makers. bot, and October Purple; while the 

Scott and Sons Company, Marysville, The bulletin contains this interest- word “prune” is used for the Europ- 

Ohio. Entertaining and educational, it ing recipe for herb butter. ean types like Bradshaw, Monarch, 
demonstrates in an interesting way % cup soft butter Italian Prune, German Prune, etc. 
weed control and the proper method % teaspoon salt This is not technically correct, but 

of maintaining a good lawn. Color and it is a usage that is developing and 

sound. Running time 20 minutes. % teaspoon pepper perhaps may in time become standard. 
Apples. Sponsored by the Appala- 1% tablespoons minced herbs From Letters To The Editor, Ameri- 

chian Apple Service, Incorporated, Combine all, working well with a °2” Fruit Grower. 

Martinsburg, West Virginia. Depicts 1 until thoroughly mixed. Combina- —— 
the story of apples and includes ® tions of herbs: Basil, chives, and pars- EVERGREENS 
Time-Lapse picture of an apple grow- jey: Dill and parsley; Fennel, chervil, Colorado Blue Spruce — $1.00 cach 
ing. Sound and color. Hstimated runn- ang chives, and up. Pyramidal Arbor Vitae—$1.75. 

ing time 25 minutes. You will find a copy of Herb Magic eae eae bpccas, wake oy me 

Order your films as far in advance very interesting. Quincy Nurseries Friendship, Wis.
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NEW FLOWERS FOR THE GAR- WHERE DID THESE TREES COME BELIEVE IT OR NOT 

DEN NEW LOOK FROM ORIGINALLY? Whitewash is useless as a disinfect- 

All-America Selections recommend Look these up in your books and = Tt may hide but does not kill plant 
three new annual flowers for 1949 peter fips | what you can find <_— anil creosete are:dangerous ‘and 

out about each one. re dangerous an 
introduction. Silver Medal Petunia 1. Empress tree may damage plants. 

wins the coveted silver medal. Indian 2. Chinaberry Mulching with a layer of organic 
Summer Hollyhock, double flowers in 3, Chestnut material as corn cobs, peat moss, barn- 
soft pastel colors, wins the bronze 4, Live Oak yard manure, etc. often stimulates root 
medal. Blue Star Morning Glory gets 5. Sweet Gum action. 

an honorable mention. 8. a Ash So called acid phosphate is not acid. 
These three debutantes of the flow- z pies a It should be called super phosphate. 

er world stood out over many pros- 9. Norway Spruce Ammonium sulfate, except in very 

pective new varieties from all over 10. Sycamore large doses and over long periods of 

the world. All new prospects were = ee hg not acidify soil to any ap- 
thoroughly and uniformly tested in aNswERS TO - WHERE Dip Pr<clable degree. 
different sections of the United States THESE TREES COME FROM? By Victor Ries in Country Garden- 
and southern Canada, under all-season ers Program Service. 
observance, scoring and noting, of 1. China, escaped and naturalized in SS 

twenty-one expert flower judges. Southern U. 8. Smith's legal expenses had been 

Silver Medal Petunia is the second a . naturallsed in South: juan high, so when he met his 
variety winner in a new hybid class a lawyer on the street, he said, 
called multifiora. Pink Sensation, a 3, Eastern U. 8, until killed by blight. “Nice day, isn't it? Remember, 

rose-pink petunia was first introduced 4. Va. to Fla. west to Mexico. I'm not asking you, I'm telling 
in 1948, Silver Medal is also of the 5. Conn., N. Y. south to Fla., Ill., Mo., ei.” , 

strong growing, most prolific flower- and Mexico. you. 

ing class with deep salmon coloring, 6. Northern U. 8. also European 2 
popular for bedding, cutting and for form, 

FLOWER MAGAZINE 
arrangements. It grows to 18 inches 7 Ww J, south, west to Mich., Mo., and Small but interesting. Published 
high, It starts blooming very early; . EB monthly. Gardening, Flowers, Na- 

Texas; also China and Europe. ture Notes. Bargain ads. 75 cents practically covers the vigorous plants 8, Europe to Siberia. per year ® ample copy: iesemee 

with large single flowers and con- Introductory offer 16 months $1.00. 
tinues blooming until freezing weath- 9. North and Central Europe. GARDEN GLEANINGS, 76W 
er. Its strong, erect, busy growth is 10. Maine to Ontario and Minn. south NEW TROY, MICHIGAN 

self-supporting and its hybrid vigor is to Fla, and Texas. ee 

well compensated with larger and more —$—$—$——————————————————————————————— 

abundant flowers than standard bedd- 

ing petunias. 

Indian Summer Hollyhock provides ways to make 
an assortment of pleasing colors. i 4 - 
While strictly perennial, to last for | | 

years, it will bloom the first year from Er = : CTC more fun 

seeds started in early spring. It is ee = 
thus called an annual double holly- rm Milli : j 

hock. It grows 5 feet or less. A PaoDuCt oF san | plant f eed as. there? ageonea 
nw . one sim) 

Blue Star Ipomoea or Morning Glory 4 @T fied plant nutrition. ‘EndoPest 
is a sport out of Clark’s Harly Heaven Ma a offers the same simplification in 
ly Blue, the universal favorite flower- = eae garden protection. It is all the 
ing vine. It is a very light blue with = Protection most gardens need 
deeper blue midrib stripes, to form a h against sucking and chewing 
star, pleasing and attractive. Like its N \ fac insects and fungus diseases. 
parent, it is a rampant grower grow- he [\ Waly, fy wh Use them to gardening 
ing to 15 feet and is literally covered Nel a: ) og more fun. 

with bloom. It is not claimed to be ()j 9 O¢ 
superior to Heavenly Blue, but anoth- , ce V f 
er delightful color to add to the | Se ml \ | | (| 14) f| 

white Pearly Gates, red Scarlet O’- 4 \ i Ni / i) 

Hara and rich Heavenly Blue morn- Ke y 
ing-glories, a itd BE Tome: 

ae MPA 
Seeds may be obtained from any 

reliable seed firm in 1949. ©
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Garden Gleanings 
USE OF FERTILIZERS has in- 

creased by 2% times over the amount Tee 
used before the war in the United y wh 8 yy oY. 
States according to the Fertilizer As- , KS ap sg In the American Nurserymen maga- 
sociation, Nitrogen and Potash ferti- LS ; ahd. es zine is found an excellent warning for 
lizers has increased by 26% of the 5 RAN t u oe eae all. home owners. It emphasizes that 
year pre-war average. Nitrogen has ‘ores Cae ds ard you can’t get something for nothing and 
increased by 25%. i ber a (e/ ale it is best to know your nurserymen be- 

CROCUSES AND TULIPS will sur- Se. el das Oe the ere 
Viverunder (trees; Sad ‘siribe) but ‘not developed more resistant to the effect ee 
under evergreens. The reason-enough 06 nom we will have to get them 1, Grass seeds which may be nine- 
sunlight penetrates through the leaves now wri th t t gi ty-five per cent chaff may be sold at exor- 
and branches of trees and shrubs early mw Sinew tye OF apray: bitant prices. 
in spring to provide food for the bulbs Sane 2. Trees may be sold without being 
for next years bloom. This would not inspected. 

be true under evergreens. We have EXPERIENCE IN GROWING 3. Rosebush : 
seen tulips blooming under a Sumac AFRICAN VIOLETS . Rosebushes kept in greenhouses 
bush for a number of years in a rela- “Why aént ‘ae visits longer than two years will not grow. 

y dont my ican ole 
tively dry and unfertile soil. bloom?” This question has been asked 4. Sod cut too thin will not grow. 
TREE WOUNDS ON LARGE *% ™any times that we decided to 5. High-powered selling of imprac- 

TREES can be filled with a special grow these beautiful plants and try tical plans’ for landscaping, shrubs, etc., 
wood—flour mix and heal over. Even to find out how to make them bloom. sold which will not grow in this terri- 

very large wounds can be healed but Last September we purchased 14nam- tory. 

the job should probably be done by an = wee which are being grown = Black dirt allegedly sold from 
expert. The wood—flour mix will ex- in STODL WAYS, greenhouses and represented as extra- 

pand and contract like natural wood First we decided to find out if it 900d. It may be worn-out. 
and will heal over in a number of ig really true that one should not wet 7. Out-of-town nurseries may fail to 
years. The wound underneath however the leaves. We placed some plants deliver in time for the growing season. 

must be properly cleaned and chisled in the greenhouse on a bed of gravel, 
out down to healthy wood so that rot sprinkling the gravel frequently to 8. Salesmen representing out-of-town 
organisms will not continue under keep it damp and provide humidity, ‘°OCe™ms may not accept responsibility 

that filler. Do not use concrete fillers. Then almost every day we took a for unfilled or unsatisfactory nursery 
WATER FROM YOUR WATER sprinkling can full of warm water—so shipments. 

SOFTENER will alkalinize your soil W®'™ it was almost hot to the touch In the same magazine is the state- 
much more rapidly and show a higher 984 sprinkled it over the plants, wet- ment that the Michigan Bulb Company 
degree than hard water. This may be ting all the leaves but being careful of Grand Rapids, Michigan, who ad- 

a surprise to many gardeners. Accord- not to get the soil too wet. They seem-  vertised extensively in Wisconsin for 
ing to soil experts, these sodium car- ed to like it and produced flowers several years was finally tracked down. 
bonate which results when a water ‘®°oner than plants in the office win- They advertised gladiolus bulblets—100 
softener is used is very soluable and dow where the leaves were not moist- for $1.94. They were stopped by the 
if continued use may bring your soil ened. The plants were in part shade FFedéral Trade Commission. 

up to pH 10 or 11. If this happens, _ — =_ = ot Fert oe 
e greenhouse. It is claimed that the 

may be locked up and unavailable to leaves will burn if in bright sunlight Sambo: “How come you're in jail?” 
the plants. The Calcium carbonate or fter being moistened. The plants do Rastus: For throwin rocks oue my 
lime in hard water will not raise the 70t like direct sunlight excepting in neighbor's yard into mine. : pH more’than &. midwinter. Sambo: Dat don’t sound right. 

Rastus: “Well, they was Plymouth 
DOES DDT KILL FLIES AS We also found that after repotting Rocks,’ 

QUICKLY as it did several years ago. in a large pot of rich soil, the plants 
There have been many complaints did not bloom for several months. 
especially from farmers who are They developed a large root system, DAHLIA FLOWERED Ri 

troubled from flies in August and produced large vigorous looking leaves ZINNIA COLLECTION ea 
September that DDT is not as effec- and finally when the pot was full of SNe a eet epee prolific: £m & ee 

tive as it was when it was first in- roots they produced flowers. Such  futl-petal sinnias. Order our soectal Gi 5 Ae 

troduced. Analysis shows that DDT is, plants however were larger, more Se ee vareation nese 

in most cases, of good quality. Ex- vigorous and produced more flowers a oe ee aED . econ 

perts now think the flies are more re- than those in small pots. So even ETT nee Gen 

sistant. Perhaps the weaker flies were though we had to wait quite a while a of By 

all killed off and a stronger strain was for the flowers it was worth it. °
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Pa a SESE — One reason why succulents differ 

eee a Ro she i Bates RS sae oe nee from other plants in appearance is 
AR Sox Ret Dot Ben, ag wei te iN si ae that they have developed thickened or 
‘ 3 Satie Boers ee ite aa, Ph f , fleshy organs so that the transpiring 
‘ia ea ee eS p : surface would be reduced to a very 

! RAGES ase a ees fe ies oy f BS sk small area. Plants transpire just like 
‘ ce gee i pee Be eee ee = i 4 people, and unless they modify their 

ee ie wae eS i a i.) structures to meet abnormal condi- 
Ph ee Nae? ts my me cal pan e i 4 ee tions of the deserts, the excessive heat 

a ¥ Oe oi ie ees : Ros Rae 73 ood oat ica’ and dryness would soon cause the 
ee me ia Ba Me a a] ey moisture from within to evaporate and 
va PN Ne ad Ly “.-,, the plants would die. 
aa Ta ¥ % ae Arbitrarily, succulents can be divid- 
TAS pe On . et ed into two classes: thick-leaved and 
RARE Gx i tt ! fleshy-stemmed. The former have 
BB. ager i eh modified their foliage so that it is 
‘ie A a Cte : & a, ney unusually fleshy, more or less cylindri- 
a a PY . cal in shape, and often of firm and 
Bes, ba SR Be ? leathery texture. Good examples can 
eas ie Red ae oS a as = be found in Sedums, Kleinias, Gaster- 
“2 Soon i ree: : q ias, and Mesembryanthemums. In the 

, fleshy-stemmed (usually referred to 

cactavene, Aizogcese, Liliacene, Euphorblaceae, Crassulacenes Cut courtesy as cactiform) group, best exemplified 
Missouri Botanical Gardens. by cacti, spurges, and stapeliads, the 
tee oor plants have discarded foliage almost 

é entirely or reduced it to a rudimentary 
What is a Succulent ? state. In this group the greatly thick- 

These Popular House Plants Do Well In Average Home ened and fleshy stems have assumed 
By Ladislaus Cutak, Missouri Botanical Gardens the function of leaves. It is an estab- 

lished fact that a thickened organ has 

Succulents are now an essential fea- que, and, to use a modern expression, €88 surface exposed to the air than a 
ture of almost every flower and gar- “strictly out of this world.” Succulents thin flattened one of the same bulk. 
den show that is staged in this coun- generally are exposed for the greater TO make this point clearer, take a 

try. However, it is only within the portion of the year to extraordinary Small ball of meat or dough about an 
last few years that they have become dryness, They prefer arid sandy and inch or two in diameter; now roll it 
popular and that their suitability to stony plains, master rocky plateaus Ut in a flattened cake, and the surface 

so many purposes has been appreciat- and crevices of rocks which are al- rea will have been increased many 
ed. most completely wanting in soil. Suc- f0ld. Thus the plump forms typified 

First, it is well to know the origin culents are capable of hoarding water in succulents were designed to reduce 
and meaning of the word “succulent.” from infrequent rains in special stor- %Utface and lessen water loss by 
It is derived from the Latin succu- age tissues and rely upon it during ¢VaPoration. 
lentus, meaning juicy, pulpy, and thus periods of need. Condensed from Missouri Botanical 

is an apt term to describe plants with Garden Bulletin. 
juicy stems, branches, oor leaves. O————————_—_——_——_——_———— 
However, we must remember that 

there are a great many juicy individ- See Andrews | a rd 4 Per enn Hl fal | rs 
uals in the plant kingdom which, 

horticulturally speaking, must be ex- For Gardens and Cut Flowers 
cluded from the succulent category 

for a number of reasons. For instance, in the NEW FREE ‘49 Color Catalog 

many’ of the vencagend pone ao iS Be sure to send for your copy of the all-new 
stems aid) leaves) but, usually’ they o | ANDREWS 1949 CATALOG. It’s full of color 
require a great deal of moisture to ae ilustrations, factual descriptions of the best va- 
keep them alive. Also, they are ruled ou {op {news rieties of many fruits and! perennials, and helpful 
out as succulents because they do 2° 3 hints for northern gardeners. Below are some of 
not possess the general character of Le neeten sine Keema we Delleve you'll ke best: because they 

. a ie a8 red for ... bre wi 

stiffness, spininess, or grotesque ele eee ie, cold Wisconsin and Minnesota winters, yet display 
gance usually associated with succu- he = pe all the color and fragrance southern gardeners 
lent plants. ye enjoy with less hardy varieties. 

Like Dryness ROSES MUMS PHLOX BUDDLEIAS 

A true mucculent is a plant which Oui Ba allan Wut! pltelhe aASSSs itl ta sk 
has leaves and stems of greater thick- for northern gar- for a riot of gar- to fit every gar- blossoms in your 
ness than the average and which can Gene A nt Require ere s ol ie r ne Wener’s pleasure. garden this year. 

withstand prolonged periods of 

rtd and solpate, wend and grote — ie rigid and sculptured, weird and grotes- i Faribault, Minn.
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE At the Regional meetings I present- 
Dear Fellow Members of the Wiscon- a ed this matter to the members where 

sin Garden Club Federation: nies it was well received. It was then voted 
i a that a ten cent per capita assessment 

When your state executive officers A Ss be made on all of our members, five 
went into each of your five regions 4 Nac ziNhl cents of which will be used to have 
last week for our annual visits with aay) at ae , an addressograph plate (with frame) 

you we found you warm in your wel- rE aan made for each member’s name and ad- 
come, gracious in your hospitality and lage ia. dress, a number for your district and 

most eager in the “give and take” of iS yee two letters for your club. The other 
our “Club Institute.” Z iAEDn five cents will go toward buying an 

For the benefit of those of you who “and then again I see you and your addressograph machine (second hand) 

missed these inspiring and useful kind — Massed dimly on some dis- in which to use these plates. 
meetings I'll explain that this year in- tant, slope, Like, giant  sentinals in When this is accomplished you will, 
stead of having both the executive for the first time, receive an every 

officers and state chairmen make the men and also the executive officers of Member notice of your Federation's 

tour, the executive officers, only, visit- each garden club in the Wisconsin Vital activities. Heretofore all federa- 

ed the regions. Mrs. Ervin Kulow, 2nd Federation. This list will be multi- tion notices have gone only to the 
Vice President of the Wisconsin Fed- graphed and sold at 25c per copy. presidents of the clubs. If you were 

eration and director of the meetings Secondly we are making district not absent from the meeting at which the 

called on each club for its successful state projects of our tours, Also our announcement was made the chances 

accomplishments and also its prob- state flower show will be dispensed Te you never heard about it. 

lems, with the amazing result that with this year in favor of five large We hope you like these new ideas, 

many of these problems were auto- district flower shows. In this way all for our only aim is to serve you, our 

matically solved upon hearing of the garden club members can take part Wisconsin Garden Club Federation, in 
successful programs and projects of in putting on a big flower show. the best way possible and to please 

other clubs. Besides having educational value, the large majority in an evergrowing 

This interchange of ideas brought this year’s plan promises financial federation. 

inspiration as well as a closer rela- benefits for the districts. All funds Let me thank all of you kind, 
tionship to clubs of our Federation. resulting from the five shows will be- thoughtful people who gave so gener- 
Your president finds this gratifying long to the districts. ga — and me aero 
as the keynote of my year’s service The third new policy is that of hav- ‘léasant 4 = ee ings es 

will be to unify and therefore streng- ing a mailing list of our own. We are vcndeghl oral ee ae ers 

then our garden club federation. a group of 3,299 but we have never fause you made 
In line with this idea several new received any every-member announce- . 

policies were presented at the meet- ments from our federation because we Very gratefully, 

ings. The first is to compile a list of are not equipped with our own mail- Your executive officers. 
state and district officers and chair- ing list. Gretchen Fiebrantz, Pres. 
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Highlights— A New Year’s Thought 

from 
Anyone who has not learned to es- can be alone with our thought and 

oe Norah Decne arene fs- cape from this world has missed one God. Laziness is not America’s be- 

sue of our National Council bulletin of the most elemental lessons of life. setting sin. We are a busy, active 

The National Gardener is unusually As year follows year this demand people. What we have not learned is 

full of inspiration and information. grows more imperious. How can any- how to retreat into the garden our- 
The president's message, “The Mira- one stand this world’s noise and con- selves alone. When I’m sickened by 

cle of the Seed,” tells how “SHEDS fusion, its externalism and immedi- the world I find great healing and 

OF PEACE have grown not only in- 2¢Y unless occasionally we get away health in my own modest garden. As 
to peas and carrots and tomatoes, from it? Moreover, see how people I watch the glorious flowers come and 

but have flowered in faces of children °Verywhtre are trying to escape it. If go I join the poet’s spirit as he con- 
and in the hearts of men and women.” Wé 4re one kind of person we turn to templated the handiwork of the Cre- 

Among the accounts of garden activi- the monastery, if we are another kind ator. From the little blue scilla as it 

ties for veterans in hospitals is a par- “~ turn: toidrink or drugs, if we are appears early in the spring to the 
ticularly heartening story of sailors still another kind we turn to music last fading mum laid low by the icy 

in Rhode Island who exhibited their ©" Deture. This sort of experience so hand of winter I say, “And what are 
own flower arrangements at the state needed, so sought after, far from be- kings in all their wealth and splendor 
show aia won awardé. ing wrong gives to men strangely new compared to the beauty of these, and 

The following announcement was POW 8° that escaping this world @ if God so clothes these which today 
endo? man can go back to it with an im- are and tomorrow are gone will he 

“At the Lexington meeting, the Na- pact upon it for goodness, truth and not much more care for you, oh ye 

tional Council Board voted that our Peauty hitherto unknown, of little faith.” My garden has al- 
20th Anniversary Gift to our Nation As one thinks of the world we have ways been, and wherever I go I hope 
will be 40 acres of magnificent Giant eft behind and the world ahead is will always be, a place of retreat to 
Redwood Trees situated in Humbolt ‘here not a secret here which we gar- which I can retire myself alone and 
County, California. It is especially den lovers need? We need escape and from which I can return to a sick 

appropriate to make this Anniversary where is there a better place to es- world with love and healing in my 

gift because this Grove will be the cape to and be alone and think on hands. What I feel as I move about 
terminus of the Blue Star Drive, our the eternal verities of life than in our in my garden I find expressed in 

memorial to our Armed Services, "dens. It has been said, that man Thomas Edward Brown’s lines when 

This Blue Star Drive now stretches '% Nearer to God in the garden than he wrote: 
in an unbroken line from the Atlan- anywhere else on earth. There must «a garden is a lovesome thin, God 

tic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean and the e definite truth in this for wherever wot! 

Redwood Grove will be a dramatic OU" Lond sought oa esses Rose plot, 
ending on the Pacific coast. and courage we find in a place Fringed pool, 
“The National Council of State C@lled a garden. The greatest deci- Fern’ 

Garden Clubs is now a large and ions of his life were made there and — aa 
powerful organization. It is growing ¢? ® garden-lover this is understand- or. es eat es 

rapidly, and it is fitting that it now ble. If one gazes long enough and Pence) ‘Gnd vet the fool 
take its place on the list of public Works hard enough in one’s garden Contends that God is not— 
spirited organizations who have help- the garden’s beauty and strength will Not God! in gardens! when the eve 

ed to preserve these trees. gaze into us. I never walk through is cool? 

“This is an Anniversary Gift that the lovely garden of Genevieve Dakin Nay, but I have a sign; 
will have a special appeal to all con- ae that I feel refreshed and em- "Tis very sure God walks in mine.” 

servationists because thi vi powered, 
almost pure stand oe aieeod, reve We need something more than mere ae are find all of us using our 

20 years of constructive conservation ‘busyness to get our lives lived well. sarcoma a wey: ‘ 

work you now have an opportunity We need a place of retreat where we —Rev. W. C. Emigholz, Platteville 
to act to save a portion of this magni- ©§ ——$—$ $< 

ficent forest.” An important resolution adopted by the basic planting design for the 

It is suggested that the necessary the American Association of Nursery- markers of the Blue Star Highway, 

funds for this gift may be raised by men in their annual convention, held a memorial project to World War IL 
individual contribution, by state fed- late in August in Milwaukee is quot- veterans, conceived and promoted by 

eration gifts, by club donations as a ed: the Council, 

conservation project, or by Life Mem- “In recognition of the interest and “BE IT THEREFORE RESOLV- 
berships in the National Council of efforts of the National Council of ED, that the American Association 

State Garden Clubs, one half of each State Garden Clubs through its na- of Nurserymen, Inc., formally express 

$100 membership going toward this tional, state and local organizations our appreciation of the Council’s con- 

project until its completion. Checks in the promotion of a more beautiful fidence and vote to extend to the 
should be made payable to Mrs. Hugh America by landscaping, and Council our support to its program for 
Peters, Chairman, the Redwood “In consideration of the confidence the elmination of highway billboards 

Grove, National Council of State the Council has expressed in the and other roadside blights which de- 
Garden Clubs, 500 Fifth Ave. New American Association of Nursery- stroy or impair the natural beauties 

York 18, men, Inc, by suggesting it prepare of the landscape.”
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A REQUEST TREASURER’S FINAL REPORT AS OF NOVEMBER 26, 1948 
Mrs. Conrad A. Biebler, Milwaukee, WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

our new Conservation Chairman has BALANCE NO GENERAL FUND . 
sent in the following request to be E VEMBER. 1, 1947) ss scesieveveeres cxvnwecewwe vie: 8 69525 

printed in this issue: Dues to and incl. Nov. 26, 1948 RECEIPTS $3,157.50 | “Will each Garden Club President, Regional Meetings .--------ce ce 118,50 
elected in January, please appoint a Seeds of Peace Contributions 2 a--ccccscccescceeccssecescectceeneeee 915,58 | 
Conservation Chairman, and will that Sale of Judging School Handbooks 0.0.0.2... 60.00 

chairman report to me as to whether Judging Sohool, Milwaukee ccc — 10,80 | 
the subject of Conservation is taught relate Stathomery a eeeeeneneenneneeneeereceeerneeeteneceeeeeecetereeeee TBO 
from lower grades through High senntese, Bubeoriptions $0 otienal Gardener 7.00 

School in the schools in their respec- bes Seas ORD 
Garden Toure) ccc se eee (928.00 

tive locals.” Convention Receipts (Registrations) 000. 808,00 
NOTE: Mrs, Biebler is president of —— 

the Woman’s Conservation League of Total $5,479.48 
America, an alert organization of de- Wisconsin Hort. Society D ee $2,881.00 | 

in . Socie ues spsssiereccceescepcssane sce CR BBL 
voted: conseryationista, National Council Affiliation Dues (3209)... "64'98 

Roadside Council Dues a eeseeneeseseseseecscccecececesseeeceeeneseseeeessensmeee 10.00 | 
SCHOLARSHIP AWAR) Board of Directors’ Meetings (2) cccccccsccscwscceneneenerneeeneene — 85,59 

Everyone who attended the annual Executive Board Meetings (3) -.............-.ccc--ccccsseeeeseeeeseenecseneee 61,22 

meeting in October, here in Milwau- Regione) Meeunee SS rane 
ie ents n. 5 OWATICE  .....-.-2222-nee---nnccesnencnsenncvoccanscorncococcoes of 

kee ‘heard e an in Basal 8 President’s Regis, tee at Natl, Coun, Mtg. -2....----eccccecc-- 24.00 
orease: Our Eom eran? President’s Exp. Allow. at Natl. Coun. Mtg. crccccccccceccnen 25.00 
past year to $200, an amount much qq}, Allow. voted Pres, by Bd. of Drs... 100,00 
more fitting to our membership. The Vice Pres, Regis, fee at Natl. Coun. Mtg... -c-cccceccenen 24.00 
scholarship was won by a married Vice-Pres. Exp. Allow. at Nat’l. Coun. Mtg. .......... 25.00 
veteran, Eugene L. Peterson, senior (Co-Editor’s Expense AlOWANCe ....--.-.-.::cccccceeeeeeeeeceeeeee 25.00 
in the Wisconsin College of Agricul- Treasurer’s Salary ......esseceeccceeccceeeccseeecececeeeceeeneeesesemeneessesemeeeees 50.00 

ture, where he proved himself to be a ‘Treasurer’s Bond  ........o--vscoceseocsssssssnsesseesnsssseinseeeemnseesetneeennneeettnneet 5.00 

superior student in Horticulture. Treasurers Postage & Supplies o-oo 29.68 
Secretary’s postage & supplies .2..2...........-.1ccccsecceeccceecceeteeneecsseeeeeee 18,62 

Mrs. Fiebrantz has asked me to Car- General Stationery ececcsccececcceceeseesscseceeeseeeeseneeuetunsensencessernernee 84,88 

ry on the Scholarship chairmanship Committee Chairmen’s Expense ......-.c--cc-cccccceccesceceentecseneeneee 28,19 
another year and I am delighted to National Council—Seeds of Peace .....---ccccccccececccecccnee 915.58 

do so. This scholarship idea has taken ercea Seawt Bice Suiee Gardener Sn an 
ational! uncil—Fl, w Ju ng ANAGDOOKS .........--.---------+ . 

8 hold On me an a erated the Barton-Cotton: Bird & Floral Notes cco 250.88 
Judging School Expense —...........-.-sse-cco-sceeeccesseeeeeseneeeeenetsenneeseneenennee 3.50 

clubs have become. Wis. Conservation Dept—Film for Korea ..cccccccccccccnnnn 82.08 
The 79 clubs who responded last Refunds  .....---ceeceencs-ce-----ceeeeeeeeeeeenesteettenetttnnnnnnnnnnenennnnnenesseenetenetsensemmne LTB 

year did just the right thing. What Achievement Award .n---ncsccsseseeccssccceettececeeeetennneeeeetmmenneee 4.02 

about the 28, who did nothing? COUT CE naaeneeeeeenesenenentntneerntnennnsneeceesenemnereregereterereenmneree 6D 
‘Now what can I do to make this Convention Expenses (Listed separately) ......--cccccccccceecee 589.85 

Scholarship idea strictly 100 per cent? Total $5,129.91 

It is true, no one is forced or under rota Receipts evcvwccweveeeeeeeeneeeene---$5,479.48 " 
any obligation, other than a moral Tota] Disbursements —..--c-s--<--------$5,129.91 
one, to contribute. Our contributions es 

are entirely voluntary. And yet—this Balance —....-.----cccccssssssssssssssssscssntieseessesenmmnseneenenenceennnnnssananacenenceecenensnnsennssasseseeeg © ..$ 349.57 
‘ _—_—___—_ 

is such @ fine thing to support! BALANCE IN GENERAL FUND NOV, 26, 1948 ..ccccconscwscsceeceee $1,044.82 
If I can make each club realize that Brought Forward: General Fund _--ccccccccccceeenrenenrnnnnennernnentererere 044,82 

it is a privilege to support this Schol- FLOWER SHOW FUND 

arship and that you should contribute BALANCE NOVEMBER 1, 1948 ansesasessnssessueessseessnseessnseeseShhj 361,93 

in proportion to your size and ability RECEIPTS: 
to pay, then will we as a Federation Net Profit Convention Flower Show 
be proud that we are matching our Milwaukee, Oct, 1-8. ...cc-cc--sesccccceceeeeecesseeeeeeeetneseeeseeemneeee 10,04 

efforts with those of the worthy stu- Total $1,371.97 

dent chosen to receive our award. DISBURSEMENTS: 
This is the beginning of our fiscal wxpenses Centennial Exhibits cen 49.88 

year, Let me urge you in setting up Room Rent, Pfister Hotel, Flower Show 

your club budget to make the Scholar- Exhibits Oct, THB ceccecssssnsneeseseseeeeecesennseeeesecenccssnmmmmeereeesseecereeees 50.00 

ship appropriation right away and to —— 

send it in immediately. Total $0.88 
Please help me. Let us make this BATANCE) NOVEMBER 26, 1948 ....---:scocc-sscccceswcccsseesssscseeesneeetneeeseeenesseeeesen $y 21209 

year’s Scholarship fund 100 per cent SCHOLARSHIP FUND 

representative of our Federation. BALANCE NOVEMEER 1, 1947 sevcersneesneeeeereeeneerceenns 8,82 

— Allison More Kiechefer (Continued Page 123, Column 2 and 3.)
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From One Gardener to Another beitans Xo tigate itty whan 7 sel 
hous Slants. Eenores the one 

Genevieve C. Dakin I have to recognize my own limita- 
By Thanksgiving the fall garden not survive. I felt almost self-right- tions. When plants are ready for 

work was practically behind us. About eous when I got their seedlings cov- their winter sleep I am happy to see 
the middle of November saw roses ered early this fall and marked mums’ the garden tucked in safely. Thou- 

hilled up ready for the top cover of to be moved in the spring. sands of plants have been lovingly 

marsh hay. We hill up with compost The vegetable garden had been mothered for many months and, 

to a height of ten inches. In spring turned weeks before. A bale of peat frankly, I am ready to forget weed- 
the compost is worked into the soil. jies open to absorb winter rain anq ("8 Watering and such duties for a 
Alberta spruces will need protection snow. The cold frames are covered. time, Other interests fill the winter 

of burlap screens when winter sun py one are violas from the border and "ths and with spring my garden- 
tends to burn their snow-laden boughs. some ladyslippers received too late to ("8 Vigor is renewed. Winter eve- 
That the marsh hay really came plant in the garden. nings give an opportunity to catch 

from a marsh, I am confident. Its up on magazines and bulletins. With 
scent brought back memories of those In the newer frame—the one with midwinter a surfeit of catalogs means 
warm spring days long ago when we the electric cable—are planted seeds ists made, cut and recut in a vain 

waded a creek, picked bunches of °f Vetterle and Reinelt’s polyanthus, attempt to strike a balance between 
watercress and drank in the minty %¢¢d8 of dryas and blue geranium col- wants and budget. 
fragrance from the marshy margins lected in Canada, along with others The florist’s shop augments a few 

of the stream, purchased at the Butchart Gardens  fool-proof houseplants and a battery 
To cover part of the primroses we and Glacier Park. A third frame holds jar and covered antique compote are 

gave those prostrate junipers which labeled rows of Alpine seeds from the being utilized as terrariums to house 

top the wall a severe trimming. Hay “™erican Rock Garden Society's seed some erodiums, tiny gentians and cut- 
had to help out with others. Newly ©*¢hange. In April I shall be eager- tings, 
acquired stands and seedlings are cod- ‘1¥ Watching for tiny seedlings to Christmas roses, a dozen strong 
dled a bit under glass wool. Some ™®#Ke green lines against the soil’s plants in a colony near a living room 
choice primula came from British Co- dark surface. Those in the electri- window, are a real joy. Waxy white 
lumbia in August. Though well es- C@lly warmed frame will come along  chalices, with just a flush of pink as 
tablished after three months of fast after the current is turned on. they age, rear their heads above broad 

watchful care, glass wool protection Someone asks: “Do you have a_ cut leaves of grayish green to bring 
seemed the safest bet for their first 8teenhouse?” No, I do not. It would their own message of holiday cheer. 

winter in our severe climate, ee 

Perhaps you know there is but TREASURER’S REPORT — Continued 

fourteen degrees variation in Victor- RECEIPTS: 

ia’s temperature. Lucky gardeners, Transfer Living Memorial Donation ............... 5.00 
these folks’ in the Pacific Northwest, Contribution vccmceecnceecrerccrnnenneecnnnnrnnenenees 1,00 
with the Japanese Current’s moder M8. Kieckhefer, Chairman cnn 217.50 

ating influence! Total — $ 229.82 
Azaleas, Japanese Maple, daphnes DISBURSEMENTS: 

and hypericum Sungold are wrapped Mrs. Kieckhefer, Chairmam 0.0... 2.2 ..cccccssscccsseseessse 6.00 
as a protection against drying wind Regents, University of Wisconsin (Award) ................ 200.00 

and sun, A blanket of leaves was Total 206.00 
first placed around the base of each — 
shrub. A tall inverted basket filled BALANCE NOVEMBER, 8 RNa 23.82 

= oak leaves offers good protec- BALANCE NOVEMBER 26, 1948 (No receipts—no disbursements) ....._ 250.00 
ion, too. as 
Layers of newspapers are wrapped TOTAL IN ALL FUNDS NOVEMBER oS es sesseneesussanseeneenesenessecseeessesss 2,590.73 

around two young Nanking cherries REOAPITULA' and © Burkwoodl viburnum, A few TOTAL IN ALL FUNDS NOV. 1, 1947 .ecosccreeoenonene62,818.50 
Transfer of Living Memorial Donation 

years ago three prunus of blooming to Scholarship Fund ccccccccccceccccssceuteetneneee B00 
age were girdled by rabbits and twen- panes 
ty-seven inches of the viburnum were - $2,313.50 
cut off. I am taking no chances on TOTAL RECEIPTS 11/10/47 to 11/26/48 $5,713.02 

the two descendants of my bird cher- TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 11/10/47 to 11/26/48 5,485.79 

ties sharing their parents’ fate. We — 

miss the April bloom as well as the NET GAIN am-28 

translucent fruit of those prunus to- BALANCE NOVEMBER 26, 1948 o...-cccccccccccccsceccseeccsesrsnesntnseneeeeeeeeesen $2,590.78 
mentosas. They vied with viburnum RECONCILATION OF CASH 

fragrans and a Sargent’s cherry in November 26, 1948 
serving as companions to hepaticas Bank Balance 11/26/48 —---cccc--ovcccccssssssensecsemnnneersnnsersnneeeeeee GQ O2L5T 
and early bulbs. Checks Outstanding Nos. 241-B-4 2. ececceecccceeteceeeneeeeeeeeeee 80.84 

Last year snow fell before we Zot  Cnocie Book Balance 11/26/48 ecccccccccneeneeennnctennerteetneneeernree$2/590.78 
crates over foxgloves and several did Continued on Page 126
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Dock is a favorite, . ree . 

Weeds in Arrangement ede ee 
Emma C. Schipper N oe ae 

“I didn’t know you could do any- ety introduced, by using it in differ- Bo mie a 
thing so nice with weeds,” was one ent values. The deeper green of the i; et eee 
of the first things I heard after my container was in sharp contrast to A fs 
television flower arrangement broad- the lighter green of the dock and ae i fee! 
casts over WTMJ last July. the medium green of the foliage was i fe Gi 
The weed which aroused so much the transition which tied them togeth- 4 ire 

admiration was none other than or- er. he aed OF. Be | 
dinary dock, picked in its early rust It is in its rust stage of develop- mV le 

stage of development, combined with ment that dock has its greatest at- ‘Qa, -a 
prunus foliage and small sized hosta traction for me. My favorite concoc- /) 3 ie 
leaves, To complement this arrange-_ tion is to combine it with yellow-rust 5 i 

ment a leaf-shaped container, terra- helenium and zinnias in a pyramid R an 
cotta on the outside and chartreuse style. > 
colored on the inside, was used. The arrangement pictured here : 

Because of its changing color from shows dock in its darkest, or last ee 
early spring to late fall, dock has stage of development, combined with zs . me 

become one of our most popular milkweed pods and peony foliage Dock, Milkweed Pods and Peony 
weeds, In spring, during its yellow- which has begun to turn brown. At the Foliage Attractively Arranged in 
green stage of development, I have base clinkers were used to conceal Terracotta and Chartreuse Container. 

seen it combined effectively with or- the holder. Here again the square con- — —_—_—______—____—. 
ange lilies, arranged in a brass con-  tainer is terracotta on the outside The most unusual way to use it that 

tainer - copper would have been just and chartreuse colored on the inside. I know of is to fashion it into a 
as lovely. For an all green effect I Most apparent in this composition Christmas wreath, adding some cones 
have seen it combined with darker was the harmonious blending of color and highlighting the whole with gold 
green foliage and arranged in a still and texture and the Oriental influence paint. 

deeper green container, all of which expressed in the arrangement. To those who “never have anything 

served to illustrate how the monotony Dark brown dock also combines well’ to arrange” try dock. It’s plentiful 

of one color can be relieved, and var- with cattails and small sunflowers. and as free as the air you breathe. 
Se SSS 
F ° L Dear Fellow Members of Fox River Valley: 

1ve etters Just a little note to bring the season’s greetings to each of you, and to 
express the hope that during this coming year our interest in and enjoyment 

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS from our garden clubs may be even greaer than it was during the past year. 
SEND GREETINGS — Perhaps I am, as the old Quaker told his wife, a ‘‘little bit queer,’’ but 

to me the most valuable thing we get from our garden club associations is 
Urge Unity and not additional knowledge in the ways of delephinium and chrysanthemum, but 

C. tion in the acquaintance and friendship of people in clubs many miles distant from 
pera! our own, 

Garden Clubs. To attend a district or a state meeting and to receive from across the 
room a smile from a friend made through garden clubbing is indeed heart 
warming. In the East, beyond our Nation’s borders, is confusion, dissention, 
utter disorder; to the West is war with its attending horrors. May we, in 
the quiet of our gardens, plant the seeds of peace and friendship ‘so thick 

. that the weeds of strife never get a chance. Marion B. Jenkins, Dist. Pres. 

Dear Members of the Madison District: — 
We officers of Madison District cherish this opportunity to greet each The Westfield Garden Club, with 16 

member of our 11 clubs. We trust that your holiday includes a reunion and ™embers, is the newest addition to the 
other traditional joys of Christmas. We earnestly hope that the New Year re aa The Federation wel- 

i ing fulfillment in dreams li , i . . Hed bring fu ent e realized and a keener enthusiasm day by GARDEN CLUBS! 

All of us are gardeners, whether of window boxes or of landscaped acres. Please — 
We are united in the friendly business of making seeds and bulbs grow for 1. Read carefully the financial re- 
greater beauty. We seek to understand and promote one of the fundamental port printed in this issue. 
things in live — the earth’s fruitfulness. That is a mighty bond! 2. Report to the District Mail Box 

Because we are members of a federation there is available to us every news of any outstanding activity 
sort of help from our district and state departments, communicating through or successful project you think 
the appointed chairmen — a simple law which is workable insofar as club other clubs should be told about. 
chairmen are alive and interested. Our District news columnist will 

Pride in the integrity of our State Federation is well justified but that be grateful to you for your 
integrity in turn depends upon the zeal and contribution of 3,315 individual help in making this a constructive 
members. Mrs. David Bogue, District President. and valuable page.
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An Agricultural Testament, by Sir 

BOOK REVIEWS Albert Howard, is an English book 
in which a good many American gar- 

Dagny Borge deners have shown particular interest 

Now that our gardens are dormant, The author believes that efforts of during recent years, It seems de- 

and the new seed catalogs have not backyard gardeners are well worth  servedly to be the best known of the 

yet put in an appearance, there may encouraging in peace time as well. books by this distinguished exponent 

be time to read of gardening in othcr The book was published by Putnam of composting. In The Earth’s Green 

countries, Perhaps horticultural and Company, London, 1947. Carpet, Louise E. Howard, Sir Albert's 

books from the British Isles are of Over to Flowers, by Marguerite Wife describes in non-technical lan- 
more general interest than those of James. Taking advantage of the in- 8vage the principles of her husband's 

other lands, since they are written in terest developed by children during ®8ticultural reforms. Lady Howard 
a language we all can read, and more the war in allotments for vegetables, 2/80 is a scientist, and this is not her 

easily available. this author writes with the intention first venture in writing. In this book 

In a short article on English gar- of fostering a continuing interest in She stresses what has been learned 

dens, published in the November-De- horticultural pursuits for pleasure. from agricultural practices in the 
cember issue of the National Garden- The book is very elementary, both in OFient, where population presses 

er, Bulletin of the National Council text and illustrations, but could be heavily upon the land, and where 

of State Garden Clubs, amazement is ysedq profitably by adult beginners, Widespread poverty prevents general 
expressed at the beautiful dooryard fwutterworth Press, London, publish- Use Of commercial fertilizers and new 

gardens that the British somehow eq the book in 1947. improved strains of seed. Appendices 

contrive to maintain under their aus- explain Sir Albert’s Indore process 
terity regime. During the years when eoan ven ane, Gs temiene od 7 and give practical and explicit direc- 

England was expecting an invasion at children who understand flowers.” tions for composting. This book was 

any moment it was amazing to see The first half of the book is devoted published by Faber and Faber, Ltd., 

the continued high quality of English to “Plants in the Real World.” The of London, 1947. 

garden magazines, that kept up pub- second part deals with flower myths All publications reviewed in these 

lication under a much more severe nq jegends. It has “scraperboard” pages may be borrowed from your lo- 
paper shortage than America exper'-  ijustrations similar to woodcuts, and cal public library, or from the Trav- 
enced. There is still some evidence of was iggued in 1947 by the same firm ling Library in your state capital. 
such shortage. Occasionally business that published the children’s book 

letters from the Pritish Isles are en- 1 ontioned above. as 

closed in reused envelopes, and there Pe i 
are instances of jackets on new books dene, pata a aii cee GEM ly Late) Es Bea 
being printed on paper with wholly pit an Pict Kai blica. Oto 10 in. plants bristle. profusely £3 i 
unrelated prior printing on the re- 2 gan = publica- from early summer to frost. Nw eee 

verse side. Hon by Collins of London. All con- Mokechermine bedsond border: OS Fem] 
tain exquisite color plates, in addi- 0 7u°s"” enn 

Some British books issued during ti to other illustrati Ith h R a 

the last year or so treat of the “al- a Other’ Usravons, ‘ANnoug ed CO pu: ye 
lotments’’ planted from necessity and selling for less than two dollars. Those DEPT. MM MADISON } 5 <<] 

desire to help increase the food sup- ieaeeene de trees tn Beltainn ty a 

ply, the British version of Victory L. Howard: British Herbs ana Ga . 

Gardens. Among these are the fol- tables, by G M. Taylor; Wild Lite ot oe eee 
lowing: z ‘ij AZINE 

Planting for Plenty, When and wind ape Gan or ann Just what the name implies, 
What to do in the Garden, by R.C. & by Har “poterte ; Features exchange of ideas, sug- 
McMillan. This is composed of a Th, Minist: sf ‘A It gestions and garden knowledge, 

page per week, with an appropriate e ty of Agriculture con- as well as seed and plant ma- 
photograph on each opposite page, a tinued during the war and since to terial. 

issue attractive informative bulleting Sample 15 Cents (Quarterly) 
practical. guide'to gardening in Scot- including several on various phases of Year 50 Cents 
land, The writer took a large part in horticulture. Recently i P E. JOHNSON 

the “Dig for Victory” campaigns of : ly issued are one . 
683 Nevada St. 

that country. Faber and Faber, Ltd, on plums and cherries and another (WH) RENO, NEVADA 

of London published the book in Mtitled “Outdoor Salad Crops. : 
1947, TST 

Gardener’s Chance, from War Pro- . 

duction to Peace Possibilities, by Roy S A V E T R E E S 

Hay, is written by a man who was COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
employed by the Ministry of Agricul- TREES 

ture to direct and reward the efforts LAWNS 

of “Victory Diggers.” During the re- 
cent hostilities areas under cultiva- GARDENS 
tion were increased upward of 200,000 3378 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

acres. Waste ground, parks, and rec- 
reation grounds, as well as blitzed WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
sites were used to grow vegetables.
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° ° this fungus was sent for determina. 

Saving Our Pines tion to Ross W. Davidson, of Forest 
During the Christmas holidays we “The fact that the symptoms of Pathology, U. 8. D. A, Beltsville, Md, 

have been enjoying decorations of white pine blight are not always Dr. Davidson replied that the fungus 

various evergreens. Among these the clearly different from those caused seemed to be Oorticium galactinum, 
Pine is a favorite. A recent issue of by needle scorch or by numerous oth- “It is of especial interest that the 

Scientific Tree Topics,* published by er difficulties lent itself to confusion fungus was first found on the estate 

the Bartlett Tree Research Labora- from the outset. Common among of Randolph G. Pack, at Darien, Conn. 

tories is devoted to diseases and pests these are the effects of noxious fumes In keeping with the support which he 

of pines, and means by which control and of seepage from calcium chloride and his father, the late Charles Lath- 
or eradication of these troubles is at- and common salt and from road oil. rop Pack, have ever given to conser- 

tempted. “Troubles of the root appear le- vation, Mr. Pack has very generous- 
In a paper on white root rot and gion. Important among these are jy permitted experimentation on these 

its relation to white pine blight, the damage by mice, lowering of the wa- pines. Simple empirical tests of the 
following statements are made: tertable, wet feet, deep planting, and effect of liming, fertilizing and fungi- 

“Planted pines of eastern United attacks by weevils. cidal treatment have been applied in 
States and Canada are sometimes “A white to buff colored fungus my- the hope of finding remedial treat- 
subject to a disorder which causes celium was found growing as a sap- ment.” 
them to become more or less perma- rophyte in the duff at the ground line Another ae in ‘the aie Sabli: 

nently stunted and yellowed in addi- under a group of blighted white pines 1 "0"! ae see the more impor vtanit 
tion to tending to exhibit browning which exhibited the symptoms of insect pests of pine. There is also a 

of the needle tips. The eastern white dwarfing and _ yellowing. White, list of fungi which oceur frequently 
pine is more markedly affected than silky strands of mycelium extended on ornamental pines. Of these white 

are other common pines, to the roots. A white rot of the pine blister rust has been valiently 

“This stunting and yellowing 1s roost was evident, numerous feeding fought in Wisconsin. 
sometimes referred to as white pine roots being destroyed. A sample of — Dagny Borge 

blight, or as blight, although the lat-©°©§ ————__________ 
ter name is also sometimes used as FINANCIAL REPORT—21st ANNUAL CONVENTION 
synonomous with needle blight or 

needle scorch. The condition has been RECEIPTS: MILWAUKEE, OCT. 7-8, 1948 
variously interpreted as due to 2 de- 303 Registrations at $1.00 cach .......-.ccsssssssscoccsccesesssscssssssesssunsssessessunsnseeecesesseseseseee $808.00 
ficient root system or to needle blight Net Profit from Convention Flower Show -2....-.......::::::sc:sssssssscsesssseceeseeceeseeeeeeeeeeee 0,04 

which has become chronic. a rrr 
“Trees affected with this disorder URSEMENTS: 5 

Dr. Scott Bedford, Speaker a .acsccosscssescccssscnssesosssssneccsnsesscnnscssneenees . 
have long been a matter of soncern: Mrs, C. Schultz for Mr. Jens Jensen ——— bed 

Foresters read decreased yields in Mrs WF. J. Fitzgerald, President, Exp. 0000 ccc 2449 
plantation plantings. Owners of orna- Mrs. Clarence Schultz, 1st V. P. EXD. --ssccsccccccsccscsecssessnnennneeee 16,82 
mentals are disturbed by the unsight- Mrs. Ervin Kulow, 2nd V. P., EXXp. 2...---.cc-cccccccccecceesceeeeeeeeeeneeeee 6,00 

ly appearance of their trees. Tree airs. u ae rt Beoretary, FExD... wccisiescissssnsescssscsescissssssntcssscesiesassssnitis 1870 
hesitant to undertake ra. Eric Tn, TP@QSUTET -neceeeneeeeeeeneeeneeenetecetnertctmceenernetmeemerene 16 tnutment of this condition because M®S. Fred C. Marquardt, Publicity BD 

*Condensed from Vol, 1, No. 9, 1948. Mrs. Eric Martin; Telephone re credentials -.............-2--00c0---- * 90 
7 , Mayer Printing Co. 400 Programs —...0.......--.----0-cecceccessesseeeeeeeeeees- 80,00 

they have learned by experience that Wis, State Hort. Soc. postage re credentials cece 2.88 
such trees have not responded well Quality Print Co.—300 Badges ...-.......ccccssscscesssceeseesseeeeecneeeeee — BTB 
to feeding or to other normally-ap- Mil. Elec. Ry. & Transport Co.—Bus charter 00.0... 41.40 

plied restorative procedures. Siro. Win, Antuitapen Goetteny Ragloaal Guasie, es 

“During the fall of 1947 the symp- Mrs, Chester ‘Thomas: Decorations 2 luncheons and banquet... 19.91 
toms of this disorder were more con- aster Hotel as follows: 

spicuous or the condition was more Balance due on dinners ............- 0000 eeeee e+ + $182.00 
prevalent than in most seasons. One Room Charge for Exhibits 000000000000: 50,00 
of the striking characteristics of the Public Address system 10/7 -....-sssccccsscsssssssseceseseeeeenneeee 48,18 
disorder was the spotty distribution Public Address system 10/8 2...........--.2:eccccccesseeeeeeeeeee 26,25 

of the affected trees, Normal and af- Room: sens, Jensen sesececececettstsnnneneceneeeeeeestannneceeenenntunnnneeeetece oe 
fected pines grew side by side. Sucn CLEPDOME CAN -...n.---ennnennenecvseeecnsseecconssercenaserccnnnesecccnnassete 2 

lack of uniformity might easily be Tie@Rtre WBLEPCREES, weeenencemreerneernemnrennnercerennrnes A980 

accounted for by the explanation $327.06 

that the trees with weaker root sys- Leas ‘06 

tems were less able to rapidly sup- ae 

ply water lost through excessive Total amount paid Pfister Hotel... 827.00 

transpiration. This in turn, however, —_ 

left on unsolved problem of why the Rorae, baroeiolatg Toner See OSS 
roots of certald teed, (Were. weal! cvssonnnnnnntuneeeseescenennnseesescennnntineeeeeessestnninammereseecersecsceseesesees BABY 

Field observations were made in an DOBBICIY o.eeessssssscesssecseeseeseeseseeeeeeeerceeeeeee $218.81 
attempt to gain information on root Respectfully submitted, 

injury. *From Vol. 1, No. 9, 1948. Mary E. Martin, Treasurer.
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District Mail Box Five Letters - cont. 
The excellent contributions which Dear Garden Club Members of the South Central District: 

garden clubs have made to commun- It is a pleasure to extend greetings to you at the beginning of the new 
ity life has been noted in the news year. 

sent to this department. At the region- Our Regional meeting on November 30, at Fort Atkinson was well at- 

al meeting of the Fox Piver Velley tended, and there was a splendid spirit of cooperation, Each club told of their 
district held in Seymour, December programs and achievements. By exchanging ideas and working together I am 
2nd, attended by representatives confident we can build a strong and progressive district. 
from Fond du Lac, Ripon, Berlin, Two important projects for our district are the flower show which 
Oshkosh, Green Bay, Menasha, Omro, will be held sometime during the year and the Judging School] which will be 
Seymour and Washington Island, the held at Lake Geneva May 17, 18, and 19. I hope that each club in the 
response to roll call brought forth district will begin to look forward to the show and that you will make plans 
many suggestions. to attend the Judging School. With the help of all, both of thcse undertak- 

ings can be a success. 
Shut-ins are cheered with bouquets Please remember that a district is no stronger than it’s clubs and the 

which Omro Garden Club members Federation is no stronger than it’s districts. The Wisconsin Garden Club 
select from their own gardens and Federation can be assured of the full support of the South Central District. 
deliver. At Fond du Lac members Mrs. Harold C. Poyer, President. 
work with the Girl Scouts in their Dear Garden Club Members of the Milwaukee District: 
nature program. They also maintain It is with much pleasure that I take this opportunity to greet you all. In 
a small park, where, monthly, two the past years it has been my privillege to know many of you, and your 
members are appointed to care for friendship and cooperation have been an inspiration and delight. 
the park’s appearance. The Washing- Working for a splendid organization like our Federation is a great joy, 
ton Island club has purchased a spray- due to the fact, I believe, that the program is made up of such worthwhile 
ing machine, instigating a program constructive projects. 

to rid the roadsides of poison ivy, A Look at the list! Horticulture, Flower Shows, Conservation, Scholar- 

Nativity scene became the project of ships, Living Memorials, Roadside Beautification, Birds, ete., and last but 

the Seymour group. They have also not least, in the words of National Council, ‘‘The raising of the standard 
maintained a weekly “Gardeners of Horticulture and floral beauty in the community. How could we spend 
Corner” in the local newspaper, a col- Our time to better advantage than to work for and support developments of 
umn dealing with local gardening this kind that are important to our nation, State and community? . 
news, seasonal tips and articles of Mrs. Fiebrantz, our State President has chosen a splendid motto this 

reneral gardening interest year: ‘‘Unity and strength in our Federation.’’ Let us all work with 
g 8 8 ae her to achieve this goal. 

Horicon’s busy summer of 1948 was Georgia Cushman, President 

one of excellent accomplishment and Dear Members of the Sheboygan District: 

may well be inspiration to other clubs The coming of the new year brings to us the chance of doing something 
planning community contributions in new and different. It brings another year of golden opportunities. 
the coming season. June found the To serve as your district president is a happy privilege and an honor 
Horicon Garden Club members hostess which I deeply appreciate. I will do all I can to make our ideals and our 
to the visiting Ripon-Berlin group of year’s work a success. No one person can accomplish this big job alone. 
garden clubs. The tour was planned It is only by close co-operation and hard work that we can reach our goal. 
to include local gardens lovely in the Last year Seeds of Peace helped feed over a half million hungry people 
height of the tulip and lilac season of western Europe. This year we can help preserve a primeval forest; a 
as well as commerical gardens and Redwood grove in California. The National Council is purchasing 40 acres 
the outstanding tulip and hopa crab of primeval Redwoods. Each of our clubs and individual members have an 
garden in Mayville. opportunity to take part in this conservation program, either through in- 

In July the Horicon group found he - nee donations. Conservation is the all important topic of 
their attention directed to a beauty ee ur wil lowers, our trees, soil, water, wild life, our children and 

spot on Highway 28 where they placed May I wish you all a happy and prosperous year. 
a wayside table and bench, noting Elizabeth G. Curti President 

| the grading, landscaping and outdoor = ——_______ assent oe 
fireplace as projects for future devel- white gladioli against a background of have found that having a member of 

opment. white cross and white candles, a our garden club on the park board of 
August was the month of their Speaker's table, conservation and our city gives us more opportunity to 

flower show. Special displays gave un- florist displays. help and enjoy making Horicon a 
usual interest to the event. A com- In September the group embarked beautiful city.” 

munity dinner table complete with on a project which their secretary, The Baraboo Garden Club is hostess 

wild duck decoys and cattails focused Margaret Neill, writes will keep them each year to a Christmas Fair, held 

attention on the Horicon Marsh loca- busy “for many seasons.” With the this season on December 14th. 

tion of the club, thus utilizing material city park board we are planning to A colorful array of Christmas de- 

of local interest. Among the other landscape one of our beautiful parks ¢orations, potted plants, terrariums, 
scenes was a fireplace wedding ar- bordering the Rock River. Our com- home-made candies and gay stuffed 

rangement with bride’s and brides- mittee is working on diagrams for animals were among the many items 

maid’s bouquets, a church altar using fall plantings of shrubs and trees. We sold at this entertaining event.
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SISSON’S 
J. H. Phillips, Manager 

, PEONIES 
October is the month to plant peonies. ~ 
Write us now about varieties. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes amd portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through book- 
let in your home. . 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. 8S. A. — 8 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 
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Bee SuppLies ee 
This name has stood for the very 8-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Corner Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: 3 and 7-Wire Excluders 
. Quality Comb Sections 

‘ Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
si4-290 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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. In 1948, dusting in the rain with Kolodust was 4 
completely successful operation for a record number 
of growers against that stubborn enemy, apple scab. 

i Hundreds of growers have relied on Speaticn 
. “Kolodust” for years and the proof is in higher 

, producing orchards and better packs of apples. 

; ; Niagara planned Operation ‘‘Kolodust”’ with weap- 
ors ons best suited for the battle—a Niagara Cyclone 

™ Duster for all kinds of weather; and Kolodust, a 
a a non-caustic, rain-penetrating dust. In Kolodust, the 
‘Apacs fused Bentonite sulphur particles, colloidal in na- 

t 4 ture, so fine that no screen yet devised can measure 
them, have great spreading and covering ability. 

. And they cling to fruit and foliage through and 
after long and heavy rains when apple scab spores 
are there ready to strike. Dusting in the rain with 
Kolodust is the very essence of “timeliness” —the 

“Bee 0. BE PRLOR. ; ine proof is in a lower-cost operation and greater suc- 
cess in apple scab control. + soaps 

Plan now for Operation “Kolodust” next spring. 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION THERE ARE KOLO MATERIALS FOR MANY USES 
FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION Kolodust is available in various combinations with othet 

MIDDLEPORT, NEW YORK . materials. You'll find it an excellent carrier for such insecti- 
Richmond, Calif. » Mt. Vernon, Wash. * Jacksonville, Fla. * Tampa, Fla. cides as DDT, BHC and Lead Arsenate. ,, i 
Pompano, Fla. * New Orleans, La. * Greenville, Miss. * Harlingen, Tex. 

Canadian Associate: Niagara Brand Spray Co., Ltd., Burlington, Ontario ta poor tei grototion corer,



— Photo above shows a field of 5,000 Apple trees in our nurseries of over 500 acres 

at Waterloo, Wisconsin. Northern grown, selected varieties — for our Wisconsin 
soils and climate. 

Wisconsin's Greatest Nursery 

OFFERS A COMPLETE SELECTION OF HARDY 

FRUIT TREES SHADE TREES ROSES 

SMALL FRUITS FLOWERING SHRUBS EVERGREENS 

Write Dept. H. for Catalog 

General Offices: M Cc K A y Nurseries: 

Madison 5, Wis. Waterloo, Wis. 

NURSERY COMPANY 
131 

|
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OOMMEROIAL APPLE AND CHER- HOW TO REACH ALL WISCONSIN TURE 

RY OROHARD FOR SALE FRUIT GROWERS ¥ ecg a 

Thirteen acres, for sale, % bearing There is only one publication which State Horticultural Soclety onsin 

trees, % young trees, suitable fortruck reaches all the tree fruit growers in Entered at the postoffice at Madison, 

gardening, berries, etc. Produced $6,-  Wisconsin—(both apples and cher- woueee Mer’ ae atcapeciel rain 
000. Apple house; power sprayer; near ries)—Wisconsin Horticulture. If you postage provided for in Section 1103, Act 

town; reasonable, See Martin Koebel, have anything to sell, it will pay to {¥ ,Oow@ber % 1917, authorized July 18, 
Mgr., 504 Home Ave., Plymouth, Wis. advertise in this magazine. Our rates Published Monthly Excepting July an. 
Phone 217. are ‘dow. Decasaber =< Wisconsin State Horti- 

pt cee: 
Madison 6, Wisconsin” 

Volume No, XXXIX February, 1949 No. 3 
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G. J. Hipke, Pres. +. ... New Holstein 
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ARSENATE OF LEAD i iio Soe an E. L. Chambers, Treas. ........ Madison 
Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Jr. ....... Baraboo 

* BOARD OF DIRECTORS MICRONIZED* SULFURS Wm. BR. Boese Fort Atkinson 
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Horticulture. Ro 
= bp) tee ANNUAL MEETING >) Corona Chemical Division WISDONSIN BERGE it 

VEGETABLE GROWERS 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY neuen hes Wanpaca — Armory 

Friday, April 1. 
Pan ! haha KS Pay 9:30 a. m. — 4:30 p.m. 

Excellent program. Display of 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN tractors and other garden machinery; 

‘ irrigation equipment. Luncheon 
served in Armory. All growers invited.



° ° Control of the Codling Moth in 
Door County—1948 

By C. L. Fluke 

The codling moth continues to be a compare the control of codling moth se- 
major pest of apples in Door County. cured with lead arsenate and DDT. Five 
The life history of the moth was in- tha 8 codling moth sprays were applied, one 
terpreted by a study of the emergence calyx and four covers as follows: 
of the moths caught in fermenting bait | Calyx... ecseeeeceseeeseeeeeseeeeeee June 8 and 9 

traps. mA i ae Ist Cover...............-------June 22 and 23 
Bait Trap Catches + = ey 2nd COVEF.........-.1--ere------July 6 and 7 

Twelve traps located in the Griffin | | iB | P| | 4 A | PY 3rd COVET....ceeeovemeevsseseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee July 16 
Orchard collected a total of 905 moths. Ath COVEL..eecccesseeeeeeecesnetemeeseeeeeeesJUlly 27 
The catches are given in the attached 

graph. The first moths were taken June 
24 and the last September 10. There 

were four large peaks of emergence: | Summary of the Control of the Codling Moth with Lead Arsenate 

July 15, 52 moths; Aug. 16, 57 moths: | 444 DDT. Door Co. Wisconsin, 1948 
Aug. 20, 45 moths; and Aug. 25 and 26, : i . 
270 moths. Since 55 to 65 days are COMBINED HARVEST AND CROP DATA 
needed for a complete generation of the é 

moth the enormous emergence late in Total % . 
August is difficult to explain. About 60 Variety Treatment Total fruit sound fruit sound seule 
days had elapsed from the first emer- Dudley Lead arsenate 1730 1176 68% 

gence June 24, but these few early moths DDT 1284 1118 87 Je 
would not account for the large popula- Wealthy Lead arsenate 1345 1148 85' 3 

tion of Aug. 16 to 27, 524 moths. This DDT 1915 1796 94% 
period is also too early for moths from © — 
the July 15 peak. The majority of these 
August moths were also only first brood 

moths! This was determined by caging a Dow's Mike Sulfer 5-100 was the 
infested apples that came from this same Wee He Z @ fungicide. Lead arsenate 234-100 was 

orchard. The very first wormy apples _ cs ieee 5 4 applied to four rows and DDT 2-100 to 
were picked up and the larvae reared to ’ eh ae the other four rows. All apple drops 

maturity. All the apples from 16 trees srs: from twenty trees were collected every 
were caged and from these only two j ss ve three or four days and the infested fruit 
moths emerged into a second generation. ea counted. At picking time the harvest 

Where then did the August moths come data were taken from 8 trees only, four 
from? from each treatment. The results are 

A New Problem summarized in the following table. On 
This has opened up a new problem. : the Dudley variety DDT increased the 

There is a possibility that during cer- rf sound fruit from 68% to 87% and on 
tain favorable fall and winter weather, the Wealthy from 85% to 94%. This 
the worms which did not succeed in le control with DDT is below that anti- 

maturing in the fall lived over success- cipated and is undoubtedly due to the 
fully and continued development the heavy moth flight in August. 
following summer. Such conditions 

would occur only occasionally and if  |f 

the immature larvae could live over and Politeness by Request—Mistress— 
mature the following year this would “How was it, Ophelia, that you raised 
explain the large flight in late August. } three such well-behaved boys?” 

The only other way to explain this Ophelia—“Well, Mis’ Mary, I raised 
flight is unusual large egg batches and |} ‘em with a barrel stave, ani I raised 

favorable development from the few |} ‘em frequent.” 
moths appearing in late June and early ‘ 

July, but this does not explain the fail- » —_——_ 
ure to get moths from caged infested _ Progressive Education—Teacher— 

apples. “Now, Johnny, where is Cleveland?” 
Lead Arsenate vs. DDT Bait traps will help in codling Johnny—“Cleveland is in Washing- 

The Griffin orchard was also used to moth control. ton today, and Bob Feller’s pitching.” 

~ 133
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Experiments With Mulching Cherries einige amas 
rs PACKAGES 

and Apples Pre, ; packaging Has Many Advantages 
Charles F. Swingle, Sturgeon Bay 8 bien 

Charles F. Swingle, Sturgeon Bay But Unsolved Pro 
In Door County a great deal of Wi mn i) ly, ape and nye fruits sa aro 

mulching of young apple and cherry \' ly are being sold in consumer-size pack- 
trees is done, also some mulching of Ss e ages, as is obvious to everyone. The 

mature but sick trees; however I a —— trend now: is towards prepackaging 
know of an apple orchard, and only ows \ = fruit and a number of advantages 
one cherry orchard, where healthy, Na ¢ wees Bee ee ee se ce 

ful: sited trees are miiehed. X realize : y \ operatives issued last October by the 
elsewhere, but we look at mulching : . Farm Credit Administration of the 

primarily as a means of conserving 4 U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

moisture, rather than adding fertill- HAN Advantages 
zer, Under our conditions, with our 7 q The principal advantages listed are: 
generally low-branched trees, there is Ke > Increases quantity sold per consumer, 

so much shade under mature trees 1 p> A housewife may decide to buy a 
that the small amount of grass able i large size package of fruit if she 
to grow here does not constitute a thinks she is making a good buy. Hav- 
serious moisture loss problem. Also, case, but probably more important is ing purchased the larger quantity she 
the grass we do get to grow is usu- mulch, which not only adds a little ig likely to use more liberally in plan- 
ally enough to prevent erosion, even fertility and humus, but makes the ning her menus. 
in the steepest orchards. orchardist stay away from the tree a 

Mulch Young Orchards when he cultivates. In this connec- dn sleet ce Jargeanae eee 
Though we forego mulch on healthy tion it is interesting to note that or- item and makes shopping easier and 

old trees, we do a lot of mulching on chards in sod do not have curl-leaf. speedier and reduces sales costs 

young orchards. In fact this has Sod vs. Culture i . 

proven so satisfactory that several This brings me to the question of + Permits brand. identifiention: and 
orchardists, including Sid Telfer of sod vs, culture. I don’t have time to vertising. The grower can build up 
Ellison Bay, have found it feasible go into this here, but I do want to % Teputation on his own brand and 
to establish orchards in sod or clear- say that all the old apple orchards in &¢t the benefit of any advertising he 
ed woodland without plowing at all. Door are now in sod and the tendency #8 Paid for. 
Under this system the trees are is for the cherry orchards more and Makes a cleaner and neater dis 
planted with no more culture than is more to be put to sod. I can sum up play. Packaged produce has « great- 
required to make the hole. Then a this controversy in a few words— ‘™ eve appeal. Especially for items 
good mulch is put on, preferably ex- some of the best orchards in the ‘SUCH 3s cooking apples. Of course we 
tending some 4 feet out from the tree county are in sod, some of the best now that the fancy fruit looks best 
and deep enough to smother all weed under cultivation. Personally, I feel‘ panel cee selon layers and rows 

wth. this is just one part of the whole or- = shrinkage by re- 
"This system is in common use after chard management question, If as U¢ing bruising through handling and 

the trees are planted—mulching wide with some orchards, especially on the %@¥¢ezing by the purchaser. 
and deep, with no cultivation around Sawyer side of the county, they have Principal Problems 
the trees from planting until they are deep soil, (for Door County), 12 inch- Container costs and style are prob- 

8 to 12 years old, and big enough to es or more over the rock, the or- lems which must still receive consid- 
cast enough shade that mulch or cil- chardist has a choice, and can either erable attention. Such matters as the 

tivation is no longer required. cultivate or use a definite system of container costs, size and type, visibili- 
The mulch can be of whatever is sod management. However, if as is ty, durability and protection in tran- 

available—grass, straw, manure, saw- common throughout the county, the sit have not been solved. Consum- 

dust, or even paper fertilizer sacks. soil is shallow or underlaid with sand ers are reluctant to pay additional 
Nitrogen is added as required, usu- or gravel, I feel there is no choice and costs of unit packages and the pro- 

ally ignoring the mulch completely the only way to get satisfactory pro- ducer is already getting little enough. 
unless this is rich manure or other duction is in sod. Of course sod man- The Farm Credit Adminstration 
high nitrogen fertilizer. agement does not mean an abandoned suggests continued research on the 

“Curl Leaf” orchard, as some people still think. problem of size and type of contain- 
Probably half the growers in the Not only must spraying and pruning er; container visibility; cost of differ- 

county prefer to cultivate young or- be cared for as usual, but a definite ent materials and how these addition- 

chards, in which case the only mulch increase in the amount of nitrogen al costs can be obsorbed. 
used is that applied to sick trees. fertilizer is needed since the grass — 

This is especially true with cherry eats at the first table, and what ts To be a good politician you have to 

trees suffering from “curi-leaf.” It enough under cultivation, will wholly be able to straddle the fence and still 

has been found that the addition of or mostly be taken up by the grass, keep both ears to the ground.—Cum 
potash fertilizer is helpful in this leaving none for the tree. berland Advocate.
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Fruit G Suppli 
Order Your Spray Materials 

for 1949 Now! 
Price Lists Available After Feb. lst. If You Do Not Receive One — WRITE FOR ONE. 

Dealer for 

John Bean Sprayers 
: aed 8°) = 2 

pe shy cal a) 

7 gal per min. Pump 4004 SKID TYPE 

Pressure — 150 gal Tank — 7 gal per min. Pump. 150 gal 
Trailer Type. tank — 400# pressure 

We Handle All Models And Sizes, Few Of Which Are Illustrated. Write For Complete 

Catalogue. — If You Contemplate Purchasing A Sprayer In 1949 — Place Your Order Early. 
— So Delivery Will Be Made In Time For Your NEEDS. 

2 Lr 

fa Ea a 
A gs — — fal a; Me) ea © S 

SKID MODEL TRAILER MODEL 
15 Gal per minute Pump. 600# 15 gal per minute Pump. 600# 
Pressure. 200 gal tank. Pressure — 200 gal tank. 

Sprayers Repaired — 
WE WILL OVERHAUL YOUR SPRAYER AND REPAINT SAME, 

DURING THE NEXT TWO MONTHS. — DO NOT WAIT 
UNTIL SPRING TO HAVE THIS 

JOB DONE. ... 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
227 CUTLER STREET 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Lester F. Tans, Manager Telephone 4107



FERMATE fungicide for scab, leaf spot. Ideal 
control for apple and pear scab, cherry leaf 
spot, brown rot of stone fruits, black rot of 
grapes, berry anthracnose. 

Wise Outstanding disease control as either dust 

or spray. 

Greener foliage, no stunting of leaves. 

Safe . . . no burning in either hot or cold 

DUPONT | = Cleaner fruit . . . no russeting. 

Higher yields result from more vigorous 

foliage. 

sp ray ZERLATE fungicide for brown rot. Excellent 

for peaches, apricots, light-colored cherries 

and plums. 

and Effective in control of brown rot on the tree 

and in shipment. 

Light-colored residue does not show. 

dust MARLATE new methoxychlor insecticide. 
Effective against many important insect 

pests on vegetables, fruit, livestock and in 
a farm buildings. 

chemicals Long-lasting . . . residues remain effective 
for two or three weeks or more. 

Mild on plants . . . does not burn even on 
cucurbits, beans or tomatoes. Tests thus 
far show it also has unusually low toxicity 
to warm-blooded animals. 
Works well as dust or spray. Comes as con- 
centrated wettable powder. 

See Your Dealer Now for supplies of these and 

other Du Pont pest control products. Ask him also for DEENATE DDT for codling moth and many 
free Du Pont booklets containing detailed informa- other major insect pests. 
tion, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals Dept., Du Pont’s proved formulation gives outstand- 

1503 W. Canal St., Milwaukee 3, Wis., or Wil- ing perfo ce wherever DDT is called 

mington 98, Delaware. for. 8 

Du Pont Chemicals for the Farm Include: 

Fonglcides — PARZATE®, FERMATE®, ZERLATE*, Copper-A Fixed Copper, SULFORON* 
and {SULFORON®-X Wettable Sulfurs; Insecticides —DEBNATE* DDT, MARLATE*, LEXONE® REG,U. 5. PAT. OFF. 

war Dunlve Weed kits Ale De Peat Seeeeac, Scie, PARMONE" Fro Orop tstsuer BETTER THINGS 'FOR BETTER LIVING 
ad many ethan: “pee. u. 0. PAT. OFF. ++» THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

|
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Apple Promotion — Where Do We Go From Here ? 

By Minard Farley, Michigan, State Apple Commission 

Growers of Washington State have this bookkeeping system to a limited where it belongs. A Wisconsin or- 

been operating under a state law by extent in our own Michigan program, ganization can have much greater ap- 

which they now collect two and one- permitting growers to make a peri- peal with Wisconsin editors and food 
half cents per box for advertising dic report on retail sales. The ma- merchants than can outside grower 

their apples. In Michigan our assess- jor portion of income, however, is on groups. Whatever you do in the 
ment is one cent per bushel collected the truck and carlot shipments where name of your own state apple pro- 
on all apples except those used in revenue stamps purchased from offi- ducers helps the entire apple indus- 

manufacture of fresh cider or vine- cial agents of the Commission are af- try. So we are glad to see the Wis- 
ger. The Appalachian growers have fixed to shipping documents. consin Institute flourish in its locality. 

a combined program which is fin- These various state promotional Talk given at Annual Convention, 

anced by assessments of one cent per Programs have made steady growth Wisconsin State Horticultural 
bushel, or more in the states of Mary- over a period of ten or fifteen years Society, 1948. 

land, Virginia and West Virginia. to the point that we now have a ——___----—— 
Pennsylvania remains as the one state ‘trong over-all program, and our Na- FRUIT GROWERS MEETINGS 
in the Appalachian program that does tonal Apple Institute supplements very County Associations To Hold Annual 
not have a_ statutory assessment. Nicely the amount of local advertising 

Their contribution continues to be on We are able to do. Meetings 
the voluntary basis, but growers there The National Apple Institute The 8 county fruit growers associa- 
expect to ask for a state assessment A word about the National Apple tions which have held annual meet- 

in the next assembly of the Pennsyl- Institute and its secretary, Mr. Tru- ings during February and March for 
vania Legislature. man Nold, is appropriate at this many years, have this year selected 

The New York-New England Apple point, ‘That organization, of which the dates listed below for their meet- 

Institute continues as the one large we are all a part, has done some out- ings. All will have noon luncheons, 

producing group which is still 100% standing work in soliciting coopera- an excellent program with several 

on the voluntary plan of raising funds tive advertising with such firms as speakers, and invite all fruit growers 

for apple promotion. Growers there General Mills, Pillsbury, American to attend. 
are going through much the same ex- Dairy Association, American Cran- February 22—Racine County Fruit 

perience we have seen with the volun- ¢!Ty Exchange, and others. The full Growers Association at the School of 
tary plan in other sections. They be- color advertising in national women’s Agriculture, Rochester. 

come quite dissatisfied with the num- ™#8azines which has featured apples = February 23 — Waukesha County 
bers who do not contribute in a pro- With the products of these concerns Fruit Growers Association meeting in 
gram where all are benefited. They +8 noteworthy. There is also the much Waukesha. 
are taking stock of the possibilities heralded event of a full-page color ad February 24 — Milwaukee County 

for statutory collection, Ohio, Wis- in the Saturday Evening Post which Fruit Growers Association in Green- 
consin, New Jersey continue with vol- "®" last February through sponsor- field Town Hall. 

untary institutes or horticultural soci- ship of the National Apple Institute. February 25 — Jefferson County 

eties, But even in these states there t carried the joint signatures of all Fruit Growers Association, Municipal 
is growing sentiment for the statutory local promotional groups including Building, Fort Atkinson. 
method. your Wisconsin Apple Institute. An- ‘mini 

Oalvsetieia nase other crowning achievement for our March 1—Washington County Fruit 

joint national effort has been the cur: Growers Association in Jackson Vil- 
The two collection methods open to rent Walt Disney film “Melody Time” lage Hall 

choice in the case of a state law are which includes the musical cartoon 7 
(1) the use of revenue stamps at the “Johnny Appleseed.” This produc- Marck: 2 = Osaulee County, ‘Fruit 

time of shipment, or (2) the so-called tion was inspired through suggestion Growers Association. 

“bookkeeping method” which involves of the National Apple Institute. De- March 3—Manitowoc County Fruit 
making periodic reports of apple sales tails of production were carried out Growers Association in the Court 

with payment of the assessment to a by the Walt Disney Studios in con- House, Manitowoc. 
state agency. The former method is sultation with Mr. Truman Nold and March 4—Sheboygan Oounty Fruit 
used in Washington State and with others interested in apple promotion. Growers Association in the City Hall, 

our own Michigan program, The lat- Progress In Wisconsin Plymouth. 
ter is common to the Appalachian I am particularly gratified with the SS 
states and appears to be working progress the Wisconsin Apple Insti- FINE FRUIT FARM, 10 MILES 
with reasonable success for them. I tute has made since I was privileged from Milwaukee, 43 Acres, 1300 bear- 
would say the bookkeeping method to be present at its organization ing trees, elegant home, 2 baths, 8 fire 

has the greatest merit for a state meeting five years ago. Our Com- Places, good tenant house with bath 
such as Wisconsin where a high per- mission now feels the job is being md hot water heat. Large apple stor- 
centage of sales are direct to retail carried on here effectively enough so 8@, cider mill, road side stand. One 
stores or through the grower’s own we are glad to concentrate our own Of finest orchards in area. 

roadside stand.-- We actually employ advertising effort back in Michigan gag w, 0th Street’ Mitmonkee 3, Wis.
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Puratized 

Pat. No. 2,423,262 

ReseArcH workers and commercial fection occurs and acts to eradicate infec- 

growers acclaim this patented formu- tions after they start. 

lation as an outstanding contribution for This unique inactivating power, plus the 

the control of scab and other plant diseases. usual protectant action, makes PURA- 
TIZED AGRICULTURAL SPRAY an 

PURATIZED AGRICULTURAL invaluable weapon for combating scab. 
SPRAY doubly safeguards your trees. It Consult your local dealer or write today 
offers fast, effective protection before in- for further details. 

e e 

Puratized Agricultural Spray 
© A low cost spray program — © Can be applied with common 

one gallon makes 800 gallons of insecticides and fungicides 

Spray. © Effective too, for brown rot 
¢ Instantly water soluble blossom blight of cherries and 
© Leaves no visible deposit peaches 

“Trade Mark 

Distributed by: 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORP. | ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORP. 

Middleport, New York 40 Rector Street, New York City 

Manufactured by: 

New York, N. Y.
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ORCHARD OBSERVATIONS like McIntosh which many people pre- BUMBLE BEES RECEIVE HIGH 
COMPLETE FERTILIZER FOR fer, He calls this trend a blind alley. PRAISE AS POLLENIZERS in an 

THE ORCHARD. “Give the entire ——S article in the Farm Journal, (Aug. 
orchard floor an application of com- BEWARE OF TOO MUCH DDT is 1948) by E. J. Rasmussen, University 

plete fertilizer for better growth of the warning in a report by the Onio of New Hampshire, fruit expert. He 
the cover crop” is the trend of advice Experiment Station. It was found says the bumble bee squats on the 

given to apple growers in a number that amounts of DDT in the soil equal blossoms at least 1,800 times per hour 

of states, Observations in Wisconsin ° those that might be deposited after or 30 squats per minute. The fly in 
orchards leads to the opinion that a several years of spraying have seri- the ointment of course is how to get 

fair percentage of them would be ously effected the growth of some the bumble bees. Only young queens 

greatly benefited by more fertilizer— grains and vegetables. No injury to of the preceding year will overwin- 

not only complete fertilizer for the ‘Tuit trees has been reported but it ter and be the pollenizers early in the 
cover crop but by more nitrogen for ™#®Y be wise to use no more than ab- season when apples are in bloom. 

better tree growth. The advice to ap- solutely necessary to control insects. Many of these are destroyed by 

ply fertilizer in varying amounts be- — rodents because they nest near the 

tween rows of trees, as a test is good. COWS MILK IS IMPROVED EY surface in the soil. 
APPLE JUICE according to research 

work done in Virginia. Babies can- Mr. Rasmussen gave Dandelions 
THE “DELICIOUS ONLY” TREND not easily digest the curd in cows some blame for small sets of fruit. 

on the part of the distributors, whole- milk because of the size and degree “When Dandelions and apples bloom 
sale and retail trade in our cities who of toughness of the particles. Human at the same time, the Dandelions get 
are asking for Delicious only is de- milk forms a soft almost fluid mass » 
plored by Carroll R. Miller, secretary in the babies stomach while cows the ‘bees and the apples get neglected, 

Appalachian Apple Service in an ar- milk forms a medium-tough, compact e wrote. 
he in ‘ ae tk He says this mass. The Station suggests addition There is plenty of evidence that 
endency strangles the cooking-apple of 1 part of concentrated apple juice : 

market which in past years has used to 15 parts of whole milk or 19 parts honey bee colontes, if placed eb “ 
almost half the national crop. It has of evaporated milk. (Report in the fruit trees, do an excellent job o 
an adverse effect upon good varieties Packer, Sept. 11, 1948) pollenizing. 

ee Cee 

Poocooooe enn 

Completely overhauled and guaranteed in good running order 

BEAN SPRAYER — 500 gallon tank, 35 gallon per minute pump, powered by Continental 

Engine. .Sprayer used only 4 seasons. On a 2-wheel trailer or can be 

mounted on truck. Qitee. 

BEAN SPRAYER — 200 gallon tank, 10 gallon per minute pump, powered by LeRoi Engine. 

MYERS SPRAYER — 200 gallon tank, 2-cylinder pump, running in oil, 

engined powered. 

FRIEND SPRAYER — 30° gallon tank, engine powered with self starter, mounted on 
4 rubber tires. 

BEAN PUMP — 7 gallons per minute. 

SAM GOLDMAN, 
Sturgeon Bay 

We Guarantee every outfit sold. 

eoce eee e ee ooo ooo 2 nn nn nnn nny
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; P Write, Wire or Phone 
for up-to-the-minute prices on: 

Bean Sprayers, Garden Tractors, 
Lawn Mowers, Arsenate of Lead, 
Lime, Sulphur, D. N. 289 Spray, 
50% Wettable DDT, Mike Sulphur. 

in fact, all your garden or orchard equipment and supplies, 

-to- 

G. A. DUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 
POSTOFFICE BOX 2069 MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 

24 hour phone service -- (Fairchild 2840) 

ONE HARDIE _... 
Orchard spraying, row spraying, weed — easily can be fitted with inexpensive gc cen : = 
spraying, cattle spraying, ‘‘boom’’ Hardie engineered accessories that Ce — ee: a 
or ‘‘mist’’ spraying, hand gun spray- adapt the sprayer to any one of . i —hy 
‘ing, DDT spraying, water painting, many specialized spraying jobs. The ete Hips 
white washing, fire extinguishing — widest range of sizes in the market sa mW 
you do them all with the same — from 4 GPM at 300 pounds pres- qi 

Hardie. sure to 80 GPM at 1000 pounds pres- i 
Hardie gives you a big volume, sure. Write for the 1949 Hardie W CROF M i 

high pressure, rugged sprayer which Catalog. 2 

THE HARDIE[MFG. CCMPANY, HUDSON, MICH. ah ra 

ee —T I) a ieee 

ee eee | AES 
CIMA ee ence 
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New Machinery and Equipment for 
Orchard Operations 

By H. B. Tukey, Michigan 

There is no mistaking the great in- spray machine and give very good cost of 75c per hour. It is much bet- 
terest all over the country in new coverage. Other devices include ver- ter to have a good site and not to 

machinery and new equipment for or- tical booms which are movable, some depend upon this apparatus, but for 

chard operations. which are stationary, and soon. The low growing crops where it is impos- 

Sprayers ingenuity and inventiveness being sible to find another site, such as muck 

This urge to mechanize is being met shown in this field is most interest- and some strawberry plantings, the 

in two ways. (1) It is being met by ing. apparatus may find usefulness. 
American ingenuity, that is, individ- In the operation of pruning, we now Irrigation 

uals here and there are taking old have the comovressed-air pruner. Oth- Irrigation, too, is coming ahead 
automobiles and other odds and ends er mechanical devices will undoubted- steadily. As the cost of energy is low- 
and are devising the most fantastic ly emerge. There is some suggestion ered, and there seems every reason to 

and yet the most efficient and useful of an electric saw—perhaps rotary in believe that it will be steadily low- 

sort of contraptions. There is a ma- nature—which may be used effective- ered, it is possible to pump water and 
chine in operation, for example, in ly. ‘Then there is the brush rake, and to transport it economically. There 
southwestern Michigan which will the large-size brush cutter which goes are wells and ponds and lakes here 
plant twenty-five acres of strawber- down the row and chops the prunings and there which have never been 
ries a day. It has been fashioned by very fine and leaves them on the thought of as possible sources of wa- 
an American with ingenuity and ground to be worked into the soil. ter for irrigation. The use of light- 

mechanical skill and is cutting the Planting weight portable pipes and the grow- 
cost of operations tremendously. (2) pe : Even in the planting of an orchard, 18 efficiency of wells and pumps all 
It is being met by custom operations, tend towards a greater use of irriga- 
that is, by individuals securing expen- there are changes taking place. In tlom, 
aive equipment which they!can loan some sections there are contractors . 

equ! v who take the order to plant a given (To be continued) 
or share with others. An example of acreage. An augur is mounted on the Condensed from paper presented at 

this is the application of spray ma- 2 of a tractor and goes down the Annual Convention, Wis. Horticultur- 
terials from the airplane. Where an . al Society. 
individual has operations of sufficient Prospective row stopping for a mo ment or two to bore a hole into which a 

size, he of course carries on his own 11... tree is set by those who are fol- Topics of the Day—Maid—“All the 
=. a ee a most lowing. guests came in beautiful cars and 

ie most c’ and m expen- manage! wore gorgeous clothes and the t 
sive operation in orcharding is spray- than the general orchard a Sandert powstcy ” mos 

ing. In this field the one-man outfit eld we ate all familiar with the mod- “ : e. ern mowing machine, the side-deliv-  Cook—“Gracious, what did they talk 
ishere. You have heard Mr. Reynolds 01, rate the hydraulic lift which is about?” 
speak of putting on 60-60 tanks of ny , as rial i day at th te of attached to tractors, and so on. All 
spray mate! nis day at Me rs of these devices and many more to DN. 289 

60 gallons a minute. We remember a come are speeding up farm opera- I 

number of years ago when we were tion. and are lessening the labor re- (A non-oil dormant spray) 
carrying on spray operations in south- quirements, It should ‘be mentioned DN-289 is the new dormant spray 

ern Illinois with a horse drawn rig that the pneumatic tire and the road that every orchardist should get 
and where we put on 1800 gallons in gear which has been added to the acquainted with. This new material 

8 98-hour day and thought we were 11. ctor have done a great dealtomake made by the Dow Chemical Co. marks 

really doing something. operations in the orchard much more the beginning of a non-oil dormant 
This whole field is developing very ania and efficient. spray program for apple and cherry 

rapidly. There are the large outfits growers. 

that run down through the row throw- Orchard Heating . ‘ ‘ 
ing spray in both directions and giv- Several devices are now on the mar- wok ee ve eons 

ing very thorough coverage. They ket to reduce the frost hazard. One least a trial basis in your orchard 

may incorporate an air blast with the of these is a new principle involving spray program this coming season. 

spray or they may use concentrated the development of radiant energy For most of the dormant spray 

materials, Also there are machines by burning oil in a large machine  yee9mmendations 1 quart to 100 gal- 

which use dust which is wetted as it which throws out heat into the or- jong of water is used. 

is thrown from the machine. Then chard or down onto the desired area. i , 

there are devices which are made es- It operates much as the old oil bur- se octet amma wioes 

pecially for a particular situation. For ner installation in the old coal range. please write or contact — P 

example, a man may have a uniform ‘There are metal fins which are heat- 

orchard of low-growing trees for ed to cherry red by the oil and which GLENN A. DUNN, 

which he will construct booms over- will throw out as much as a million Pest Office Box 2069 

head and vertically which can he  B.T.U.’s an hour. It is estimated that Madison Wisconsin 

moved down the row attached to the this apparatus may be operated at a (Paid Ad)
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Berries and Vegetables 
For the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 

GARDEN TRACTORS AND we ask for. 3. Same. 4. Same size 
GARDEN PLOWING yA | Farmall B. It is efficient yet plenty 

Questions About Tractors and Oulti- [y] SF large to do satisfactory work for this 
vation Methods Answered So —| type of gardening. 5. Would buy 

By Growers Md on =P garden tractor and Simplicity—more 
Five questions about favorite trac- bs e my pI | than one speed ahead, belt driven. 

tors and methods of cultivating the ~~ ] Xi \ ———<—$} Also would buy larger tractor for 
soil for growing berries and veget- ee yy ana = heavier work such as plowing, pre- 
ables were sent to members of the oe ws ~ RF 4 paring ground, hauling, etc. 6. Would 
new Wisconsin Berry and — : a — yl Lf buy roto-tiller for heavy work and 
Growers Association. Letters reply = ! Hier | [hg ] cultivating where there is space be- 
were received from the following he Si (Ea ) -E { tween rows and for mixing manure, 
members. 1. Roy Rasmus, Waupaca. uti ( ) " both green and barn yard, into the 
2. Ivan R. Schrader, Eureka. 3. Mar- iS IT soil. It is fine for clearing quack 
lin Steinbach, Clintonville. 4. Mrs. r—~ SI \ grass when soil is dry. For smaller 
Chas. Wood, Shawano. 5. Elmer Whit- r 5 eH ‘Y) ‘ one prefer Simplicity for light weed- 
by, Chilton. 6. E. L. White, Fort At- ir \ OE on ing and cultivating when rows may be 
kinson. 7. John F. Swartz, Kenosha. straddled. 7. Would probably rather 
8. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. 9. Ker- ‘Dear, would you mind waiting have 3 inch rotary-tiller in place of 
mit Seehawer, Appleton. 10. Chris Ol- until the baby wakes before eat- Choremaster but would keep 16 inch 
son, Berlin. 11. C. H. Braman, Wau- ing your celery?’’ for cultivating late in season. 8. 
paca. 12, Frank J. Long, Clintonville, © ———————_____________ would ‘buy same unless one with new 
18. Dwight Hensel, Waupaca. 14. tractor. All work done with a horse. 
Frank Kuehnhold, Waupaca. 11, Use Planet Jr. 1% H. P. for light (Continued on Page 150) 

The replies to each question are cultivating, seeding, discing and mow- §£——————______ 

listed in the same order as the above’ ing. Also Ariens Model B, 9 H. P. © - 

names. QUESTION 1. What kind of Tiller for preparing soil and thor- . 

tractor do you use for growing ber- ough weeding in raspberries, cabbage ULL date Resistant 

ries and vegetables? and tomatoes. 12. Bought first roto-til- RUSSET )} 

ANSWER: 1. None. 2. Ford Fergu- ler in 1937 with 17 inch cut. Traded it FX ais¥.Weqe) U2 
son. This is just the tractor for our for new B1-2 in 1941 of same type. f+) OTAT ro) CX] 
type of garden. All implements Used for 7 years then bought new 

mounted and hydraulically controlled. Ariens, tiller of Brillion, Wis. with emoped snd, recommended by the Wis. College of 
It being a four wheel tractor I can 24 inch cut last September 13. None, scab, as well as late blight. Beautiful, smooth, 

straddle rows up to 76 inches. Fine 14. Am using Shaw garden tractor Special | Introductory Offer 

for berries, melons, tomatoes, peppers, with 1% H. P. Briggs Stratton motor. Write now for trial planting of 150 eyes from Wis. 
cabbage, etc. 3. Have 3% H. P. Sim- Does good work. Certified Stock. Will be mailed oq75 [airy 
plicity and 1 H. P. Simplicity made QUESTION 2. If you were to pur- * paid in time for planting. — epee 

at Port Washington, Wis. Disadvant- chase a new tractor today, what kind ASK FOR FREE SEED BOOK fev’) 

age—has no reverse gears. Repair would you buy? L. L. OLDS SEED CO i ied | 
service good. 4. Farmall B by Inter- ANSWER: 2. I would buy the same | Lit BA 

national Harvester Co. It is a small —Ford Ferguson. It does everything 

tractor. Advantages: More thorough 2 

cultivation, speedier than hand non- 

powered tractor. Easier to handle 

than large tractor. 5. Have Bolens { Berry Plants . . Rhubarb . . Gladiolus Bulbs 
Huski garden tractor 2% H. P. Ad- 
vantages: Economical, easy to handle. Strawberry plants; 21 varieties 
Disadvantages: Hard to steer on side Raspberry plants; all leading varieties. 
hills. 6. Have Ariens Roto-tiller, 20 Rhubarb; MacDonald and Chipman’s Canada Red. 

inch cut. Simplicity tractor 1% H. P. Gladiolus bulbs, both standard and new exhibition varieties. 
7. Allis Chalmers Model B, M & E 
16 inch Rotary-tiller and Choremaster BERRY BOXES 

garden tractor. 8. Use small size Allis Metal rim standard quart berry boxes. 

Chalmers; does very efficient work in Send card for complete list. 

short time. Also Bolens power culti- 

vator for narrow rows. Cultivator far COPELAND NURSERY 
enough ahead so can watch rows with Pl ill Wi 

tractor. Use large McCormick Deering jat‘eville, is. 
for plowing. 9. None, 10, Do not have
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a "* ee ee TL 8. ©. Fox, Pewaukee 
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Poa Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
RGAN OF WISCO! EEKEEPERS 

—=5 OPGAY ONG ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS Guy Sherma, Sermeue 
Robert Knutson, Ladysmith H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor, Secy. Hei Setroeden, Mareeaels 

President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Ivan Whiting, Rockford 
Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee Menomonee Falls, 

Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

° ° 

When Does Broodrearing Begin? 
When does broodrearing actually with a flock of pullets all hatched at 

begin in the new year? ' the same time and raised in the same 

way. Some will start to lay earlier 

tip on January 10, T asked Dr. CU thes aac ees Besiehs TT number of colonies he has always 
a me eee a i ral found this variation in the time and 
— brood present for this time 2f bass 3 8 # ginning a oie ceca at the be- 

" ors ‘sini ae sia ¥ Egg laying begins early in the year 

at statement was intriguing. a regardless of the amount of food 
we have colonies which were rearing | available but the senoatie, 04 brood 
brood in early January. I decided to Re which will be produced and whether 
find out on the very next day the |. or not the bees continue to raise 
temperature was high enough to in- brood during February and March 

spect brood nests without loss of ‘bees will depend entirely upon the avail- 

from chilling. ability of pollen and honey. A long 
Brood on January 14 —_ cold spell will cause the bees to clust- 

Tip up upper brood chamber for er tightly about the brood. If the 
at 2 ee as a ara quick inspection. nen ig out of reach, brood rearing 

mometer up to 40°F. I called a young r | # will’ stop. 

veteran, Frank Skott of Middleton to 1 ie i Feeding pollen-soy bean flour cakes 
help. He is one of our inspectors i j right on top of the frames a few 

and so interested in bees he is usual- § ; weeks before natural pollen comes in 

ly ready to drop whatever he may be will enable the colony to continue 

doing to work with them. We drove { rearing brood so there will be a re- 
to our nearest yard, set up the cam- duction in the colony population dur- 

era, and opened the first colony at the ing April when a large population is 

end of a row. It was strong; there so important. 

were bees in the upper brood cham- so Brood Below Its Food Supply 

ber, plenty of stores and two combs ad NWA ae What shall we do with colonies 
with empty cells in the center, but PGR S252 rearing brood in a lower brood cham- 
no brood. Noticing a large number of setae ber? Its most important to move all 
bees in the second or middle chamber, brood to the upper chamber where 

we took out several frames and found it will be next to frames of honey. 

one with eggs. This colony had not If colonies are properly prepared for 

established its brood nest in the up- winter in October and November only 
Per brood chamber. We quickly put Two frames with patches of brood 4 few will need any attention later. 

that frame into the center of the upper found. Note amount of pollen and {¢ isn’t necessary to take out frames 
brood chamber to establish the brood honey in combs near brood. to locate the brood. Simply tip up the 

nest there and closed the hive. Dec. 27, 15°F; Dec. 30, 2°F. top hive body as shown in the pic- 

In the next colony we found what Checking a few more colonies, we ‘ure. If the bees are clustered tight- 
we were looking for—two frames with found several with about the same ly in the upper chamber, with only a 
patches of brood as shown in the pic- amount of brood and one more in ‘mall percentage in the second one, 
ture. As this brood is from 2 to 8 which the queen had just started to | SCS 
Weeks old, the eggs were laid the last lay. HONEY MAGAZINE 
week in December. Checking with Why do some colonies begin brood The Honey Salesman, Falfa, Colo- 

the Weather Bureau, we found temp-__ rearing earlier than others? Dr. Far- rado, a sixteen page magazine devot- 
eratures at that time about normal rar says it is due to the activity of ed to honey marketing and improve- 

for a Wisconsin winter. Minimum the bees—some bees are just more ac- ment, $2.00 per year. — Write for 
temperatures were: Dec. 26, —4°F; tive than others, just as is the case sample copies.
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we know everything is all right. At the THE HONEY INDUSTRY IDAHO BEEKEEPERS VOTE FOR 
same time " “a determine, by the PRESENTS ITS CASE HONEY ADVERTISING 

weight of the upper chamber, how By Mrs, Laura Shephard, Calexico, Excise Tax Law Will Provide Funds 
much honey is still present. California A law to levy an excise tax on colo- 

We certainly don't want to give the It was my pleasure and duty to ep- nies of bees to provide a honey ad- 
impression that we are advocating pear before the Committee on Agri- vertising fund was voted by Idaho 

frequent winter inspection of the culture of the House of Representa- proqucergs Association and the Idaho 

brood nest. On the contrary, we be- tives at Fresno, California, November Legislature passed the law. The As- 

lieve in leaving them alone as much 19, and to present the case of the gociation has sent copies of the bill 

as possible, and to do only what is honey industry for price support. I to other states with the suggestion 
necessary for their welfare. However, found the Committee interested in pol- that similar action be taken. 

a@ quick check-up on mild days in  lination, aware of the insecticide The object of the plan is “to pro- 

January or February may save some problem, and friendly to beekeepers. mote the prosperity and welfare of 

of them from starvation and there- Want Equality the honey industry of Idaho through 
fore be worthwhile. Throughout the hearing, there was conducting a publicity, advertising, 

We can learn a great deal about the a parade of witnesses representing sales promotion, mercandising and re- 
condition of all colonies by examining the specialty crops such as raisins, search campaign to increase the use 

a few when the weather is favorable. nuts, citrus fruits, dried fruits; and of honey and by-products.” 
However, anyone who neglects col- all demanded equality in stabilization The administration of the act is in 

onies in the fall with the idea of feed- with wheat, tobacco, and other com- the Idaho Honey Advertising Commis. 

ing or making up for poor manage- modities. These producers are criti- . sone * 

ment by working with them during cal of their third-class economic citi- oo, Se ee, a oe 
midwinter is headed for trouble. Here enship; first the basic commodities committee. 

in Wisconsin there may be years with mandatory stabilization; then We congratulate Idaho upon this 
when not a single day in either Janu- the Steagall commodities with the step. However, their tax of 5c per 
ary or February would be suitable for same deal; and finally honey, raisins, colony iaay Hot ba adequate, Wiscon- 

brood nest inspection. and other commodities with assist- i, already has a tax of 10c per colony. 
The value of midwinter brood rear- ance only at the discretion of the De- Half of this remains in the locality ot 

ing lies in replacing with young bees partment. It was pointed out that county treasury where it is of no val- 

those which die normally during only those commodities that can be ise to the beekeeping industry. Then 
winter. easily plowed under are given a good 

We have found it most interesting marketing deal, while those commodi- treasury ie smelt ame ths coe 

to study bees in winter. ties like honey and fruit which re- 4¢ coltection is not fool proof 
—H. J. Rahmlow. quire permanent investment are kept The funds obtained from the Wis- 

———————— at 60 per cent of parity or below. It consin excise tax (that part which 

FROM THE PRESIDENT was noted that this policy has back- goes to the state treasury) is used to 

Today (January 18th) the tempera- fired against the Department with the increase the funds for AFB control 
ture reached 40° above and though result that there is over-planting of 414 to pay the indemnity of $8.00 per 

the sunshine was quite general our ie a a nen colony for all diseased colonies burned. 

bees made no attempt to fly. This comm: les, while orchards are pull- 

would seem to indicate they were ed out, and bee hives are neglected. wa mae vend nee ee eansin 
not distressed in any way. So far they While I listened to this revolt of to promote the use of 5 oney. We all 

are wntering very well but I am California producers, it became in- “now lity GuMIoult it ie to valee this 

afraid some yards are a little short creasingly clear that honey producers b ular subseripti The bi 

of available pollen for best out door should request aged aes a ihe falls upon thooe ‘as 4 oe 
results, of their industry by le; on, 

So far this winter we have had this request I placed before the Com- — be work, ae re or 

little snow and at present the ground mittee on Agriculture. Whatever the it tunel ne th “state i. a ‘ie 

is almost bare except for patches of action of the USDA on the request of Sunt would - Aekrsggiios 

lee. This won’t do the clovers any the industry committee, such manda- For ti i sic . al = a aned 
good. tory legislation must be our long- _ 1a ndem: tetamtint' out b 

Would appreciate getting notice of range objective. All witnesses before an Son tun sul al amo ea k 

any local beekeepers meetings and we the Committee on Agriculture spoke Y°8F for honey promotion. We me 
will try to attend if roads, weather confidently of what they wanted in 8st, therefore, that the Wisconsin 
and the doctor will let us. new farm legislation; therefore, it cen Association have the vd 

—Robert I. Knutson, President. seems logical that we should join fam Se seep zo a honey promo. 
them. —__ tion and to create machinery to bring 

HIVE BODIES WANTED BEES AND SUPPLIES FOR SALE into the state treasury the tax collect- 
Wanted — 10 modified Dadant 100 colonies bees in 8 stories, 400 ed on every colony in the state. 

shallow supers or 10 standard hive extracting supers with combs, all 10 ——————— 

bodies. — George Bassford,]| frame. 2 honey tanks, and 1 Root un- A lot of men say they are the boss 
1118-7th Ave, West. Ashland, | capping tank. All good condition and of their families and wear the pants. 

Wisconsin disease free. But I bet their wives tell them which 

L — Herman Feenje, Monticello, Wis. pair to wear—Cumberland Advocate.
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COMING BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 
Meeting of Districts of the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association HONEY 

February 23—7:30 p,m. Greenfield Town Hall, Milwaukee County. Meet- C 0 N T A I N E R S 
ing Southeastern " We now have a good supply March 17—Janesville, YMCA. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m, Cafeteria lunch in YMCA. of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. Meeting Southern District. pails. Also the 5 Ib., 8 Ib., 2 Ib. 

and 1 Ib. and 8 ox. glass jars, March 22—Brillion, Village Hall. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m, Meeting Fox River We can make immediate ship- Valley District. ment. 
April 7—Marshfield, Basement Central State Bank. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. To insure prompt service, Northern District, 

order your Association labels Program includes talks by officers and County Agents; short business meeting now for your new honey crop. and election of officers, Talk on “what we learned about beekeeping during the past Werte For Compete year and plans for 1949,” by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. Discussion on the new grad- Price List ing law and the work of disease inspection and control by Mr. John Long, Madison. 

Order through your State ss 
Beekeepers Association. THE NATIONAL MEETING were: poison sprays for insects and HL A. Schaefer, Osse weeds—a very serious problem. Many 

By ‘ have had their bees killed by insect HONEY ACRES The meeting of the National Fed- spray, Hducation is needed. Also Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin cration of Beekeepers Associations at discussed were bee pastures in land St. Louis was one of the best ever conservation programs; pollenation vheld with an attendance over 350 reg- for legume seed production and for istered, Enthusiasm was at a high fruit; moving bees from one state to pitch and discussion centered on many another — stricter control in the NEED BEE problems confronting our industry. issuing of moving permits; a floor A new constitution was adopted; price for honey. 
SUPPLIES | main changes—to give local and state Mrs. Harriet Grace gave an excel- a associations greater voice in Federa- lent outline of her work and displayed WE HAVE kor cme ee md ee foe some of the results of advertising. lon on the Board oj ectors, Publicit: i are giving b state association selects from its mem- ibeepers « ee acai of sarin Everything the Beekeeper needs, 

bership one director. The Board of but beekeepers who need the publicity Sections Directors chooses five of their mem- most s' 
jupport it least. bership to act as an Executive Board. Supers with 3 Dues were reduced to $5.00 and mini- Research Needed ting: mum $c per colony. A representative of a large Kansas Hives and frames Officers Elected City baking concern gave that indus- F dation ‘The officers elected for 1949 are: Mr. tries reaction to use of honey for bak- Roy Grout, Hamilton, IIL, president. ing. The lack of uniformity in honey Wire Mr. Charles Hoffman, Janesville, On the market is the stumbling block and 

Minn, vice president. Mr. Glen Jones, 0 its wider use. The honey industry Atlantic, Iowa, remains as secretary. ™ust sponsor research to find ways all other supplies Beekeeping Equipment Display and means to get a uniform product 
The display of beekeeping equip- on the market. WRITE FOR PRICES. ment and novelties was excellent. A Mr. Gordon Crump of Wisconsin 

large automatic uncapping machine gave an excellent talk on selling 
was demonstrated. Also shown were honey. His formula was: ist, have a August Lotz Company vibrating uncappers and hand uncap- good product well packaged, 2nd, ob- 
Pers, extractors large and small— tain good distribution, and 3rd, pro- | Manufacturers and Jobbers even miniatures; capping melters and vide good advertising. A point stress- 
honey clarifying equipment. The hive ed was: the grocer must receive a Boyp WISCONSIN manufacturers displayed their makes profit on his sale. While telling us 
of hives and hive furniture. There how to sell honey, Mr. Crump sold us ‘ was a new queen cage demonstrated on Wisconsin cheese. 
and a display of old and new honey Those present from Wisconsin were: HONEY WANTED serving dishes, Custom jewelry, real Mrs. Harriet Grace, Madison; Mr. Car ; F bees, queens and drones sealed life- Steve Parks, and Mr. A. W. Kehl of [iid u : i like in plastic squares were on sale Watertown; Mr. R. Neises, Marshfield; _ : Ran 88 were ties decorated with bees and Mr. Charles Zellner, Green Bay; Mr. i EPPLE R OMPANY 

flowers, Joe Mills, Ripon, and Mr. and Mrs. yy Some of the problems considered LH. A. Schaefer. 
:
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; trom the &d ‘tor’ D f 
EXECUTIVE OOMMITTEE MEETS 

Acts On Important Business ay ~ bse ona 

The Executive Committee of the a aes: . ye 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Bes e ot ee 
met in the offices of the Society in a a Seam 
Madison on Tuesday, January 18, e eos ea ose 
1949. After several weeks of pleasant as te a ¢ - ae 
weather and good roads, it would ie od ie 
start to snow heavily just before the " 4 eh; 
close of the meeting making the roads v | 

somewhat difficult for members to 
return home. A few of the important 
items considered follow. 

Decided to purchase a Crown 

Graphic 4 x 5 speed camera so we 

can take more and better pictures for 

illustrating Wisconsin Horticulture. 7 7 

Voted to accept dates selected by y ‘ 
the directors of the Minnesota Fruit 
Growers Association for the annual “ 
joint meeting of fruit growers at La ia 

Crosse. Prof. J. D. Winters, secretary, : a 

Minnesota Association, has suggested 3s cen 7 

November 7-8. = = a C = 

Appointed Mr. Arnold Nieman to sc) 
contact Mr. Jack Reynolds, manager , 

of the Wisconsin State Fair in regard 
to having fruit and vegetable exhibits EXECUTIVE OOMMITTEE, WIS- Hipke, New Holstein, president Mrs. 
at the fair which will do justice to CONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL Arthur Bassett, Jr., Baraboo, board 

the importance of the industry. SOOIDTY appointee. Standing, left, E. L. Cham- 
Recommend to the board of direc- grated from lef Amold Nieman, ae ny: Gresrerer: Hi.:J.. Ral: 

tors that the annual convention of i Moe ipreeiient.: (Gilberé; low; _ as 
the Society be held at Fond du Lac a 
in the Retlaw Hotel on Tuesday and EASTERN FRUIT GROWERS ASK serving crops, unless an increase of 

Wednesday, November 15-16, GOVERNMENT HELP some other crop in short supply is 

Voted to accept the invitation of Government support for the fruit cuit ested by the Secretary of Agri- 
Mrs, Arthur Bassett, Jr., to hold the and vegetable industry was requested . 

next meeting of the board of di- by the fruit and vegetable growers of 4. A balanced production program 
rectors at Bassett’s Ski Hi Orchards, New Jersey recently. should involve the Federal Govern- 
Baraboo, on Friday, July 8. A copy of the recommendations of ment only to the extent of adminis- 

Voted that an orchard and ma- the New Jersey fruit growers was ‘Tative costs and purchases of sur- 
chinery demonstration be held in ei- sent to Mr. Milton Button, Director US crops due to unusually favorable 
ther Door County or southeastern of Agriculture by Mr. W. H. Allen, Di- aaa is in line 

Wisconsin on September 1, 1949, if rector of Agriculture for the state of support e t be 8, Government price 
Proper arrangements can be made. New Jersey as follows: ay aL e at the 90 per cent of 
Th . 

speak o ome mectings of County oe ihe _r = 5..Fruit should be made a staple 

Fruit Growers Associations on the teutt ie dust (i Athrbee, acada : ° commodity in all school lunch pro- 
Wisconsin Apple Institute’s motion to am of ny rt by th a ed Gov: grams, and authorities should give 
ask the legislature for a law to finance 22™ Of SUPPO! by the eral Gov- preference to locally grown fruit in 
apple promotion and obtain a vote on ernment. making up their menus. 
the proposal from growers. It was 2. The committee recommends the res 

_ Pointed out that full discussion bf this Suggested amendment which will EVERGREENS 
plan is very important and the vote m™éke possible a Federal program for Colorado Blue Spruce — $1.00 each 
will enable the board of directors of the fruit growers upon their request. and up. Pyramidal Arbor Vitae—$1.75. 

the Institute to determine what 3. Acreage released from fruit pro- Wushe ue One Bihox Mille Bornes: 
course to follow. duction must be planted to soil-con- Quincy Nurseries Friendship, -_ 

.
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MRS. E. A. ST. i RECEIVES OUR COVER PICTURE NORTHERN GROWN 

“The Goldenrain-tree (Koelreuteria Our cover picture this month shows G ; B 
paniculata) is my favorite flowering the new hybrid tea rose, Tallyho, line nursery stock 

tree” wrote Mrs, E, A. St, Claire, Which together with Forty-niner was Trees, Plants, and Shrubs 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, past presi- te “ee title, “All-America Roses Send for our de- 
dent of the Wisconsin Garden Club “rT #9: scriptive Price 
Federation in an article which re- The color of Tallyho is unusual. List, 
ceived a merit award from the maga- The outside of the petals fluctuates COE, CONVERSE & 
zine, “The Home Garden”. The article from crimson to cardinal red, while EDWARDS 00. 

was published in the November issue. - on the inside surface are shades of Fort Atkinson, —°— Wis. 
Mrs, St, Claire makes these com- pink. Photo courtesy Armstrong Nurs- Write for our full or part time 

ments about her favorite tree. eries, Ontario, California. selling plan. 

“Because the blooms appear after the PSesesecececwcsssscecesseues 
blossoms of Lilacs, Crabs, and other ANT 

early flowering trees are gone, I find W W 

them more spectacular...The pods re- THE BEST NE MUM 

maining on the tree ripen to a lovely New U. 8. Department of Agriculture, Hardy Chrysanthemums 
chocolate-brown and can be treated for 1949 — 
in the same way and combined We tested these for hardiness; find them much hardier than most 

beautifully with other dried material.” varieties, 

wetness cage le ANN (U.8.D.A. Pure white double, flowers 2 inch to $ inch in 
Wisconsin. It is however not entirely Pres oan aye Tee cae nae irene: 

hardy and should be planted only for blooming. Go od cut flower. , uble, early 
trial in th Id tions. It i : * imowa to he: ommewhat cherdlivea IVORY GLOW (U.8.D.A.) A fine ivory-white double pompon, 
but a very ornamental small tree for admired by all who saw it in bloom in our nursery. 
the backyard. TAMPICO (U.8.D.A.) Beautiful bronze, with long stems, very good 

cut flower, fully double. 

TREE TAGGING PROJECT TERRY (U.S.A.D) An early lemon-yellow decorative duplex. 
RECOMMENDED Growth very uniform, Dwarf with good compact form. Flowers 2 

Have you ever walked through a inch or more produced in profusion. Flowers early September. 
park in which the trees had been FLEUR (U.S.D.A.) This is an early double amaranth-purple. 

tagged with their proper names? If Flowers 2 inch or more in large numbers, Medium to dwarf in habit. 
you have, no doubt you appreciated Blooms from mid September on. 

eee: SES eh Sateen PRICES ON ABOVE 65c EACH; 3 FOR $1.64. 
Garden clubs may well include a ONE EACH ABOVE VARIETIES $3.00. 

tree tagging project in their plans. . ’ aimngty eis Gee See Bristol's New Hardy Chrysanthemums for 1949 
and 3 or 4 inches long with the com- GOLDEN CARPET. (Bristol) Imagine a rug made of glowing 
mon and botanical name embossed in golden pompons. A creeping mound, 2 feet across, glittering in the 

the metal are desirable. fall sun — only 1 ft. high, A startling new plant destined for fame. 
$1.00 each, 3 for $2.75, Blooms September 15 on. 

TEASEL SEED AVAILABLE 
Seed of Teasel described by Mr. C. TAPESTRY. (Bristol) Another new shade, or shades, brought in- 

P. Holway, Route 1, Evansville, Wis. to larger garden mums. Opening a gleaming rich pink, gently soften- 
in the Nov i, : ing to a final lovely aspes-of-roses, with golden flush in the centers; ember issue of Wisconsin always gorgeous. Flower 8 inch S ect double. Stocky 2 ft. 

Wad ee et ae plants, full bloom by September 20. Winters nobly. — $1.00 each; 
3 for $2.75. 

In a letter on November 23, he 

cata ary he month Tharvees |, ZOWDER POPE, Cig) You mam lors tare, lon bn 
- ee at = a seed, bas spready 1 foot plant covered with 14% inch pure white flowers from 
wh, be gl ' give ett laste. early September on, Very hardy. Summer bloomer second year. 
i io wants it—as long as it i This splendid white cushion surpasses all others, 
i ana rule ged s — 75c each; 3 for $2.00. 

ed envelope my addres: 
Mr. Holway adds: “In spite of my WRITE FOR OUR NEW 1949 catalog on Roses, Phlox, 

wry remarks about the ladies’ Buddleias, perennials and 140 varieties of hardy Chrysanthe- 

arrangements of dry weeds, I have mums. 
tight now in my living room at Cooks- 

ville an arrangement of dry Teasel GARTMANSS GARDENS 
heads and a red-leaved branch of i l ° 
Euonymus alatus. It is very hand- Route 1, Fi du Wi 
some!”
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Hm Krul Pesh‘ & Fe ae eee neg ;. e e @ fy Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan 
yy A. F. Scholtz, Wausau 

a (oO as ( ws IS We (Val white, ‘Wausau 

u SS x N Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth 
G Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

. R E. A. Lins, Spring Green 
* Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY og Sia, Pchostield -Otticio 
WALTER ERUEGER DR. GEORGE SCHEER MRS. A, E. PIEPKORN . . 

‘Vige-Eresident Secretary F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee 
Occmomewos , Sheboygan 613 N. MUL. St, Plymouth Harold Janes, Whitewater 

r Treasurer OM "Puerner, Siitwaukes. 
4668 No. 4ist St. Milwaukee 9 Paul Ravet, Menomonie, Mich. 

a ee ee ee NN ee va 
RESIDENT'S MESSA know this. Several of them have been 

P on contributing up to $50.00 each in 
Prof. Leland Shaw, Milton, has bulbs annually; bulbs they raised to 

accepted the chairmanship for the sell, and then have paid cash, at the 
1949 Seedling and Recent Introduction eS for some - ‘ies on, aa 

Show which will probably be staged ons, ere are a lot o: 
July 31st. Tentative prize schedule 18 growers who could donate aang = 
will be available for discussion at the ally men we oe deastinah a ates een 
important spring meeting, Hotel Ret- make year’s auction 

paige at Fond ‘au Lae on Sunday April : one. Let some member of the com- © 

3. XN 3 mittee know, well in advance, what | 

To bring out greater competition, a a f p haibeigon oa a er, Milwaukee trophies are needed for the seedling ag Hi, = ~ Walter Karts, chitton 

show. Who will donate a trophy? Pers KO € es a Leland Shaw, Milton, Chair 
Write to me about it. <a i _ ae ; ; ‘man | 

Prof. Shaw has announced that Mr. wee eee RR 2 ae (| YEAR 
Frank Bayer and Mr. Walter Kurtz ee Sia ; soa WHAT WE LEARNED LAST 

"hioe di CES. . Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield will assist him at the bulb auction at NGS ae r us, 
Fond du Lac. Lb iaien es i Our bulbs appear to be in good con- 

ae ae fe ae dition with only a trace of storage My letters for auctioneers at the sd 5 Fads a: 
bulb auction remain unanswered. EN Ee da rot in a few varieties that were hard 

Perhaps the next mail will bring me eee 1 to dry. My storage is cold enough so 
acceptances. thrips did not give any trouble. 

ik Glad: Mr. Ted Woods of Madison, There appears to be a definite re- 

i detee oeten en t originator of Connie G hold- lationship between soil fertility and 

le pag! ine ules ae arabia ing a spike grown by Roger bulblet increase—the size and qaulity 

ton FE ane &.auccens . ang Russell of Madison at the seed- of the bulbs dug. Had a small test 

ad agin, eed ee et ling show at Sun Prairie. plot this past year in which I used as 
for our meetings A a uation Connie G@ won top honors in a follows: first, Milorganite; second, 3- 

seems to be the best known method number of shows this year. 12-12; third, 20% Phosphate and 
THE BULB C a ff Borax. Th 12-12 plot gave 

pine otiamee gp an seneths B AUCTION on ioe pulbs on ne tiecekiee in Please consider this an invitation to The bulb auction to be held in Wilblet. No. 1 and 3 guve almost-ws 

bring bulbs to Fond du Lac for the connection with our annual spring tod, tik vray seen to cane ne 

Gaia eee ee meeting will provide members with vere leaf burn and bulb and bulblet attendance at the spring meeting ,y opportunity to help themselves production suffered accordingly 
send your bulb donations to Prof. and to help the Society. It is fun to Another plot was treated as follows: 

Leland Shaw, Milton, Wisconsin.) If share in the friendly rivalries of a No. 1, ure plus 20% Phosphate; 
you plan to bring your bulbs, send a lively auction. It is fun to pick up waaura 1 ne Phosphate oe 3-12. 
list of your contributions to him. some bulbs that we wanted, but 12: No eGo at a 918-19: No 

Bulletin number 350, Diseases of hadn’t gotten around to order. And ‘  soioeal pela ta ine the 

Gladiolus—Nelson, Michigan State jt ig worthwhile to support the So- plots with 3-12-12 proved to be the best. 
College, Hast Lansing, atichigan i‘ ciety in this, its only real way (ex- ‘They were on land already in good 
Pane ie paght mn gold! 25¢ will cont for membership dues) of finane- condition with a good amount of bw- 

7 Wavice C. Krueger, President. ing its expanding program. So, plan mus. It would appear the added 
" » to attend the meeting and to buy amount of Potash may have had a 

some bulbs. big part in the larger bulb and heavy 
ANNUAL BERING: MENTING But! There will be no bulbs there bulblet production. 

Gladicine ety to buy unless you—and I’m writing Favorite Varieties 
Retilaw Hotel, Fond du Lac now to all members—send or take Grew about 200 varieties of Gladio- 
Sunday, April $—1:30 p.m. them! Our commercial members lus this year and still like White
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Magic as well as any. It’s a beauty s 

and hard to beat. Has purity of The Rose Gladiolus 

color, ruffling, blooms very good from By Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

all size bulbs and a good reproducer. One of the most interesting color class, in both plant and flower. The 
Connie G is very nice though a cream- classes, the rose class of Gladiolus, color is not weak, but lacks satura- 

ier color, Alpine is a real neauty too. now offers many excellent varieties, a tion; but in spite of this lack of color 

The Purple-Paymaster looks very condition that did not exist a few intensity it is a fine Gladiolus. 

promising and also Mountain Gem years ago. No color class has given The best new rose for commercial 

and Spic and Span. us 80 much added beauty. purposes I am familiar with is Mauvie 

A project we are neglecting is the It is to be regretted that show Rose, an extra early; color a bit light- 

promotion of Gladiolus growing among ‘schedules do not separate this color er and with more lavender influence 

our young people. We should have a range. From the pale hues to the in the inner floret areas than Burma. 

definite part in our shows and our deep tones is too much of a spread It does not open more than 5 florets, 
Society meetings for the juniors for for one color class. but will please growers of bulbs and 

they are the coming Galdiolus grow- Burma, by popular consent, is the flowers. 
ers and lovers. They should be given top exhibition variety in the giant Tivoli is a great commercial pros- 

an important part in our Society. class; a dandy to impress the neigh- pect in pale rose. It makes beautiful 

What do you other members think bors, excellent for roadside sales and spikes (8 open). It is too bad that 

of this? local commercial use. most cheaper stock of it is mixed. The 

—____. Also, in the opinions of others, Miss higher prices in some lists reflect 

SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER HOLDS Wisconsin is a good exhibition and a ‘Cleaning up the stock.” 

SURPRISE PARTY top commercial variety. Its unique Like Tivoli, Treasure Island is very 
A surprise party honoring August color appeals to the florist. beautiful. It is sharp toned light 

Bogen’s birthday, (80 years old, Jan- Miss Vermont, a unique pale rose, rose of much promise commercially, a 

uary 15th), was held after the regular with color intensified in vaguely dis- tentative opinion based on a few doz- 

meeting of the Sheboygan County tinct pin paints, is a beauty. It will en bulbs. 

Chapter, January 11th. A large beaut- keep longer when cut than any other Venida will please both the exhibitor 

ifully decorated birthday cake with Gladiolus, and its color is excellent and show fan. It is a medium rose 

80 tiny candles was the highlight of for floral work. It’s too bad that such with cream inner petal area, superb 

the party. a fine variety is dropping out of many in floral work and field habits, 
Following the business meeting a catalogues, because of slow sales. (Continued on Page 151) 

talk was given by Mr. H. E. Halliday, Dream Girl grows here in clay soil 

from the State Department of Entom- with a pH of 6.3. Out-produces any 

ology, Madison. other Glad in spike formation in dry PLANT GLADIOLUS 

During the business meeting these growing conditions. Slow propaga- my King of Summer Flowers! 
committees appointed for the coming tion is the handicap it must over- | | fox nl pail pena 
year were announced, PROGRAM: come. It is pale rose with a small © for y real garden thrill! 

Mrs. Chester Harrison, Waldo, chair- deeper rose spot. Our 19 g of growing experi- 

man; Mrs. A. J. Radloff, Mrs. L. C. Silvery rose, Tralee, with its extra Mu 

Dietsch, Plymouth; Mrs. Peter De- early blooming season, judging by ence may be called on for your » ; guidance in arranging for a pur- 
Pagter, Cedar Grove; Miss Shirley grower comment (not cataloguers or 

chase of satisfaction. 
Jaschinski, Sheboygan. SHOW: Mrs. fans), is heading for success. The Our current catalogue is free 

Arthur Piepkorn, Mrs. Leonard winning new introduction basket of It lists about 100 varieties. * 
Wightman, Plymouth; Chester Har- this variety at Sun Prairie revealed Our bulbs, so our customers say, 
rison, Clarence Martiny, Harold its floral adaptability. are of the highest quality. 
Hahn, A. O. Kapschitzke, Jr., and Astrid, a medium rose with light RELIANCE GARDENS 
Harvey Pierce, all of Sheboygan. ruffles, has excellent color and spike 5 657 E. Washington St. 
AUDITING: Walter Sprangers, Wal- formation. It needs good growing and Oconomowoc, Wis 
do, chairman; Peter DePagter, Wal- under such conditions it is excellent. Tc 
ter Kurtz, Chilton, BANQUET; W. In light rose, Topflite is a good bet 
ec ar cre Soon ee to gather a ribbon. It — many BULBS BULBS BULBS 

0} eboygan. - giant florets but lacks tip fin! 
TION: Dr. L. C. Dietsch, chairman; In shiny deep rose Sioux City Sue meat lity Tine One aD 

Leonard Wightman, both of Ply- has possibilities. The color of this 400 
mouth and Henry Baltz, Chilton. ize Glad is best under weak day- Write For Price List 
MEMBERSHIP: Emil Jaschinski, jignt, donnke 38 last years 
Sheboygan, chairman; Arthur Piep- n this color comers 
korn, Plymouth; Dr. Geo. Scheer, aa oe quenucee! intertain, offers on large 

Gustave Schultze, Edw. Tetschlag, George H. Scheer. WAYS AND | ce SNOW PRINCESS, LEADING 
Wm. Schoenning and Henry Wolfert, MEANS: Walter Kurtz, chairman; LADY a ee THE QUEEN 

all of Sheboygan. PICNIC: Alfred Mrs. L. Wightman, A. J. Radloff, Ar- = 

Hinz, Sheboygan, chairman; Leonard thur Piepkorn, all of Plymouth and Minneiska Gladiolus Gardens 
Wightman, Milford Lange, Plymouth; Walter Sprangers. SUNSHINE: All = T. Miller, Prop. 
Mrs. Harvey Pierce and Mrs. Walter members. nent Btrect 

Axel, Sheboygan. PUBLICITY: Mrs. —Mrs. Mary Scheer, Sheboygan. WHITEWA: WEIECONSIN,
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Berries and Vegetables 

Garden Tractors work. I ordered three sets of tines mium heads per acre and the saving 
(Continued f P 142) with each machine: regular deep in labor from thinning averaged from 

ontinus rom Page pointed, curved knife and wide weed- $15 to $20. 

improvements. Believe roto-tiller fine ing tines. 14. Have had work done While Pelletized seed: till 
machine for cultivating but think with roto-tiller which does swell job the izetimecial _ pany : : a 

there is much to learn about it, as of incorporating organic matter — Wisconsin gardeners may wish to try 
to when and how deep, how often and better than plow but price high. them. 
what kind of soil best to use it in. Note: Ans . 

9. Would buy roto-tiller appears to iat wers to questions 4 and 5 
do a good job for our neighbors. 10. Cues eae ies ae THE ROBINSON STRAWBERRY 
Think tractor which could be used 2 On. aE jon ays: “ ue ail necessary purposes might be te™Ms used by these growers will be ‘As I have a fine market for ber- 

ideal. 11, Would buy same, as is satis- published in our March issue. : rae I os ae Lag saa vant 
. 11, 2 wri iss Freda Schroeder o: 

factory, 12. Would still prefer original —————__________ Wvanstoi Illinois. “I spent 5 days in 

roto-tiller as much easier to handle, Michigan last year during the picking 

better balance, light, does not clog season in the fields with research men 
easily with roots and weeds in tiller from General Foods Freezing Plants 

section. Only objection is complicat- I find that Wisconsin growers are Hot 

ed 2 cycle motor which is very hard R growing this berry correctly. It is a 

eS aaa DY et tng ery but ma emai 
& teh acd saat a humus. On my 3 on the plants four to five days before 
m e I , icking.” 
small garden would not pay to have 1 I 4 pices. 

large size to be able to plow. 14. Would ‘ és The Frost Guard 

get about 5 H. P. motor and perhaps | “ nN “The strawberry grower is often 
Gravely. Price is reasonable and 1 ‘ if 7’ badly hit by late spring frosts. When 

like makes on which you can have /§ ® | I heard about the new Frost Guard 
attachments in front of tractor. * | from Michigan State College I follow- 
QUESTION 38. If you use a roto- ed it closely. It is now being put on 

tiller, will you state if it does a the market.” 
good job of incorporating organic “The Skinner irrigation people have 

matter into the soil or is a plow PELLETIZED SEEDS FOR on the market a sprayer that can be 
better for that purpose. attached to a power spraying tank, 

ANSWER: 1. I hire my ground GARDENERS or a city water main, where the acre- 

roto-tilled and prefer it to plowing. The picture shows, left, ordinary su- il pid ia a ency avant 

It does a good job of incorporating gar beet seeds. In the hand on the grower in Michigan was using this 
organic maga 2 a ee Eons Pais se beet seeds after they have setup last year. I used it in my nur- 

aa anantonse en do a perfect job ™ sery last summer and saved my straw- 
” 

on year old beds, I think the tiller Pelletized seeds are available from erry crop. 

has a place in the garden as well as Several seed companies. The process  _ 

the plow. 3. I believe plowing is bet- = ae = ago re cial STREAMLINER STRAWBERRY 
emica] mpany in conjunction 

ter. You get the organic matter down with the Mugar beet taduitey. What have been the experiences of 

where the roots are. You have a nice Nf strawber rowers in Min: ta witb 

clean job when done plowing with Seeds of ri kinds of fi Ty 81 n nesota w' 

Itivator. eds of various kinds of flowers the new Streamliner strawberry? 
no plugging up of cu’ : and vegetables are now being Pellet- 
4 and 5. No opinion. 6. With proper  ,, Reports vary. Some like this variety 

ized, including carrots, lettuce and 
times the roto-tiller chews up organic 4, while others do not feel that it is 

lower varieties. Hard to handle seeds 
matter and mixes it with the soil. any better than Evermore and Gem. 

can be space planted thereby elimin- 
Will not leave a hard bottom as the ating much of the back-breaking Most agree that the quality is good 
plow does. 7. Believe tiller superior to chore of thinnin: g and transplanting. but the habit of producing the fruits 
plow for this purpose. 8. We use a * on short stems near the crown of 

roto-tiller. It does a very efficient The coating is said to protect the he Plant seems objectionable. 
job of incorporating oe meer seeds against cold, excessive moisture By L. C. Snyder in 
in the soil if material is not too nq extreme dryness. The Minnesota 

coarse. For coarse material prefer a Horticulturist 

plow. Would use plow for last opera- A California lettuce grower recent- a | 

tion in fall, 11. I believe in a tiller and ly made test plantings with coated 

would not use a plow for preparing and uncoated seeds. Only 5 ounces of The easiest way to check Commu- 

my soil. 12, Roto-tiller does very good coated seeds were used per acre com- nistic aggression is to stand firm and 

job of incorporating organic matter pared with 2 pounds of uncoated. The give the people enough to eat.—Fond 

providing you use proper tines for the coated seeds produced 40% more pre- du Lac Commonwealth Reporter.
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s list is because I do not consider it to 
Pr event Potatoes Sp: routing be of rose color. As always,I reserve 

By R. E. Vaughan i right to an honestly formed opin- 
ion. 

Sprouting of potatoes in midwinter on the storage of beets, carrots, tur- 
and spring causes a shrinkage, loss of nips and rutabagas as well as pota- | Also I have omitted in this sum- weight and poor appearance. This toes. The chemical should be applied ™ary any variety I do not consider has long been a source of loss and an- before growth starts to get best re- beautiful in color, and some I did noyance to farmers and dealers in po- sults, a and ies Cee et Of course 

lave omitted those ave never tatoes, and often to consumers. Do Not Use on Seed Potatoes seen, 
This can now be prevented or re- Do not use the sprout delaying 

tarded for several months with a syn- chemical on any stock that is being LEI r 
thetic chemical. It has a long name, held for seed purposes. Treated po- WATE! IN FOR NORTH methyl ester of alpha naphthalenea- tatoes are not good for seea. Is there an early variety of water- cetic acid. It is sold to the trade un- Condensed From Stencil Circular melon suitable for northern Minne- der the names “Barsprout,” “Nos- 281, Extension Service, sota? ” « ” ¢ Prout,” and “Storaid. College of Agriculture, Madison. 
This chemical is sometimes referred — Reports on the New Hampshire to as @ hormone and is related to the THE ROSE GLADIOLUS Midget watermelon were very good 

weed killers. Luckily it does not hurt zi this year. It appears to have ripened the appearance or cooking qualites of (Continued from Page 149) in all parts of the state and although the potatoes treated, For my money (I paid it) Miss Chi- 
cago is the most beautiful of all. Its it is rather small, its quality is very Little of Chemical Needed lavender rose blend and its unique in- good. 

Only a little of the chemical is Verted crescent cream yellow throat By L. C. Snyder in The Minnesota 
needed to hold back sprout develop- ™ark make it distinctive. Very Honivalache> 
ment. Ten grams are mixed with a %4aptable in floral work. . 
pound of suitable dust which is ordi- Looking for a fragrant Glad? Try 
narily enough for eleven bushels of Gwen. When I took some spikes of 
potatoes. It is a slowly volatile ma- it to a show two years ago, 6 out of OVE terial. Some of the dust on each tuber 10 people who acted as “sniffers” said ea Sali L NTL SS will do a fair job. Eut complete cov. it was fragrant. Its color is like Ore- Collection includes 6 separate i erage does a better job. The cost of gon Rose (a Pretty good rose) but it most exquisite colors, . ‘loin treatment will, of course, vary with is taller. The latter fact together with 6 Pl eee pe ehit ence cace: 30¢ ; Peel the qualntity treated but will be about its early bloom habit makes it an im- Sead for FRE ed Book Eis 10 cents for a bushel, portant 1949 introduction. or eT ent, ee tp ie Y c<] When to Apply Chemical The omission of Evangeline in this 

Application of the inhibiting chemi- TTT gig 
cal should be made before natural 

ae 
sprouting starts. It may be done as 

=) => } 4 , the tubers are sorted for storage or a —~} 
when bagged for sale. Mid-winter GROW 1a.) Coy Fad na 
or early spring treatment is satisfac- / AL- RI CH 
tory if the natural dormant period has 3 C7 17 TA B L E S ! | 0 a] j T S r not been broken. 

Ly. S Y e 
How to Apply the Dust Wz 

The easiest way to apply the dust To grow vegetables rich in min- u 7 
is to arrange a dust distributor over erals the soll must ee oe Ge 
the grader just before the tubers roll minerals i forme, Perthing can eat: A PRODUCT OF Senet 
into the sacks or bins; for small quan- use. To be sure, RO. lete } IGORO you grow VIGORO, comp! \ § tities a hand garden duster will do lant food. cea B 
the work. The chemical is usually P bes A 
sold in 12-ounce sifter cans (enough Let EndoPest protect our gar- A Food wD 
fe ' den against chewing and sucking i 4, i for 8 bushels), 5-pound cans and 20 or d fungus diseases. It’s Ly i]. fi (| 4 100-pound drums. You can spread out see Oe y control . . . all the AVAL yf eA If nd 
& layer of potatoes in the bottom of protection most gardens need. Nj Ca < 9 las 
8 bin or box and dust lightly. Repeat Comes ready to use k pvc € 
layers until finished. Overdosing is in dust gun package. ons. \ 4 
& waste and may cause injury. < \ 5 Ni S 

Used on Other Vegetables f ey es ee 

The sprout delaying chemical has \\ A ae ‘es 
been successfully used in some states ee
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What Vegetable Varieties in 1949 
By 0. B. Combs 

Questions and Answers About Vari- Question: We find a long list of car- 
eties For Our Wisconsin Gardens rot varieties in most seed catalogs. 

Question: What variety of aspara- What carrot varieties do you prefer? 
gus are you recommending this year? Answer: For my soil, I still stick to 
Answer: We still prefer Mary * Nantes or Coreless as an early carrot 

Washington. The new variety Para- and Red Cored Chantenay for late. If 
dise appears to grow more rapidly and my soil were a little lighter and looser 
perhaps the spears are larger but I'd likely grow at least a few Impera- 
we're still concerned about asparagus tors or Marsea Punching. 
rust. Paradise apparently isn’t as re- 

sistant to rust as is the older, standard Cauliflower 

Mary Washington. Market gardeners Question: What about cauliflower? 
and canners are especially subject to It’s not easy to grow in most gardens. 
serious losses if the wrong variety is 
planted, Answer: That’s true, but if the 

Beans plants are handled ‘carefully and kept 

2 i beans? growing rapidly it shouldn’t be too 

pe eee ar wolg timex Wis- Prof. O. B. Combs studies charact- difficult to get good heads. That is, 
consin? eristics of vegetables grown in 1948, if the cabbage maggots don’t get the 

Answer: Not very many and the —_________________ early planting and we protect both 

few that are grown are planted en- some of the wax varieties of pole early and late plantings from cabbage 

tirely in home gardens. Even home beans are worth growing in compari- worms and aphids. Td suggest that 
gardeners, however, grow mostly bush son with the better bush varieties. only late cauliflower be planted unless 

limas, My own suggestion to home Question: What beets would you 

gardeners is that they grow either the suggest we grow? Pa. | 

standard, small-seeded, Henderson Answer: My own preference is for a4 Gon 
Bush or one of the newer, large-seed- Early Wonder for both early and late Com “ 
ed varieties such as Fordhook 242, plantings in the home garden. Detroit Et » od 
Early Market, Pierless or Triumph. Dark Red and Perfected Detroit, of i 
Our trials thus far indicate Fordhook course, are very popular as later vari- - 

242 and the very new variety Tri- eties in home gardens and especially A ot P 

umph, are superior to the others in for commercial canning. Market gar- °F Jn 

yield and eating quality. deners generally plant both early and Pro ‘ 

Question: Snap beans come next. late varieties. Spine ,@: Pig 

What variety do you recommend? Question: There are certainly plenty bn sie cae as 
Answer: Let’s discuss the green snap of varieties of cabbage to choose from. ar we A i 

beans first. I prefer the round types What suggestions do you have on cab- = . a 
gs — Sagres caniep a tating bage varieties? Varietie A crate of Great Lakes head lettuce 

seed catalogs this year wi Cabbage 8 
a new variety, Rival. We've had Answer: For the home garden, use grown in Racine County in 1948. 

Rival in our trials and it’s just as high one of the early Golden Acre types §= ~~ 
in quality and production as Logan. such as regular Golden Acre or a yel- the gardener is prepared to do some- 
The plants are somewhat taller so the lows-resistant strain like Resistant thing about the maggots. We'll say 
beans are not so likely to touch the Detroit, Racine Market or Wisconsin something about pest control at a 

soil. For my own garden, I expect to Golden Acre. If a second early variety ‘#ter time. Use either Early Snow- 
use either Logan or Rival. For wax is desired, use Marion Market and for ball or Super Snowball, whether plant- 
beans, I still like Round Pod Kidney late, use Wisconsin All Seasons or ©9 early or late as far as varieties are 
(sometimes called Brittle Wax) or Wisconsin Ballhead. For a late red concerned. 
Pencil Pod Black Wax. Of the new cabbage use Red Hollander. Market . 
wax beans, Cherokee and Cooper both gardeners will use about the same von cinnant waat edhe peer e 

look very promising. varieties only they are even more (hard we've been seeing in gardens 
Question: Would you suggest that careful about getting yellows-resist- 41, baat ‘few. seapons? 

home gardeners grow pole snap beans, ant strains wherever there’s the re- . 
and if so, what varieties? motest chance that the yellows di- Answer: It’s all right, but aside 

Answer: Yes, I certainly would sug- _sease is in their soil. Those who pro- from the color difference I see no real 
gest that home gardeners grow pole varieties? reason to use it instead of such vari- 

snap beans, And I'd use Kentucky duce cabbage for kraut commonly use eties as Fordhook, Large Ribbed 
Wonder. Decature is a very good new such heavy-yielding, yellows-resistant White or Green Plume. In my per 
pole snap bean but I still prefer the varieties as Marion Market, Globe, sonal opinion, incidentally, Lucullus, 
old Kentucky Wonder. In my opinion, Wisconsin All Seasons and Bigner. one of the commonest varieties avail-
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able, is the least desirable of the whole head lettuce, is excellent eating but first be tested. in milder climates to group from the standpoint of appear- it goes to seed very readily as the determine what they will do. ance and eating quality. days get long and the weather gets The above items appeared in March warmer. 15 issue of American Nurseryman Question: oe we = tie ” ing new Condensed from radio talk over magazine. in Chinese Cabbage varieties? Station WHA given Se 
Answer: Yes, we do. The standard January 4, 1949, EXPERIENCE WITH EASTER variety has been Ohihli. We now have OO LILY B 

an improved strain of this variety, HARDY WOODY ORNAMENTALS ULBS Michihli, FOR OUR GARDENS Mrs. Arthur N, Kruse of Iola writes 
that she was able to keep over her Question: What about eggplant W. R. Leslie, Director, Modern Easter Lily bulbs given her last varieties? Experiment Station, Canada, Makes Easter and had them bloom again Answer: When earliness is impor- Recommendations this last fall. Here is the way she did - it. tant I’d use Badger State, For main- At the annual short course for nur- “ 

crop and late harvest Black Beauty is serymen and landscape gardeners After the Easter Lily was through blooming, I kept on watering it and better. held at Ohio State University in co- . giving it good care. Eventually the operation with the National Shade Question: Next we come to four rela- Tree Conference, Mr. W. R. Leslie, di- tops died down. Then in spring when tively unimportant vegetables, Endive, gs: nee: 7 there was no more danger of frost, I ’ rector of the experiment station at Kale, Kohlrabi and Leek. What vari- ‘Morden, Man., Canada, gave an illus- set the bulbs in the flower garden eties of these crops would you sug- . ee where they developed two new shoots. trated lecture on “Some Hardy Woody gest? Or: ental Plants.” I had three stalks with flowers this nam . past fall. I then potted the Plant in Answer: I’d use Deep Heart endive, Some of the newer varieties he sug- a9 inch pot, took it in the house and Dwarf Green Curled kale, either Pur- gested were Almey, Sundog and kept right on watering it. The shoots ple or White Vienna Kohlrabi and Strathmore crab apples; the Prairie died down and three new ones came American Flag leek. Sailor, Prairie Wren and Betty Bland up. Head Le roses; prairie and Russian almond; “I would like ot know how to divide Manchurian pink weigela; tidy cara- them. Shall I divide them while they juestion: What variety or varieties gana, prestoniae lilacs, particularly aregrowing or wait until spring?” 
Q 

is of head lettuce would you suggest? Coral, Redwine, Freedom and Swanee Answer: Keep right on watering the den, Ta varieties; Carleton and Valencia hon- plant and giving it good care until Answer: For the home Sreate 3 eysuckles; Redman elder; red Amur the tops again dry down normally. plant both Crisp As Ice or h te i tamarisk; Aurora false spiraea; Then store it away in the basement ton and Great Lakes, The marke! Schubert chokecherry; Morden elm, until spring when it should be divided gardener oa ag en aan and Morden spruce. before setting in the garden. Each 
site gic hoon Great Lakes and there. The Morden Experiment Station is bulb is planted separately. 
for ight perhaps be a little better southwest of Winnepeg, Canada, in a ai fe cance one Great Lakes, how- %Verely cold climate. While varieties The white man’s burden seems 5 

A ever, gave excellent crops on at least 8TOWing there are hardy, they must to be a lot of other white men. two muck areas of Wisconsin during I 
the past season. Those interested in 5 
super-new varieties might be inter- 5 
ested in trying two new strains this ce Andrews H co ig fo yA ae uits 
next season. At least a few seeds- For Northern ie i ie men will be listing Pennlake and Prog- 
tess, Both strains look promising but in ‘ 
they haven’t been tested sufficiently the NEW FR : E ‘49 Color Catalog i . 8 Ber sure to send for of - 
in this state to justify definite recom ® new ANDREWS gor your oes the = mendation at this time. bo brinae yer ochorthem gardeners. i also ee ictures lescriptions Question: Do you recommend any | U ee wey tne bast varieties of many fruits and . Es Below of the it beli 
new varieties of leaf lettuce? ize FR) youll tks be a bec Sse ie ems. = Bred to 

Cees ae ni < = cst. Slowbolt i similar to Bina ggg nt et Seren ae of eas + = 13) joodne: ani Beauty. beseen uel we Ale ae se expected only in the south. . 
Beaut = REA! BLUEBERRIES RASPBERRIES NEW VARIETIES factory. Bronze hy, 1s an: attrac xO CHERRIES Delicious fresh or Many varieties for of selected plant- te cating qualty to not as good ar HCSRbeD ats: Bley, ‘oafaat fe tne enone fie “tet te st wise oe — as in ornamental pumas red fall foliage. grower in the U.S. plant. breeders it esi ‘ own 01 feet 

ence ig still for a good strain of Black sen ‘Orchara’ Creek 
Seeded Simpson. Grand Rapids or ANDREWS NURSERY wacsniant: sana. 
Oakleaf, Bibb, which is really a semi-
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Garden Gleanings 
PLANTS LIKE COOL WATER 

BEST 

Heating the water used for water- 

ing house plants or plants in the 
greenhouse, is unnecessary and in 

some cases undesirable according to 

research work done for Roses, Inc., 

at Ohio State University. 

Although applying warm water 

raises the temperature of the soil, the 

effect wore off in a short time and 

top growth of Rose plants was best 

where ordinary cold water was used. 5 

Flower production was as good or 4 

better with cold water. When the . 

solution used in gravel culture was ‘ 

heated to 80 degrees a definite inhibi- 

ting effect was noticed in less than 3 

weeks and the treatment was dis- Naa 

continued. 
BN os aa 

* ° . 

TOP DRESSING THE LAWN 

WITH MANURE is such an unsight- 

ly practice. Furthermore weed seeds Floribunda roses make an excellent showing in the garden. 

may be introduced in the grass and This is Floribunda Summer Snow. 

weeds continue to come up for years, 

Unless the maure is cleaned off early ROSES UNDER 1948 DROUGHT buds. This planting was side-dressed 

in the spring, the grass may become CONDITIONS in early summer with compost. 

spotty in appearance. We can see no C. P. Holway, Evansville Another good performer was the 

beneficial effects from manure that The summer of 1948, as “Garden POlyantha Rosenelfe. Set last spring, 

cannot be obtained with a dressing of Gleanings” department has noted it did not blow until July 3, but it 

peat moss and fertilizer in the spring. (Wisconsin Horticulture, Oct. 1948), continued then, under straw mulch, to 

= s 8 8 was extremely difficult for roses that flower into September. 

“Set the Christmas tree in a bucket could not be watered. Following the 

of moist sand,” was the recommen- rigorous winter of 1947-48, the past GOOD: HYBRID (PERPETUAL 

dation given to a friend in December. year has been as trying a period as Finest performance of all — and 

Not having any sand available, and roses have to endure in our region. there may be a lesson in this for Wis- 

thinking the object was to give a Yet five roses in my garden in Rock Consin gardeners—was staged by the 

solid foundation for the tree and County, with no watering whatsoever, hybrid perpetual Paul Neyron, the 5v- 

having a bag of water softener salt performed so well in both growth and petal pink rose that was introduced 

available, she filled a bucket with bloom that—on a drought--resistance back in 1869. They went through 

that and set in the tree, You can basis alone—they merit recommenda- three periods of heavy bloom begin- 

imagine the rest—the needles of the tion to Society members. ning June 17. Some canes carried as 

Spruce dropped off in a very short Poulsen’s Yellow, a hybrid polyan- ™any as seven blossoms at one time. 

time. tha, blossomed almost continuously The evening of the October 17 freeze 

Se from June 22 until the hard freeze on the plants were still in flower and 

SUCCESS WITH CRATH October 17. Donald Prior bloomed ud. They were given a liberal dress- 

CARPATHIAN ENGLISH from June 11 on, and was still carry- img of compost but no mulch, 

Ww. ing buds on October 17. Both roses aD 

ALNUT were in good flower the week of Sep- TUBEROUS BEGONIAS 

In April 1936 you sent us some tember 5 during the worst part of the Fancy TUBEROUS BEGONIA 

seed, We now have two good trees; extended drought. Poulsen’s Yellow BULBS. Camellia type. All colors. 

one 25 feet tall and nearly a foot in had a compost top dressing; Donald Hanging type Begonias, Gloxinias. 

diameter. The larger tree produced a Prior, a straw mulch. All large bulbs. Imported from 

hundred pounds of shelled walnuts A hedge planting of Summer Snow, Belgium. 25 cents each. $2.50 pe 

this year. We are very much pleased a polyantha descendant of the old dozen. 

with them. multiflora climber Tausenschoen, flow- MRS. J. CABARET 

Signed-Charles Miller, Pateros, ered from June 24 until the mid-Octo- 2133 North 36th St., — Milwaukee 8, 

Washington ber freeze took the last flowers and Wisconsin
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MORE ABOUT ST. PAULIAS 

Here are some more suggestions 
for growing St. Paulias as gleaned x 

from writings of leading authorities _ 
on house plants. 4 NU-ERTH 
The St. Paulia or African Violet is 

not a Violet at all but related to the : . ee BS Worm Casting Compost 
It seems to like a warm room best Ce. ¥ A 

and does well where the temperature . wa NATURES BEST 
does not go below 60° F. In winter it aa 
prefers a west or east window and a PLANT FOOD 
stops blooming when cooking gas is 

used—at least until _ the weather 'U-ERTH grows a healthy 
allows freer ventilation and _ less 1 . 
artifical heat. plant, color bright day 

If planted in good soil, it need not and night. This material is a 
be fertilized all winter but should be J 
re:potted annually. Natural Worm Manure. It 
The plant should be kept constantly WILL NOT burn the plants, 

moist at the roots. Spraying the nor can you overfeed. 100% 
leaves with warm water is fine but L Tans, Manager 
cold water will cause “ring spot”. 7 ag natural organic plant food. 

It is easily propagated by putting Nothing added. Ideal for house plants, flower boxes, flower 
leave cuttings in moist sand or in . 

water or by division. beds, shrubbery and vines. 
It does not seem to require a rest- Price — 3 cans for $1.00 Postpaid 

in riod. : ° 
iE pel Satisfacton guaranteed or money refunded. 

come rnom omarvartxe | SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY COME FROM ORIGINALLY? . 

Look these up in your books and P. 0. Box 585 227 Cutler St. 
catalogs and see what you can find Waukesha, Wis. Telephone 8716 
out about each one. 

eee 

1, Wistaria SSX 
2. Silverlace vine 7 ————— 
3. Clematis coccinea 
4. Clematis paniculata AFRICAN VIOLETS 

SAINTPAULIA 5. Clematis jackmani BLUE BOY — Deep Blue Flower With Yellow Centers. — 74 Cents each. 6. Boston Ivy DOUBLE DUCHESS — Same as Blue Bey bet flowers are double. $1.89 each LAVENDER LADY — Light lavender. Blooming. — $1.50 each. 7. Woodbine PINK BEAUTY — Esquisite pink flowers with yellow stamens, 89 cents each. 
8. Porcelain Ivy Were aoe: — Large, Perfect white flowers. — The best white. 93 cents 

Se Akebia. PRICES ARE ALL POSTPAID 
10. Bittersweet Sree 

——— WIK-FED =—«s- !OWEE.. 
ANSWERS TO—WHERE DID Scientifically designed pots which feed 
THESE VINES COME FROM? water from storage base direct to roots of the 

. plant, by means of a glass-fibre wick. Ideal for 
1, Japan and China—also native in African Violets and Gloxinias especially. 

Mad f strong, durable light ight plastic. Southern U. 8. Available in 6 celors. Ivory, yellow. cera pink, 
2. Western China and Tibet green or marble. — $1.10 each; 3 for $3.00, post- 

3. Texas SN 
«Japan SUB-ZERO ROSES 

A distictive strain of hybrid tea roses that unprotected, has been winter- 
5. A hybrid, parents from Eastern ing through 15 degrees below, zero for years ane Win slight wretection “will 

. They ve other les a 
China and Europe food rove such it as ise Goubleness, fragrance, vigour and disease resistance, 

8. Japan, China Titty ‘these roses if you are having trouble wintering the ordinary hybrid 
7. U. 8. tmLy PONS. — White RED DUCHESS. — Beautiful red 
8. Japan, Northern China, Man- PINK PRINCESS. — Rose Pink $1.85 each; 3 for $5.25 postpaid. 

churia SEND FOR OUR 81st ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
9. Japan, Korea, and China Contains a erand geection of ‘a kinds of plants for the house. Also 8 

¥ roses me those es; adapte 
10. U. S, but also Asia and Aus- ut “Your Copy is free. * pecially 

t ats JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY 
Py Victor Ries in Country Gardeners LA CROSSE BOX was ‘WISCONSIN 

Program Service EY
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Flower Show: Mrs. Ervin Ki 
R. 2, Box 441, Waukesha. tow 

Garden Tours: Dr. Ralph A. Norem, 
0 466 Elmwood Avenue, Oshkosha. ardenUlub | == 736 Ridge Street, Baraboo” P Birds: Miss Elsa Lautenbach, 135 
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@ Conservation: Mrs. Conrad Biebler, 

2027 E. Olive St. Milwaukee, 11. 
Historian: Mrs. Walter Roehrborn 

1922 Georgia Ave., Sheboygan 
Horticulture: Mrs. Herbert Chaffin, 

543 Scott Street, Ripon. 
Junior Gardens: Mrs. 1 F. House, 

OFFICERS District Presidents Judging Seo ae. George J 
President Fox River Valley District Portman, 308-12th Street, Wausau 

Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Mrs. Warren Jenkins, 705 Green Ave., Membershitp: Mrs. George E. Flan- 
3006 N. Downer Ave., Milwaukee Park Ridge, Stevens Point. ders, West Wisconsin Street, 

First Vice President Madison District. Portage 
‘Mrs. Eric Martin, Mrs. David Bogue, Nominating: Mrs, Harold C. Kallies, 
Route 1, Edgerton 304 W. Marion St., Portage. 723 No. 8th St., Manitowoc 

Second Vice President Milwaukee District. Program: Mrs. M. C. Spence, Wil- 
Mrs. Ervin Kulow, Mrs. Stephen M. Cushman, liams Ba‘ Wisconsin.” 
Route 2, Box 464, Waukesha 2932 Northwestern Ave., Racine Publicity: Yrs. Fred C, Marquardt 

Corresponding-Recording Secretary Sheboy; District. R. 1., Box 63 Hales Corners, Wis. eh = Mrs. Fred Marquardt, Mrs. William Curtiss, Roadside Beautification: Mrs. 
mnnles Corners Rt. 1. Sent Be ee . Matvie. Schneider, , Hales Corners 

Harry Mrs. Harold C. Poyer, ship: 
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Editor — Mrs. Oliver S. Rundell, waukee 11 
2227 Van Hise Avenue, Madison, Wis. Year Book and Awards: Mrs. H. G 

Parliamentarian — Mrs. Paul Hammersmith, 2755 N. Stowell | Harries, R. 1, Box 31A, Hales 
Avenue, Milwaukee 11. Corners, Wisconsin 
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE No man is born into the world whose Education, as well, has acknowledged 

? work their great worth. Hence if you sub- 

Dear ‘Follow, Members: Is not born with him. There is always scribe to this excellent project as 4 

By the time you read this message work, patron you can be very proud of your- 
our addressograph plates will be well ang tools to work withal for those who self. However, in so doing, you are 
on the way towards completion. Then will; really getting much more than you 

you can soon have your first avery, And blessed are the horny hands of are giving, for the very finest instruc- 
member” letter from your federation; toil. tors are engaged by your Federation 
and won't it be fun? If you don’t re- yo i this first 1 tt it’s be James Russell Lowell. to give these counses to you. You will 

selve is frst jetter it's because = ______._._._._._____________ get a very good return for your $5.00 
you have not yet sent to me 10 cents’ tively young and, so far, they have investment. 

with your name and address for your not been financially successful. When Finall 

addressograph plate; for this is the Miss Wertsner of Pennsylvania lec- na ow your state chairmen are 
only way we will have of getting that tured in Wisconsin in November she ne aed Ae serve you in any way 

first message to you. gave us the following adyice: “Do in you net em. The general procedure 
‘ : for state chairmen is this: They get 

The day these letters go out will Wisconsin as is done in many east- 3 2 . » all the information they can possibly 
be a red-letter day in our state feder- ern states; have patrons.” This simply get, relative to their particular field 
ation and with it will come a solution means that the first 100 persons as 3 Pe poe 

to many of our difficulties and ad- (whether they are members of our to me » transmit this information 
ministrative problems. To reach each federation or not) who buy a course ‘° ‘e ae chairmen and so in- 
garden club member directly and not ticket for $5.00 become patrons—with tease an iene zeal of the district 
merely through notices sent to your all of the privileges of the entire e ote Eli ree = ent ideas and 
presidents, as has been the case course or any part they wish. Inciden- i a ee ey, in turn, will inspire 

through the years the Wisconsin Fed- tally the names of these 100 patrons t e chairmen in the individual clubs 

eration has existed, will be a step for- will be printed on the back of the Sain on worthy, valuable and con- 
ward in unifying and strengthening school program. theo he ou and projects 

our federation which is our No. 1 Since Ancient times there have al- rongnout the: year: | 
project. Many good ideas and notices ways been “Patrons of the Arts” and Each club can do much to help its 
can be sent to you through this our 100 people can feel, with some ™embers learn the hows and whys of 
medium and, in a short time, you will pride, that they are endorsing the etter gardening, gain a better under- 
not only be fully aware of your feder- fine art of Horticulture and Standing _of conservation problems 
ation’s usefulness to you and your Flower Arranging. For it is just that. and acquire better ideas for beauti- 
club but you will ‘also feel that you Moreover our government considers Ying our communities, our highways 
really “belong.” these schools, sponsored by our 24, above all, our homes. In short-- 

The second project that is well National Council, of such high calibre We want each club to do some defin- 
under way is our 4th Judging from an educational standpoint that itely creative and useful work in 
School—or shall I say a School for they have permitted them to be classi- Tder to bring more beauty into our 

Exhibitors and Judges—to be held at fied as nontaxable. And not only does _ lives and the lives of others. 
Lake Geneva May 17-18-19. Judging our government recognize these Sincerely yours, 

Schools in Wisconsin are compara- Schools, but the British Ministry of Gretchen Fiebrantz, President. 

156 :
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Highlights Winter Garden-Planning - 
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL. George W. Simmons, Jr., Landscape Architect 

As Wisconsin was not a The winter mails are filled these plants you order will find a suitable 
at the October meeting o: ee days with an endless assortment of soil in which to grow when you plant 
tional Council at Tucson, we have no nursery catalogs offering numerous them. Many of the nursery catalogs 

first-hand report. However, from varieties of trees, shrubs, and flowers. indicate the soil preference of each 
minutes of business sessions and from These gay catalogs come from all type of plant. Remember to place 

the National Gardener we have parts of the country. The prices for liberal quantities of the proper soil 
gathered events that transpired: the same variety may vary as much round the roots of each plant at the 
Approval of purchase of Redwood as the distance from whence the time of planting if you want the 

Grove (mentioned last month) as catalogs came. Unless you are in- Plant to grow and produce strong 
twentieth anniversary gift to the na- formed in the arts of gardening, or branches with an abundance of flow- 
tion. The Twenty Years History of have had a wide experience in buy- ers or fruits. 
National Council (now being written) ing nursery stock, you are probably 3..Sunlight Preference, Will the 
to be published before the Annual quite bewildered. “Let the buyer be- Plant endure a full day’s bright sun- 
Meeting to be held at Portland, Ore- ware” is the motto of too many busi- shine, or will it do better in a half- 
gon in May, 1949. ness concerns, Consequently this is day's direct sunshine? Have you 
Esther Grayson Rockwell secured written to help you to “beware e- Checked the place where you intend 

as editor for the revised Handbook fore buying” nursery stock. Many to plant for the length of time and 

of Flower Show Judging. dollars are spent for bright colors in intensity of sunlight? Nearly every 
Mrs. Lewis M. Hull (N. J.), Presi- winter catalogs that never reappear ‘eliable nursery catalog indicates the 

dent reported that Seeds of Peace in summer gardens. It is not always ability of the plant to survive in full 
raised $40,000.00, purchased 980,000 the seller’s fault, but quite generally sun, a part day’s sun, or shade of 

packages of seeds. Mrs. Nicholas J. the buyer who selected plants for his varying density. If you have a heavi- 

Mertons, Treasurer, reported 900 garden without considering a few ly wooded lot, you had better plant 
tool kits sent to Germany. fundamentals of plant life and the shade-loving varieties, or early spring- 
Mrs. Hull read excerpts from let- environment to which he brings the flowering species. Selection of the 

ter sent by British Ministry of edu- new plant. 5 wrong plant may lose you your plant, 
cation in appreciation of help ren- Before you order, consider the fol- Your money, and another growing sea- 
dered by National Council in estab- lowing fundamentals that determine son. 
lishing, under the British govern- the success of your investment in 4. Size and Price, Be sure you 
ment, a course in Flower Show Judg- nursery stock: know what size plant you are ordering, 

ing. : 1. Hardiness or Adaptability. Is the for prices vary considerably with the 
Mrs, Spillers (Okla.) presented plant hardy in Wisconsin, or in your ize and quality of the plant. Size is 

plans for a post-convention trip to locality? Will it survive our cold win- not always an indication of the rate 

Alaska in May. ters and dry summers without special Of growth of the plant, either. Some 
Mrs. Fish (Colo.) urged that all care? The most hardy plants are Plants grow very slowly and may be 

members be given a chance to sub- those that are native to the woods listed in the nursery catalog by age 
scribe to the National Gardener.. She 24 fields in your vicinity. The plants instead of actual size. Many ever- 

offered a prize of $25.00 to the state ‘hat are grown by well-established tate and hardwood trees are in 
exceeding, by the largest number, nurseries in your latitude or north- is class. The softwood trees and 

a5 , ’ ward are usually grown for your cli- the larger growing evergreens are it’s quota of two Volunteer Mem- . 1 h hard more rapid growing. If ish bers per club, (as of March 3lst, mate. Lists of plants that are ly ce tt ig. you w to 
1949.) ‘ ve or adaptable to your locality are gen- P. an attractive group of shrubs or 

i 2 a ' erally available from the State Ex- ¢Vergreens, the rate of growth of each 

From resolution s submitted at Re- periment Station or University Horti- Plant should be considered; otherwise 
gional Directors breakfast: That cultural Department on request. the more rapid growing will over- 
each state be invited to subscribe a 2. Soil, In what type of soil will Shadow the slow growing species and 
minimum sum of ten dollars annually the plant grow best? Do you have Perhaps stunt their growth in a very 
to ‘‘National Council Horticulture that type of soll in your yard? Have Short time. Generally you may order 
Scholarship Gift Fund.’’ you had any samples of your soil test- ‘Smaller sizes in quick growing plants 
The meeting provided thrills and qa? mvery plant produces its best nd larger sizes in slow growing ma- 

unforgettable experiences. growth and keeps its health vigorous terials to save money and time, 
Seven miles south of Tucson, on ¢ it is planted in the soil of its lik- In selecting a shade tree or ever- 

an open stretch of desert, stands the ing. If you know the type of soil in &reen, be sure you know how lage it 

old Spanish Mission of San Xavier which the plant is growing wild, then Will ultimately become before plant- 
del Bae, one of the most beautiful you will know what it needs, Some ing it too close to the house pr to 
old missions in the United States. No varieties of plants do well on sandy Your flower garden. Most caialogs 
visitor to Tucson ever leaves without soils, others on clay loam soils, They Will state the correct planting dis- 
seeing this historic edifice. Delegates mayprefer acid or alkaline soll, wet tance between plants of the “frou 
were given this privilege. or well-drained soil, peat bogs or SPecies, These figures cannot, always 

A thrill was provided when they woodlands, or soils that are richer in be relied upon to fit your psrticular 
(Continued Page 162, Col. 1.) various soil elements, Be sure the (Continued Page 162, Ca. 1)
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: . field between the light yellowish soil How Good is Your Soil ana itm goed timck [onme 
Mrs. Eloise 8, Vaughan When mother nature sets the pro- 

: per stage for maximum bacterial 
During the past two years garden The remainder of this good soil is growth we find the soil neutral or 

minded people have been growing con- largely minerals, decomposed rock only slightly acid. 

fused over the wide variety of head- and moisture, and the visible organ- There are a few harmful factors 

lines of articles appearing in our cur- ism called the earthworm. which retard and finally destroy the 

rent magazines. By this time you are asking why do bacterial growth and their ability to 
Probably the most startling was we need humus. Its benefitsaremany penefit the surrounding soll. The most 

“You can starve on three meals ® and varied. The two which are most common of these is the use of anti- 

day” by Ed. Rupp describing nutri- frequently recognized and discussed  septics, strong chemical fertilizers and 
tional research at the U. of Mimourl— are retention of moisture or preven- sterilization, by heat, of the soil. 
“Our Nitrogen is Going West” by Dr. tion of soil erosion on cultivated When anyone of these upsets the abil- 

W. A. Albrecht of the same institu- ground. Secondly the organisms con- ity of the soil to break down or di- 
tion, “The water table in many of tained in humus have the ability to gest the green material when it has 
the Food Belt States of U. S. A. is preak down organic matter into sim- been plowed under, it causes a lack 

dropping from 1 to 3 inches every plified elements which can be ob- of necessary nitrogen and natural ac- 
five years” comes as a warning of sorbed as food by growing plants. In tivators. 

Depts. of Soil Conservation — “Poor the case of the mycorrhiza fungi they On the other hand the late Sir Alb- 
teeth caused by food grown on poor go even farther and feed these sim- ert Howard of Great Britain des- 

soil.” On the more hopeful side is @ plified elements to plants and trees. cribes soils which are so fertile and 
recent article by Louis Bromfield yt has been discovered by research densley populated with active organ- 

“Take good care of your soil and it workers only in the last few years isms—that they can soon convert gun- 
will take care of you.” that these so called decay bacteria se- ny sacks, twigs and corn stocks into 

Space is too limited to point out crete a mucus which glues fine parti- sweet-smelling, humus-filled soil. 
present day soil deficiencies and be- leg of soil into masses which in turn In other words we can say that the 

cause of this it seems wisest to dis- re able to resist washing away of degree of fertility of our soils is in 
cuss first what is good soil. Secondly open soil which results in erosion. direct proportion to the number of 

how can good soil be produced and ther bacterial forms have the ability harmonious organisms working un- 
maintained. of taking nitrogen from the air and der favorable conditions and upon an 

Many of us have asked ourselves incorporating it into the roots of le- adequate food supply. 

what soil is, and have probably laugh- guminous plants. In other words ‘When we have produced a soil hav- 

ed and answered “Oh the dirt under each organism has a special job to ing’ a spongy crumbly feel when 

our feet,” and let it go at that. do in a well regulated society with handled and an earthy woods soil 

But my friends it is much more many other kinds of organisms. smell we have provided the proper 

than that. Most folks think of it as The good soil is porous enough that habitat for the lowly earth worm. 

a dead, inert substance. Few of us it is well areated because moist soil Sooner or later he arrives with all of 

realize that good soil is alive and ever bacteria need oxygen for existence his relatives and together they go to 

changing. It is teeming with the life and growth. It is rather porous or work to further pulverize and digest 

and activity of millions of minute or- loosely formed to aid in the move- the soil. They produce a kind of soil 

ganisms known as bacteria, fungi, ment of both air and bacteria. The which is more easily and completely 

yeasts, molds, algae and hundreds of next requirement of importance is used by the root system of any plants 

other related forms. moisture but not so much as to make growing there. So don’t think that 

‘This population and activity is the soil heavy. Where a soil becomes when this good fortune arrives in 

largely confined to the upper four or hard packed you have a condition your garden that you should dig them 

five inches of our soil. A single gram known as “desert-like” where bacter- up and feed them to the birds or 

of good soil contains literally thou- ia and related forms cannot live or take the day off and go fishing. 

sands of these different types of or- work. On the other hand if it is too Sir Albert Howard started the prac- 
ganisms, So long as their require- heavily saturated with moisture it en- tice of intensive production of this 

ments of food, moisture, air and courages anaerobic bacteria which quality humus in piles or pits. When 

temperature are met they live and cause putrifaction rather than the -all organic form had disintegrated 

work in perfect harmony in a balanc- normal fermentation processes. into good black soil it was spread 

ed relationship carefully controlled by The members of this microscopic so- Ver land soon to be planted and 
nature, These organisms with their ciety thrive best at temperatures plowed or disked into the soil. 

food and by products are commonly ranging from 70° to 100° F, Here we _ TO make such a pile for the pro- 
known as humus, The other kind of discover another of nature's rules, in duction of humus dig out about four 

so called humus, is where legumes that a soil which is continually built ches of top soil and about four by 
and pasture land is plowed under just up with humus grows darker in col- eight feet. Into this put six inches 
before planting corn, grain or other or year by year and has the tendency f leaves, weeds and all discarded 
field crops. The amount of humus to become workable much earlier in Vines, green garbage, etc. Over this 
to be found in a good kind of soil the spring. Experiments have long spread an inch of fresh cow or horse 

may vary from four to ten percent shown that the temperature may vary 8t#ble manure and some bone meal or 
by bulk. as much as ten degrees in the same (Continued Page 162, Col. 2)
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two parts hardwood ash. In early Feb- 

From One Gardener to Another ruary seed is pressed gently into the 
surface of the soil, the seed boxes are 

Genevieve C. Dakin placed in a dimly lighted, warm room 
Although the garden is sound asleep dered. Be sure to send in your seed 2nd the soil kept moist at all times 

under a carpet of snow, the gardener order for July’s fresh crop before the Until the seedlings appear. Then the 

keeps wide awake trying to keep up limited supply is exhausted. Most of boxes are moved to a sunny window. 
with the catalogs which come in each you have grown Vetterle and Reinelt’s When three or four true leaves ap- 
day’s mail. With the coming of nur- _begonias, pear they are transplanted into a flat, 
sery lists winter days do not seem to Before Christmas the mail brought ¢Pt moist with weak liquid manure 
stretch so far ahead. Gay covers may Burpee and Vaughan catalogs. About %"4 given plenty of sunlight. In Mid- 
be filled with pages of selling phrases the same time Harris Seeds, Roches- Pril the flat is put into the cold 
and somewhat hackneyed descriptions ter, New York, put in an appearance, ‘me. In May sturdy plants are 
but with all of these there is a fund of We should have no trouble making a ‘dy to be set in place. 
information. Catalogs serve as plant selection of vegetable seeds, Interstate Nurseries, Hamburg, 

dictionaries, in many instances to be On the January cover of The Flow- Iowa, uses the winners, Forty Niner 
studied along with reference books. er Grower is an arrangement of seven and Tally Ho on its catalog cover. 

After all what purchase gives as much o¢ Burpee’s flower introductions for Inside is Golden Giant Apricot—two 

pleasure to as many people as an in- 1949, Included are snapdragons Gi- luscious for words! Mollis Azaleas are 

vestment in good seeds or plants? ant Skyscraper and Lemonade, Petu- featured on one page. Ours from 

Through careful study and compari- 114 silver Medal, aster Heavenly Blue, BObbink and Adkins several years ago 
sons of catalogs one may buy wisely calendula Orange Quills with ‘two have been a source of pleasure each 
keeping a fairly balanced relation be- sweetpeas, June Lockhart and Marga- May. They do well in peaty soil with 

tween supply, demand and purse. ret O’Brien. The All-American Win- %°me added acid—aluminum sulphate 
Last summer I received a catalog ner Silver Medal Petunia is rich sal- sulphur serve, This spring I am 

which interested me. It came from jo, pink, I wonder if it will be sub- adding some native flame azaleas 

Barnhaven Gardens, Gresham, Ore- stituted for First Lady or Cheerful ftom Gardens of the Blue Ridge, Ash- 
gon, where I have obtained many fine which many of us use. ford, North Carolina. This nursery 

primulas. As a companion to prim- Vaughan’s cover features New Prin- carries a great variety of wildflowers 

roses they are selling lilies from the oes, asters, Several specialties claim- "4 ferns. 
nearby Oregon Pulb Farms. There 44 my attention. Among them was Get Olds’ catalog from Madison if 
Jan de Graaf hybridizes and grows @Gojgen Cleome. A white Sweet Wil- YOu are interested in Wisconsin Gold- 
acres of lilies, I have not started to liam, Polar Bear Centaurea and ° 800 Sweet Corn, Wisconsin 55 To- 

collect lilies but if I do I shall surely Cherry Rose snapdragon sounded at- mato or Olds’ Lakleaf Lettuce. 

want some of those described. tractive. Then there was Ipomaea When it comes to beautiful catalogs 
Other sources for lilies recom- Blue Mound described as “a bush of we all concede Wayside Gardens is 

mended are Esperanza Lily Gardens, breath-taking blue.” really tops, The 1949 edition is true 
Langley Prairie, British Columbia, we are urged to try the double petu- to form. In it I promptly found a 
Canada, Sandyloam, North Spring- Jia, One amateur mixes soil as plant to order—geranium subcaules- 
field, Vermont and Lilydale Bulb and follows: one third rich soil, one third cens splendens — “five or six inches 

Gee ee ae sand, one third peat to which add (Continued Page 162, Col. 3) 

dens has been commended for his per- 

fect packing of live-plant material. If ig" "ye ike Spang SP A th Bs ban 
you send for lists now you will be fae it Re Hg , oS | A Nas 
able to place early orders this sum- Ph id 8 oy TS lll PY Cr a 
mer for fall delivery. SS AS | 2 TR 
Henry Kohankie and Sons’ lists Hi Lan a OR 

come in fall for spring orders. They Ry Te iD ee aa SS ye eae ae ts 
are at Painesville, Ohio. They carry ae all iA MF e 
types of less common planting stock - Ls = ie i a 

sometimes not available locally. Ohio’s . a hs 

milder climate tempered by Lake Erie 

enables them to ship freshly dug ma- ae 

terial. Their lists contain no pictures x — RP, aig 
nor descriptions other than botanical a ee FR a esas els al cal 
and common name, ultimate height, ae —— * ha e- 

size and price. aE Se PSs 
Vetterle and Reinelt, Capitola, Cali- ‘ see cen cian iii 

fornia sent their interesting list of 3 

begonias, delphiniums and polyanthus 

primroses in good time. The dozen 

primroses ordered last spring were 

beautiful, arriving as they did in full . 
bloom. In July I received seed or- Winter Comes to the Garden
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Colorful Winter Material From Your Garden 2% !histle (echinops ritro) is lovely 
0 use but it must be picked before 

Mrs. Garrison L, Lincoln too mature and before the sun can 

With the wealth of unusual things fade the color. Pick while still in 

to be gathered from the garden for flower. Various plants will be found 

winter, there is little excuse for the to differ in intensity of the blue. 

single vase of brownish, dried mater- There are other seed pods, too nu- 

ial left in a corner until it is dusty merous to mention, such as the heads 

and dull. Almost any color desired of oriental poppies, but the above men- 

may be found in cultivated material tioned are those I enjoy the most and 

if it is planned for in the spring and use the most frequently. 

picked at the proper time during the In the planned shrubbery border 

summer and early fall. Change win- many colorful sprays will add to your 

ter arrangements as often as you enjoyment winter and summer. A 

change fall ones, swish the more valu- little session with the seed catalogues 

able ones through a Dreft suds and now may bring unexpected dividends 

they will have no chance to become for a second season next year, when 

too familiar, uninteresting and dirty. the garden is frozen and dull. 

From the farm or vegetable garden ————eaeeoos_ _/_ _ iO 

you may gather many grains such as hogan — 

rye, millet, oats, Sudan grass, etc., es as | 

that are exceedingly good with other Lo Sas be 

material. Millet picked while still A pair of birds in white, black and ea id 5 mae 5 

green will retain it’s color for a sea- Hg Bisck hase afd oom, to eg os a) e 

son and after that will be tan. Sudan grass and Lunaria. ‘gees Baca y F Ee: % 

grass comes in shiny black (see {us——°§ ———————— 
be Bae. 4 ae: 

tration with birds) and many shades  tisia sprays; the shiny black and tan jf). ‘Say " Peak oa 

of brown and tan no matter what the seed cluster of blackberry lilies (Bel- ba i Pts “a 

color of the seed you plant. It grows amacanda chinensis); black, round | ake 4 

taller than the average person so plan clusters of the vine smilax herbacea, a ds Up 

accordingly. Green sprays may be ob- also seen at the florist’s in the fall, etdlane ah * 

tained by picking when still immature. and the flat-headed yellow yarrow [yyy tee oe \) 

Ordinary corn stalk tassels, picked (Eupatorium Filipendula). The seed a A 

early while green, are good and some clusters of dictamus or gas plant are ao a 

popcorn tassels are even better. Don’t tan or dark red depending upon the 

wait until fall to pick them, as their color of the flower. Orange Japanese 

form may become wild and their color lanterns are familiar to many. For a se 

dirty. Small, dark red strawberry variation from the orange, they may 

popcorn (Vaughans) is wonderful be picked while green or even in a Red popcorn in striking contrast to 

with tan grains (see illustration). paler tone. The gray blue of the ae ee ent cream colored maple 

Okra seed heads may be picked whem, 

gray-green but mature or when brown, Our Great Heritage 

after frost. 
Biennials and annuals from the The crucial problem of our genera- It is our duty and purpose, there- 

flower garden offer still more variety tion is to safeguard, maintain, devel- fore, to put an end to practices that 

and color. There is celosia, in variety, OP, increase, and wisely use, for the injure or destroy the renewable nat- 

and a red ricinus (castor bean) to benefit of mankind, the natural re- ural resources and substitute for them 

supplement the red strawberry pop- sources of this earth. Qpnservation practices that accord with nature's 

corn, Statice is lacy in form and means the wise use and renewal of order. We must repair, insofar as 

pastel or white in color. Nigella pods these resources so that our generation possible, the damage already done; 

are tan and Job’s-tears are tan, white and succeeding generations may con- safeguard and increase the land’s pro- 

and gray. The biennial Lunaria, usu- tinue to derive benefit from them. ductivity by every means that sci- 

ally seen in florist shops in the fall, is ' If we prevent soil erosion; protect ence can devise; bring about proper 

a cluster of crystal white discs. It is now—standing forests and reforest by equilibrium between population and 

easy to grow. Helichrysums are col- planting seedlings; prevent pollution productivity; protect flora and fauna 

orful, daisy-like flowers but I have of our streams and lakes so aquatic and protect and maintain scenic 

found them difficult to grow. They life may exist and the water be usable, beauty at all times. 

should be picked when coming out of and protect wild life, those that are Conservation is on the move. Please 

bud, before fully open. Green Bells of still with us, so that they can multi- ride with us as it is getting late. But 

Ireland (Vaughans) make unusual cut ply their species, we will be striving do not think of Conservation in terms 

flowers which dry a pale green or, if to preserve the balance of nature. Con- of limitation. Think of it, rather, as 

very mature, a cream color. servation will increase food, fiber and the renewal of the great natural re- 

Perennial seed pods that are good fuel and will be the economic saving sources which are our heritage. 

in arrangements are dull black Bap- of our country. Mrs, Conrad Biebler, Conservation Chairman.
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will be available. Another equally con- 

B oO oO K R E V I E W S troversial book on the same subject 
is the Road to Survival, by William 

Dagny’ Borge Vogt. Louis Bromfield’s Malabar Farm 
Learning to Garden, by Olive Mason viewing large numbers of people. The also treats of it. 

Gunnison, is a primer for inexperi- tale of how the Everglades changed People and Plants, the 1947-48 An- 

enced gardeners. Hach of its chap- from a wilderness inhabited solely by nual Report of the Brooklyn Botan- 

ters is filled with detailed instructions Indian to a paradise for exploiters of ic Garden, includes a touching story 

on how to proceed in planting the one kind or another, and now has of how a bequest of more than seven 

home grounds and in maintaining been saved for posterity, is a dramatic thousand dollars was left to the Gar- 
them properly. At the end of each and exciting one. den by a garment worker in the city. 

chapter is a list of suggestions on Alfred G. Etter writes beautifully of During the twenty years she had 

what the good gardener does and one an experience which made a deep im- lived in furnished rooms she had 
on hints of what the smart beginner pression on him in “A Day with Aldo never made known to the personnel 

avoids. Appendices list gardening Leopold,” in the Autumn, 1948, issue of the Garden the pleasure she found 

books and magazines, plants suitable of the quarterly magazine, The Land, there, which served as an acceptable 

for various purposes, and addresses The author, who was at that time a substitute for the Danish gardens she 

of the state agricultural experiment student of wild life management un- remembered from her childhood. But 

stations. The line drawings by Anne der the Professor, tells of his over- Emmy Kamilla Olsen willed the con- 

Seaman are not as clear in every in- night visit to Leopold’s “Shack,” after tents of her bankbooks to help mil- 

stance as seems desirable. Funk and a field trip one spring to the Wiscon- lions of other visitors to the Garden 

Wagnalls Company published the book sin River valley. While Leopold’s dog, continue its enjoyment. a 

in 1948. Flick, was delighting in his own pur- St. Francis of Assissi, hoeing his 

In an Herb Garden, by Annie Burn- suits, the two men, with a common’ garden was asked what he would do 
ham Carter, was issued by the Rutg- bond of interest, enjoyed observing if he were suddenly to learn that he 

ers University Press, New Brunswick, the sights and sounds of nature. was to die at sunset that day. He 

New Jersey, in 1947. The author be- A special Wildlife Research News said: “I would finish hoeing my gar- 
came interested in herbs through Letter (Circular No. 35) has been is- den.” 

reading Shakespeare and in studying sued in memory of Professor Leopold ——— 

the horticulture of the sixteenth and by his associates at the University of If ivies are being grown indoors in 

seventeenth centuries in England, in- Wisconsin. His son, Dr. L, B. Leopold, water, it is best to use earthenware 

cluding Shakespeare’s garden at is supervising publication of a manu- containers which exclude the light. 

Stratford on Avon, She is fortunate script entitled Great Possessions, 

in having an Italian gardener, famil- which the Professor had completed = 
iar with most herbs commonly grown, before his untimely death. . = 

the native habitat of many of which An intriguing advertisement in the ede, * a POPPIES 1 OD 
is in the countries bordering the January, 1949, issue of Better Homes richest display ‘of color imagi- Ce 

nable. Early flowering. Bushy {Ze 
Mediterranean. Beginning with and Gardens announces that trays of plants grow about 28 in. high. COW a 0 

March, and continuing into Novem- mushroom spawn are obtainable at Excellent cut flo wer 10¢ pci) 
ber, the author writes of what ap- nominal prices, and merely need to $ REE Se. mE 

pears and is harvested in her garden, be watered and kept at the proper (aM Gume) @>}-3h-) a 3oRioter ae) 

month by month, in a leisurely fash- temperature before bearing over a Emil [ENS A See 
ion. The chronicle is interspersed period of several weeks. 

with descriptions of the herbs, direc- ——- —_.]s 

tions for culinary or other uses, as In reviewing Our Plundered Planet,,.§_ ———O] 

well as bits of lore gleaned from old by Fairfield Osborn, the Conservation GARDEN EXCHANGE 

herbals, Perhaps not of particular in- Chairman of the National Council MAGAZINE 

terest to others than herb enthusi- states that it is her conviction that Features exchange listings, 

asta. every club conservation chairman sources, hints and articles. Large 

The Everglades, by Marjory Stone- should read the book, persuade as | ¢lassified section, .You need this! 
man Douglas, is the thirty-third vol- many members as possible to read it, Sample 10c. Year $1.00. Published 

ume in the Rivers of America series, and report on it for the benefit of monthly. The ‘‘GEM” 

published by Rinehart & Company, those who are not persuaded. A movie 683 Nevada St. Reno, Nevada 

Inc., in 1947. The subject of this vol- illustrating this controversial book jes eS 

ume is unique in being the omly re~ © 
gion of its kind in the world. A con- 

densation of the book appeared in the §©4(77>--—————————————_ S A V E T R E E Se 

Reader’s Digest in May, 1948. The De- COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
cember, 1948, issue of the National TREES 

Geographic Magazine contains a brief 

article on the area, which is now a LAWNS 

national park, with illustrations in GARDENS 

color. Before writing the book, the $878 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
author familiarized herself thorough- 

ly with the territory, traveling ex- WIGCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
tensively throughout the region inter- |
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DeForest Club Host to the Madison District  ‘omstocs. cabbage, ete. or placed in 
the bottom of a trench before plant- 

The followi will be t Depart * * ing seeds in your garden will truly 

mg PHOS . Wis i's ment, University of surprise you and your neighbors. The 

presented to garden clubs in the P. saeosee = Mrs, Walter Dakin 2 of fruits and vegetables grown 
Madison District when they gather rm with the aid of humus will be of only 

; 3 Hemerocallis Mrs. George F. 
for their first meeting of the year Harbort secondary importance as compared 

at the Legion Hall in DeForest, Fri- Cc th _ with flavor, nutrition and quality of 

day, February 25th, at one o’clock. eens Mt the products of your garden. 
1.00—Demonstration and Talk on __ Tea will be served by the DeForest nani is peoscd “aenas te aeetonine of 

Flower Arrangement — Mrs. R. — A aap a the =e ait. sorts ga co 
O. McLean . Me , & former pupil o is 

: _ Mrs, Caroline E. Peterson, Hawaii, We have tried it and sincerely rec- 
.00—Symposinm: is particularly skillful in working ommend it to all who have been 

Soit Preparation for Annuals with exotic materials. She is an patient and read thus far. 
or Perennials — Prof. J. G. artist both original and daring in ——__ —-— 
Moore, Chairman of Horticul- ine. e, of Horticul- her use of color and line One Gardener To Another (Con’t.) 

Highlights (Concluded) ber that every one hundred to two It ought to fit well into my collection 
hundred miles north or south makes of low geraniums. If you want a 

~ out a, aa uneing 2 oe a great deal of difference in the ultt- ground cover for a sunny spot read 
“ eciaonts was staged. es cara mate size and rate of growth of the about the new one which Amos Perry, 

neared the location, they were halted ‘2™e Plant. ‘The most reliable infor- famous English plantsman introduced. 
by bandits, Mrs. Hull y foreed to mation is generally found in the cata- It is Polygonum Reynoutriu, a dwarf 
tight pistola were fired in the aie 1088 Of growers who do business in lace plant bearing pink sprays of 

1g) t, PONS “WETS EEG 3B) the air your locality or region. bloom. Its buds are deep coral and 
and, in true Western movie style, (Coneluded in March) salon. 
guests were treated to a near-abduc- ‘onciuded in; Mare! 
tion thwarted only by the timely ar- Se Rose fans will delight in Waysides’ 
rival of the Vigilantes! How Good Is Your Soil (Concluded) color plates. If you are interested in 

A Desert Luncheon, Mexican Din- ground limestone. On top of these crabs colored pictures will help you 

ner, Chuck-Wagon Dinner and West- two layers spread a half inch or so choose. Only Bechtel’s is susceptible 

ern Flower Arrangement Luncheon °f 88 800d quality black loam as you * ne a . Seca 
put on by Pacific Region, lent native C®" find. As you start building up of the native crab. y  eene 

: : the pile insert vertically a 6 inch flue found it on an Illinois farm nearly 
color and unique decorative effects made from sand screen wire or boards 100 years ago. Don’t miss the pages ; 3 . 
to the meeting. The Blue Star Mem- with holes in them. If you have of hybrid mockoranges and patented 
orial Highway . Luncheon, attended enough materials on hand you can_ lilacs. When one can purchase such 

by _Arizona highway officials and complete your pile at once until it is handsome specimens why not replace 
engineers, ended with presentation of three sections deep. Use the soil outdated, ordinary shrubs? 

certificates to states having estab- which was removed to cover the pile Our garden is over ten years old 
lished the highway within their bord- which should be slightly higher at the and shows signs of age. Contours are 
ors. edges than around the flue. Thor- fuller, lines are longer; shade has 

As a. final courtesy, delegates were oughly wet it down and leave from come where we needed it. With this 

taken in groups, into homes of local three to six weeks according to tem- growth has come change in design. 

garden club members for farewell perature and season. Carefully watch larger colonies of favorite perennials 
buffet suppers. — the pile and when the top crust be- bringing a desired unity to the whole 

Incidentally, in her youth, your comes dry and hard give it another garden plan. Overgrown, leggy 

editor spent four pleasant years in wetting. The bacterial action within plants and shrubs have been discard- 

that colorful state, one of them on the pile may run high enough to ed in favor of better things. With 
the University campus in Tucson. cause steam to rise. If this happens the maturing of the garden the gar- 

So it was with understanding and loosen the compactness slightly with dener also has grown in an apprecia- 

some longing that she read descrip- a spading fork. When this reaction tion of the fine art of gardening and 

tive accounts of the Arizona meeting. has run its cycle, it is time to fork in a broader knowledge of the needs 

Nor is there a doubt in her mind over and thoroughly recap with an and uses of better plant material. 

that the delegates, inspired and in- inch of good loam and let stand until Each day brings its projects and 

vigorated, returned to their homes it becomes dark and crumbly. Do not problems. As one writer puts it; 

with sand in their shoes. allow it to become too dry. This sec- ‘The gardener is an artist perpetu- 
Sa ond stage generally requires another ally at work, not with brush or 

Winter Garden Planning (Con’t.) four weeks. It is now ready to put chisel, but with saw and clippers, 

area, since the catalog may be espe- through a coarse sieve and use. A spade and trowel, for he must be thin- 

cially written for the area within a couple trowels-full of this in the bot- ning, pruning, dividing and replacing 

short range of the nursery. Remem- tom of the hole where you transplant his plants.
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Flower Shows DISTRICT MAIL BOX 
are A notice of considerable interest thorough study of flower arrange- 

has been relayed to this department ment. It is felt such study will pro- In The Air from Edgerton. A pre-Christmas lec- mote assistance at District and State . ture by Miss Ann Wertsner sponsored Flower Shows and encourage partici- 
steenunee oe: Med ening fe by the Edgerton Garden Club, drew pation in the Judging School courses. 
show on Friday and Saturday, May @ capacity crowd to the Masonic Tem- Cherries in a thoroughly new way 
6-7. Further details will be printe: a ple in Edgerton to hear suggestions on _will feature the February 22nd meet- in our next iseué. om homes with the Christmas prin of the leet ig gran Club of spirit. ison, erries for the program, 

Miss Wertsner, author of Make Your cherries for the decorative theme and 
Again we are tiation tie ian Own Merry Christmas and a member cherries for dessert is the plan. The 

each garden club should send its year- of the Pa. State Horticultural Society, well known varieties of cherry trees 
book to the state yearbook chairman. used inexpensive, easily obtained ma- as well as ornamental varieties will be 
Last year nearly 50 lovely books were terial and demonstrated as she talked. discussed during the program, 
received, judged, and later put on dis- Her friendly, constructive manner, A lecture on Historic Sites in Wis- 

, tat th for all coupled with her novel ideas for table consin by Dr. Clifford L. Lord, Direc- rong at od it ae Tei . th 4 the decorations, mantle arrangements, tor of the State Historical Society of o Pa ee ane is t 1 th ie tool last favors and Christmas tree ornaments, Wisconsin provided the West Side clubs wn hgseiggieete gee’ d th rik delighted her audience. Garden Club with an outstanding pro- 
ono a st = grades t e subsalt Mrs. George Hagen, president of the gram at their annual dinner meeting theirs ‘ie Sea: 2 Edgerton group at that time, felt the in January, The meeting was held The method use d last year in judg- educational appeal of the lecture was at the University Club and husbands ill be used again and the scale particularly valuable. In addition to of the garden club members were ing ints iN ain the same, Scor: the lecture there were holiday table guests, Mrs. C. A. Sakrison, Middle- 
ean be as follows: . settings and displays prepared by ton, is president of the club. 
Excellent—Elue Ribbon; Very Good Members of the Edgerton Garden A paper on soil conservation, a sub- —Red Ribbon: Good—White Ribbon. Club. Miss Wertsner was impressed ject closely tied to the interests of Scale of points considered in judg- with the fact that a club of only 25 La Crosse County, where pioneer work ing: mepers in lta attempted in soil pee was accomplished, 

. such a project. Good advance publicit: opened the year’s work for the La 1. CLUB INFORMATION—25% and the fact each member ‘eas mm Crosse Garden Club. The topic also Considered here will be such items sponsible for selling tickets contrib- sets the theme for the year, It was as officers, committees, club di- i144 to the: financial ‘success of the emphasized that the problem of soil rectory, meetings, date of flower undertaking. Mrs. L. J. Lein and Mrs. conservation is not simply a farm 
shows and special events, perti- Melvin Brenhaug were co-chairmen of problem, but a city problem, too. 
nent or seasonal garden items, the event. Dovetailing the conservation topic ete. Edgerton’s fruitful experience is one was a study of winter birds native to 2, ARTISTRY and FORMAT—25% to remember. Miss Wertsner will be La Crosse. 
Effective cover design—Good type in Wisconsin again in May when she The La Crosse Garden Club has styles; readability; interest catch- wij! teach at the Judging School, held utilized effective means of publicity 
ing devices; appropriate size and at Lake Geneva, with a newspaper account of their 
binding; materials used, etc. The Lake Geneva school finds addi- year’s program. Particularly inter- 

3. THE YEAR'S PROGRAM—50% tional reference in the January bulle- esting should be their November meet- 
Does the club present a consis- tin of the Kenosha County Garden ing which has as its subject matter, 
tent plan for the Year’s study? Club, where there isa growingdemand ‘Coulees and Valleys in. La Crosse 
Is there a balance between the for a group which would make a County.” 
recognized fields of Garden Club —— “Tutti inte isis 
activity,.such as practical garden- etails 
ing, flower arrangement, conser- COVER PROGRAM 
vation, bird study, garden aesbthe- Name of club on cover. Should be varied. (If not, the rea- 
sans (color and ian in the a Design fitting but not elaborate. fot te sin epics teen i muni roje an , ok to avoi nalizing in . 

saiioes, anne, on , Paper must stand a year’s handling. Should inclie study Of birds foe 
The deadline for receiving your Binding should allow easy opening. servation, dirt gardening (with up to 

books is May ist. Last year 2 of them ®"d must blend with cover. date ideas gained from horticultural 
arrived late so could not be judged. Size neither large nor bulky. research) flower arranging and prac- Please mail your books soon after Printing legible and tidy; often well tice, garden tours, participation in 
they are completed. Wrap and ad- ‘to match cover in color. district and state affairs, community 
dress them carefully and include re- DIRECTORY projects. (Too many social events 
turn address so an acknowledgement " not directly related to garden club 
may be sent to you. Copies submit- State and District officers. work count against year books.) 
ted for judging become Federation Club officers and chairmen, 3 Mrs. H, G. Harries, 
Property and are filed for reference. Club members and phone numbers. Yearbook & Awards Chrm,
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Saag meee 

SISSON’S 
J. H. Phillips, Manager 

PEONIES 
As soon as the frost is out of the ground 
in the spring, and before the new growth 
starts is a good time to plant Peonies. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes and portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through book- 
let in your home. 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. 8. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON’S . 
: ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 4 

BEE Supplies ¥ 
This name has stood for the very 3-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Corner Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: 3 and 7-Wire Excluders 
Quality Comb Sections 

: e Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
204-290 W. Haron Stret The A. I. Root Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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Manufactured by General Chemical 

Genit ae 
15% PARATHION 

and 

Ieee 

A new high mark 

in field performance 

against Orchard Mites | 

and certain insects! 

Ai Ano] 

ORCHARD GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISIO 

ed ttt (0 Rector Stivet, New York 6, NY. . 
Offices in Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast 

KM 4a. of the Nation’s Foremost Insecticides and Fungicides
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— Photo above shows a field of 50,000 Apple trees in our nursery of over 500 acres 

at Waterloo, Wisconsin. Northern grown, selected varieties — for our Wisconsin 

soils and climate. 

Wisconsin's Greatest Nursery 

OFFERS A COMPLETE SELECTION OF HARDY 

FRUIT TREES SHADE TREES ROSES 

SMALL FRUITS FLOWERING SHRUBS EVERGREENS 

Write Dept. H. for Catalog 

General Offices: M Cc kK A y Nurseries: 

Madison 5, Wis. Waterloo, Wis. 

NURSERY COMPANY 
167
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RY ORCHARD FOR SALE GARDEN EXCHANGE WISCONSIN HORTICUL MAGAZINE The Official Organ of the Wisconsin Thirteen acres, for sale, % bearing listd State Horticultural Society 
trees, % young trees, suitable for truck — pair ‘ca esis at the pestatfion at Madison, 

7 sources, isconsin, as second-class matter. Ac- gardening, berries, etc. Produced $6, classified section. .You need this! | ceptance for mailing at special rate of 
000. Apple house; power sprayer; near Sample 10c. Year $1.00. Published vorage peevided tor in —— ae act 
town; reasonable, See Martin Koebel, | monthly, The ‘‘GEM”’ ie, onoher® 3, ) suthorinn : 
Mgr., 504 Home Ave., Plymouth, Wis. | 683 Nevada St. Reno, Nevada Published Monthly Excepting July anc Ph 217 a December by the Wisconsin State Horti- one . 

cultural Society. ee H. J. Rahmlow, Editor pers. (<r 424 University Farm Place 
i a ay, K L Madison 6, Wisconsin 
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s * Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Pres. Wis. 
healthy fruit buds. Garden Club Federation, Milwaukee 

Robert Knudson, Pres. Wis. Beekeeper’s I sa I 1 —— Ass'n. coerce Ladysmith 
ee R. C. Pippert, Pres. Wis. Nurserymen’s 

, a ASSN .....................--. Cleveland 
p Meagan d = Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. 
—— —= Horticulture ....... .......... Madison 

DIVISION Subscription by membership in the Wis- 
NIAGARA CHEMICAL consin State Horticultural Society. An- 

—— nual dues are $1.00 per year. Seventy- FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION tc€ five cents for subscription to Wisconsin 
Middleport, ve culture. 

Richmond, Calif. * Mt. Vernon, Wash. * New Orleans, Lo. * Greenville, Miss. 4 et ‘Jacksonvilie, Fla. * Tampa, Fla. * Pompano, Fla. * Harlingen, Tex. —— 
Canodion Associate: NIAGARA BRAND SPRAY CO., LTD., Burlington, Ontedo—- SSS
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Oyster Shell Scale Control 
By C. L. Fluke 

The calyx spray of DDT was ing the spray applications and in | 
the most important application ot taking the records. 
this insecticide to control Oyster k The controls were determined ‘ 

shell scale in the 1948 experi- by counting the number of scales 
ments. A cover spray of DDT found on 50 new growth twigs in 
two weeks following the petal } each plot. Only the first six inches i 
fall gave fair control and killed of each twig were examined since | 
young scales even after they had most of the scales were found | 
stopped crawling. This stage is near the base of the twigs. These 
shown in the. accompanying pic- counts were made August 26. | 

ture. | The results of these counts are 
The Griffin orchard in Door ; given in the following table. They | 

County was used for the tests. | | show that the calyx spray was the | 
This orchard is a block of eight | important application but they | 
rows, five of the Dudley variety *; also show that DDT applied i 
and three of Wealthy with a few ‘i 3 about two weeks after hatching | 

Dutchess mixed in. The sprayer ay will also help to control oyster | 
was a tractor drawn Friend ma- ; ede shell scale. June 8 and 9 was 
chine with 15 gallon a minute ca- ‘ 4} ~warm and the young scale crawl- 
pacity and produced 450 to 500 3 ers were very numerous on those | 

pounds pressure. The spray was ui days. 

applied with a single spray gun. ‘au 5) 0 
The trunks, larger limbs, and a tie; “The flake of ‘hark removed’ to 

branches were all sprayed from | Ee G P show the scales. This indicates very 
two sides, L — thorough coverage is needed to reach 

Plot number one was sprayed Young oyster shell scales (two these protected scales. 

at petal fall with lead arsenate weeks old) formed under a flake of Photo by Eugene Herrling, Dept. 
2% pounds and lime sulfur 2 bark on the trunk of a Dudley apple of Plant Pathology, Madison. _ 

gallons to each 100 gallons of Oyster-Shell Scale Control With DDT 
water. The four cover sprays Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, 1948 

were lead arsenate with Dow's ———————~7———"_4 eat Total scales on 50-6 

mike sulfur (5 pounds) as a fun- Plot Rates per 100 gallons inch new sucker 
gicide. of water growth twigs 

Plot two was the same except ys ' 23% Ibs 
ead arsenate ; 

DDT wettable powder two 1 Lime sulfur 2 gals. 1416 ; 
pounds was substituted for the 4 covers 4 
lead arsenate in the calyx appli- Lead arsenate 224% Ibs. 

cation. _Mike sulfur 5 ibs. _| 
i f£ ———— | Calyx 

cones wha EE i ail Lead arsenate 23% |bs. 
_ . 2 Lime sulfur 2 gals. 

Plot four was DDT in the calyx 4 covers 107 
spray and lead arsenate in the DDT 2 Ibs. 

cover sprays. Mike sulfur was the Mike suture —__ i a 
fungicide in plots three and four. ————_| Calyx and 4 covers 

DDT 2 Ibs. 1 
Pi icccidia aun al Mppiies — Mike sulfur 5 ibs. 

Calyx—June 8 and 9 sabe 2 Ibs. 

First cover—June 22 and 23 4 Mike sulfur 5 Ibs. 0 
Second cover—July 6 and 7 4 covers ' . shee 
Third cover—July 16 arsenate or 

Fourth coverJuly 27 Mike sulfur Sits. | 
* John Parsons helped in mak-
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Studies of The Pollination of Apples—1948 
By Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer 

Some of the problems on pollination = _ __. cy veo Snow was beside McIntosh which made 
investigated in 1948 were (1) the effect | iso:fh cs. ay tes cgi rs a percentage set of 27.8%, yet McIntosh 

of weather conditions on the set of [%) (Biegii 1) og Mins ‘, three rows away from Snow dropped to 
apples; (2) the results obtained from [ee ee p 11.6% set. 

hand pollination during periods of un- feet . It has been mentioned in previous re- 
satisfactory weather; (3) the dates at pay a aly " ports that proper pollination can be pro- 

which early, medium and late blossom- ri ee i Pe vided by: 
ing varieties had the center blossoms ii " Iss (a) Grafting a good pollinizer into at 

open, were in full blossom, and the le least one-half of the Delicious trees and 

time at which they were out : blos- ids : one-third of the Mcintosh trees. 

som; (4) the common varieties of apples n 

pau bs pollinizers for porn varieties; Bi Pe nue sanothes ‘variety, with 
len over a . 

1 A aes eae of Po , (c) Placing bouquets in the orchard is 

F a practice which can be used when the 
Effect of Weather Conditions pees above mentioned methods have not been 

On Set carried out. 

(d) Hand-pollination is a procedure 
This year some varieties of apples age which has not Been followed here to any 

made a good set in Southern Wieews extent. It might be worth considering 

while — ae The ey he Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer, Dept. under certain circumstances. It would be 

we ehar conditions during the blossom. of Hortioulture, U. of W. observing sPecially advantageous to hand-polin 
McIntosh especially had a blossoming of green house plants. en the temperature is too cool for 

ing season. Mc! Ps 'y bee activity. For example, had we hand- 
light crop in and around Madison. When = _____ pollinated McIntosh around Madison this 
McIntosh was in full blossom the Hand Pollination season when the temperature was be- 
weather was too cool for satisfactory low 65°F for eight consecutive days and 
bee activity in the orchard. This period Tests of hand pollination were carried which overlapped the blossoming period 
of cool weather lasted for eight days. out last spring. We are grateful to Mr. of McIntosh, we no doubt would have 

It has been reported that bees work Spencer Eames for the permission fo had a better crop of McIntosh. 
best at 65°F and above, that there collect data on hand pollination in his Another factor to keep in mind is the 
seems to be not much activity below orchard. For Delicious the percentage of receptivity of the stigma to pollen, In 
this temperature. The center blossom blossoming spurs with fruits from chance the case of Wealthy, stigmas were re- 
opened on McIntosh and Wealthy at pollinated trees was 1.4 and 27.0 for ceptive for about four days. After that 

about the same time. However, McIntosh trees that were hand pollinated. For time, even though pollen was applied to 
has a much shorter blossoming period McIntosh, the percentage of blossoming jp. stigma, chances that it would germi- 

than Wealthy, as McIntosh was in full spurs with fruit was 17.6 for chance nate were no longer so great. When 

blossom three days before Wealthy, and pollinated trees, and 35.5 for “hand pol- Dudley pollen was applied to the stigma 
by the time Wealthy was in full blossom, inated” trees. These results indicate that three days after the flowers opened, 
McIntosh was out of blossom. During hand pollination made the difference of a there was a 68.0% set. When pollen was 

the period McIntosh was in blossom, the FOP» especially for Delicious. applied to the stigma six days after the 
temperature was considerably below The importance of having a good flower was open, there was a 20.0% set. 

65°F, in fact, the highest temperature oinizing variety close to the Delicious During a spell of bad weather, it would 
reached during the eight-day period was tree has been discussed. The following be profitable to hand-pollinate, since by 
53°F. During this period there was very foures point out the significance of this the time the weather would be warm 
little bee activity observed in the or- eq. Delicious beside Northern Spy had enough for bee activity, the receptivity 
chard. The blossoms that were pollinated percentage set of blossoming spurs Of the stigma may have been lost. 

probably took place at the early and with fruit of 17.0. Beside Northwestern Where hand pollination is being car- 
late part of the blossoming period. Greening, Delicious made a percentage ‘ied out and weather conditions are 
When Wealthy was in full blossom the | 0+ of 43.89%. We have in previous years favorable, it might be sufficient to polli- 
temperature was above 65°F for the re- st ossed the importance of Northwestern nate the lower half of the tree, or as far 
mainder of the blossoming period. Greening as a good pollinizer for De- 8 one can reach comfortably without 

Varieties that had blossoms before or licious. Dudley proved to be a satis- using a ladder. Foreign pollen or pollen 
after the eight-day cool period set fruit. factory source of pollen for Delicious as of another variety would be applied to 
Bee activity was satisfactory for De- it made a percentage set of 41.0%. De- the lower blossoms and with satisfactory 
licious, Golden Delicious, Wealthy and licious trees that were three rows from bee activity, the bees would work the 
Northwestern Greening, and in the late Dudley had a set of only 13.7%, and lower blossoms and distribute pollen to 
blossoming stages of Dudley, Jonathan when five rows from Dudley, it dropped the tops of the trees. This would es- 
and Transparent. Following is a graph to 2.9%. McIntosh also requires a close Pecially apply to solid blocks of a 
showing the blossoming dates of the source of pollen for cross-pollination, single variety and where the temper- 
different varieties of apples. This is conspicuous in the figures where (| Continued On Page 172 )
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Fruit Growers Supplies 
It is Now Time to Order 

Your Requirements For 1949 
Fertilizer DN 289 — (Non Oil Dormant Spray) 

Dormant Spray Oils Spreader Sticker 

Arsenate of Lead Elgetol 

DDT 50% Wettable Krenite 

Puratize Lime Sulphur 

Price Lists Available Now. If You Did Not Receive One — Ask For One 

Pruning Equipment 
Pruning Saws — Snips — Grafting Tape 

Tree Seal — Tree Wound Paint 

Dealer for 

John Bean Equipment 
\ = ed 

Me TS gn] 

7 gal per min. Pump 400# TRAILER MODEL 
Pressure — 150 gal Tank — 15 gal per minute Pump. 600# 
Trailer Type. Pressure — 200 gal tank. 

WE HANDLE ALL MODELS. WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW. 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
227 CUTLER STREET 

Waukesha, Wisconsin 

Lester F. Tans, Manager Telephone 4107
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Apple Pollination  =®Fectiveness or DIFFERENT APPLE VARIETIES AS POLLINIZERS 
' “(Continued From Page 170) | *A—annual; B—biennial; I—intermediate; M—medium; E—early; L—late 
ature was satisfactory for bee activity. |. Boliinzer 

Attention should be given the shady Variety Good Habit* Fair Poor 

side for in many orchards, native in—_©@§_ <== eee 

sects or bees work best in the warmest Dudley AE Winter Banana Virginia 

and protected parts of the tree. Wealthy B-M Grimes King 

Effectiveness of Varieties ' Snow LE Delicious Winesap 
As Pollinizers ;| McIntosh AE Haralson Hibernal 

. Last year studies on pollinizers that Cortland Jonathan IM 
were good, fair and poor were made Golden Delicious B-M 
for some varieties of apples. This year N. W. Greening I-L 
the list was extended for Cortland, Dud- Duchess B-E 
ley, Jonathan, Snow and Golden De- Transparent 

licious. Good pollinizing varieties for Whitney BE 
Cortland are Dudley, Wealthy, Snow, McIntosh A-E ‘Wealthy ‘Winesap 

McIntosh, Jonathan, Golden Delicious, Snow LE 
Northwestern Greening, Duchess, Trans- Cortland AM 
parent, Grimes and Whitney. Fair pollin- Jonathan LM 
izers are Winter Banana, Grimes, Delici- Dudley Delicious LM 

ous and Haralson. Poor ones are Vir- Golden Delicious B-M 

ginia crab, King, Winesap and Hibernal. N. W. Greening I-L 
Good pollinizers for Dudley are Mc- Winter Banana A-M 

Intosh, Snow, Cortland, Jonathap, De- Tolman Sweet B-M 
liciois;, Golden’ Delicious, Northwestern, <= Ee 

Greening, Winter Banana and Tolman Dudley AE Wealthy Haralson 

Sweet. A fair pollinizer is Wealthy, and McIntosh AE Snow N. W. Greening 
Winesap is poor. Jonathan sets well Jonathan Golden Delicious B-M Cortland Winesap 

with Dudley, McIntosh, Golden Delicious Winter Banana A-M Delicious Gano 

and Winter Banana; fair with Wealthy, Duchess Grimes 

Snow, Cortland, Delicious and Duchess; Whitney | 

and poor with Haralson, Winesap, Gano, Dudley AE Winesap 

Grimes and Whitney. Snow sets well Wealthy B-M 
with most of the common varieties ex- McIntosh AE 
cept Winesap. Golden Delicious sets Cortland AM 
well with Dudley, Wealthy, McIntosh, Snow Jonathan I-M 
Snow, Jonathan, Delicious, Northwestern Delicious I-M 
Greening and Winter Banana. Cortland, Golden Delicious B-M 
Wolf River and Tolman Sweet are fair N. W. Greening I-L 
pollinizers and Winesap is poor. Winter Banana A-M 

Tolman Sweet B-M 

Dudley AE Cortland Winesap 
| Wealthy B-M Wolf River 

Write, Wire or Phone McIntosh AE Tolman Sweet 
Golden Delicious Snow LE 

FOR UP-TO-MINUTE PRICES ON Jonathan LM 

Bean 8 Garden Tractors, Poisons iM prayers, , N. W. Greening LL 
Lawn Mowers, Arsenate of Lead, Winter Banana A-M 

Lime Sulphur, D. N. 289 Spray, TTS 

50% Wettable DDT, Mike Sulphur. : NUMBER OF FRUITS PER 100 BLOSSOMING SPURS—1948 

In fact, all your garden or DELICIOUS McINTOSH 

orchard equipment and supplies. Chance Pollinated 1.4 17.6 

- to - Hand Pollinated 26.5% 35.5% 

Beside Northern Spy 17.1 

G. A. DUNN & CO., Inc. “Beside N. W. Greening. | ~2438~CS~SdS‘“‘i‘<C 2S ;2ODS!”!”S”SSS 

POSTOFFICE MADISON '5,| Beside Dudley | A 
BOX 2069 WISCONSIN] Tiree rows from Dudley | 000 137 OP 

“Five rows from Dudley 2.9 

24 hour phone service F. 2840] “Beside Snow SS | 27.8 ; 
Three rows from Snow 11.6 tn einai cielesceare ecm



FERMATE fungicide for scab, leaf spot. Ideal 

control for apple and pear scab, cherry leaf 
spot, brown rot of stone fruits, black rot of 

grapes, berry anthracnose. 

Se Outstanding disease control as either dust 

or spray. 

Greener foliage, no stunting of leaves. 

Safe . . . no burning in either hot or cold 

i | weather. 

Cleaner fruit . . . no russeting. 

Higher yields result from more vigorous 

foliage. 

sp ray ZERLATE fungicide for brown rot. Excellent 

for peaches, apricots, light-colored cherries 

and plums. 

and Effective in control of brown rot on the tree 

and in shipment. 

Light-colored residue does not show. 

dust MARLATE new methoxychlor insecticide. 

Effective against many important insect 

pests on vegetables, fruit, livestock and in 

a farm buildings. 
chemicals Long-lasting . . . residues remain effective 

for two or three weeks or more. 

Mild on plants . . . does not burn even on 

cucurbits, beans or tomatoes. Tests thus 

far show it also has unusually low toxicity 

to warm-blooded animals. 

Works well as dust or spray. Comes as con- 

centrated wettable powder. 

See Your Dealer Now for supplies of these and 

other Du Pont pest control products. Ask him also for DEENATE DDT for codling moth and many 
free Du Pont booklets containing detailed informa- other major insect pests. 
tion, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli Chemicals Dept., ‘ . 

10 Con er ae 9 Wor tc | BePentsprvedferutin vr ultrd 
mington 98, Delaware. for. 

Du Pont Chemicals for the Farm Include: 

Fungicides — PARZATE*, FERMATE*, ZERLATE*, Copper-A Fixed Copper, SULFORON* 
and {SULFORON*-X Wettable Sulfurs; Insecticides —DEENATE* DDT, MARLATE*, LEXONE* REG. Us. PAT. OFF. 

oe teise mead adie be hea meek wa See cna” tral blot tecinner BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
end many others. ane. U. 8. PAT. OFF. . +. THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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Puratized 

Pat. No. 2,423,262 

Res workers and commercial fection occurs and acts to eradicate infec- 

growers acclaim this patented formu- tions after they start. 

lation as an outstanding contribution for This unique inactivating power, plus the 

the control of scab and other plant diseases. usual protectant action, makes PURA- 
TIZED AGRICULTURAL SPRAY an 

PURATIZED AGRICULTURAL invaluable weapon for combating scab. 

SPRAY doubly safeguards your trees. It Consult your local dealer or write today 

offers fast, effective protection before in- for further details. 

e ° 
Puratized Agricultural Spray 

e A low cost spray program — @ Can be applied with common 

one gallon makes 800 gallons of insecticides and fungicides 

. SPray: e Effective too, for brown rot 
© Instantly water soluble blossom blight of cherries and 

© Leaves no visible deposit peaches , 
— 

*Trade Mark 

Distributed by: 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORP. | ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORP. 

Middleport, New York 40 Rector Street, New York City 

Manufactured by: 

New York, N. Y. 

a i a DN a IS ET ES RD
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What We See in The Or Someone report on the efforts being 2 chard made in Virginia and the Northwest 
By Fred Sacia, Galesville to grow smaller trees. 

vattern pad “it ae clover leat ees matter what we use for a AN APPLE JUICER 
ng. year I am 4 

making the V shaped openings from Innovations are overdue for the pro- “ NOW Pk iD 
the ground to the very top of the tree. duction of a smaller and a renewable ‘An apple juicer machine has now 

Pp tree, along this line. I am especially been perfected,” writes Mr. Carroll R. 
no overhanging branches, This makes observing some young Delicious that  Miilller. secretary Appalachian Apple 
for ready placing of ladders as well were entirely girdled and repaired by Service. “We have been working since 
as admitting light and spray. In addi- bridge grafting ‘These trees, without 941 on such a machine which should 
tion I make a ladder opening in each ¢%¢ePtion, have borne satisfactorily, Pen new markets for several million 
of the remaining quarters of the tree. We have a few Delicious that were bushels of apples.” They have found the 
This opening gradually fills in with clipped back two feet over all; that machine to be practical and members 
hew growth and it is this that we de- 8, from the ground and up and over of Appalachian Apple Service are asked 

pend on for renewal. In time one the top. This was done as soon as to finance the introduction of 40 ma- 
moves over a bit for new ladder place- blossoms dropped with no set because chines and keep them under the control 

ment and in turn, renewal. (I did this Of frost. These trees have borne one of apple growers. 
with King David many years ago.) good crop and came through last win- “It is planned to have the juicer in 

Heretofore with Delicious, we have ter exceptionally well. Then there are wide use for next fall's crop which 

depended on plenty of space and ter- ® few Delicious grafted on Virginia now stands to be big,” writes Mr. Miller. 
minal growth. With winter injury, Crab that proved compatible and that Any Wisconsin grower interested in a 

terminal growth practically stops, as have developed the proper sized fruit machine should write to Appalachian 
it did the past season and the tree SPUrs with early maturity. And again Apple Service, Martinsburg, West Vir- 
goes into a cycle of over bloom and there are the medium sized trees with ginia. 

poor set. no branch that is dominant and all jes 

In western Wisconsin on clay soils, Properly subdivided. “Look heah, Rastus, you all know 
apple trees become oversized at an I suggest that all apple growers keep what you're doin’? You goin’ away for 
early age and then it is brush, brush, an observing eye out this coming sea- de week-end and there ain't a stick of 
brush, compared to the production of son, that we may have something in- wood cut for de house.” 
fruit, Especially is this true of Deli- teresting to report at next fall’s meet- “Well, what you all whinin' about, 
cious. We find ours outsized at 20 ing. I also respectfully suggest that womin? I ain't takin’ de axe am I?” 

CJ 
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@ The sprayer used to stand in the shed: That is why Hardie engineers have e ey ays 
until time to spray the orchard or the developed inexpensive accessories that +. Se ON 
potato field. But not any more. Today adapt any High Pressure Hardie to any é = (| — | pee La % 
there are a dozen different jobs for the jcb orchard and row crop spray booms, Lar rc eee \ 
sprayer on every farm. To spraying of weed booms, hand guns for trees, cattle, i iv i Any 
fruit trees and vegetable crops is added fog fire control, a device that converts tH mG Hips 
weed control spraying, cattle, sheep and the High Pressure Hardie into a low- nS 
livestock spraying, DDT ing, flush- pressure weed unit — these and others = RCHAR N 
ing out pens, water painting, white give any Hardie a range of performance <a 
washing and fire extinguishing. that meets every requirement. a Cai DA 

_ > Ria ae te ore : WRITE FOR THE NEW 1949 HARDIE a 
CATALOG “4 

THE HARDIE MFG. COMPANY a <a 
Hudson, Michigan w (Rip “= y 

— Te 

a) A qT ER Ag ef . 
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: . Dependable Sprayers eis I WEED SPRAYING 
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Orchard News 
APPLES AND WEATHER grower wishes to remove, than to have CORTLAND APPLE 

Pomologists at Cornell University's eas a ih by i kalling. IS 50 YEARS OLD 

Agricultural Experiment Station believe ie our coldest oficial cn S yea ; 
hat climate during the growing season perature thus The Cortland ranks No. 2 and, in 

that ¢ © 8 9 8 , far -10°, the prospects for the 1949 crop provides a clue to how well apples will : abo fi based il the opinion of some growers, No. 1 as 
stand up in storage. Here is what Prof. 3°¢ just ut pertect, ed on sc a variety for planting in Wisconsin. We 
R. M. Smock and G. E, Mattus have to ™isture and the present condition of consider it a new variety yet it is 50 

“Plenty of sun- the buds. However the large number years old this year. 
say about sugar content, y of dead branches tells us that everything 
shine during the growing season means is not quite right, and few are looking Just 50 years ago the Cortland was 

that the sugar content of the fruit is for another bumper crop this year. And one of 11 seedlings produced in a cross 

likely to be high at harvest Hime; ‘And of course, the groundhog notwithstand- between McIntosh and Ben Davis at 
this means better eating quality.” Data ing, we still have plenty of opportunity the Geneva, N. Y. experiment station. 

showed that the sugar content of Mc- 1. be hit by winter freezes or spring It is now 3rd in volume of production 
Intosh has varied from a low of 11 frosts. in New York with McIntosh being in 

per cent to a high of 13% per cent. Apple trees apparently have not suf- first place and R. I, Greening in second. 
The amount of sunshine at Ithaca fered unduly from the drought and the There were 1,410,000 bushels of Cort- 
throughout the growing season was twice moderately heavy crop, and seem to be __land produced in New York last year. 
as much during the year that the sugar in tip-top condition at this time. From Horticulture. (Mass.) 
content was high as during the year it 

was low. 5 
On both McIntosh and Rhode Island 

Greenings the correlation was good be- ? a 5 eat} BS TO yt THE att 4 td Yo WU 
tween the temperature during the last « 
six weeks before harvest and the amount v 2 fe J 
of scald on the fruit in storage, the pom- —= 

ologists reported. High outdoor tempera- ic 

tures usually were followed by a high A Sa = 
amount of scald. al goa 

The research men, however, did not Spares _—— 
find close relationship between any of ij | $9 tee E; . = 

the climatic factors studied and fruit i+ Va Ba 
firmness but the data did suggest that 5 Pore a 

fruit was more likely to be firm after a a. “i . 
growing season of high light intensity. \ 5 me Ne } 

Nor did the climatic data give them any ster goon 

help on the likelihood of brown core in Backed by 18 . BACKED 
storage. When actual shade was pro- years of know how in BY OVERI8 YEARS 
duced experimentally, however, the a- the manufacture of 

mount of brown core increased. rotary tillage, ARIENS- EXPERIENCE 
—E———— TILLER is equipment that today is pre- 

1948 DROUGHT EFFECTS STILL ferred and widely accepted by horti- 
EVIDENT IN DOOR COUNTY culturists, commercial growers, and those engaged 

By Chas. F. Swingle, Sturgeon Bay in specialized farming . . . wherever heavy tillage 
As Door County cherry growers got is required. 

at their pruning this winter, it was evi- . 
dent that the combined effect of the ARIENS is not just another tiller . . . it's 
largest crop in their hisory along with America’s leading all-purpose rotary til- 
one of the most severe droughts, had _ ler, because it is the ONLY tiller with: full horsepower motor, 9 h. p. 
taken its toll. Growers are reporting model B; 7 h. p. model C. Standard two speeds forward and re- 
2 or 3 times the normal amount of dead verse. Positive action multiple disc clutch. Full sized 1/16 inch 
jwood this year, making the pruning electric alloy steel tines. .Center shoe and share assembly cuts ont 
speistion just that much more of a middle and tills entire area, 
chore. 

With so much dead wood necessary Write for complete details and prices — and 
, to remove, many trees are being left name of the nearest ARIENS distrbutor where 
mbfe open than usual, without the need you may see the tiller that is built to do your 
or opportunity for any selective prun- job. 

ing. Some of this opening up is probably White 
a! thing for many orchards of 
So pou of course it is a ARIENS COMPANY 3 arittion-wisconsin 
lot better to take out the branches the
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Berries 
GLEANINGS ABOUT RASPBERRY AND STRAWBERRY STRAWBERRY AND RASPBER- 

STRAWBERRY PLANTING PLANTS RY PLANTS. Taylor raspberry. Pre- 
Summarizing the results of experi- RASPBERRY AND STRAW- ier, Robinson, Beaver, Fairfax and 

ments in growing strawberries in several BERRY plants for gardeners and Temple strawberry plants. Temple is 
northern states, these findings seem to growers. Strawberry garden offer. All esistant to root disease. All plants 
have become conclusive. for $4.00: 25 Evermore, 25 Gem, 15 “hipped same day dug. Albert Kruse, 

‘1. Plants that have not fruited are Streamliner, 15 Wayzata. Route 2, Baraboo, Wis. 
best for establishing a new bed. Raspberry garden offer. All for $4.00 ~_————C 

2. Varieties vary greatly in the rate 2 year plants: 15 Chief, 10 Indian Sum- STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Dunlap, 
: mer, 10 Latham, 15 Sunrise. Abov: Beaver, Warfield — 100—$2.00; 250— 

of increase from parent plants. In Ohio, 2 " 8 ; 500—$' 000—$ 
Senator Dunlap averaged 20 new plants *W® offers sent postpaid. #00; 1.00; tane: Freeh 
while Premier averaged only io Of Prices by the 100: Strawberries— a aie yicaun ean . st . te 
course this varies greatly and often 50 Beaver (June) $2.00, Evermore $3.50, ton sae i tlic Nursery, Lancas 
new plants are obtained from one parent mesic aaa $7.50, . 

lant of Senator Dunlap. ner + ayaa \ 
plea OF Senator Sumer. Raspberries — Chief $5.00, Indian RASPBERRIES 

3. To obtain a good matted row, Summer $8.00, Latham $6.00, Sunrise 
Premier must therefore be planted closer $5.00. , » Sanrii Latham and Viking. $30.00 per 1000. 

together than Dunlap. Plants in lots of 100 will be sent ex- —_ no to 100. — Over 300 
4. It is very important that varieties press collect. We have 2000 divisions at 1,000 rate. 

such as Premier get a good start in the of peonies in mixed colors at 80c each OLAF SELFORS 
spring by early planting, well prepared and 300-3 year Boysenberry plants at  Bavfield Wisconsin 
soil and vigorous planting stock. 500 each. Cash with order. Write for —————$—=$—=—__$$_$==_$_—___$_$_—_$—__ 

Early Planting prices per 1000. STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
Here are some reasons why it is se ine Street Gardens, 622 Congress FOR SALE 

important to plant strawberries early in » Eau Claire, Wis. Robinson, Premier, Tennessee Shipper 
Wisconsin: ne Dunlap and Blakemore. , 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS 10,000 or over ....... $13.00 per m 
1, The soil usually has a greater Beaver’s — 1,000 at $1500: 5,000 or over ........ 14.00 per m 

supply of moisture early in the spring py 1 + $12 00: px ose 1908 or over ......-. 15.00 Per m 

which benefits the plants. P_# i Seamer A 100222 ads 
2, Sewwbany paily seeped “wid at $20.00; Catskill’s — 1,000 at BO 180 

° * 20.00; Robinson’ 
grow well in cool temperatures and so ” Nae Uneecunis tome a ma ae 
ia be ase the benefit of the early H. H. Pedersen 85: cca: nase, $RRS 

spring months, Warren, Wis. R. 1. i soe eeeeeeee sesso eeewe 2 

3. Early spring planting promotes ne "nese 2 ae 

the formation of a larger number and RASPBERRY AND STRAW- Streamiiner 9225 
more productive runner plants. In fact BERRY PLANTS — Raspberries: 0 tivsmimcmaraes “S95 
it is one of the secrets of successful Strong, disease-free, two year plants. ee 
strawberry growing. Excellent fruit this season. 25—$3.00; MISS FREDA SCHROEDER 

There are of course some difficulties Sacieay ov, on cates — oe KRAHN-SCHROEDER NURSERY 
which may be encountered in early les: Well roo PB unlap, Loyal, Wisconsin 
spring planting such as wet soil and Premier, Robinson. 50 — $1.50; 100— cede 
injury from a late freeze. However the $%85. Thomas 100—$3.50 postpaid. 
benefits from early planting greatly ex- E- J. Bryan, Washburn, Wisconsin. . . 

ceed the objections. Plants set out in py ANTS FOR SALE—Streamliner, Fruit Growers 
dry hot weather have a poor chance of Gem and Mastodon everbearing straw- . 

doing well. berry plants, Also Premier, Catskill, Attention 
What Is A Good Plant Dorsett, Fairfax, Beaver, New Robin- 

A qood pl fi i 80" and Dunlap. Latham and June Spray easily, spray thoroughly. 
gi plant for spring setting wil 

red raspberry plants. All plants state Spray and drive your tractor. 
have a well developed fibrous root sys- in and fresh dug. H. R. Kin- pray r 

tem; light colored roots; a crown free wo ecw 3, boo, Wis . Save money with new patented 
from winter injury as indicated by brown Ee ee eee ee ee swivel gun. 

tissue when the crown is cut; a plump STRAWBERRY - R AS P B ERRY 7 - 

crown, PLANTS—Evermore, Gem, Webster Write for free literature to 

Do not set out old plants. They may everbearing strawberry plants. Pre- LEONARD HAAS 
be recognized by their dark brown roots _mier, Dunlap, Arrowhead, Robinson, 

and thick neck. Catskii June bearing strawberry R. R. 1, Box 67 

Varieties such as Premier spaced at Plants. Latham, ee — Tay- South Milwaukee, Wisconsin ~ 
3Y% feet between rows and 18 inches lor raspberry plants, Fruit trees, ‘Also spray guns of all types. 
between plants require 8,300 plants per shrubs and evergreens. 

acre. Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis. eae nian!
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Vegetables 
For the Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 

Answers To Questions on Seeding, SPRING MEETING 

Cultivation, Irrigation WISCONSIN BERRY AND VEGETABLE GROWERS ASSOCIATION 
In our February issue we gave the : w Arm 

answers to questions about garden trac- Badas a ory 
tors as given by members of the Wis- wis riday, Apeil 1 
consin Berry and Vegetable Growers As- 9:30 a.m. View exhibits of machinery and gardening supplies. 

sociation. This month we give the an- 10:00 am, Call to order by Charles Braman, Waupaca, president. Building up 
swers to questions on seeding, cultiva. light soils for berry and vegetable production. Prof. A. R. Alberts, Department 
tion and irrigation. of Soils, U. W., Madison. 

The ‘nanies: Of the smenbers cand ithe E 11:00 a.m. Our 1949 insect and disease control program. E. L. Chambers, State 
° . ntomologist, Madison. 

order of their replies are: 11:45 a.m. Business ti 
\« meeting. 

1, Roy Rasmus, Waupaca. 2. Ivan R. 12:00 M Luncheon. Plans to be announced. 
Schrader, Eureka. 3. Marlin Steinbach, 1:30 p.m. Pictures of vegetable farms at Homestead, Florida. Pictures and dis- 
Clintonville. 4. Mrs. Chas. Wood, Shaw- cussion of marketing displays of fruit and vegetables. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

ano. 5. Elmer Whitby, Chilton. 6. E. L. 2:00 p.m. Vegetable crops and varieties for local market. Prof. O. B. Combs, 
White, Fort Atkinson. 7. John F, Swartz, Vegetable Specialist, U. W., Madison. 

Kenosha. 8. N. A. Rasmussen, Osh- 3:00 p.m. Berries for local market. Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Madison. 
kosh. 9. Kermit Seehawer, Appleton. 3:45 p.m. Panel discussion of grower problems. Conducted by Charles Braman, 
10. Chris Olson, Berlin. 11. C. H. Bra- Waupaca. 
man, Waupaca. 12. Frank J. Long, Cline 

tonville. 13. Dwight Hensel, Waupaca. 

14. Frank Kuehnhold, Waupaca. 15. E. drill and find it adequate. 9. Use hand RSE i en | 
A. Rosenberg, Clintonville. hoe and wheel hoe. 10. Use 1 horse culti- - i ee i 

vator, plow, drag and disc. 11. Use Plan- 7 ee | 

Cultivation and Seeding et Jr. 2 row seeder with double disc, fF ™ 
Question 4. What kind of cultivating small duck feet, large duck feet and Fi | Pe 

and seeding machinery do you use? wide hoes. We found these very satis- | aT 
Answer: 1. We do not grow vege- factory on narrow row crops—in wider L 

tables. Cultivating is done by hand. 2. rows we use Ariens Rotary Tiller with gm : 
We use Ferguson cultivator and weeder wide weeding tines which does excellent 

and they do the job well. Use Planet Jr. job. 12. Depend on our roto-tiller for all 
seeder and New Idea transplanter. They cultivating and seeding because team and 4 

are good standard implements. We find plow cannot be used in our small nurse- 

transplanter a time and labor saver as the ry and berry growing. With deep point- 

plants are set, watered and fertilized all ed tines, we can work up ground deeper 
in one operation. We set all plants this than we would dare to plow and still 

way. 3. We use a cultivator made for loosen up some of the sub-soil. 14. Use 
our machine which does a very good shovel cultivator on tractor to throw a 

job. 4. Cultivate with large size trac- little dirt over some of the weeds. 15. 
tor. This does much more thorough job We raise few vegetables except to- 

than a man powered tractor which many matoes. We plant by hand. The tiller is popular with many 
small gardeners use, especially on heavy : fruit growers, vegetable growers and 

soils. 5. Use large and small garden trac- (Continued on Page 189) nurserymen. 
tor cultivator and wheel. boe. se wheel ——§_ $a Ho 
hoe seeder and plant seed by hand. 6. 
We have no seeding machinery. For . . 

cultivating use 6 inch duck feet. For { Berry Plants . . Rhubarb . . Gladiolus Bulbs 
weeding 6 and 12 inch weeding hoes. 
Above will not work if weeds get very Strawberry plants; 21 varieties 

high because tools get clogged up. This Raspberry plants; all leading varieties. 
satisfactory when weeds are small. A Rhubarb; MacDonald and Chipman’s Canada Red. 
14% HP. tractor will not pull one 4 inch Gladiolus bulbs, both standard and new exhibition varieties. 
plow in our soil which is heavy clay 

loam. 7. Use New Idea one-row planter. BERRY BOXES 

Setting | Mat mgt ue re with Allis Send card fi lete list. 

Chalmers then Choremaster used and ™ oF comp 
late in season Rotary Tiller. Rotary Tiller 
used to re-build old beds. 8. Often use . COPELAND NURSERY, iz 
roto-tiller for cultivation and find it Platteville, Wis. 
good. For seeding use Planet, Jr. seed Joos
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Wisconsi @ DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

. < ° ee eepin Newton Boggs, Viroqua 
= —— Wm. E. Gross, Milwaukee 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE Hehe Meteo, “taazemith 
as ASHOCIATION — OFFICERS. BE BEEKEEPERS E.. Schroeder, Marshtield 

Robert Knutson, Ladysmith H, J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Guy, Sherman; Seymour 
President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee Menomonee Falls, 
Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

Brood Rearing in February 
On the morning of Saturday, Febru- frame, which was full of honey, and then were a little nervous about exposing 

ary 5, Frank Skott, my assistant in carefully moved frames into that space, the brood to a temperature at around 

a hobby of observing winter brood rear- watching for brood in the meantime. freezing without protection and cer- 
ing, called from Middleton. “Looks like “Here is some” he said, as he came tainly do not recommend it. 

a good day for inspecting bees” he to the 4th frame. At this rate of brood rearing, how 
said, “do you think we could look at “See how many more there are,” We long before some colonies will be short 
that colony we took the picture of on urged, getting into position for a pic- of both honey and pollen, especially the 
January 14?” ture. Frank found 2 more frames, gently latter. We plan to feed soy bean flour 

We replied that it did look like a shook the bees off, and set them on top cakes after the middle of March. How 
promising day and if the sun was shin- of the other combs so we could take We wished we had some pollen to mix 
ing and the temperature around 32° F. the picture shown here. Three frames, With it! If such colonies as these have 

or above at 1:30 p.m. would call for with large patches of brood in each, an ample supply of honey and pollen 
him. on February 5! This indicated continu- constantly available, how many bees will 

“I'm anxious to see how that colony ous brood rearing since January 14 when _ there by by spring, when we really want 
is getting along.” Frank said. “I told a there were only 2. The large amount to start building up for that clover 

friend that we had opened up some of pollen and honey present in the honey flow in early June. They should 
colonies and taken pictures of brood combs, readily available to the winter be very strong unless something happens 
on January 14 and he said those sure cluster, a large population and a vigor- to prevent it. Early in March we shall 
would all be dead by now.” ous queen were the answer. Frankly we take another picture of the same colonv. 

‘We were just as curious as Frank, 
to tell the truth. The weather had 
changed after January 14; we had some 
real cold weather and about 6 inches of 

snow. There were 3 really cold periods 
during that time. On January 20 a mini- 
mum of 19° below zero; on January 
30, 16° below and on February 2, 16° 
below zero. Couldn't remember a single 
day since that time when it was suit- 
able for taking pictures. We had planned 
to take pictures of brood in the same is 

colony on the same date each month but Py s RE 
from a practical standpoint that might FAS 77% eB 

be impossible; therefore the decision to bins 4 aa 
go out on February 5. Mo rca te g — 

We arrived at the yard about 2 p.m. ae ' % 

and found the snow quite deep—at least . met ' a 
10 inches in the lane to the colonies. a ft 
While we prepared the camera Frank 234 gf 

lit the smoker and put on his veil. Then — } : 
he slowly lifted up the outer cover; “aie f 
bees were clustered around the escape oe a 
hole. Next he raised the inner cover H , i zi 

and immediately the bees started flying eid f 
out—but the smoke was ready and 

quieted them. They seemed to respond : 

well to smoke. We were thrilled to see Mr. Frank Skott, Middleton, one of our inspectors, holds up 3 frames of brood 
bees covering almost every frame. in a strong colony on February 5. There have been three periods between February 

We began to take pictures at once, 5 when the temperature dropped below zero. Some pollen can still be seen in these 
while Frank slowly took out an outside brood combs.
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iT wep oh ae | 
2c ORE ee a Ro > 7, eC Ok. 

: ; he qq Merchandising honey, A special dis- i iS ee a ils 
. aed play of jars with an attractive label. itr 3 t. Be ns ie 
e exe Ww Mr. Edward Barris tells a customer if ab at Vie ee - we 

aE ‘ln a about the good quality of honey. i oy ] | J 
ee wae Special service can only be given : See coe | Bo 

: | sore items profitable to the merchant. ER = 

| dl: i PS 

eens . How not to display honey. Have z i r 
4 you seen your honey displayed for 

ine) sale in this way. If honey is in the 
eo same class as syrup should it sell at 

the same price—in this case 39c? 

BEEKEEPERS RECEIVE 
We Can Sell More Honey INDEMNITY 

In January we visited a local self- Answer: Overloading the merchant. Wisconsin beekeepers during 1948 re- 

service store. Mr. Edward Barris, an Last fall a beekeeper sold our manager ceived $1,596 in indemnity for 533 col- 

expert on merchandising, had made the a large quantity of comb honey. We _ onies of bees condemned because ol 
special display of honey shown in the took in too much. It didn’t sell. It was American foul brood. 
icture. At the time we took the pic- moved around—began to leak and finally F 

‘ tire, we asked Mr. Barris some ques- a lot of it went out the back door. Re- Pe hi beeciacneries td Ue 

tions about improving sales of honey. sult: An order to quit buying comb Legislat t th y P Y ne 

Here are the questions and his answers. honey. The same applies to extracted +g “Becks e request of the Wis- 

Question; What do you think is the honey. If it is on the shelves a long SORRMI Deeneepers Association. Beekeep- 
best color for a label? time, it granulates and doesn't sell. We ers in this state’ are probably the only 

Answer: Red is very good and you can't afford to have merchandise on our °"°S 9 the United States receiving any 
will notice all through the store there shelves that doesn’t sell. aes nsation for bees burned due to 

are many packages in red. Honey in a 5- Question: Does it help if the beekeeper een 
pound jar looks somewhat dark so a comes around regularly and helps you Before any beekeeper can obtain in- 

light colored label would make the honey keep up the quality of merchandise? demnity, he must certify that he has paid 
look still darker. Answer: It certainly does. That is the occupational tax on bees and com- 

Question: Which do you like the bet- what many firms are doing now. They plied with other state regulations. Since 

ter; the 5-pound glass jar or the tin even make a display of free recipes and the law went into effect in 1947, indemn- 
pail? circulars in which we gladly co-operate. ities have been paid on 811 colonies. 

Answer: The glass jar by all means. If the beekeeper takes back any of his - 

The honey can be displayed to much honey that granulates or won't sell, we 
better advantage and will sell better, will certainly go along in trying to sell HONEY MARKET 

a if it is of good color and good more of his merchandise. The demand and trading for honey 
Question: Do you think the S-pound Question: What is the best kind of continued sporadic. Most highly adver- 

size will sell as well as the 1, 2 or 3 advertising? tised good quality white honey was 
pound sizes? ‘ Answer: Tie in ads—tied in with other moving in good volume from bottlers to 

Answer: The smaller sizes sell faster food items. Also local advertising of a wholesalers, but unadvertised stock or 

, but it seems to me you can make more certain brand. We are always glad to darker colored honey was meeting with 

' users by pushing the 5-pound jar. Take handle a well known brand of goods a slow demand, Prices for a percentage 
this 8-ounce jar—it becomes a luxury that sells well. . Page! — a sigh part- 

item in the eyes of the housewife. They Ws FO Offset increased freight rates and 
use it only in very small quantities. Get an increase in prices for glass jars and 
them to ‘ais a Spoand pail and Sey BEES FOR SALE tops. The inquiry for large lots of bulk 
will use more honey. , Sixty colonies of bees and stan- honey improved in several areas but con- 

Question: What do you think of the dard 10 frame equipment, excellent tinued slow in others. Apparently light 
lithograph cover as furnished by the condition. colored honey is moving at a rapid 
Wisconsin Beekeepers Association? (This Herbert Reim, 924 Labaree St., enough rate in several states to assure 
cover is on the jars shown in the pic- Watertown, Wisconsin a cleanup before the 1949 crop becomes 

ture.) Cs available. On the other hand, beekeep- 
Answer: It's an excellent idea. Some- ers in a few states report that they still 

times the label comes off a jar and then HONEY ‘MAGAZINE have much of their individual holdings 
you still have the label on the cover. The Honey Salesman, Falfa, Colo- from the 1948 crop on hand and are re- 
Also it looks fine from the top. Honey is 240, a sixteen page magazine devot- ceiving very little inguiry. 
often displayed on a lower shelf. ed to honey marketing and improve- 

Question: What is a common fault in ment. $2.00 per year. — Write for —From Semi-Monthly Honey Report, 
merchandising honey? sample copies. USDA January 17. 

180
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BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS 

District Meetings of the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association H 0 N E Y 

THURSDAY, MARCH 17. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m, Southern District meeting. CONTAINERS 
Janesville, YMCA, 

ae We now have a good supply 
TUESDAY, MARCH 22. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Fox River Valley District meet- of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 

ing. City Hall, Brillion, pails. Also the 5 lb., 3 Ib., 2 Ib. 
and 1 Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 7. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. North Central District meeting. We = make immediate ship- 
Central State Bank rooms, Marshfield. ment. 

—_ To insure prompt service, 
TUESDAY, MAY 3. Northwestern District meeting. At Menomonie, Wis. order your Association labels 

(Subject to change.) now for your new honey crop. 

10:00 a.m. Meeting called to order by the district president. Discussion of the Write For CoMPLETE 
new honey grading regulations. Plans for bee disease control for the coming season Price List 
by John F. Long, chief inspector, Madison. Order through your State 

11:00 a.m. The bee and honey situation in Wisconsin. Topic discussed by Beekeepers Association. 
Robert Knutson, Ladysmith, state president, or Walter Diehnelt, Menomonie Falls, 
past president, or the district president. HONEY ACRES 

11:30 a.m. Business meeting. Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
12:00 m. Luncheon. (If you have any bees with symptoms of nosema bring in = ————————_ 

some for examination. If you have new equipment bring it for display.) 

1:15 p.m. What we learned about beekeeping in 1948 and what we can do for [SSCS 
better honey production in 1949, by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 

2:30 p.m. Discussion by County Agents. Topics: How spraying effects bee- NEED BEE 

keeping. Dangers from irresponsible spraying with killing chemicals. The 
clover situation in this section. County Agents R. T. Glassco, Janesville; Donald SUPPLIES 

Rowe, Wisconsin Rapids; Orrin Meyer, Chilton and Archie Johnson, Menomonie. a 

3:00 p.m. Beekeepers forum. Discussion on marketing and production problems WE HAVE 

by beekeepers present. 

—__——_— Everything the Beekeeper needs. 

FROM THE PRESIDENT— CAN YOU ANSWER THIS Sections 

February 5 QUESTION? 

w er ‘ as t To the editor: “I wish somebody Supers with fittings 
e went out to two of our yards to- could answer this question for me. 

day and found 1 dead colony which phe average production of honey in Hives ‘and frames 
had apparently been queenless In one wisconsin this past pear was 35 Foundation 
of the yards every colony had peed pounds per colony. The best honey Ww 
areas larger than a saucer in three ;. bringing 12 per pound wholesale. ire 
frames, There were ample stores of That makes a total of $4.20 for each ana 

both honey and pollen but at the other 1 Now I by th, b 
yard some colonies were short of pol- colony, Now I see by.the bee. journals all other supplies 

y that the southern breeders are asking PP: 
len and brood areas were much small- $4.50 for a 2 pound package—express 

er. In general the bees seem to be ; : 
wintering about as usual and con- ae a ieee fi come out on that?” WRITE FOR PRICES. 
sumption of stores is average. .G. 8, econei, 

I just returned yesterday from a  fditor: We don't know the answer. August Lotz Company 
meeting of the Douglas County Bee- Perhaps some of our members can 
keepers Association. They had a very cuggest something. Manufacturers and Jobbers 
good crowd and a nice meeting. Meet- 

ing regularly every romth Or CWO, BS — ee Boyvp WISCONSIN 

they do, helps to keep a local associa- EMPLOYMENT WANTED 

tion up and coming. Amateur beekeeper, willing to work 
aa I reese oe ee a a desires to learn commercial beekeeping. = 

and digest the first article in the Feb- tia, small family. Jos. C. Du Chateau, j 
ruary issue of Gleanings in Bee Cul- Route 4, Box 265%, Oshkosh, Wis. ; haley A A NTE D 

ture by Harold J. Clay. His article rey pecs ats BLT INUASA : 
draws a very good picture of today’s : Sih ae ners ; 
conditions of the honey market. We Strong Colonies of Bees for Pollin- C. W. AEPP Tae ont ath 
should all be able to profit by what ation. Mercier’s Greenvale Produce Aa TINTS ick 
he says. Janesville, Wisconsin 

Robert I. Knutson. “
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@ 9 THE OLD ASH IS GONE 

( OPrs CS, By John J. Traudt, Wauwatosa 

"Twas eighteen hundred 

RED MELBA APPLE TREES and forty-eight, 
AVAILABLE The year Wisconsin 

Recommended For Trial Became! 8; state; 
‘The Red Melba apple is said to Far from man made, 

have a much brighter red color than 2 loud, noisy din, 

the standard Melba planted by many Still another birth 

of our orchardists years ago. In ; 4 was ushered in. 
other respects it is exactly the same. > 
The Red Melba is a bud sport origi- [oy Re i a from the h 

nated in Canada. (The original Mel- rea Oa A AMp' rich, moist earth, 
. . A Lae NE Na 5 - tiny Ash tree 

ba is an open pollinated seedling of i ia a now claimed its birth 
the McIntosh by the Experiment aS e ee jes Heat DARE: 

Station at Ottawa, Canada. es mas And the sun carressed, 
We have been able to get a few S "9 the rain and dew, 

Red Melba trees for trial from a or, Both combined their care. 

Canadian nursery and will send them the ash tree grew. 

to our members in Wisconsin under c. tebe hund 

our fruit testing project set up some 4 < a ohtyaue iindred 

years ago. 
. 

The trees will be 1 year old whips, Mrs. Lucille Ehlers, office secre- US te Cwil War 
which are easy to send by mail and tary of the Wisconsin State Horti- gun. 

just as good as larger trees for cultural Society, is proud of her suc- These were troubled times 
planting. cess growing African Violets. These for the nation’s men. 

The cost will be $1.00 per tree post- Plants were growing in the office win- Thirteen years old was 
paid. All orders must be in by ee ny i lawe and were this Ash tree then. 

looming. nice! january. March 18, 1949. . . Came nineteen hundred 
Address: Wisconsin Horticultural F wad iiteteen 4 

Society, 424 University Farm Place, (OR MORE FUN IN GARDENING This As en ee 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. My Dear Gardeners: i h towered high 

_ Are your garden club meetings a little bove a world of men. 
A PAGE OF SHRUBS = stiff and formal? Does anyone ever It threatened to fall 

she isa we pub “es page of ah ok everiing wry eos at and men ew te, 
s for Wisconsin.” It is our first . . e ol sh must leave 

effort along this line and we will ap- en cub wer eet Dut at the ini this world of men. 
preciate your comments. rogram need nol so serious 5 

f that th ti : i With the ri: f 

mee can “Gon ene the sage of Seuss Wai dataeontg ones and fon at ee “ 

Sney, Saeed, ore eee they selected a court jester, for a lot of At this giant's base 
a to eee eee: vas eee Bale garden meetings I have attended could the men did gnaw. 

she gota wel ve aed on fro te 0 With ed goa 
Prof. Wm. Longenecker, professor of d take jena 1 ec ously, ‘An . and one last sigh, 

landscaping of the University of Wis- have kaown cuite Fs seri * ly. pet Fell this mighty Ash, 

2 very Kiddy Helped with the: ree- garden club Eleseney wncug swiss one Ro tmorg? ito! mest the eye: 

shrub endations! ‘snd .descriptioa ‘of ‘the just a little too grim and stiff to get (Condensed) 

* AN ERROR the most out of their organizations. ly. I like to let folks know there is 
. . Neither can I see any need of bother- ? light side to gardening. 

In our February issue a printer’s ing the entire membership with long So let's have a chuckle once in a 

error appeared which changed the drawn-out business sessions that could While. 

moeqgning of an entire paragraph. In be handled so much easier by the execu- Yours for more fun in life, 
the article, ** When Does Brood Rear- tive committee. And to make guests Victor H. Ries in Country 

ing Begin _ eae a noua and a guest speaker sit through it all Gardeners Program Service 
ave appeare ee pollen-soy before his talk! As a speaker may I ~———$VERGREENS 

bean flour cakes . * * * will enable say, please don't. Colorado Blue Spruce 8 $1.00 each 
the colony to continue brood rearing That is why in all of my meetings and up. Pyramidal Arbor Vitae—$1.75. 
80 there will be no reduction in popu- I try to inject a little humor so folks Mugho Pine—§2.00. Black Hills Spruce, 
lation during April.’’ can laugh or at least chuckle occasional- eee cee Peat, _—
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KURT sTOCK Kurt Stock, Fish Creek je 
Kurt Stock of Fish Creek, Door “Who has served indus b NORTHERN GROWN 

County has the distinction of being gypiying scientific “aadiegs and FRUIT TREES 
one of the few horticulturists in Wis- sound business principles to the pro- General line nursery stock 
consin to be honored by the Univer-  quction, handling, and merchandising Trees, Plants, and Shrubs 
sity of Wisconsin for his achieve- of cherries and who has widened the Send for our de 
ments in this field. market for the crop.” scriptive Price 

Mr. Stock was born in Germany , ap List. 
and educated there as a metallurgical 

engineer. He came to this country os ee = 
in 1900 and worked in the zine smelt- Ee oa Fort Atkinson, —°®— . Wis. 

ing industry before buying an or- E a Write for our full or part time 
chard in Door county in 1918. a en selling plan 

Since then he has run experiments ic P —————————————————— 

in soil improvement and in soil de- i . se 
ficiencies that ruined the storage Bel GLOXINIAS — BEGONIAS 

quality of cherries, He at once be- a 
came an active member of the Door ih oo —_, = 
County Fruit Growers union and sl ack: "Bei ie Pea, Th cma. Lan 
within three years was chosen to re- yr ~ sound bulbs, your ch olive . for $1 nd 

present the union in improvement N twelve. foc "$4.00. SAMPLER OF TU. 
and marketing work. In 1939 he un BEROUS BEGONIAS — The Show 

became president after serving in pay a Flowers for shady gardens. Six big tu- 
several lesser offices. , en i. bers, all different, labelled, $1.25. 

His lead in the cooperative move- Se | GLORIOSA rothschildiana, the beauti- 
ment grew, and in 1941 he took over 4. ful climbing Lily. Extra large tubers, 

full management. He is wholly re- $1.50, OXALIS—Adenophylla (scarce) 

sponsible for developing the process 10 for $1.00. LASIANDRA 12 for 60c. 
of brining cherries which has saved HYBRID AMARYLLIS, jumbo bulbs 

many cherries that would have been 85c each, three for $2.25, All orders 
wasted otherwise. At 75 he still car- postpaid. HAROLD LYKE, Box 272, 
ries a heavy responsibility in the run RD 2, Gibsonia, Pennsylvania. 
ning of the Door County cooperative. te _ 

His citation is to one ‘‘who has 
served an industry by applying 
scientific findings and sound business SELECT PATENT ROSES 

principles to the production, hand- 
ling, and merchandising of ‘oherries FORTY-NINER. Probably the most brilliant hued bi-color ever 
and who | videned tl ket f introduced. An all American award winner for 1949, ---- $2.50 each. 
the ? MIEN INE MARIE TOE TALLYHO. The color on the inside of the petal is a varying but 
eee always a delightful and unique shade of pink, outside petals rich crim- 

OITyY OF THE BEES SON, -----------~---~-~--------------------------------------- $2.50 each. 
A new book about bees is just off ROSE OF FREEDOM. Winner City of Portland award. A beau- 

the press, written by Frank S. Stuart. fee £0 fe 70 petaled, long stemmed, currant-red ~_— Ly an 

ane soa ee o “er enews TAFFETA. Dozens of beautiful color combinations throughout the 
‘éveaied in this i Ik = nigige entire season are yours with the new 1948 All American winner. $2.00 
prose of n itt ay ten sated e NOCTURNE. Cardinal-red with shadings of chrysanthemum-crim- 

“classic oe hick will i read ead ee son, one of the finest red roses of today. 1948 award winner ---- $2.00 
again for the sheer delight and sci- AMERICAN FLAGSHIP . Well formed double flowers of velvet- 
entific information it contatan Be textured crimson-red, deeply shaded with rich ox-blood tones. -- $1.50. 
The City Of The Bees is @ beauti- PEACE. Golden canary yellow, high centered bloom of deeper yel- 

low. Tips of the outside petals are delicately tinted pink. A winner. 
fully told story of a colony of wild $2.00 each - 

bees living in the heart of a forest " ORDER NOW. . . . QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED. 

oak; their adventures, disasters, tri- Order the above from this ad, as they are not listed in our catalog. 
umphs, fears and hopes. It is the For other roses see our catalog. . It’s free. Write for it. 
Bory ofvane’ year'in ite life; :of birth HARDY OHRYSANTHEMUMS AND PERENNIALS 
and death, tragedy and joy, victory 

and defeat, prodigious labor, and pure bd Seek ik eae ee GARTMAN’S GARDENS 
human experience. Route 1 Fond Lac, Wis. 
May be obtained from Whittlesey Did you see our ad listing new Chrysanthemums on page 147, 

House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, February issue of Wisconsin Horticulture? 
Inc., New York City. Price $3.00 SSS
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& ea Se ete nag 
Ss @ @ @ {Y Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan 

ip A. F. Scholtz, Wausau ladiolus lidings = 
u ED EE I EE EPS 5 in Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth 

4 2 water ri Brueeer, Oconomowoc 
Ie - 1» reen 

* For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY —“Arwnie Spatz, Schoeticla™ 
WALTER KRUEGER DR. GEORGE SCHEER MRS. A, E. PIEPKORN 7 Pmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

President Vice-President Secretary F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee 

Ocomomewse Sheboygan 613 N. Mil. St Plymouth Harold Jans, Whitewater 
F. M. BAYER DM "Puemen ‘Milwaukee 

4668 No. 4ist St. Milwaukee 9 Paul Ravet, Menomonie, Mich. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE that the conference will be held in the 

Remember April 3, 19491 It is the date ANNUAL MEETING | “east.” 
of our important spring meeting and bulb WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS | Don't forget to make your proxy 
auction at the Retlaw Hotel, Fond du SOCIETY | vote usefull 

Lac. Reflaw Hotel, Fond du Lac ‘Walter C. Krueger, President 

To be a financial success, an auction Sunday, April 3, 1949 eae ae aw 
must have bulbs and buyers. Send your 1oi80-a.iar1200 ws Meeting Board | NORTH AMERICAN GLADIOLUS 
donations or listing to Prof. Leland of Directors. COUNCIL MEETS 
Shaw, Milton, Wis. 1:00 p.m. Business meeting. Changes About 200 Gladiolus growers from 

The auctioneers will be Walter in Constitution. Annual shows. Re- | the United States and Canada at- 
Sprangers and Archie Spatz. If their port of delegates. tended the meeting of the NAGC at 

voices wear out, we shall draft help. 2:00 p.m. Demonstration. How to | Toronto, Canada January 21—23. 
Frank Bayer and Walter Kurtz are to package cut Gladiolus. Paul Ravet, New officers elected include Dr. H. 

assist Prof. L. Shaw with the necessary | Menomonee, Mich. W. Stevens, Waterbury, Conn.. presi- 

accounting. 2:30 p.m. Bulb auction Auction- dent; W. J. Dittman, New Castle, 
At this meeting it will be our endeavor eers Walter Sprangers, Waldo and Ind., vice president; Leo Matthews, 

to clarify: Archie Spatz, Wausau. Indianapolis, Ind., secretary and Ray 

1. The manner of adding new mem- 7 Moss, Waterloo, Ia., treasurer. 

bers to our Society as provided in our — Some of the highlights of the pro- 

articles of incorporation. can conduct our business legally? gram brought out these facts: dele- 

2. To make a final step in changing At this meeting Mr. Paul Ravet will gates reporting stated that supply of 
from 14 to the 15 directors. The first demonstrate packaging of cut Gladiolus. No. 1 and No. 2 bulbs was short due to 
provision dates back to 1942. The sec- Our delegate to N.E.GS. and weather conditions this past summer. 

ond to the 1947 fall meeting. N.A.G.C. conferences Mr. Ed. Lins, Growers were urged to maintain a 

The state law provides that more than found he could not attend. We named reasonable price for the bulbs. Certain 
one half of the members must approve Mr. Roger Russell as our delegate. marketing practices and types of 

changes in our Constitution. In this Our 1949 show committee, D. L. advertising appearing in trade papers 

issue you will find a proxy form. It is Sleezer, Leland Shaw and Harold Janes_ were criticized severely 
your duty, if you cannot be present at inspected facilities at Beloit. A report Prof. N. Truman Fossum in speak- 
the meeting in person, to sign this proxy will be ready for us at Fond du Lac. ing to the commercial section said 

in favor of someone whose judgement At the suggestion of one of our direc- that the retail florist’s dollar volume 
you trust who will be authorized to tors all directors were polled by mail has been stable through the years. 
cast your vote. Thus the above men- if they favored inviting the N.A.G.C, Flower sales represent about one— 

tioned tasks may be completed prompt- to hold its 1950 conference in Milwau- half of one per cent of each dollar 
ly. kee. Thirteen approved, one disapprov- spent by our people. Gladiolus pro- 

Will the presidents of our chapters ed, two did not reply. The invitation duction, he said, is much more flex- 
assist in getting enough proxies so we was extended. Unofficial news reveals ible than greenhouse production. 

ee... — eee oo Marketing problems include the ap- 
WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY pearance of the product, the publics’ 

PROXY VOTE desire for the product and the quantity 
I, the undersigned member of the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society, do hereby required by the public. He stressed the 

constitute and appoint fact that Gladiolus growers are not re- 

scriats IPLGAY Gost MExaeRnaaa BECAIRCEKE [Biss aes BANAL eS ceiving their just proportion of re- 
as my proxy and attorney in fact, to represent and vote for me at the regular search 

meeting called for the transaction of all business that may come before this . 

meeting or any adjournments thereof, and do hereby ratify and confirm all my 24—D 
said proxy may do or cause to be done in the premises. 

I hereby admit that I have had due notice of this meeting in the March The most spectacular of the new 
issue of Wisconsin Horticulture. weed killers 2,4—D according to Dr. 

Dated this ........................ day of March, 1949. Leo Klein of the experiment station 
at Guelph must be used with caution. 

Sigme ds... ..-aeescoeesssseecseeecneeeeeseesssesseneeeeneessoneeeeseneeneseeneeeneteeneesaee He said any concentration of 2,4—D
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which is strong enough to control 

weeds should be used with caution as “sen ee 7 

a foliage spray on Gladiolus. Pre- = oa ne ee a ae a ae 
planting and pre-emergence soil ap- ba) om wa | areegearer aps) pa! = - 
plication will do a good job of weed — a = | = ar col - — . 
control for a period of six to eight a | B, mers _ et | me pn 

P| Ld el # mI Sool 
weeks, . i Pe pe 

Prof. E. F. Palmer suggested two Daseces <4 a = bat _ 
projects—a variety symposium sim- — - i" a 
ilar to the biennial symposium con- a mm re Sl om és y 
ducted by the Canadian Gladiolus ee s ea 
Society and a variety name registry. oven wa ers. 4 __ 

He emphasized the need of stressing a om - mae 

garden dependability rather than . a a cl 
show bench perfection. fo) st al 
When asked to name the best vari- - - 

eties of Gladiolus in his opinion, he - 
recommended these: Angelus, Betty A section of R. B. Russell’s bulb house. Contains about 600 trays—an above 
Nuthall, Connecticut Yankee, Essa ground insulated house with automatic hot water heater which keeps temperature 
Marie, Ethel Cave Cole, Galore, about 35° B, 
Marlene Both, Mystery, New Era, ——— SS 

Picardy, Rosa Van Lima, Susannah ———————————— 

and Wings of Song. BULBS BULBS BULBS PLANT GLADIOLUS 
The bulb auction netted $1200 and Best Quality — Best Varieties — The King of Summer Flowers! 

proceeds were given for the work of STATE INSPECTED © for your artistic arrangements! 
the Council. An advertising and pub- e 
licity budget of $750 was approved. A Write For Price List e ro plo peep an 

NAGC medal will be given to one Thanks to last years Our 19 years of growing experi- 
show in each state. Dues for growers We will oes on large ence may be called on for your 

having less than $100,000 investment | quantities in all sizes and bulblets guidance in arranging for a pur- 
will be $5.00; for more than that sum, Sen re ee en Abe chase of satisfaction. 
$10.00. It was voted to hold the 1950 | and ETHEL C. COLE. Our current catalogue is free. 

—e— 
convention on the east coast. _ | Minneiska Gladiolus Gardens cer wits we tes eee ae: 

Willis T. Miller, Prop. , 
1016 Highland Street are of the highest quality. 

TURN CROPS WHITEWATER WISCONSIN RELIANCE GARDENS 
657 E. Washington St. 

TO CASH | Gossip travels fastest over the sour Oconomowoc, Wis. 
rapevine system. —_—_—|—X—<—s_ama\:!__ 

VIEL ce 

r ways to make 
i e 

rE gardening more fun 
ae SSS So 

BseAl oneie® '@B) Millions praise Vigoro, complete 
ex-9 enre a ae © PRODUCT OF sword a] plant food, as the key to simpli- 

FUN pout AO 200 sore exer eed 4 1GO mae fied plant nutrition. EndoPest 
0" vaso oy ‘ (- offers the same simplification in 

Wx teen wierd th Oe th ee { = = Ya garden protection. It is all the 
ey, one, ye =\ Protection most gardens need 

eat : Eas : i against sucking and chewing 
eres tte. Ny \\ Ri q°0 insects and os diseases. 

ome aera S 4 c\ YG: as wm Use them to make gardening 
ie ay fy) Mies a) ie more fun. 

(D ¢ 19 4 (2 

A MY a 
a VAS Neva 
\\2-3 td hse Bs THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT CO. leap 

Port Washington, Wis: i : 7 ee 
Phone 107



er eee ae ai a meas se Wisconsin Horticulture 
Data soa 9 a ell aa SSE pes 
Boge ea ‘ aa ies. me 
- Nea 4 . x ae ies Buttercup squash at left, Green Gold 
Es dl ey VOR ae squash at right and Golden Table 
Pe ca ai Se? 7) i ae Queen pumpkin top center. Buttercup 
é “ ay is a leading favorite but Green Gold 

: Pas NS is also popular. Golden Table Queen 
: BY pumpkin is similar to Green Table 

' - ae 3 - Queen except in color. These pump- 

4 4 ; kins are not as good eating as the 
s H true squashes. 

= ian eee a eaaGr eee ty.c 
ROO GRRE a a gS eos 

Onions 
1°f1, ‘ : Question; Now about sets for green What Vegetable Varieties for Wisconsin —__, nests Now about sete Onn 

what color sets we use? 

peer gr ymyenee By Question: Ghetto squash va- Answer: Not very much. If available, 
a owe rieties? I prefer the longer, bottle-neck type. 

Best Melons Answer: Buttercup is my preference. Golden Globe, but either the regular 

Question: We discussed a number of Green Gold is good and so is Sweet short, yellow variety, Ebenezer, or the 
vegetable varieties last month. This Meat. Red Banana is also very good. white type, Silverskin, is all right. Buy 

month we would like to ask about musk- Question: What about the Butternut the smaller sets, rather than large ones, 
melons. What suggestions do you have Squash we hear so much about? because you'll get more sets per pound 
for Muskmelon varieties? A + It's not really a squash, but and fewer of the resulting plants will 

Answer: For the home garden I like a Cushaw. That's nothing against it but form seed stalks. 

the early variety, Delicious. Honey Rock | gtij) prefer a true squash and especially Question; Now what about onions 
is good, of course, and so is Pride of Buttercup for good eating. from seeds sown directly in the garden? 

Wisconsin. For the commercial grower Question: We're down now to one of Answer: I prefer not to sow seeds in 
both Pride of Wisconsin and Honey my favorite vegetables, sweet corn. the home garden but to use sets and 

Rock are commonly used, but Schoon’s Wyhat varieties do you prefer there? transplants instead. For those who do 
Hard Shell and Craig are increasing in Answer: Briefly, I'd say use at least US¢ seeds, I'd suggest either Early Yel- 
popularity. Craig doesn't hold up in po early va riety chosen from Our !°¥ Globe, Yellow Globe Danvers or 
handling as well as we would like but Choice, K: Gold Rocket or Southport Yellow Globe. For the com- 

its quality is very good. Fortunately, North "Star. I'd als 0 grow either Gold mercial grower I'd suggest Early Yellow 
improved strains of Craig are now avail- Rush or CG Jeroea’ and either’ Golden Globe and the Brigham strain of South- 

able. Schoon’s Hard Shell is sometimes C Bantam or Golden Bounty. port Yellow Globe. 
a little larger than might be desired but Question: You say that you favor small 

it has good quality and handles well. green transplants rather than seeds for 
Question; We notice such names as the home garden. What varieties would 

Queen of Colorado, Market King and you suggest when plants are to be used. 

Jersey Queen in the seed catalogs. What Answer: For late summer and fall use, 
about those varieties? I'd suggest Bermuda seedlings, but for 

Answer: Those names generally refer ‘ late fall and winter I'd use Sweet Span- 

to a melon of the Pride of Wisconsin ia ish, because they store longer than Ber- 
type. Craig in its present form is quite a mudas, 

similar to Pride of Wisconsin, for that AeBex. bh Question: What about Parsley va- 
matter. ren BNE rieties? 

Question: What about our old stand- » Answer: Parsley varieties aren't very 
by, Milwaukee Market? ae oem P egmyer uattigte ‘A numerous. Use either Moss Curled or 

Answer; At its best, Milwaukee Mar- ‘ustrates thickness of flesh and re- Paramount. Very little root parsley is 
ket is a fine melon. Unfortunately it's  jatiy ely small seed area. grown in Wisconsin, but those who like 
next to impossible to get seeds of a good —$—_$ $ $ $ $$ —________ root parsley usually grow Hamburg. 
true-type, old-fashioned Milwaukee mel- greens throughout the entire summer and Question: We understand you suggest 

on. Milwaukee Market doesn’t hold up fall. only one variety of parsnip, Hollow 
too well in handling but it can be ex- Question: Another uncommon vege- Crown. 
cellent eating. table in Wisconsin is OKRA. What Answer: That's right. Other varieties 

Question: New Zealand Spinach is would you suggest as a good variety of such as Guernsey, Improved Guernsey 
next on our list. We don't grow that OKRA? and All American are listed in seed cat- 
very commonly, either, do we? Answer: Perhaps our best bet for Wis- alogs, but they are all very similar in 

Answer: No, New Zealand Spinach consin is the new early variety Clemson the garden. 
isn't as common as it should be in home Spineless. Perkins Long Pod is all right Peas 
gardens. Its food value, like that of but it’s a little later and not quite as Question: Now what varieties of peas 
mustard is very good and it will furnish productive under our conditions. would you suggest? 

186
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wnsomcornecresier oe” [ee . - , Question: That leaves Watermelons. 
¥ “4 « fe mo Nee ie What varieties would you suggest. 

ec hele Se cn 7 N\A Answer: Purple Top White Globe and 
Wy Sos eee > ciated ih Golden Ball are still the most popular 

s fe ge i a rs turnip varieties. Klondike and Klokley’s 
‘ak Si a b Sweet are good watermelon varieties. 

as at 4 The little Honey Cream is early and ex- 

be : cellent flavor but it's quite seedy. Most 
of the small early melons are of only 
fair to poor eating quality. 

= ae seneeaes ~ re 

F y G ly 

PO Me alls Se Via ae we Le ws NN s! 
eg SNA re ence a wc ee ” ms bata, ee * 0 pay 

‘ che a mse bi oe 1 sqatio 

BASE het aide Acai ae ie be | 

Wisconsin vegetable growers are interested in over-head irrigation, Many suc- won 

cessful growers say irrigation is absolutely necessary in order to be sure to have a WHEN 

BO a, © NEEDED 
Answer: Pea varieties certainly arethe most common variety at present. with 

plentiful, but I still think that Little Long Red Cayenne and Red Chili are 
Marvel leads the list for all-round per- less common and considerably hotter. GORMAN-RUPP 
formance in home gardens. World’s Rec- Potatoes IRRIG ATION PUMPS 

ord is a little earlier and very produc- Question: What varieties of potatoes You don’t gamble with crops 

tive. Greater Progress is also an excel- do you prefer? when a Gorman-Rupp Irrigation 
lent pea. A new variety called Wando Answer: In general Red Warba and Pump is_on the job. WATER 

is finally appearing in some of our seed Cobbler are suggested for early potatoes. WHEN YOU NEED IT’ -- pone is y appearing 991 ¥ PI month after month entirely 
catalogs. Wando is an excellent variety Chippewa for second early and Russet trouble-free, with little mainte- 

of dwarf pea and is recommended es- Rural for late. Commercial growers will nance. There’s a Gorman-Rupp 
pecially for freezing. Incidentally, many also grow such other varieties as Ka- Pump for every pumping job. 

of the pea varieties considered best suit- tahdin, Sebago and Pontiac. Send for complete information 
ed for freezing fail to produce satis- Tomatoes on Pumps, Portable Irrigation 

factorily in Wisconsin. Thomas Laxton, Question: And what about Tomatoes? Pipe, Rain Heads or ask for a 
for example, is one of the best varieties Answer: For all-round use Stokesdale representative to call. 

for freezing but is generally a very poor jg still preferred. If moderate lateness is 
yielder under our conditions. not a serious disadvantage, Rutgers 7 ny Wdecan a T co. 

Question: Do we grow pole peas in would be my second choice. or Phonan?” 1s. 
Wisconsin? es 

Answer: Not very commonly. The sup- 
port problem is a disadvantage. Alder- 4 
man is still one of the best varieties of See Andrews a a ie yA ie erennia I Ss 

pole peas. For Gardens and Cut Flowers 
Question: And now for Peppers. What 

varieties would you suggest there? ’ 
Answer: Early Giant and Ruby King in the NEW FREE ‘49 Color Catalog 

are still good but I'd suggest that home po sD Be sure to send for your copy of the all-new 

gardeners consider changing to some of L ; maseeaeae sastcats aentziyeicas ot uu a st color 
the newer varieties like Pennwonder and ae rieties of many fruits and perennials, and helpful 

Merimac Wonder. Commercial gardeners | Oe. hints for northern gardeners. Below are some of 
might also be interested in those two es, FR a”) the items we believe you'll like best because they 
varieties. The California Wonder type Scere are all bred for hardiness . . . bred to withstand 

peppers, of course, are the most popular ic as cold Wisconsin and Minnesota winters, had isplay 
with housewives. The early strains of Be oe all the color and fragrance southern: gardeners 

ee enjoy with less hardy varieties. 
California Wonder are generally earlier wuDDLeECAR 
and more productive than the, regular nae sub- Ht ace ne waet zariy inte, Ever- Enjoy lovely red. 
strain here in Wisconsin. Some of the Zero Hybrids, bred Minnesota Mums blooming varieties Hiao-Bi line and pint 

early strains are listed by different seeds- laa fan Bole r f from ners Densure. garden this year. 
men as Harris’ Wonder, Calwonder, little ‘care. August till frost. 
Oakview Wonder and Fordhock. 3022 Orchard Crest Soc ER hae een Answer: Hungarian Wax is perhaps



Shrubs for Wisconsin Gardens 
\ 

Good for Home Ground Planting 

1, CORNUS PANICULATA 2. GRAY DOGWOOD 8. VIBURNUM LANTANA 
Gray Dogwood BERRIES Wayfaring tree 

Likes part shade, fine foliage. White berries; very atractive. Grows 10-14 ft. Flowers in June. 
Birds fond of fruit. Variable in Liked by many species of birds. Fruit red changing to black; very 

height; 6-8 ft. .Excellent for attractive. Good large shrub 
backyard border and corners of borders. 
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* Pictures Courtesy of McKay Nursery Co., Madison, Wisconsin 

4, VIBURNUM DENTATUM 5. PHILADELPHUS, 6. VIBURNUM TRILOBUM 
Arrowwood BOQUET BLANC American Cranberrybush 

Grows 8 to 10 ft, Leaves purple Mockorange : 
and red in fall. Birds like the . Fruit large, edible, remain on 

like flower clusters. Excellent for plant all winter. Excellent for 
black fruit, ripe in September. Lo’ : 5-6 ft. Bouquet- 

: jw growing; aa backyard border. 10-12 ft. Grows in part shade; hardy. Good f foundation planting and middle 
for shrub borders and corners o: or front of shrub border.
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(Continued From Page 178) to “to help forward progress.” It is con- Progressive and enlightened journal, for 
cerned with all kinds of gardens, large in his first editorial, he goes on to state Irrigation and small, and has even extended its that “the greatest care will be taken to 

Question 5. Do you use irrigation? If interests to the special requirements of publish only the most practical and in all 
so, what kind? overseas readers particularly in the U. ways trustworthy advice and directions 

Sk irri S.A. The immense growth of scientific and that the illustrations are such as Answer: 1. We have a Skinner irri- esearch provides a new field undreamt will be helpful to all readers. Those gation system and are well satisfled. 2. ¢¢ by William Robinson and his co- words apply as much to the present is- We have portable rotary sprinkling sys- workers. Nevertheless we feel that he sues as they did to those of seventy tem. We have used this on 14 acres since would still approve th li f thi 
1939 getting our water from a river. PP ie (poucy ol He; “YERES' BGO. 
For quality and quantity, we believe in 
irrigation. 3. None. 4. Not necessary as §oweceeecs cise eee eeeeccaecs: SE ——————————s 
we have heavy, level and low ground. r LESSEE SS ew esses 
5. None. 6. Have city water and use NEW MOCKORANGE a 
garden hose. 7. Irrigation not available Minnesota Snowflake 
but use Skinner system for nursery pro- (Plant Patent 538) 

pagation bed. 8. In past, we have irri- Blooms profusely with very double, frag- 
gated strawberries and found it very rant, white flowers. Bushes better than er 
beneficial, many times saving almost an other varieties. a ‘ 
entire crop. At present time, we use al- 2 to 3 ft. plants --________ $1.50 postpa‘d A & 
most none. We expect to install over- EVERGREEN TRANSPLANTS S a 
head irrigation on early vegetables in White Spruce — 8-10 in, __.. 4 for $1.00 Ms 
spring if material is available. 9. We Black Hill Spruce — 10-12 in. a 
use city water at city pressure, with (heavy) eg for $1.00 b 
small sprinkler head for sweet corn, American Arbor Vitae — ri 
strawberries and raspberries. 10. Use 12-18 in 3 for $1.00 Pr Road 
Buckner portable rotary irrigation sys- a fe ry Se) 
tem. 11. Use Skinner permanent over- Shipped Postpaid ey 
head system with automatic ossillators. GREEN TERRACE 
Also we use few part circle rotary NURSERY 
sprinklers on parts where the permanent Route 1, Box 63 Oshkosh, Wis, ——_—$—__ 
type is not adaptable. Pump water from enn nnn nnn e, 
lake. 12. We have been using osscillating ee 
Skinner system for last ten years, Now (7 
we find city water rates have increased 
so we will have to fix up our own well howd 
again. 13. We have overhead skinner 
system placed above each row of rasp- 
berries. We use Rainbird circular sprink- 
ler for small plots of ground. Water is Saas aa 
pumped from river with 25 G.P.M. cen- Ca Bie ce ~S 
trifegal pump powered by 1 cylinder as Say “St ee eae 
air cooled engine but are replacing with A | ry ri ete: = 
electric motor which costs less to run then SoA} eae 
and maintain. 14. Use Skinner irrigation © Foliage and Dormant Spraying PER Ne 
system and it is good paying proposition. ¢ Pruning and Vista Cutting - z 
Use some Nelson sprinklers ; in odd © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 4 
corners. 15. We use overhead irrigation 
where our land slopes slightly and let © Tree Removal 
the water run down hoe-made depres- e Bracing 
sions, © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

_— —_ ¢ Evergreen Care . aa Pdi, Bi 
WILLIAM ROBINSON'S PAPER © Large Tree Planting fist ANY 
“GARDENING ILLUSTRATED" is © Effective Weed Control with fei Baber cine ee 

the second oldest gardening paper still Specialized Equipment 
being published in England. This year 
it celebrates its seventieth birthday for Complete Insurance Coverage 
the first issue appeared on March 25, Call BLuemound 3363 
1879. It was founded by William Robin- 
son, most colorful of British horticultural Wachtel TREE SCIENCE 
journalists who started life as a gardener wexoza i & SERVICE CO. 
in Ireland. 611 Maywood Ave. ‘Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 

“Gardening Illustrated” has as its mot- LK
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Garden Gleanings 
Red Jacket tomato is a new variety roses—roses so treated remained mil- April that kills our roses, its the 

developed by the New York experiment dew free from four to six weeks. It will severe cold, the 20 below zero that we 

station at Geneva. It is said to be out- be interesting to follow further experi- get in mid-winter that injures the 
standing for juice, catchup and chili ments in this field. cells of the cambium layer. This type 
sauce because it has a very good red —-_---—___—_ of injury does not show up when the 

color. Red Jacket differs from other to- IT’S TIME TO PLANT roses are uncovered because the bark 

mato varieties because the leaves re- GLOXINIA BULBS of the cane still looks fresh and 
semble those of the potato plant and It's fun to grow Gloxinias and the fow- green. Shortly after uncovering how- 
are thick and large. ers are most beautiful. They are stem- ever, the tissues dry up and many 

Seeds may lose their viability unless less plants with tuberous rhizomes and gardeners mistake this for injury due 
properly stored according to the U. S.. showy bell shaped flowers. Their native to late, light frosts. 

Department of Agriculture. The depart- home is in Brazil. Their culture is very OO 
ment has issued a report on the effects much like that of the Tuberous Begonia. WHAT’S YOUR GARDEN I. Q.? 

of temperature and humidity studies on With a little care and patience they Are These Statements True or False? 
the storage of seeds in which 15 kinds will do well in an ordinary living room. 1. The Washington Hawthorn holds 
of vegetable seeds were tested. None Just plant the bulbs in 4” pots. Use a_ its fruit all winter. 

of the seeds decreased noticeably in rich potting soil containing some leaf 2. The buds on peony roots should 

germination at 50° temperature and 50% mold and sand. If you don’t have any not be more than 2” beneath the sur- 
humidity after 36 weeks. However, good soil on hand buy some from your face of the soil. 

when stored at 80° and 80% humidity, florist. 3. Commercial fertilizers may be used 
nearly all seeds showed a complete loss The bulbs are now on the market and on any kind of plant. 
of viability. Tomato seed was the most if planted in March they will bloom 4. It is necessary to have earth- 
resistant to unfavorable conditions and during the summer. The plants should worms in the soil for satisfactory growth 
onions the least. Seeds stored in closed never suffer for want of water. They of plants. 
glass vials retained their viability bet- are much like the Tuberous Begonia in 5. The cornelian cherry is really a 
ter than those exposed to the air. that they must be grown in shade. dogwood, Cornus mass. 

Plant disease control studies continue ee 6. There are annual hollyhocks that 
and are bringing us interesting infor- WHEN TO UNCOVER ROSES bloom the same year you sow the seed. 
mation. At Michigan State College =n ROSES MAY BE UNCOVERED as 7. There are climbing nasturtiums. 
antibiotic material, actidione, a by- soon as the frost is out of the ground 8. A yard with a steep slope is al- 
product in the manufacture of strepto- under the mulch. We have never ways well drained. 
mycin was used to control mildew on seen any injury that could really be 9. There are dwarf morning glories. 
red kidney bean leaves. Within 48 hours attributed to early uncovering but 10. P ° ; . Poison Ivy and Poison Oak are after the application of actidione the have seen injury in cases where the both | 
disease had completely disappeared from covering was left on too long— the ore ane 
the upper surface of the leaves whereas buds begin to grow under the mulch ANSWERS TO— 
the usual sulfur treatments had failed. forming slender, spindly, yellowish WHAT’S YOUR GARDEN I. Q.? 

The material also showed great prom- shoots which failed to grow. True—i, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10. 
ise on chrysanthemums, hydrangeas and It is not the late cold we get in False—4, 8. 

———— es 
aa 

If you are interested in a small Greenhouse for your Private use or for Commercial pur- 
poses, be sure to see OUR Exhibit at the annual “BUILDER’S & FLOWER SHOW” at 

the Minneapolis Auditorium March 26th. to April 3rd 1949, inclusive. OUR exhibit is the 
only one of it’s kind in the world, and is annually the HIT of the SHOW. . . . 

The Modern Greenhouse Mfg. Co. 
EVERY BLOOMING THING 

crows INA MODERN © crtennouse. 
2511 Jackson Street, N. E. Minneapolis, Minn. 

GREENHOUSES CONSERVATORIES SOLARIUMS 

MS
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A SPRINGTIME ARRANGEMENT TUBEROUS BEGONIAS = 
FOR THE LIVING ROOM 
By C. P. Holway, Evansville ‘ FLOWER GROWERS y . y, E Jumbo size fancy Tuberous Begonia The first day the sun is able to coax pig Camellia type. Eight color try 

the temperature up above freezing, take A ne ae Hanging type Begonias, Gloxinias, — your pruning shears into the garden and All | , large bulbs. Imported from Bel- cut a vase of Springtime for the house. : 25 . 
How well we remember the first time fone cents each. — $2.50 per Worm Casting Compost 
we saw a great jar of Forsythia in full oben ° Natures Best Plant Food 
flower on a cold, dreary day in February! MRS. J. CABARET NU-ERTH grows a healthy plant, 
The jar sat at the end of a wide fire- color bright day and night. This place mantel-shelf, and the golden 2133 North 36th St., Milwaukee 8, 2a oS es ve . 
starred branches were beautifully splayed Wisconsin material is a Natural Worm 
against the chimney breast. Here was —eeeeesesssss—“i‘SCié, Manure, st’ Will not Durm the 
Spring, so elusive out of doors, shining P. T. Barnum had the reputation of plants, nor can you over feed. 
brightly in the living-room. outwitting anyone with whom he dealt. 100% N. ‘: " : Natural Organie Plant F The Golden Bell is just one of a good But a man from Vermont once turned x ° ue ganic ant ood, many spring-flowering shrubs whose the tables on him. The Vermonter wrote Nothing added. Ideal for house 

branches you can bring into the house @ letter to Barnum, saying he had a | Plants, flower boxes, flower beds, 
and force into early bloom. But be sure Cherry-colored cat which he thought shrubbery and vines. 
you select shrubs whose flower buds phos be added to the Barnum Museum, We want dealers to distribute were former last summer. Don't expect or the price of only $200. Be : , @ wabe of (water Gad ‘a. little:-warnth 6 Barnum immediately sent a check for this material. We have a good 

create a bouquet of lilacs. While you $200 for the cat. In return he promptly | offer for church organizations and 
wait for the lilacs to come in their own received a large, coal-black cat, with clubs. Write for our prices. sweet way, in the garden, compose your this note attached to its neck: “I ne- 
spray bouquets of apple, crab, pear, glected to tell you that Vermont Cherries 3 cans for $1.00 
flowering peach, Japanese quince, honey- @F@ always black.” Postage 20 cents extra. 
suckle, the spiraeas, cherry, dogwood, ea ae | redbud, Philadelphus. A Conference is a group of men who | SOUTHEASTERN SUPPLY COMPANY | 

Have you a red maple (A. rubrum) individually can do nothing, but, as a Gerry W. Tans | or a Siberian pea tree (Caragana ar- 9TOUP, can meet and decide that nothing | Waukesha, Wis. 227 Cutler St. | 
borescens)? Bring in their branches and ‘#" be done. ‘ « I Telephone 8716 ! * 
watch their red and yellow flowers un- _ a —_——_———————— $e 
fold, 

Bouquet of Green Leaves 7 
If you can be satisfied with green AFRICAN VIOLETS 

leaves—the delicate, pale green that is . SAINTPAULIA oy BLUE BOY '— Deep Blue Fl _; Spring's alone—gather a few boughs of DOUBLE DUCHESS — Bame a5 Bive toy eo noes double. $1.80 cach horsechestnut and birch. If you have PINE BEAUTY esau javender. Free Blooming. — $1.50 each. 
neither, steal out to the edge of town WHITE LADY — Large, Perfect white Me aere nee aie cents 
and clip a bundle of willow wands, any : 
kind of willow, big or little. In just a PRICES ARE ALL POSTPAID ns se eee 
few days you will have a weaving, deli- =| FLOWER 
cate vase of airy green no florist’s piece Wik FED Foxe P Scientifically designed pots which feed 
can equal. wane iron, saorege Gane) direct te pots sof the 

means = . Whatever shrubs or trees you choose, African Yyiotete and ‘Gibxinias especialy.» eal for 
cut the boughs when the weather is Made of strong, durable light weight plastic. 
warmer than freezing. With a hammer, Available in ‘i colors, Jory, yellow, coral, pink, 
smash the bottom inch or two of each paid. OF marble. —“FLIS: each; 'S £08 $8.00; post 
branch, to help speed the intake of water aa — 
essential to the buds’ development. Then SUB-ZERO ROSES 

: A distictive strain of hybrid tea roses that unprotect-“ ‘as been winter- immerse the whole bouquet, over night, ing through 15 degrees below zero for years and wih t protection will 
i id wi a withstand 50 ri . we all th: - r qualities a 
in a bathtub of tepid water. In the morn good rose such ae size ‘doubleness, fragrance, vir moe sense resistance, ing, transfer the branches to a vase of They are everblooming. 
water and put the vase in a cool room tee nae ones if you are having trouble winter ng i vc ordinary hybrid 

a. 
or cellar. (The slower the buds develop, LILLY PONS. — White RED DUCHESS. qe ee 
the bigger the leaves and flowers.) RINE PRINCESS: = Rose Pink: ___ SESS ceneh; 3 for $520 posioaie 
Spray every few days with luke-warm SEND FOR OUR 81st ANNUAL CATALOGUE 

water. Contains a grand selection of all kinds of plants for the house. Also a 
c . list of the world’s finest roses including those especially adapted to the When the buds begin to break, carry North. Your Copy is free. 

the vase into the living-room and, no JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY 
matter what the calendar or the weath- LA CROSSE BOX wés ‘WISCONSIN 
erman says, you will have Spring. ee ss Ss.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE Pr 3 7 system tends to make for higher 
Dear Garden Club Members: g dh quality in exhibits. 
‘How does your garden grow ?"* es A bp What is most important of all is 

Of course winter is still with us, but SX } o/ 7 the fact that National Council of 

even now, the snow is nourishing % tp S off State Garden Clubs does not recog- 
the soil, the tender roots and shoots % gs ? [Es nize any blue ribbons earned under 
opening up their ‘‘eyes** and grow- an the Merit system. They require that 

ie trong and our is OF gs dey gata every avn ee ve ribbons eral forthe Tues Di 'y You mak S$ Lo The blood is lee, u 
balance of the garden. By the time And _there’a look about the leafless bowers earned under the Standard System 
we are ready for flower shows and  $2,/2,0ey dreamed of Sowers. the hand of Judging. e are dy Tor Wower shows Yet still on every side we trace the han d + 

ee rac aN . . Of winter in the land, is i &fno- tours we will have a symphony of ex- uve where the maple reddens on the lawn Hence, we wish to give our ‘‘po 
quisite beauty in our gardens to ex- Flushed by the season’s dawn; tential’’ aceredited judges (our Ex- 

hibit! Or where. like those strange semblances },ihitors and Judges school ‘‘pupils’’) 

We think so much of organization, ‘That age to childhood bind, an opportunity to earn these blue 
notices, programs, chairmen we may The elm puts on, as in Nature's scorn, ribbons that are required by the 
forget the vital part of our Gar. The ‘brown: of autumn Oenry Timroa, ‘school. As long as we use the merit a - at oe bd ry 
den Club activity is in our gardens. This gives the distriets a chance system of judging they have no op- 

al a “en aS gives; the cisiry vortunity to earn them. Therefore 

eine el Tt is there {©,2¢auire some money of their own we are ‘letting the directors choose 
we reap our rewards in W paNOKaMA (since these affairs are district and ¢h, system of judging they wish. We yards ra . : soa J . 

of aaiesou colored, eieet seented not State Projects). This should be have found many members are hapoy 
beauty which we may point to with ®" incentive to making these tours to have this opportunity of using 
pride when we open our gardens and shows a tremendous suceess. the Standard System. 

(whether they be large or small), for. is other ve of district = Finally if your district is large and 
a garden tour: there we find our meh ake or our adee aie ton, very enthusiastic you may have more 
choice blooms for exhibition at our *SKe¢ tor shows run under the stan- than one tour or show. Additional 
flower shows as well as for heautify- a syetem of Judging, wherein 1 projects lie entirely at the discretion 

ine our homes. ; Fee on ie aah ee aah slass; of the district. Do what you see fit. 
Tn order that all of von may parti- Mlagaex @ecrou wish d as many The state has appointed a Tour Di- 

cipate in the tours and flower shows fot wish, and anyone May  veetor, Dr. Ni d Fl enter in as many classes as he chi : Sn ane se ower we are holding 5 distriet shows and ‘ Y Classes as lhe hoses. Show Director, Mrs, Kulow for you 5 distriet tours i 1 f In the merit system, which is at pre- ts séGneult ith f eh 1 a 
5 8 : ont ‘ place r a state sent a state ruling, the judges give as when and an often as ep or print 
show : a : , f ‘ 
siouely stated” This break have tat many blue ribbons as they see fit on The very best of oe 1] of sly s s breaks r sta sy . : Ss s 
‘ato’ ‘eral . oak our state any exhibits they believe are in a vou . oan 

be o smaller areas so everyone ean 90 to 100 per cent class. This latter ~~ 
. sereresented in both a tour and a system, the merit system, does attract Your president, 
vt0D and thus gain experience. many entries, however the standard Gretchen Fiebrantz
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Highlights — In Our State 

from GARDEN TOURS JUDGING SCHOOLS 

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL. The first conducted garden tour = The National Council of State Gar- 
If you are a Wild Flower fan and for the 1949 season will take place in den Clubs, aware of the need for a 

would like to know more about Oshkosh on Saturday, April 23. We standard of Judging Course Schools, 

spring flowers in the south, go to your shall meet at the Public Museum on has drawn up a plan to be used by 

club president and borrow the Jan- Algoma Boulevard at 2:00 p.m. the Garden Clubs seeking the Nation- 

Feb. issue of the National Gardener The tour will include a visit to the al Council’s approval. This plan in- 

so you can read the article ‘‘Color- Paine Art Center and Arboretum, corporates the planning of a Show 
ful Southern Wildflowers’’ by Rich- which is one of the show places in through the various stages to the ac- 

ard A. Howard, Ph. * oan Wisconsin today. It will also include tual judging. Those whose aim is the 

Peedi. a ey ee ee a visit to the flower garden of Mrs. title of Accredited Judge should be 

add much to Dr, Howard’s article. len Fisher. This date was chosen well trained in both the science of 

If you would also like a glimpse in the hope that daffodils will be in Hortir ulture and the art of Flower 

into the famed ‘‘Cypress’’, ‘‘Mag- bloom. Mrs Fisher is perhaps even Arrangement with an understanding 

nolia’’ and ‘‘Middleton Place’? Gar- more enthusiastic over her African of the factors which make up suc- 
dens of South Carolina you will get Violets than over her garden. Her cessful flower shows and their Judg- 

it, too, when you read this issue much plants will be on display, and she ing. . 

Nie" wae to gardens in they i)1 answer questions on the culture Pps — oa ee a cae 
oo . ; ing fea- of five schools for the Flower Show 

“Hwan Lake Tris Gasdede, "at Suu; tn wee o hain lated. "What could Judging, each school comprising 
ter, is one of the finest and most no- ures are e P ss s specified lect nd itten test: 

. be finer than a garden tour in the P' etures and written tests. 

table gardens in the world. Developed - days of April with daffodils in Forty credits are required of a suc- 
from an apparantly irredeemable bog eal haat cessful applicant, earned as follows: 

en gardens of exquisite beauty by The Oshkosh tour is sponsored by Credits (5 for each of 
amilton G. Bland of Sumter, this . See the five schools) 

i the Fox River Valley District at the 7 . 
vast project won for Mr. Bland a : . Mrs. Credits for the required 
white ribbon for special achievement suggestion of its president, ill reading 5 
at the National meeting at Lexington. Warren Jenkins. The local club wi Credits for & Flower Shows 

In February we mentioned the 20- act as host, conduct the tour, and Judged 5 

Year History of National Council of s#rve tea. A registration fee of fifty , Credits for 3 blue ribbons 

State Garden Clubs to be printed cents will be charged, the proceeds eaasived 5 
before the annual meeting in May. of which will apply to the scholar- __ 

The following details have been ship fund at Central State Teachers Total 40 
taken from a statement on the book (College. The Oshkosh club would like Détails axe piven ii the Hand Book 
fey At Peon i daa Wal- some idea of how many to plan for. 8 e O85: 

~ : . If you plan to come, assuming the , . 

me The en = ser weather is favorable, will you let us he the standenliaystemiof judg: 
‘“ story of the ten administra- now? . 

tions written by the National Presi- ‘ 
dents. A full page picture of each See aaron at ae land, who is chairman of the local 

i i i g us up there on & committee on arrangements. president, and a list of her officers date still to be set. It will perhaps mB! . 

and chairmen. be in late May or early June. This There are beautiful gardens every- 
2. The condensed history of each tour will include the ferry ride over where throughout the state. We all 

state, emphasizing its outstanding and back, the wilderness beauty and like to see what they are doing in 
projects and achievements. wild flowers of the island, and re- other places. Let’s have lots of 
3. The story of each National freshments. tours this season. 
Council Committee. (more than 20) They are given to bragging, the Any district or club projecting a 

Also a treasury of invaluable re- folks up there in Washington Island. tour should set the date well in ad- 
ference material, which will make Mrs, Synnve Baasch is president of vance. If the tour it to take place 
this a handbvok for organization, ad- the club, and, being a native of Nor- in May, announcement to that effect 
ministration and procedure. way, thinks she knows scenery when should appear in the April issue of 

Who Will Want The History she sees it. The island has something Horticulture. In projecting a tour 
We are confident that each one of to offer, she says. Rumor has it that do not overlook back yard or pocket 

our almost 6,000 member clubs will the islanders like company and that handkerchief size gardens. These 
wish to have a copy for its own files, their guests will be treated in the are frequently of greater inspiration 

a copy for the local Garden Center, grand style. Details of the tour to most of us than the big show 
and one for the local Library. are still to be worked out, and will Places. 

It would make an ideal gift to any appear in these columns next month. ‘We should have a fall garden tour 
garden club member, but would be Meanwhile anyone interested in in- with which to end the season. Can 
especially welcome to an incoming or vestigating the matter could write to anyone offer us such a tour? 
outgoing president. Mrs. Clara Jessen at Washington Is- —Ralph A. Norem, Director of Tours 

eee
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JUNIOR GARDEN CLUBS . ROADSIDE BEAUTIFICATION . HORTICULTURE 
The article referring to the growth We in Wisconsin know that we Horticulture is a constant chal- 

of Junior Clubs in the West Vitt have lagged behind many other states lenge to us, as gardeners. Can we 
ginia Federation, printed in our Nov- in the matter of roadside develop- meet this challenge? Do we have 
ember issue, was meant for a chal- ment. Proper picnic areas, beauti- a genuine interest in plants? Is our 
lenge to Wisconsin Garden Clubs and ful trees and shrubs, and absence of knowledge of plant material ade- 
is so being accepted, if letters of in- disfiguring dumps and billboards add quate? Do we know the soil and 
quiry are any criterion. greatly to our own enjoyment of moisture requirements; climatic con- 

It would be hard to match West travel about the state and help at- ditions; enemies and their control 
Virginia’s record. Nevertheless the tract visitors, affecting the plant? Do we try new 
following reports from two of last As garden club members, anxi- plants and find improvements over 
years Junior Garden Club leaders, ous to promote the development of the old ones? Are they suitable to 
Mrs. Herbert Chaffin of Ripon and natural beauty, why not (1) Take our locale and to others? Will the 

Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred of Fond du- steps to prevent the destruction of plant be an asset to our garden? Do 

Lae show us that much has been ac- beautiful hedges of native plant ma- we share our results with others? 
complished in their communities. terial which have grown up along Therefore, let us study the plants 

Mrs. Chaffin sent me this descrip- roads in your locality? (2) Be on involved, and make our horticulture 
tion of their Junior Garden Club: the lookout for likely wayside and program a progressive one, raising 
“We started by getting garden- picnic areas, and consider ways of yr horticultural standards at the 

minded scout leaders who helped us promoting their development? (3) game time. 

organize an interested group. Later Give consideration to the planting This year, will you, as a Federa- 
they called themselves a Junior Gar- of groups of native shrubbery in ap- tion member, try growing a plant 
den Club. The Ripon Garden Club propriate spots? (4) Use your in- new to you or one which you, have 

gave three money prizes for the best fluence _to prevent the erection of jot previously grown in your garden? 
gardens at three different times dur- disfiguring billboards? (5) Influence Study it; know its growing habit: 

ing the summer. A party was held local governments to prevent dump- ang enemies; and ways to improve it. 
in the fall when awards were given. ing near roadsides? (6) Urge farm- If it helps to beautify your garden 

Valentines were made in February. ers and country home owners: to con- 4). home, making your own surround- 
They also made dish gardens, Easter sider the appearance of their road- ings more attractive the community 
favors for the hospital, and made side fences and some planting along will be tiore beautiful as ‘well, 

their own garden plans. Seed pac- them? I feel an exchange of horticulture 
kets were usually given as prizes. If each garden club undertook just iigas would be a profitable aid t ; ; pro: le aid to 
An outstanding speaker spoke to the one of these projects how many our members. If you have any hel 
girls about birds and had articles for beautiful roadside spots there would ful s tions will ou ea ion 
demonstration. Shrubs, flowers, trees be for all of us to enjoy! teens = that th ae be published? 
and birds were studied by means of — Mrs. Malvin W. Schneider, Mrs. Fieb. rae it ey a fol 
field trips. Chairman of Roadside Beautification lowi ot me % Sontripute fe 20 

Mrs. Skilbred writes: ‘We begin when awards are given, along With wherever yon hm ko Hive 
our year’s work in March when a treasure hunts, folk dancing, songs sow flower a sett the trees a 

call is ae to all scout and brownie and fun. We have about 75 girls. in bud.’’ 
leaders for girls interested in garden- Twenty to twenty-five work each comes 
ing. At this meeting we serve re- week + the ssisetaniy, ? Trim hedges early. The new 

freshments and present each gir] I would like to repeat with Mrs. srowth will cover the stumps. Hedges 
with a National Council Junior pin Skilbred the words at the end of her make a bushier growth if trimmed a 
and a little money bag for a dona- letter: ‘I hope no one will say, ‘1 little narrower at the top than at 
tion from the troop for activities of have no time for Junior Garden Club os bo bean fo a ure the entrance of 
the Junior club. The entertainment work.’ ”’ sunlight below. . ” 
is usually a film. I have received and studied the  ,,Une0ver perennials gradually. 
“Fond du Lac has established a pamphlet ‘‘Outdoors and Indoors’’ Bordeaux Mixture oan well. be 

wild flower sanctuary of about an with the Juniors by Mrs. Miriam G, %¢d on peonies and delphiniums 
aere and a half where the girls work Dickinson, Bluefield, West Virginia hem they start spring growth.”’ . 
every Saturday beginning in April which was a great incentive to the “As soon as freezing weather. is 
and continuing through the summer organization of Juniors in the West °Ve® — Roses may be pruned. Plant 
and fall. They come at ten o’clock Virginia Federation. Every leader "¢W Toses as early as ground is in 
and stay until two, bring their and every child will find this booklet ¢oMdition. If all clippings and fallen 
lunches and cook food over the fire- useful. It may be secured from the eaves from your rose beds are burn- 
place. Every girl scout receives a author for one dollar. ed, you will help to prevent the 
felt leaf to wear on her uniform for Let us work together to make this Spread of black spot.’’ 
every ten hours work while a brownie a noteworthy year in Junior Garden- _ Will you contact your district 
receives one for every five hours ing in Wisconsin. chairman for more information on 
work, We have a ‘‘Garden Day’’ — Mrs, Earl F. House, program suggestions, available speak- 
in May and ‘‘Rally Day’’ in October Junior Garden Club Chairman (Continued on Page 197, Col. 1)
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som CONSERVATION z j ARE WE FEEDING OUR FEATHERED FRIENDS 

get as ig Aoeecagee 7 One of the most fascinating hob- bushes, whose fruit is eaten by enum- 
the basis of our wealth. The welfare ies that I can think of is feeding erable species, also furnish nesting 
of our people both rural and urban and caring for our little feathered places for Indigo Buntings, Catbirds, 

depends, to a great extent, on the friends. If you are a gardener, you and Cardinals. 

way our soil is managed. know what friends they really are. A piece of suet fastened to a tree 
Wisconsin is outstanding for its Why not think of them when you or hanging from a limb is a grand 

promotion of proper soil practices, plant shrubs, and get some that sup- treat in winter. Chick feed, sunflower 
In 58 of our 71 counties we have or- ply berries the birds need? Among seeds, apple pealings and bread 
ganized soil conservation districts in the best shrubs for this purpose are crumbs, are also welcome. 

which farmers are receiving help in the Shadblow or Juneberries. It has been found that it is dan- 
solving their erosion problems. Bluebirds, Cardinals, Flickers, as gerous to use wire mesh to fasten 
Among commonly recommended me- well as some finches, orioles, and food to a tree or feeding station, 

thods of eroson control are: tanagers can be found at some time for in very cold weather birds have 
1. Shelterbelts of trees (prefer- or other at the Juneberry festival. been known to become blind when 

ably evergreens) and cover crops for Red Mulberry, bearing fruit in July their eyes came in contact with the 
prairie land. and August is a most satisfactory metal. 

2. Tree planting, contour plowing tree for the summer months and is If you start to feed birds in the 

and strip cropping for hills and patronized by many species of birds. fall, be sure to follow through. Alb 
slopes. _  Red-yellow-twig Dogwoods, bearing too many people interrupt the natural 

As the teaching of Conservation is fruits in July and August are very flight of birds to the south by fall 
compulsory in our Wisconsin schools much appreciated when young birds feedings, and as the snow gets deep, 

it is fitting that detailed information are being reared. The bright red forget to carry on when the food is 

on Soil Conservation can be obtained berries of Flowering Dogwoods at- needed most. This practice is often 
eiuher from U. 8. Soil Conservation, tract many different species of birds fatal to numbers of our migratory 

Milwaukee, or from the University also fruit of flowering crab or honey- birds, Water must be available at 
of Wisconsin College of Agriculture, suckle or Russian Olive. all times, for a bird must drink as 

Madison. . Chinese Corkbark or Euonymus is well as eat. A pan of sand or gravel, 
— Mrs. Conrad Biebler, a haven for flocks of Robins in early when the snow is deep, is necessary 
Conservation Chairman spring, as are Hornbeams for Cardin- to round out the birds diet. 

A PLEA FOR HISTORY als. ; ; In closing let me say just a word a- 
Very often the duties of the his- The Junipers are not only satisfac- bout our lowly grackles and star- 

y é : 
forian ‘seem “aminate’ or dnsienifieant tory for food, but furnish shelter as lings. They are our first line of de- 

ig) - wan: ‘ 
3 » well, Mountain Ash, with its beauti- fense against the ever increasing 

and apparently neglected until the ful, h s 
: ul, heavy clusters of bright orange hordes of Japanese beetles. 

end of the term. However, material berries, is 2 favorite of wintering 
) 

veut P a ian 2 ood Robins, Waxwings and Purple Fin- Elsa M. Lautenbach 
and up-to-date history book. ches. Raspberry and Blackberry State Bird Chairman 

A gakieg the historian of each ~~ SOSOCSC;«7T«7«7;7; 73 }TCté<CS;7XC;«SC;SFT 
club in the state, and also the district 
historians, to send me any publicity Programs 

or any account of your outstanding Our garden club programs for 1949 Clubs, this might be an interesting 
accomplishments from time to time. are well on their merry way by now, and worthwhile project. Children 
If each historian will contribute a hut about this time of the year, most are wonderful to work with — their 
brief summary of the projects and of us are bubbling over with ex- love of beauty, of working and creat- 
achievements of your club through the pectancy — the expectancy of spring! ing with their hands, their tireless 
year, we will have a book that will Many have brought twigs of spring energy and eagerness to learn can be 
contain much valuable information blooming shrubs — forsythia, pussy a real inspiration. Teach them why 
for reference. willow, flowering crab and the apple, we conserve our forests, our wild 
Newspaper clippings, programs, pic- pear, etc. indoors to be forced. A flowers, our soil; study the birds and 

tures, pamphlets, or magazine arti- gay addition to a March or April insects, the native foods to be found 
cles pertaining to gardening (all meeting would be the making and in our great land and other related 
properly dated), is the material we judging of these arrangements by the subjects. You will be happily re- 
are looking for. Won’t you please club members. It is surprising what paid for the effort expended in the 

help? a lift they give us, not to mention pride of accomplishment enjoyed by 
I shall be looking forward to re- the pleasure to be had in arranging the children participating and in the 

ceiving your contributions, and please them with the flowers and foliage of fruition of that training as they reach 

feel free to write me if I can be of house plants or in combination with maturity. 

any further assistance. dried materials. 

— Mrs. Walter Roehrborn, For the garden clubs who have not — Mrs. M. C. Spence, 
State Historian as yet sponsored Junior Garden State Program Chairman
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* . “together, it is better to buy one 
Winter Garden-P. lanning (Cont. from Feb. issue) ino mite will grow fee e _ 

George W. Simmons, Jr., Landscape Architect shaped beautiful tree sooner. It will 
be less expensive in the long run, 

5. Color. Beware of gaudy colored ance of the plant? Does it have a too, since pruning maintenance will 
catalogs that have been gaily tinted coarse leaf with heavy, stiff branches be reduced. The appearance of your 
with the printer’s brightest inks. If presenting a dense structure? Or is yard will be more restful and attrac- 
you expect the flowers to be the same it the opposite, with finely cut-foliage tive if you limit the number of varie- 
color in your garden, you may be 4nd willowy branches giving a light, ties and shapes of trees. Otherwise 
greatly disappointed. Compare the airy, feathery effect? When arrang- you need acres of lawns to set off 
colors of various pictures in different ing your planting, it will generally the various tree forms effectively. 

catalogs and check them with reliable appear more attractive and pleasing There are trees with upright branch- 
descriptions if you wish to know more if similar types are grouped together, es that are inspirational, and trees 
exactly what the colors will be when or placed in contrasting rows or with horizontal branches that are 
they appear in your garden. masses. This may be done by plant- peaceful, and trees with drooping 

Color in masses, or large groups of ing tall, dense material in the back- branches that express sorrow. All 
one color, is the most effective in the Sound and the smaller, feathery forms may be beautiful if they are 
foundation planting or flower border. types in the foreground. Or the pro- planted where they can develop pro- 
A large variety of different colors cedure may be reversed if desired, by erly, and fit in with the over-all pic- 
planted in small clumps presents a placing the taller, finely cut varieties ture of your house and garden. 

rather spotty appearance, and pro- in the rear and edging the group or If you have considered these basic 
duces a sense of restlessness, Make ™&8s with dwarf, dense, heavier-leaf- fundamentals carefully in your winter 
a series of plans of your flower bor- ¢d Plants, Such planting arrange- garden-planning, then your invest- 
der to indicate the time of bloom of ™ents may be designed with different ment in nursery stock should pay big 
various colors in order to avoid clash- SPecies of evergreens only, or flower- dividends in garden pleasures in the 
es of colors and inharmonious groups. ‘ng shrubs, or a mixture of both ever- many seasons to come. If you will 
Choose flower colors that add to the teens and shrubs. Perhaps the most carefully plan your garden with half 
color scheme of your house outside, ttractive of the many kinds of foun- the energy you spent in planning 
and for the cutting flower border se- dation plantings are those made up your house, you will not only in- 
lect colors to decorate the interlor of, Of @ combination of evergreens and crease the value and attractiveness of 
your home. flowering shrubs or small trees. A your property, but will be rewarded 
68 n of Bloom. When does the combination planting of shrubs and with years of enjoyment instead of 

plant blossom? How long will it con- °Versreens is less sombre in summer tears of disappointment. A well- 
tinue? The time of bloom and the ‘8m an all-evergreen planting, and planned garden takes less effort to 
duration will greatly affect your en- more attractive in winter than a maintain than a poorly-planned one— 

joyment of the plants chosen as well Planting of shrubs alone. This type of and is it not more enjoyable? 

as the effectiveness of the color, 1f D/@nting reflects the changes of the  gaitor's Note: Mr. Simmons is_ the 
seasons, thereby inviting interest the Landscape Architect of the State Plan- 

you are on vacation in other parts of ning Board. 
the world during much of the sum- year through in color, texture, and a 

mer, then you would do well to general. appearance, A FUND RAISING PROJECT 
choose only those varieties which pro- 8. Form or Shape. The form of the This fund raising project is endor- 

duce during the spring and fall, or tree, shrub, or flower has much to do sed by your state officials. The Wild 
are attractive in winter. The time of with the fitness of the plant to its Power Notes and calendars are pre- 
bloom for various plants may greatly surroundings. The form of a plant pared under the direction of garden 

vary from year to year, and again in’ chosen for a given purpose ought to club officials and have been authen- 

different places in the same locality. harmonize with its background, or re- tieated by the American Nature As- 

This phenomena is the result of many flect the character of the architecture aye 
sociation, The Audubon Notes and 

factors, It may be the weather, the of the house near which it is planted. 
calendars are reproduced through the 

soil, the location, or the species, An Low, horizontal building lines call for f the National Audubon 

early or late spring, wet or dry soil, similar planting forms. If tall accent courtesy o ei asions ee 

the exposure and slope of the land in specimens are used, they may dwarf Society. The price to the state and 

relation to the sunlight, or the depth the structure and lessen its architec. local garden groups is the Price our 
of frost—all affect the season of | tural repose. Every variety of plant tomarily paid by the distributor and 

bloom. Be sure you check the time has a different natural form into local store. The difference between 
of bloom for the particular variety which it grows, if properly planted in this cost and selling price is divided 

you wish to buy, for there may be a_ relation to its surroundings. between the State Federation and 

wide variation in the different spe- In addition to the common form of ‘he Local clubs. 
cies. One example is the peony, our native shade trees, there are a Order one of the introductory pack- 
which may bloom very early, in mid- number of varieties which may be ages today for exhibition at your 
season, or late — depending on the ought in the upright form, This next club meeting! ! ! This intro- 
type. Arrange your plants accord- form is much narrower in branch ductory package contains 2 wild flow- 
ingly to avoid too many bare spots spread, and presents a columnar er note boxes, 2 Audubon bird calen- 
without color when you want it. shape. They require less space for dar boxes. Price $5.00. Resale value 

7. Texture. The color may be right, street trees and less pruning as well. $10.00. 
but what about the general appear- Rather than plant two trees too close — Miss Elsa M. Lautenbach
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issue of the Flower Grower were able 
B O oO K R E V I E W S to solve the crossword puzzle in it 

Dagny Borge without peeking at the answers. 
. Roses for Every Garden, by R. C. 

Perennial Harvest, by Philip Hill- one autumn blew down a dead tree at Allen, Executive Secretary of the 

yer Smith, is a unique account, pub- one end of a beaver dam. No human American Rose Society, published by 

lished last year by Harper & Bros., beings are present, but the effects of M. Barrows and Company, 1948, is 
written by a man who for the past earlier use of traps and shot are the first book honored as a Selection 
twelve years has chosen to live alone related. by the National Council of State 

on a remote farm on the hilly boun- An article in Collier’s for January Garden Clubs. More than thirty full 

dary between New York and Con- 22, 1949, ‘‘Let’s Feed Mr. and Mrs. page illustrations in color have been 

necticut. He did not have an agri- Hungry Bird’’, by Helen Gere supplied through the courtesy of five 

cultural background, nor did he pur- Cruickshank, encourages winter feed- leading horticultural firms. The first 
chase the run down place to till ing of birds in the open country as_ third of the book is devoted to va- 
its acres or raise livestock. It was well as in city back yards. It is sug- Tieties, the remainder to care and eul- 
rather selected as a refuge from the gested that one or two pounds of ture. There is a chapter on propa- 
city. Occasionally he has guests or bird food be sent to rural mail routes gation and hybridization, another on 

workmen with him, but for the most in the parts of the country having exhibiting. The last is entitled ‘‘Fun 

part he has grown his own food, much snow and ice, addressed to With Roses’’ and includes arrange- 
‘cooked and canned it, cut firewood, ‘‘Mr. & Mrs. Hungry Bird.’’ Since ments, corsages, and visiting famous 
drawn water, washed clothes, and the Post Office Department is co- gardens. 

cleaned house, and in all ways car- operating in this new venture, the SPRING TIME IS GARDEN TIME. 

ried on a nearly self-sufficient life.’’ carriers will open the packages and One of the recommendations made 

He has been extremely busy restor- scatter the food in suitable places. at the Conference of Garden Lead- 
ing the neglected house and fields, but In Collier's for January first an ers held in Washington January 10- 

he has enjoyed himself thoroughly article on Mrs. Rose M. Knox of 11 was that a long-time program of 
doing it. He tells in detail of re- the gelatine company who is now in urban, suburban, and rural home gar- 
claiming fields and practicing forestry her eighties but still active in the dening in the broader sense be de- 
in the woodlands, and also found op-_ business, tells how she has found veloped for America, because experi- 

portunity to practice conservation in time to ride her hobby of growing ence has shown that gardening can: 
his garden. The most exciting chap- orchids so hard that it has become a — Help feed the family better by 
ter is the one about the fire that profitable sideline. providing more protective foods .. . 
spread when he was cleaning up an Gardening Made Easy, the Illus- Help feed the family economically . . 
old berry patch. trated Guide to Growing Better Give healthful recreation . . .Furnish 

One Day at Teton Marsh, by Sully Flowers, Vegetables, Trees and _ valuable educational and esthetic in- 

Carrighar, is a companion volume to Shrubs, by Dean Halliday, is a 128 terests for youth and adult alike. 
the author's deservedly popular One P#8e pamphlet published in 1948 by Stimulate the year-round use of 

Day on Beetle Rock, published a few the Popular Library, New York. The fruits and vegetables in the diet, pur- 

years ago. Both books’ were issued author is garden editor for King chased as well as home grown. . . 
by Alfred A. Knopf, the more re- Features Syndicate. The contents of Help feed the Nation in time of emer- 
cont one in 1947, The older one this publication seem to be reprinted gency. . . . Improve community sur- 

treats of animal life in the Teton ‘rem his column, ‘‘The Garden- roundings and develop better com- 

Mountains, the other of the low- graph,’’ appearing in many news- munity life. 

lands near by. The tale is of what Papers. The top half of each page School and community gardens are 

happened to the inhabitants of the @ries an illustration of the subject of special interest to workers in 
marsh, from the mouse to the mos- matter treated of in the lower half. school lunch programs. They know 

quito, when the terrain was suddenly Advice is given on numerous topics, that such gardens can contribute 
changed because the equinoctial wind arranged chronologically from March the essential green and yellow vege- 

———— oo ene tables and tomatoes. 
: t would be interesting to k if — U. S. Dept. of Agriculture HORTICUL' nt ig to know i Pp’ 

ers, bat teen oe eal Galo fo ake any readers of the February, 1949, Nutrition News Letter, March, 1949. 

this year a horticulture success? May 

we do as Mrs. Harry 8. Gordon of | S A V E T R E E $ —__—_—— 
Ruthven , New Hartford, N. Y. wrote, COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
‘‘Let us, as Garden Clubs, encourage 

and be interested in the growing of TREES 

more and better plants — that we LAWNS 

may make every small hamlet and GARDENS 

great city of this land, each — a 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
beautiful garden in which to dwell.’’ 

— Mrs. Herbert Chaffin, WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Horticulture Chairman ©§
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A Line Arrangement PRAISE AND APOLOGY 
Mrs. F. C. Middleton First may I salute the Ravens 

About this time of the year many These efforts will not only hurry wood Garden Club as the first club in 

of us are weary of cold and snow and = Spring but, with this little study, the federation to send in their con. 
are longing for spring. you will be better prepared, when ‘buti he schol sp fund 

If you really want to hurry Spring Spring does come, to use the ma- tribution to the scholarship fund. Fow 

along it is up to you to‘‘force the terial in your gardens to better ad- others, Edgerton, Ripon Garden Club, 

issue.’’? But I have a suggestion or vantage. a . . Wausau Federated Garden Club and 

two on how to do it.. My first introduction to a line ar- ing Manitowoe Study Club followed 
‘ rangement, as such, was the first . 

Look up your pruning scissors, # Spring I spent in Japan, when we in the order named. 

out into your garden (or your neigh- had a young Japanese lady living I appreciate these clubs paying up 
bor’s) and do a little ‘early prun- with us. 1 had become much inter-  s0 promptly. Not only does it save 

ng.” While you are cutting, have in ested in the Japanese way of arrang- the chairman much ineonvenience but 

mind the future of your bush or tree ing flowers and, as the girl had taken jt is encouraging to see that clubs 
and do a good job. Don’t discard the lessons from one of the famous ar- are beginning to consider this a vital 
twigs or branches but take them into rangers, 1 was anxious to have her part of their club program. I know 
the house and place them in deep ‘‘do” an arrangement for me. She jittle about these elubs and only a 
warm water. If they Reh willow consented and we went shopping for few of the members personally “but 

branches or forsythia, this is enough. our material. I am sure they take an active. art 
If, however, you have chosen fruit The Japanese floral shops, like all. : y . P 

* . in their community work and ean be 
branches such as quince, apple or shops in Japan, were very small. ‘ited t a ‘thine 
peach, because their bark is heavy, They were not filled with flowers by on thn ile ei t 2 SuRES Buy Men 
you will have better success if you the dozen. Instead there were wortwau i nat may come up. ore 
wrap them in thick newspaper and bunches of branches, gnarled and POW® to them. 
emerse them in deep warm water. knotted, some bare, some with leaves Now the apology: Eugene Peterson, 
After a few days remove the paper and flowers, and several bundles of the veteran who won our Scholarship 

and put them in the sun. You will twigs. There were flowers of every award last year, wrote the federation 
enjoy seeing these dormant branches description, to be sure, but not more in which he expressed his thanks to 

burst into full leaf, and, if you have than a few of a kind. us for recognizing his interest and 

good luck, into blossoms long before I was bewildered and wondered aims in forestry and_ horticulture. 
they are in evidence out of doors. what we could choose. To me most [| had planned ‘on quoting a para- 

You may wish to do this just for of the material was colorless and graph or two from his nicely worded 
the pleasure of having Spring come didn’t seem to fit into my idea of etter, but it has just disappeared. 
early to your living room. Or you something beautiful. ia ; 
may prefer to go into this more seri- When I ran onto a small bunch of , 1 4m sorry. However it is gratify- 
ously and do something in the way about 2 dozen willow twigs with '"8 to have ite young man who won 

of arranging this material when it fat pussy willows showing, I was at 1 award, feel so deeply ‘the:respon: 
comes to life. Branches are excellent case again. I suggested buying them sibility and honor which were his. 
“oy ” . . = ° aie For us it was a privilege to have 

line arrangement . material but and she set to work choosing her j,een able to help hi 
you must keep this in mind: a flat material. She took her time, and as able to help tm. 
container of dull, earthy pottery or joy English was too limited for con- — Mrs. Alfred Kieckhefer. 
metal is most pleasing for them. . ‘ ‘ 

: a versation I merely stood and watch- Scholarship Chairman 
I could give you a definition of 

‘(Line Arrangement’’ but you will ed. After about an hour we de- 
get a much better understanding of Parted with nine willow twigs. THE PASSENGER PIGEON 
the term from the beautifully illus- At my suggestion she agreed to use 
trated books you will find in the ® basket we had recently purchased. The Wisconsin Society For Orni-+ 

Public Library. Forget the term if (The basket shops in Japan were thology encourages the study of Wis r re Pi zy ag y 
* you are not interested in it. But if as strange and fascinating as the ¢onsin Birds, To do this, it publishes 

it means something to you get busy, flower shops. I know, now, that a . 
when the branches show life, and tall basket wasn’t the proper thing ® quarterly magazin’, The Passenes 

k t. Th to th : Pigeon, in which bird observations 
make an arrangement. Ihen go to the and that a low flat container would . . Library and get some books on Flow- have been much easier to u a bird news, and illustrated featur 

- . oe se and articles are published. It also con 
er Arranging. Study the pieturés far more appropriate. duets a supply department and hold: 
and decide why you like some and When I tell you that after she . 
not others. Pick them to pieces, 3 : os Convention each year. The next con 

form your own ideas and then read had —_ = of — she vention will be held in Madison abou 
the text to see how you rate. spent some few hours with these twigs the middle of April. 
What I am trying, above all, to do before she completed the _ arrange To order supplies and equipmen 

is to arouse your interest. If yon ™ent you will know that right then jagress N. R. Barger, 4333 Hilleres 
haven’t been interested in arrange- nd there I got my first insight in- Drive, Madison 5 Wisconsin. To joi 
ments until now, I am sure you will to ‘‘line arrangement’’, to say no- the Society (and receive The Po: 

be by the time your material is ready thing of an insight into Oriental senger Pigeon) address Harold (| 
to make use of. patience. Wilson, Ephraim, Wisconsin.
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A REQUEST DISTRICT MAIL BOX 

ne eee. Conservation, its study, its stress THE GREEN TREE GARDEN 
Schmitt, Wauwatosa, a former State and importance, is the theme running CLUB 
Conservation Chairman and a past through news from the various dis- During the recent war the An- 

president of the Wauwatosa Garden tricts. More news of this subject nual Flower Show of The Green Tree 

Club. With the information came a will be coming in as the year pro- Garden Club was discontinued in 
request that we print a message from  gresses. Here are the fine efforts of favor of other activities connected 
her to Heed a ong friends and two clubs. with the Red Cross and hospital work 

“Ge Schevtt, due te her illness, is The Elm Grove Garden Club, which and raising of funds for these and 
not able to write replies to the many last year sponsored the establish- other patriotic purposes. Now we 
kind cards and letters she has received, ment of nature libraries and an es- @re once more ready to resume our 

But she is most appreciative of them say contest in the schools, this year pre-war work and announce a Spring 
and wishes that we acknowledge them _ is continuing its work with the young Flower Show to be held on May 6 
for her and express her thanks. people of the community. Plans and May 7, 1949. 
Members of the Wisconsin Feder- have been made for the development The program will be:— 

sna sneer hope that we shall of a wooded corner of land on the 1. Tour of the Daffodil Bank at 
soon hear of Mrs, Schmitt’s recovery. public school ground. The spot, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Shea’s resi- 

WAY WD ZADtS. where clearing and extensive spray- lenec, Fox Point. 
7 poe ie ae — ing was done to ready it for use, will 2. Flower show at River Hills 

three days of study with Ane Werts- ss planted with wild! flowers ‘this wiuae 7 Pheasant Tane, River fae wid Mi, J, Lloyd Baewall at spring. Boy and Girl Scout troops Hills and at the residence of Mr, and 

Lake Geneva May 17, 18, 19% will have a local place for their out- Mrs. Edwin Bartlett, Dean Road, 

For location — this fourth schoo! i&*, This project, linked with the River Hille. 
can’t be beat. For teachers — Anne elub’s support of conservation ma- Time: — Friday, May 6th-1.00 p.m. 
Wertsner (who visited Edgerton and terial in the school libraries, is an to 9:00 p.m. 

Milwaukee in December teaches Sarde raging step i the Jumor weg May 7th-10.30 am. to ; «). ‘2arlening movenrent. 200 p.m. 
oe penal, Op oe caus The Ken tba County Garden Club Tickets — $1.20 — tax included. 

3 ’ designated iis March meeting as — 
ee ae ee ee ‘Conservation Night.’’ Every male SYMPOSIUM ON ROSES 

New Jersey shows) lectures on De- member in the elub was asked to The Spring meeting of the Milwau- 
sign In Flower Arrangement and participate in the meeting. ; Mr, _ kee District, to be held at the Mil- 

Color In Flower Arrangement. Merle Borneman, general chairman waukee Y.W.C.A., 610 N. Jackson St., 
‘We hope — but maybe you are a of the program, procured the services Friday, April 29, has been announced 

patron already. Futher details in Of Mr. Vico C. Isola of Milwaukee. by Mrs. Stephan M. Cushman, dis- 
the April issue. The latter, connected with the For- 'rict president. 

estry service of the U. 8. Dept. of ee ere at 9:30 
| We . . Agriculture, had at his disposal two there will be a ‘‘Symposium on 
| The Chinese lantern peels ae films, ‘Realm of the Wild’? and Roses’? with members of the Milwau- 

grown for the orange-co! aie See" «¢Everyman’s Empire’’ to present to kee Rose Society and garden club 
pods used for house decoration ae this conservation-minded group. It members participating. This sym- 
Winter, is easily grown from seeds, 5. felt this was one of thelr finest Posium will be the district’s horti- 

but these seeds — La sie programs dealing with this subject. Cultural project for the year. Printed 
_ kr soc goel ak Ge toliaes Particularly interesting to rose Pies = be sold both at the meet- 

is not ornamental. A beetle attacks enthusiasts should be the film ‘‘How 7 ne oo ae 
the layer aiunpat) seeey' Gummer: and to Grow Roses,’’ which the Kenosha Ch i ‘Talk. ae ars will include 

will riddle them unless the plants are C°UZty Garden Club presented at its Oo a G wee hase a 
frequently sprayed or dusted with February meoting. The film shows fun, oy oom cy ina ae it 

q) y spray Mr. C. Eugene Pfister of Mundelein, the Chicago Art Institute. 
arsenate of lead. , Ill. at work in his rose garden, de- Admission for the day will be 

—The Gardener’s Almanac monstrating his recommendations for $1.20 (ineluding tax) and tickets may 

,.___ planting, pruning, fertilizing and giv- be obtained from Mrs. John Nyl of 
ANNOUNCEMENT! ing proper care in growing prize- Brookfield, Wisconsin; members will 

Mrs. Tomoko ee, tet a winning roses. Mr. Pfister is past have guest privileges and the meet- 
mm in depen to oa eee he Mil President of the Men’s Garden Club 8 Will be open to the public, 
waukoo Ast Institute April 22, at of America. ‘‘Flower Arrangements’? ie Fred Marquardt 

2:15 P.M. to lecture on Flower ar- featuring Miss Eve Porter of Mont- aia: Disiniet Publicity Chairman 
ranging. Tickets 50 cents plus 10 lair, N. J. in a demonstration of ras Shrub Symposiums” may 

cents tax for non-members of the practical flower arranging for the ae & obtained at 55 cents each, 

Art Institute Garden Club. home, was a second film selected for S. Wileon go ‘ieee rt 
— Miss Emma C. Schipper, Secy. this meeting. lington, Wisconsin: 2 UR
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SISSON’S 
J. H. Phillips, Manager 

; PEONIES 
As soon as the frost is out of the ground 
in the spring, and before the new growth 
starts is a good time to plant Peonies. 

TYPEWRITERS 

All makes and portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through book- 
let in your home. 

| ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. 8. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN : 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

Bee Supplies el 
This name has stood for the very $-Ply Airco Foundation 

best in bee supplies made famous Triple Locked Corner Frames 
Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: 3 and 7-Wire Excluders 

Quality Comb Sections 

* Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
224.230 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 

CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 

ufsuoostmM ‘uosTpEN 
eunytnopasy Jo eBello9 

£rerqgTry
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ae 1-year ea caches crear meee 
[ + : : . OS ae : 

| 4 : R 8 
i Aigairer WORMS fr MITES has srs ae 

| GENITOX ©," ’ 
E re CTT TE ef 

A . oO - STATA Ta. I 
P ; — be Po 

Oe Spray Re re TCT) on Po i ee ici i 

! wix completely in hard or soft 

water without excessive foaming. 

In GENITOX DDT and GENI- 2s ded i . This is General Chemical’s 51st 
THION (PARATHION), the tay suspended in che agitated year of service. For many decades 
commercial fruit grower has a “PF Mixture. ‘ it has been a foremost manufac- 
double-barrelled weapon against 3 giv high deposit on fruit and fo. °F of insecticides and today is 
worms, mites, and aphis that is fiswésca:< adorn coaaly nie soca a leader among producers of the 

far more effective than anything en “ , z PMY new organics, including DDT 
previously available. Into these . and PARATHION. Take advan- 
products have been built the 4 Minimum run-off of the insect: 28 Of this tremendous back- 
“stand-out” qualities which Gen- cides in the spray dip because these  8found of manufacturing and or- 
eral Chemical laboratory and _paterials are processed to make the = chard experience; 
field research have made an in- particles “stay put” where they hit. consult us on 
tegral part of Orchard Brand in- your fruit spray 
secticides down through the . 9 Result! Unexcelled “kill” of insects problems. 
years. Of special importance to —_ for which DDT and PARATHION 

the fruit grower is the unsur- _ are recommended. \ A 
passed performance of these new 

organic insecticides in the spray GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
tank and on the trees. ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
Offices in Principal Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast



— Photo above shows a field of 50,000 Apple trees in our nursery of over 500 acres 
at Waterloo, Wisconsin. Northern grown, selected varieties — for our Wisconsin 
soils and climate. 

Wisconsin's Greatest Nursery 

OFFERS A COMPLETE SELECTION OF HARDY 

FRUIT TREES SHADE TREES ROSES 

SMALL FRUITS FLOWERING SHRUBS EVERGREENS 

Write Dept. H. for Catalog 

General Offices: M Cc K A y Nurseries: 

Madison5, Wis. Waterloo, Wis. 

NURSERY COMPANY 
203
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COMMEROIAL APPLE AND OHER- —___________ w isconcy HORTICULTU FE RY ORCHARD FOR SALE The Official of the 12 acre apple orchard near the suas’ Beton Wisconsin Thirteen acres, for sale, % bearing outskirts of the City of Mani- - oe Seolety 
t % young trees, suitable for truck towoc. Has packing shed and Entered Postoffice at Madison, rees, 2 yo 

ncing 3 Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac- gardening, berries, etc. Produced $6,- | modern good income prod ceptance for mailing at special rate of . - family home. Postage provided for im Section 1103, Act 000. Apple house; power sprayer; nea: EAST WISCONSIN TRUSTEE of October 3, 1917, authorized July 15, town; reasonable. See Martin Koebel, COMPANY 1918, 
Published Monthly Excepting J Dit U8 Home: Ave, Fiymoutty Wis: | Manttowoo Win | ncamnes by pup Wien Ste Hort. Phone 217, 
cultural Society. 

eee SS H. J. Rahmlow, Editor 
424 University Farm Place a a KO LO : Madison 6, Wisconsin eae tk eee 
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Results of Recent Experiments for Control of Leaf Spot of 
e ® ® 

Sour Cherry in Wisconsin 
J. Duain Moore and G. W. Keitt 

Bordeaux mixture continues to be ples has given excellent control of 

the most effective fungicide for cherry Wf leaf spot when applied at times called 
leaf spot control, but hes the dis- \ 7 for in the after-blossom apple spray 
advantage of causing foliage injury M4 ag schedule. With this schedule at least 4 

and reducing the size of fruit. In re- @& Ce NY 44 and sometimes 5 sprays have applied 
cent years, certain mixed schedules i y yw) \ i) to the cherries before harvest. 

of Bordeaux mixture and milder cop- VA A mixed schedule of Bordeaux mix- 

per fungicides have given satisfactory 9 “i \\ ture in the first and the after harvest 
control of leaf spot and at the same AS \y applications and either Fermate or 

time have resulted in larger fruits IPS Compound 341 in the other two has 
and less foliage injury than programs given satisfactory control of leaf spot 

of only Bordeaux mixture. For the b= and a reduction in foliage injury and 
last three years certain programs My an increase in fruit size compared to 

have been used on the same trees se the full copper programs. 

each year in the experimental block Recent experiments both in Eng- 
of Montmorency at Horseshoe Bay crop previous to that time by almost land and in the United States have 

Farms, Egg Harbor, Wisconsin, and 40,090,000 Ibs., and the 1948 crop of shown that there is some question 
cumulative results have been taken.  gpout 45,000,000 is the record. The about the keeping quality of certain 

In these spraying experiments at 1947 crop totaled only about 19,000,000 canned fruits that have been sprayed 

Horseshoe Bay various 4-spray ProO- bs. Good data on fruit size were With some of the newer spray materi- 

grams and one 3-spray program have obtained in 1946 and 1948 but not in ls. Until some of these questions can 
been used. The 3-spray program was 1947 because of large tree to tree be clarified in relation to sour cherry, 

one of Bordeaux mixture, 6-8-100,ap- variations. There was opportunity for it is suggested that no major change 
plied (1) at petal-fall, (2) about 2 deta on foliage injury in all three be made in the spray program for 
weeks ‘after petal-fall, and (3) just years, but defoliation due to injury cherries in Wisconsin. 
after harvest. In the 4-spray programs occurred quite late in 1947. 
an additional application was made It is st yet possible to evaluate 7 Recommendations For 1949 
about 4 weeks after petal-fall. The completely all of the programs used ; ‘he recommended program for solid 

“spray programs included (1) some in these tests, but certain general con- plantings of sour cherries in Wiscon- 
with various concentrations of clusions can be reached. sin in 1949 is a 4-spray one as follows: 

Bordeaux mixture in all oon The 4-Spray Programs Best _ ne mixture, 6-8-100, at 

(2) others in which Bordeaux mix- The 4-spra: rograms have given eee 

ture was used in the petal-fall and better leat spell, control than the gh Bordeaux mixture, 2-4-200, 10:days 
after-harvest applications with an spray one. a to 2 weeks after petal-fall. 
ingoluble copper or an organic fungi- The recommended program of 3 Bordeaux mixture, 3-4-100, or Ls- 

cide in the second and third appli- Bordeaux mixture has given better 2-100, about 4 weeks after petal-fall. 
cations, and (3) some with an insolu- control than the other programs in 4. Bordeaux mixture, §-4-100, im- 
ble copper or an organic fungicide in years in which much leaf spot is pre- diately after harvest. , 
all three applications before harvest sent, but this control has not been Follow the entomologists’ recom- 
and Bordeaux mixture after harvest. significantly better than that afforded ™endations on the use of lead arsen- 
The insoluble coppers used included by certain other programs. atc in the first two applications. It is 

Tennessee “26” and “34” and C. O. C. S. More foliage injury and resultant "ecommended that in interplanted 
(Copper oxychloride sulfate), and the defoliation have occurred on plots locks of apple and cherry Fermate, 
organics included Fermate and Com- that received a copper fungicide than 1-100, be used as the fungicide for 
pound 341. The program recommended on those that were sprayed with only both crops. Begin the use of Fermate 

to Wisconsin growers in recent years an organic fungicide. Plots that re- at petal-fall and follow the apple 
has been a 4-spray one of Bordeaux ceived only copper had more injury Pray Program until the cherries be- 
mixture, 6-8-100, in the petal-fall than those that received a mixed in to color. After harvest spray the 
application, and 3-4-100 in the other program of copper and an organic Cherries along with the apples. 
three, and this program has been fungicide. TO 

a “ standard in the experi- os — fruits optaine’ FRUIT FARM FOR SALE 

men work. on plots that receive applications 

There has been considerable vari- of either Fermate or Compound 341 A 25 acre fruit tari, one mile west 
ation in the experimental conditions tefore harvest, but these plots usual- f Bayfield, House, barn, and 520 ap- 
the last three years. The most leaf ly had less control of leaf spot in the le trees, half of them bearing. A 6 

spot occurred in 1946 with jess in years that favored leaf spot develop- Fre pasture and 2 of broken land. 

1947 and practically none in 1948. The ment. It should be mentioned, how- Spring water. Price $2500. Must eell 

1946 crop in Door County of about ever, that the use of Fermate in in- this spring. A. J. Blakely, P. O. Box 

40,000,000 Ibs. was larger than any  terplanted blocks of cherries and ap- 421, Bayfield, Wis. 
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When to Spray Fruit Trees 
Green-tip or delayed dormant spray— Since these milder materials do not give trees other than apples is usually so 

Use liquid lime sulfur, two gallons in as good protection against apple scab small that it is scarcely worthwhile to 

water to make 100 gallons of spray. If as lime sulfur, it is unwise to leave a follow a special spraying program for 
aphids (plant lice) are numerous, add longer interval than 10 days between them. They are commonly sprayed, there- 
one pint of 40 per cent nicotine sulphate applications. fore, at certain times when the apple 

to each 100 gallons of spray. Calyx spray—Apply when most of the trees are being sprayed. If this plan is 

Closed cluster or pre-pink spray— petals have fallen and before the calyx followed, the following modifications of 
The period between the delayed dor- is closed. Use lead arsenate three pounds the apple spraying program is suggested: 

mant and open cluster sprays is very and a micronized wettable sulfur five Chars 

critical for scab control, In general it pounds or ferric dimethyl dithiocarbamate es 

is unwise to apply sprays at longer (Fermate, Karbam, etc.) one pound to Satisfactory results will usually be ob- 

intervals than 7 to 10 days during this make 100 gallons of spray. tained in home orchards if the calyx, 

period. Use liquid lime sulphur, 2 gal- If scab is not well controlled by calyx first cover and second cover sprays are 
lons, and lead arsenate, 2 pounds, to time, use liquid lime sulfur seven quarts used and an additional spray made after 

make 100 gallons of spray. (If two to 100 gallons as the fungicide. the cherries are harvested. 
closed cluster sprays are applied use If oyster shell scale or leaf rollers Ph 

the lead arsenate only in the first one.) as - pes use = three cou A cae 
of lead arsenate and two pounds o! phids are best controlled by spraying 

akties ae tenes cate ae DDT in the spray. just as the buds begin to swell, with 

ing varieties are open, and preferably First Cover Spray—Use a good micro- nicotine sulfate, three-fourths pint to 100 

after the blossom buds have separated nized wettable sulfur five pounds or fer- gallons of water, plus one to two pounds 
in the clusters, Use liquid lime sulfur, Tic dimethyl dithiocarbamate, one pound, of dissolved soap. This spray should be 

two gallons, to make 100 gallons of and DDT two pounds, to make 100 gal- applied each spring whether aphids are 
spray. lons of spray. Make this application seen or not. 

If the blooming period is exceptional- about 10 days after the calyx spray. Spray as soon as the petals have fal- 

ly long, a spray in bloom, about 7 to Second Cover Spray—Apply about 10 en, using either wettable sulfur or liq- 
10 days after the pink spray, is recom- days after the first cover spray. Use id lime sulfur and arsenate of lead. 
mended for scab control. Use either the same materials as in first cover Wettable sulfur is prferable. Other ap- 
liquid lime sulfur, seven quarts, to make spray. plications should be made at each spray- 

100 gallons of spray, or a good miccro- Third Cover Spray—Apply about 10 ing of the apples until about two weeks 
nized wettable sulfur at five pounds per days after the second cover spray. Use before plum harvest. If lime sulfur is 

100 gallons of spray, or a good micro- the same materials as in the first cover used, make additional applications at 
of hydrated lime per 100 gallons, or fer- spray. the time of the calyx spray on apples, 
ric dimethyl dithiocarbamate, (formate, Fourth Cover Spray—Apply about 10 first cover, third cover and about two 
Karbam, etc., at one pound per 100 days after the third cover spray. Use weeks before harvest. 
gallons. Do not use any insecticide in the same materials as in earlier cover Spraying is protective, not curative. 

this application. . Sprays. It is effective only when the part of 
In many seasons injury to both leaves Fifth Cover Spray—Apply about 10 the plant that is subject to attack is 

and fruits may be caused by after-blos- days after the fourth cover spray, and covered with the protective material or 

som sprays if a combination of liquid use the same materials. when, in the case of certain insect pests, 

lime sulfur and lead arsenate is used. The fourth and fifth cover sprays are the insect is destroyed before it lays 
This injury can be largely avoided by primarily for apple maggot control. The its eggs or penetrates the tissues of 
use of a good micronized wettable sul- fifth cover is also necessary for control the plant. 
fur or ferric dimethyl dithiocarbamate of the second brood codling moth. Condensed from Bul. 157; Spraying 
as the fungicide instead of liquid lime When Spraying Other Fruit Trees Farm Orchards, by the University of 
sulfur in the after-blossom applications. In home orchards, the number of fruit Wisconsin. 
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It is NOW time to order your requirements for 1949 

Kleen Up Ready Mi een Up Ready Mix 
This material gets pests such as San J ose Scale, Scurfy Scale, Red Mite, Rosy 

Aphid, Bud moth, Fruit Tree Scafrolller off the liability list before Scab and 
Codling Moth. 

Lime Sulphur DN 289 (non oil dormant spray) 

Arsenate Lead Spreader Stickers — 
DDT 50% Wettable Elgetol Rea 

Puratize Krenite 

Copper Sulphate Spray Lime 

Dry Lime Sulphur Vapatone : > S 
Black Leaf 40 Kolofog oT ew 
Mike Sulphur Kolospray aot 
Bordow Sinox eed << ae 
Rotenone Bearing Dust 0.0.0.8. Spray 56 ald Bb 
Soy Bean Flour Zerlate : e . 

Price Lists available NOW —write for one if you did not ‘ 
receive one. : 

PRUNING EQUIPMENT sf 
We handle a complete line of saws, snips, grafting tape, tree- 

seal, tree-wound paint and pole saws and pruners. 

DEALERS FOR ‘ 

: We handle all models, write for complete catalogue and price 
list. Place your order now — _ 0 it will be here in time for The Bean Spartan Sprayer for 

spraying. Home Orchards 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Cooperative, Inc. 
227 Outler Street 

WAUKESHA WISCONSIN 

LESTER F, TANS, MGR. TELEPHONE 4107
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Fruit Growers Meet 
Growing Interest in Fruit Growing Shown by Excellent Attendance at Meetings 

ight County Fruit Growers Asocia- woc and Sheboygan Counties. Atten- luck’’ dinners. Some of the dinners were 
tions met the last week of February dance was excellent, reaching more than delicious and no doubt promoted the 

and the first week of March. They 125 at several of the meetings. Atten- good will and friendly feeling which 

were from: Waukesha, Milwaukee, Jef- dance was always best at those meet- prevailed. Furthermore serving the din- 
ferson, Washington, Ozaukee, Manito- ‘ings at which the ladies served “‘pot- pee Eecntght out two members of many 

‘amilies. 
eS 

Speakers were Prof. Conrad Kuehner 
who gave his usual excellerit talks on 

: various phases of fruit production in- 
as ‘ cluding varieties, relation of growth to 
Bae fruiting, disease and insect control. Mr. 

Rey ay Lester Tans, manager of the South- 
: He ecr] eastern Co-op appeared at most of the 

4 es, # meetings to tell about the plans of the 
q + y organization. Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, secre- 
7 f tary of the Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
3 ciety spoke on the apple advertising and 

‘ promotion project. After discussing the 
j law, proposed at the annual meeting 

os of the Wisconsin Apple Institute, bal- 
es lots were passed out and those growing 

more than 200 bushels of apples per 
i 

year were given an opportunity to vote 

on the proposed law. 

On the question, ‘Do you favor ask- 
p ing the Legislature to pass a law assess- 

d Pears sata aa ing apples to raise money for apple pro- 
on motion,” the votes were as folows: Ra- 

eagak cine County: 20 yes, 6 no. Waukesha 
’ ae County: 10 yes, 2 no. Milwaukee Coun- 

: as ee Officers Racine County Fruit Grow- 
& Re ers Association study apples displayed 

Lt: y curing annual meeting at the County 
. f Agricultural School in Rochester. Left 

to right: Secretary Ben Ela, Roches- 
Pea ter; Vice-president Marvin DeSmet, 
AEE ty: Racine; President Wm. Verhulst, 

a A eed y Franksville and Instructor Hugo’ 
; es Klumb, Rochester. 

ae | —— 
’ hac] At Waukesha County Fruit Growers 

f meeting Vice-president Frederick Gy- 

gax, Waukesha; Oounty Agent J. F. 
a ca Thomas ‘and Secretary Herbert Hass- 

linger, Nashotah, look at apple promo- 
tion material and the apple recipe 

: a y booklet, “36 Ways To Use Wisconsin 
é ‘ Apples.” 

< % ee ; : Es Officers Washington County Fruit 
. Sab is a Growers Association inspect some of 

\ ot the excellent apples on, display at 
4 eae meeting in Jackson Village Hall. Left 

ce to right: Vice-president John Kopp, 
. West Bend; President Joe Morawetz, 

~ Bs West Bend; Secretary and County 
Ee Agent Earl Skalisky holding a new 

; type apple package,
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ty: 19 yes, 9 no. Jefferson County: 11 
yes, 1 no. Washington County: 1 yes, 
9 no. Ozaukee County: 9 yes, 14 no. 

Sheboygan County: 7 yes, 3 no. 
The small vote on the question is 

due to the fact that only growers of 
more than 200 bushels were asked to 

. vote. 

(Continued on Page 213) 

ci 

be r Retiring officers congratulate new 

‘i s¢ i r: aa er officers at the Ozaukee County Fruit 

co aru ee ‘ \& me Sites yy ae Growers meeting in Mequon Town 
a i Gee Hall. Left to right: County Agent C. 

ee oh C. Gilman admires one of the fine ap- 
be bl ples. Retiring Vice-president B. J. Ot- 

rey ting congratulates new Vice-president 

% Roland Nieman with Secretary Armin 

“4 aS Frenz, Cedarburg, Retiring President 
ms Ss ae Martin Wiepking, Cedarburg, congrat- 

: oe ; ulates new President Armin Barthel, 
va : Thiensville, with Prof. C. L. Kuehner 

looking on.. 

. : At Shebyogan County meeting in 
Plymouth. Left to right: President 

| Arno Meyer, Waldo, points out advan- 

) » tages of spray gun to County Agent G. 

4 y W. Lycan, Looking on are Secretary 

Bernard Holbig, Sheboygan Falls; 

—_ i: County Home Agent Zella Goodwell; 

a ee State Horticultural Society President 
ba ea G. J. Hipke, New Holstein, and Vice- 

PY ps it ‘to president Hugo E. Wunsch, Sheboy- 
i » 4 sai ee: 
he ee i, : Pe = — 
ey 5 me ee) 1a a ps 

a & \ ns , ne Apple cider was enjoyed at the Mil- 
“a | _ ath ; waukee County Fruit Growers Associ- 
4 x er 4 ation meeting at Greenfield Town Hall. 
q 4 Left to right: Secretary Alfred Meyer, 

: Milwaukee; Leonard Haas, South Mil- 

i 4 waukee; Anton Hartl, Milwaukee; 

Vice-president Herman  Pittelkow, 

Milwaukee; Frank Meyer, South Mil- 

waukee; Albert Schreiber, Milwaukee, 

1 and County Agent S. S. Mathisen, Mil 

ae aoe nn eee arian 2 ETRE aa —— 

Not enough apple pies. It was just 

* too good to last, was complaint of of- 

“ ficers of the Jefferson County Fruit 

y e Growers Association, looking at the 

empty pieplates following a fine lunch- 

eon, Everyone was delighted with the 

meal, Left to right: President Wil- 

3 liam Leonard, Fort Atkinson; Secre- 

tary Carroll Krippner, Fort Atknson; 

Max Punzel, Lake Mills; T. H. Ward, 

Fort Atkinson; Lawrence Sherman, 

Edgerton; Vice-president Wm. Boese, 

Fort Atkinson, and Oscar Kreiziger, 

Johnson Creek.
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ratize | 

Pat. No. 2,423,262 

Rees workers and commercial fection occurs and acts to eradicate infec- 

growers acclaim this patented formu- tions after they start. 

lation as an outstanding contribution for This unique inactivating power, plus the 

the control of scab and other plant diseases. usual protectant action, makes PURA- 
TIZED AGRICULTURAL SPRAY an 

PURATIZED AGRICULTURAL invaluable weapon for combating scab. 

SPRAY doubly safeguards your trees. It Consult your local dealer or write today 

offers fast, effective protection before in- « for further details. 

e e 

Puratized Agricultural Spray 
¢ A low cost spray program — © Can be applied with common 

one gallon makes 800 gallons of insecticides and fungicides 

men: © Effective too, for brown rot 
© Instantly water soluble blossom blight of cherries and 

© Leaves no visible deposit peaches 

*Trade Mark 

Distributed by: 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORP. | ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORP. . 

Middleport, New York 40 Rector Street, New York City 

Manufactured by: 

New York, N. Y. 

SSSR RR IEE ILE ERD EE EEE ITED BED ELLIE IE IEEE DETALED IIS
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llina 1 i pollen of Duchess, Dudley and North- 

Apple Po tion Studies western Greening germinated 50% or 

By Dr. B. Esther Struckmeyer better two weeks after collection. Jona- 

” ical iF M than, Delicious, Gano, Snow, Cortland, 
rom Issue Wealthy, Melba, Winter Banana, and 

Blossoming Time of Different Varieties as well as the later varieties could benefit Haralson made a 50% or more germi- 
The time at which some varieties from the pollen of Dudley. McIntosh has nation one week after collection. Trans- 

come to flower, full blossom and the a short blossoming period of about eight parent, McIntosh, Golden Delicious and 
end of blossoming prove interesting. to nine days. This short blossoming Northern Spy made less than 50% 
This data was compiled for last spring period resulted in a poor crop last year germination one week after collection. 
only, so these results are still prelimi- since during this period the temperature GpRMINATION OF POLLEN—1948 
nary. Duchess is one of the first to come was too low for adequate bee visitation. OVER 50% GERMINATION 
to flower. The blossom period is short Several of the other varieties also were Two Weeks After Collection 
for this variety, lasting approximately in blossom during this cool period, but pychess 
eight days. Snow comes to blossom they continue to have blossoms for a Dudley % . 

shortly after Duchess, but the blossom long enough time during the warm period ~—\Yorthwestern Greening 

period is almost twice as long as Duch- to be pollinated. Wealthy, Delicious, 
ess. Transparent, Cortland and Melba Golden Delicious and Northwestern One Week After Collection 

Jonathan 
blossom at about the same time and Greening are later varieties and serve Delici 
parallel Snow. The varieties mentioned as good sources of pollen for each other. Ga iclous 

so far would not be satisfactory with Viability of Pollen Sacw 
Wealthy, Delicious, Golden Delicious or Each year the percentage of germi- Cort rn 

Northwestern Greening since their time nation for the different varieties of apples niles ne 
of full blossom is four to five days pre- is tested. After the pollen has been col- M ib y 
vious. Their blossoming period is al- lected and dried, a trace of it is wi . B 
most past by the time the later varieties sprinkled on a solid medium containing Mater anene 

Haralson 
are in full bloom. agar, sugar and water. Within three to 

Dudley serves not only as a good four hours after seeding the pollen, grains LESS THAN 50% GERMINATION 

source of pollen for several varieties, that will germinate have already grown One Week After Collection 

but it also has a long blossom period. pollen tubes. The pollen is tested at dif- Transparent 

Last spring, the blossom period extended ferent intervals of time from collection McIntosh 
through sixteen days. This means that to observe how long the pollen remains Golden Delicious 

some of the earlier blossoming varieties viable. It was found last spring that Northern Spy ee 

NY od 0 A dt) 
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@ One 1949 Hardie will do all your spraying no matter how many Petia 

different spraying jobs there may be. Amazing spray booms for .. ea HARD BOOM 

mass application in orchard and field, weed booms, spray guns for pines CBA as 

trees, for livestock, for water painting, for fog fire extinguishing, Ss~5 Hinge ESN, 

and a device that converts the High Pressure Hardie into a low pres- a =f SN # 

sure weed sprayer are among the inexpensive accessories developed [tL pe 

by Hardie Engineers. These enable one Hardie to meet the many and eine 2 ae 

diversified modern spraying jobs. .Write for complete data and the an = inal ieses 

Hardie 1949 Catalog which shows the largest variety of sizes and oo Rout oa ) 

models in todays market. RYAN Ne Tole terol es 
Pari 

THE HARDIE MFG. COMPANY, Hudson, Michigan 4 
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efe Recommended Fertilizers for Apple and Cherry Trees 
® 
in Door County 

By Ohas. F. Swingle, Sturgeon Bay. 
1, For orchards under cultivation, 

with the trees making satisfactory phate, notwithstanding it is much such fertilizer should be broadcast 
growth, So far as we know, no fertil- easier to obtain fertilizers the other over the entire area and not just 

izer beyond nitrogen is needed. From WY around, with the phosphate the round the tree itself. Here again, 

about % Ib, of ammonium nitrate per highest.) even with healthy trees, and certainly 
tree per year for trees just planted, Feed the Grass with ones in poor condition, small 
up to about 4 pounds for mature trees, 8. For orchards in sod. There is no tests with 2 to 10 pounds per tree of 
seems to be about all that is required. exception here to the information one of the above fertilizers should 

Of course there are many other ways given above that in general, we know tell whether or not your particular 

to add nitrogen besides ammonium Of no immediate need by the trees, for orchard is short of these elements. 
nitrate, and the amounts used of the #nY fertilizer except nitrogen. How- It must be remembered that with 

different materials would need to be ver, we do know that both in estab- sod, the nitrogen needs to be stepped 
adjusted accordingly. Nitrogen, for ishing a grass sod, and in maintain- up or the trees will suffer for its 

both apples and cherries, should be ing it over the years, 200 to 400 lack. The grass will surely take the 

applied between late fall and blossom- pounds per acre of something like first nitrogen, so that the amounts 

ing time in the spring,. and every 0-10-20, or still better 0-9-27, is very used must include enough for both 
every effort made to avoid late sum- helpful to the grass. For the grass, the tree and the grass. Applying the 

mer growth. With apples, Dr. H. R. 
Roberts, of the College of Agriculture, és, y 

Madiwon, ‘recommends that, fertilizer STUUR aT Lat eat 
application should be relatively light RP 2A 
in the “on” year, heavy in the “off” w/t 

year and for this reason he prefers to q ARIENS TILLER 

delay application until it is possible —— 
to tell from the bloom what kind of cC. 
a crop is to be expected. Sa 

Observe Effect of Fertilizers pe —— 
2. For orchards under cultivation, . [ml —E 

with poor or questionable growth. bs - 11 tT , === 
For cherry trees suffering with . my Of a 
“‘curl-leaf”, potash applications have a. ‘ 
been found to be helpful in Door of 
County. However, equally good results i im 
in correcting this condition have been ‘ Fi REE oe 
obtained from mulches of various — ae how in BACKED 

materials, especially straw or manure. , 

Apparently such mulches do various the manufacture of BY OVERI8 YEARS 
things;add some potash themselves; rotary tillage, ARIENS- EXPERIENCE 
make potash in the upper soil more TILLER is equipment that today is pre- 
available to the roots; make more ferred and widely accepted by horti- 
water available; prevent further in- culturists, commercial growers, and those engaged 
jury to the roots by too-deep culti- in specialized farming .. . wherever heavy tillage 
vation. Beyond this one case, there are is required. 
no general conditions known in Door : 

County when potash or phosphate ARIENS is not just another tiller . . . it’s 
applications have been definitely America’s leading all-purpose rotary til- 
found to be immediately beneficial to ler, because it is the ONLY tiller with: full horsepower motor, 9 h. p. 

SF et a es. * model B; 7 h. p. model C. Standard two speeds forward and re- 
ten aiank Se dasa tee these twa verse, Positive action multiple disc clutch. Full size 9/16 inch 
; r electric alloy steel tines. .Center shoe and share assembly cuts out 
ertilizer elements, each orchardist middle and tills entire area 5 

should use a few sacks of 0-10-20, “3 
0-9-27, or similiar material, spread 2 Write for complete details and prices — and 

to'20 Ibe, = oe carefully ob- name of the nearest ARIENS distributor where 
serve the ‘ect. ture fertilizer ap- 

plication should then be based on these oe may ‘ote the (iller thet is built: to do your 
results in one’s own orchard. (In gen- White 

eral in Door County it is recommend- 

ed that fertilizers be used with 2 or ARIENS COMPANY § =arittion -wisconsin 
3 times the amount of potash, as phos-
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nitrogen in a ring a foot wide and 

in the area of maximum root devel- 
opment (roughly under the tips of the 

outer branches) will give relatively 

more to the tree and less to the grass, 
but in general, we wish to encourage 

grass development; also, particularly 

with the older trees, roots occupy most 

or all of the entire area. Under sod, 
depending upon the age of the tree, 
from 1 to 8 lbs. per tree of ammonium 

nitrate, or its equivalent in other 

materials, has been found by most 

growers to give satisfactory growth. 

| If your trees are suffering for lack 

of nitrogen, they will tell you by show- 

ing less than satisfactory amounts of 

new growth. For example, with 

cherry, it is felt that under sod, new 

growth on mature trees should be 6 to 

8 inches each year; under cultivation 

8 to 10 inches. 
We know of no place in Door 

County where any of the so-called FOR OUTSTANDING CONTROL OF INSECTS & DISEASES 
minor elements are needed for fruit 

trees. Also not only is lime not gener- 

ally needed, but its application to our FERMATE®—Ideal fungicide for MARLATE® — Methoxychlor insecti- 

strongly alkaline soils would usually apple scab, cherry leaf spot, brown cide. Killsmajor insect pests of many 
he detrimental. rot of stone fruits, grape black rot, vegetables, fruits, field crops and 

berry anthracnose. Keeps foliage __ livestock. Does not burn even sensi- 
cont Fruit es bess 20? green—no burning of leaves, norus- _ tive plants; has exceptional safety 

r. Lester Tans repo!) consider- *, :, s, soe 
able decrease in the business of the Sts of fruits. Safe even in hot dueto unusually low toxicity to hu- 

Southeastern Fruit Growers Co-op due weather. mans and animals. Comes as concen- 

to the fact that there was a decrease zgRLATE®— Excellent for brown rot. trated wettable powder. 

in a of nursery stock and that 1 i¢ht-colored residue doesnot show, | DEENATE® DDT— Destroys codling 
very few growers bought spray her insect f 

machines during 1948. Every effort Yet controls brown rot on the tree a res other: Pee 
is being made to cut overhead costs. and during harvest and shipment. fruit and other crops. 

He pointed out that as a new cat- 

alogue would cost obout $800, it was . SEE YOUR DEALER NOW for supplies of these 

decided to issue only a price list. , and other Du Pont pest control products. 
The Racine ‘County ¥ruit Growers Ask him for booklets containing detailed in- 

Association ‘voted’ to: hold ‘an ‘orchard formation, or write to Du Pont, Grasselli . A 
tour in September. Chemicals Dept., 1503 W. Canal St., Mil- 

All of the organizations voted to REG.U.s. PAT. OFF waukee 3, Wisc.; or Wilmington 98, Del. 
contribute to the fund of the Wiscon- 
sin Apple Institute for apple promo- 

sa in amounts ranging from $25 to gerTeR THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
eee 

. Completely Overhauled with New Sprayer Guarantee 
SAM GOLDMAN, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
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Strawberries and Raspberries 
RASPBERRY AND STRAWBERRY STRAWBERRY AND RASPBER- GOOD STRAWBERRIES PAY, 

PLANTS FOR SALE RY PLANTS. Taylor raspberry. Pre- LETS KEEP IT THAT WAY 

Latham raspberry plants, 1,000 at ae. ae can 1. Don’t try to grow too many. A 
$40.00; 500 at $22.50; 100 at $5.00. resistant to root disease. All plants planting of one-half or even one-fourth 
Strawberry plants: Premier and shipped same day dug, Albert Kruse, of an acre up to three. or four acres is 

Catskill — 1,000 at $15.00; 500 at Route 2, Barat Wis. the solid type of investment. For a 
ped 100 yer él, ee as part-time grower (full time in picking binson — ; 0 3 

$7.00; 100 at $1.75, Gem Hverbear- STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Dunlap, 5°00) .°° ain money crop along with ing — 1,000 at $20.00; 500 at $11.50. Beaver, Warfield — 100—$2.00; 250— ST" Nee fares cehecs 
100 at $2.00. $4.00; 500—$7.00; 1,000—$12.50. Fresh P° try, vegetables, or other farm or fruit 

dug, double inspected, moss packed. ‘TOPS: this size planting will mean real 
L H. BOWEN P id. Haberlie Nursery, L money with a minimum of risk. | 

Alma Center Wis. ter, Wisconsin. 2. Have some berries every year. 
= §=— Don't try to out-guess nature, economic 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS RASPBERRIES conditions, the plans of thousands of 
ALE other growers by trying to hit the good 

FOR 6 Latham and Viking. $30.00 per 1000. years. It just doesn’t happen that way. 

Beaver, Premier, Dunlap and Im- 5 cents each up to 100. — Over 300 Have some good berries every year. 
proved Robinson, June and Progres- Plants at 1,000 rate. Good beds can be carried over one 
sive everbearing. OLAF SELFORS year rather successfully if prospects are 

L. W. sOHILD Bayfield Wisconsin bright. Don't skip setting some plants 
West Salem — Wis. _—_—_——.eesee_seevery year. Remember no matter how 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS prices are, you can't make any money 

FOR SALE unless you have some berries to sell. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS popes, Eremier, Tennessee Shipper, 3. Use common sense methods. Se- 

Beaver’s — 1,000 at $16.00; 10900 oe! seer cee. se _— lect your best land and get good plants 
Dunlap at $12.00; Premier’s — 5,000 or over ........ 14.00 per m of the best. varieties; give them good 

at $20.00; Catskill’s — 1,000 at 4 SF OWEE seca ue per m care, hoeing, fertilizing and cultivating. 

$20.00; Robinson’s 1,000 at $20.00 as veo ttssrsresses i 4. In marketing follow the plan 
All plants Government inspected. be which looks as if it will give you the 

H. H. Pedersen Ever aring =. Side) Cevermore greatest net return; shipping to whole- 
Warren, Wis. BR. 1. = sale markets, selling to processors, small 

S  UENEEE EEE BH sisviveciciavecn sce SUB town markets, truckers, roadside market, 
RASPBERRY AND STRAW- a ad or letting consumers come to your patch 

BERRY PLANTS — Raspberries: Streamliner and pick the berries themselves. For 
Strong, disease-free, two year plants. mM Dot a “at the farm’ sales sometimes an ad 
Excellent fruit this season. 25—$3.00; MO cccusteerresesies | OO in the local paper or a radio spot an- 

50—$5.00; on peated Leong Straw- MISS FREDA SCHROEDER nouncement will bring customers to you 
berries: Well roo! plants. Dunlap, -SCHRO in crowds, 

Premier, Robinson. 50 — $1.50; 100— KRABN-6C! DER, NURSERY FE 0 -_ rom Allen's Book of Berries 
$2.35. Thomas 100—$3.50 postpaid. Loyal, Wisconsin 
E. J. Bryan, Washburn, Wisconsin. TTT STRAWBERRY FERTILIZER 

PLANTS FOR SALE—Streamliner, : TS 
Gem and Mastodon everbearing straw. F ruit Growers In 1931 and 1932 the Wisconsin Hor- 

be: ants, Also Premier, Catskill < ticultural Society co-operating with the 

one Fairfax, Beaver, New Robin- Attention Department of Soils, University of Wis- 

son and Dunlap, Latham and June consin and the County Agent at Sparta, 
red raspberry plants. All plants state Spray easily, spray thoroughly. set up a fertilizer experiment to deter- 
inspected and fresh dug. H. R. Kin- Spray and drive your tractor. mine what fertilizers would increase 
ney, Route 8, Baraboo, Wis. Save money with new patented the production of strawberries. This ex- 
——_—_—— | swivel gun. periment was in answer to requests of 
STRAWBERRY - RB AS P B ERRY . . strawberry growers at both Sparta and 

PLANTS—Evermore, Gem, Webster Write for free literature to Warren. The results were published in 
everbearing strawberry plants. Pre- LEONARD HAAS the September 1932 issue of Wisconsin 

mier, Dunlap, Arrowhead, Robinson, Horticulture. 
Catskill June bearing strawberry R. R. 1, Box 67 Since 1932 we have watched for re- 

plants. Latham, Indian Summer, Tay- a ports of similar experiments in other 
lor raspberry plants. Fruit trees, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin northern states to see if results would 

shrubs and evergreens. Also spray guns of all types. indicate any changes. So far we have 
Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis. ——  fOUld none,
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Soil Preparation Most Important 

Prof. A. R. Albert then in charge of 

the Hancock Experiment Station super- a aru NDING VA GLADIOLUS 8 

vised the tests. What are Prof. Albert's 
wy Midland Patrician 

conclusions. He said, “I am more than Sparkle Blue Ice 

ever convinced that organic fertilization 
through green crops and manure or Temple Connecticut Yankee 

leaving out the manure and using 2 or Fairspeak Spic and Span 

3 green crops, fertilized as needed (non- Fairland : Heart’s Desire 
legume with nitrogen, legumes with phos- Streamliner Everbearing Ladrone 

phate and potash), will be the safest and Evermore Everbearing Venida 
cheapest way out.” . STRAWBERRY BOXES 

In plain words this simply means that Metal Rim Standard Quarts ---__-_.-- $15.00 per 1,000 
if the soil for strawberries is prepared COPELAND NURSERY, 
a year or two in advance, using com- Platteville Wisconsin 

mercial fertilizers to improve the green 

crops;or:by. using plenty:ofimanure, the St ee 

grower will get the best crops at the 7 

—< Sandy Soil | Strawberry and Raspberry Plants For Sale 
Consider the report Prof. Albert makes | ARROWHEAD (new) $3.00 per hundred. $18.00 per thousand. | 

on the results of the test on Chris Laur- | Proved to be very good. | 
sen farm at Warrens. Here the unfer- ROBINSON (new) $3.00 per hundred. $18.00 per thousand. Also | 
tilized plots had 21% quarts more than fine. 

the control plots. (The control was fer- PREMIER $3.00 per hundred. $18.00 per thousand. Our Premier 

tilized with 4-16-4 fertilizer at 500 lbs. are fine large plants and a good buy. 

per acre.) Neither additional nitrogen, IMPROVED DUNLAP $2.50 per hundred. $15.00 per thousand. 
either as milorganite or ammonium sul- Proven very good with us. 

fate, nor additional potash was effective GEMZATA (everbearing) $3.50 per hundred. $20.00 per thousand. 
on this Boone fine sand. In fact the Bear both spring and fall. 

heavier the application of potash the EVERMORE (everbearing) $4.00 per hundred. 

poorer was the: yield. The dry hot sea- ARROWHEAD and ROBINSON mixed plants. $2.00 per hundred. 
son of 1931 must be recalled. Without $12.00 per thousand. 

enough iorganie; matter, and “water the LATHAM RASPBERRY $8.50 per hundred. $75.00 per thousand. 
fertilizers had a depressing effect. No. 1 

RASPBERRY PLANTS JUNE RASPBERRY $1.50 per dozen. -$9.00 per hundred. Extra 

FOR SALE good. 
‘‘Hardy, early bearing Viking MORRISON (new) Blackcap. $8.50 per hundred. Very good. 

raspberry plants.’’ Heavy producer We have a nice supply of extra fine plants. A trial order will 

of large, firm, finer flavored berries. prove this to be correct. 
Good shipper—well rooted and State H. B. Blackman, 
Inspected healthy plants. $40.00 per Richland Center Wisconsin 
1,000; $5.00 per 100. te - i 

JOHN TORBICK 
Bayfield, Wis. — oe oo OO 

The New Hale Centrifigal Sprayer 
With 500 gallon tank, 10 nozzles, 60 gallon per minute at 600 pounds pressure. The 

high pressure pump has only 2 moving parts. No valves. 
Also complete irrigation systems, 50 to 1500 gallons per minute. 

Estimates Without Obligation... 

: MICHIGAN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY, 
FRANK J. LEACH, REPRESENTATIVE 

603 N. Van Buren Street Green Bay, Wisconsin
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Experience With Fertilizers of poultry manure may cause some burn- EXPERIENCE WITH 

Many good strawberry growers hold ing ess y in dry se A GARDEN TILLER 

to the principle that commercial fertil- “For small areas a good guide in the B y E. A. Rosenberg, 
izers should not be relied upon for best application of horse, cow, sheep or hog Clintonville , 
results with strawberries. Instead the manure is to figure 1 to 2 bushels for 
— —_ prepared ahead of time every 100 square feet. We have had our “tiller” for two 
wi lenty of manure or janic mat- 
ter and if this is done, the commercial “SHOULD CHEMICAL FERTIL- ‘ons and can speak from experi- 
fertilizers will not appreciably increase IZERS BE USED? On very fertile gar- nce it is Laat spring, 
the strawberry crop. den soils none is needed. On most good we tilled about 40 gardens, of clay 

soils fertilizers will not prove beneficial ‘soit, sand, stony and ome with 
The W. F. Allen Company, Salisbury, if plenty of stable manure of any kind quack grass, with good results. 

Maryland is among the oldest in the has been applied. On some soils chemi- 
country in point of strawberry growing. cal fertilizers will be very helpful. Six We plant our strawberries in rows 
In their annual “Book of Berries’ they hundred pounds per acre of any fertilizer 2 inches apart. We stack a row, till 
make this observation: containing 3 to 6% of organic nitrogen it and lenre a.apace between the rows. 

So we can always wi d, 
“Applications of horse, cow, hog or = oT 10% ot ne es be There is no ie to till this path in 

sheep manure at the rate of 5 to 20 US¢® is may sti into,'the sol —j dowa th before the plants are set the middle of the row—it can remain 
tons per acre. This is the best of all oe = P t applied as a side dressing in one or until the weeds are fairly high and 
preparation for a fine crop of berries. ° PP 8 then they make good green manure. 
Results are almost equally good if one more applications after growth starts. Where thi is hi Inorganic nitrogen like nitrate of soda e there is heavy clay we just of these applications has been made for go over the ground twice. It is best or sulphate of ammonia should not be . 
the previous crop. Poultry manure is to till early and roll after tilling as 
better when applied to the previous used in these applications as they will the tilled und is very mellow and injure either roots or leaves if they come Bro! ry. an 
crop but is helpful to current crop if full as soft and should settle before planting. 
of litter and only three to four tons in direct contact. 

per acre are used, Excessive applications fe Se was ait "5 fear of w and ir 
ig) lown our corn rows 

A SMOKE SCREEN IS NO the fall. We rack up the tomato and 

: potato vines as they will wind around 

PROTECTION AGAINST the tiller shaft. a 
ee core “tine end mroney FROST We have planted strawberries in 

disc, harrow, or plow snow, \ \ land full of quack grass. The first 

vung tilt FI gE At the annual meeting of the time we cultivated, the quack was 
( { | by RIE) Maryland Horticultural Society a Disher than the plants. You should 

ANIA us Ye frui ked th ti have seen that strawberry patch three 
\ ek. a RN. fruit grower asked the question, ecks later—it was clean, 
PLES a NGS eee ‘Would it be practical to get 

io = \ BEY some of the Navy equipment that We had a piece of ground 80 by 40 It's ith a Sw i feet and the quack was so thick a 
easy - | is used to lay down a heavy plow would hardly tip it or cut it. For 

smoke screen and produce a_ eight years we tried to grow beans, 
Pp AGE heavy smudge over my orchard cucumbers, potatoes, ete. but then 

° , to protect it from frost?” gave it up because in those years we 
the streamlined P had a standard cultivator powered 
Garden Tractor Answer: No. In California a with a _ tractor. Then we got 

number of carefully controlled carly epring. pear wane ‘ee 
Mowing grass or weeds is ool one ot experiments were made. It was again 2 weeks later. We put in cab- 

many jobs you ge Tee. tuceoe’ found that even the densest bage and last spring strawberry 
features, Headlighs and equipment “smudge” or smoke screen _ Plants. There was no quack left. 

light for night wi lew quick-chan; A 
hich, Balanced for casy handling. would not raise the temperature In past years cultivating was a job— 
Direct drive, won fay {teremiseicn, by more than one degree, under now it is fun. We tilled a garden with 

cheap belts or chains. Gears and the most favorable circumstances. ‘ te 6 inches of leaves on it and mixed 
clutches in dust-free case. Adjustable’ It takes he lots of it to it with the soil and we tilled ground 
wheels. Individual wheel clutches make P es at and : with manure 4 inches thick in a solid 
acing easy. 114, 2, 3, and 4 HP. raise the temperature in an or- carpet. After tilling you could hardly 
Backed by 20 years’ experience. chard. Smoke alone will not do see a bit of straw. 

Come in — see the mew Page now. it. Heavy clouds do keep tem- We have kad ie 
Send for Catalog peratures from going as low as Tt e lone of oa aie ah ‘ioe 

G. A. DUNN & CO. I they would go on a clear night and the machine has plenty of power 
» A. +» INC, but it is difficult for man to re- with 2 speeds. Our berry .growers 

Box 2069 — MADISON, wISs. produce nature in this respect. should be told about these tillers.
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“A. Beekeeping ae . Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

A Wm. E. Gross, Milwaukee 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS mont enuwon, ten 
ee) ° ASSOCIATION — OFFICERS E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

Robert Knutson, Ladysmith H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Guy Sherman, Seymour 
President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box 60, Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee Menomonee Falls, 
Vice-President Recording Secretary-Treasurer 
— 

APRIL IN THE APIARY found throughout most of the homey 

It’s April again! The beginning of iii RNG SN producing regions.” 

spring in Wisconsin. A month that can \ $ Not all colonies will have the same 

give us joy or despair depending so ee amount of pollen by any means. Indi- 

much upon the weather and our bee- [im a 7 vidual attention is necessary. The pol- 
keeping management. jen supplement should be fed over 

If we have a large number of nice the brood nest for best results because 
days with sunshine and warm weather 7 inclement weather when bees cannot 

so that the bees can gather pollen gather pollen occurs rather frequently 

from the maples, willows and other in April and also in May. 
early blooming plants—then brood In fact it is a good plan to keep a 

rearing is a joy to behold and the _ cake of soybean flour on top of the 

colonies build up rapidly. ss ” frames over the brood area through- 

Watch Out = pare Pes cut April anl May. Most ‘beekeepers 
i es Ra are surprised at the amount the bees 

But it is also a month in which the —_— He will use even when it looks as if pollen 
beekeeper profits by being constantly _ "is coming in. Make a sugar syrup of 
on guard. There will come — . BROOD ON MAROH 12 2% parts of sugar to 1 part of hot water. 
warm weather and activity—the broo Stir in soybean flour until it forms a 
rearing area expands—the queen may one Se on soft cake” 
have laid almost a thousand eggs per euary Seowe ouruary am ‘A good soybean flour is Special X 

day. In three days time there will be h issues continue to have brood a4e by Spencer Kellogg Co., Decatur, 
a simflar number of hungry larvae in March. Note that supply of honey rinois, Price $5.98 per 100 pounds. In 
which must be fed constantly with %d pollen has been exhausted. There 599 pound drums $6.03 per 100 pounds. 
food prepared by the nurse bees. They WS, however, plenty of honey om Three bags or more at $5.43 per hund- 
can do this only if they themselves frames adjoining brood combs but soy- eq. 
have access to honey and pollen. There’ ean flour was fed beginning March 
may suddenly be a period of cold wet 5 and kept constantly over brood oy [Wis mms: 
weather with no bee flight and no pol- combs, Colonies not fed had decreas- r rt AM a a 
len available from the field. The stores ed in brood. re nae eM Psy" i 

are used up rapidly but the hungry _ pier ay eg Wy Pa ye 

larvae must still be fed. Unless Feed Pollen Sa . et eee Ak! 
honey and pollen is available to the ‘ollen Supplement Nt, os ~~ Pe. em oy ae 

cluster so nurse bees can feed liber- Soybean flour should be fed through- & ge Pe, %, 

ally, they must slow down in brood out April and May, whenever the [An Sos : 
rearing. If that happens, then three available supply of pollen runs low. st: eae Sys) 
weeks later there is a decrease in Dr Farrar states it well in U. S. Yee Se" we tt ELS 

population—just at the time when we Circular No. 702, “Colonies unable to 4a ee Pape rm 
can ill afford it. rear brood from lack of pollen may - ~ — . 

Need A Balanced Ration not collect sufficient nectar to main- Feed a soybean flour-pollen mixture 

And so it becomes just as important tain their weight during early honey or‘ soybean flour alone if pollen is not 

in April to watch and feed needy flows and they seldom reach maxi- available. Remains of a pollen cake 

colonies as it does the dairy farmer ™Um productive strength by the time after it has been on the frames over 

to watch his dairy cows and feed the main honey flow begins. the brood-nest for several days. 
them a balanced ration daily so they “To be available for brood rearing win- —_— 

will maintain milk production. ter pollen reserves must be within the NOTICE 

Well we remember the old saying. cluster. Once they have stored pollen Dr. K. Von Frisch Lecture - 
“The eye of the master fattens his in the comb the bees do not move it University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
cattle.” It means we cannot follow a 468 they do honey. Biology Buildng 

schedule or go according to rules in “Beekeepers are inclined to take Monday, May 9, 8 P. M. 
keeping bees or raising livestock. We for granted their pollen reserves are Lecture in English. topic: The 
must watch them constantly and give ample when as a matter of fact col- Language Of The Bees. — Beekeep- 
each the care it needs. onies deficient in these reserves are erg invited, admission free, 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 5 WHAT THE COUNTIES 

(March 1) 4 ARE DOING 

Have recently checked all of our = Here Is The Amount of Occupational 
yards except one and find the bees in Tax Paid By Beekeepers In Your Coun- 
exceptionally good condition. Even 4 ty And Reported To The State Treas- 
though we did very little culling last ro ury- 
fall the loss to date fill not exceed by . Occup. County 
1% in number of colonies. 4 Appro. Tax Paid 
Have checked most of our yards Sf RN County 1948 1949 

for nosema disease but so far have aa) Adams ..............-$§ 3.89 $ 0.00 
found none. Last season was ideal for Ashland ................. 3.75 0.00 
the elimination of this malady and I DON'T LET THEM STARVE Barren sss 7759 200.00 
would not expect to see much of a A good way to feed sugar syrup in Bayfield .................... 6.79 0.00 
build up this winter. spring, Use 2 parts sugar to one part Brown .......................- 200.00 

Last month John Long and myself water. Keep hot to touch—but beware Buffalo ....................... 82.88 100.00 
assisted in organizing local associ of melting combs. Place empty combs Burnett .................... 0.00 0.00 
ations in Barron County and Polk over brood combs so drip will not be Calumet ..................... 83.95 200.00 
County. Plans are underway to-do the wasted. It takes only a few minutes Chippewa ................._ 197.75 200.00 
same in Ashland, Bayfield and Bur- to feed colony. Clark: ceenssccsericccnnssenss 137.65 250.00 
nett Counties. Would like to see all © ———-—_-_-___-___ Columbia ................. 43.20 200.00 
counties where there are a number Officers elected at the meeting are: Crawford ................ 34.83 200.00 
of beekeepers, not now having an ac- Mr. Wm. E. Gross, president, Milwau- Dane _............... 147.64 375.00 
tive association, get together and or- kee; Mr. John B. Kallas, vice-presl- Dodge uu 104.68 200.00 
ganize a county local. If beekeeping dent, Milwaukee and Mr. Wm. Wil- Door _.............. 13.27 200.00 
is to stay on the map in these days of OX, Secretary-treasurer, Milwaukee. Douglas ooo... 3.45 0.00 
keen competition, we must have a SaaS Dunn ............- 58.38 50.00 
strong organization representing a AGE AT WHICH YOUNG Eau Claire ............ 66.41 200.00 
high percentage of the industry. QUEENS BEGIN TO LAY Florence «2.2... 0.00 0.00 
Have had several reports of heavy FORCE iescccscses cst 0.00 0.00 

Experiments in England and - re- : consumption of stores this winter, so ported in the Bee World indicated Grant -neeeeeeneeeeenenen 
watch out for starvation now. When that the at which laying com- Green eee 100.20 0.00 
a good populous colony starves in atin oe it a Green Lake .........- 0.00 200.00 April or May, you have suffered a ™enced varied from 5 to BS TWA nnn 31.32 0.00 One-fourth of the queens were laying 
heavy loss, by 7 days, one-half of them by 10 TROD eneeenereeenenenee 0.00 0.00 Robert I. Knutson, President. days and “th: ree-fourths by 12 days Jackson .............---- 26.97 200.00 

after emergence. Jefferson ................. 95.03 200.00 
SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT OF Juneau ................-.. 77.10 0.00 

The amount of the honey in the Kenosha 0.00 150.00 
STATE ASSOCIATION MEETS hives seemed to have no effect on the Kewaunee. 11.81 0.00 

The Southeastern district of the 8° °f laying nor did the number LaCrosse .............--- 38.30 150.00 
Wisconsin State Beekeepers Associ- of droves) present. Lafayette .......... 
ation met at Greenfield Town Hall _ No queen whose laying was delayed Tonclade... «5.27 0.00 
in Milwaukee County the evening of until after she was 10 days old gave [iin 11.00 50.00 
February 23. There was a good atten- 4 very high performance during the Ayo nitowoc 93.97 200.00 
dance. H. J, Rahmlow, Madison, dis- first year of life. Marathon... 99.31 
cussed winter broodrearing and the The frequency of examinations had 

problems of feeding colonies for con- no effect on the age at which laying Punds 
tinued broodrearing and successful commenced. Available 
wintering. He pointed out that this SEED Marinette _................ 242.41 200.00 
year broodrearing began in January OWNER OF LAND OWNS BEES Marquette ............ 
and that colonies were in excellent Some fellows found a bee tree on Milwaukee —............. 53.12 400.00 
condition in late February but that the my farm.. Now they claim that they Monroe ................... 98.60 150.00 
bees were using up their stores of own the tree. Have they a legal right Oconto _....... ... 147.00 150.00 
honey and pollen rapidly. If the weath- to cut the tree or to claim the honey Oneida _............. 0.00 0.00 
er in March was cold, there might be and bees?—H. A. L., Waushara Coun- Outagamie ............ 102.07 200.00 
considerable starvation. He urged bee- ty. Ozaukee .0...0............ 44.92 100.00 
keepers to watch colonies carefully No one has a right to cut a tree Pepin 00.0... 29.45 50.00 
during March. on your land, whether bee tree or Pierce —.............. 98.35 100.00 

Mr. Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee any other kind without your permis- Polk 0... 0.00 0.00 
Falls, discussed the honey market sion. These fellows probably are Portage ................... 26.45 0.00 
situation. Mr. A. W. Kehl of the G. B. bluffing you. There is no law which Price .................—... 2.05 0.00 
Lewis Company, Watertown, spoke allows them to cut or keep a tree Racine ...................... 40.33 250.00 
on some of the problems confront- on the land of anyone else. From Richland ................. 45.61 0.00 
ing beekeepers. Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farmer. Rock occ... 58.19 350.00
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NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS MEETING 
WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION - HONEY 
Menomonie, Wisconsin—City Hall, on Hy. 12 CONTAINERS 

Tuesday, May 3, 1949 We now have a good supply 
of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. 

Program pails, Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib, 2 Ib. 
10:00 a. m. Meeting called to order by state and district president Robert - 1 oe and 8 —o _— 

Knutson, Ladysmith 7 ak make imm P- 
Diseussions. The bee and honey situation in Wisconsin. . . 

To insure prompt service, 
10:30 a.m. Plans for disease control for the coming season. By John F. Long, order your Association labels 

Chief Inspector, Madison. now for your new honey crop. 

11:30 a.m. Business meeting. Write For ComMPLeTe 

12:00 m. Luncheon. If you have any bees with symptoms of nosema bring some Price List 

for examination. If you have new equipment bring it for display. Order through your State 

1:30 p.m. What we learned about beekeeping in 1948 and what we can do for Beekeepers Association. 
better honey production in 1949. By H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. HONEY ACRES 

2:45 p.m. Observations of interest to beekeepers. By County Agent Archie John- Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
son, Menomonie. 

3:15 p.m. Beekeepers forum. Discussion on marketing and production problems by 
beekeepers present. 

a . 

USK eens 3712 200.00 DON'T FORGET Make this year a Ri 
St. Crokx nnneccecens 36.07 150.00 Have you made your contribution to 

SAG casccccicscirrnercteennne, 453.11 0.00 the American Honey Institute, Madison, 
Sawyer. 50.85 0.00 Wisconsin, Looking over the names of Comb 
Shawano ..............---. 48.76 150.00 Wisconsin beekeepers who contributed 

Sheboygan .............. 87.61 150.00 to the Institute in “Who's Who In The 
Taylor een 66.10 100.00 American Honey Institute” for 1948, we lel Y 
Trempealeau ............. 81.55 1 find Wisconsin did very well but there oney ear 
Vernon... 137.32 100.00 are just hundreds of names missing from 
Vilas eeeeeeeeeeeneeeee 0,00 0.00 the list. INOREASE your profits by rais- 
Walworth .......-__ 44.49 -250.00 We seriously need honey promotion | ing honey in our clear, basswood 
Washburn ............__ 13.00 0.00 throughout the nation from now on. The Mill Run Sections. 

Washington ...-_91.84 100.00 Institute cannot function without money. ...We have a complete line of sec- 
Waukesha .......... ? 0.00 ff they are handicapped through lack / tions, section supers and fittings. 
Waupaca ......__ 62.30 150.00 of funds, it is our fault. Also hives, foundations, tools, con- 
Waushara .....__ 63.64 100.00 2 tainers, and all beekeeping sup- 
Winnebago ......_ 175.84 0.00 BEES FOR SALE plies of the highest quality at 
WO ssssscseiseccccreecsasns 43.79 250.00 Three brood chamber hives with prices that are right. 

caiaeie e7ayenn | bees and brood on drawn comb. 
Total $4,138.15 $7,375.00 | Painted. Shallow, square type as WRITE FOR OUR 1949 

“No report filed is left blank. used at the University of Wiscon- PRICE LIST 
The above list is furnished by Mr. | #2. — WILL BE STATE IN- 

John F. Long, Chief Division of Bees pag before permit to move August Lotz Company 

and Honey. The list included the amount Extra supers available complete- Manufacturers and Jobbers of 

of indenmity paid during 1948 in - ly assembled with wired founda- Bee Supplies 
county but we did not have room for tion. — Three body hives each 

this column. The following received the $20.00 — Extra capers each $4.50 BOYD, WISCONSIN 

largest amounts of indemnity. Home Sundays only except by | ————______________l 

Racine County $108.00; LaCrosse aaa” 3 1. LYONS 
$105.00; Chippewa $93.00; Polk $93.00; oo Hustler, Wis. ; 
Eau Claire $93.00; Dane $90.00; Brown | Bo™ 102 , UL a AA 
$84.00 and Sauk $84.00. EMPLOYMENT WANTED Pe oar eae Ge mT 

Amateur beekeeper, willing to work ely ee 
Strong Colonies of Bees for Pollin- 43.5 to learn commercial beekeeping. oe E EF ana TT 

ation. Mercier’s Greenvale Produce fas small family. Jos. C. Du Chateau, ane 

Janesville, Wisconsin Route 4, Box 265%, Oshkosh, Wis.



THE APPLE PROMOTION LAW 

Wisconsin Apple Institute Board of 
i ti 9. Directors Meets. Decide To Postpone 

| Oo, "ny Action Because of Grower Opposition 
The Board of Directors of the Wis- 

consin Apple Institute met at the Ret- 

law Hotel, Fond du Lac on March 10. 
DUTIES OF THE ‘WISCONSIN MR. W. H. VOLKMANN Most important action before the 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY JOINS REYNOLDS BROS. Board was the question of whether or 
not to introduce a law at this session 

QUESTION: What are the duties of Don W. Reynolds, president of Rey- of the legislature asking for an ex- 
the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- nolds Brothers, Incorporated of Sturgeon cise tax to promote Wisconsin apples. 

ciety? Bay, — pioneer packers of red After considerable discussion the 
cherries and fruit juices, has announced followin; olution was unani: 

ANSWER: Chapter 94 of the Wis- that William H. cola is joining adapted” res “s moualy 
consin Statutes, entitled “Promotion of the Reynolds organization in an execu- . 

Agriculture” assigns the following du- tive capacity early in March. Mr. Volk- - Resoluti 
ties to the Wisconsin State Horticul- ann has been with Booth Cold Storage aon 
tural Society: Company for over twenty years, the last “Whereas the proposal for an ex- 

94.01 Horticultural Society; corpor- twelve years as manager of Booths cise tax program to advertise Wiscon- 

ate powers; duties. The Wisconsin Chicago warehouse. sin apples has met with considerable 

State Horticultural Society is a body —_—— opposition by. growers: 
corporate by that name, with the gen- GARDENING ILLUSTRATED Be it hereby resolved by the Board 

eral powers and privileges of a corpor- In this issue will be found an ad Of Directors of the Wisconsin Apple 

ation so far as applicable. It shall be 5; “Gardening Illustrated”, second Institute in annual meeting assembled, 

the duty of the society to aid in the .jdest gardening magazine published to recommend postponement of the 
formation and maintenance of county jin England. We suggest you read the introduction of a tax bill to the legisla- 
and local horticultural societies: to q and subscribe if you find it will ture until such future time as senti- 
promote the horticultural interests of meet your needs. ment of growers may make reconsid- 
the state by holding meetings for dis- a at eration advisable.” 

— ee, “cael OUR COVER ‘EICTURE Members of the Board of Directors 

to the cultivation of fruits, flowers and “Spring Is Here” is the title we chose are: Arthur Bassett, Jr, Baraboo; Ar- 

trees adapted to the soil and climate for our cover picture this month. A  thur Brunn, Hales Corners; Wm. F. 

of this state; the harvesting, pack- housewife puts her hips to a new type Connell, Menomonie; H. A. Dvorak, 
ing, storing and marketing of fruits of cultivator which should make gar- Casco; Martin Fromm, Cedarburg; 

and vegetables, and in other proper ening easier. Notice how the body helps Dawson Hauser, Bayfield; Alfred Mey- 
ways to advance the fruit and tree Push the cultivator. er, Milwaukee; Arno Meyer, Waldo; 

growing interests thereof; and for - 

such purposes only it may take, hold vg 

and convey real and personal prop- 3 

erty, the former not exceeding five 

thousand dollars in value. 

GOOD BULLETINS TO READ 

GROWING ONIONS IN WISCON- 

SIN by J.G. Moore and 0. B. Combs 
is a Stencil Circular No. 283 issued in 

December 1948. It is available from the 

College of Agriculture, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison. It covers the sub- 

ject very thoroughly. 
. al 

FIGHT WEEDS—Steneil Circular ' 
No. 284 is another bulletin which every 
gardener will find valuable. It describes 

the method of using chemicals such as . 

24D in weed control. Wisconsin Apple Institute Board of Directors met in Fond du Lac to de- 
cide on 1949 program of publicity. Left to right: Arno Meyer, Waldo; Alfred 

LAWNS also written by Prof. J. G. Meyer, Hales Corners; H. A. Dvorak, Casco; Art Brunn, Hales Corners; 0. 
Moore is another good Stencil Circular J, Telfer, president, Green Bay; Arnold Nieman, rec. sec-treas,, Cedarburg; 
No. 244 revised in December 1948. Martin Fromm, Cedarburg and H. J. Rahmlow, cor. sec., Madison. 
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Arnold F, Nieman, Cedarburg; D. W. An Invitation To Join |) wopeupos apaum | Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay; Charles D. All Wisconsin apple growers are now NORTHERN GROWN 
Rosa, Madison; C. J. Telfer, Green invited to join the Wisconsin Apple FRUIT TREES 
Bay, and H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex- Institute under the voluntary program. General line nursery stock 

offieio. Send your dues to Arnold F. Nieman, Trees, Plants, and Shrubs 
The officers were re-elected. They treasurer, Route 2, Cedarburg. Dues Send for our de- 

are: President C. J. Telfer, Green Bay; now payable are $5.00 membership scriptive Price 
Vice President Arthur Fassett, Jr. plus 50c per acre of bearing orchard. List. 
Baraboo and_ Secretary-Treasurer COE, CONVERSE & 
Arnold F, Nieman, Cedarburg. EDWARDS OO. 

Finances IMPROVE YOUR PLANTING Fort Atkinson, —°— Wis. 
The financial report submitted by Write for our full or part time 

Treasurer Arnold Nieman indicated New Hardy Sorts selling plan. 
that unless more dues are paid, the Each Lot $2.00 Postpaid - 

amount available for 1949, when many 2 , Pears ‘HEM 
growers expect a big crop, will not be 25 Raspberries, ‘best red CHRYSANT UMS 4 Bhubarb, best red Over 75 choice hardy early enough to carry on a satisfactory pub- 4 Peonies, all different - | blooming mums. All types and 
licity program. The balance on hand ‘ eee  Fnlox calova 
March 10, 1949, was $1382.91. Se Paradise Asparagus ‘Also other new and choice per- 
The Board decided not to take any | 78 Stangard Strawberries ennials, Potted Tuberous-rooted action on the 1949 publicity program " Gieaiets Rest sssotted! Begonias, all types. 

until next July. The invitation of Mr. SEND FOR COMPLETE 
Arno Meyer, Waldo, to hold the meet- Price List on Request LIST NOW. 

ing'at Waldo Orchards at's tiine:to:be STRAND NURSERY CO. Sheboygan Perennial Garden set by the president was accepted. 926 Ave. 
Need Long Range Program Taylors Falls Minn, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

Mr. H. A. Dvorak of Casco brought 
out some important points for consid- | 
eration by all apple growers, He said 

we need a long range program to keep CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
the public interested in apples; that . ; KING OF THE FALL FLOWERS 
Door County grows almost one-half of | 2 The new hardy Chrysanthemums range 
all the apples produced in Wisconsin | / in size from tiny buttons to huge flowers 
and at present there are only 5 grow- ' ie rivaling the finest indoor sorts. The 
ers in the County who belong to the | . 7 dolor range too, is amazing. Whites, 
Wisconsin Apple Institute. Relative to 7 yellows, reds, bronze, pinks, purples, 
certain objections raised to the excise bo OE oe and all intermediate shades. Smail 
tax law he said it should contain a iy y | plants set out in the spring furnish fine 
clause that not more than about 10% loa flowering clumps at blooming time the 
of the income could be used for ad- first year. The following groups are 
ministration. The estimated income each made up of ten different sorts in a 
in Wisconsin would be from $6,000 to wide color range. They are separately 
$8,000 per year which would certainly labeled and prepaid to your door. 
not be enough to pay salaries for per- 10 Early flowering English sorts, spray type -—--——---$4.00 manent employees. The program 10 Double Korean hybrid chrysanthemums -____-------$3.00 would have to be carried on much as 10 Most popular cut flower varieties ____.______________$8,00 
during the past. when nothing was 10 Summer Blooming cushion type --------------------$3.00 
spent for salaries and only a very ALL 50 PLANTS (INCLUDING 10 GIANT ENGLISH MUMS small amount in wages for publicity $5.00 value) -----------------_---------------_--_--_-_ $16.50 : 
workers, 
Publicity Throughout Wisconsin GARTMAN’S GARDENS 

It was pointed out that apple pub- — Routed Fond dt enc, Wisconsin 
licity from other states such as Wash- Order Blank 
ington is centered in the larger cities Please’ send to my address, items from above list, postpaid. 
such as Milwaukee which receives -...... 1949 Catalog. Chrysanthemums and Perennials ... ......... Pree 
carload lot shipments distributed by -+..... 10 Giant flowered English chrysanthemums ..... .. Maa KORRES 

Srokies Sd Soamiiaalin: ina, Wine, |" “come Earn tyieia eivemmanees. cn ecmnes | eee 
we need in Wisconsin is a program “....-10 Most popular cut flower chrysanthemums |... $...... 
during the months of September, Oc- .. .... 10 Summer blooming cushion chrysanthemums ................ $ ....... 
tober and November in all parts of the ...... All 50 above chrysanthemums plants ............ oma gary 
state, especially the smaller towns to I am enclosing ........... 0. 0.0... 8 0.00.55 
help increase the use of apples every- NAME 6 icsccmerswarsaameracimewnmmecnarnenenesiee sei 

where. Such a program would cost at Address “""""""“Tese prices apply only ‘to orders from this ad. 
least $5,000 per year. FR
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 7 VIRUS DISEASE IN 

Apeil 1949 i: GLADIOLUS 
Prof. James Torrie did a fine piece a ‘ 

of work in getting the necessary changes [ij suk By Geo. H. Scheer, Sheboygan 
for our spring meeting. Many thanks, * : One lives and learns. We learned some- 

Jim! . 3 thing this past year of utmost impor- 

The first donators of trophies for the Ged tance to anyone who grows gladiolus— 

1949 Wisconsin Seedling and Recent Bg Rech whether few or many. It is that one can- 

Introduction show are Geo. C. Morris @y not grow gladiolus anywhere near plant. 
and Theo. (Ted) Woods, of Madison. ae a fe ings of peas or beans without running a 
Thanks to both of you. be et ad - big chance of getting them infected with 

Our remarks at the directors meeting, (7 -gnp7) 5). j Ae a virus disease. 
last fall, relative to an added Wiscon- (jou ay ~ iC Several years back, gladiolus growers 

sin Gladiolus Society show at the state yy we on the west coast, mainly in Oregon, 
fair, enlarged by a visit to Mr. E. L. were greatly alarmed by the spread of 
Chambers, brought forth a very fine Mrs. A. E, Piepkorn, Plymouth, Vis diseases. The spread was so rapid 
proposition from the State Fair. It in- secretary of the Wisconsin Gladiolus 274 extensive it was feared the gladio- 
cludes a $300 cash subsidy, % to be Society, ines gome of. ‘‘Oh- lus industry was doomed. At that time 

expended in cash premiums to prize Qh’’ which will be introduced next Y°” little was known either about the 

winners. Show dates are August 23-24 year, It is a beautiful light yellow “U"< of the diseases or how they were 

25, (Tues.-Thurs.) Fair officials required With deep yellow or gold throat and spread. It was generally believed they 
acceptance or rejection of the offer ower petals: in the medium sized were caused by soil-borne infection and 
prior to March 15th, hence the necessity , once present in the soil, impossible to 

of polling our directors in order to ob- glass, It stands up well, says Mrs. destroy. 
tain a vote. The vote was unanimous FPiePkorn who obviously has the The danger to industry became so 
in favor of the show. This clearly re- ‘Green thumb’’ as indicated by the great that plant pathologists began an 
veals that much of the business of the >e@utiful house plants in the window. intensive study of the situation. 

society should be done by our directors. Study of Virus Ki aliad beamed ‘oe sat af SOc Mew ae bat New a ty “irmey, prsnis  f 
routine business is conducted by the added. Walter C. Krueger, president. Ore difficult problem than that of 
board our meetings would allow time : “plant diseases caused by fungi or bac- 
for more speakers, and very probably GLADIOLUS SOCIETY DUES teria which can be cultured and studied 

an increased attendance. Dues Gladi under the microscope. Viruses are eerie, 
Who will volunteer to serve on the ' ciety Wines e oa invisible and intangible things which 

premium list committee of the Wis- ticultural Society (including no one has ever seen, either under the 

consin Gladiolus Society State Fair ine) ear g125 Microscope or by means of the most 
show? 2No. 1 tee ie aiberakt oe in modern electronic devices beiause they 

Here is an opportunity to serve in NEGS ‘inciaiin oe a apparently have no visible or demon- 

the interest of growing gladiolus. An bull ™ ey = strable bodies. Their presence is mani- 
increasing market is needed if more bulbs letins) eee eeeeeeeeeeee ees BIB fest only by the symptoms they pro- 
are to be sold. This requires promotion. 8..No. 1 plus membership in duce in the plant or animal infected. 

If all of us do something to interest NAGO and publications ...... 200 ‘The scientists therefore devoted their 

new buyers “things gladiolus” can grow, 4..No. 1 plus membership in efforts to determine the sources of the 
and many persons will learn the joy NEGS also NAGO ............ 8.60 viruses and the means by which they 
and satisfaction of growing the “King ° If you are already a member were disseminated. 
of Flowers.” You can promote gladiolus of the Wisconsin State Horti- They learned that contrary to the 
in many ways, but a few suggestions cultural Society then dues in belief generally held, viruses do not 
might not be amiss. Support the gladiolus Wisconsin Gladiolus Society propagate in the soil—and are unable 
shows—show at county fairs; volunteer BPE. ose eee ss eesessessssss+++ 50 to exist or remain viable in the ground 
to talk on the subject at garden club Send dues to F. M. Bayer, 4668 for any length of time. These findings 
meetings; give of the bounty of your N., 41st St., Milwaukee 9, Wis, are very important. 
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Virus From Legumes AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY TO It had been noted for some time that HOLD ANNUAL MEETING 
virus =e ag ~~ more prevalent Py, The annual meeting of the American among gladiolus plantings in regions ti Iris Society will be held in Portland, where various legumes: peas, beans, alfal- A Oregon on May 14, 15 and 16, 1949, fa, sweet clovers, etc. were extensively v Pees Iris fans will gather from all parts of grown. Taking their cue, the scientists , td the country to at outstanding his gar- reasoned there must be some connec- 1 # We] dens and take part in the program on tion, They began with macerating the 4 Iris culture. In charge of the arrange- tissues of virus infected pea and bean ments is Dr. M. C. Riddle, 2557 S. W. plants and rubbing them over the ia "¢ i Vista Ave., Portland 1, Oregon. rasped surfaces of healthy gladiolus wr “s ———____ plants. By this very direct method of “ay 2 y She was sick in bed, and her hus- transmitting legume viruses to gladiolus, 2 Be eee oa band, who was fixing her a cup of = raed in rare instances, on "4 7, ®&. , tea, called out that he couldn’t find ing tt the theory was correct. ie an a . See the tea. “I don’t know what could be difficulty experienced in conveying the em» hy ee a easier to find,” she answered, “It’s infection even by this very direct method i ey “Dy ae right in front on the pantry shelf in proved it is highly improbable that virus bi 5 iat @ cocoa tin marked ‘matches’!” infection can be transmitted by air cur- a * iY er 
rents, or even by being close to virus ee Ps <4 - 
infected plants in the same row. Ee Cor. The problem was then to determine CANES Pe 3 ¥ / f 
precisely how the virus infection was Boe . <g transmitted to gladiolus. Since peas and i VARIETY OF \ \j 
beans are commonly infested with 4 val 12 Fin veune aphids, or plant lice, it was logical ae ; F Plants } to study first the role they might play. | er eo It did not take long to definitely estab- . 0. | <a Sent With 
lish the fact that they were the vectors, ° tg Soil On or carriers that transmitted the virus Roots. 
from legumes to gladiolus. An arrangement of gladiolus at the " o> 

In the light of our present know- Madiso; jee 
ledge, it is obvious that gladiolus must IRE Tihew, ASR: Eiiats 
never be planted anywhere near plant- by R. B. Russell, Madison. P.O. Box 78 Roachdale, Ind. 
ing of peas, beans, or other legumes 

(Continued On Page 224) 

SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER 
MEETING 

The Sheboygan County Chapter of te 
the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society held 2 ames > « its annual bulb acution on March 6th. rth a — ad 
During the business meeting an invita- 
tion was extended by Mr. Gilbert AVORFUL, mL Ty. ig! 
Thompson, president of the Manitiowoc VE G E TA B if E si ] 0 a hh 
County Chapter, to join them in holding i. T S E A S \¢ H 
a Wisconsin regional show at Two 
Rivers. The invitation was accepted and bles rich i . a (me 
a regional show will be held in the To grow vegetal 20 min- WA 

| Two Rivers Community Hall, Saturday erals the soul must contain these a ~/ 
and Sunday, August 20 and 21. Mani- minerals in forms the plants can Sat’ A naeauct oF Smet 
towoc, Sheboygan and Calumet Coun- use. To be sure, feed everything Vy 

‘ow VIGORO, complete iy VIGORO | « ties will be represented. Sent food — 
Among the delegates from Manitowoc Le Twisiiene cavdackpounper: A ewe : County were: Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Let Endo! pro’ 2 DR 6) ) 

Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Hamilton, den against chewing and oucking Af f; Food f Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rezick, and Paul Le cd al tee CG WA r 94 
Nelson, all of Manitowoc; Mr. and ts new most gardens need. \ Geena eye) i 
Mrs. John Gates, Mr. and Mrs. William Pe Comes ready to use x h X Hachmann, and John Bayless, all of in dust gun package. eal 
Two Rivers. - ) e A pot-luck supper, buffet style, was Best ws Ne 
followed by the bulb auction. da aie 
Reported by Mrs. Mary Scheer, She- \ \\\ N Al ek 

boygan. \ GD,
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Virus inGlads (continued from P. 223) , WISOONSIN GIRLS RANK HIGH 
susceptible to virus and which act as ‘y IN OHERRY PIE BAKING 
hosts for aphids that carry the virus— \ CONTEST 

7 beans must v2 or young : siodiokes. KY IG oy In the annual state cherry pie bak- 

D) Lay ing contest sponsored by the National 
Gladiolus ay ee Cherry Growers Association, Mar- 

There are different viruses and each v/ 74 Sai \ ne delle Clarksen of Brown county won 
produces its own characteristic effect. UG | first place; Jean Stern, Waupaca | 

Local conditions of climate, such as tem- } NST county, second and Alice Mullen, Chip- 
perature, rainfall, and season, as well \ os oe. pewa county, third. The state contest 
as type of soil, all exert an influence. a & rou was held in Milwaukee on February 
Important, also, are the varieties of ew 12. Mardelle then went on to the na- 
gladiolus, their degree of resistance, the tional contest in Chicago and won 
age and health of the bulbs. It is our second place, 

conviction that no variety of gladiolus @=_—@£@ — @- ———— 
is immune to virus disease, when fully Ma whine Be ermal wages igi 
exposed to it. promptly removed and burned, there is th pe For maxing 

little likelihood of sound stock becoming e prize winning cherry ple. 
Symptoms infected. The virus can be carried to Pie Crust 

While the milder types of virus may healthy plants only by aphids acting as 1% oup flour 
produce no symptoms other than breaks vectors, and this can be virtually elim- 
in color, the ultimate result of infection inated by systematic spraying with an © % cup shortening 
is complete destruction of the plans. As efficient insecticide. 1 teaspoon salt 

a rule, virus infection produces no recog- To summarize: Cut shortening into flour until it 
nizable changes in the bulbs themselves, is consistency of coarse cornmeal. 
but the symptoms produced in growing iia plant gladiolus near peas or aq galt, , 
plants are generally unmistakable, vary- jens. Mix one-third cup flour and one- 

ing from slight to extensive mottling Use an effective insecticidal spray fourth cup water to a paste and add 
to distortion and perhaps browning of systematically. to above mixture. 
the foliage, retarded and stunted growth, 
with ultimate death to the plant in Scan your planting regularly and Filling 
severe cases. There are, however, ex- thoroughly; remove all suspicious look- 1 can frozen cherries (sugar 5 

ceptions. Our experience with the type ing plants at once. to 1) 

of virus known as “white break” has been Make sure all infected plants are com- 1 tablespoon lemon juice 
that it causes no recognizable changes pletely destroyed by burning. 3% cup sugar 
in growing plants. In fact infected plants % teaspoon salt 
were usually healthy and strong appear- If this is done, your healthy stock 

ing until the blooming period, when the will remain healthy. 1 tablespoon butter 
presence of the virus became very ob- 8 tablespoons cornstarch dis- 

vious because of the varying degree of solved in %4 cup water. 
color break in the flower petals. The Method: Drain cherries. Place one 

virus had apparently not affected the A SPRING PLANTING PACKET cup cherry juice in sauce pan. Add 
vitality of the affected plants in the last For the price of $1.00 anyone may ‘Ugar, Salt and lemon juice. Heat to 
as the bulbs were found to be literally obtain from the Superintendent of Docu- 0lling @nd add cornstarch, which 
covered with bulblets when dug. ments, Govt. Printing Office, Wash- has been dissolved in water. Cook to 

‘Whatever the type of virus the bulb- ington 24, D. C. a packet of pamphlets thicken. Remove from fire and add 

lets of infected bulbs also carry the virus. Gp planting which have been carefully cherries t Sees ce ae between 
selected to help decide what to plant, WO! GUE: eo euTOeN TF 

How To Fight Virus Infection when to plant and how to plant. Es- 40 minutes. 
There is no known method of either pecially valuable for beginners. These TT 

checking or eliminating virus from in- are the titles: NEW SWEET CORN HYBRID, 
fected stock, either in the bulb or in WISCO: 
the growing plant. Once infected the Growing Vegetables in Town and City NSIN GOLDEN 804 

plant must be destroyed. Not only is Farm Garden The Wisconsin Agricultural Experi- 
it possible to eliminate virus completely Vegetable Gardener's Handbook on ment Station announces the public re- 
but the process is not difficult. To des- Insects and Diseases lease of a new sweet corn, Wisconsin 
troy an entire planting just because virus Production of Carrots Golden 804—a medium early hybrid 
has been discovered would entail un- Culture of Table Beets for canning, truck gardeners and home 

necessary loss. The logical procedure 1* gardens. In an average season this hy- 
to destroy each infected bulb, together Growing Peas for Canning and _ brid matures five to seven days ahead 
with all bulblets, as soon as virus in- Freezing. of Golden Cross Bantam and conse- 

fection is diagnosed. To do this it is Production of Radishes quently should enable canners to begin 

necessary to carefully scan the rows at Growing Annual Flowering Plants operations earlier in the summer. Its 
frequent intervals, preferably each day. Herbaceous Perennials yield approaches but does not equal 
If all suspicious looking plants are Pointers on Making Good Lawns Golden Cross Bantam. It has a long,
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slender, 10-12 row ear and excellent amily. See Andrews d : 
Seed of the parent inbred lines, as La ois y/ is ruits 

well as of the hybrid Wisconsin Golden For Northerr Plantinas 
804, will be sold by the college. mes 

Address correspondence to R. H. An- 

drew, Agronomy Department, Univer- on the NEW FREE ’49 Color Catalog 

sity of Wisconsin, Madison 6, Wiscon- Be sure to send for your copy of the all- 
sin, me new ANDREWS 1949 catalog. It's full of 

—_———— wo brings you color pictures and descriptions” 
(Vidaies' of the best varieties of many fruits and 

san meccrs seooamc | Peirce 3 2s RESISTANT TO ‘DDT? Pi withuttnd colt Wisconsin and’ Minnesota 
sae aD : i roe. yet seortace none of sre ee 

Eeaoy Pag oes formers _ re- Oc pL ame ‘as ae noun usually 
marke: ey are not get as 
good results from the use of DDT con, KOREA GRnike Dan eeaRRIES any. varieties. Sor Pa elected plant- 

ing stock 'O- 
trolling flies as they did the first year [Wusclous ple cher- in ples. Rragrant ~ me eat duced by northern 
or two they used it. ornamental bushes red fall foliage. grower in the U's. plant breeders. 

In California, experiment station °!Y 3-4 feet high. 
workers exposed several strains of house 3023! Orchard (Crest 

fis © DDT. One sin had never ben resent im 
exposed before while the second was 

collected from areas where the DDT 
had been used. It was found that the 

wild flies were highly resistant to the 
DDT while the flies getting their first 1 

dose of it were not. They also found 
that both of these strains were equally 
susceptible to such other insecticides ‘ 5 5 
as Chlordane and Parathion. The strain 
which had previously been subjected to M AY 
DDT was also somewhat resistant to |° outtou 

other chemicals in the DDT family such THE . Ww 
as DDD. 
We have not yet seen any experi- 

ments proving that codling moth are 

becoming resistant but some entomol- 
gists feel that long continued use of 
DDT in an orchard will eventually lead 

to developing strains that are resitant. 

A LITTLE KNOWN PENSTEMON 

Penstemon secundiflorus is one of five 

beardtongues selected by Prof. Longley 
of Minnesota for its hardiness. Since it 
is not only hardy but most attractive 
when in bloom, one would expect to find 

it planted more often in our gardens. 
We have grown it for several years, 

wet and dry years, years of extreme 
temperatures such as last winter when . . e : 

without much snow for ground cover the Moulton 1 ation 

mercury dropped to 43 below, yet this a 

penstemon came through 100 per cent. 

The plant is a heavy rosette which MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS OF 
sends up spikes of irridescent blue and COMPLETE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR PART OF AN ACRE 

purple bloom. The flowers are closely set OR FOR 500 ACRES 

on the stems thus there are many flow- 

ers in bloom at one time. In fact the 

bloom far exceeds that of P. grandiflorus iH ‘ D . R O B E R TS 

an old standby with which we are so 

— BLACK RIVER FALLS WISCONSIN 
N. E. Schmidt, Sarona, Wis.
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How to Grow Vegetable Transplants 
Questions Answered by O. B. Coombs 

QUESTION: When should we sow gin to appear, remove the cover and 

seeds for transplanted crops like early — shift the box to a cooler location (around 
cabbage and tomatoes? = Mm HOLes 60 to 65 degrees) where there is plenty 

ANSWER; Within reasonable limits, 4 Hs DRAINAGE of light. Additional water will be needed 

these may be started in Southern Wis- \ NUH) only when it is necessary to keep the 
consin about March 15. That would DD seedlings from wilting. 
include Broccoli, early cabbage, early s=_= QUESTION: How should these young 

cauliflower, eggplant, head lettuce, pep- i o— seedlings be handled so they will be 

pers and tomatoes. | ts ——<_stRAND sturdy? 

QUESTION: When should seeds be pace Bi ntus ANSWER: Thinning is all right, but 
sown for late cabbage? lifting and transplanting will be re- 

ANSWER: Ordinarily seeds for late quired for most of them. As soon as the 

cabbage aren't started until about, May CUT A ; seedlings are large enough to be handled 
15 in the southern part of the State. eee or when the first true leaves appear, they 
That means, of course, that the seeds To FIT may be lifted and re-set in good soil 

may be sown directly in the garden if Box ae in the same or other boxes or in a hot- 
desired or they may be started in a THIs HELPS War bed or cold frame. Seedlings started 
cold frame. If sown directly in the gar- TO CONSERVE MOISTURE indoors should be taken outside for 
den, they may be planted three or JA.CIGAR BOX MAKES A HANDY at least a part of the day as the weather 
four seeds to a place where each plant FLAT” FOR STARTING SEEDS turns warm. They should be left out- 
is to stand, or they may be sown in a INDOORS. side entirely as soon as the danger of 

special row or bed to one side of the ; innen Cal frost or chilling temperature is past. 

garden. If sown in hills where the plants aloes or eggplants or peppers. ery From radio broadcast over State Sta- 
are to stand, thinning will be necessary. germinates and grows still slower, and tion WHA 
If sown in a separate row, the plants ae ne a ie pe a celery" 

plan aren c ied, otherwise we run will need to be lifted and transplanted. the-tisk oF hacks oe co Uo te HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE 
tha ig the plants g ed 

QUESTION: Would you suggest that 5. ine SEEDS TO GERMINATE? late I i, B 1 and cauli- y are set in the garden. 

flower be handled in the same way as QUESTION: How should the boxes The following list is from the National 

you've isnggested for; late cabbage! Mee WER: Fill each box with clean, manent ah te days 

ANSWER: Yes, for fall production moderately fertile, sandy loam soil, level A chit, ~~ i0-as 
all three of these crops may be handled 114 gi. the soil, water it well, and Cha oo... eeees ecco eecceeceeteceneeeeeeee ys 

just like late cabbage. We must Te cover at with one-fourth to-cncchalf tach Anthem ao eiccccncecsceecrcossssssencsssenseces 5) ABS 

member, of course, that the dates we've of Ctean, moist sand. Boltonia ...ceccecsccnescncnenennee 5 days 
been mentioning should be one to two s . 

weeks later for Central and Northern got eerarte a deep sada campanulas SSIES TESS ESE SE stbinse nen : “vs 

Wisconsin. ee oe cn - — ~_ ’ — PMACIONS oo... eeeeeee eee eeeeeeeeeee jays 

QUESTION: How would you sug- vatared cai ie) place Op. 0: Columbine ......... momen 8 days 
actuall oceed to a Coreopsis -............2:0-ecceeee 5 days 

eo ae grow vege” ANSWER; Usually the trenches ——- 
table transplants? Shasta Daisies ................................ 5 days 
ANSWER: W. 1 should be around one-fourth to one-half . 

R: We must get some small 2, inch deep and from one and a half to Delphiniums 20 days 
boxes or flats about 2% to 3 inches deep two inches apart. They may be made Dianthus —.......2.-------e 5 days 

and) small enough ‘to Pe handled con- easily and to an even depth with a Foxglove o....:ccccccsesesws---... 10 days 
veniently. Cigar boxes will do but they piece of thin board which is ded pin; ‘sia 
are a little small to suit most gardeners. on one edge and just long enough to WDISCUS -...2.--2 eee eee eee eee lays 

At least two such boxes will be needed— ach across inside the box. Sow the [ollyhocks weeeeennnee 5 days 

one for early broccoli, cabbage and seeds fairly thin, say 8 to 10 seeds to Hesperis eevee 10 days 
peereipeliny ee the inch for most crops, and cover them  Gaaillardias 0.0.0... 20 days 
plants, pe; ai fs 1 : 
who plan to start celery plants should neh ay ceeeeisa Sa tat nant wel Eioum seccrteneeetmecteneettneceersneeeeens 8 days 
have a third box. to make the seed trenches, Lupine ceeeeteeeeteeeetiettetteteteeeeee, 8 days 

QUESTION: Why not use a larger QUESTION: What else is necessary Ly Chis -eeneeneeeceeeenereneeceeeeene 10 days 
box and start all crops together? to finish the job of getting the seeds Physalis sicccceeenas 15). days 

ANSWER: These crops differ in their started? Primula :cssccscccnscaccsien 1S days 

growth rate and temperature at which ANSWER: Cover the box snugly Salvia 0c. 15 days 'y 
they germinate and grow properly. Cab- with a piece of glass, cardboard or other Pyrethrum scccsccsscssscssnseeenseee 20 days 
bage, broccoli, and cauliflower will not material to keep the sand and soil from Stokesi 20 days 
only germinate quite rapidly but they drying out, and set it in a warm place OES IA nanan nnnnnnnnnennnenneens ay’ 
germinate and grow at a somewhat lower (around 70 to 75 degrees) until the seeds Trollius -...-.----eseeeeeeeeeeeeens 50 days 
temperature than would be best for to- germinate. As soon as the seedlings be- Veronica ................-00--0--1-0------ 15 days
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EFFECT OF SOIL REACTION ON for potatoe sto control scab creates a PENSTEMON FOR SALE 
difficulty, since few other vegetables Pentstemon secundifiorus, 3 plants 

VEGETABLE CROPS produce their best yields on land suf- $1.00; Interesting pot succulents, 8 

Most vegetable crops adapt them- ficiently acid to control the growth of different kinds for 60c. N. E. Schmidt, 

selves to a fairly wide range of soil re- the scab organism. Route 1, Sarona, Wis. 

action. However, the pH preference (or From paper by Dr. H. Hill, Plant ee 

optimum range) for a number of vege- Physiologist, reported in Notes of Ex- U. S. Citizens use fifty percent of 
tables is: periment Station, Morden, Manitoba, the world’s supply of cacao beans, 

pH 6.0 to 6.7,—Asparagus. Beet, Cau- February 12, 1949. from which chocolate is made. 

liflower, Parsnip, Spinach. en 

pH 5.5 to 6.7,—Bean, Cabbage, Cel- 
ery, Lettuce, Onion, Pea. For @ 

pH 5.2 to 6.7,—Carrot, Sweet Corn, é 
Tomatoes, Turnip. 

AL 

pH 4.8 to 6.5,—Potato. (The pH for oo IDE 
potato should be 4.8 to 5.4 to control L k to D 

scab.) , . of 4d ° ° ° * 
Siuls de epenee wenge The me Wisconsins Irrigation Specialists 

paragus is given as 6.0 to 6.7, it actually © Portable Pipe Irrigation a 
grows very well to pH 7.5. 7 : 

The beet is classified as acid-sensi- The answer to large area watering. The ideal ss J 

tive but produces ba well = a hay) ‘Grower (potatoes, ects onions, base 3 ANS 
sols with a pH as low as 4.6 if its ick crops) Nursery, Berries, . . 
need for copper is satisfied. Beets also Flexoscal Portable, Bie in steel or aieaiee YP SM) 
produce well on decidely alkaline soils um, Skinner Rain Heads and Gorman Rupp (J c 
if manganese sulphate and/or boron is maPs Ga 

applied. toa ROTA A 
Spinach is also classified as acid- © Skinner Overhead Irrigation NY See AN\ 

sensitive but the injurious effects of Water like gentle rain for smaller areas and Y INGAA Ai iy 
acid soils may be due to aluminum toxi- ee ee Ue nd nucotrion AS tal XY | \, nm 

city rather than to the H-ion concentra- prefer the Skinner overhead System a0 xy % a PN \ 
tion in itself. Spinach is compartively sled for, hone ee ioe Serie an 4 My ‘ i Q 

tolerant of alkaline soils but on strongly area of 50 feet wide and as long as the line. | $4, ¥, | 

alkaline soils yellowing of the foliage | 

may occur due to deficiency of iron or © Portable Hose Sprinklers us PA, 

manganese, or it also may be deflicient a ZA 
- , Skinner offers a large variety of hose sprin- AES ih x 
in boron. klers for: dave and garden watering. of ES lm 

The optimum pH for beans is said to home iawn to estate oF park. Illustration at |?” aN ‘ 
be between 5.5 and 6.7 and yet in South- right shows Popular Spray Wave whieh waves me va" 

ern Alberta many of the irrigated soils $0°foot area on ordinary city pressures. . Nill “ous 
have a pH of 7.8 to 8.0 and produce ERS SSR RE Nt 

excellent crops of beans. On an alkaline © Skinner Underground System UR WME aE. 
soil at Ottawa beans have been found * Hi pe ae SE a: 
troubled with managnese deficiency. No. apr arene. to. moves ne Sat coe yon Wire oe ms meets) 

The soil for celery should be slightly lawn is watered. Available insioes for apail- Ai BE NY y Sa 
i i tla to . Snap Valve |S QW acid. On alkaline soils, boron deficiency tems lees. Sen tor golf course: emtate, (Met 2ze ee . 

may occur. park or playing field. No area too large or Wh 

With onions, very acid and very al- | to snath AUTEN 
kaline soils cause slow growth and late oo ; . lepeoeeee rebar 
maturity. The addition of lime and cop- ¢ Srrigation Pumping Equipment re 
per sulphate to acid soils and sulphur Gorman Rupp engine driven high pressure fe) 
and managanese sulphate to alkaline ae ee sue a .G. a M. to im G. P. fs { 

Also sizes e P} Io soils increases the percentage of ma- for trastar'drive. Algo complete line of pune q ‘ te 
ture bulbs. accessories) action, ‘and discharge hose or os @ 

ipe, foot valves, strai rs a ve jate a ie ny gow co | Eg oie te 
pose this crop to brownheart. @ We are in position to furnish and design any of the above types of ir- 
The potato has a wide range of toler- rigation. ort planning to insure efficient operation is important. og hvall 

ance to soil reaction pH 4.8 to ver 7.0. rigation field. Wrfte for additional information ‘on “ask Gur representative ko 
At the higher or less acid level, scab call, We cover Wisconsin. 

becomes a serious menace and scab 
damege ia beld ata miniaam, whes the THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
PH is 4.8 to 5.5. The necessity of PORT WASHINGTON, WIS. Phone 107 
keeping the soil in such an acid range
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Trees for Our Home Grounds 
Small Types For The Back Yard. Good Varieties For Street, Park And Home 

Ground Planting 

HAWTHORNE MOUNTAIN-ASH HOPA CRAB 

1. Interesting flowers and fruit and 2. Excellent trees for the medium 
horizontal branch structure. The and small home grounds. Berries are 3. One of the rosy bloom crabs with 

glossy foliage types—resistant to ap- showy and enjoyed by the birds. Its Ted fruit in fall. Very ornamental and 
ple rust. Horizontal branching har- beauty is in the flowers and fruits. a good small tree for the backyard. 

monizes with new low horizontal type 9 ———_>__—————————————————SsSSSSSSSsSSSsssSseSeeSesesesesese 

homes, Pictures Courtesy of McKay Nursery Co., Madison, Wisconsin, 
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THORNLESS HONEY LOCUST 
PIN OAK 5. Excellent for lawn planting. Much WHITE ASH 

4. Oaks are the symbol of grandeur, Preferred to the thorny type which is 6. Rapid growing tree which devel- 
strength and durability. It is easy to 4angerous to playing children. Roots ops into broad spreading specimen. 
transplant; good as a street tree and do not rob plant food and moisture Excellent for parks and ample lawns. 
for an ample lawn, Prefers neutral from surrounding flower gardens asdo ts shade does not prevent good sod 

to slightly acid soil. some other species. Filtered shade al- growing beneath. A good street tree. 
lows grass to grow.
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WILD FLOWERS OF DOUGLAS During the hot summer months they BEGONIA BULBS 

This Ws the tle of a attractive Ule Til lke = dally sprinkling of water | Jumbo size fancy Tuberous Begonia jails just Off the press prepeved anid any time during the day. Dig down bulbs. Camellia type. Eight colors. 

printed by Mary Nye Hayes and the °casionally to a depth of about 6 inches All large bulbs. Imported from Bel- 
Wild Flower Group of the Superior to see if the subsoil is dry if there is ie a“ each — $2.50 per 
Garden Clubs of Superior, Wisconsin. competition from the roots of nearby a hanging type Begonias. 

It is dedicated to Katherine Corcoran trees and shrubs, If d dow! 50 cents each. — Jumbo size bulbs in 
DeMars, past president of the Council and deeply. . Ty water slowly rose or red. 

‘ es Garden Clubs and the Wild 133 N. set St,“ Ritiwaukee 8, Wis 
lower Pp. 
The object of the bulletin is well 

stated in the first paragraph of the for- K ii a 
ward: Mosthrup. & ® 

“One does not need to be a trained rey LD © 
botanist to become familiar with the \ ] AR a Sl FQ 
outstanding flora of his own locality. e table Ce Le 
As he wander through fields and woods, i Y a re oS 

picking his way along the banks of SRE ica NY 
lake and stream or slushing around in Dependable Maca or N\A 
the bogs and swamps, he soon learns ; KG G Fee Hal I 

where and when to look for a favorite bee ald hth ip aw Sa En 3 \\ \ é) 
plant or flower. And the day's pleasure Sas ae GAG MOS y pe is for him immeasurable increased if he SAO ui} MY : vy ey 
can call these plants by names, return- A Se a if ' ve prise a C) 

nig to them year after year as to pond 5 i GIDE ES, C 
familiar and beloved friends. Even the AH). Cae Oe = PSN. 0 Pow 
vacant lot he passes daily takes on new A-8 2 
interest, as do the home garden and WRITE FOR CATALOG : 
lawn with their numerous uninvited sieue: Kix wlcoee: perniceuce: Le uy G. A. DUNN & COMPANY, Inc. 
have a wholesome respect even though | BOX 2069 MADISON 5, WISCONSIN 
he may question their right to exist.” 
The booklet which consists of 300 ~~ 

pages of botanical and common names 

of plants in that area will be placed in 

all the schools and libraries throughout pow 
Superior and Douglas County and at 
the University. (Q yw 

TUBEROUS-ROOTED SRT " 
BEGONIAS ARE EASY TO GROW ne. 

If the requirements for growing Tu- Bs Rie h is: 
berous-rooted Begonias were not made ree 
so exacting by some writers, perhaps cae 
more people would grow them. The © Foliage and Dormant Spraying ei 
minimum requirements for success — © Pruning and Vista Cutting 
” they pe sot very difficult to at- © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

1. Plant only where there is light © Tree Removal 
and constant shade. Tuberous-rooted © Bracing 
pets at burn in full sun during @ Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

ot weather. © Evergreen Care 
2. Since well rotted cow manure is © Large Tree Planting c 

often difficult to obtain and not easy . . 
to work with and is often responsible © Effective Weed Control with 
for fungus diseases to bulbous plants, Specialized Equipment 
we can safely say that it is not neces- 

sary. Instead, dig a hole about 1 foot Complete Insurance Coverage 
in diameter and 1 foot deep. Mix about Call BLuemound 3363 

¥Y peat moss with the soil taken from 
the hole to which has been added about 03 , , fj Y TREE SCIENCE 
% cup of complete garden fertilizer. Mix 

all topether thoroughly and put back into — & SERVICE co. 
the hole. Set the plants in this soil and 611 Maywood Ave. ‘Watiwatoes 13; “Wisconsin 
water well. 7
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° 
Garden Gleanings 

WHAT KIND OF FERTILIZER ; this year. It is a complete catalogue a 
SHALL I USE IN MY GARDEN is directory of many varieties of he an oft repeated question. Don't worry } — plants, seeds, herb products, native fe 
too much about the kind to use, as long Ys “yy pg and wild flowers and lists varieties n as you use some when it is needed. i found in any other catalogue publish 
Recently a gardener asked this question, che y in this state that we know of. We con “I was told to use 3 pounds of 4-8-6 Jn gratulate Mrs. Toole on a fine publica 
fertilizer per hundred square feet in tion. H.S.R. 
my garden. However, my dealer did ae - 
not have 4-8-6 but instead’ had 5-8-7 a FERTILIZERS VS MANURES fertilizer. Can I use that instead?” Well ] the answer is—most certainly use it The importance of manure as a di and use it in the same amount. The source of organic matter in general f 
difference is so slight when 3 pounds ing has been greatly exaggerated. are used on a hundred square feet that _,at the 100-tons-or-more-per-acre rate 
a soil chemist could hardly tell the dif- which the back-yard gardener may a ference if he analyzed the soil. If you PF ply it or the compost that he s were boiling up a kettleful of potatoes stitutes for it, very marked improvem for a party and the recipe called for a Bae ee and crop ee mes level teaspoonful of salt, would it make ‘ut a 10-ton-per-acre application su any difference if you used an additional BLOODROOT IN GARDEN OF MRS. as a farmer might have at his disp: pinch. Such precise directions for using E. J. KALLEVANG, MADISON would add only about two and one-h fertilizers often get tiresome but per- tons of organic matter of a readily de haps they are necessary as a guide for Common name for Sanguinaria can- composable type to the 30 tons of or beginners. adensis, of the Poppy Family, Indi- ganic matter already in the plow dept 

ans formerly used its red juice in dec- of the average acre of soil. Any vei PETUNIAS ARE AMONG OUR rating themselves for war. Easily large and dependable increase in soi BEST ANNUALS in the flower gar- transplanted to the wild garden; may ganic matter from the use of ordinar den. Let's use them for planting in front be Propagated by seed or division. amounts of manure will not come fre 
of the house so folks walking or driving the manure itself but from the large by can enjoy more color in our front |___———~—C~Crop elds that are produced by the yards. Many people have difficulty in at the Experiment Station at Morden. manure, and the greater amounts of roots 
growing them from seed and the amateur Prof. Spinks, University of Saskatche- and crop residues associated therewith 
will find it easier to buy plants instead | Wan reported that, “The uptake of fer- Value of Fertilizers of trying to grow them. If you do wish ilizer by potted tomato plants was 
to grow them indoors, then sow the seeds  9featest when it was mixed in with the Fertilizers can be used to accomplish thinly on top*of a flat of soil, sprinkle hole soil of the pot. Surface applica- the same purpose. They grow bigger just a little sand over the seeds and ‘ion was taken up very little. Fertilizer crops that leave larger amounts of plant 
press down lightly with a board. Then 7 the bottom was taken up but slowly.” refuse on and in the soil. The most con- cover with a newspaper or glass to In growing plants in pots it is well clusive evidence on this point was de- keep the soil from drying out, removing therefore to start with a well prepared veloped at the West Virginia Agri- as soon as seedlings are up. Water by fertile soil mixture and not rely on sur- Cultural Experiment Station some 30 setting the box in a tub of water. face application of fertilizer later. Ap- years ago. During the 15-year period CLEOME Pink Queen would be our Plying this to the garden it means we Of this test, four clean-culture, five small- 
choice for the flower of the month. Now Should prepare our soil in the spring by grain and six clover-timothy hay crops is the time to plant the seeds or order ‘igging in organic matter and fertilizers Were grown. Five tons of purely min- plants from the greenhouse. For the before the plants are set out or seed eral fertilizer was applied Ber: Acre AL flower border of annuals it is a neces- 18 sown. the end of the test the soil's content . sity—an excellent background plant. It HARDY HYBRID TEA ROSES are organic matter, to plow depth, was per has huge heads of delightful and refresh- becoming more and more popular. The t© have increased from 42,800 to 60, ing true pink. Grows about 4 feet Brownell roses—such varieties as Curley Pounds per acre or over 42 per cent. tall and will bloom from June until Pink, Pink Princess and Vanderbilt, Lily This can be accounted for only by the frost. Another good variety is Golden Pons and Red Duchess have become 9feater amounts of roots and other ya 
Cleome. The color is a rich gold, ap- Most popular with northern gardeners. residues ae a : it ae on nt i proaching orange. These plants like full Mr. Brownell writes us, “Their popular- the soil My a ec ae nee ic 

sunlight, ity has risen to the point where we ex- esulting from the use of the fertilizer. pect about 15 carloads will be grown From an article in Massachusetts 
FERTILIZERS SHOULD BE this summer.” “Horticulture,” by Dr. Firman E. Bear, MIXED WITH THE SOIL according © HERB MAGIC AND WISCONSIN Rutgers University. to a report of research in Canada which FERNS—WILD FLOWERS by The TTT we found in the interesting “Weekly Tooles of Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, A highbrow is a person educated be- Notes” by W. R. Leslie, superintendant Wisconsin has come to our desk again yond his intelligence,
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MANY FALSE STATEMENTS organic matter from its primary consti- water to flow through beds of sand, 
ABOUT “ORGANIC FARMING” tuents. gravel, cinders, or other similar inor- 

The concepts of those who deal with Plants Grow In Water ganic materials that provide standing 

the various aspects of “biodynamic The validity of Liebig’s concept has room for the plants while they are 
farming,” some of which are expressed been verified in many plant physiology being fed. The beds contain no humus 

and others implied, are as follows: greenhouses. Luxuriantly perfect crop and no earthworms. Plants grown in 
1, Plants, animals, and man are in- plants are being widely grown to full this manner are equal in size and ap- 

separably bound in Nature. fruit production on mineral salts dis- pearance to those in the fleld., Selected 
2. Disease resistance is conferred on solved in distilled water. Soil-less plant seed produced by these plants yield 

plants, animals, and man by the use culture is now being practiced on a_ identical plants generation after genera- 

of manure. large scale for commercial purposes. tion. 
3, Manure must contain both plant ft consists in dissolving the necessary By Firman E. Bear in Fertilizers and 

and animal by-products to provide these chemicals in water and allowing this Human Health. 
helth-giving qualities. . 

4, Raw organic matter must be com- 9 Peete nnn nnn nm Pomme nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn 

posted outside the soil or worked into NEW MOCKORANGE : 

he esi of the soil and not plowed Minnesota Snowflake 

5. Fertilizers destroy earthworms and (Plant Patent 538) 
microbial life in the soil. Blooms profusely with very double, frag- : 

6. Earthworms are essential for the rant, white flowers. Bushes better than . 

production of humus and for digesting other varieties. : 

the soil. 2 to 3 ft. plants --...----. $1.50 postpaid , e& 
7. Micorrhizal fungi flourish only in EVERGREEN TRANSPLANTS 

manured soils and form a_ necessary White Spruce — 8-10 in, ---- 4 for $1.00 ae 

living bridge between soil and plant. Black Hill Spruce — 10-12 in. 
8. Crops deteriorate when grown (heavy) -----------. 2 for $1.00 

from seed of successive generations of American Arbor Vitae — z 

plants produced by the use of fertilizers. 12-18 in, 3 for $1.00 [Es ca 
9. Disease of man originate largely Shipped Postpaid pe 4 

as a result of the use of fertilizers. GREEN TERRACE 

- 10. Fertilizers are only temporary NURSERY 

— that must ultimately be dis- Route 1, Box 63 Oshkosh, Wis. 

Such teachings link the farmer in- In a 

separably with the manure pile and 

peasantry. They set aside some of the Qu 

most important findings of a century of Socal wast “ey ary ae ARCO 
work of the agricultural experiment sta- BLUE BOY — Deep Blue Flower With Yellow Centers. — 74 Cents each. 

tions. Their proponents skip blithely | LAVENDER LADY — Light lavender. Free ‘Blooming. — 910 cath, 
from fact to fancy and fall back on PINK BEAUTY — Esquisite pink flowers with yellow stamens, 89 cents each. 

WHITE LADY — Large, Perfect white flowers. — The best white. 93 cents 
the supernatural when pressed by the ‘each, 

scientist. PRICES ARE ALL POSTPAID 

Plants Are Only Source of Soil PS aaa aa as 

Organic Matter WIK-FED "VEE. ae 
Science came on the organic matter Scientifically designed pots which feed wt ah 

scene about a century ago when Justus face, seem morane peat eorare £0 soot ot the be 

von Liebig wrote a new page on this African Violets and Gloxinias especially. re ss 

subject. His predecessors had contended Mat cf mrs, aarune, Wiehe woes wants, gill 
that organic matter was the food of green or marble. — $1.10 each; 3 for $3.00, post- ~ 

plants. Liebig pointed out that plants paid. 

must have preceded the humus. Original- SUB-ZERO ROSES 

ly the earth and all its parts were en- A distictive strain of hybrid tea roses that unprotected. has been winter, 

tly inorganic. All of the carbon, che ag Sironen iu degen Rat, ero far Zohan" "air a 
key element in organic matter, was in good rose such as size doubleness, fragrance, vigour and disease resistance 

the atmosphere as carbon dioxide. In iy ae erences it Ski are having trouble wintering the ordinary hybrio 

due time primitive forms of life came tea varieties. 

into existence. Only through these, and oN cess. Wale: ‘Bink ie DUCE OS sks aeatpelse 

the higher forms of plant life that ——— ooo Tee om 

evolved from them, was the inorganic SEND FOR OUR 81st ANNUAL CATALOGUE ‘i 

carbon of the atmosphere combined with Peer rt se pelece! eo at a hagine ane ety’ adapted tothe 

water, air, and soil to form organic North. Your Copy is free. 

matter. Animals made use of the or- JOHN A. SALZER SEED COMPANY 
ganic matter that had been manufactured LA CROSSE BOX was ‘WISCONSIN 

by plants but they did not construct aS
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Parliamentarian — Mrs. Paul Hammersmith, 2755 N. Stowell Harries, R. 1, Box 31A, Hales 

Avenue, Milwaukee 11. Corners, Wisconsin 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE buy one single for $1.75 and two for ready to audit our books when the 
Dear Members: $3.00. If you are a patron and find right time comes. Mrs. Wyatt, also 

In order to accomplish things that you can’t go, please let someone else of Baraboo, takes our dues and pays 
are worth-while in our Federation, enjoy this great opportunity on your our bills. She is the one on whose 
good team work is essential and ours ticket. shoulders has fallen the task of as- 

is a fine team. Let me introduce Mrs. House, Baraboo, has sent sembling names for the directory. 

them: a fine letter to Junior Garden Club Dr. Norem, Oshkosh, is ready to 
Mrs. Chaffin, Ripon, urges us to chairmen. It should inspire them to give you advice and help with your 

grow at least one unusual plant in teach our children the art of garden- Tours. 
our gardens, study its habits and ing and interest them in a serious Mrs. Kulow, Waukesha, a double 

share our observations thus advane- study of horticulture. duty officer, will help you immeasur- 
ing Horticulture. Mrs. Biebler, Milwaukee, is not go- ably with your Flower Shows if you 

Mrs. Flanders, Portage, is helping ing to let you take a happy breath need and wish her help. On her fell 
to organize new clubs and federate until you have ‘‘put over’’ her en- the big task of cutting the stencils 

others, also get all clubs into orgaa-  thusiastic ideas for Conservation edu- for’ the directory. Many tasks go 

ized districts. A nice crop of ‘‘baby cation. Speaking of (Conservation, to Mrs. Kulow and all are ably han- 
clubs’’ have taken out Membership. don’t make Mrs. Kieckhefer, Milwau- dled. 

Mrs. Roehrborn, Sheboygan, has kee, have to beg for Scholarship Mrs. Marquardt, Hales Corners, 
started a new club in her town while money. another double duty person, beside 

she is waiting for History to make Miss Lautenbach, Plymouth, has being a most efficient secretary sees 

itself. much information for you on Bird that our federation will have Pub- 
Mrs. George Portman, Wausau, has lore, bird stationary, bird houses. licity. 

every detail completed for as fine a If you let Mrs. Harries, Hales Cor- Mrs. Martin, Edgerton, first vice 

judging School as will be held in the ners, know of important projects and president is not only getting the con- 
U. S. this year. As patron checks achievements she will let you know vention under way but is also serv- 
pile up Mrs. W. Norman FitzGerald, to whom Awards are available. Also ing as our ‘‘balance wheel.’’ With 

8590 N. Green Bay Road, Milwaukee send Yearbooks to her. her federation experience, her clear 
9, who is in charge of tickets sales for Mrs. Spence, Williams Bay, is thinking and her splendid but exact- 
Mrs. Portman, is very busy receiving standing by with suggestions for your ing judgment she quickly ‘‘straightens 
checks, sending out tickets and writ- next Programs while Mrs. Schneider, us out.’’ 
ing more letters. Of course all 3,300 Hales Corners, is thinking of ways Lastly, by scanning these eight 
of you have not received letters to put Wisconsin on the map in pages, you can easily see the hours of 
(350 have been sent out) but don’t Roadside affairs and Mrs. Kallies, work Mrs. Rundell, Madison, is doing 

let that keep you from sending Mrs. Manitowoc, is thinking ‘‘who will be for us month after month. 
FitzGerald a check for $5.00 if you our officers for next year.’’ Mrs. These are by no means the only 
would like to be a patron, We shall Hammersmith, Milwaukee, will see members of our organization who are 
stop at 100 so please hurry. Of that all will be done according to working. Ours is a fine team. - 
course if you cannot be a patron and Hoyle or, rather, Roberts. Most sincerely, 
take in all of the lectures you can Mrs. Kasdorf, Baraboo, will be Gretchen Fiebrantz, President. 
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Why We Grow Annuals 
B. H. Paul, Madison 

white and pink and rose shading to a grow more seedlings than we can use 
deep red. One row of cosmos may (the neighbors appreciate the left 
sereen the vegetable garden, another overs.) The cold frame has plain 

A may be along a wire fence while a board sides, held in place by stakes 
4S — solid bed of white flanks the ever- The cover is of fibre glass, in two 

es greens south of the porch; surpris- frames 3 by 8 feet each. Extra heat 
—— . ingly, this flower often lasts until is supplied by 10 electric light bulbs 

" sixteen after the first light frosts. onnected to the house lighting eur- ae gel aplasia as new _ Now of course the first question our rent. The cold frame is assembled 
and undeveloped. We were not ready Summer visitors ask is — ‘‘How do south of the house during the first 

to decide permanent location for flow- you do it??? — week of April. 
er beds, borders, ete. on a compara- The answer is — “Once you get The seeds are sown not too thickly 
tively large working space, so for started and assembled, it is like pre- as the seedlings must remain in these 
quick results and flexibility from flas until planted in the garden beds. 
year to year, we decided to grow ' Here is ashortcut in comparison with 
@nnuals. Oh, yes we grow perennials, MZ transplants puchased from florists 
many of them, but as any gardener ae yon & a which are transplanted from the 
knows, the period of blooming once ~“ =. Sy seed flats to other flats before being 
over, you must wait another year for  gision work on the assembly line in sold. 
color in that particular spot. So ay, automobile factory, — dig, — Sow seeds in good soil containing we have worked out a scheme where- dab, — punch.”’ enough humus so that it absorbs 
by some annuals are among the peren- Have yo ur kneeling pad or, water readily and does not become nials and a few perennials are among as is prefered in our family, an old hard. Cover the soil surface with 
a great many annuals. After we piece of burlap folded so that it can | paper toweling until the seed gemin- 
were well started on our plantings, he ysed as a cushion or pad; it can be * ates. Water daily and keep the tem- 
the results were satisfactory and the dragged alongas needed making it perature within reasonable limits — 
work no more difficult than with Per- more adaptable for different motions i. e, between 50 and 90 degrees F. enials that we continued with this and positions. On sunny days the coer must be open- plan for several years. To start from the beginning — ed to cool it off and at night the 
We have now worked out our own 1. Select seeds that will give you lights are turned on and if very cold 

methods which entail a minimum of what you want in color, size and the whole frame covered with blan- 
work, well scheduled, with enough adaptability to your conditions. Do kets. After 4 to 6 weeks remove the 
flexibility however to ‘‘fit in’? with not buy just seeds, Select varieties of flats from the frame and hold them 
our uncertain spring weather. Our known color, — not color mixtures; in any partly sheltered place until 
plan calls for about 3,000 plants which for instance do not buy a neses = the seedlings are transplanted. 
are started in flats and transplanted mixed zinnias, — buy a package o: ss 
to beds and borders. These include red zinnias, a package of pink zin- a We mut wee ie ther petunias, mostly giant varieties of nias, of rose zinnias, then mix the large beds ikingsiber in shane i 
tinnias, and marigolds for the larger colors yourself, if you want mixtures. ft. or more on a side. We pe, 
beds and borders, with a few salvia 2. Give plants an early start. It is 41, soil for the whole bea thio he mixed in for late fall; in addition to easier to grow plants in flats and and smooth it carefully be: “pane 

: 
ly before trans- long lines of Blue Boy (deep blue all transplant them after two or three planting begins. 

double bachelor button or corn flower); inches high than to sow seeds in Transplant: ; planned to blend with pale tints or open beds and thin and weed them ie: planting proceeds rapid- 
white; nasturtiums, zinnias in or: duri their first few weeks of »' Sometimes at the rate of 100 , ? ange "e . Plants an hour. Hence our o . and yellow shades are chosen to growth. Transplants can be culti- tem, “dj 4 own Sys: 
blend with the gold and darker nas- vated with a hoe. It is much easier y ag — dab — punch’? moves 
turtiums which flower just after the (on the back) than weeding by hand 
Poppies, In any re-planting or placing as _is necessary when the seeds are 
of annuals near perennials consider sown in the ground. ——tk the color motif first; pastels, pink We have a demountable home-de- -—So=— es, Jan? J 
or rose never near red, and use white or signed and constructed cold frame, 
pale shades for outline. Other an- with dimensions of approximately 3 
nuals include the old fashioned bush by 16 feet. This holds about twenty along quite rapidly in a quick and balsam, salpiglossis, scabiosa, annual seed flats (somewhat smaller than untiring rhythm. We make n. 5 0 care- phlox and rows and rows of Cosmos, the standard green house flat). 
beds of all white, and others of mixed In these flats we have been able to (Continued on Page 236 Column 1)
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: : architecture to obtain names of The LandscapeArchitect and the Client i= ane ee 
‘ Henry F. Leweling, Landscape Architect locality or by writing to a land- 

scape architectural society such 
When a new home or another type saving ate little Riswlotee a as the American Society of 

of a building is to be constructed, dangerous thing’’ may be applicable Landscape Architects or the 

the property owner should consult the *° this group. The fourth group ap- Wisconsin Society of Landscape 
architect and the landscape architect preciates landscape architecture but Arehitects. together in order to have a oni- feel that they cannot afford the ser- A 

] x harm ‘ vices of a landscape architect yet n agreement should be reached 
ous relationship between the building they trul d the help of Th early in the talks with a landscape 
and the grounds upon which it will fry peee. Ve De'D.Or One. © architect. as to how much is to b 
stand. The architect will design a auick study coca will help spastaa Whither the a ap ie 

building to meet the needs and the le ot ee of the grounds is to be developed. 
desire of the client. The landscape n the selection of a landscape mm, talks should cover long term 
architect will design the planting of on ene arp pet gd planning (over a period ot iia}, 
the grounds to create a harmonious . ogi future consultation or quick studies 
setting for the building and to extend he oc ~~, page om dln for those who cannot afford complete 

the Hvable area: to’ ‘the ‘outdoors: Men in private practice or working fe sg aes ey at one time but 
The landscape architect must take for a landscape architectural office esire “eehnie! viee upon the spot. 

into consideration the artistic ar- are usually competent and best equip- | The landscape architect should be 
rangement and its practical applica- ped to handle landscape problems. called in before the house is placed 
tion to the home grounds. Just ar- The landscape architect isentrusted 02 the grounds to avoid costly mis- 
ranging bushes is not landscape with a very important home develop- takes. Especially should he be on 
architecture, Any planting of the ment as well as with spending a the grounds when the grading is be- 

grounds definitely involves precise specified sum of your money. There- 128 done. He will work coopera- 
planning to establish the desired fore, he should have a thorough aca- tively and harmoniously with the 
plantings. In selection of material, demic training and practical experi- ®rchitect on the placement of the 
a four seasonal interest must be tak- ence. He should be well trained in building for the most desirable ef- 
en into account, that of spring, sum- .the three great fields of landscape fects for light exposure, privacy and 
mer, fall and winter. In the four architecture: in order to take advantage of the 
seasonal interest, the naturalistic de- 1. design, natural topographic features. 
signer very frequently neglects the 2. engineering, : The landscape architect usually 
winter months and the architecural 3. plant material. charges a flat fee for a design of a 

structures. It is the winter which of- ‘The training in the above three Small place. It would not be feasible 
fers the greatest challenge in the plan- fields of landscape architecture is the ‘® work on a percentage basis on a 
ning because the garden and the reason why a florist or a nurseryman, ‘Mall place. Supervision services may 
outdoors is stripped to its bare skel- jn general, is not an ideal choice to OF May not be included in the flat 
eton, The outdoor living area does plan and organize your homegrounds. fe¢ basis. Under normal conditions, 
not need to become less attractive ‘The landseaping architect is not in- the client receives the discount allow- 
but the vegetative structural patterns, terested in selling plants but to or- ed the landscape architect on all 
bark color, branching and bud habits ganize and design your outdoors to Plant material and structural ma- 
of the plants create interesting com- provide greater joy of living on your terial. 
binations and shadows to be supple property. He endeavors to express The plan should be thoroughly dis- 

mented by architectual garden fea- the client’s personality through his cussed while still in the formative 
tures. skill in the art of landscape archi- stage. = changes — to = 

. tecture. This in itself and even un- organize good planning and cause the 

econ To classiind into four proups. der the most ideal conditions is not enthusiasm to be lost. The plans 

The first group realizes the need for 88y to achieve. — . should include: 
a competent landscape architect to Landscape architecture is a profes- 1. grading, 
give them information in the artistic S109, however, its members are not 2. construction plans of any gar- 
and technical phases of laying, out Hee fa nomena nance store. den features, 
their home grounds. The second e selection of your landscape 3. planti lans and a planting 
roy - ner hears of ~ ak gee eacaen 4 meus be made on the fol- Tist red the same ies “ 
otter yy a@ landscape architect or 2 . 5s: . . 

feel that nothing can be gained by 1. through personal contact or 2 met ed wire at tle ties 
engaging his services. The third through the assistance of a ° 
group feels that even without the friend, The landscape architect usually 
technical background they are com- 2. upon the basis of the landscape executes his own plans, hires the la- 
petent enough to undertake, unaided, architect’s recent work, especi- bor and supervises the installations. 
this rather technical work. This group ally in modern and contempor- The plan is the result of the express- 
may be well read in the garden mag- ary design, ed ideas of the client as interpreted 
azine literature and a few are able 3. by writing to a recognized aca- and artistically planned by the land- 
to accomplish much. However, the demic institution in landscape scape architect.
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From One Gardener to Another to ihe er ae eB ene 
Genevieve ©. Dakin jae ee au aed 

ranches which have rooted and ma: As I review my garden plans for growing so fast it is hard to keep he easily removed to develop into spring my mind goes back to the new growth under control with clip- good specimens in a few years. A garden I laid out on paper and exe- pers. They were prolific seed distri- Meyer’s juniper, burned last winter, cuted a dozen years ago. butors. The pyramidal junipers be- has failed to come back and adds A wild garden called for flowering came infected with rust and deutzias nothing to the picture. No one will trees, wuld grab, plum = shadbush were big enough to divide and be miss it if it comes out in spring. with sue 8 as viburnum den- employed to face down taller shrubs H i canum and blue-berried viburnumden- jn the border. So out they all tron oot Some ot crue eee es oy aerent i pack came. The area where nothing would ful with cuttings. A friend has a ground tor wild roses wit ersey grow under the Ginnala maples is low hedge mad i tea as a ground cover. Unfortunately now filled with sun-loving rock Tom Te iebaraten Blue one, March sprays failed to rout aphis plants, converting it into what I call suckle, lonicera korolkowi, cam ad: and leafcurl on the highbush cran- jp. alpine meadow. i 0 tal ace na 
. 1 ry alpi . ily from seed. My special joy and berry. Colloidal sulphur applied on The Savin juni x pride is my Sargent ch both junipers and crabs at weekly Se ee On each side of Y , ee intervals as prescribed did not pre- the steps were merely trimmed until Another enjoyable venture has been vent the leaves of crabs from show- ast summer. Ideal when planted, they raising evergreen hedges, Buying at ing yellow spots that reminded me had grown rank and leggy. Sun- the hundred rate in small sizes ever- of a leopard’s coat. When the dog- burning last winter hit them badly green hedges are Possible for a mod- woods and roses seemed bent on tak- im their exposed position. July prov- erate expenditure. They give year ing over the whole area their color 4 8" opportune time to take them round beauty. Capitata yew eighteen effect lost its appeal. Eventually two out and afford me & chance to create inches tall made the hedge which 

Viburnum dentatums in the back- ° 2¢W Planting. It is surprising how separates fifty feet of the Perennial ground with shadbushes and wild much broader the steps appear and border from the vegetable patch. plum were eft, White birch and native ne much ena the more open A path divides the hedge made evergreens with these make the gla o the terrace gardens ex- with thirty plants. A row of spindly 
pseudo-woodland carpeted with wild ends. arborvitae varying from six to ten floware: New plantings each side of the inches in height was set out along All the evergreen descendents of ‘Steps are clumps of arabis procur- the service walk at the side of the red cedar including Glauca and Con- Tens with grape hyacinths in front &@rage. It was but a few years until narti, nine in all, were chopped down. Of narcissus Roxane and the White We had a waist-high hedge. My Cedar rust was too trying to combat polyanthus roses which border the /#test project is a hemlock hedge with nearby apple hosts. Luckily our area. Masses of double flowering ‘Wenty feet long to make a back- prostrate junipers were hybrids — arabis alpina, delicate alyssum Silver 87°und for bulbs and peonies and to not the native Waukegan. Deciduous Queen, dianthus Allwoodii in rose and _#@ into the group of hemlocks in the trees and shrubs with spruces were Pink, aubrietia for its lavender and adjacent border. Perhaps I may suc- substituted for the loved junipers. violet, iris tectorum in blue and send in discouraging those delivery When we made the rock garden it white with campanulas in variety P°YS and garbage collectors who have seemed to me that the huge stones promise pastel pictures for spring 0 Consideration for an out-of-bloom stood out like a dozen or more sore nd summer. I must remember to P0Fder if the cut-a-cross urge over- thumbs as one looked across the yard add Seecpanthestnaat morifolium to ‘#kes them. toward the raised garden. The cascade down in autumn. In the I wonder i i stones looked hot for a summer pic- Shady curve of the wall to the find a Waty mele i a aie te ture. To overcome this undesirable right of the pool, pink primrose that in it we may sant that Ta. impression we planted a screen of Springtime with small ferns and lege of womankind, the world aie to dwarf maples, contoneasters and saxifrage caespitosa fill crevices. On change the mind. It is quite possible deutzias a few feet behind the pros- the ground at the base,crimson prim- that my plants wonder if I reall trate evergreens set on the crest of roses, white epimediums and low ver- know my own mind when with gs ade the dry wall. A juniper Sabina onicas complete the planting. For- or trowel I dislodge them from eg flanked each side of the steps and getmenots, while inclined to be ubi- fortable homes to plant them in new back of each was a pyramidal juni- quitous, are welcome additions to the locations. You see they can’t realize Per to accent the axis of the whole Color scheme. how much better they may do or garden and define the entrance to the Ag I glance ont of the kitchen win. 100k in the new surroundings! Some- upper wild and rock gardens. dow while I am doing dishes each °e facetiously remarked if he were As the years went by the stones be- day, I find myself studying the gar- ® Plant in my garden he would never came less noticeable for low ever- den with an eye to thinning aging ma- know at night just where he might greens and shrubs with colonies of terial. I can assure you nothing but be the next morning. low-growing perennials furnish- trimming will be used on that An- Yes, Iymove my plants, to improve ed plenty of restful, cool green and dorra juniper which lies trim and on soil environment, to give them Browing plants softened the rock quite prostrate at two paths’ inter- more Sun or Shade, to try some new margins. The maples became greedy, section. It has distinction in its dee- combination or to work for better ef- ‘apping too much from the soil, orative value for the winter garden. fects in line and color.
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SEARCH FOR THE LANDSCAPE GOSSIP 

Out-Of-The-Ordinary Plant A 
Track down that ‘‘out-of-the-or- planation but if you are interested, at Fe S io eee n 

dinary’’ plant. True, you have se- write to me. re Wr ams NTT! 
lected a new plant to make your gar- Here are some helpful gardening V9 Cnn 4 qi. Ea 

den more lovely, but go further — go suggestions: Y VO Doli Fe 

plant hunting! Find an out-of-ordin- | Tender young plants and chilly Se : 

ary gem to give added distinction nights don’t mix well in the garden. 
and interest. You will find it an ex- Newspapers spread over the rows in April is generally awaited by all 
citing and interesting sport as well late afternoon and left until morn- who miss the activity of the outdoor 
as a valuable aid to your plant know- ing, often end their disagreement if living area during the winter months. 
ledge. the outlook is frosty. (H. G.) We begin to hesitantly lift the mul- 

The best sources are: the special- When new growth in the perennial ches and hope that the hard freezing 
ists’ catalogues — those who are pri- borders show enough for you to tell weather will not have done too much 
marily in the game for the fun of what is where, scratch in a little 50- damage. It is a month when re- 
it; botanical gardens where one can 50 mixture of bonemeal and pulver- straint is in order but the urge to see 
find plants suitable for home owners ized manure around each clump. what is coming up is too powerful to 

as well as the ‘‘hard-to-grow’’ va- (H. G.) resist. 
rieties; magazine articles naming new To make my garden a place of In protected areas, the Crocuses 
things; and local nurseries. Tabu- floral beauty and a source of health- (Croci) are blooming and ‘the: Nax: 
late and write your experiences for giving food I alternate with a row  cissuses (Narcissi) are braving the 
an article in our magazine. or two of vegetables and arow of flow oocasional frigid blasts that retreat- 

I hope many of you will be quali- ers throughout the entire garden. I ing Old Man Winter still blows at 
fied to win the National Council Pur- ee them from year to year. (Mrs. da, 

Je Ribbon for Horticultural Achieve- - C. ‘ . 
ment. The rule governing this a- Divide Chrysanthemums and Jap- t The ies of what we ia do 

ward reads: ‘‘The Specified require- anese anemonies in May. (Mrs. C. F.) Dy Ye the planting ath psec 
ment for the purple ribbon for Horti- Time to prune red twig dogwoods, tg winter months the neigh- 
cultural Achievement is for CRE- The new growth gives the finest ame rugstore magazine shelves | 

ATIVE horticultural achievement, color. (Mrs. C. F.) caught our eye. The pictures and 
which makes a PERMANENT contri- To grow large sprays of Lily of ideas in the garden magazines all | 
bution to horticulture. In the case the Valley, feed in May with a weak seemed wonderful. 
of a development of a new variety solution of liquid sheep manure. Re- One year book, House Beautiful’s 
it is requested that a statement from peat twice at ten day intervals. (Mrs. ‘‘Practical Gardener’’ for 1949 was 

the respective National Plant So- C. F.) about the best. The articles by John 
ciety be submitted with the applica- Mrs. Herbert Chaffin and Carol Grant, Thomas Church, 
tion.’’ Space does not permit its ex- Horticulture Chairman William Lanier Hunt and many others 

eee ttveeeer the able editorship of Eliza- 
WHY WE GROW ANNUALS — Continued beth Gorden turned out this ex- 

ful measurements, marking the dis- immediately after setting. A cloudy cellent yearbook. Particularly are 

tances by eye. We use a wheel hoe day in the late afternoon or early the outdoor living areas well de- 
and mark two rows at a time along evening is the best time to transplant. ‘signed. ‘*The Home Garden Guide 
the edge of the bed. This editorial Do not allow the plants to wilt. If pecien eal Gee a oe 
‘bwe?? “ ; . 3 
we Rae sei Shes ane OF ie they me watered thoroughly and stir lishers of the Home Garden Magazine. house’’ when the work concerns trans- vive the first night, they will succeed- It deals chiefly with plant material 

planting; when we come to cutting, provided subsequent watering is not Tteis'a: newoo wer on the ‘tiavket ‘aii a 
and pruning runners, ete. later in the peglected. We use the same tech- Theos Hootie has massed it ‘The ox: 

garden year, the ‘‘lady of the house’’ nique for all annuals we transplant. callent hand of the editorial staff is 
is ineluded in the ‘‘we’’. We set Well roughly, that is the ‘‘how’’ of self-evident in the ‘Home Garden 
the plants in these two rows and jt, Guide for 1949.’ The ‘Gardening 

then make two more. We prefer a Early cultivation of the plants is Guide’’ by Better Homes and Gar- 
smal ! trowel, (or frequently a putty easy; use a hand or wheel hoe, and dens is a definite improvement over 
knife for this work. We take the water until July; then before the the recent issues but its articles 
plants from the flats by .a handful jjants branch too much, mulch the follow the form of preceeding year- 
and carefully separate each fra- eds completely with leaves, collected books. The Popular Mechanics ‘Car- 
gile seedling as the planting proceeds. the previous autumn. Spread these den Book’’ does not stand up in com- 
We take care to firm the roots in and hetween the plants to keep down Parison with the other garden year- 
leave a watering cup of soil,around aga, all summer and to conserve 0oks but it has some ideas on gar- 
each plant; then puddle all plants by soil moisture, Give them some extra den furniture and bird houses that 
watering; preferably from a gentle . might appeal to the jack-knife car- 
flow of water from the garden hose (Continued On Page 237 Col, 1) penter. — (Con’t, page 238)
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AN APOLOGY — We are sorry to cheat our readers thi i i 

Dagny Borge’s reviews. Next month there will be more room die ce eae were a eee 
a librarian in the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, with much horticultural Council at its last annual mosling a 

reading matier at her Anger tps, will be back. —'A" P. Randell, Kaito Laxington, May 1948, to be eligible 
. for award in 1949, 

An Open Letter Highlights 1. A Bronze Seal. 2. A Silver Seal. 
Dear Mrs. Rundell: 3. A Gold Seal. Requirements for 

May I take a few inches of what Again we suggest that you borrow ‘hese awards are published in the 
I know is precious space on these your president’s March issue and aarp a ee Pi rast a 

ges to talk about the scholar- read, on i uDDOn wal De awarde e tpt Ohno] [ Jon't Maancour Fax an, aera, mules for enizy in best State Flower Show conducted 
River Valley scholarship. That does- wer Arrange- by a member federation. This must 
n't need to be talked about (except ment Contest open to all members of be a Standard flower show with not 
with pride.) Because with only one the National Council of State Garden ess than ten garden clubs exhibiting. 

or two exceptions all the clubs in the Clubs, Inc. On the day you feel you ag canauaPal ae district are solidly behind it. . ter 22 successful Chicago Flower 
cone hee a a aris ede bere Se ae cd Photo- Shows, the Garden Club of Illinois 
eration — are doing as well for the ‘pa and white) and announces that 1949 plans for a large 

federation scholarship. mail it to the Flower Arrangement ‘sliow must be set aside due to lack 

It is our plan in F. R. V. for each Contest at National Headquarters. f suitable hall. 
club to budget itself five dollars for Complete instructions have already A ‘second. Garden Week in Mlinois, 
scholarships. Four dollars go to our ®ppeared in national Gardener but however, will permit flower lovers to 
own district, one to the Federation. are printed again in the March issue. visit beautiful gardens in suburban 
If each garden club gives one dollar, Entries are accepted up to May Ist, Chicago and farm estates in northern 
our Federation scholarship will be only. Illinois during the week of May 15 

a nice scholarship. But clubs contri- through May 22. 
buting just to one scholarship won’t —eeeee———:.?.kgkekeeeeer—ee——eeeeeeeee 
be satisfied with that. They will 
wish to contribute two, three, several BRITAIN’S MOST BEAUTIFUL GARDENS 
dollars. Then our Federation scholar- 
ship becomes not just nice but very . + , unfold themselves to you 

fine. mn each month in the delightful 

Let’s not make our state chairman aaa Won IG pages of GARDENING IL- 

write to us coaxing for our money. CARDENINS . LUSTRATED — foremost 

How about giving her a scholarship ss WHUSTBATE ae British horticultural journal. 
check shower this month? I’m sure Leading experts contribute au- 

she will be most surprised and highly Y . ‘ 
delighted. So get ready, Mrs, Kieck- = thoritative articles. Detailed re- 

hefer. The check from my club goes eee views of latest British and Eu- 
into the mail today. he Nb ni he ropean varieties, unique fea- 

Sincerely, ss ae ) tures on new and uncommon 
Marion B. Jenkins \ Vee LR plants, etc. 

eS , Li ~—<- Clip and Mail _..-.~-, 
(Continued From Page 236) 1 To George Newnes, Ltd. U. 8. 4 

watering if necessary; for the layer 2 Fae eo eeiee ow vork it, I 
of leaves will intercept light rain- !oney. , asaaee 

fall, leaving little to penetrate the ! nee TRATED ee ae I 
soil; but on the whole the leaves will gp NAMIE 5 ae a er ne aes cen ee ae 

be an advantage, for they can be Send only $1.30 for One year G2 1 ones ed 
spaded in later to increase the humus ton tae en yor wa © state 
content of the soil. , seers esses 

So much for the planting, buat — 
Oh! What a riot of color and deli- 
cate fragrance to enjoy from July ~~ S A V E T R E E § —______ 
until October. Many annuals survive COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 
the early frosts, cosmos, asters, mari- 
golds, sometimes here and there, the TREES 
lelicate snow storm petunia. What LAWNS 
joy to survey the garden on a ‘‘nip- GARDENS 

fall i and discover some 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 
of your favorite annuals standing 
erect with their blossoms proclaiming WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
that summer lingers on. —
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A Plea for the Bluebirds Acti ae box friar, Tt painted, thay 
of a dark neutral shade. 

oie each one of you good read- They love the open spaces, pastures, Place on a fence post in an open 

; <*> country homes or farm orchards, gardens and old fence rows, SU2DY area, facing south or south- 

pie where bluebirds can be at- where they feed on many harmful east, If not over 4 or 5 feet from the 
racted, put up one or two houses for insects such as: cutworms, army ground, sparrows and starlings may 
them this spring. And many of you worms, tent caterpillers, grasshop- not bother them. 

living in towns and cities have pers, beetles, ete. So let’s see h i 
—- x Hengelo the country You have probably read about Mr. we ean coax to oe et See 

2 oh bird te ‘hai you put K. T. E. Musselman, Quiney, Adams year. They return in lat Mt h 

up e blue jouse on their proper- Co,, Illinois who a few years ago set and ; ate Mareh 
ty. Two houses in a locality are bet- up 102 houses along 43 miles of coun- and early April so get the houses up 

ter than one, because many times try road and later found 88 of them be nes as possible, I would love to 

nesting is started and eggs laid for occupied by bluebirds ear from any of you next fall about 

the second brood before the young By following the diagram given what luck you have had. 

* the oa brood are ready to leave they can be simply made of pieces of Mrs. Howard Higgins 
nest. 

: 

Bluebirds are cavity or hole-nest- 

ing birds, and due to our present day iH ie 

method of cutting all dead trees and | ’ BLUEBIRD HOUSE 

removing dead hollow limbs they are re eH 

unable to find suitable nesting sites. } —— ier “ be fastened on with @ hinge to facili 

Also with competition by sparrows Se tne losin 
and starlings taking over all possible iH ng roadsices- 

nesting holes, the bluebirds are Mi 

carrying on a losing fight for exis- HK 

tance. ff MH HOLE. f° DIAM. 

These valuable, peace-loving birds \ —_ (al: 4 

need all the encouragement we can wih | . porrom:! i é 

give them. Their mellow flute-like sn i , Is ‘ é 

song of ‘‘tur-wee’’ or ‘‘pur-i-ty’’, is WH H ' ' 

delightful to hear. Bluebirds are ae ! ' 
truly a symbol of happiness and not i | i is BY H | Py 

one word can be said to blemish their } TOP SIDES FRONT = BACK. 

good character. 

ANNOUNCEMENT! Landscape Gossip — (Continued from Page 236) 

. The Wyoming Nurseries, Cincin- A trip to the M ? 
The Berl ‘1 _ v ) trip to the Morten’s Arboretum 
oe a as um ee tee vilay mae hie ens peeiel a = pals at Lisle, Illinois is awaited with great 
ostes . agnolia, e plan anticipation. One always fi 

District Wednesday, May 4th in Ber- he available for spring 1950, It is trip worth while and il teowing 
lin, said to be an intermediate form be- that something interesting has been 

—_— tween the Star Magnolia MAG- observed. Especially should the tri 

Lecture on Flower Arranging by NOLIA STELLATA, and the Saucer be timed when ihe Anion Miagadis, 

rer a Rar eeyi at 22, Magnolia, MAGNOLIA SOULANGE- MAGNOLIA SALICIFOLIA, is in 

8 . M., Milwaukee itute. ana. The petals are broader than bloom. 

the Star Magnolia. The list of used and " 3 new books 

Wild Flower Tour of the Wis- , The flower is said to be larger and sent out by C. W. Wood of Copemish, 
consin University Arboretum, to be double with a deep rose-pink color Michigan is always welcomed. In 

conducted by Prof. John T. Curtis, Mth onter surface of the petals reading the lists, one desires to order 
Associate Professor of Botany in the and 8 warm white suffused with @ more than the purse permits. It is 
University, will be held Satyrday delicate shade of pink at the tips on a worthwhile venture to be placed on 

afternoon, May 14, for Garden Clubs the inner surface. This is indeed an the mailing list, if one desires to col- 

in the Madison District. Clubs will ‘provement over the ribbon-like lect a small library on garden books. 
gather at the west entrance (as last petals and chalic y white flowers of the Henry F. Leweling 

year) at 1:00 o’clock. Mr. Wm. E. oa Saree. Acorns to the al ——— 

Sieker, Madison District Tour Chair- rocneery ark Jr, it is sup- If seeds in boxes indoors lant- 
. 5 ie posed to be hardy where the type arsel: ste 2 

nan on = charge. Admission grows. It would be interesting to ob- - y, much tedous thinning of 
ee 7 ent . tain a specimen of this introduction plants later on will be avoided. 

If spring is late and Prof. Curtis and find out from experience if all Bird houses should be cleaned and 

finds that the tour should be post- the introductory literature is true new ones put up so that they will be 

poned a week Presidents of clubs and if it is adaptable to our con- ready when the birds come. 

will be notified. ditions. — The Gardener’sAlmanac.
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shy, gosieeeam = s DISTRICT MAIL BOX “ 4 Ornithology Far from the beaten path are two study in the schools don’t neglect rt will hold a bits of news that have found their obtaining the stamps issued by the i ve convention way to this department, National Wildlife Federation, Wash- 0G with the Wil- The Kenosha County Garden Club ington, D. C. Clubs too, ai find Nd son Ornitholo- has a ‘‘hat’’ program scheduled for many uses for them. The Kenosha f? gical Club (a May 24th, A Milwaukee flower County Garden Club bulletin has its 
f] LE» national club) Stylist, Mrs. Edna M Nichols, will March issue decorated with such a 

y Re EB in Madison, present a Hat Show, doing “‘things stamp. They are effective library \ (a eee April 21-24, with fresh flowers. The program has or garden center displays. A store apy with head- advance notices of ‘beautiful, en- window given over to a conservation quarters in the tertaining and instructive.”’ It’s an display could certainly use them. The University of Wisconsin Memorial idea! 
stamps, which come in various sizes, Union Building. The four-day eon- A full page in the Cambridge News are lovely artistic interpretations of vention will get under way Thurs- Was given to the Cambridge Garden the various sides of our national wild- day morning at 10:30 and end with Club for a review of the year’s ac- life. They are definitely worth some field trips on Sunday. All meetings, tivities. The history was an original study. many of which will be illustrated poem written by Esther Post of their The Milwaukee District Garden with movies, will be held in the club. This is certainly a sparkling Club bulletin lists some program sug- Union Theatre. The entire program touch to an otherwise prosaic bit of gestions which should be noted. In Friday evening and Saturday after- business, Again, an idea! connection with conservation they noon will be devoted to bird movies. The spring projects were reviewed Suggest the clubs contact their coun- The annual banquet will be held in in this manner: ty Soil Conservationist, “Write to Great Hall of the Union at 6.30 P. We voted to decorate the Federal Soil Conservation Ser- M,, with Dr. 0, 8. Pettingill as chief Store windows with flowers vice, U. S. Department of Agricul- speaker. All sessions will be free Providing members would ture for the name of the worker in and open to the public. Dinner Bring them in showers your county.’’ is their suggestion. tickets and room reservations may It was quite a task Usually talks and slides are free, be secured from various committees To make each display Two speakers are listed: or by writing to Dr. Geo. A. Hall, The ones. who served Mrs, William A. Bowers, Field 1840 Summit Ave., Madison, Wis. Worked many a day. Secretary, Milwaukee Downer Col- A series of bird paintings by O. J. Conservation continues to be the lege, Milwaukee 11. ‘Tulips and Gromme, as planned for the forth- important part of program-planning Early Flowering Bulbs’? is her toni, foming book on Wisconsin Birds by of the individual clube The Sey- Mrs. Gerald Donahue, 134 South The Milwaukee Public Museum, will mour Garden Club has a May pro- Cuyler Ave., Oak Park, Ill. The Mil- be on exhibit, gram scheduled which may prove in- Waukee bulletin describes her subject —— spirational to other groups. Seeking 8 “Tris and Chrysanthemums’’ and Marinette Garden Club 1949 to create a gardening interest among adds that she has some excellent Pres. — Rev. F. 0. H. Wild, Ghurch their young people with the Junior Slides. 8t., Marinette, Gardener movement in mind, they A reminder which appears on the Vico Pres. — Mrs, N. 8, Nelson, are cooperating with the Girl Scout Kenosha bulletin might well be ex- Ogden S8t., Marinette, movement in that groups’s nature tended to other groups. When buy- Sec.-Treas, — Mrs. Francis Comyne, study. The May program is a joint ing bulbs, seeds and plants this spring 1813 Emma _ S8t., Menominee, meeting for the study of wildflowers, bear in mind what you can exhibit Michigan. In the promotion of Conservation ®t the county fairs in the summer $a ——_ —_ —__—_—_—_—_—__ and fall. It is another fine way to Mequon Garden Club Elm Grove Garden Club promote individual gardening efforts. Readers please note that the ‘‘Me- on following list of officers for a quon-Thiensville’’ Garden Club should this year may be inserted in the di- i be simply ‘‘Mequon’’ Garden Club. rectory in place of the previous list ‘ay! See oe meee nan aa But they have started a new club which was incorrect: can be worked ver at Thiensville and call it the President Mrs. C. J. Bensing Box = The Gardener’s Almanac. iensville Rural Garden Club. ¥ 101. ° es ice President — Mrs. Clarence {~~~ Sturgeon Bay Sievert, Box 217. GARDEN EXCHANGE 

Mrs. Ralph Jenquin, Secy., has re- Corresponding Sec. — Mrs. Theo. MAGAZINE ‘ igned and Mrs, Elmer Bohn will Seith, Box 456. Features exchange listings, @ over that office for the re- Recording Sec, — Mrs. Eugene sources, hints and articles. Large inder of the year, Muensberg, Box 189 Classified section. .You need this! —— Treasurer — Mrs. H. J. Schroeder, | Sample 10c. Year $1.00. Published Sum-Mer-Del Garden Olub Box 502. monthly. The ‘‘GEM”’ — Mrs, W. L. McCrory, Route All above addresses are Elm Grove, 683 Nevada St. Reno, Nevada 1, Pewaukee, Wisconsin. Wisconsin.
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SISSON’S | 
J. H. Phillips, Manager | 

PEONIES . 
As soon as the frost is out of the ground 
in the spring, and before the new growth 
starts is a good time to plant Peonies. 

TYPEWRITERS , 
All makes and portable in any type rented 
anywhere in the U. 8. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through book- 
let in your home. 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. 8. A. — 8 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON’S 
ROSENDALE, WISCONSIN 

Hi-ways 23-26 INTERSECTION J. H. Phillips 

We have advertiseed in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

sirname a sa etc sina 

- Bee Suppues oF 
This name has stood for the very 3-Ply Aireo Foundation 

: Triple Locked Corner Frames best in bee supplies made famous Simplicity vs 

by outstanding leaders such as: 8 and 7-Wire Excluders 

Quality Comb Sections 

é Thin Super Foundations 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
6890 W. Haron Street The A. I. Root Co. 
CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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The combination of Genitox and Geni- er e y 

thion in the spray tank gives fruit growers i 3 %, ae E | 

today’s most effective weapon against ‘i . Ee z 

worms, mites and aphis. Ral 

Both of these organic insecticides are pro- . PLUS = 
duced by General Chemical and have a back- “ be 

ground of intensive laboratory and field C e 

research. Into them have been built the qualities ¥ eA 

which have established General Chemical spray bs 
fe] 

products in a foremost position throughout the 2 

country for a half century. To the commercial grower “a 

these qualities have meant dependable, unexcelled . ots é T r # 0 e 4 

performance in the spray tank and on the trees. : a 

7 Mix completely in hard or soft water without exces- SPRAY POWDER es 

sive foaming. i] 
Lt) Y Law 

2 Stay suspended in the agitated spray mixture. z 
- t 

3 Give high deposit on fruit and foliage .. . uniform, closely- di] rd Wal | on | 

knit spray covers. e ea 

4 Minimum run-off of the insecticides in the spray drip because 

these materials are processed to make the ultra fine particles 

“stay-put” where they hit. 

5 Result! Unexcelled “kill” of insects for which DDT 

and PARATHION are recommended. . 

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION . / 
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION , 

40 Rector Street New York 6, N. Y. *
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> ie In 1948, dusting in the rain with Kolodust was a 
, completely successful operation for a record number 

oe of growers against that stubborn enemy, apple scab. 
ee Hundreds of growers have relied on Operation 

“Kolodust’” for years and the proof is in higher 
\ producing orchards and better packs of apples. 

opts ; Niagara planned Operation “Kolodust” with weap- 
a ° ons best suited for the battle—a Niagara Cyclone 
ae Duster for all kinds of weather; and Kolodust, a 

i Ue . non-caustic, rain-penetrating dust. In Kolodust, the 
ee fused Bentonite sulphur particles, colloidal in na- 

; iw ture, so fine that no screen yet devised can measure 
them, have great spreading and covering ability. 
And they cling to fruit and foliage through and 
after long and heavy rains when apple scab spores 
are there ready to strike. Dusting in the rain with 

CML Kolodust is the very essence of “timeliness” —the 
“Reg. U.S. Pat. OM. BN is i ; A 7 ne proof is in a lower-cost operation and greater suc- 

M f Magara cess in apple scab control. 

aaa Plan now for Operation ‘‘Kolodust” next spring. 

NERGARA CO ae Bryvisren THERE ARE KOLO MATERIALS FOR MANY USES 

Kolodust is available in various combinations with other 
MIDDLEPORT, NEW YORK materials, You'll find it an excellent carrier for such insecti- 

Richmond, Calif. * Mt. Vernon, Wash. © Jacksonville, Fla, * Tampa, Fla. cides as DDT, BHC and Lead Arsenate. _ a 
_. Pompano, Fla. * New Orleans, La. * Greenville, Miss. * Harlingen, Tex. ° 

Canadian Associate: Niagara Brand Spray Co., Ltd., Burlington, Ontario Use KOLOFOG* and KOLOSPRAY 
for your scab-protection sprays.
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The Fight Against Codlin ot g gai Codling Moth 
ns a, a neiiaaresaisaay ai BURR RIN St i angus Adult codling moth. Our most im- 

§ Be aaa i ee ecg ee ce coe , OTL —o *. _e = 

5 ce a ae epee Saperecom Sin ae a mo! grey very 
eee rags so ate Ean ge Be aaa sabe” across wing. Wing tips darker. About 
oe Se rea Pa ee ib it eal ~ 34” long. Wing spread about 1 inch. 
a Se Pee First appearance about 2 weeks after 

4 petal fall. Second brood appearance 

FE begins 55 to 60 days later. 

4 ae To determine appearance of moths, 
jf Sa Dr. C. L. Fluke recommends use of 

Bo all 4 x Fe bait traps. When they appear in large 
Be: ee ¥ Bape i numbers, or reach a “peak,” spray with 

e 3h, hv ge DDT to kill moths. - 
Aston 24 ty . bay 

Beare Pe | : po a Bo eee 6h ClU[|ltl( ‘(NL Merten een RES eT Rae et Fe nt Me RM ere ee Cane ‘ fe Pt 

The codling moth is the most serious servation have shown that if the peak ee = 

insect pest of apples. Timely spraying of the first brood comes, for example ‘ * A Mae 1 

is most important to fully control the on June 25, then the peak for the sec- ed MS £ } 

moth and at the same time reduce the ond brood will be just about 2 months pay ay 
cost to a minimum. Economy is the Se - 

watch word in orcharding these days. later—August 20 to 25. hes 2g Re Ki 
If the weather is extremely warm |): 9.» ? } 

When First Brood Moths Appear during the regular flight season when | # f ert, | 
Dr. C. L. Fluke, Dept. of Entomology, the moths are emerging in either the a ies ie | 

University of Wisconsin, advises that St or second brood, they emerge ata Nein a ‘ 
many years of study of the emergence rapidly and we may expect large num- a of 

of codling moth in Wisconsin indi- >eFs of moths flying. a . 
cates that, depending upon the weath- Spray With DDT . ph — 

er, we may expect the first moths to » > call. 

emerge or start to appear about 2 Dr. Fluke recommends using DDT, be a * 
weeks after petal fall. It may be as 2 Ibs. of 50% wettable powder per 100 anes ; 
late as 3 or 4 weeks after petal fall gal. of water, for codling moth control, a ie 

if there is considerable cool weather ®Praying in the regular 10 day after ape 
following blossoming. In case of very Petal fall period and again at the ali 
warm weather it may be as early as Peak of emergence. 

10 days after petal fall. Second Brood Spray 

It is this variation in the time of To control the second brood moths, 
emergence caused by the weather spray with DDT at any peak of the 9 —— 

which makes the bait trap so import- ight The DDT will kill the adult 
ant for accurate and economical con-. moths and also the larvae and is about half full and hang them as high 

in the tree as possible. Use a ro) 
trol of codling moths. therefore very effective. To avoid spray 414 - FS 

pulley in order to lower the pans 

The peak flight of moths is usually Tesidue on the picked fruit do not 5, examination each morning. On hot 
from 1 week to 10 days after the first Pray for 30 days before the harvest. Gay. the bait should be changed once 
moths appear. Use Bait Traps each week and again after heavy 

rains. 
The Second Brood Appearance This is the formula recommended ee ee ‘weaving or 

Just about 55 to 60 days after the for codling moth bait traps by Dr. C. clean out the pans immediately after- 

first brood appearance the second L. Fluke. wards and refill them with new soli- 
brood moths will begin to appear. 2 teacups of blackstrap molasses tion, 2 
If the weather is hot during those and es 

intervening days, they may begin to 2 teacups of either honey or di- . 

emerge a little earlier—in about 50 malt syrup A man writes to ask who runs 
days. If the weather is somewhat cool, % cake of yeast the average American home. Evi- 
it may be a little later—as late as 65 5 gallons of water dently, the gentleman has no teen 
days after the first brood. Mix in a jar. Use wide mouth pans age children—Burlington Stan- 

Dr. Fluke says that years of ob- such as stew pans for the traps. Fill dard Democrat.
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Orchard Irrigation In Baka ee 

Door County---1948 . 

By Moulton B. Gof - 

eee 

A lateral irrigation line with two over- 

tree sprinklers in the M. B. Goff Orchard at 

Sturgeon Bay, Wis. =» 

f 

Certainly every orchard owner in many factors involved along with growth, even though there is no rain- 

Wisconsin has thought about the ap- the additional supply of water that it fall meanwhile. 

plication of water in a dry season. is quite difficult to form definite con- DOES RAIN UPSET THE IRRL 

But there are so many unanswered clusions until some rather extensive GATION SCHEDULE? Our aim has 

questions surrounding an effort of storage tests can be worked out. been to have a two-inch application 

this kind that it is easy to get a good WILL IRRIGATION IMPAIR_ every ten days to two weeks. If rain 

argument on both sides of the issue (9; oR? On that, one season's results SUPplements this schedule sufficient- 

at the mere mention of irrigation in |. i vconclusive. We lean to the opin- !¥, we can of course delay the appli- 
humid regions. Many opinions are ex- ion that there may be some color de- cation. However, most summer rains 

pressed. ficiency resulting from irrigation. But in @ dry period have so much run-off 
Perhaps the first and most fre- 21 positive statement is wholly pre- nd have such difficulty in penetrat- 

aucetly asked Seri is: “can Sin ature. ing the dry soil that the actual bene- 
get your money back from an invest- ficial effect from 

ment in pumps and piping?” We at | DOESN'T WATERING BRING  ¢,, ion en suppoasa, Susreuthoctes 
the Goff Orchard answer this ques- THE ROOTS CLOSE TO THE SUR- who has quite a little experience in 

tion emphatically “Yes.” We feel that FACE AND SO COMPLETELY  jjrigating field crops, says: “Keep the 
this year we were repaid for at least CHANGE’S THEIR SOIL RELA- water going through rain and sun- 
one-third of our plant investment, in TIONSHIP? Undoubtedly this is true shine, and never stop it.” Subject, of 

addition, of course, to covering all where sufficient water is not applied souras to good common sense this 

operating charges. at one time. But when at least two iuie isn’t a bad one to follow. , 

Specific figures to comparative acre inches of water are applied at DOESN'T IRRIGATION IN- 
yields from irrigated and non-irri- a setting the moisture soaks down in- CREASE SCAB AND OTHER FUN- 

gated trees will be available when the © the soil a long way, so that unless 1). Dream? Time will give us an 
Experiment Station data is evaluated. the previous drying out process has effective answer to this Un- 

been too prolonged the surface ad- question, "Un 
The Station is making a study of our til we have had sufficient exposure to 

dition will join up with the underlying . ; 

operations with a view to making the h ti develop sound conclusions, our opin- 
findings available to the industry. We soil moisture layers so that contin- ion is that there is very little relation- 
are much indebted to Professor J. G. Vous capillarity is maintained. In that ahip; All We're. trying ‘to do’ in any 

Moore and his Station associates of °@8¢, the tree roots keep their normal event is to have a good rain every ten 
soils, engineering and pathology for relationship with the below-surface days or two weeks. All of the spray 

guidance in our project. , moisture. schedules we have been using envision 

We try to answer questions often HOW MUCH WATER SHOULD at least this much moisture, so it 
asked about irrigation. BE APPLIED AND HOW RAPIDLY would seem hardly probable that our 

DOESN’T COLD WELL WATER SHOULD IT BE PUT ON? We feel, irrigation practice will materially 
. DAMAGE YOUR TREES? Our an- for our conditions, that it is-wise to change disease conditions. 

swer to that is: Not so far as we can apply at least two acre inches at one WHICH FRUIT RECEIVES THE 

see. We're inclined to feel that slow setting. It not only has the benefit MOST BENEFIT—APPLES OR 

application of water is not sufficiently of not disurbing root relationships CHERRIES? The answer to this is = 

upsetting to soil or air temperatures to put likewise reduces the frequency of seasonal matter. If, as sometime: 

cause much difference. applications. Depending, of course, on happens, the dry spell comes verv 

WILL IRRIGATED FRUIT KEEP the various soil types encountered, 4 early in the season, then presumabl;’ 

AS WELL AS UNIRRIGATED? To heavy watering will allow ten-day to cherries would receive great benefi: 

that question we say, frankly: We two-week intervals between applica- because of their ripening. Howeve:, 

don’t know. There are probably so tions and still promote vigorous the reverse is more likely to be tru:.
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In such cases the residual moisture improved in the irrigated areas. When to fifteen per acre per year should 

in the soil after snow and spring it comes to later varieties for instance, probably cover these charges under 

rains have ceased, is often enough to including McIntosh, we feel that the current conditions. For operating 

carry the cherry crop through to a _ irrigation benefits may be less pro- costs, the figure is again variable, de- 

fairly successful harvest, even though nounced. Even though the fruit size pending on the power available, the 

little rain falls after the cherries are in the unirrigated crop is smaller, pumping head, the cost of labor. At 

half grown. We do feel, at Goff Or- later rains have more time to benefit 75 cents per hour for labor, and using 

chard, that irrigation has been very McIntosh than, for example, Duchess’ gasoline for fuel, operating costs may 

beneficial to the cherries, although or Wealthy. run as high as $4 and $5 per acre 

with the exception of a block in sod There is one gain in irrigating ap- per application. 

culture we encountered no benefit to ples that would sometimes justify the HOW IS THE WATER DISTRI- 

the fruit visible to the eye. The ex- investment in a plant even though BUTED? At Goff Orchard ‘we use 

perience of growers in other sections but one or two waterings were given portable lightweight tubing with ro- 

of the country indicates that in an ina season. It is the kick that can be tating overhead sprinklers. The tub- 

early fruit crop, like cherries, the given the fruit just at the time that ing is picked up and moved with each 

gain to the trees themselves in vital- lack of moisture seems visibly to be application so that we are watering 

ity is more noticeable in a future slowing down fruit sizing. It is com- two or threes areas each day. Our 

crop yield than in the year in which monly recognized that fruit once schedule calls for supplying about 

irrigation is first commenced. checked never quite picks up again, half an inch per hour, making four 

Regarding apples, there is no ques- regardless of later moisture. hours or more per setting. 

tion at all in our minds about the Another observation is that the fruit WHY DO YOU SRINKLE OVER- 

great benefit. It is particularly no- on weaker branches, which in an or- HEAD? WOULDN’T SURFACE AP- 

ticeable with the earlier varieties since dinary dry season would be worthless, PLICATIONS BE BETTER? The de- 

they come at the close of what is often under irrigation came through this cision is primarily based on saving in 

the driest part of the summer. The year in splendid condition. costs. By using overhead sprinklers 

benefit was so noticeable with us in WHAT ABOUT THE COSTS? our lines of pipe can be laid sixty feet 

the '48 season in Wealthies that the Costs will vary considerably in dif- apart. But if we were to us low down 

unirrigated areas were practically un- ferent projects. The prime element is sprinklers a line would have to be 

marketable, while the yield from the plant amortization charges. These laid for every row. The additional 

irrigated blocks was exceptional in vary entirely in proportion to the ex- tubing and labor would be substantial. 

size and quality. Tree condition, of pense of the water supply, whether Surface flooding in most midwest 

course, paralleled the condition of the from wells or surface sources, the dis- sections is impractical. In sod or- 

fruit and amply justified the efforts. tance of distribution, and the original chards, it would be hopeless. 

The sod mulch was likewise greatly cost of the installation. Ten dollars (To Be Continued) 

a 

Whether you are a small grower or large, your order will be given our prompt atten- 
tion. All orders shipped same day received. 

We handle Dow, Niagara and Du Pont materials, Are dealers for John Bean 
Sprayers and equipment. 

WE HAVE 2 USED SPAYERS AVAILABLE— 

1—15 gal. Royal Bean Sprayer—Skid type—500 gal. wood tank, truck 
mounted—$750.00. 

1—John Bean 20 gal. Royal—500 gal. steel tank, 25 h.p. Continental motor 
— $985.00. 

Write for catalogue and price list on sprayers and spray material. 

South Wi in Fruit G outheastern Wisconsin Fruit Grower Co-op. 
227 Cutler Street 

Lester F. Tans, Mgr. Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot Tel. 4107 : 

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN : . 

haa |
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Cultivation vs Mulching In the Orchard 
By Clarence Baker In The Rural New Yorker 

Before the importance of nitrogen shower caused an impervious layer as the mulch decays, and in some in- 

fertilizers was understood, it was not- to form on the surface as the soil be- stances the increased value of fallen 
iced that trees growing in sodded came wet, resulting in a heavy run- fruit has more than equalled the cost 

areas were weak and unproductive, off of rainfall, further encouraging of mulching. This practice is devel- 

and that cultivating the soil tended erosion. Such soils can store little oping. rapidly among the most pro- 
to make the trees grow more vigor- water, and cultivated orchards were gressive orchardists in many section: 
ously and produce larger crops. Ex- found to suffer from lack of moisture 

periments in many parts of the coun- when grass covered soils were well Mulching The Orchard 
try confirmed these observations. supplied. In starting any mulching program, 
This started a wave of cultivation in To correct the loss of organic matter it should be remembered that newly 
both apple and stone fruit planting ana to reduce erosion. Fall sown mulched trees are likely to need in- 
that swept across the country, bring- cover crops were resorted to, custom- creased applications of nitrogen for 

ing with it improved tree growth and arily such crops as rye or winter the first two or three years, unless a 

more abundant crops of fruit. The wheat, which survived winter freezes. considerable amount of manure is 

more frequent and thorough the cul- ‘his practice helped to a limited ex- used in the mulch, such as a mixture 

tivation, the better the results appear- tent and delayed somewhat the un- of manure and straw, or manure and 

ed to be. So complete was this shift to favorable effects of clean cultivation. sawdust or shavings. Where straw 

cultivation that in many localities an As the importance of nitrogen and the only is used, about 50 per cent more 

orchardist who permitted even a few use of nitrogen carrying fertilizers nitrogen should be applied than ‘s 

weeds to develop was considered to became better understood, it develop- necessary on sod alone. In the case of 

be an unworthy member of the fruit ed that apple trees, at least, could be 4 six-inch mulch of sawdust the 

growing profession. profitably grown in permanent grass amount of nitrogen should be doubled 

As the years went by, however it or legume sods if-the trees were given for at least the first two years. Some 
became apparent that the benefits of sufficient nitrogen. In some locations poor results from the use of sawdust 

cultivation were decreasing. Declining the use of a complete fertilizer was appear to be from failure to satisfy 
vigor of the trees and reduction inthe needed for maximum growth of sods the nitrogen requirement. After a 
size, quality and amount of fruit in- or ‘covers, but the trees themselves mulch has been established for about 

dicated that something was wrong. showed response to elements other three years, it usually is unnecesary 

The thing that was wrong was that than nitrogen in only a few localized to add any chemical nitrogen, so a 

the trees were starving for food and areas. saving of fertilizer eventually may be 

moisture. The shift from grass cul- affected. 

ture to cultivation was originally ben- Sod Culture Needs Nitrogen ~ 

eficial as result of the conversion of During the last 20 years the trend 

the plant food materials that had been has been back toward sod orchards IN ‘THE, ORCHARD 

stored in the grass and roots of the in the case of apples and, more recent- DORMANT SPRAY ON THE WAY 

sod into forms that were available to ly and to a smaller extent, in the case OUT is the heading of an article in 
the trees. This decay and oxidation of stone fruits. In any sod culture, BETTER FRUIT, official publication 
of the organic matter, following in- sufficient nitrogen must be provided Of Western fruit growers. It was the 
tensive cultivation, liberated large to supply the tree over and above the Pinion of speakers at a recent con- 
quantities of soluable nitrogen com- amount taken up by the grass. Hither erence in Portland, Oregon. 
pounds and other nutrients that spring or fall applications usually are German chemists followed by those 

caused the trees to grow vigorously. satisfactory, with a trend toward fall in England have been working on 
The destruction of the organic matter applications in many parts of the problems of making plants themselves 
was very rapid, however, and as the country. Sod culture reduces erosion poison to insects. Tne Germans have 

soil supply became exhausted, the ben- losses, improves or retains favorable gone a step further in endeavoring to 
eficial results diminished. soil structure, checks run-off or rain- make animals also immune to insect 

Many other unfavorable factors fali and encourages the penetration of attacks. The problem of discovering 
were involved. In the first place, the moisture to lower levels. chemicals which will be harmless to 

wave of cultivation taking in many An outstanding, and also the most ®@Mimals but would kill the pests is 

orchards on hilly or rolling land, ex- recent, modification of sod culture is ® difficult one but may be solved 

cessive erosion quickly carried away the use of mulch of some organic sub- Someday. 
the most productive top soil. Even on stance, such as manure, straw or saw- —_— 

compartively level land the intensive dust, beneath the tree well out to the Beginning in February the Wash- 

cultivation resulted in a break-down spread of the branches. Such a prac- ington Commission spent $120,000 in 

of the soil structure following the des- tice has many advantages over sod an advertising push for Washington 

truction of the organic matter. Soils alone, as it promotes a more vigorous Winesaps. The campaign was carried 

that had originally been friable and growth that is reflected in increased on in 100 major city markets during 

retentive of moisture were found to production of high quality fruit. Mois- February, March and April. News- 

run together into a sticky mass when’ ture conditions about the roots of the paper advertising was carried on in 

rain fell. The first few minutes of a _ tree are improved, plant food is added 88 papers in 76 cities.
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BRUSH DISPOSAL, Shredding and and Louisiana which sustained similar 

chopping orchard brush is superced- | Apple Institute Item | laws, but said these did not apply i 

ing burning in commercial orchards - West Virginia as apple volume wai 

especially in the West. The idea that West Virginia Law Declared too small.” 
organic matter will be left in the Unconstitutional Mr. Miller then points out that the 
orchard by shredding is one of the acreage of bearing apples in West Vir- 
reasons why orchardists are adopting West Virginia's apple volume is too ginia in proportion to all ha is 

the practice, Some believe that it will Smell to aflect the public welfare, tareer nan in minisaee Weahe ane 
be necessary to add nitrogen to the ‘ote e es! rginia upreme juisiana where similar was 

il if shreddi + ti 4 Court in declaring the new apple law been enacted. He writes: “The West 

= shredding is continued. The unconstitutional. Virginia decision has one merit:—it 

decomposing brush may temporarily The West Virginia law which charg- applies to no other state. Each state 
deplete the supply of nitrogen avail- ed growers 1c per bushel to obtain must compute for itself whether the — 
able to the trees unless a little more money for an apple promotion fund volume is sufficient to put apples in 

than the normal amount is used. had been considered as a model and_ the public interest as the Court noted. 

was discussed at Wisconsin fruit grow- West Virginia Horticultural Society 

° ers meetings. The fact that the law officers are canvassing further steps: 
Orchardist Wanted was declared unconstitutional in that —a re-hearing, an appeal to U. S. 

MAN AND WIFE—Permanent. Man state is of interest to our growers. Supreme Court, etc.” 

to work oat cherry and apple Mr. Carroll R. Miller, secretary of ee 
weed Yaad sshingtoa uiag’ wintes. the Appalachian Apple Service writes POWER PRUNING. A Hood River, 

Wife to cook and help with house- about the law as follows: Oregon fruit grower has developed 
work while owner is there. Separate “On March 15 the West Virginia a whole set of pneumatic power tools 

a hee en a place gat Supreme Court decided that apple to speed up orchard pruning. A new 
or orchardist, ane: retigioa, oe tee growing in West Virginia is too in- pneumatic saw will handle anything » ay eRe 
erences if possible. Opportunity of significant to affect the public wel- up to an 8 inch limb. It is operated 

developing the place when proven fare and therefore the Apple Law _ by a 27-ounce motor which can exert 

satisfactory. spends public money for private use a pull of more than 300 pounds while 
Vert Gentry and is unconstitutional. a 10 foot pole weighs 6 pounds. The 

111 Wee Iscksce 5 Boulevard “The Court noted decisions of the inventor is Ronald Hyskell, Silver 
=_ cago 4, ois Supreme Courts of Michigan, Idaho Springs Orchard, Hood River, Oregon. 

’ es 
Each nozzle or each side ° if 

can be operated independently. Bie yo * Rite x : 
a ’ a, ls 

Pump has only 2 moving . 2 i ; ee ot F 

ar PM gst se 
: : / ea Cee aa 

A one-man sprayer which Bese he eS 5 } VRE ara ee. % 

will cut the cost of your or- —_ Sonia ng be me B 
bea Seay a 

chard spraying. 

Hale Sprayer In Operation 

The Hale Sprayer is the only one using the centrifugal pump. Pressure can be maintained 
at 750 Ibs. if desired. Capacity 80 gal. per minute at 600 lbs. pressure. 100 gal. p.m. at 500 Ibs. . 
and 125 gal. at 400 Ibs. 

Has 500 gal. tank. Chrysler 6 cylinder Ind. engine. Available on trailer, skid, mounted, or 
engine and pump unit. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE 

Michigan Orchard Supply Company 
603 N. Van Buren St. Frank Leach, Representative Green Bay, Wis.
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Puratized’ | 

Pat. No. 2,423,262 | 

RESEARCH workers and commercial fection occurs and acts to eradicate infec- | 
growers acclaim this patented for- tions after they start. 

mulation as an outstanding contribution . . . a 
for the control of scab and other plant This unique inactivating power, plus 
diseases. the usual protectant action, makes 

PURATIZED AGRICULTURAL 
PURATIZED AGRICULTURAL SPRAY an invaluable weapon for com- 

SPRAY doubly safeguards your trees. It bating scab. Consult your local dealer or 
offers fast, effective protection before in- write today for further details. 

Puratized Agricultural Spray 

* A low cost spray program — * Can be applied with common 
one gallon makes 800 gallons of insecticides and fungicides. 
spray. . 

* Instantly water soluble. ii blight = oe baer 

* Leaves no visible deposit. peaches. 

“Trade Mark 

Distributed by: 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION GENERAL CHEMICAL 

FOOD MACHINERY & DIVISION 
. ALLIED CHEMICAL & 

CHEMICAL CORP. DYE CORP. 

Middleport, New York 40 Rector Street, New York City 

Manufactured by: 

GALLOWHUR CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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GROWERS MORE INTERESTED 

Peaches In Door County IN MARKETING 
Truman Nold, secretary National 

By Charles F. Swingle, Superintendent August. The trees received a dormant Apple Institute, makes this report about 
Peninsular Branch Experiment Station, spray of lime-sulfur 1 to 10, and 3 the Michigan State Horticultural So- 

Sturgeon Bay sprays of wettable sulfur. ciety meeting in Grand Rapids last Dc- 

While occasional instances of young These trees regularly blossom late cember. 
trees bearing peaches in Door Coun- 4nd set well. They appear to be com- ‘One of the number of noteworthy 
ty are not unknown, we have heard Pletely self fertile, for no other peach things about this Grand Rap'ds meeting 
of only 2 trees that have been con- flowers are known to be within half Was the evidence of greater interest in 

sistently bearing for the past 6 years. ® mile or more. The fruit ripens the everything connected with marketing. 
In the spring of 1940, Frank Morey, of last week in September—late but not Most horticulture meetings are packed 
Ellison Bay (about Lat, 45°15") planted too late for Door County. The lowest While the program is on production; but 
2 Sungold peach trees. Starting with official temperature recorded at the when the marketing subjects come along 
1943, these have had a crop every Peninsular Station last winter was there is usually an exodus—good time 

year, including 25 seventeen-pound -18°F. A thermometer believed to .be to go out for a smoke, Not so at Grand 
lugs in 1947, their biggest year, and easonably correct, situated at Elli- Espids; if there was any such letdown 
20 boxes this year most of which 80n Bay, recorded -20°. It is believed of interest, it was not visible in the 
were 2%” up. These trees, in Mr. that the trees in question have with- asi audience. t 7 
Morey’s fruit plantation, have the stood temperatures as low as -26° dur- growers are feeling fairly good 

, 2 about the market this season. A number 
benefit of his exceptional personal care, ing the past 6 years. a 1 vi serious concern about 

but have not had any unusual treat- Mr, Morey reports he is greatly both- next season ih an above average crop 

ment. They received about 3 Ibs. of ered by would-be customers far in materializes.” 

ammonium nitrate per tree in April excess of the amount of his crop from 

1948, with resulting 8 to 16 inches of these 2 trees. He has sever) 1010 ———————_—_— 
growth during this year. They still trees coming on, but does not plan to “Seto colnies of bees for 

had green foliage the first week of plant any large acreage. pollinating service.” 

October, but had made a good start SS M . »G 1 

towards hardening off their wood. This Down in Cuba they raise cane to erciers reenvale 

year was exceptionally dry in Door make rum, but in the United States Produce 

County from May until the end of they drink rum to raise cane. . Janesville, Wis. 

SPRAYERS, Easiest to Maintain 

D U S T E R S ao Ba hy) A Cte ci Order Gh 

FRUIT SIZERS \\WRAMT OP OWE ICT We r 

: We are pleased to announce that we have been appointed Dealer with 

exclusive rights in Door, Kewaunee, Brown, Manitowoc, Calumet, and 9 

Outagamie counties for SPRAYERS, DUSTERS, AND FRUIT PACKING 

EQUIPMENT manufactured by FRIEND MAUFACTURING CO. We 

have new and used sprayers and pumps. We also have a complete stock of ~ 

repairs. 

JOHN DEERE SALES AND SERVICE 

DeLAVAL -:- FRIEND -- GOODYEAR 

Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin Phone 940
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Irrigation C To Wi i 
By Harold D. Roberts . 

One Wisconsin grower recently told time protecting oneself against a pos- vegetation. It is this layer of ice 

me that his portable pipe irrigation sible crop failure due to an unusually covering the plants that prevents the 

system was the most useful single dry season, is just common sense. frost damage. Apparently the ice 

item of equipment on his farm and Strawberries Need Water forms an insulating covering over the 

had yielded him the most in return plant at the temperature of 32 de- 
for his investment. Strawberries are another example. grees, the constant temperature of 

We have been slow to recognize After the early peak in the harvest, ice, Since temperatures which are in- 

that even in “normal” years many the size of the berries usually de- jyrious to most of our flowers and 
of our crops suffer from an acute ‘clines until all that remains are fruits are under 32 degrees, the plants 
shortage of moisture. It is true that ‘“"Ubbins.” It is becoming increasingly are thus saved from frost damage. 
seldom do we have a complete crop clear that en explanation oe this — Damage to delicate flowers and 

failure; we usually have a “normal” off in quality and quantity of fruit fruits from being covered with ice 

or “average” yield. But our ideas ot | aeeely ~~ to sneuselent moisture i, surprisingly slight. One strawberry 
what should constitute a normal yield to tl be P a ae tn os And grower, with a modest acreage, point- 

are being changed—being changed straw Try pic! ne oat i not con- eq to his new home and then to his 
in an upward direction by irrigation, ‘idered to be a particularly dry sea- jew car and said, “My irrigation sys- 

son of the year. One strawberry tem id for these in one night.” 
Yields Increased grower puts it this way, “With my rs e . em. ys His strawberries were at the height Said one Wisconsin strawberry  jrrigation system, I can bring every of blossom when a sh frost bi 

grower upon completion of his first fruit that is set t d saleabl mm sharp frost ‘began 
‘ ru ‘at is set to a good saleable moving in shortly after dark. He turn- season of irrigating, “Before I used perry.” don bi dad : : 

irrigation I just would not have x ed on his sprinklers and by morning 
mong other crops that show mark- had a covering of ice as much as an believed it possible to have the yield 

that we had this year.” The plain ed response to additional water are inch thick over the blossoms. Upon 

tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, carrots, later examination he could find no fact is that added moisture will in- 
sweet corn, onions, beets, horseradish, sign of injury to them, while in a por- 

crease the yield and quality of nearly berri al 1 2 
all crops in a normal Wisconsin sum- *2SPberries, falfa and ladino clover, tion of the bed which was not pro- 
mer; in the average season there is tobacco, gladiolus, in fact most all tected by water, the crop was a com- 

- flowers, nursery stock, and truck plete failure. 
insufficient water to meet the opti- ° 
mum needs of most crops. crops. Even orchard trees are respond- Similarly a grower saved his late 

Take, for example, potatoes, With- ing well. tomatoes last fall when the tempera- 

out irrigation 300 bushels per acre Frost Protection ture dipped to 14 degrees. 
would be an unusually good yield. The role played by overhead irri- Apply Fertilizers 
Anyone producing a crop of that size gation in frost protection of a crop Another newer use of irrigation 

would have been proud of his harvest ike strawberries is becoming increas- equipment is the application of fertil- 
in the old days, but now the standard ingly clear. The first effect of the izers, especially the nitrogen fertiliz- 

has changed. Under irrigation 500 water being thrown into the air from ers, through the irrigation water. Ap- 
bushels per acre is common, and, even the sprinklers is to raise the tempera- _ plications of even the smallest amount 
this yield has been frequently ex- ture of the surrounding air a few can be applied with complete uniform- 
ceeded. In order to produce these degrees—depending upon several fac- ity and without any danger to the 
larger yields, there are certain in- tors as air and water temperatures, plant. Cost of making such applica- 
creased expenses for ammortization humidity, and air movement. Thus, tions is much lower than when mc- 
of the irrigation system, operation of under conditions where a slight frost chanical means are used and can b 

. that equipment, additional seed would have occurred, the air tempera- done in a fraction of the time. 

planted, increased amount of fertilizer ture was kept above freezing and The fact that irrigation has becom: 
used, and for additional spraying. the frost did not materialize. so profitable to growers in Wisconsi 
At current prices, these added ex- In cases where the temperature drop is due largely to the type of equi) 

Penses per acre mount to less than is more severe, the presence of the ment in general use today—portab!: 

the price of 22 bushels. Spending water in the air is: inadequate to quick-coupling pipe with rotatin; 
the equivalent of 22 bushels to obtain keep the air temperature above freez- sprinklers. 
perhaps 200 bushels, and at the same ing; and ice begins to form on the (Continued on page 265)
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WINNEBAGO COUNTY FRUIT | W P 4 tf 
GROWERS ASSOCIATION . z ? v 

CELEBRATES 10th ANNIVERSARY \ _ 

Ten years ago about 45 men and ea m 

women met in the Court House in Xs, %, es en 
Oshkosh to organize the Winnebago cm 4 a &: ara 

County Fruit and Garden Growers As- ; ey Fa 
sociation. The county agent at that en) e/ “a 
time, Robert Heffernan, took an active g ? i = q 

part in the organization and explained "4 i ra ] yy ; \ NUS 

that the extension work extended by "i TA Fr a ‘ ‘ce 

the county agents office and the Col- : eee aD . | rte 
lege of Agriculture could be of much . | ' , 9 ~* ' iis <3 
greater service if there were such an . ' “ \ - an 

organization. Among the projects out- 

lined for the organization were: Co- Winnebago County Fruit Growers Association elected new officers at the 
operative buying and selling of pro- meeting in Oshkosh in April. From left: County Agent V. W. Peroutky; 
ducts growers need, educational and Edgar Abraham, secretary-treasurer; George Doemel, chairman, nominating 
demonstrational work on the produc- committee. Otto Ruelke, past president congratulates Harold Rasmussen, 
tion of fruits and vegetables; pro- newly elected president. Mr. Carl Koch, Oshkosh, was elected vice 
motion of spray rings and a creation president. 

of greater interest in their product. 

It was Mr. N. A. Rasmussen of Osh- 

kosh who suggested that vegetable 

gardening be included in this organiz- 

ation. Other charter members from 

Oshkosh, Neenah and Omro who ex- 

pressed themselves included Otto a a a 

Ruelke, William Nelson, Fred Roehl, 

Albert Yahnke, E. A. Boeshaar and 

Art Plummer. 

First officers were: Art Plummer, THE Meultou WAY 

president; Albert Yahnke, vice-presi- 

dent; Fred Roehl, treasurer; R. C. ee 
Heffernan, secretary. Directors were c we s 

Otto Ruelke and William Nelson. s } 

In April, 1939, the Wisconsin Hort- on 

icultural Society recognized the or- — 

ganization and extended appreciation ee . 

of the fact that they had voted to SOE 
affiliate with the Society. Since that 4 

time the members have affiliated with 
the Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

Presidents who followed Mr. Plum- 

mer were N. A. Rasmussen, Dale 
Nolte, Otto Ruelke and at present 

Harold Rasmussen. 

Until recently the organization met 

the second Monday evening of every 

month. Programs have been education- e e 

al with speakers who are specialists ou ton rrigation 0. 

in various fields of horticulture. Among 

the speakers that have appeared an- : 

rually have been Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Manufacturers and Designers of 

extension horticulturist and H. J. COMPLETE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR PART 
Rahmlow of the State Horticultural 

Society. OF AN ACRE OR FOR 500 ACRES 
In June of each year there has been 

a strawberry festival. Vegetable and 

orchard tours have been quite popular H. D. R O 8 IF R T S 

and in December of each year there . : : 

has been an annual Christmas party. Black River Falls Wisconsin 

V. W. Peroutky, County Agent.
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The Berry and Vegetable Growers’ Meeti ing 
Large Attendance and Excellent Program at Meeting of Wisconsin 

Berry and Vegetable Growers’ Association 
With the registration at 185, the new 

Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Grow- 

ers’ Association held an enthusiastic 
meeting in the Armory at Waupaca on es F S 

April 1. Much credit is due to Presi- 4 & wy + 
dent and Mrs. Charles Braman, County 4 SS ee 
Agent Mike Drozd of Waupaca and the y e a 
officers of the Association for the ex- 4 a 
cellent attendance and interest. ae on aad ’ B 

Prof. Arthur Alberts of the U. W. wr a 
—KVK—K<_z_;_z—i—>—K—¥=[zz[Ca@iiX—=—>»&]]¥j—>—>_>_&&&&&&=E=E=E—EEEE se ae . 

The ladies gave valuable assistance ie ce re 
and were interested observers at the c é > ‘ 
fruit and vegetable growers meeting. : a oa / “] 
Examining vegetable transplants are kes Zi \ mi 7 
wives of officers, From left: Mrs. x i eS : P 
Charles Braman, Waupaca; Mrs. Roy f ¥ pe - 3 b 4 om 

Rasmus, Waupaca; Mrs. E. L. White, :; yy ai a Se oa a x 
Fort Atkinson; Mrs. Charles Wood, = Et x pains dictiadeentaa . je 

Shawano, secretary-treasurer. i r wi ail Se 

Officers Wisconsin Berry and Veget- . Gt 

able Growers Association were inter- a it : ECC ms 
ested in the new types of irrigation a i J Us X rs 
equipment on display at the annual sae Si y . 

meeting. From left: County Agent “= | ; 
Michael Drozd, Waupaca; Dwight Noe 

Hensel, Waupaca; Mrs. Charles Wood, 3 

Shawano; E. L. White, Fort Atkinson; be 

N. A, Rasmussen, Oshkosh, and 

Charles Braman, Waupaca, president. : F Y } 5 

County Agents and speakers at the a cu <a = " H 
annual spring meeting Wisconsin Ber- rt y 
ry and Vegetable Growers Association p s rat am a 

examine some of the machinery on | : il L 

display. From left: County Agent Mi- ys : | 
chael Drozd, Waupaca; Charles Bra- 4 ee ame a page: ; 
man, Waupaca, president; County Pim e eee *, a | 

Agent J. F. Magnus, Appleton; Prof, 9 2 == -<°_ Ss Wn eel, 
O. B. Combs, Madison, Vegetable Spe- . - pmeeie Sk en: ey iat. - on 
cialist; Prof. C. L. Kuehner, Madison, far re en cay bight. 2g 

Horticultural Extension Specialist; A <a ae We .: 

County Agent V. W. Peroutky, Osh- bl : . gy Pee 
kosh; H. E. Halliday, Madison, Entom- Oe i , j ; 
ologist, State Department of Agricul- x \ As Ww } : 
ture; Prof. A. R, Alberts, Madison, Bp! ih 
Soil Specialist. F 

a ———————_______—. Py : 

Department of Soils emphasized that on ey. { 
the lighter soils, irrigation has great met <a 
value on crops of a high per-acre value. ‘ se) 
It has not yet proven iteself on gen- r 

eral farm crops but will pay on berries 
and vegetables. In choosing a location 

for these high per-acre crops, we must hs 

try to get suitable land and location. si 
The land should be level and not too y i 

i
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heavy so that it will take water well. Prof. Alberts advised because thw) xk OR — ——>—}—}—[—[—=z—=z_———— 

Raspberries in particular, deserve a good phosphorus, manganese and boron and 
soil with good drainage. then we will have a new problem on STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

Prof. Alberts did not favor the appli: our hands. FOR SALE 
cation of sulphur to create acidity be- To obtain organic matter, manure is 

cause it may liberate boron and man- excellent although it ma resent a ; 
ganese suddenly which may have a_ weed problem. Cover eps, dara after Beaver, Premier, Dunlap and 
detrimental affect on certain crops. harvest, should become an established Improved Robinson, June and 

He gave the pH requirement of cer- practice. Rye is especially good on light P . : 
tain crops as follows: soils, Oats, barley and rape are fine if rogressive everbearing. 

. we need the land in early spring. A blue 
PH Preferences H grass sod provides more organic mat- L. W. SCHILD 

ple ___ eas ter than alfalfa or other legumes be- West Salem a Wis. 

Field Beans ...eeenceeceneeeceeeeeee 8.07.5 (Continued on Page 267) =- 
Lima Beans eee enn ene ee BHT 

Table Beets _.._2...--.-2--.2---2--------------8.0-7.5 

Sugar Beets eee ecccceecceeeneeeee-- 85-8 BERRY GROWERS 
Begonias a. eneecceeeeeeeec eee SET 

Blackberries —----neeeenne nnn 50-6 Strong, clean boxes for all kinds of berries. 
Low Bush Blueberries ...................4.5-6 
High Bush Blueberries —............4.0-5 _— 

Cabbage nee encessceceeeceeceeeeeeeeseeeeeeeeeeB.0-T.5 r ae — 
Cantaloupe —.....-nn.nn-annecceeeeeeeeeeen eee B.0-T.5 mam 1 ceeaies ii. ie neil 

Garden Carrot 2... DT : é i : 
Sour Cherries -2........csccccccsscceccceeeeeee BRT LX “ “Mg 0 od 

Tris, German nescence cece BT. 3 ™ 

PRREROE ccrscccerecrserrstscriemrvinrnssarccl OT -s c 
Common Lilac —...eseeeeeeeeeeeeeeee B.0-T.5 eo . 
PGB scsesceecsretrenarsnnansessrevrssecesssssscsssissA BOOTS \ 
Black Raspberry .............--.--.--------.---5.0-6.5 

Red Raspberry — 5-7 WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST. 
TOMA nna enn een ecco ETS 

Strawberry ecco 50-65 EBNER BOX F ACTORY 

Use Fertilizers Cameron, Wis. Telephone 133R4 
To Grow Cover Crops . 

“We may have to use fertilizer to 
grow cover crops to get more organic 

matter,” said Prof. Albert. Peat is ° ° 

somewhat too expensive for larger areas. Com plete Irrigation For Your 
Organic matter is very important for , 

good crops of strawberries which may [> G d 
also require phosphate for fruit produc- arm ar en 

tion. Nitrate fertilizers are especially . as casa erect i 

valuable for leafy vegetables but in a no oe ore 
New York experiment a heavy applica- Hale centrifugal pumps operate | | 

tion of late nitrogen proved harmful to our irrigation units. — 
strawberries because it developed large Sco 
leaves which required considerable Auto-lock aluminum pipe; sizes 

amounts of water. Do not over-lime, 2” up to 8”. 

MACHODDOY DIAKTa We have irrigation systems in ‘s ; 
RASPBERRY PLANTS units with capacities from 50 gal. 

. FOR SALE to 1500 gal. per minute, using 
“Hardy, early pee Viking Buckner Sprinklers. 

raspberry ts, lea ro- oe 
<cer of ledges ~*~ finer flavored Hale Pump in Operation 

erries, Good shipper—well root- i 3 wi icati : 
ed and State Inspected healthy Eetiiisten yates nb ligation 

plats, $40.00) pee 11000) $2.08 MICHIGAN ORCHARD SUPPLY (CO. 
JOHN TORBICK £03 N. Van B Prank Leach, Representative ; 

Bayfield, Wis. . Van Buren St. . Green Bay, Wis. 

_—_=== aati
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Wi ° DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: 
f ° Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

we, Ce CEPIng. Wm. E, Gross, Milwaukee 
. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 

- eee f) so E. Schroeder, Marshfield 

a OFFICIAL ORGAN OF Tae ISCONEIN STATE BEEKEEPERS hind arial oon 

i ** Robert Knutson, Ladysmith, President Mrs. Louise Brucggeman, Box 60, Me- 
Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee, Vice-President nomonee Falls, Recording Secretary- 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec’y. Treasurer 

BEEKEEPERS LEARN ABOUT ery DISTRICT MEETINGS WELL 

POLLEN SUBSTITUTE FEEDING i on 4 ATTENDED mo 
About 30 Southern Wisconsin bee- LOVy Better grading of honey, better ma:- 

keepers spent the afternoon of Saturday, S | /, C7") Bs rN B keting; more successful winterin ;; 

April 2, with Dr. C. L. Farrar in the NS ’ C7 H the great need for colony build-up in 

Central States Bee Laboratory, Madison, os-”6~— CSC .”©~Sr”™.CC( spring and disease control were dis- 

inspecting colonies which had been fed | | fh CJ cussed from many angles at district 

pollen-soybean cakes beginning on Feb- meetings of the Wisconsin Beekeepers 

ruary 18. The beekeepers had requested readily and consequently will not pro- Association held at Janesville, March 

the session at the District Meeting in duce as much brood.” 17, for the Southern District; Brillion, 

Janesville in March. They wanted to see Asked if it is advisable to continue March 22, for the Fox River Valley 

if outdoor wintering with no protection feeding pollen during April and even District and Marshfield, April 7—the 

excepting a windbreak, plus feeding pol- May, in cases there are periods of in- North Central District. 
len-soybean flour cakes in late Febru- clement weather when no pollen can be Mr. John Long, chief apiary inspect- 

ary and March would really produce gathered, he replied that it is important OF answered questions on the new 

strong colonies by early April. to do so in order to maintain brood 8rading law. He said that many bee- 
Everyone was very much surprised rearing at a maximum rate. keepers are selling their white honey 

when Dr. Farrar announced that the as “golden” honey, which is legal. 
first colony he was about to open had RUSK-SAWYER ASSOCIATION Buckwheat honey is usually dark and 

11 frames of brood. He took out each of The Rusk-Sawyer Beekeepers Associ- must be so labeled. Comb honey need 

the 11 frames. Of course, it was the ation held its annual meeting March 22 no longer have the “Packer Number" 
strongest colony in the yard and above in Bruce, Wisconsin. The following printed on the section but the name 

the average. However, he stated that officers were elected: Mr. Iven Wisherd, and address of the producer or seller 
the 48 colonies in the yard would ave- Bruce, president; Mr. Edward Bruger, is required on the package. It should 
rage at least 6 frames of brood. Ladysmith, vice president and Miss Eva be on the outside of the carton or on 

Each colony had been fed about 3 L. Nelson, Glen Flora, — secretary- the section (if covered with cello- 
pounds of pollen supplement just two treasurer. phane) so it can be seen by the cus- 

weeks before but in spite of the slight By Eva L. Nelson, secretary, tomer. 
flow of pollen coming in from Maples, Glen Flora, Wis. Label Large Cans 

most colonies had consumed the cakes es All 60 pound cans of honey, if 
and were ready for more. A BEEKEEPER sold to the consumer or at retail, must 

Dr. Farrar said that from February 18 ANSWERS THE QUESTION be labeled with a regular label show- 

to April 2, he had fed 1500 pounds of On Page 181 of the March magazine ing the grade and name and address 

the pollen supplement to 285 colonies. appeared the question, “How can we fe selier. 

In answer to questions these facts come out on that?’ by L. G. S. Bee- favor a a hon ae ne nore that 

were brought out. The pollen-soybean keepers should use their heads—offer one flavor ° ron ey bu a i gmigke te 

flour cakes are made by mixing one part less of a better product at a fair price. |... desirable t or ie ss ne pa i. 
ofthe natural pollen to three parts of They should leave more of the off- me t Fi Oe tae Womans ee 

soybean flour. The method is described grade off-flavored honey on each hive wheat Fievered” on the label so con- 

in circular E 531 which may be ob- and even some of the best honey if the sumerd:would: know what tolexpect. 

tained from the Division of Bee Culture, bees need it for food. Honey is the best The District invited the State As- 
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Beltsville, bee food at any time of the year. Every sociation to hold its annual summer 

Mad. time a beekeeper feeds sugar to his bees meeting for the southern half of the 
Only soybean flour made by the ex- he drives one more nail into his own state at Janesville. 

peller process should be used. Asked if coffin. We have had honey bees for 43 The Tragedy of Winter Losses 
he had found any other material which years and have found 209 bee trees in H. J. Rahmlow, secretary of th: 

was better than pollen for mixing with the last 43 years. It is a great clean “wisconsin State Horticultural Societ) 
the flour he replied, “No, while the sport to hunt bee trees. asked the question, “Why must we 

natural pollen-soybean flour mixture has The place with 10,000,000 busy bees— continue to lose from 30 to 40 paroant 
given almost as good results as pollen H. R. Neumann, R. 2, Spencer, Wis. of our bees throughout northern state: 
alone, no other supplement tested was whenever the weather during winte" 
found to be as good. Soybean flour alone You can judge the times by the months is a little unfavorable? Why 
does not give as good results as a mix- length of the cigarette butts people must we let our bees starve even in :: 

ture. The bees do not consume it as throw away.—Oregon Observer. winter when the weather has bee:
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favorable such as the one just past? ie ea 
Why aren’t we making more progress an y oe 

in wintering?” oa F . Pg 

He pointed out that every beekeeper 2 : = i 

Officers of the Central District, Wis- aan 
consin Beekeepers Association arranged a bs 
a well attended meeting in April. Front => “ BS 

row from left: Louis Backow, Goodrich, 8 q Fe 
president Taylor Co. Association; Robert Se * ee 
Knutson, Ladysmith, president, State me Sree STN crea 
Association; Rueben Neises, Marshfield, Pe a 1 
secretary-treasurer. Back row: Arthur re oy Fa”. a i 
Kehl of the G. B. Lewis Company, visitor; % he ie he. i 
Ernest Schroeder, Marshfield, District ‘les, ee Ae a age} 
president; Howard Dankemeyer of the 4 ~ an | oe] a Boe 
Marshfield Manufacturing Co. and Frank A a: 
Greeler, Neillsville, District vice presi- ‘% . 
dent, 4 . is 

so : 

Officers of the Southern District at pee q 
the Janesville meeting examine honey ail : ry. 

grader being tested by the Wisconsin E> 4 
Department of Agriculture, From left y i E se 
to right: Rev. F. B. Richardson, Beloit, J = 
secretary-treasurer; Ivan Whiting, ‘if ] ts 
Rockford, president; John Long, Madi- f ; 1 yt 

son, Dept. of Bees and Honey; Wil- P | “s | cd J 

liam Judd, Stoughton; vice president; — : 
Walter Diehnelt, Menomonie Falls, 

past president State Association. 

Officers Wisconsin Beekeepers As- ’ 

sociation met with Wisconsin Depart- so 4 % 

ment of Agriculture officials to plan | 

State Fair honey exhibit and study Fs ye 

regulations on honey grading and di- LS 2 
sease control. Seated from left: Robert , 
inntson, Ladysmith, president Stato + | x 
Association; Milton Button, Madison, 

Director of Wisconsin Department of | 

Agriculture; D. N. McDowell, Madi- 7 y ee 
son, Administrative Director, Depart- = i , ane, 

ment of Agriculture. Standing from re pee Seas 

left: H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, secre- . 7 

tary Horticultural Society; John Long, al 
Newton Boggs, Viroqua, president 

Southwestern District; Wm. E. Gross, 

Milwaukee, president Southeastern 

District; Lawrence Figge, Milwaukee, 

vice-president State Association. 

Officers Fox River Valley District 
examine honey grading regulations at 

annual meeting. Seated: Leonard Otto, 

Forest Junction, secretary; Guy Sher- 

man, Seymour, president; Douglas => 

Stevens, Chilton, vice president. Stand- 

ing: County Agent Orrin Meyer, Chil- 

ton and Joe Mills, Ripon, director of 

the National Beekeepers Federation. 

today loses just as many colonies 

over winter as they did 50 years ago ae 

in spite of years of debate as to what i. are a mo es 

kind of packing to use, whether ta a ee ad os 4 

(Continued on Page 258) Byes baal esp anne
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MAY IN THE APIARY — which results in Hybrid Queens Available 

: " For Test Purposes 
Is A Swarm In May Worth A Load Divide Strong Colonies 

Of Hay? Joint statement by 
Were you born early enough to re- If during the later part of May you B of Entomology and Plant 

member the days of “A swarm in May have colonies which are so strong Quarantine, U.S.D.A. & 

‘ts worth a load of hay. A swarm in ‘2°Y Will prepare to swarm, they joney Bee Improvement Cooperative 
June is worth a silver spoon: ‘A swarm should be divided temporarily intu two ‘Association 

in July isn’t worth a fly.” Those were equal units. Set the b chamber Plans are being completed for the 
* containing most of the young brood 

the days of dish pan pounding, ringing second year’s work on-the honey bee 
and queen on the bottom bourd and — 

the dinner bell and reflecting sunlight improvement project at Kelley’s Isl- 
on the swirling bees in the air to get add a set of empty combs above, Put and, Ohi 7 

them ‘to neti. ‘Those were also Na on the inner cover with the escape Baie rt joa fi I 
ayn when wetted stayed h @ hole elosed. Then set on the breod ‘i a mn period from June 18 to 

ne ome every chamber containing the sealed and ugust 31, 1948, 1292 queens were pro- 

Sunday and holiday to hive the emerging brood with the adhearing duced and .('72 of these were sent ovt 

"Tuy were dvs: Baye: toe. wh we bees, giving it an entrance and of for tests. Kx;-ansion of facilities indi- 

7. ys ,» when we course plenty of honey for food, Al- cate that ap)roximately 2500 qu :ens 

might start out in the spring with 50 low the queenless unit to raise a will be produced for distribution in 

overwintered colonies, increase to a- 1949. : 
bout 100 by July and be back to 59 queen by giving it queen cells or better i 

still give it a laying queen. The following tentative schedu'e for 

or less the next spring, even by cellar queen rearing wii be attempted in 

vintering. e . . 1948, 300 queens in June, 800 in July. 

Have Made Progress District ‘Meetings 800 in August, and 60 in September. 
So poser eg nate some ie (Continued from Page 257) The minimum numl»r of queens to 

a ie - hn rlant topie 7 winter in the cellar or out of doors, € 801d to each coope.ator for com- 
. ie Po! opie af whether to winter in one, two or three prehensive tests will be .0t less than 

goa eek fe in 36 ei brood chambers. 25, thereby providing th» possibility 

of a swarm in Ma; ny se won adeeh See actualy rents, The anion to tis probiem, ne {05,8 tumbat of led tnes tobe 
in a definite loss, The divided colonies Pointed out, lies not in any of these : sh 
will not be able to make a good crop ut in one that we have overlooked. The isolation of Kelley's Island pro- 
t clover in June. Whether a colony will winter depends Vides the unusual opportunity of prac- 
rom * entirely upon these factors: 1. The tically 100 pct. control of natural 
Just as soon as a colony had filled so strength or population of the colon: matings. The colonies on the island 

its brood chambers with brood, bees or P y headed by sist. hich 
honey they usually pre to in the fall of the year. 2. The location 9T@ nOw headed by sister queens whic! 

are hybrids between two selected in- A colony confined to one 8 frame brood and amount of stores available to the 
winter ch bred lines. All drones produced by 

chamber naturally will swarm very inter ‘cluster. /2. .A.'wind ‘break: ‘or shelter f: these queens will thus be progeny of 
early in the season. A colony given two elter from strong winter winds. 10 e bi ‘hi be: il he . . lines selected for honey production 

more aps ano call srapere ‘a en ee oapeatad eee mM and disease resistance. Four different 
jpace ngth e colony on .pr! hy 

swarm a little later. One provided with 1 depends not only on the above fac- brid combinations:of queens: wil. be 
3 10 t produced and these will, of course, 
standard frame brood chambers, ors but also upon the availability of mate to the selected drones. These 

reversed before the top one is filled, pollen to the winter cluster. Brood queens will be hybrids of other un- 
will prepare to swarm still later, and rearing, he pointed out, begins in Jan- y. related inbred lines which have been 
if delayed until the honey flow starts uary and can be maintained uniformly 

; tested for resistance and honey pro- 
in June, will not swarm at all. Many throughout February and March if 

duction. The worker progeny of queens 
large ‘beekeepers report less than 5% pollen and honey are available to the 

sent to cooperators will thus be 4-way 
swarming when they use the 3 brood nurse bees. 

or double hybrids. All cooperators 
chamber and reversing method of omni Elected 
control. It requires the least ant cers will receive queens of each hybrid 

of wotk of any method of cule E wa The Southern District elected Ivan combination. 

° Whiting of Rockford, president; Mr. Beekeepers desiring to obtain queens 
have heard. 

tions Of S Wm. Judd, Stoughton, vice president for testing should write to C. A. Reese, 

H Conditions warming and Rev. F. C. Richardson, Beloit as Secretary, HBICA, B & Z Bldg., Ohio 

sine aaah other conditions of  secretary-treasurer. State University, Columbus 10, Ohio. 

swarm! nd which we must keep in The Fox River Valley District elect- The beekeeper will be sent a question- 
= j is normal oi @ colony to eq Guy Sherman, Seymour, president; naire which he will fill out and return 

pit In an upward direction. Empty pougias Stevens, Chilton, vice presi- After all questionnaires are in, the 
help —" the brood nest will not dent and Leonard Otto, Forest Junc- shipping schedule can be arranged 

elp prevent swarming. tion, secretary-treasurer. and each beekeeper will be notified of 
A weak or medium strength colony The North Central District re-elect- acceptance or rejection of his order 

may swarm in June because there are ed Ernest Schroeder, Marshfield, pres- and the approximate shipping date. 

not enough bees to occupy the honey ident; Frank Greeler, Neillsville, vice- The prospective cooperator must be a 

supers and so they may store too much president; Rueben Neiges, Marshfield, beekeeper who operates 50 or more 

honey in the brood nest, creating a secretary-treasurer. colonies.— (Condensed).
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a ao A oe 
A) eS ee hae EN We ok ON Rs 

ki ait Pht Aes. beak bi bis. ali HONEY pee PS ak Sle Sere et an: ARS = BEF i CONTAINERS PA AM tA aes 
ae ft We now have a good supply 

. re of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. 
PN Also the 5 Ib., 3 Ib., 2 Ib. and 1 

yes Ib. and 8 oz. glass jars. We can 
cae make immediate shipment. 

2) - . To insure prompt service, 

Saw : A order your Association labels 
as | now for your new honey crop. 

. 4 Write for Complete 

a Price List 

x _ t . Order through your State 

Lad | Beekeepers Association 
7 es 

« a HONEY ACRES 
Vl Ft ee oI Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

‘ i ie o's 

Dr. C. L. Farrar inspects nest of strong colony on April 2 while Southern 

Wisconsin beekeepers look on. Colony was fed pollen supplement and had 11 iow we : NEED BEE 
Feeding Maintains WOOD COUNTY BEEKEEPERS 9? 

. MEETING 
Brood-Rearing The Wood County Beekeepers As- e 

In our March and April issue we geciation Will Hold Its Annual Picnic 

showed pictures of a colony which Qn Sunday, June 26. WE HAVE 

began raising brood on January 14. The meeting will be held at the E. P 

On February 5 this colony had 8 &, Bennett Cranberry Growers Marsh Everything the 
frames with fair sized areas of brood. five miles west of Port Edwards on Beekeeper needs. 
The picture taken on February 5 Highway 54. There is a sign with the Sections 

shows pollen areas as well as honey name at the entrance. 

in combs containing the brood. On Mr. John Long, Madison, will be the Supers with fittings 
March 2 we again inspected the colony speaker after the noon dinner. By . 

and found slightly less brood than  &, L, Schroeder, Marshfield, President. Hives and frames 
shown on February 5. Examining the —————————————— Foundation 

combs we found the pollen and most BEE SUPPLIES Wire 

of the honey had been consumed. Complete stock of bee supplies 
and equipment carried in Madison. and 

Realizing that unless we fed a supple- G. A. DUNN & CO. 

ment there would be a decrease in . ‘" all other supplies a i 4 ¢. dwindl 2138 University Ave. Madison, Wis. 
roodrear! ing an consequen: a 

ing of the colonies in April, we imme- BEES FOR SALE WRITE FOR PRICES 

diately fed soybean flour and on March Three brood chamber hives 

12 the brood pattern had improved with bees and brood on drawn AUGUST LOTZ (0. 

considerably. The flour was then fed comb. Painted. Shallow, square Manufacturers and Jobbers 

every week thereafter with excellent type as used at the University 

results. The first week in April the of Wisconsin.—Will be state Boyd Wisconsin 
colony had 6 frames of brood. inspected before permit to 

————=SSaass————_ move is given. 

a jetely assembled ‘with wired pletely assem 
SUMMER MEETINGS foundation. — Three body HONEY WANTED 

WISOONSIN BEEKEEPERS thives each $20.00 — Extra Carloads an chen 
ASSOCIATION supers each $4.50. mM 

Home Sundays only except 
July 26 — Janesville, Wis. by appointments. ne MERA SUE ASL 

— Eau Claire Lakes M. H. LYO! 
uy Box 192 Hustler, Wis. 

| ES | SSS I poe |
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FOR BETTER COUNTY FAIR 
WE CHANGE PRINTERS FLOWER EXHIBITS ~ 

This issue of Wisconsin Horticulture a 
is being printed in Waterloo, Wis. é A letter to the secretary of the Wau- 
The change was made due to com- q paca County Fair by the president of 

plaints about the magazine coming l the Iole G Club: 

out late—later each month. = T Sf Dear Secretary: 
From now on we expect the maga- ey ~~ RUF 

zine to be printed the first week of tag GIN Members of our garden club who put 

the month. There will be a rigid dead- re es) \J on fine flower shows each year are 
line for receiving copy, proof reading, ‘a <s Mr) naturally very much surprised and dis- 

making up page proof and final cor- SEY UD Se appointed when they come to one of our 
rections on page proof. In order to ane 5 best County Fairs and see “just a bunch 
comply with these deadlines the of- ORAL RRA? ) of flowers stuck in tin pails and other 
ficers of the Wisconsin Horticultural Co EADY Ser | » atrocious looking vases" quoting from 

Society have instructed the editor to oe eS one of our younger members. 
take complete charge of all proof Wis This situation can certainly be 
reading and magazine makeup. remedied and our fair flower shows 

All affiliated organizations are in- WHITE PINE PROTECTED ~ made up to date to compare favorably 
vited to cooperate by sending in ma- Currant And Gooseberry Bushes with flower shows held elsewhere with 
terial of interest to their members. Destroyed In White Pine Areas the help of a little education and change 
We welcome the appointment of an The Wisconsin Department of Agri- in the premium list. 

editor by affiliated organizations to culture reports that nearly 1% mil- We would suggest that we follow the 
ake charge of gathering and pre- lion currant and gooseberry bushes suggestions of the editor of Wisconsin 
See Geant material as will benefit woe destroyed _ ee Horticulture (in an article enclosed)— 

. in the campaign to protect the State’s that 50% be allowed for quality of 
SS TT valuable stands of white Pine against flowers, and 50% for arrangement and 

WISCONSIN WILDFLOWERS blister rust. suitability of containers. 

An attractive new bulletin, Wiscon- Mr. P. \F. Kouba, state blister rust bs ‘i 
sin Wildflowers, Bulletin No. 601 has Control leader reports that the state Information about suitable containers 
been issued by the Conservation De- 0W has a control area of about 1% and suitable rules for, errangements 
partment, State of Wisconsin, State Million acres. This pine has an es- could easily be included in the premium 

Capitol, Madison, Wis. It is written timated maturity value of more than list. 
by Mr. W. T. Calhoun and contains $125,000,000 if properly protected Containers, vases, bowls, glass dishes 
pictures of many of the important wild 984inst rust. or low shallow containers in plain solid 

flowers growing in the state. a colors as grey, dull green, brown, cream, 

The bulletin gives the names of NATIONAL APPLE INSTITUTE white ‘and ‘black. Rules: 

plants which are in danger of becom- ANNUAL MEETING 1. Use only so many flowers so each 
ing extinct and should never be picked; Lansing, Michigan i can be seen—loose group—not tight 
list of the varieties now protected; June 16-17-18, 1949 erge:.mass. 
varieties which need protection and The National Apple Institute will 2. The tallest stemmed flowers in cen- 

should seldom if ever be picked; hold its annual meeting in Lansing, ter with others cut shorter, shortest 

plants which may be picked in moder- June 16-18, 1949. This will be the clos- near the edges. 

ation; plants which may be picked est it will probably come to Wisconsin 3. White and lightest colors at top— 

freely. ‘ for some time. Last year the meeting darker and darkest colors lower and at 
Garden Club members should note WaS held at Harrisburg, Pa. and the bottom. Smaller blooms towards top, 

that there are many varieties of wild year before in Wenatchee, Washing- larger nearer bottom and low. 

flowers which may be picked freely on. : These rules would be a beginning. Ap- 
and therefore used in bouquets and at A large number of the members of point a good committee of women for 
flower shows; also varieties which the Wisconsin Apple Institute are ex- i 3 Ble er this department who really would be in- 
should not be picked pected to attend the meeting. The P d terested and responsible for putting on 

program and full details will be sent 
a to all Insti bers in their 2? display that would be beautiful and 

The best to find a helping hand is Insti sat manens appropriate. Garden clubs could be 
at the end of your arm. a poral — y joi the contacted to exhibit several arrange- 

you rested . ments which we are sure they would do 

an Wisconsin Apple Inslitute? If so, .,, help make the show successful. 
A synonym is a word used in place write to Mr. Arnold Nieman, trea- P . 

ef the one you can’t spell. surer, > rs. J. L. Larson, Iola, is. f th ‘i 11 Cedarburg, Wis. Mrs. J. L. L lola, Wii
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A white owl—two faced, Made of 
! aluminum. Will drive or scare away NORTHERN GROWN 

i starlings, This type is recommended FRUIT TREES 
d e for fruit growers, General line nursery stock 

ee eee Trees, Plants, and Shrubs 
FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL Send Gs Bee Sessipaine 

EXHIBITION 
ol the COE, CONVERSE & 

AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY EDWARDS CO. 
FORT ATKINSON _ WIS. 

Milwaukee Gas Light Bldg. Write for our full or part time 
. 626 East Wisconsin Avenue selling plan. 

y Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

o Saturday and Sunday, June 25-26, 1949 IMPROVE YOUR 

PROGRAM PLANTING 
F SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1949 New Hardy Sorts 

11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Judging of ex- pa Postpaid. 

hibits and awarding of prizes. 25 Raspberries, best red 
3:00 p.m. Formal opening of show. Open ‘ pasbare, nent et 

to public—No admission charge. 6 Chrysanthemums or Phlox 

6:30 p.m. Banquet, Pfister Hotel. se Batadiee Asoiraee 
8:00 p.m. Annual meeting of the Ameri- 8 Bverkeuring Strawberries 

can Peony Society in the banquet se giiadionst: best axsortad 

room PROGRAM Price List on Request 
SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 1949 STRAND NURSERY CO. 

Taylors Falls, Minn. 
10:00 a.m, Visit to Whitnall Park Ar- 

boretum. oe A ‘Al sf Tg TWO FACED OWL SAID TO 3,00 p.m. Colored slides and demonstra) | GARDEN EXCHANGE 
DRIVE AWAY STARLINGS tion of three dimension photography MAGAZINE 

“How can we keep the starlings and projection. Features exchange list- 
away from our fruit trees?” is a ques- Officers: M. C. Karrels, 3272 S. 46th ings, sources, hints and 
tion often asked by fruit growers. A St. Milwaukee 14, Wis., president; articles. Large classified 
two faced aluminum owl recommend- Jerome Host, vice president and Roy section . . You need this! 
ed in a Horticultural magazine some Gayle, secretary. Sample 10c. Year $1.00. 
time ago, was investigated. The owls Board Members; Mrs. R. E. Kartack, Published monthly. The 
are made by the Starling Pest Control Ralph Schroeder and James Mason, “GEM” 
Company, 1775 N. Main St., Decatur, For further information write to Mr. 683 Nevada St 

Il. Mayor James Hedrick of Decatur Karrels. R Nevada ° 
writes: “For several years we were — SSMS ENO, val 

greatly annoyed with starlings on 
numerous business buildings on our LS 

streets and in our city parks. We MAKE YOUR TOUGH JOBS EASY 

tried the fire department with water, 

different types of poisons, noise mak- AMAZING NEW SPRAYER eee ‘ ee 2 Be 

ers, shooting and other things which . | 

7 iis ‘ical, x meee s only caused them to go from one lo- des Jom con! Rave [ae Th aavend oraver, tant ra practical : GX | 

cation to another. where, Simple, treble free compressor ia electrically driven, 1 , » 
- . ‘ou stoi oF , The Mayor goes on to say they then Paints; powders ete, Tight in Jat—mo cleaning. , B j 

discussed the matter of the owls, in- 4 a 
stalled them and “much to my sur- a y Set 

prise as well as to many others, they DOZENS Or USES 

nave completely eliminated starlings Only 

from the uptown district of our city.” ° Painting * Waxing Cars S 95 
Full information about prices can be ~* Spraying Insecticides * Settling Dust e 

obtained by writing the Starling Pest + Removing Wallpaper * Dusting Includes entire uanit— 

Control Co., Decatur, Illinois. comprosse: —_ eres oun 
. , 10-Day Mi Back G te hose—electric | cord—ad- 

Note: If the owls are used in the Enll, 10Day! Money earantce justable nozzle—jar. 

city the starlings may be driven into Order today. Simply send check or B E ( K l N ( 

the country—then we will have to use B [ax money order—$5 with C.O.D. Full 19 ° 

owls in the country to drive them PRAYER satisfaction guaranteed. Grafton, Wis. 

away. Are we going in circles? ES
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Hugo Krubsack, Peshtigo 

¢ e Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield 

: e e Cy Nir Geo, Scheer, Sheboygan 
if ‘ eZ A t. Scholtz, Wausau 

mw Val White, Wausau 

! TEE TT EEE LIT ETE ES 7 Ey Dr. L. C. vietsch, Plymouth 
Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

a E. A. Lins, Spring Green 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY ai ses fa tite 
WALTER KRUEGER DR. GEORGE SCHEER MRS. A. E. PIEPKORN H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Ex-Officio 

President Vice-President Secretary F. M. Bayer, Milwaukee 

Oconomowoc Sheboygan 613 N. Mil. St., Plymouth Harold Janes, Whitewater 

F. M. BAYER Mrs. A. E. Piepkorn, Plymouth 

Treasurer D. M. Puerner, Milwaukee 
4668 No. 41st St., Milwaukee 9 Paul Ravet, Menomonie, Mich. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 1949 SHOWS, Those who were not present at Fon. 

i Tt was spdeed waives % see such a WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY du ee : ” = of 
di t pre-packaged gladiolus blooms wit! 

meeting a Fond du Lae. } About 90 gare July 31, 1949—Seedling and Recent comments. Thanks Paul Ravet! ‘ 
Introductions Show at Walter Millers, 

sons were in attendance. Sun Prairie, Wis. Chapter recognition was given by 
We wish to thank Mr. Shaw and his Pane Schedule and Show Manager— W.G.S. at the spring meeting to the 

coer fort wer due ott and Shaws sntnt aad Joe Manto Conny, Gain Sse 
the buyers who added $242 Wo cur So- Arrangements Committee — Theo. i ale saan ™ ee, 
clety beeen and for the excellent Woods, John Flad, Roger Russell, J. H. Walter Krueger, president 

work of auctioneer Archie Spatz— Torrie. 7 * ‘+ 

co — This is a fine addi 67, 1949—Wisconsin Gla- TREASURER’S REPORT 
m8 $0 Our Une: diolus Society at Beloit College Field- Mr. Frank Bayer, treasurer of the 
At this meeting the following Wiscon- house, Beloit, Wis. Society, reported at the annual meeting 

sin Gladiolus Society shows were ap- th that time th 342 . Arrangement Committee — Dewey at at that time there were mem 
proved—July 31st, Seedling and Recent bers of which 90 have joined the 
Introductions at Walter Millers, Sun Sleezer, chairman; Leland Shaw, Harold NEGS a 

Prairie, Wis.; State Show, Beloit Col- Janes: Everett Van Ness. SS: ae oe te DER 
lege Fieldhouse August 6:'aud 7; Wis- Premium Schedule—Harold Janes. In presenting the financial report, he 

pl Show at the State Fair, August Trophies—Val White. said that there was a total on hand of 
23, 24 and 25. enue Supervisor of Judges—Dewey Sleezer; $763.54. Receipts since October had 

The matter of making legal our num- assistant—Ed Lins. been $159.18 and total disbursements 

ber and method of electing directors, Show Manager and Classification— $147.64. 

provisions for adding new members, etc. Everett Van Ness; Co-chairman: Dewey Show Rules Adopted 

was accomplished, thanks to the ener- oe and pre em At the business meeting the following 

getic efforts of our chapter officers and inance—Prank Bayer. rules were adopted: 
others. Banquet—(to be announced). 1, All commercial displays and other 

Th i tud by-l tries shall be juired te tthe 
and Sweeal dames vconaiahe: of Val August 23, 24, 25, 1949—Wisconsin rules as to space, ie mee 0 mes ° 

White, Chairman; Hugo Krubsack and Gladiolus Society State Fair Show, 2. Ballots of judges shall be required 
F State Fair Park, Milwaukee, Wis. 
7 Heres. j . Pri Schedule Walter Krueger, champion awards and voting shall be 

e location of the June Directors ~~ "in the presence of the clerk. For division 
meeting se Ee meccneees in the June aes Se Tanager — Walter Krueger, champion, there shall be three judges for 

se ° te “ ON Lloyd Pateman, Frank Bayer. grand champion, five judges. verett Van Ness and committee . £ 3. Entri in 
members, Sleezer, Janes, and Shaw did i—O———————— thas ee the, not compete more 

a fine piece of work in having before our If limited to one dip, we suggest Lysol 4. Th . d ch hall be 

meeting the Beloit Chamber of Com- (most drug stores have it) used at 4 1 : d 1 oo S ai & a. 
merce proposition for our 1949 show. _ tablespoons in 3 gallons of water—bulbs ere i y ons aon aving won! dl: 

Mr. Van Ness, Clinton, Wis. desires 6 hours; bulblets 12 hours. Mision. Championsnips: 
donation of bulbs for distribution to Other growers who are members of 5. A motion was passed to appoint a 
Beloit area novice growers. If you have N.E.G.S. or N.A.G.C. have access to Show reporter to summarize and send in 
not sent some, please do so. the printed experimental reports by ex- pistigie of bagi to - pe 

Mr. Roger Russell will report on perts. and magazines desiring them. A sum o! 
NE.G.S. and N.A.G.C. meetings from ‘We shall be pleased to suggest treat- $15 will pay the reporter. 
time to time in these pages. ments to any inquirer concerning specific —————— 

Bulb Dip problems. Our experience is restricted Lots of girls who look glamorous 
As promised the editor, the follow- to the use of Delbetar, Arasan, Spergon, across the night-club table sipping a 

ing spring gladiolus bulb dip is sug- Natuphane, Fermate, Zerlate, N. I. cocktail aren't nearly so charming when 
gested as beneficial and easy to obtain Ceresan,, bi-chloride of mercury, yel- it comes to oatmeal at breakfast. (The 
by those who grow only a few gladiolus. low oxide of mercury. same applies to men).
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Soil-Borne Diseases soil in one year. As an example, soy- Directors: Mr. Dave Puerner, Mil- 
of Gladiolus beans can be planted about May 15 and waukee; Mr. George Bourdages, Har- 

, the plants plowed under deeply about  vard, Ill.; Mrs. Harold Turner, Wood- 
Some of the mos important diseases August 10, when they will have at- stock, Ill; Mr. Lloyd Pateman, Dous- 

of gladiolus are soil-borne. These in- tained maximum vegetative develop- man; Mr. A. M. Dickman, Rockford, ~ 
clide Fusarium yellows, Fusarium dry ment, Rape can then be broadcast and  IIl.; Mr. Harold Janes, Whitewater. 
rot, Fusarium basal rot, Sclerotinia dry the soil rolled lightly. By September, the By D. L. Sleezer 

rot, scab, and bacterial leaf blight. Un- rape will have produced maximum vege- TS 
doubtedly the leaf-blight fungi survive tative growth and can be rolled and e a 
in the soil on the diseased plant refuse  gisked under. If rye is then sown and Madison Gladiolus 

that is plowed under. i hem di- plowed down in the spring, just pre- Chapter Meeting 

ot pede te vhectin ost ae the ceding the planting of a cultivated crop The Madison Gladiolus Chapter held 
sail Fane mone mates oe ‘i a maximum of organic material will its annual meeting on April 26 to 
causal fungi may persist for several have been imorporated in the soil The elect officers and hold a most inter- 
years es ee a the absence of a crop immediately following the rye esting type of bulb sale. An excellent 

host ane th ie weximum eae | preferably should not be alsticlus. performance of magic was given by 

survival for these diseases are unknown. ‘There is little experimental .uiurmation py w, §, Bostock of Madison. 
but the writer has evidence of the per- on the crop sequences most effective in Officers were re-elected: John J. 
sistence of the Sclerotinia dry-rot fungus the control of disease, but very beneficial Flad, president; Ed Lins, vice presi- 
in sandy loam soil for 10 years during results have been obtained in the control dent; A. Van Kleeck, secretary-treas- 

which no gladioli were grown. The bac- of Fusarium yellows following a crop of yrer. Directors: Paul E. Hoppe, R. B. 
terial parasites are much shorter lived soybeans and rye. It cannot be antici- Russell, Mrs, Sam Post and Mrs. T. 

under comparable conditions. pated, however, that effective control wisniewski. A picture of the officers 

The gladiolus grower should imitate can be achieved with such short rota~ wij] be published in our next issue. 
this natural method of maintaining the _ tions. Mr. R. B. Russell provided enter- 
soil in a fertile and biologically favor- From Michigan Special Bulletin 350, tainment with an entirely new type of 
able condition for the culture of a crop. Diseases of Gladiolus by Dr. Ray Nel-  pyib auction which we hope to de- 

To encourage maximum competition son. scribe more in detail in another issue. 
among soil organisms, a variety of crop — He donated bulbs of 26 varieties, Hach 
residues should regularly be returned to NEW CHAPTER ORGANIZED person present was privileged to buy 

the soil. If this is not done and ‘the On Sunday, March 27, a meeting was a ticket containing the list of varieties 
gladiolus is grown continually on the held at the Traver Hotel, Lake Ge- and a number, for 50c. The first cor- 
same site, the soil will become colonized peya, to organize the Southern Wis- responding number drawn from a hat 

by the harmful organisms introduced in  consin and Northern Illinois Gladiolus gave the lucky person the privilege of 
the planting stocks and will soon be- Society. Forty growers signed as chap- choosing first from the lot of bulbs. 

come unsuitable for the growing of ter members. A constitution and by-laws If the retail value of the package 
disease-free corms. was adopted and an executive board excedded $3.00 another 50c wsa col- 
Some useful soil-building crops to em- elected. Officers elected are: Mr. Leland lected from the winner but if the 

ploy in rotations with gladiolus are soy- Shaw, Milton, president; Mr. John Brink- value was less than a certain amount 
beans, clovers, rape, buckwheat, sudan man, Chicago, Ill., vice president; Mr. a refund was given. It looks like an 
grass, and rye. By wise planning, large Oren Baxter, Janesville, secretary; Mr. excellent idea for bulb auctions as 

organic residues can be returned to the Dewey Sleezer, Lake Geneva, treasurer. everyone participated. 

gS 

LEFT: Officers and directors of the W'~+onsin Gladic' Saciety examine packaged cut flowers and bulbs for the 
auction Seated, left to right: Dr. Geo. Suheer sheboygan vice president; Mrs. A. E. Piepkorn, Plymouth, secretary; 
Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc, president; Frank Bayer, Milwaukee treasurer. Back row: A. F. Scholtz, Wausau; Walter 

Miller, Sun Prairie: A. Sartorius, Porterfield; Dr. L. O. Dietsch, Plymouth, Ed Lins, Spring Green; Val White, Wausau; 
H. Krutsack, Peshtigo: Paul Ravet, Menomonie Mich.; 4rchie Spatz, Schofield; Dave Puerner, Milwaukee. 

RIGHT: Four clerks were kept very busy .isting <#les at the bulb auction of the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society. Clerks, 
from left: W. A. Kurtz, Chilton; Frank Bayer, Milwaukee; Mrs '. Wightman. Plymouth and Dewey Sleezer, Lake 

Geneva. 
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. HOW TO PROPAGATE BLACK New Bunch Sweet Potato in ik ncasaee 
Southern Wisconsin se: ae tte: Bee 

3 By C. P. Holway, Evansville, Wis. —just as are the dry, mealy, light-yel- and parsle vaasberries ater ° et 

‘We have been so pleased with the low tubers. new plants? 

new bunch Porto Rico sweet potato, The new Porto Rico Bunch variety ANSWER: Black and purple rasp 

despite this summer's drought and a very _ seems to have the best qualities of both berries are propagated by tipping th: 
short crop, that we think other home types. If you like sweet potatoes, try new canes in late August or earl 

gardeners in Wisconsin will want to them in your 1949 garden. A somewhat September. By that time the tips 0 

try this fine variety, an introduction of sandy soil is best, and a loose subsoil the canes: have taken’on. a. enake-tiki 

the Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment that will let the roots go down for eave a th ady to ti 
Station. We secured the plants—50 is moisture. The plants are available after BPPESESHCe Bid are. tien Feacy i 
the minimum order—from the P. D. April 1 but are not frostproof. In south- First work up the soul well cv 
Fulwood Co., Tifton, Ga. ern Wisconsin (Rock County) the May ‘hat it is mellow. Then insert the 

The usual directions for growing 27 planting date was a little late. Ten fea ee pe a soil to a 
sweet potatoes call for “lots of room © 14 days earlier probably would have epth of shout tour’ inches. 

and a long, hot summer.” But this new been better. Some: growers plow! a furrow’ in 
potato needs no more space than a fa which the tips are inserted. They are 

white potato, for it “bunches’—grows PELLETED SEEDS OFFER then covered by plowing. 

straight up and does not make a vine PROMISE Tipping should not be done too late 
that rambles all over your garden. You Growers of out door vegetables will because high winds may drag the 

no longer need an acre in which to grow _ be interested to know that in the opin- tips along the ground and bruise them 
a few bushels for home use. ion of workers at Michigan State Col- _ 80 that they will not root. 

In June, the plants made fair growth, lege, pelleted seeds offer great prom- ee ee 

but by July they began to suffer fror ise of more accurate planting. While STREAMLINER STRAWBERRY 

lack of rain. the seeds are not yet perfected, the How does the new Streamliner | 

In’ fall,. it ‘was ‘obvious’ we ‘were ‘not Michigan Station feels that plantings strawberry compare with the older 

going to have a large yield. When we of cucumbers, sweet corn may be made __everbearing varieties? 

began to dig during the last week of when seeds become available. Reports on the Streamliner straw- 

September we found that only about 10 wm Um berry vary. Most growers agree that 

per cent of the tubers had matured into He: “Since I met you I can't eat, the quality is good, but its habit of 
medium-sized potatoes. The remaining sleep, or drink.” producing its fruits on short stems 

90 per cent were the size of a lead pen- She (shyly: “Why not?” seems to be objectionable for the com- 

cil, but the “hill” covered an area no He: “No Dough.” mercial producers. For the home gar- 
larger than a bushel basket would cover. + dener this characteristic may not be 

Do the mature potatoes make good Worry will make almost anybody too serious. 
eating? Most assuredly, yes! Baked, they thin except the people who worry be- —From questions and answers in the 
are moist but not mushy, completely free °*"S° they are fat. Minnesota Horticulturist. 

of “yammy” fibers, and delicious ig©©$ —_—— 
flavor. The meat is a pale orange in ae . . 

color. The thin outer skin peels off Bes: : : : Sine tei 
easily, and the inner skin is tender and ees - ie i t : 4 
edible. ons i = : | eis 

What Is A Sweet Potato "a < iene \ ] va } 
Sweet potatoes cause so many dinner- Bee: ; a f ic rg a an { 

table arguments over what is a sweet ao) es be ee = : & 
potato and what is a yam that this ay te ass ee 3 _ Fp 7 

seems a good place to settle the argu- s ee 5 | Sie 2 

ment. If you will accept as authority oe eS 

the word of William R. Van Dersal. ~ 7 
biologist of the U.S.D.A., and author of ae 1 & : Ld ol hen ‘ 
“The American Land,” here is the, ‘ ss ® Ls 

answer: ae 

There are several hundred species of oh 
morning glory (Ipomea), says Mr. Van Bs 

Dersal, but only one produces edible Bis eS) ae . ees 

roots—the sweet potato. The plant is ie % ro — ~~ 
entirely different from the yam, which : . 

1s good only for cattle feed. Only a few THE TILLIVATOR is the newest method of cultivating row crops. It car 
yams are grown in the deep south. be adjusted so any combination of row widths can be cultivated accurately 

“Yams” Are Not Yams Revolving tines eliminate hand weeding and labor. Being used on onions 

The moist, orange-yellow “yams” that carrots, head lettuce, celery, sugar beets, mint and spinach by large commercia| 
we eat are not yams but sweet potatoes growers, _ It is made by the Ariens Company, Brillion, Wis.
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Irrigation Comes rE C=. 
To Wisconsin IRA 

(Continued from Page 252) . . : a 

sizes and with a variety of nozzle o a ee : Co 

sizes; but the sprinkler in most com- — ee @ - : Ce 

mon use at the present time throws  . oo oe 
an 80 foot circle of water of uniform  paa pi & A t-— 

water to the ground in from 65 to 140 ee eee 
minutes, depending upon the size of BE te ; 
nozzles and pressure. Selection of the a 2k ——— A] 7 SLE oa (eee 

proper sprinklers depends upon many = 5 Per | —> e sa 

factors, type of soil, crops grown, hina ihe ‘ eC .\ 7 REELMOWER 

acreage under cultivation, etc. aot i 

With these sprinklers placed along ~ | 

the pipe line, usually at 40 foot in- Yow Cou Sale at: i eh’ i al, 
tervals, a strip 80 feet wide is irrigat- Uf \I \j 

ed at one time. The pipe line is Re . er as 
then moved to the next position. ov S, WW >} 

Until recently, lightweight galvan- Poa tae ee NN Oo 
ized steel pipe in 20 foot lengths was S S 2DOsL 7 
most commonly used; but within the War Se SNOWPLOW 

last two years pipe made of an alum- ge — = Pe ——— 15) —— a 

inum alloy has shown several points (a *y iN @3 
of superiority, principally in a reduc- TN bt cab — S ) 

tion in labor required to move the pipe iF TE wis ee Wa 
line, Yq) ir q pew (@) AIR COMPRESSOR 

Where available, surface water such SS JP yy 3 Law 
as streams and lakes provide the most J fa Tlahal 
economical source of water. Ordinary CARP 
farm wells are not a satisfactory = ie ead ey 
source of water because of the vol- a a DISS HARROW 
ume required in irrigation, Whether J rhea 

the expense of a large-capacity well J Wi . Vat 

is justified or not is a matter to be Ahi fp A os SS 
decided in each case individually. ey a ah) SEEDER 

The purchase of an irrigation sys- (Gr = NN Rone nucc iment ~~. 
tem differs somewhat from the pur- p< 5 eels : f 
chase of most other standard agricul- i S>| g EX 
tural equipment in that each system Y E . =) 

should be designed on an individual } dp oe <A) Plow 
basis taking into consideration such on) (bas Ns 
things as the particular crops to be YF | iA ww 

irrigated, acreage to be covered, type SS 2. oe ty 

of soil, topography of the land, water = CULTIVATOR 

supply, possible future expansion, and @ Here are the famous BOLENS HUSKI Tractors and | 7a 
a number of other factors. Thus, ir- implements that have won recognition everywhere 
rigation equipment is usually handled for fast, efficient work. Whether you have a farm, 
by specialists in that line who have estate or large garden, you can be sure there's a 
devoted years to the study of success- BOLENS HUSKI to meet your needs. These low- fe CMPCARL. _ 
ful irrigation. | priced work savers cut maintenance costs and give 

TO you high-quality results. And you can use them 
“Remember,” admonished the profes- every month of the year. ee 

sor, “every man should know himself.” Why not drop in and get the details? 
“Maybe,” countered the flippant stu- RIDING SULKY 

dent, “but in doing so he wastes a lot 

of time that might be spent making WRITE FOR INFORMATION TO: 
irable acquaintances.” 

more desirable acqueintane G. A. Dunn & Company, Inc. 
A secret is something you tell to a Box 2069 Plone F. 2840 

number of people individually. MADISON 5, WISCONSIN
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Vegetables Whi ay Be Weeded Wi i getables Which May Be Weeded With Chemicals 
Questions Answered by O. B. Combs 

QUESTION: We hear a lot about tables but if properly used it can be Onions 

weeding with chemicals. Just which very effective on broad-leaved weeds QUESTION: What chemicals are 

vegetables may be weeded with chem- in asparagus. It can be used to used for weeding onions? 

icals? carefully spot-spray such weeds as ANSWER: One of the first. chemi 

reeping Jenny and Cana istle or * 
ANSWER: Under certain condi- ‘ tite at saath SAA asnllea cals used for weeding onions was sul 

tions, with certain weeds, with cer- by spraying over the whole asparagus ‘uric acid, and it’s still used to som: 

tain precautions and to a more or less area before growth starts in the extent in Wisconsin. Sulfuric acid, 0: 

satisfactory degree, a number of spring. Up to 4 pounds of 24-D to course, burns clothing and skin ani 
vegetables may be weeded with chem- the acre may be safely used and, ex- #180 corrodes metal sprayer parts sv 

icals. Those which may be so weed- cept for some of the grasses, practi- it’s not the most convenient and pleas- 

ed, include asparagus, beets, carrots, any all weeds will be killed. The nt material to handle. It’s generally 
caraway, parsley, pargnips, dill, lima ,oaium salt of 2,4-D should be used ®PPlied in a 2% to 3 per cent water 
beans, snap beans, onions, peas, po- for both this early-season or pre-emer- SOlution and at the rate of around 10) 

tatoes and sweet corn. gence spraying and also the later 0 150 gallons per acre. The onions | 

Asparagus spraying for the deep-rooted Creeping should have at least one true leaf 

QUESTION: How can we weed as- Jenny and Canada Thistles. If 2,4-D ®8round 3 to 4 inches long, and like 

6 is applied during the cutting season, %°me of the other weed control chemi- 

paragus, with, chemicals? all shoots should be cut below ground cals, it doesn’t kill all weeds. Sulfuric 
ANSWER: We have known for a before the 2,4-D is applied. acid commonly does not kill lambs 

number of years that calcium cyana- quarters and grasses and it will also 
mid, one of our nitrogen and lime fer- Carrots miss purslane unless the plants are 

tilizers, was quite effective in controll- QUESTION: What chemical is used V¢TY Small. It does a good job on such 
ing weeds in asparagus. The common for carrots? weeds as pigweed, smart weed, rag- 
recommendation has called for an ap- weed and mustard. 

plication of the granular form at ap- ANSWER: Stoddard solvent, one QUESTION: What other chemi- 

proximately 300 pounds to the acre of the dry-cleaner type oils. This oil cals are used on onions? 

applied in an 18 inch band directly may be applied directly to carrots 

over the row. This should be done and weeds without injuring the car- ANSWER: A large number of oth- 

after the weeds are up but before rots. When properly applied, all com- er materials have been tried but none 

they are more than around 2 inches mon weeds except ragweed will be are completely satisfactory. Some of 

high. Where the weed problem is es-_ killed. the oils such as diesel fuel and Stod- 

pecially severe, a second application dard solvent do a good job of killing 

at the close of the cutting season has QUESTION: What do you mean by weeds when applied after seeding but 

been suggested. This would amount when: properly: applied’? before the onions get up, that is when 
to around 1 pound of granular cal- ANSWER: Stoddard solvent gives ®pplied as pre-emergence sprays, The 

cium cyanamid to each 30 feet of row the best kill of weeds if applied at the dinitro compounds, including Sinox 

for each application. The dusting rate of around 100 gallons to the acre W, Dow Selective and Dynitro have 

grade has been used at the rate of when the weeds are still small, say Iso been used in the same way with 

75 to 100 pounds to the acre when the under 2 to 3 inches high, and when fair results. 2,4-D applied as a pre- 

weeds were wet with dew and before it’s comparatively cool. Spraying is @Mergence spray in the same fashion 

they were more than about 2 inches pest done on cloudy days or at night. has given very promising results on 

high. If this form is used it is applied When only the row strips are sprayed ™uck soils. When used on upland 
with a duster. rather than the entire area, the Mineral soil, however, 2,4-D also kills 

QUESTION: Does calcium cyana- ®mount applied may be reduced to as all or most of the onions as well as 

mid actually kill all weeds in aspara- low as 50 to 60 gallons or less per most of the weeds. Should heavy rains 
gus? acre. fall shortly after 2,4-D is applied, it 

may cause serious injury to onions 
ANSWER: No, not all weeds. It- QUESTION: Can Stoddard solvent eyen on organic. soils. Its use, then, 

gets most of them if properly used. be safely used on any of the vegetables is promising, not fool proof. Sodium 

Calcium cyanamid will stunt such pa other than carrots? pentachlorophenate (sold as Santo- 

rooted weeds as Creeping Jenny an 

Canada Thistle but it will not kill ANSWER: Yes, Stoddard solvent Rens aint ie ie te ir 
them. “ain also be a used Re aia 9 tion, aero cyanate and calcium cyana- 
QUESTION: Are there any other , x a penne: ose mid, used according to the manufac- 

chemicals which may b t d vegetables; are :all close’ relatives iof turers directions, have given excellent 
y be used to weed the carrot. In fact it’s been suggest- , 5 

asparagus? ed by some of the eastern experiment- Results; in someljareas. 
ANSWER: Yes, and the most prom- ers for use on small celery seedlings —¥From Radio Talk Given by O. B. 

ising material is 2,4-D. It is not the but we do not feel justified in recom- Combs, On State Stations Farm 

safest material to have around vege- mending it for celery in this state. Program, WHA and WLBL. 

|
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THE BERRY AND VEGETABLE available. He mentioned that the use of Always remember that if you got 

GROWERS’ MEETING chicken manure on raspberries -may all you prayed for, there would not be 

(Con’t from Pg. 255) cause late growth and heavy winter enough to go around. 
killing so should be avoided. A narrow : 

cause it has a very dense root sys- raspberry row is best because it pre- . 

tem. vents crowding and there will be less C20 i 

Prof. Alberts cautioned not to put the disease and more sunshine for better q Ll 

tertilizer underneath root crops which production. Do not let the raspberry row . “< 

nave a tap root such as carrots, beets, get too wide and the plants too thick. \ Variety of 

etc. because we may get multiple rooted Do not prune raspberries too low be- 12 Eine Young 

plants. Put it beside the rows. cause it will reduce the total yield. The aah. Plants f 

Pest Control Discussed advice to prune to hip height is danger- i . 92-00 (Postpeld A 

. ous; a rather short man did this—with 4 a ‘Seat With 

Mr. H. E. Halliday of the State De- the result that he greatly reduced his Soil On 
partment of Agriculture discussed the . lh 

. . crop. Cutting back 4 of the total length Roots. ALR, 
control of pests by inspection. He em- ; ‘| ke 
hasized that many diseases and ine “® mentioned; President Charles Bra- ens 

P y ' i WILSON BROS. 
sects have been brought in from for ™@n said that he likes that method very 

eign countries through carelessness. It is much. The raspberry crop can be great- cme . 

the program in his department to con- ly improved by irrigation. 
trol spreading of such pests. Red Steele 

of strawberries has already been brought 
into Wisconsin and he advised growers - 
to buy only inspected plants. 2 \ 

Raspberry mosaic or virus is a most . ub TTS TO ut Ma WORK aN tt! 

serious problem and growers should c 4 

plant only inspected plants. Keep the v a : 

red raspberries at least 300 feet from — 

the black raspberries, he advised, be- Cc 

cause the blacks may have a virus to A Sa 

which they are somewhat resistant but mE 

when spread to the reds it becomes Ey Az 

very serious. { Les a“ — \ $= 

Mr. Halliday stated that central Wis- i aa va 5 » 

consin is in the area in which grass- Backed by 18 Bote ro FA SN 

hoppers may become serious this sum- ti A 

mer. All County Agents have been ad- Yes of know how in , —— \ ee 

vised as to proper methods of control. the manufacture of 08 So yey ri 

aoe control is best early in the season tary tillage, ARIENS-TILLER is BACKED 

when the hoppers are very small, grow- BY OVERIS YEARS 

ers should be on guard to protect their equipment that today is preferred 

—, Poison bait and spraying are ad- gag widely accepted by horti- ure 

Strawberry virus has become a com- culturists, commercial growers, and those engaged 

mon thing on the lighter soils. Growers _ in specialized farming . . . wherever heavy tillage is required. 

should watch for it and pull out plants 

affected—the kind that have several a 4, 5 ny 

crowns and small yellowish leaves. A R I E N S — ad — esi + +. its 

erica’s leading all-purpose rotary 

Vegetable Varieties Discussed tiller, because it is the ONLY tiller with: full horsepower 

ook ©. B. Combs of the Department motor, 9 h.p. model B; 7 h, p. model C. Standard two speeds 
teresting talk on vegetable varieties illus- forward and reverse. Positive action multiple disc clutch. Full 

trated with colored slides. These va- size 9/16 inch electric alloy steel tines . . Center shoe and 

rieties were listed in this magazine in share assembly cuts out middle and tills entire area. 
the February and March issues to which 

we refer our members. Write for complete details and prices—and name 
Prof. C. Ee Kuetuig es pied ss of the nearest ARIENS distributor where you 

teresting talk on small fruits, illustrate = : : Fs 
saith alniéas He mentioned i ew caw? Wri: ha may see the tiller that is built to do your job. 

berry variety, No. 537, originated by 

the Department of Horticulture, U. W. owed ae COMPANY BRILLION - WISCONSIN 

which is to be tested over a wider area 

this year but plants are mow Mo Jomger
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. é Cow WouEr MOOTHOSTAR : repeated in the horizontal pattern of 

ot) : . the branches of the Prairie Crabapple 
OLD ANDO 

~ A i eat 2 ney ‘aie MOTERIAL wm and the Blackhaw Viburnum. 
pH RI rs] i WOODY MATERIAL Since the dual purpose garage also 

enh Es ctu Qo Se eotroemaat ' serves as an enclosed porch and opens 
rf Q wa cn saw ccemooes emaris ae onto the enclosed front area; it is the 

5 ar cot Fov taney. fonsvimn " most logical place for a floral and fea- 
a abet Bie Jv Et | Rana chaearece ” ture display area accented by a clipped 

bit O71 PRL on ware oan SPMAbINS ! hedge. It forms a semi-private area 
oa FS Wh sv SoAce Gan WD OM : and utilizes the valuable land area 

C4 ET! his: a. eS my . ven | SAGSEN, veunew 4 more efficiently. The Koreanspice 

‘ A = ——— Vee | AgawaeRe ‘ Viburnum will contribute to the spring 
vo BLACK “ 5 

—__] E Ez < veu | cowny . 8 floral display and fragrance. The fol- 

HEDGE jage of the single Peonies will com- 

| vRont — Sinme coroweaster bine pleasantly with the foliage of the 

REAR — SAP YEW UPRIGHT, 20° Wet woody material both trimmed and un- 
HERBACEOUS MATERIAL trimmed to create pleasing shades of 

ORAINAGE 13 TOWARD THE STREET IN THE FRONT Ls santas DM VIOLET Common AND ALONG THE SERVI ~ FeO | SINGLE PeOMmES ‘SHOOT! green during the summer and good 
3008. THe suRPACE waren io. ConrineD here: | Grow COVER” vie oon MOLE fall color. 
oy vencaewa OF THE SERVICE SIDE OF THE HOUSE. LEGEND 
ne Mon eee ie ecaTreime our Tne oagnen con S18 | giro ear 8 pggyee ane The service walk along the left side 

FOUNDATION & BOS 1S DRAINED INTO THE POOL. ioe aatn® © A SOR. of the lot is paved with flagstone and 

# FEREE a anson has a gutter on the outside to facili- 

combination design and planting plan tate drainage of the runoff water from 
the front area to the rear. It is 

for Mr and Mrs) ROBERT BLACK SCALE W FEET screened by a fence repeating the ar- 

Lake G chitectural features of the house and 

Daseneo By Nonny Tt Keawelng ake eneva, forms a transition from the house to 

time eee Wisconsin the garden with Large Flowering 
Clematis trained on the fence. 

s The terrace was built to bring the 

A Mo ern Lan sca pe esign living room into the private rear yard 

and also to bridge the difference of 

A Contemporary Design For Out Door Living the living room floor elevation down 
By Henry F. Leweling, Madison, Wis. to the finished garden grade. To 

break from the severe straight lines, 
A hypothetical problem which had 3. existing material the hypotheti- tne terrace was curved on the north 

been presented to the advanced stu- | cal client desired to preserve. end. The curve was repeated in the 

dents in landscape gardening at the 4. a short history of the family and clipped hedge material to emphasize 

University of Wisconsin by the author their interests. the design and define the active part 

makes for an interesting solution to 5. expressed desire of the client for of the garden. The clipped hedge 

all home owners and gardeners. something new and different. will further hide the legginess of the 

The Black's landscape development = 3+ was assumed that the surround- shrubbery used. A Statute of St. 
is a contemporary design problem ing lots and properties were designed Francis on a bird bath was used to 
presenting the following situdtions: in a naturalistic manner and that the terminate the primary axis from the 

i 1, a lot sloping from the street with public side of the property should doorway leading to the terrace from 

a seepage area toward the rear. blend with its surroundings. the living-dining room area of the 

2. a house of modern design, meet- . house. This termination area of the 
ing the zoning setback require- Horizontal Lines Repeated primary axis from the doorway was 

ments but too large for the lot. The horizontal lines of the house are backed by the clipped hedge and na-
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tive shrubbery to attract birds. The BORON REQUIREMENTS OF to be grown, the following rates and 

seepage area was developed into a VEGETABLES methods of applications are recom- 

small pool with all drainage pipes lead- K. C. Berger and H. H. Hull, De- mended. 

ing into it. The northern most cor- partment of Soils, University Red beets: Apply borax broadcast 

ner was developed into a wild flower of Wisconsin at the rate of 50 pounds per acre 

area. Crops which are most likely to re- and work into the soil before seeding 
Four Season Interest spond to boron fertilization are alfal- or mix with the fertilizer and drill 

The shrubbery will present a four fa, red beets, sugar beets and man- at the side of the seed at the rate of 
seasonal interest. In the winter bark gels. Other crops which have a rela- 29 pounds per acre. 
color, branching pattern, and bud for- tively high boron requirement are: On heavy soils, 40 pounds of borax 

mations will be very interesting. The cabbage, tomatoes, cauliflower, car- per acre mixed with the fertilizer and 
spring will produce the greatest floral rots and celery. drilled at the side of the seed, will help 

effect, the pinks of the Prairie Crab- Soils usually low in boron are: light control weeds in the row and so far 
apples and the white to creams of the colored soils, sandy soils and alkaline as is known will not injure the beets. 
Viburnums and Dogwoods with the soils. Dark colored, slightly acid Tomatoes, cabbage, carrots, celery, 
shell pink and fragrance of the Kor- soils generally contain sufficient avail- cauliflower: Apply borax broadcast at 

eanspice Viburnum. The canopy of able boron for most crops. the rate of 40 pounds per acre before 
the Oak branches will contribute to When soil tests or field observations planting and work into the soil. 
the subtle colors and contrast nicely show that boron is needed for the crop In no case should borax be applied 
whenever the sky is deep blue with ——————______________——_ jn direct contact with the seed as in- 

fleeting white fleecy clouds. The herbs transmitted by hand to the gevetables in jury to germination is likely to result. 
will cloak the ground of the wildflow- the course of tending the crops.” Borax and Fertilizer Borate are the 
er area with purples and mauve col- Fruit may also be a problem to the fertilizers commonly used to supply 

ors. The pool will catch the reflections grower, Chupp points out. ‘Probably boron to the soil. These materials con- 
of the sky in the unshaded sections. nothing is more beautiful than Mont- tain about 11 per cent of boron, are 
Shade and sun loving perennials could morency cherry trees loaded with ripe granular, dry, flow easily, and do not 
be used in the flower border on the fruit but some orchards have the virus set if kept dry. 

northwestern side of the house. The disease known as necrotic ring spot.” To apply uniformly small amounts 

perennial border will give a pattern of If vine crops like cucumbers are planted of borax broadcast, a cyclone type or 

color during the summer while the adjoining them, the vines may become wheelbarrow type of grass seeder can 
green foliage of varying patterns will infected and practically worthless. From conveniently be used or the borax can 

furnish a setting for the summer’s Massachusetts’, ‘Horticulture. be mixed with other fertilizer 
rest and activity in the back yard. The 

fall of the year will be a fiesta of col- 

ors. With the gay tones of the Frag- 

rant Sumacs, Cotoneasters and some howd 

of the Viburnums to the more sober 

tones of the Oaks, Gray Dogwoods, 

and some of the Viburnums. In the 
winter the architectural pattern of the rire 

fence and the clipped hedge material ] Rae 

will create interesting patterns when 

blanketed with snow in contrast to 

the unclipped vegetation and the bril- #3 

liant blue sky of the sunny days. © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
oe © Pruning and Vista Cutting 

TAKE CARE © Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
If you are planting a vegetable gar- e@ Tree Removal 

‘sn ee year, a vir you do pot e Bracing 

ave the wrong kind of flowers nearby, 
warns Prof. Charles Chupp, plant patho- ¢ Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

logist at Cornell University. A lilac © Evergreen Care . 
hedge, for example, can be beautiful © Large Tree Planting : 

but if it happens to have bacterial blight e Effective Weed Control with ; 
and is near a lima bean planting, the sof: : ° 

limas may not be worth much, he says. Sp ecialized Equipment 

“Manv florists like to produce dozens Complete Insurance Coverage 

of different kinds of petunias as well , Call BLuemound 3363 

as the Jerusalem cherry and the Chinese 
lantern. But woe to the commercial gar- TREE SCIENCE 
dener who has these plants in the same : 7 
greenhouse where he grows tomato, pep- — UC Wc y blot & SERVICE CO. 
per or muskmelon seedlings. If the flow- 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa. 13, Wisconsin 

ers have a- virus disease this can be
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DORMANT BULBS should never THE HARDIER HYBRID ROSES 

be placed in a wet soil. Rot is very Red Duchess, introduced three years 
likely to start in bulbs such as Tuberous- ago, has been carefully tested here and 

rooted Begonias, Gloxinia and others in has proved to be an excellent sub-zero 
soil that is wet—it should be barely with a vigorous spreading plant bearing 
damp until growth starts. Once the many loose-petaled informal type beauti- 

bulbs have developed a root system they ful roses throughout the summer and 
become more resistant to decay. fall. The color of Red Duchess is not 
‘TTUBEROUS-ROOTED BEGONIAS really red, it is more the shade of Char- 

will become vigorous plants with large lotte Armstrong. The first red sub-zero, 

flowers if you follow these 3 require- Red Robin, never proved satisfactory 
ments. First, they require constant the blossoms are not of uniform quality 

shade during the sunny part of the day A new pink of Brownell's, Curly 

—at least from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in sum- Pink, is just about the most perfect pink 
mere Second, a loose porous soil con- * rose anyone could dream of. You can 

taining at least 14 peat to which has Red Duchess, an excellent sub-zero disbud it to one on a stem if you want 
been added a complete fertilizer. Third, Hybrid Tea Rose by Brownell. fewer but bigger roses. We can almost 

the shade may be due to trees or shrub- | a | guarantee that you will like it, and best 
bery near by and their roots dry the Lime Sulphur will not kill insects while of all 1 te Ghe Of tie casied eoies tO 

soil below the surface, so water fre- Arsenate of Lead, DDT or Rotenone will grow. 

quently and deeply during dry weather. not prevent fungus diseases. To control Older Good Varieties 
ROSES THRIVE ON NITROGEN fungus diseases and insects on most Many older varieties remain on the 

AND WATER. A high nitrogen fer- plants in the small garden, we can still satisfactory list. Among the best are 
tilizer or one such as milorganite to- safely use a combination of sulphur dust Lily Pons, Break O'Day, Anne Vander- 

gether with a soil containing organic with Rotenone. If Rotenone does not hilt, V for Victory, King Boreas, Pink 
matter, (peat moss or rotted cow ma- control a certain insect, we can change Princess, and Shades of Autumn. 

nure) and plenty of water will assure to DDT or some other insecticide that By Richard Wil . 

vigorous growth of rose bushes, with a Will fit the case, but Rotenone will Th Mr ar ere saccesioa of blski. control most garden insects. Minnesota Horticulturist 

ROSE BLACK SPOT is much like apple = po NOT CULTIVATE DEEPLY ORIGIN OF THE AFRICAN 
an ‘ eee ae — AFTER PLANTS HAVE BECOME VIOLET 

if they are ae Eom cin on dow fae a ESTABLISHED. There is great danger The African Violet was introduced in- 
dumber of hours, will d of cutting off the feeding roots in dry to European horticulture about 50 years . grow and we : 
have black s ; weather thereby stunting the plants. ago, Horticultural journals in 1895 were pot. The type of material Th i f cul 
for control, whether it is sulphur or e main purpose of cultivating is to featuring illustrations of this new and 

. * ; ‘ kill weeds and leave a light mulch on unusual plant, according to B. Y. Mor- 
some other insecticide, is not as import- the surface of the soil. Shallow cultiva- i aes 3 j ant as the time of application. The tion ‘will do it 2 ison in the October issue of National 

fungicide must be on the leaves during . Horticultural Magazine. 
the rainy period when the spores start DON'T TOP DRESS THE LAWN The plant was originally discovered 
their growth. Therefore, the rule, spray WITH MANURE. It is not any better growing in two localities in wooded spots 

or dust frequently during rainy weather. as a plant food than commercial fer- in fissures of limestone rocks filled with 

It is a good idea to apply the dust when tilizer but is likely to contain weed ich soil and vegetable material, about 
the rain starts and dust every three seeds. It certainly is unsightly and if you 100 feet above sea level. It was also 

days if necessary. During dry weather have to buy it, the cost will be higher found about 2500 feet above sea level 

it is not necessary to dust. than commercial fertilizer. If the lawn is in a sheltered spot on granite rock with 
DO NOT ADD LIME TO WIS- rough, fill the holes with good black good soil. 

CONSIN'S GARDENS without testing soil to level it. The original plants were blue. But at 

the soil—wood ashes and bone meal ‘i present there are blue, purple, white, pink 

may be included in this catagory. The ate, . FEED ALL PLANTS and other shades. 
. Roses do well when fed liberally . 

use of lime is fine if the soil is quite with it: fertiliz d qt The first plants came from the provine 

acid. Many Wisconsin soils do not need a nitrogen vertiizer’ and given of Usambara, Africa. Their habitat makes 
lime to grow flowers, fruit or vegetables, Plenty of water. Nitrogen fertilizer on 14 adaptable to a wid f grow- grow flowers, fruit or vegetal them adaptable to a wide range of gro’ 
If the garden is watered with hard ™@"Y other plants will cause a rank di but th 1 should b h, garde: wth and weak stems. ing conditions but the soil shoul e rich, 

water the pH will gradually increase sre porous and high in coarse humus which 

until it is quite high. Additional lime or Se will drain readily. The degree of sun- 
wood ashes might lock up some of the Doctor: “The thing for you to do is ight will increase the flowers and de- 
minor plant food elements. Test your to stop thinking about yourself; try crease the attractiveness of the foliage. 

soil. burying yourself in your work.” Feeding with a little liquid fertilizer a- 

DON'T MISTAKE A FUNGICIDE Patient: “Mercy, and me a concrete bout every two weeks will help when the 

FOR AN INSECTICIDE and vise versa. mixer.” light is good.
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eT oe GROW AND ANNUAL IRIS SHOW 
B IN WAUWATOSA : MILWAUKEE, JUNE 5 

Early in June the garden of Her- This year the Wisconsin Iris Society 

man’ F. Koch, 1729 N. 47th Street, will hold its 15th Annual Iris Show in 
On cans s eee a the blooms ys the west wing of Mitchell Park Con- 
of Rhododendron. ere are servatory, Sunday, June 5th. It will 
about » ° the plants. ne flowers a open at 1 p.m. Admission will be free. 

range in color from pure white to deep 

purple and with several shades of pink C3 4 a oe voce Wilms oak 

and rose in between. eo , Es dent; Mr. C. D. ‘Adams Wauwatosa 
Mr. Koch probably has one of the re vice-president; Mrs. Robert Baumgartner, 

very few collections of Rhododendrons Milwaukee, secretary and Mrs. Alfred 
in Wisconsin and the reason why Dess, Milwaukee, treasurer. 
more are not grown is because they _ 

require so much time and care. Our ( . 
soil is not acid enough and the win- y . sane whi ef these; two: men 

ters are too cold so an acid soil must = as Se erent 

be maintained carefully and winter Relative of the Bride: “The anxious- 
protection must be given. Mr. Koch Mr.. Herman Koch in his Wauwatosa looking one—the cheerful one is her 

has built a large cistern which col- garden. father.” 

lects rain water to water the plants. 

While growing Rhododendrons is a R 

hobby with Mr. Koch he admits that hae a 

it takes up a good deal of his time. e$ Cx = 

IRIS SYMPOSIUM FOR 1948 q A Vd ees fe 0 

Results Of Annual “Popularity as | 1 e LV) 14 
Contest” By The American Iris FRO La) oF 

Society Judges MA a4 RS . 

Here are the results of the annual 

popularity contest by judges of the | 

American Iris Society. ni 0 est i n 0 ee 

As popular new varieties become bet- P i 

ter known they have advanced rapidly a e) 

into the upper ranks. Older varieties 3 Way est Control i Improved Weed Killer 

began to suffer by comparison and are In 1923, Swift & Compan: End oWeed. i 

retiring gracefully into the wings, ac- introduced Vigoro, which selective weed 1 ike 
cording to the committee on awards of revolutionized garden feed- I weeds to death—roots and 
the AIS. ing. Now Swift introduces I all! One application pene- 

The Top 15 Varieties a simplified garden pest con- trates the entire plant. Kills 
trol program with EndoPest I leaves, stems, roots—yet 

1. Ola Kala ... ALL THE PROTEC- won’t harm ordinary grass 
2. Great Lakes TION MOST GARDENS I nor affect the soil. Endo- 
3. Chivalry NEED! EndoPest can be § Weed kills dandelions, chick. 
4. Bryce Canyon used with confidence on ed- I weed, plantain and over 50 
5. Helen McGregor ible fruits and vegetables, as 4 other weeds. Available in 
6. Blue Rhythm well as flowers and shrub- {l sizes from half pint to gal- 
7. Sable bery, for control of most § lon, eel, 
8. Elmohr chewing sucking insects area . unces 0} 
9, Blue Shimmer and fungus diseases. It’s so l EndoWeed treats 2000 sq. 

10, ‘Mass : easy to use you'll want to i ft. of lawn. And remember 
ie » er Charles dust regularly . sto —you can give me grass a 
See trouble before it ‘staris, We per jeer en is by Scoly- 

» Lady Mol have handy refill cartridges © ing Vigoro several days after 
13, Berkeley Gold for EndoPest dust gun I the EndoWeed spraying! 
14, Mulberry Rose applicators. ( 3 
15, Azure Skies A | 

PRESENTED —_— wot or snr ae ZegeS\ Leave TNT: 
The pupil was asked to paraphrase ES é u ti 

the sentence: “He was bent on seeing Ke “ss . es 

her.” : \\ ye pee y 

This is what the pupil handed to the ( (3) ¥ > MAKERS OF MAKERS OF x38, 
teacher: “The sight of her doubled him NX Ss VIGORO VIGORO - eRe 
up.” . ——j
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE making permanent improvements for meeting in Lexington and mentioned 

Dear Federation Members: public benefit in town or countryside. in our own April issue. 

Wisconsin has a new district! 3. All applications for this award What do you think about this? It 
shall be filed with the Awards Chair- has been suggested that we become 

At long last our seven orphan clubs man. uniform as to the time of elections in 
are in a district of their own—the 4, The contribution to horticulture, the individual clubs. This is the plan: 
Northwest District. The clubs are: conservation, or promotion of garden- Select nominating Committee in June. 
LaCrosse, Eau Claire, Homemakers of ing among youth shall have been made Elect officers in September to take of- 
Prentice, Namekagon of Hayward, not more than two years preceding fice in January. This gives both old 
Piney Ramblers of Wentworth, Su- the year in which application is made. and new officers an opportunity to at- 

perior and West Salem. We welcome 5. Applications because of civic tend fall district and Regional meet- 
Northwest District. achievement should be accompanied ings. President elect would then have 
We also welcome the following new by “before and after” pictures and plenty of time for appointing her 

clubs: Good Earth of Wausau, Friend- the project shall have been completed chairmen and the chairmen would 

ly Homemakers of Prentice, West- during the year preceding the mak- have ample time for setting up pro- 
field, Poynette and Thiensville Rural. ing of application. The Awards Chair- grams and getting out yearbooks be- 

Be on the alert for award winners, ™an shall be informed of the project fore January. Everyone would be 

Our own state Special achievement When the work is begun, so she may ner In eOaa ere not see le 
award is now officially established and Wtch its progress, familiarize herself work. sounds plausible. s 
clearly defined as follows: with all its problems and judge it on think it over. Of course this sched- 

. completion. ule is already established in many of 
1. The award shall be known as our clube. 

the Special Achievement Award of 8. No club or club member shall be . 
the Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- eligible for this award two years in Pass the Hat and let your nickles. 

tion. It shal! he a rosette with two succession. dimes, quarters and dollars if you will. 

streamers, the medallion to carry the 7. The Awards Chairman shall make fall into it. Then have your treasur- 

words Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- her recommendations to the Executive ¢ send the net results to Mrs. Kieck- 

ation, one streamer to carry the Board and’ together they shall make hefer, Scholarship Chairman. Let's 

words “Special Achievement Award the final decision, reserving the right have the fun of feeling proud this 

19........", and the other streamer to to withhold the award any year that year. 
carry the name of the winner. The pPlications do not merit considera- We have a surprise in store for you 

color shall be light blue with lettering tion. 7 A Summer Annual, just one issue, en- 

in gold. 8. This award shall be presented to tirely our own, will greet you somc 

2. This award shall be given only the winner by the President at the day around the first of July. Wis: 

to clubs or club members who have Annual State Convention. consin too, will have a memento 0: « . ‘ 
made an outstanding contribution to In the March-April issue of Nation- ‘he “First Twenty Years” which Ne 
Horticulture, Conservation, the promo- al Gardener you will find a clear ex- tional Council is celebrating this yea’. 

tion of gardening among youth or who planation of the new National Council Most sincerely, 

have done distinguished civic work in awards created last year at the annual Gretchen Fiebrantz, Pres.
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Some Hints For The Lawn 
J B. H. PAUL 

A great deal has been written aot —O—* the ill effects ‘of dry weather more 

lawn seed and starting new lawns. quickly and needs more watering; 

The suggestions that are made here otherwise it succeeds well under about 

are not usually found in the standard the same conditions as the rest of the 
practices described for establishing | A lawn. If we had it to do over again, 

and caring for lawns; rather, they are NY) fan we would leave the bent grass out, 
adjuncts or supplemental ways that Spoke Se) pate) ) unless we had a small lawn to which 

may help out. Gost Aree we could devote sufficient time to care 

There are two preferred seasons of COREE Ped ms for an all bent grass lawn. 
the year for seeding lawns; early ee 

spring and early autumn, or more ex- MAE eS Many people like white clover in 

actly, early April and September. For their lawns, it leaves a pleasant frag- 

early spring sowing use high grade vance after cutting; it gives a clean 

seed. Weeds have an even chance with look to the green; it attracts the bees 

the grass if weed seed is present in and birds; some say it even crowds out 
the soil or mixed with the grass seed, "~~ the weeds. Mix in a little white clover 

In September sowing, the annual sudden heavy rain storms during the 004 when starting a new lawn. White 
weeds that may come up with the period immediately after seeding and clover comes and ‘goes, A har d-wins 

grass get frozen out before they have before a ground cover is established. 13 Jit bare ground may kill it. 1, 

a chance to grow very large. Whether a “nurse crop” is used or & ye fae 
; not, it is a good practice to mulch the many locations it will come back nat- 

However, there is no reason why @ 1) jichtiy with a thin covering of UT@lly, especially in lawns not cut tou 
lawn may not be started: at any time swamp hay just enough to protect the close. A good practice is to scatter 

throughout the summer; with new oi from washing, but not enough to Me seed thinly over the lawn in ear- 
homes, new lawns are needed as soon smother the germinating grass seeds. ly spring. It will thrive best if al- 

as the grading around the house is Rake the hay as soon as germination Is lowed to bloom each time berore mow- 

completed. A discussion of soil prep- well established. ing. 

aration is not included in this, except 

to say that the lawn should have a lay- Another helpful hint that may be To be successful, a lawn requires 

er of good top soil about six inches combined with the above or used continual watering during dry \sea- 
deep. alone, where the ground is gently sons. Many weeds are deep rooted 

2» 8 ig and will take over if the grass stops 

Frequently a quick cover is desired, sloping, is “contour cultivation”. We growing because of drought, Also, to 

and of course, the quickest as well as Seeded a block of lawn in early sum- 164) grass roots growing aaa te pro- 

the most expensive method is sodding. mer after ordinary harrowing of the toot the soil surface from direct sun, 
But we are not talking about sodding, S0il. We took care that the small fur- 4) ot out the grass too short or 
—quick results come from seeding by OWS of the harrow teeth were at right course you have‘read that many times 
the use of a quick growing “nurse angles to the direction of the slope. elsewhere; your lawn won't look quite 

crop” which covers the ground and We did not use a roller until after the 55 smooth if “eut long” but it will 

prevents washing by rain while the seed had germinated and was well wo etter", and the growing grass 

slower growing grass becomes firmly rooted. The small contour furrows and will help crowd out undesirable ten- 
established. Kentucky blue grass is Tidges left by the harrow prevented 1, " 

the standard lawn grass for this part ny serious washing but, as we re- . 
of the country, except for shady plac- member, there were no heavy rain And what do we do with clippings? 

es where one of the several shady Storms during the critical period that Well, since we have a greatly expand- 

lawn mixtures is better. Kentucky blue Y¢4T- ed lawn the last few years, we just 
grass, with a mixture of about twenty when mixing different kinds of do ret have time 0 remove'-them, ex 
per cent rye will give a good soll cov- pracy seed, it is well to know the cept in places where they may be 

cr in a few weeks, For even quicker Siowth habits of the kinds mixed. heavy enough to smother the grass. 

results a mixture of some of the when we seeded our first patch of Besides, they are a source of organic 

grains like oats, millet or rye are jawn sixteen years ago, we mixed one matter which the soll needs. They successful. An advantage of oats or pound of creeping bent grass saad With are worked into the upper soil layers 

other non-hardy grain is—that the twenty-five pounds of Kentucky blue by angle worms; this improves the 
roots are killed out over winter and pias seed. Now we have a patch of tilth and thus the water holding capa- 

this leaves room for full development creeping bent “lawn.” That is fine city of the upper soil layer. 

of the grass roots early the next except for a slightly different shade So when people ask, after observ- 

spring. Rye on the other hand will ¢¢ green that now shows the boun- ing the smoothness and greenness of 
remain alive over winter, and this, dry of the creeping bent and the blue our lawn, “What kind of fertilizer do 

while not serious, makes lawn cutting grass of the adjacent expanded lawn. you use to produce a lawn like this?” 
more difficult the next spring. Creeping bent requires somewhat We have just one answer: 

Sloping lawns offer a hazard from more care than blue grass. It shows “Water”,
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Landscape Gossip PROGRAMS 
———S——————— 

By Henry F. Leweling, Landscape Architect. Horticulture, as a theme for prs 

The loveliest month of spring is May. contcmporary houses were built upon grams ranks No. 1 in creating garde 

Then days are balmy and gardening larger lots. These types need large elub interest: Programs eren over 

activities are evident in all directions. sites but costly improvements and plain dirt gardening and gardenin 

Late spring revels in her gaity of earlier subdivision work tend to keep problems A keop a club. interest : 

bloom, with the softer or pastel col- the lots smaller as one approaches the on den or . tore can. a am “ 

ors predominating, and the loveliest of keart of the city. However, modern aa iio study of Fiswer aa . 
all spring-flowering bulbs, the Nar- and ranch style homes look better up- . 

. ment, programs that are planned :o 
cissus is in bloom. on large sites than on small or crowd- help them Grow Their Own Arran: 

- One book, “New Design of Small ed lots. ments are excellent. , 

Properties” by M. E. Bottomley, pub- Ore becomes aware of the trend in Discuss one group of flowers at each 

lished by MacMillan Co., New York in architecture upon a visit to the Insti- eeting, preferably at planting time 
1948, for $3.75, has been on our book tute of Technology at the University 9, when in bloom. As an example 
shelf for some time. In paging througn of Minnesota. The Architectural De- choose tulips. Your study would in. 

the book and concentrating with some- partment there is very active and the jude: Classes: Darwin, Cottage, E'rce?- 
what a critical eye, upon the illus- student response is spirited. A pro- ey, etc; soil requirements; time and 
trations, a cord of rebellion stirred gressive architectural spirit generates method of planting; diseases and 
against the naturalistic design one from the drafting laboratories in all their control; their place in the gard- 
finds so much in landscape books of directions into the Twin Cities area. en landscape; reviewing of catalogues 

the 1930's and the early 1940's. In With spring fever rampant, one is offering varieties. If your program Is 
this book Bottomley has successfully ard put to stay indoors. A picnic scheduled for Tulip time make flower 
produced modernism in the landscape jig merely an inducement to go out arrangements using tulips. 
design. and enjoy the beauties of the Baraboo This type of program may be car- 

In scouting around for plant ma- Bluffs, One taste of the outdoors ried out with any flower or combina- 
terial, a stop over in Cincinnati was’ jeads to many jaunts hither and yon. tion of flowers (blooming at the same 
necessary: During a visit to a Cin- a time) such as poppies, roses, flower- 

cinnati landscape nursery firm the ANDORRA JUNIPER AS AN ing shrubs, unusual bulbs and hous 

socio, #0 eo. a EDGING PLANT Pans 
tioned and a suggested trip to see ings that 1. haye: ever. seen ‘was. made: phrases of Horticulture, each with a 
some of his work became a reality, Of the beautiful Andorra juniper—a oF i cture, which may be rented 
Two places accredited to Prof. Bottom- ae pany aa aga “6 ary: for a small charge: They are highly 
ley and his students were visited, P'UMY 8 » Dut in the pieasing: ‘i 

Looking at the design plans, they §&reen of its summer foliage and the However “ wake ean tare 
appeared stuntish (using a local ex- rich reddish-purple of its winter fol- early to "avoid disappointment 

pression) but as executed on the 8 This is a plant particularly de- With the arrival of our lovely spring 
grounds the plans appeared nest, crisp, sirable for midwestern conditions and summer weather, garden clubs 

refreshing, original and stimulating, Where an edging up to eighteen inches oq take advantage of district 
The residence and the land were a in height is desired. It can take much tours, and also plan local tours. Visual 
harmonious combination. The sup- punishment from drought and cold and education is an easy and pleasant way 

posedly severe but dramatic lines of 40¢8 well in full sun or light shade. 1, joa: and is helpful and inspiring 
the clipped hedges were softened with Little shearing is needed during the to new gardeners. Our own club. 

new shoots, Upon questioning the first few years of growth, and, after it Williams Bay, has chartered one of 

property owner, it was revealed that has filled its allotted space, trimming the large boats for a trip around Lak« 

the hedge material was clipped only back once a year in early summer Geneva for our June meeting. Th° 

twice during the growing season. From will keep it in place. boat accommodates 80 persons which 

all appearances, it looked like the clip- It is seldom advisable to plant these permits guests to have the pleasur: 
ping of the hedges would take a week junipers close enough to obtain an of visiting the beautiful estate gard 

to perform but the lady of the house immediate continuous line of foliage. ens with us. We will enjoy a picni: 

said, “A man from a local landscape In the first place, that would be too  Junch on the boat. 

service company does itincne day with costly, and the thinning out which is If you have a project you might hav. 
electrical shearing equipment.” The apt to be needed in a few years would 4 work party where members do 
hedges varied from 1’ to 6’ high and be sure to create a disheveled appear- weeding, cultivating, general clean- 

were judged to be 500 feet long. The ance for a time. It is usually better ing up. In a couple of hours, 15-20 wo- 

owners were enthusiastic about their to space them fifteen inches apart or men can do an amazing amount o! 
novel grounds and utilized the out- more and wait the short time needed  tnis sort of work without putting un- 

doors extensively. to have them fill out into an uninter- due strain on any one person or on th 

On a tour of new subdivisions in ruped line, if such is desired. club budget. 
Minneapolis, it. was interesting to ob- --By C. W. Wood in American Nur- Helen L. Spence 

serve that the modern and ranch style seryman. State Program Chairman
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G d 1 b N ‘ MRS. RENNEBOHM HOSTESS TO 
araen u ews GARDEN CLUBS 

A es A highlight of the summer season 

RRSURCOMOME: Soi SN in the Madison District will be a tea 
OAKFIELD FLOWER SHOW S H Nai NS given by Mrs. Oscar Rennebohm at 

Oakfield Garden Club will hold a ol SS9@P 53 MN SN the Executive Residence, 130 East Gil- 

Spring Flower Show in conjunction SHA OR man Street, Madison, Wednesday, S in) 4) with a Hobby Show, May 20th and. \N wi "a 5 ‘Ss June 30, for garden club members, 

2ist at Liberty Hall, Oakfield, NIN SN NZ SSN A-tally at 2:80 o'clock, by Dr. Cilt- 
a NY NY SZ x) ford S. Lord, Director of the Wiscon- 

SPRING FLOWER SHOW | SF} i UN sin State Historical Society; on “His- 

The 'Fona di Lae © tC net py ' \SWe N toric Sites in Badgerland,” will pre- 

; es ‘on: i a a i anni jar- ary | > face the tea. In his talk Dr. Lord 
ven oe ve ee i: “sont ean YY / } i e ea EN will stress sites which he thinks could 

‘an; ement “clinte at 12:30 ae ‘n at K \Y yf E { Wii, W . appropriately, be; marked.in ease gar- 
th a tol Ret , "Th foUy t y - WO Af f! pM My) Y den clubs in the Wisconsin Federation 

the Hotel Retlaw. le: guest speaker =a fa Ph Mi ae might wish to consider the placing of 
will be Mrs. J. Wilson McAllister. iy A : SE markers as a project for the future. 
Guests are welcome if the Secretary 7) SN Fg eZ : 
Mrs. L. W. Romaine, 106 Sheboygan LU » 74 THR Plans for a District flower show to 

St., is notified by May 24th, Hf, \ \' RY IX : he Bes in Madison in September, are 

ay Vl} a RY under way. 

GARDEN CLUBS INVITED TO ' | ! | 
i i] | MAIL BOX WASHINGTON ISLAND \ AN | i | pRisGhEe: cue 

The Washington Island Garden Club 7 

extends an invitation to all garden — 
The DeForest Garden Clubs’ home 

av Giiwwe tual’ iunday as yet been made as to where the talent show, “Televisional Home,” held 
Jane 16s Tk will becweseuNary to are money is to go. It could be some in March for the benefit of the new 

rive i time to’take'the vrerey at Gills scholarship fund or the Redwood Community Hall and Community Im- 

Reali aE 10:30 &-aa y project in California, Perhaps it could provement Fund was their second big 

‘The crossin; from Gills Rock to be put to good use in roadside beau- undertaking this spring. The District 

Washington tlawa talked ABOUE forte tification. Do you have any ideas on meeting at DeForest late in February 

five minutes, Members of the ‘Wane: the subject? was the largest the district has ever 

ington Island club will meet us at the Would you like to make the trip? had. 
dock when we arrive. We return on Jf 8% will you please write to Mrs. TT 
the ferry which leaves at 4:30 p. m Clara Jessen, Washington Island, Wis- A young man said he knew his girl 
That will allow about five hours for a consin, and tell her so. She is chair- could keep a secret, because they had 
HeoHdAy plenId Ninel Bad’ £6F @ tour man of the committee on arrange- been engaged for weeks before even he 

of the island ments. The committee would like to knew anything about it. 

Wear warm clothes. It never gets know how many to plan for. Mrs. 

really warm on the island, and a day _— We sunny ei ™ : tourist CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
. m 0: ashin| S! . 
in June can be quite cold. Wear as P ieatione eaten onave. answer Over 75 choice hardy 

heavy, rough clothes and shoes for ya y y Ss early blooming mums. All 

hiking. Bring your own dishes, cold Ralph A. Norem, Director of Tours. types and colors. 

drink, sandwiches, and dish to pass. — Also other new and choice 
This dish can be a salad, a fruit jello, i 1 rs 

or a cake. The islanders will ore NEY! o CERES 1942 Pere potted arose 

vide hot food and plenty of hot cof- __ President—Mrs. Herbert Ohm. SEND FOR COMPLETE ‘ 
fee. Vice President—Mrs. Carl Jahn. LIST NOW. 

The registration fee is $2.25 for each Secretary—Mrs. Herbert Bellin. Sh P ial Gard 
person. This fee includes the ferry Treasurer—Mrs, Edward Dineen. eboygan Perennial Garden 

boat fare and the cost of transporta- ©. WW ____________ 926 Custer Ave. Sheboygan, Wisc 

tion on the island. You do not pay 

the fare to the ferry. You pay the § A V E T R E E § 

registration fee to the local committee ; 

on arrangements, and the committee . COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— ° 

will settle with the ferry, TREES 
The registration fee is set at a fig- LAWNS 

ure which is calculated to leave a 
small balance which is to be applied GARDENS 

to some project supported by the Fed- WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
eration. A number of projects have 3373 N. Holton Street | . Milwaukee 
been suggested, but no decision has
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Book Revi 
oo eviews DAGNY BORGE 

| 
Malabar Farm, by Louis Bromfield, sin, is also mentioned. His How to 

with Drawings by Kate Lord, is an Know the Birds is now available in 

absorbingly interesting sequel to his , a 35 cent reprint in the Mentor Boo, 

popular Pleasant Valley. It was is- ’ series, published by the New America), 

sued in 1948 by Harper & Brothers, ae | oa Library. 
but portions of it have appeared in >) - > es A Child’s Garden of Flowers, by 

the Atlantic Monthly and in The Land. SER Ne Robert V. Masters, and a similar 
It is prefaced with a long letter to. Me volume by the same author, entitled 
one of the thousands of GI's who S ny : A Child’s Garden of Vegetables, are 

wrote to the author after reading the Y > 1949 publications from Greenberg it 
earlier volume. In this second book an a dollar each. The tiny books are 

we learn, partly through the writer’s a only a little over seven inches tall, 
journal, of the transformation achiev- ’ i} Each contains five packets of Burpce 

ed-on this famous farm in the five GP # seeds guaranteed good to 1952, a plant- 
years since the first one was publish- ing chart, and the history and culture 
ed. With justifiable pride Bromfield ————————___________—_ of each plant included. Of course 

tells of the progress made, particular- Naturalist, by Edwin Way Teale, separate packets of these seeds may 
ly in soil restoration. It is exciting published by Dodd, Mead & Company pe purchased for much less, but hav- 
to read of the accomplishments of the jn 1948, is handsomely illustrated by ing them presented in book form may 

war period, when labor and machines almost 150 photographs, most of them intrigue potential young gardeners. 
were so scarce. Perhaps the most as- full page, by the author. Parts of the Many of us consider the word com- 

tounding fact gleaned from these hook have appeared in magazines and post a ‘comparatively new term, ‘but 
pages of information and inspiration jn a syndicated newspaper column. Shakespeare used it in Hamlet, where 
is that this farmer no longer uses One disheartening chapter, entitled 1,4 melancholy Dane says to his 
sprays or insecticide dusts. In the “Bird Invasion,” tells how starlings ‘ 
chapter entitled “Gardening Without have sg; . dred mother, “And do not spread the com- 

pread from a mere hundred ost on the weeds, to make them 
Tears” he ascribes much of his suc- birds to millions from importation janter.” 
cess in growing healthy and unusually sixty years ago by a wealthy New 
prolific plants to mulches of various yorker whose hobby it was to intro- An English organization, Plant Pro- 

sorts, The only phase of agriculture quce into America all birds mention- tenon Ltd, has produceé a color 
Bromfield seems to be diffident about ed in the works of William Shakes- | m, Operation Forget-Me-Not, show- 
attempting is apiculture. Root’s thick  peare. ing the English country scene, with 
“ABC and XYZ of Beekeeping mys- Birds Over America, by Roger Tory {0" | close-ups: of ‘gardens; for, show: 
tifies him. The charming illustrations peterson, is another Dodd, Mead book ing by various groups aiding in the 
are by the wife of an eminent soil published in 1948, It is a fascinating distribution of surplus plants to small 

conservationist. account of the author’s adventures in P!0t8 surrounding prefabricated hous- 
The Earth is Ours, by Marion Pe- bird watching in all but one of our °° ©” bombed sites in Britain. 

dersen Teal, issued in 1948 by the 48 states over a period of nearly 30 

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, also tells years, from the time his seventh Making Friends with Birds, by 
of building up an old farmstead, but grade teacher organized a Junior Au- Arthur F, Park. 

on a smaller scale. During the de- dubon Club. More than 100, mostly This entertaining and informative 

pression the author and her husband full page, photographs by the author book by an English amateur photo- 

got fed up with city life and with enhance the value of the book. In grapher was published by Chatto and 
their baby went back to his boyhood discussing why people love to watch Windus in London in 1948. He ap- 

home to farm and make a home. The and listen to birds, this eminent ama- proaches his theme from a unique 
place had been rented for years and  teur ornithologist suggests that what angle in that he has always made 

was run down, But she was only one appeals most to them is the sugges- friends of his subjects before he at- 

generation removed from the soil and tion birds give of freedom and escape tempted to photograph them, ani 
he had a master’s degree in agricul- from restraint. He mentions that therefore was able to take pictures 
tural economics from the University Wisconsin is one of the states in at the very close range of three o1 

of Illinois; so they managed to make which progressive work in ornitholo- four feet without resorting to what 
a comfogtable living. While her view- gy, such as ecological and behavior he terms ‘‘hides.’’ Most of the pic 

point is still slightly that of a city studies, is being done at present, and tures are of fledglings. He found 

bred person, she is fair in her ap- quotes both J. J. Hickey and the late that older females were also easily 

praisal of the social life of the com- Aldo Leopold, both of the Wildlife approached, but he could not mak 
munity and her narration of how they Management Department of the Col- friends at close range with male 

became integrated into it is very much lege of Agriculture of the University adult birds. Certain species were 

worth while. of Wisconsin. The famous colony of found tamer than others, the willow 

Days Without Time, Adventures of barn swallows near Deerfield, Wiscon- warbler being the. most responsive.
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Hemerocallis spray, 50% wettable for my glads and 
finish up the remaining liquid 

By Mrs. George Harbort on those plants that I think need a 
oo pn —_________. . spray. I have never found any thrips 

A few years ago there were only a ; 
“ : P eee on my hemoroeallis. 
few people interested in hybridiz- . . 
ing the Hemerocallis and among W hen transplanting becomes neces- 

these was a young college professor, sary it is important to fairly butcher 
Dr. A. B. Stout, who realized the the plants so as to speed rigorous and 

great possibilities in this plant. mc) healthy new growth. Cut and pull 
Other pioneers in this field were 2 the plants apart and cut off or pull 

| Amos Perry, Carl Betscher, Bertrand out old roots entirely, Trim off ends 
Farr, and Hans Peter Sass. The of other roots about half their length. 
modern Day Lily has developed from Pull off all outer and wilted foliage 
species taken from the wild, cold, [i and cut good leaves 2/3 of the way 
hot, and dry areas of Tibet, Korea, 4 M. down. If you are not severe, plants 

Siberia, China and Japan. ge ds will take much longer to come back. 

Dr. Stout has observed, selected For an all season border, try alter- 
and reeored all the information he nating hemerocallis with peonies and 
could obtain on the daylily and has chrysanthemums. One planting I par- 
put it to work. He has grown over ticularly liked, consisted of a elump 
100,000 seedlings and out of these of lemon day lily, one soft pink 
has selected only those he considered peony and a good sized clump of Ca- 
outstanding and superior. Some- price, an orchid colored oris. In 
thing like fifty plants have stood the combining the various colors you 
test. Some fifteen years ago there Hemerocallis add much to the should take care to plant reds and 
were about four hundred named va- flower border. darker shades awa: Pl éach’ ait 

rieties of Hemerocallis but now, the -_—_—_——™”e using yellows aaa other plant. ma 
a ip th br are their favorite condition and they terial between. Spring, Summer and 

2 ed, VOver, (VOay 5 . bloom much better in hot dry weather, Fall bloomers should be well distri- will strive to limit their introductions than they do with cloudy skies and buted throughout th di : 

to plants that are different from and ot their blooming period Iti-b ne out the garden. Give the 
superior to existing varieties. } ig Pp . multi-branched and small flowered 

The hybridizers’ present objectives. Hemerocallis are declared to be type plenty of room and prominence. 
according to Gretchen Harshbarger, Pest free but if they are over crowded _Day lilies are very good for naturali- 

President of the Midwest Hemerocal- OF 2 e ar to uncut grass and the ing along creeks or beside pools and 
lis Society, cover every aspect of the Weather unfavorable they might have in open woodland spots, also on sunny 
plants and flowers. They include some thrip trouble. Flower stems banks and knolls. They make good 
new sizes and shapes of flowers, new will look rusty and some of the foundation plantings when spaced 
color combinations, double flowers in blooms will be crippled or deformed. between evergreens and tall shrubs 
various colors; a larger number of You can use the usual tartar emitic Iso as individual specimens or for 
flowers, better lasting qualities, ad- spray or DDT spray. I use the DDT (Continued on Page 278) 
ditional night blooming varieties, 
blooms that are proportionate to the ~~ ——$<—<—e 
plants, stems that are erect, flowers rerene essen ees . - saaseaia . om ones 

with fragrance, good branching, flow- baer @ Ree ey. ele Maton eight aed 
ers that will withstand wilt and not Es nso mbinaegee tarsi ncaa aelsverre: Sa am 
curl or bleach in the hot sun or dur- i Bee ee etent an Cpe rs Me es ces 
ing drought, plants that will multiply é baat Rees isthe Magee 
and plants that are resistant to cold . e ; Segui. Ue reise 4 gee 
and disease. soolliees sr a es CIE: 

As a rule they do not bloom the Me : Si Sih ca 

first year while they are getting es- i Be Se BS 

tablished. The plants you get from f. . i 

hurseries are small, probably only | 

one year old and they need more root . 

system to bloom on. 

Hermerocallis ar not water plants 
but they like to dip their roots into F 4 rig 

pools and streams. However, they or F + 

resent moisture around their crown. ——- . 
Drought and dry slopes are their Home and part of the garden of Mr. and Mrs. George Harbort, 
speciality. Wet feet but dry heads Madison. About 35 varieties of Hemerocallis are grown.
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2s 14. Is the tail: Forked, notched 

Pla n To S t u dy B U rds square, rounded? 

. . 15. What is the food of the bir: 
The following items sent in by Miss and hcw obtained? 

Elsa Lautenbach, State Bird Chair- <3 : ee 16. Where does the bird spend th: 
man will interest bird club members ye winter? 

and others wishing to know more et ha 1%. Describe nest, where place. 

about birds, bY how far from the ground, how su; 

The Wisconsin Conservation depart- ported, of what material is the ou 

ment issues a most enlightening pub- side maze, how lined. The cclor a ! 

lication on birds and wild life. It is number of eggs. 
bulletin 607-C47 and is free. Also ob- 1 18. How are the young fed ar! 
tainable from the department are cared for? The colors of the plum - 

various bulletins and books valuable "yy f age of the young birds? 
in the study of bird lore as well as rs 

——— on Waterfowl and Birds of i . Hemerocallis 

The Passenger Pigeon, published by I" ( u i i m (Continued from Page 477) 
the Wisconsin Society of Ornithology accent effects. You will notice tire 

is an interesting, worthwhile quarterly foliage of the hemerocallis is grave- 
priced at $1.50 a year, available ~~... fully recurved and no weeds ever 

through N. R. Eargar, 4333 Hillcrest ‘@!ks on birds. Miss Merle Pickett. row under them. 
Drive, Madison. The society main- Michigan Ave., Manitowoc, and Mrs. Hemeroellis make very good cut 

tains a splendid supply department in- Winifred Smith, Two Creeks, are boti {{ywers, but they should be cut when 
cluding books, bird houses, feeding exceptional people and ardent birders. the first lily is open or when buds are 
stations, etc. aa. 5 Gaus os i plump and ready to open. This in 

nithological Conve n Ma- . A survey by the society, last year, gison in AGEL. sures a succession of bloom for many 

on the American Egret proved val- days, Trim off the old ones, The 
uable in locating the species in var- Outline for Observing a Bird sizes of | the blooms range from one 

ious counties. This year the yellow- 1. Date to nine inches in diameter. With the 

headed blackbird should be observed 2, Name of bird new types you need not fear that 
Kindly make a note of when and 3. Where is the bird seen: Woods, your lilies will close up on the dinner 
where found. Approximate size of border of woods, bushes, open field, table, Evening bloomers are now 

breeding colonies should be noted and fees or bushes along fences, road- available and some of the outstand- 

migration data kept. side, border of stream, marsh, pond ing ones are Cabellero, Patricia, Sun- 

National Council of Garden Clubs le garden, orchard about build- muy, Halon and vets / 

i here are a ¢ series 

a out gome fine ay leetwres on 4. Compare the size of the bird pip which you ean “punshase oi irds and also vieual aids. One es- with that of the crow, the English : Bs F se ) 
pecially advocated is a group of 51 plants. T have had very good luck 

. sparrow, or the robin. P , 
slides on birds of America. Rental 5. Its most striking colors are: with planis from the Russell Gardens 

; Da . 
fee, $3.00, includes transportation, both ray slate, brown, black. of Spring, Texas, Wayside Gardens, 
ways, east of the Mississippi River, 6. Does it show flash colors when Ohio, and, from the Farr. Nursery (Co. 

but only one way west of the river. flying? If so where and what col- at Weiser, Pa. 

Some excellent programs available or: Wing, Tail, Rump, Under Tail. ‘. OO 
to clubs: Mr. Earl G. Wright, of the 7. In action is it: Slow and quict We read that A Handbook of Flower 

Neville Public Museum, gives 2 lec- or active and nervous? Show Judging is to be revised. Ther: 
tures: One is entitled, “Nature’s Cal- 8. Does it occur alone or in a Will be no drastic changes but the sul- 

endar in Color”, the other is “Our Na- flock? ject matter is to be brought up to dat. 

tive Wildlife." Address: 129 S, Jef- 9. In flying does it go: Straight according to Mrs. Jerome W. Coomb 
ferson, Green Bay. Fee--$25 within a and swift, dart about, up and down, Revision Chairman. 

radius of 50 to 60 miles from the Bay. wave like, flap the wings and then ok, ee 

Rev. Howard L, Oriens, 2401 S. Wil- sail? Massachusetts suggests that clubs h« 
liams St., Milwaukee, gives 2 lectures, 10. Describe its song or call note. responsible for the expenses of at lea:* 
“Lakelore’ (1% hour) and “Wildlife 11. Where does it sit when sing- one delegate to each state meeting « 

at your Doorstep”, (1 hour.) Both are ing? Does it sing while flying? the State Federation. Reports of the 

illustrated with colored motion pic- For Closer Observation meetings should be made to the clu! 
tures. Fee—$25, 50 to 60 miles from . (Many Wisconsin clubs follow this pra 
Milwaukee 12. Colors, markings of: tice.) 

Breast wings tail —_—______. 
Dr. Robert McCabe of the Universt- top of head eye streak back A nation is not made great by th 

ty of Wisconsin talks on birds. Fee— 13. Is the bill: Slender and long, number of square miles it contain: 
$15 in immediate vicinity of Madison. short and thick, medium, curved, but by the number of SQUARE peopl: 
Mr. Marvin Lederer, Jefferson, Wis. hooked? it contains.
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] sett standingly beautiful if one does not nar- 

New Rose Varieties row his appreciation in roses to the District Mail Box 

Four New Semi-Hardy Kinds double type. Red Rocket is a bright red, . 

Introduced By University of quite superior to Skyrocket in size of A ‘good share ‘of the time; Garden 
Minnesota flower, size of cluster, and intensity of Cinb activities give isilent ‘answers to 

Z . "* y the “why” of such a group in a com- 

By Richard S. Wilcox, Chairman, Test red color. Pink Rocket s the first good munity. Once in a while a group is 

Garden Committee, Minnesota Rose pink we have had in this type. The red given a chance to speak up. Such an 
Society is hardier than the pink OnE: otherwise opportunity came recently (April 12) 

they are much alike, vigorous and to the Seymour Garden Club. 

Four new rose varieties of unusual  disease-resistant. They will make excel- . 

interest will be available in limited quan- lent border plants to place in the back- The local Hlwanis ‘Club; interested 

tities from’ Minnesota nurseries this year. ground, mt certain of their Projects, | invited 

The new varieties: L, E. Longley, White —From Roving With Roses in The ne wae Seeil ue ehal our on. 
Dawn, Red Rocket, and Pink Rocket re- Minnesota Horticulturist. i ie ” th 2 ly sti lati 7 
cently were announced by the University SAniEAlion’ ‘was the only stipulation. 

of Minnesota, Division of Horticulture, WHERE DID THESE VEGETABLES a he telling was done infor- 
where they were originated by Dr. COME FROM ORIGINALLY? mally in the course of the dinner. Two 

Longley. A members had been given an opportu- 

L. E. Longley Look these up in your books and nity to prepare short talks. Mrs, Er- 
The L. E. Longley rose is a semi- catalogs and see what you can find ma Swann, who had held a six-term 

double, bright red, and has a bud which out about each one. stretch as secretary-treasurer com- 

is as beautiful as any. The petals are 1, Tomato 6. Radish piled a history of the Seymour Gar- 
deep and have good substance. The plant 2. Potato 7. Lima bean den Club. , Mrs, Leone Droeger, who 

is in a class by itself, Bushy, with many 3. Beets 8. Pea had been instrumental in the original 

basal shoots all ‘with vigorous growth, 4. Carrots 9. Corn founding of the group, explained to the 

it quickly forms an attractive little shrub. 5. Turnips 10. Squash Kiwanians the place of a garden club 

The foliage is unusually disease-resist- TO in:community affairs. She pointed out 
the many opportunities the group of 

ant. It probably should be classed as a B. ° léeil women hak-df aldéd and abetted 

subzero ae ne ed "he ook Reviews by other organizations in the city. 

wove ounvally winter-hardy and comes The Book of Stillmeadow, by Seymour Kiwanians are still chuckl- 
through ready to bound forth into lux- Taber, consists of selections from a ing about her opening shot. “Most of 

urious growth, quite different from the kind of diary the author began keep- you men think our group gets together 

majority of hybrid teas. ‘Two great ing the year she and her sister found just to meet and eat I'm here to 
roses, Crimson Glory and Pink Princess an old house in the New England tell you differently." She waved her 

are ite’ parents. countryside about a decade ago. sheaf of notes and the men sat up 
. Macrae-Smith of Philadelphia pub- and listened. Such a job of selling can 

White Dawn | lished it in 1948. As in the author’s push a garden club to the foremost 

White Dawn is the name given to a jyook on, flower arranging, cats and place in a community, a_ position 
low climber which is likely to become dogs interrupt the narrative at fre- which it deserves. 
most popular because it fills an import- (ent and unexpected intervals. The —Eleanor Pichl 
ant place not only here but all over the seventeenth century house took all ee 
country. It is out of New Dawn, the available cash the first few years, Life is an eternal struggle to ke 
cverblooming climber we have had up yt now the family has found suf- 5 “ i ae it ce oP 

to now, and Lily Pons, one of the best of ficient means to invest in all sorts ieee ae i y up fo one’s 
the Brownell subzeros. This gives it of electrie labor saving gadgets, in- TVORFDE CADRE: 
hardy parentage on both sides. White giding  deep-freeze into which _ 
Dawn appears to be as hardy as New (uantities of garden produce, meat ANSWERS TO - WHERE DID 
Dewn. Its bloom is continuous and more and baked goods are put. The one THESE VEGETABLES COME 

abindant than that of New Dawn. The money making enterprise on the FROM? 
puie white blossoms are particularly bury place is breeding and rais- 1. Peru 

becutiful against the glossy bluish green ing spaniels, No other livestock, ex- 2. Chili, Peru 
folage, as free from disease as any cept chickens, are kept, because such 3. Mediterranean Region, Canary 

cliaber. This rose, like New Dawn, must pets are made of them that their Islands 
be well fed to give it the nutrition  wners cannot bear to part with 4. Europe, Western Asia 
ne essary to maintain its generous bloom. them. If it were not for the husky 5. Europe, Western Siberia 

There is no white climber now in com- and friendly young sons of the farm- 6. Temperate Asia 

me-ce that compares with it. er across the road life at Still- 7. Probably Tropical America 

Red Rocket—Pink Rocket - meadow would be much harder, for 8. Southern Caucasusu to Persia 
Red Rocket and Pink Rocket are two these young men do the heavy work 9. Probably American origin but 

va‘ieties out of Skyrocket selfed. Both and are always willing to help out in not now found wild 

are singles and may never be popular for emergencies. This is a pleasant 10. Probably American origin. 

this reason. The flowers are borne in chronicle bubbling over with enthusi- —By Prof. Victor H. Ries, in Coun- 

lar je spectacular clusters and are out- asms. try Gardeners Program Service.
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SISSON’S 
J. H. Phillips, Manager \ 

PEONIES 3 
Visit our Peony gardens during the blooming Basie ar TS 
season in mid-June. That is the time to choose a fe Ot ae a | 
your favorite varieties for fall planting. ae 5.8 oF, 

TYPEWRITERS i. aa 
' All makes and portable in any type rented eo 

anywhere in the U. S. A. : 
TOUCH typewriting taught through booklet i 
in your home. 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the _ : 
U. S. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. " 

WRITE 

SISSON'S 
Rosendale, Wisconsin : 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

Bee Supplies 7 i 
3-Ply Airco Foundation 

This name has stood for the very Triple Locked Corner Frames 

best in bee supplies made famous Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: Sand 2. Wite Exchiders 
Y o , Quality Comb Sections 

. Thin Super Foundations 
s 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago | 
224-230 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. | 

Chicago, Illinois Medina, Ohio |
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ARE YOU SURE??? there are only two words in the Eng- 

A certain lady, with great confidence lish language beginning with “su” and WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 

in her learning, was elated at being pronounced as “shu”—sugar and su- The Official Organ of the Wisconsin 
placed next to Rudyard Kipling at a mac.” State Horticultural Society 
dinner. Wishing to impress the great Kipling looked over his glasses with ‘whntered at the post office at Madison 

poet, she remarked: a glint of humor and inquired: “Are Wisconsin, a8 seco! clase matter. Acceptanc. 
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By Dr. C. L. Fluke | eo pt 
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Dormant sprays of oil or Dinitro yeh 
compounds readily kill the overwinter- f 

ing eggs of the red mite found on ie ‘ n 
apple trees in Wisconsin (1948 Re- * Moe ) 

port), but by mid-summer the mite FP AS. OS pias rah 
populations may build up to more than raat ees: bt f 

ten or twelve per leaf. This number of ge * aes 
mites causes the foliage to turn bronze ¥ 
or yellowish and become sickly in ; i 

appearance. Mite populations often in- / 

crease materially by mid-summer 

whether a dormant spray is used or 

t. 
” Picture of the winter eggs of the European red mite which have been de- 

miicides a large block of ‘North. Powted on the calyx end of an apple 
western Greening apple trees was sel- Photographs from Technical Bulletin No. 89 loaned through courtesy of 

ected, located in the Horseshoe Bay the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture by B. A. Porter, Fruit Insect Investigation. 

Orchards about 15 miles north of 
Sturgeon Bay. This block is cl t the uhores cf Greea Bay and infhy, ‘teated trees, no matter what material STAGES OF EUROPEAN RED MITE 
enced by cool nights and relatively 8S Used, dropped to less that 0.3 Line drawings of various stages of 
cool days. The mites however, built mites per leaf and the checks to 26 european red mite. A is the egg, B a 
up an enormous population during the mites per leaf. Almost no mites at all newly hatched larva, C a protonymph, 

1948 n, as as 50 per leat Were found on the Vapatone and Para- pp a deutonymph, E an adult male, 

and often more than 500 eggs per leaf! thion plots. These results were diffi- JF and adult female, G a lateral view of 
F i: cult to understand but indicated that an adult female. 

re ova ine trees in the middle of on of the materials acted as a fumi- , ' 

i ace ard eee es a mater- gant. A careful study of the orchard 4) An # f 4 

anc 8 ne were used so each map shows that Parathion was un- MUN Ie 
test was replicated seven times. doubtedly the insecticide responsible NMG 

Materials Tested for the unexpected results, It indicates ‘ Wt , a 
The following materials were tested: that single tree replicates cannot be A au RR wr, 2% 

1. Tetraethylpyrophosphate (Vapa- used for tests with this material. A v ¥ ore 

tone). valuation of the different materials p . 
2. Summer oil (not applied). therefore cannot be made. we uy, ig XL 

3. “Sulfide” (DuPont experimental The rest of the orchard had also BU) ey ‘ ty 

miticide). been sprayed with the speed sprayer AN uf : ry 
4. Parathion. using TEPP and the applications made fA Y Wy, 
5. DN-111 plus alum. a few days before the test materials 4 =, L 
6. CR-1639 (Rohm & Haas). were applied. Mite counts in this area AWA sy 
1. Check. (50 leaves) showed .46 mites per leaf ays NN 4 &\ 
The border rows were sprayed with leaf. ny rR As a K 

Parathion and the rest of the orchard By the end of the season counts - RD f ft AG 
trexted with TEPP. June 30 the entire on all of the plots were about the \ OB h ( 

block was sprayed with Fermate and game, approximaately 10 mites per WN wie 

iene ay 1 ust were counted |eaf. WM AX Vi 

pic a ae a oe spray! ata ere ap: No injury was noticed on any of the Y € Y 

ber 7 a ne a neo 2 nad igi @ num- ‘trees ‘except those in plot 3. The “old- x: “ 

OAR PouNSe Pressure. er” leaves turned yellow and dropped. MY a X, . N 

Results The injury showed up in about four Ah Ns 5 =p 

The most striking result was the al- or five days. After these yellow leaves sy Hf H BM , BN 
most complete control by all the ma- dropped the trees did not appear any a] iy RE ry 

jals tested including the checks! different than the trees in the other F - S R 

© population of mites in all of the plots. 283
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The Buffalo tree hopper. Adult female Buffalo tree hopper injury. Slits in the bark 

with her ovipositor in a young apple twig. of an apple twig made by the female during egg-laying. 

on Red Delicious in one day. In an- 

B u ffa | oOo T ree I-41 0 p p er other orchard TEPP reduced the 
mites from 9.0 to 1.8 on Northwestern 

e Greenings in five days. These com- 

C ontro | | e d W I th D DT mercial tests indicate that the two 
materials are about equally effective 

DDT successfully controlled adult the trees and ground under the trees but that the spraying was not as thor- 

Buffalo tree hoppers when applied were sprayed. No live hoppers were ough as it should have been. It ap- 

to the trees as a wet spray, using afterward found in the sprayed areas pears however that the full effects of 
3 pounds of 50 per cent DDT wettable while considerable numbers were Parathion spraying are not reached 

powder to 100 gallons of water in ex- found in the unsprayed or check plots. until three to five days following ap- 

periments conducted by Dr. C. L The owner of the orchard was so plication. 

Fluke, U. W. Department of Entom- pleased with the results that he spray- | ———————————_______________.-._ — 
ology. ed the other trees in his orchard and 

This insect may severely injure again the control was very effective. [ical 
young trees, even killing them, by * y 

making crescent-shaped slits in the Recommendations ,) 
twigs in which they winter in the egg Dr. Fluke recommends three pounds » = ra \ 

stage. The slits are shown in the pic- of 50% DDT wettable powder to each AD / 

ture. 100 gallons of water applied to the »] q 
Hatching begins in late May or ear- trees as soon as the Buffalo tree hop- 4 

ly June. As soon as the young are born’ pers become adults and move to the eo er 

they drop to the ground and feed by trees for egg laying. The spray should ie fs / 
sucking the juices of many kinds of also be applied to the ground cover Sa | “ * 

plants. They prefer legumes and will beneath the trees. Time of application ha ei Ei 
develop best in orchards planted to will vary between July 25 and August iS ) 

alfalfa and sweet clover. 20 in southern Wisconsin depending ; ’ 7 

upon the earliness or lateness of the 4 ¥ e 

Ground Spray Not Successful season; and somewhat later north and Pe (Tn as 

In the 1947 test the first e883 in counties along the Lake Michigan [fF ca Hg 
hatched on June 11 according to Dr... 0.4 e : ' 
Fluke. The spraying was delayed un- * ” aah OG " + 
til July 21 because of the apparent Commercial Tests With 4 ‘ 4 4 ¥ 

long-delayed complete hatch. Then a TEPP And Parathion ; i. a 
50% DDT wettable powder, at the rate Three orchards near Madison were Ff ae erg 
of two pounds to 100 gallons of water, sprayed by the owners for red mite HO oy 2 | Pd we * 

was applied as a ground spray. The control, The entire orchard in each iN eS 
grass had been mowed two days be- case was treated. Counts of the num- Me ; : | 
fore. This, according to Dr. Fluke, was per of mites were made in these or- itd a 
not successful because adult hoppers chards several times during the sum- . # . ’ 

began to appear August 6 and. by mer, One orchard was sprayed with PE ee 
August 14 were very numerous both parathion (% pound of 25% to 100 : i" - eee 

in sprayed and unsprayed areas al- gallons of water) and the other two pd) ee te) 
* though there were less hoppers in the with TEPP (Vapatone) (1 pint to 100 Mo a 

sprayed area, the ground cover spray gallons water). Ay i oe 

was not considered effective. Parathion reduced the mite popul- a” ed a Ra SS 

Good Results From Tree Spraying ation from 22.5 (mites per leaf) to 1.7 - - 
On August 23, this same 3-acre plot in two days on Northwestern Green- gant foe a ies fone 

which had received the ground treat- ings and from 12.9 to 0.2 mites on 

ment was sprayed with 50% DDT, Miaclntosh, TEPP lowered the mite dult hopper. 
wettable powder, using three pounds count from 12.6 to 4.7 on Yellow De- 

to each 100 gallons of water. Both licious in one day and from 21.1 to 0.4 284
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Notes on Apple Thinnin | PP & 
| By Dr. E. L. Overholser and to increase the market value of the ever, should be determined by the 
f R. C. Moore Department of fruit at harvest time. size and vigor of the tree as indicated 

f Horticulture, V. P. L With apples, it is especially import- by the amount of deep green foliage, 

inning hi ivevseal ant that the fruit be thinned as early and by the number of days after the 

Thi ah ng ein fits ‘bot tI hi ruits ae as feasible during each year of heavy time of full-bloom that the thinning 

apple sain ‘ ot ‘te a the trees sie fruit set. Thinning of apples after the is performed. 
Oe tien hee . a a eae so-called “June drop” generally has For example, with most varieties 

conditions, apples set far more fruits jittle influence on apple fruit bud of apples, if the tree is thinned with- 
oer ned ne, mature and SE to formation as related to overcoming in 30 days from full-bloom, 30 to 35 
desirable stl color and quality, and biennial fruit bearing. The earlier functioning leaves per each apple left 

at eho ar’ eeu initiate a sufficient that fruit thinning may be conduct- on the tree after thinning may be 
umber’ of fruit ‘buds for ‘the next ed, the greater the potential effect  suffiicient to result in a commercial 
year’s crop. on current season fruit bud differen- drop the following year. If, however, 

Influence on Fruits tiation for the crop of next year. the foliage lacks deep green color, if 

Benefits from fruit thinning, when Generally however, it is not practi- the individual leaves are small and if 

the operation is completed sufficiently cal to hand thin on a large scale be- the terminal growth is insufficient, 

early in the season in an effective fore the June crop. and if the thinning is done later than 
manner, are as follows: Thinning in- 25 days from full-bloom, it will be de- 

creases the size of fruit remaining on Distance To Thin sirable to thin so as to obtain from 40 

the tree; improves color; increases The general suggestions are as fol- to 50 leaves per each apple left on the 

the proportion of harvested high- lows: (1) remove all ill formed, tree in order to influence favorable 

grade fruit and hence, results in a diseased or inferior fruits; (2) in ap- bud-bloom formation for next year’s 
smaller proportion of inferior fruit ples, reduce all clusters to one fruit crop and also to enable the tree to 

at harvest time; tends to bring about on a spur; and (3) then thin off addi- produce apples of sufficient size and 

uniformity of size and color and en- tional fruits until specimens are no _ color for the current crop. 

ables the crop to be more uniformly closer than four to six inches apart. Condensed from The Southern 

matured in the fall; and thus tends § The relative degree of thinning, how- Planter. 

SUPPLIES Ss RF 10 

Lime Sulphur Spreader Stickers ae th } 
DDT 50% Wettable  Vapatone y a me 
Puratized Kolofog fl, 4 4 
Copper oe Kolospray : Poe , 
Dry Lime Sulphur Sinox la 4 

Black Leaf 40 C.O.C.S. Spray 56 . 
Mike Sulphur % 9 a7 
Bordow Dow Klor “Chlordane lB ; 
Rotenone Bearing Dust Z 78 (Diathane-powdered) hd 

Parathion Diathane Liquid 

WE HAVE 2 USED SPAYERS AVAILABLE— 

1—15 gal. Royal Bean Sprayer—Skid type—500 gal. wood tank, ¢ 

truck mounted—$750.00. 

1—John Bean 20 gal. Royal—500 gal. steel tank, 25 h.p. Con- 

tinental motor—$985.00. 

Write for catalogue and price list The Bean Spartan Sprayer 

h Wi | i Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Grower Co-op. 
Lester F. Tans, Mgr. Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot Tel. 4107 

. 227 Cutler Street WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN
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The Fruit Crop In Door County 
By Charles Swingle, Extension Horticulturist, Sturgeon Bay 

On May 9, our best guess on the used together in several apple or- sible for the good movement. A go..l 

cherry crop for Door County was _ chards and about half the orchards share of the money for this pronio- 
about 80% of last year, or from 30 to that were given a dormant oil or tion has come from Michigan «id 

35 million pounds of cherries—subject dinitro spray for mites, rosyaphids, Wisconsin; a good deal of the lead.r- 
to spring frosts. Many flowers were and oystershell scale. About half of ship from New York State. New 

open on May 6, one of the earliest our apple orchards were given a York must come through with more 
dates ever reported. ground spray for scab control. money to hold up its end and every 

On June 1 we were forced to re- Cherry Orchards and Sod grower is being asked to contribute 
consider the estimate. Frosts and More and more cherry orchards are #0 increased amount. An _ invesi- 

unfavorable pollination weather the going into sod, at all ages. Few grow- ™ent which increases your income 

last 10 days of May greatly reduced erg indeed are going back to clean 8 definitely as the Cherry Growers 
the crop prospects. Heavy frosts cultivation once they have gotten ac- Association has, certainly deserves 

killed up to 90% of the blossoms in customed to sod. Almost without ex- Your financial and moral support. 
some orchards while in others as high ception, apple orchards over 10 years From New York State Horticultural 
as 50% of the cherries, as they came jd are in sod. Society bulletin. 

out of the husks, appeared dwarfed. In Pollination 

the opinion of some of our leading More and more attention is being CAUTION ABOUT USE OF 
growers these small cherries will drop given to proper pollination for apples, PARATHION 
off. The crop may therefore be less especially Delicious. That most new “With parathion generally available 
than 50% of last year, depending upon plantings going in show the need for ‘© srowers this year, it should be em- 

this drop. Given enough rain the in- abundant pollinizers for this variety Phasized that this material should 
creased size of cherries remaining will ig recognized. Meanwhile older plant- "0t be used until the middle of the 

help. ings with too much concentration of Summer, or around the first part of 
Sweet Cherries In Door County Delicious are being top grafted, bou- the second-brood codling moth period. 

Sweet cherries came through the quet pollinated, or, as with Spencer Some growers are anticipating its use 
winter with practically all buds in- Eames orchards, Egg Harbor, hand ‘Starting with the first and second 

tact, and were in full bloom by May pollinated. Bees are at a premium of COVer sprays. This is definitely wrong. 
6 in some of our very few sweet $8 to $10 per hive for fruit pollination Because of the newness of the material, 
cherry orchards. It is doubtful if the season. Past experience has convinced ‘Such injury as severe fruit russeting is 
sweet cherries will produce full crops most orchardists that even with self- likely to occur, as well as other situ- 
because almost no attention has been fertile crop like sour cherries, bees tions not foreseen. This material 
given to the pollination question. In are a worthwhile form of insurance ‘Should be used primarily for mite con- 

one sweet cherry orchard, bouquets espécially in the larger orchards that trol when it is known that mites are 
are being used to improve pollination. have a relatively small amount of Prevalent. Follow the suggestions of 

Apples have come through the win- forest nearby and other undisturbed the state and federal entomologists. 

ter without injury, and on May 9 we land to depend on for wild insects, Let’s keep out of deep water if pos- 

could see no reason why we should Modest new plantings of straw- ible.” 
not have a full crop. berries (mostly Beaver) and of From Illinois Spray Service Report 

Fertilizer is being applied in gener- Latham raspberries have been made. No. 7, May 8-14, 1949. 
ous quantities—mostly in the form of ————— 

ammonium nitrate, but no manure CHERRY GROWERS TAKE HONEY BEES FOR POLLINIZING 
has gone to waste and large quantities ANOTHER STEP FORWARD RED CLOVER 

of it, if available, could be sold at good For several years cherry growers The U. S. Department of Agriculture 
prices here. and processors have been able to has obtained some more information 
Straw piles have about completely point with pride to the steadily in- on the value of honey bees for pollin- 

disappeared for use as tree mulching creasing consumption of processed ating red clover in work done in Ohio. 

aaterials, Sawdust piles are being de- cherries, both canned and frozen. It was found that 4/5 of the pollinat- 
pleted for the same purpose. Even In the face of our biggest crop in ing insects in the clover fields were 

paper fertilizer sacks are finding use 1948 (140,000 tons processed) the honey bees. Less than 1/5 were bum- 
as mulch for young trees. Practically Institute pushed movement so ef- ble bees. Less than 1/12 of the pol- 

no mulch is being applied to healthy fectively that we now have only a_ linators were solitary bees and other 

old trees. million pounds, or 3%% more carry- miscellaneous insects. Since clover 

The Spray Program over of frozen cherries than in 1948. depends on the pollinating insects to 

Bordeaux and lead arsenate are be- Canned cherries are in strong posi- set seed, these figures give an idea on| 

ing used principally in cherry or- tion. This was done at a fairly high the relative importance of honey bees. 

chards. Lime sulphur, wettable sul- price level and without loss to any- On a 300 acre alfalfa field in Califor- 

phur and fermate are all being uged one. Promotion on a large scale is, nia, the yield of seed was % greater 

for scab control on apples. Probably in the opinion of most growers and _ close to the bee hive than 1/5 of 8 

both lead arsenate and DDT will be processors, and the trade, respon- mile away.
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OUrFFERENT... and Better 
-- IN MIXING ——— 

--- IN SPRAYING ——— 

---IN SPRAY DEPOSITS 

cS m 
SS ieee 4 ; Growers who know and 

. yp have seen the performance 
o » of DDT spray materials 

find Genitox $50 different 
‘ and better... both for its 

Le trouble-free action in the sprayer and for 
ia its unexcelled “high deposit” properties. 1 deposit” prope 

Above all, growers have been impressed 

by the smooth, unbroken Spray covers 
Wi Genitox S50 gives. That's because its espe- 

i cially processed micron size particles go 
into finely flocculated suspension in the 

" spray mixture. When sprayed, these fine 
“>, Particles tend to “stay put” where they hit 

an with the minimum of insecticide run-off. 
Advantages like these pay off in higher 

packouts of the “money fruit.” So, when 
G r Ni f T 0 » ( you buy your DDT spray material, insist 

on Genitox $50. You, too, will see the dif. 
Ay . 0 ferent-and-better qualities. ” 

RON-FIN onc 0) GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION one HARD ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION A 40 Rector Street, New York 6, WN. Y. 3 ve) ) D UJ Offices in Principal Consuming Areas
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Orchard Irrigation In Door County 
By M. B. Goff (continued from May) 

Another idea, however, seems to of water at the time when they were market, and if we can produce highc~ 
support the overhead method. It is most needed, so as to cover the ground yields and better quality, we wii 

its similarity to actual rainfall. When fast enough. In this respect the 1948 survive as one of the nations greate:( 

water is applied to the ground only, mistakes will profit in the future. agricultural areas. Therefore we are 

there is an imperfect balance between It is highly desirable to have enough and should be interested in any stcp 

the moist root condition and the dry extra tubing so that the next section which will give us better control of 
upper portions of the tree. A rain can be laid while the previous section our production. Irrigation in itself is 
brings atmospheric conditions into igs being irrigated. It is then merely not the answer but irrigation with a 

proper relationship with the soil sit- a matter of turning valves to shift the knowledge of its effects and the 

uation. The cooler temperature and flow of water from one area to the knowledge of the amount of fertili- 
the humidity of the air blanket the next. Where there is only tubing zer to use with it gives a tremendous 

trees and cut off evaporation at the enough to permit the watering of one new outlook on crop potential. 
same time as the roots are absorbing area at a time, there is considerable 

water. Herein may lie a factor of con- delay between shifts. We found it New Equipment Developed 
siderable importance. Those of you very difficult in the middle of the cher- New methods of water application 
who have seen an overhead system ry harvest, which was a critical time have been developing very readily in 
in actual operation in an orchard can for watering the apples, to have the past 6 or 8 years. Equipment 

visualize how truly it resembles a enough labor to move the pipe rapid- that was purchased 5 years ago is 
steady slow downpour of rain. ly. In consequence, two settings per now somewhat out of date. 

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN TO day were about as much as we could The quick-coupling pipe was the first 

WATER? On this the Experiment work out. By having the additional development which made it possible 

Station at Madison has been of great tubing which we anticipate this com- for us to use our vast natural water 

assistance. Mr. Joe Zubriski, a grad- ing season, we shall be able to put on supplies, in that it reduces the 

uate student, has been working on the at least four settings per day with on- amount of high cost labor necessary. 

project, developing material for his ly a moderately increased labor cost. Next, probably was the development 

doctor’s thesis. Zubriski uses a resis- ‘We found that a crew of three men of the aluminum companies to adapt 

tance bridge. By burying electrodes made the changes in pipe most expe- their material to our pipe needs. 
in the ground at different depths and  ditiously. All pieces of tubing, includ- The first aluminum pipe was used 

taking resistance readings, he is able ing our thirty-foot sections of six-inch 5 years ago and now its use in later- 

to calculate, to approximate accuracy, mains, were easily handled by one al lines is probably in the vicinity 

the percentage of moisture in the man, but allowing the tractor driver of 85%. The next development of in- 

ground. When the moisture in the top to remain on his tractor while the terest to the fruit grower was the 

six inches is low, we find that the trailer is being loaded and having an- use of low angle undertree sprink- 
second six inches is fast drying out. other man for convenience in carrying lers which do not damage the foli- 

It is a good plan to water before the the tubing, decidedly speeds things up. 8¢. These sprinklers however today 

second six inch layer has become dry, In conclusion, we at Goff Orchard are being replaced somewhat by 

since after that it is more difficult are very happy with our venture. We high pressure giant sprinklers which 

to apply enough water to get a are sure that it will pay. Moreover, cover as much area as 3% acres 

good contact between the surface the satisfaction that we get from pre- each and take a strip down through 

and deeper moisture. Incidentally, venting the inroads of drought is hard the orchard from 8 to 10 rows wide. 

when the third six-inch layer starts to to evaluate. In the irrigated area of This eliminates much moving of pipe 

dry out, the effects are quite likely our orchard we can now avoid the within the orchard, which is some- 
to be pronounced on the trees. Old heartbreak of standing by while trees times a problem in close plantings. 
hands at the irrigation business pro- wither and fruit shrivels day 1 aay The use of specialized irrigation 

ceed very much by rule of thumb, an experience which at er 4 a ste equipment for frost prevention is an- 
digging up a small handful of soil and other has plagued every midwest fru’ other angle of much interest. In New 

pinching it in thelr fingers, t6 de- grower. Jersey, peaches have been saved by 
termine whether or not it is time to SS , . 

water. Of course, observation of the PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION such equipment when neighboring 
trees themselves gives a good cue. By J. W. Willobee, Michigan orchards had a crop failure. In Mich- 

However, the more technical data frvigation 14 thie midwest is'atill tn igan, during the past season w‘ 
afforded by the Gtation procedure rrigation in the midw 1 placed 7 acres of strawberries undcr 
has been of great benefit to us. its infancy but growers and exper- irrigation for frost prevention and 

iment stations are fast becoming in- got 1% pickings more from this fic!d 

WHAT ARE THE “BUGS” IN THE _ terested in its development because it then, trom ‘on adjobiiig one: without 
DEAL? Frankly, this year there were means more net income to growers 

@ good many. The equipment in all who expect to compete with western any frost prevention method. 

respects performed marvelously. But growers high quality and high yields. Presented at Annual Convention, 

the problem ‘was to make the best use In this area we have a considerable Wisconsin State Horticultural Socie- 

of labor and to speed the applications freight advantage, from farm to ty, Nov. 1948.
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fungicide is ultra-fine uses 

in particle, non-caustic here 
in reaction. 

liage- 

COMBINATION SPRAY The addition of TAG to sulfur 
. sprays transforms their passive 

GIVES resistance to scab spore attack to 
ACTIVE prevention of scab in- 

APPLE SCAB CONTROL seetons 
: - TAG prevents the develop- 
pe ment of apple scab fungus 

Sage 4 4 when applied after rains 

ie. a 4 during which scab infection 
ed may have taken place. 
eee es od] . . 
i #) TAG provides effective after-in- 

fee sre ss) fection control of apple scab. If 
Pei ee scab spots should show up, the 
cs Bee eae 2] ; immediate use of TAG kills the 
ese ae te a fungus and prevents spread of 

Ea is iil the disease. 
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fay m= f ee. tae Se PERBFOX converts sulfur sprays South Haven, Michigan 
. ea : bic ee a pe "Pinto ACTIVATED protection against Kansas City, Missouri 

Bt aces —_ and after-infection control, of apple Boise, Idaho 
— scab. Portland, Oregon 

Lyndonville, New York 
; FOR SCAB-FREE APPLE CROPS THIS YEAR - - Elizabeth, New Jersey 

Consult your ORTHO Fieldman in your area or, at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
least write for this folder - - an introduction: to TAG 

a Fungicide No. 331. Orlando, Florida 
“| ottuts,onrwo, ts© HOME, OFFICE: Richmond, California
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Berries and Vegetables 
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE _—_—_—_____ EE 

Members and Friends: GARDEN MACHINERY AND IRRIGATION DEMONSTRATION 

Undaunted by an _ unscheduled J. R. Williams’ Lake View Fruit Farms 

heavy snow storm, dozens of inter- (C.T. “K” between Packwaukee and Montello) 

ested gardeners and growers came to Tuesday, July 19 
our April ist meeting at Waupaca. Sponsored by the 

It was indeed gratifying to note Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association 
the keen interest in the program. in cooperation with the 

It was an enthusiastic group. Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and 
We feel sure that those attending The Extension Service, Wisconsin College of Agriculture 

the meeting carried home ideas on Tentative Program 
growing, and we hope a_ clearer 10:30 a. m. Meeting called to order by Mr. Charles Braman, President 

understanding of the purpose for Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable Growers Association. Preliminary announce- 

which we are organized. ments. 

We hear nothing but praise from Remarks by G. J. Hipke, New Holstein, President Wisconsin Horticultural 
all sides, and we want to express our Society and by our host, J. R. Williams. Conducted tour with demonstration 

sincere appreciation to the authorit- of irrigation systems and machinery. 

ative speakers, cooperative exhibit- 12:00 m. Noon luncheon. Bring your own lunch. Those who wish may 
ors and all those who so ably helped drive to Montello or other nearby eating places for lunch. 

with the arrangements. 1:30 p. m. Demonstration of irrigation systems and equipment. Discussion 
C. H. Braman, president, Wiscon- by specialist of Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

sin Berry and Vegetable Growers and demonstrations by representatives of companies making equipment. 

Association. 2:30 p. m. Demonstration of garden tractors, rotary tillers, cultivators and 

SSS other garden machinery. 

REPORTS ON BERRIES Remarks by the vegetable and berry specialist, Department of Horticulture, 

Early in May we asked several Wis- University of Wisconsin. Demonstrations conducted by representatives of the 

consin strawberry and raspberry grow- manufacturing companies. ~ 

ers about crop prospects and vaiey Oi eee 

preferences. The following were their winter in very good shape and the sprinklers attached to a supply line sup- 
replies: J. ©. Bobb of Menasha stated sunners had good roots. Grows Polar ported on stands in the middle of each 
that the stands of strawberry plants Queen, Senator Dunlap and Temple plot. A combination of full, quarter and 
were about 70% of 1948 but looking strawberries and Early Sunrise and _half-circle sprinklers was used to ob- 

quite good in May. He grows only the s+ Regis raspberries. The raspberries tain uniform distribution of water. 
Senator Dunlap variety and the Lath- came through the winter fine and are Conclusions 
am raspberry. Raspberry plants came doing: 

ig well. Uses a commercial fertil- The results of these tests indicate that 
through the winter in very good con- ier high in potash. irrigation in a year of sub-normal rain- 
dition. Uses Vigoro as a fertilizer for OO fall during th i is aver 

berries. IRRIGATION TESTS pecfiable pik Sigh pict eae 
Mr. Frank Kuehnhold of Waupaca: ON VEGETABLE CROPS Even in years of normal rainfall there 

Strawberry plants came through the are frequently drought periods of suf- 
winter very well. The beds which were Tests At Michigan State College In 1948 fl 

. cient duration to warrant the invest. 
not irrigated were not in very good Show Value Of Irrigation ment in irrigation equipment. 

condition on light soils but the crop Tests conducted during 1948 to de- Under the conditions of this experi- 

wy be about as good as last year. termine the effect of different amounts nent, increased quantities of irrigation 
grows the Premier and Robinson and times of irrigation on the yields of water did not result in proportionate in- 

varieties and has just started with snap beans, tomatoes and sweet corn creases in yields. In some cases, yields 

raspberries planting Latham. are reported in the Michigan Experi- decreased with the larger quantities of 

Mr. Roy Rasmus of Waupaca: The ment Station Quarterly Bulletin. water. 
strawberry crop looks good. Where Varieties tested were: snap beans: It was found that sweet corn showed 

they were irrigated there were possi- Stringless Green Pod and Brittle Wax; the greatest response to irrigation, with 

bly too many runners and as a whole tomatoes: Stokesdale and Wisconsin 55; tomatoes and snap beans following in 

the crop will be about 100% of 1948. sweet corm: Golden Cross Bantam and _ the order named. 
He grows the Premier and Kellog Erie. The data reported are based on onc 
Beauty strawberries and Latham, Tay- A pre-planting application of 800 year's results on a Hillsdale sandy loam 
lor and Newburg raspberries. The pounds per acre of 3-12-12 fertilizer soil. Under other conditions the re- 
raspberries came through the winter was drilled over the entire area. Water sponse to irrigation would probably vary 
in very good shape. Mr. Rasmus uses used for irrigation was pumped from considerably. Further investigations of 
lots of compost and organic matter a stream adjacent to the field. the inter-relationship of vegetable crops. 
in growing berries. Quick-coupling portable pipe carried soils and irrigation practices under vary- 

Mr. Marlin Steinbach of Clinten- the water to the plots, and it was ap- ing seasonal climatic conditions are 
yille: Strawberries came through the plied through a group of fixed type warranted.
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TOMATOES IN WISCONSIN 
Questions Answered by 

Prof. O. B. Combs 

QUESTION: How important are é 

tomatoes in Wisconsin? 
ANSWER: Tomatoes are perhaps 

our leading home and market garden 7" 

vegetable. Wisconsin gardeners, es- eRe 
pecially in the southeastern part of ake 
the State, grow a considerable acre- 3 oe 
age of tomatoes for commercial can- oN 
ning. Our canning acreage this past Ee Se ree 
season, we believe was approxi- 2 Bee Ey 
mately 1200. That’s down from recent pel id ‘ 
years because the ton-year average SE 4 

(1986-45) is about 2300 acres. ae 
QUESTION: Are our seasons long ara aM 

enough to compete with such im- A: Soong Ts 
portant nearby tomato canning os aaa Si “ee an 

states as Indiana and Ohio? Tomatoes displayed in a modern grocery store. Such displays create 
ANSWER: Probably not. And it “impulse buying.” The modern type of cooler with mirror reflects the 

isn’t likely that our total canning entire display. 

acreage will ever be much Qreat~ sss 
er than it is now unless earlier, more , 
dependable varieties are developed. BE RRY GROWERS 
After all, our season is relatively 

short and our late spring and early -  §trong, clean boxes for all kinds of berries. 
summer weather is likely to be a 

little too wet and cool in most years, 5 — 

at least, for good growth of tomatoes. . We ? —— 

We do have at least one real ad- ~~ as > ' 
vantage, of course. We commonly do . a . 
not have the prolonged, hot, dry, | be wisn a bE 
mid-summer periods so common a» pea. i 

farther South. When we have a fa- ea : 
vorable season, as we did in 1937, e J 

for example, we get some of the | 

heaviest yields and the finest quality 

tomatoes produced anywhere in the WRITE FOR OUR PRICE LIST. 

United States. 

Yields 
QUESTION: Just how big are EBNER BOX FACTORY 

tomato yields? Cameron, Wis. Telephone 133R4 

(Continued on page 297) 

e e 

Used Fruit and Vegetable Containers 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CONTAINERS, ONCE USED 

IN GOOD CONDITION, AT LOW PRICES 

Lettuce Crates ... Tomato Baskets—8 lbs. ... Apple Boxes .. . 

Cauliflower Crates . . . Bushel Baskets . .. Strawberry Crates ... 
Tomato Lugs ... Hampers .. . Ete. 

REGAL BOX CO. 
Milwaukee 5, Wis. 2053 N. 15th Street Tel. HOpkins 2-5472
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Reports By Beekeepers 
on Conditions 

Swarm Control Methods and 

Wintering Practices Have Changed 

, Late in May we received reports 
from officers of the Wisconsin Bev- 

A keepers Association and District and 

seen County Associations on conditions and 
‘ beekeeping methods. 

SS ae ? Mr. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith, State 
< ‘ain? president writes complimenting the Na- 

« = tional Beekeepers Federation on induc- 
' a ing the Government to buy honey for 

z the school lunch program. He states: 
° : “Colonies have built up rapidly since 

é , warm weather came. Total winter losses 

” about 10%. Most colonies are wintered 
; - outside with some packing and wrapping 

a few in cellars. Swarm control meth- 

ods vary but reversing brood chambers is 

practiced by most beekeepers. Clovers 

Dr. Karl Von Frisch of the University at Graz, Austria, inspects two queen are somewhat scarce. Many new seed- 

colonies in shallow, square equipment in an apiary of the Central States Bee ings dried out last year. Other honey 

Laboratory, Madison, Wis. Left to right: Dr. C. L. Farrar, Dr. Frisch and Mr. plants about normal. Practically no pack- 
Floyd Moeller, apiculturist, assistant in the Central States Laboratory. ages coming in this spring.” 

— Mr. Francis Bancroft, president Wau- 
THE LANGUAGE OF THE BEES where the food was. kesha County Ass'n. writes: ‘Colonies 

It was a rare privilege for beekeepers While in Madison, Dr. C. L. Farrar building up fast with little winter loss. 

to be able to hear Dr. Karl Von Frisch showed Dr. Frisch two-queen colony Majority of bees wintered here with 

lecture on his fundamental. research in management, the use of shallow, square some packing. Very little feeding has 

the discovery of the language of bees. equipment, results of pollen feeding and been done. Alfalfa and other hay crops 

Dr. Frisch's ‘visit to America was made pollen trapping. The picture shows a look good but clover is scarce.’ 

possible by the Rockefeller Foundation. WO queen colony on a scale which wee’ Mr. A. I. Bennitt of Hortonville 
He visited’ Madison May 9 and 10, bringing = considerable nectar during writes: “Colonies have built up fine this 
giving two lectures before hundreds of the dandelion bloom. spring but 4% loss over winter. Tar 
students and beekeepers. His lecture van —————————nnn»e paper wrapping, insulation under the 

well illustrated with lantern slides and BEES FOR POLLINATION OR cover and wind breaks are practiced. 

movies. The description of the methods FOR SALE Reversing brood chambers and raising 
used to determine how bees transmit Can furnish strong colonies for pol- brood from brood nests is practiced for 

information as to food location, distance mation in lots of ten at $15.00 per swarm control. Very little sugar has 

and direction was most interesting. hive. been fed so far. Honey plants look good 
te was Kite Brinch who added an. in: For sale at $20 per 3 story hive. but not too much clover due to dry 

teresting note. She said that in some These are in the new type square, weather last summer. Some new seedings 
of the tests, after assistants had placed shallow hive bodies as used at the were plowed under. 

dishes of food in several locations, Dr. University of Wisconsin. Good price Mr. Newton Boggs, Viroqua: “Bees 
Frisch asked where they were. She e = —— —_ iin vonr have built up rapidly—most colonies 
replied, “Let the bees tell you where a vow a IN wa dinane were wintered outside. Reversing is pric- 

they are.” He took the challenge and = * Sande arta exce ina naa ticed for swarm control. Not much fecd- 

by studying the type of dance, the ment, vy! y pt by |ppo ing has been done. White clover locks 

number of turns the bees make in 15 ” M. HL LYONS poor, others look good.” 
seconds, and the direction of the tail Box 192 Hustler, Wis. Mr. H. C. Braithwaite, “Barabvo: 
wagging run, he was able to determine Colonies building up very fast this spring
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with light winter loss. Outdoor winter- —e—jQrNQaN{[{{"=IT{=]{xz=_=][{{T_""{_{]_])]}]"[}""__[=[===H™HS[—== | 

ing practiced mostly without packing. SUMMER MEETINGS, WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASS'N. 1 
Some use Demaree methods but mostly Tuesday, July 26, Riverside Park, Janesville, Wis. | iW 

reversing of brood chambers in the ee ee | ‘ } 
method of swarm control. Some sugar Wednesday, July 27, Eau Claire Lakes Park, Augusta, Wis. | 1a 
syrup was fed and also a lot of off (On Highway 27 north of Augusta) Wu 

grade honey. Honey plants look good os eS £8 i i 
now with plenty of bloom in prospect. 3 Program For Both Meetings i i 
Planning a beekeepers tour on June 5.” 10:30 a. m. Inspection of gadgets, labor saving equipment and new types lt t 

Mr. Joseph Deiser, Superior: “Winter of beekeeping equipment. Beekeepers and manufacturers are all invited to |}! i 

losses were about 25% but colonies are bring or display any types of equipment helpful to beekeeping. i H 

building up well. There is some outside 11:00 a. m. Meeting called to order by District or State President. il f 
wintering with colonies wrapped with in- We expect a prominent out-of-state speaker to give a talk at this time. ; 

sulation board and tar paper on top of oe ws 8 | i 
the insulation. Demareeing is the method Noon Luncheon | | 
used for swarm control, We fed from 12:00 m. Pot luck luncheon. There will be a cafeteria style luncheon at Wh ' 

20 to 35 pounds of sugar syrup but each meeting. Each person or family should bring a dish of food such as \ 

no pollen substitutes. Clover plants look potato salad, baked beans, or other hot dish, sandwiches, cake, etc. Bring 

lair here.” snes for your family and a little more. Association will furnish free coffee 

; “ and lemonade. i 
Mr. E. A. Collins, Bloomer: Our cole A committee of women will serve all food cafeteria style. Bring your own | 5 onies built up very fast this spring. Win- dishes—plates, cups, silverware. WW 

ter losses were small. We winter: with A charge of 65c per person to all who do not bring food. This will be | 

light packing. Reversing brood chambers used to pay for extra food furnished by committee. Tickets will be given by tid 

is practiced for swarm control. Very committee chairmen to all who bring food. Lat 
little if any sugar has been fed. Honey Afternoon Program ia 

plants, especially clovers are in good 1:30 p. m. Let’s Spread It On Thick—We Mean Honey. By Miss Phyllis | 
condition. Rasmusson, Home Economist, American Honey Institute, Madison. ai) 

Mr. Joseph Garre, Marathon County: 2:00 p. m. Discussion of timely topics by out-of-state visitors. Dadant & } 
‘This has been one of the best springs sons, Hamilton, Ill; A. I. Root Co., Medina, Ohio; G. B. Lewis Co. Watertown; | 
for bees in years. Weather has been al- waiter T. Kelley, Paducah, Kentucky. ) 
most ideal for flight. Soft Maples yielded Additional topics to be announced. ; 

well. Colonies in good condition. Many NOTE: This is the only issue of Wisconsin Horticulture which will contain dt 
beekeepers preferred cellar wintering this program or announcement. Our July-August issues are combined and will | 
here. Losses were small and feeding was not reach our members until after the meeting. 
light. Swarming is no problem. Reverse ————__—_____—. 
two brood chambers once and then Special Session For Woman’s Auxiliary 
top super. All honey plants are in fair All ladies present will be invited to a special session of the Woman’s | 

to good condition. We are planning a Auxiliary at 2:30 p.m. Miss Phyllis Rasmusson of the American Honey Institute 
beekeepers picnic in August.” will lead the discussion. 

Mr. Frank Greeler, Neillsville: “Colon- State officers of the Woman’s Auxiliary of the Wisconsin Beekeepers Associ- | 
ies built up very well this spring. There ation are: Mrs. H. W. Knight, Dalton, president; Mrs. Emerson Grebel, Beaver { 
was some winter loss. Some bees win- Dam, vice president and Mrs. Wallace Freund, West Bend, secretary treasurer. 

tered outdoors but most of them in cel- Officers of the Northwestern District are: Mrs. Milton Lundgren, Amery, ! 
lars here. Clovers look good but some president; Mrs. Charles Roy, Sparta, vice president and Mrs. Henry Schaefer, i 
fields were lost due to drought. A few Osseo, secretary treasurer. 

beekeepers lost quite a number of colon- ee 
ies.” Luncheon Committee for meeting at Janesville: Mrs. Victor Henning, Janes- 

Mr. C. C. Meyer, Appleton: “Colonies Ville; Mrs. William Judd, Stoughton; Mrs. P. S. Riesterer, Janesville, and Mrs. 

are in average condition building up Donald Williams, Beloit. 
well. Winter losses about 10%. Prac- Luncheon Committee for meeting at Eau Claire Lakes: Mrs. Robert Knutson, { 

tically all bees are wintered outdoors, Chairman, Ladysmith; Mrs. Henry Schaefer, Osseo; Mrs. George Hotchkiss, Hau 

some with protection, some without. Claire; Mrs. Wm. Lorenz, Bruce; Mrs. Herman Rodeski, Fountain City, and 

Swarm control is by several variations Mrs. Charles Roy, Sparta. | 
of :he Demaree method. Sore beekeepers —_§_ eee SS ssssSssSsa—amawsm=m=—m™m—" 

have fed considerable sugar syrup. Al- the 3 brood chamber reversing method. Swarm control is by reversing in gener- 

falia stands are best in several years but Some beekeepers use the modification of al. Some have considerable swarming. 
tot much white clover.” the Demaree system. Honey plants look Clover plants look fine but drought ruin- 

Mr. John Pagel, Medford: “Colonies very good.” ed many fields last year.” 

are building up well this spring if they Mr. E. L. Schroeder, Marshfield: Mr. Art Schultz, Hustiford, Dodge 
have good queens. Winter losses were ‘‘Spring buildup is satisfactory. Winter County: “Colonies built up very good this | 

fron 3 to 12%. Wintering is in both losses are varied. Some who placed bees spring. Winter losses small. Most bee- 

cellar and outdoors. We winter outdoors in brooder houses lost heavily. Winter- keepers winter outdoors with some pack- 
excepting nuclei. For swarm control use ing is equally in cellar and outdoors. (Continued on Next Page)
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Reports By Beekeepers 

on Conditions 
ing. Swarm control is by reversing brood 
chambers. Very little sugar has been 
fed. Honey plants look good.” P F << 

Mr. Frank Wilkens, West Bend: f Neg ey 
“Colonies built up very well this spring. | 5 ire a 
Most common method of wintering is Ks 5 ‘ ts : , 
outside with some packing. Very little Esk sh ie Rs ee 
sugar has been fed this spring. Honey © id aS Fe a 

plants look very good—especially clo- ; 

vers.” 
Mr. G. Wisherd, Bruce: ‘Most colon- - 4 

ies built up very well. Winter losses ~ cod 
small—not over 10%. Most all colonies 

are wintered outside with packing. Some oy 

wrapped in tar paper. We use the 3 

brood chamber reversing method for Officers of the Northwestern District, Wisconsin Beekeepers Association 
swarm control. Very little sugar has and speakers were interested in a resolution passed by the organization asking 

been fed. Clovers winterkilled badly their congressmen for aid in securing more funds for federal research in 

but with plenty of rain there should still beekeeping at the meeting in Menomonie on May 8. From left: Mr. Nathan 

be a good crop.” Paddock, Bruce, secretary-treasurer; Mr. Henry Schaefer, Osseo, vice presi- 

Mr. Ivan Whiting, Rockford, presi- dent; Mr. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith, president; Archie Johnson, county agent 

dent Southern Wisconsin District: “Win- °f Dunn County and Mr. John Long, Madison, Chief Inspector. 
ter losses were lowest we have ever had © === 

and spring build up. has been good. 4, Tie-in with national distribution ACETIO ACID A PROMISING 
Wintering is outdoors without protec- of the Sioux Association sales organ- BEE REPELLENT 

tion in most cases. For swarm control ization. By S. E. McGregor, U. S. Bureau of 

we reverse brood chambers and divide 5. Save on packing supplies. Entomology and Plant Quarantine. 
colonies, Not much sugar has been fed. 6. Bottle our honey to be sold in I limi fests ti id he 
Honey plants look good. Colonies are this state where customers like our ; m prenimaacy, ‘tes bat c * 2s 

not as strong as they were at this time honey and our own honey grades. bolic pene ee ; sabe pe “ ca 
a year ago.” Disadvantages: There may be many _olic acid to repel bees w me BONEY 

Mr, E. A. Babcock, Milton, Rock nd can be talked over at our future ‘8 being removed from the hives. a 
County: “Colonies with plenty of stores meetings. ae SE cele yarn hos easy 

built up fast. Winter losses were small Do you remember that when cream- aon wit ‘water to one strength. 

but many starved this spring. Most com- Ties came in and made uniform but- cetlc! acid, solution iaprinkled!; on..ai te: 
mon method of wintering here is tar te?—butter prices went up. Same will pelling cloth, such as is used with regu- 
paper cover with not much packing and h@PPen with honey. lar carbolic acid treatment, repels the 
wind break, Swarm control is by giving i bees as readily as does carbolic acid. 

plenty of room. Very little sugar has QOCUPATIONAL TAX AND Bees return more quickly to pa 
bééit fed: Honey plants look’ good and INDEMNITIES PAID IN 1948 treated with this acid, and it is less 

lover should be O.K. if we get rain.” In our April issue we listed the vari- likely to impart an objectionable odor 
cus counties of the State with the to the honey. Pure glacial acetic acid 

A WISCONSIN HONEY PACKING  2™0unt of occupational tax paid to the is less dangerous to handle. Vinegar, 
PLANT—SOMETHING TO THINK State in 1948 and also the amount of which is about 6-per cent solution of 

ABOUT indemnity paid by the State on colonies acetic acid, is sometimes recommended 

Henry A. Schaefer, Osseo, Wis. destroyed. as a repellent for stinging bees. 

We would like to have the Wisconsin These counties were not listed cor- Acetic acid has also been used as a 

beekeepers think about the possibil- rectly and the correct amounts are given substitute for smoke in the manipulation 

ity of establishing their own packing here. of bees. In situations where smoke would 

plant and selling their packed honey Fond du Lac County occupational tax create too great a fire hazard, acetic 

through the Sioux Honey Association’s —$90.93; Indemnity $63.00. acid can be sprinkled on excelsior or 
channels and of course to Sioux stand- Grant County occupational tax — similar material in the smoker and tle 

ards. $88.31; Indemnity $45.00. fumes blown into the hive as is done 

Benefits to Wisconsin beekeepers Marquette County ocupational tax when smoke is used 

would be these: $10.15; Polk County occupational tax-- These are merely preliminary obse:- 

1. Honey uniformly packed—a nec- $32.60; Indemnity $93.00. vations. Only experience can determine 

essity for marketing and infant feed- The total amount of occupational tax whether or not this acid will be satis- 

ing. received by the State was $4,439.67 as factory under various conditions in dif- 

2. Tie-in with national advertising. of January 25. The indemnity paid in ferent parts of the country. 

3. Save freight. 1948 totaled $1,701. From Dec, American Bee Journcl.
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COMING BEEKEEPERS MEETINGS | 

arto pv ohabe n June 12, Sunday—Dodge County Bee- il 0 N E Y i 

keepers Ass’n. picnic at Riverside | 
By Prof. Dr. K. von Frisch Park, Watertown. ( 0 N T A I N E R 5 | 4 

This famous book, which was pub- Sune 12, Sunday~Picnic of the Eau in 

lished in 1927, has now reached its Claire—Chippewa County Beekeepers We now have a good supply i | 

fourth edition. Written in simple style Association at Cornell, Wis. E. A. Col- of 60 Ib. cans, 5 and 10 Ib. pails. | 

and without references to the original ins, Bloomer, Wis., president. eo. e ee has we ee i i 
literature, since it is intended for the June 26, Sunday — Annual picnic make immediate shipment. I 
general public, it is nevertheless the Rusk-Sawyer County Beekeepers To i . i 
best extant book on those parts of bee Ass'n. at Ojibwa State Park. o mere ome 7 erect: ‘i 

physiology with which it deals. After in- June 26, Sunday — Wood County order your Association labels i i 

troductory sections dealing with the bee Beekeepers Picnic at Bennetts Cran- now for your new honey crop. | | 

colony, hives, the food of bees, pollina- berry Marsh, 5 miles west of Port Write for Complete We 
tion, swarming and the expulsion of the "dwards on Highway 54. Price List P li | 
drones, the ‘author gives an account of June 28, Tuesday—8:00 p. m. Joint Rice: AAe| i 
the work done on division of labour, Meeting, St. Louis County, Minnesota Order through your State | 
then senses of bees, orientation, com- rien ane ae Saree. Beekeepers Association | 
munication, time sense, bee “psychology” DEPENE,, ‘NOCRTIODR, /POROOL. PUPSrOr | 

—all subjects in which most of what we Speakers: H. J. Rahmlow, Madleon, HONEY ACRES } 
now know is due to the work of the and Arthur Keb, GB. Lewis ‘Cos: Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 

author and his pupils. one ee | 
July 26, Tuesday—July 27, Wednes- = /——————__! | 

It is to be hoped that a full English d@ay—Annual Summer Meetings, Wis- i 
translation of this book may some day  consin Beekeepers Association, Janes- | 
be made. It would not only give plea- ville, and Eau Claire Lakes. | 
sure to many amateur naturalists and rs . N E IE D B E E i 

to intelligent young people, but—as re- TAYLOR-CLARK COUNTY . 

gards the rank and file of British bee- BEEKEEPERS MEETING 9» | 
keepers—it “wad frae mony a fancy City Park, Medford, Wis. S U p p L | E S e 
free us, and foolish notion.” Sunday, July 31—Beginning 11 a. m. 

From The Bee World, England. Speakers will be Mr. John Long, WE HAVE | 
—____C*MMacdisscon, and as representative from tho 

: G. B, Lewis Company, Bring your pic- Everything the 
BEE SUPPLIES nic luncheon. The Association will Be ekeeper N oad 

Complete stock of bee supplies furnish coffee. Contests for all mem- . 

and equipment carried in Madison. bers with prizes. All beekeepers and Sections 
G. A. DUNN & CO. all interested are cordially invited to s ith fitti j 

2188 University Ave. Madison, Wis. attend. John ©. Pagel, Sec. upers with fittings 
= es as Hives and frames 

{i _ a a J ANG e- a AT |... it Ai Foundation | 

eit De She ok Wire 
; / Z ). and 

all other supplies | 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

AUGUST LOTZ CO. | 
Manufacturers and Jobbers y 

Boyd Wisconsin 

HONEY WANTED 
se Carloads and a 

3 ATL eee 

: C A \EPPLER i Y | 

Beekeepers watch Dr. C. L. Farrar, Madison, take out 11 frames of 

brood on April 2. See details on Page 256 of our May issue.
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BANDITS IN HORTICULTURE re NOW ... 23,5-T FOR BRUSH 

A variety of “bandits” appear every CONTROL 
spring and sell our gardeners worth- , Wil We Destroy Our Natural Beauty? 

less stock and services which are a \. "¥ The newest thing in chemical weed 

source of much disappointment. > i and brush control is 2,4,5-T, reports the 

Says Lawn Care, pamphlet of O. M. vy ™® 4 California Spray-Chemical Corporation 
Scott and Soiis: Iw a It is another one of those weed killer: 

. ‘ 1 - with the long chemical name which we 
“BLACK DIRT bandits are out early Pe Sy & will not bother with printing, a close 

this year. They took a New York City PY) ry ary) cousin to 2,4-D and kills by hormone 
surgeon for $300 and his banker too. 7 action, 

A man in Hartford let them ‘spread’ his . NSZY It is recommended for controlling brush 
lawn for 600 dollars! An Ohio operator ("> We and woody perennials along fence rows, 
made a killing around St. Louis putting highways, etc. 

on worthless “lawn conditioner” at $1.50 . . 
+t bushel We wish to throw in a word of warn- 

Pe . ing however. When it is easy to kill 
“CAUTION: Do not make deals with —_ something the tendency is to just go 

itinerant truckmen. Know with whom you ANNUAL PEONY SHOW out and kill. Recently we heard a county 
are dealing—otherwise you may be held . agent tell about this new material and 

up to pay at the rate of a hundred BY THE advised that all the brush along the 

dollars for two dollars’ worth of fertili- AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY highway could now be easily killed. 
zer. Must we have barren looking highways? 

Cheap Plant Advertisements Aren't shrubs which form a part of the 
Mrs. S. Valsvik of the Racine Garden Milwaukee Gas Light Building landscape very desirable? There seems 

Club wrote on May 2 asking if anything 626 East Wisconsin Ave., to be a great lack of appreciation of 

could be done about misleading advertis- Milwaukee, Wis. beauty in our country by those who are 

ing in newspapers. She sent a clipping in contact with it most closely. 

from a daily paper of large circulation Saturday end: Gumday, Sune 15-18, 1949 Recently a young farmer said he was 
advertising gladiolus bulblets and other planning to cut down a wood lot be- 

plants at very low prices indicating that The date is late because of the Ca- Cause the land was more’ valuable for 
the stock could not possibly be of good nadian exhibits expected. There will be growing crops. We pointed out that if 

quality. She asked if something can be 0 admission charge. All flower lovers all the wood lots were cut down, Wis- 

done “ to stop such evident, unfair invited. consin would soon be a prairie state 
and dishonest advertising.” Mr. M. C. Karrels, 3272 S. 46th St. where wind storms might blow away 

We suggest that every gardener who Milwaukee 14, is president of the Na- our top soil and we might lack our pre- 

reads unfair advertising about plant ma- tional Organization and Mr. W. F. sent natural beauty. In sections without 
terial write or telephone the newspaper Cristman, North Brook, Ill. is secretary. forests, farmers are planting windbreaks 

carrying the advertisements pointing out of evergreens just to hold the soil and 

the dishonest statements. We believe that CLINTONVILLE GARDEN CLUB to break the wind. 

ssi ih pene eae Dik ORGANIZED GALTPETER FOR STUMP 
do not know enough about horticulture The Clintonville Flower and Garden REMOVAL 

to judge the statements made. . Club held its second meeting Tuesday, if 
May 3rd and elected the following Saltpeter for stump removal—an ol: 

TT officers: Earl Maldenhauer, president; hoax. About 25 years ago, articles ap 
PEONY PLANTING FOR SALE Carl Shalund, vice-president; Mrs. peared in the press describing such an 

Mrs, J. D. Millar, 808 Wilson Ave., James Lackwood, second vice-president; easy method of getting rid of stump> 

Menomonie, Wis., writes that since her Mrs. Frank J. Buchaltz, secretary-treas- that one could imagine the stump re 

husband passed away she will not urer. moval problem had been solved. Thi: 

be able to take care of the large Clintonville has many garden and seemingly easy method consists of bor- 

peony planting of excellent varieties flower lovers and we welcome the Clin- ing a hole about 18 inches deep in the 
he developed. She invites anyone in- tonville Flower and Garden Club to center of the stump, putting in several 

terested to see the peonies during membership and wish them every suc- ounces of saltpeter and plugging the 

blooming time, June 5 to June 30. cess in their program. The club was hole. The following spring simply re- 

She will be glad to sell any or all started through the efforts of Mr. and move the plug, pour in some kerosene 

plants. Mrs. E. A. Rosenberg. or gasoline and ignite it. The stump is
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then supposed to be entirely consumed Tomatoes in Wisconsin 

by the fire because the saltpeter has CABBAGE OR BRUSSEL SPROUTS (Continued from page 291) 
penetrated every bit of the wood way —WHICH? ANSWER: If you're speaking of 

down to the root tips. averages, we must say around four 
The fact is, it simply doesn’t happen to six tons an acre for most states. 

that way. The saltpeter just won't pene- Quite a few twenty-ton yields have 

trate the heart wood. The Forestry De- been harvested in Wisconsin, and a 
partment at the University of Wiscon- po few growers have harvested consid- 

sin has given the facts repeatedly but . ” erably more than twenty tons. The 

still the articles appear. The last one De ten-year average yield in Wisconsin 

we saw was in the December issue of is 5.1 tons; Utah’s average yield is 
a garden magazine of National circula- 9.1; and at least one state has a ten- 

tion. a year average of only 1.3 tons. 

If stump remcval were that easy, why QUESTION: What food value do 

would we still be using dynamite and tomatoes have? 
bulldozers. Tomatoes High In Vitamin C 

ANSWER: Tomatoes are especially 

valuable for their relatively high as- 

SIDEDRESSING SWEET CORN corbic acid or Vitamin C content. But 

WITH NITROGEN their principal value to most people, 

By M. T. Vittum, Geneva, N. Y. Yes, it is cabbage but tastes about as We suspect, lies in their much-enjoyed 

If nitrogen is a limiting factor in good as brussel sprouts. After the head flavor and their unusually wide useful- 

the growth of sweet corn, increases in was cut these small heads developed es in cooked dishes. 

yield can be expected from sidedressing on the old plant. Picture courtesy of QUESTION: Speaking of food value 

with a nitrogen fertilizer—provided prof. 0. B. Combs, Madison. and cooked dishes, what about the food 
the nitrogen is applied at the proper value of green tomatoes? Is it just 

time and provided that adequate rain- —.... a8 high as that in ripe tomatoes? 

fall occurs following the sidedressing ¢4 yield was due to farger ears in the ANSWER: Strangely enough, there 
to carry the nitrogen down into the sidedressed plots. Under the conditions jg jittle difference in Vitamin C con- 
soil where it can be absorbed by the Of this experiment, when 40 pounds of tent between green and ripe toma- 

plant roots. nitrogen per acre were applied before toes, Ripe fruits, and especially those 
Nitrogen starvation in sweet corn Planting, a sidedressing of 87% pounds ipnened in direct sunlight, do have 

can be easily detected by the light yel- of nitrogen was the most economical. more Vitamin C, but the difference isn’t 

lowgreen color of the leaves. This The 1947 results indicate that nitro- great. 
yellowing, or “firing,” starts at the tip gen starvation in sweet corn can be QUESTION: It’s well to know that 

of the leaf and, as the deficiency be- corrected by sidedressing with approp- fruits ripened in direct sunlight have 

comes more severe, works down the riate nitrogen fertilizer provided (1) more Vitamin C than those ripened in 

midrib, leaving a green margin. The that the sidedressing is applied at the the shade, but what about the sun- 

symptoms first appear on the older or proper time—usually at the time of the scald problem? That’s also more severe 

lower leaves of the plant. last cultivation—and (2) that adequate in direct sunlight. 

The four sidedressing treatments rainfall occurs following sidedressing ANSWER: It certainly is, and I per- 

were O, 18, 37, and 75 pounds of ac- to move the nitrogen down into the  sonally will take my tomatoes ripened 

tual nitrogen per acre. This nitrogen soil where it will be available to the without sunscald in the shade of a 

was applied on July 14 as ammonium plant roots. Of course, if nitrogen is few nice green tomato leaves. If I 

nitrate, which contains 33.5 per cent not a limiting factor in the growth of need more Vitamin C, I'll simply eat 

actual nitrogen. the crop, no response to supplemental more tomatoes or get it from other 

Larger Ears Obtained nitrogen can be expected. foods. 

The yield response to the sidedressed SSS > QUESTION: Has anyone discovered 
nitrogen is evident from the data in A good way to keep the boys out of ® Way to freeze tomatoes successfully? 

the table. The sidedressing treatments the cookie jar is to lock it up in the ANSWER: The answer to that is a 
did not affect the number of ears har- pantry and hide the key under the soap 8°Ft of yes and no. Yes, if you want to 
vested per plot. Therefore, the increas- in the bathroom. freeze tomatoes only for use in cooked 

. dishes. Definitely no, if you are think- 

TTT ing of having fresh sliced tomatoes, 

Effect of Nitrogen Sidedressing on the Yield of Sweet Corn picked in August, frozen and served 
in February. None of the methods 

Nitrogen applied per Acre yield Average weight per ear, we've tried here, at least, have re- 

acie as sidedressing, pounds* in tons ounces sulted in anything better than a pretty 

0 4.2 6.2 thoroughly collapsed and generally 

18% Ibs. 48 66 undesirable product. Undesirable, that, 

37% Ibs 51 69 is, when compared with fresh toma- 
75 = Ibs. 51 6.9 toes. 

_ *800 pounds of 5-10-5 per acre drilled in on all plots before planting. Condenséd from Radio Talk, Farm 

Condensed from Farm Research, N. Y. Experiment Station. Program W.H.A.
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1, John Brinkman lists 34 new varie- How To Control Gladiolus Premium Schedule 
ties which he will try this year. 2. * 

Puerner says, “Half my planting will Thrips WISCONSIN SEEDLING AND NEW 
be Spic and Span and a fair percent- The 1948 experiments on control of INTRODUCTION SHOW 
age of Hearts Desire. Have purchased Gladiolus thrips conducted by F. F. SUNDAY, JULY 31, 1949 

trial lots of about 50 new introductions Smith and A. L. Boswell of the U.S.D.A. Walter Miller Gardens, Sun Prairie 
and have a fairly large planting of and presented at the convention of the All entries must be staged and ready 
Mountain Gem, a promising deep red. N.E.G.S. in Michigan and Toronto dur- for judging by 1 p. m. 

3. Mr. Sleezer tests these varieties: Red ing the winter indicates that 6 weekly Only division championship spikes 

Cherry, Immaculate, Nancy, Miss Chi- applications of tartar emetic plus sugar Shall be eligible to compete for the 
cago, White Challenge, Texas, Sun- was less effective than comparable ap- 8tand championship. 
spot, June Day and several others. 4. plications of other insecticides tested. Division 1—Seedlings—ist and 2nd 
Mr. Sartorious is testing Hearts De- When the insecticides were compared bloom. 
sire,Chantenay plus some scented vari- according to the number of applications, Section A — 4% inches and over. 
eties. 5. Mr. Groth writes there are four applications resulted in fewer un- Color Classes 1 to 10. 
so many new ones coming out and scarred flowers than six applications, ex- Section B—Under 4% inches. Color 
available stock so large, that growers cepting with parathion. Classes 1 to 10. 
planting over 1,000 bulbs almost have Where only two applications were Awards. ist and 2nd place ribbons. 
to specialize—either in commercial made the degree of protection was con- No section or division championships. 

varieties, show varieties or certain siderably lower with all materials, No entries in this division shall be 
favorite colors. He has eliminated blues The treatment should be started be- ligible to compete for seedling or 
and smokies and is concentrating on for the flower spikes appear. The best show championships. 

ruffles, a control appeared to be Taina where aaa II—Seedlings—8rd bloom or 
6. Remarks. sprays or i more. 

early varieties. Dr. Scheer writes, ond of the flowering season. 1 to 10. . , 

“from indications up until mid-May, Tests With Dusts And In Awards. The “Merit” system shall 

1949 may be a record drought year.” Controlling Gladiolus Ta i be used in judging. 

(Continued on page 301) Materials Applied Flowers cut Division TII—Seedling baskets. eo Entries shall consist of baskets of 
SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER MEETING Total | Salable 12 or more spikes of the same seedling. 

Plan Show For Aug. 20-21 Number | Number Filler material may be used, but gladi- 

The Sheboygan County Chapter met oor check ..............297 66 olus must predominate. Judging will 
on May 10. Our show chairman, Mrs. i stress quality of the gladiolus rather 

Arthur Piepkorn gave a report on a 5% — crerenenenneenene DAD 326 than arrangement. 

meeting with the Manitowoc Chapter (Continued on page 301) (Continued on page 301) 

show committee which she and Otto Kap- 7 
schitzke, President, attended. Our annual 

show is to be a joint regional show with 

Manitowoc and Sheboygan chapters at . 
Two Rivers Community Hall, Saturday 
and Sunday, August 20-21. 

Members of the Manitowoc commit- 

tees are: John Gates, Two Rivers, show 

chairman, Show arrangements: John | | ¥ 

Gates, Harold Groth and Gilbert Thomp- y 1 

son, Manitowoc. Commercial displays: 

John Bayless, Two Rivers. ie a 

Other members of the Sheboygan os a 
County show committee are: Mrs. L. i ee 
Wightman, Plymouth, Chester Harrison, 3 j oa 

Waldo, Harvey Pierce, Harold Hahn : a 

and Otto Kapschitzke Jr. of Sheboygan. Pas \ he 

Entries will close at 10:30 a.m. pri k ea } . é 
Saturday, August 20. Show will open my) oh 4 by Sn 3 

ai 2:00 p.m. Banquet Saturday evening. Bate bo ie en a » 

Send your banquet reservations early to See es" : a wid ae re Pal ae 
Gilbert Thompson, Route 2, Manitowoc. — . a — 

Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth, Peter Officers Madison Gladiolus Society elected at the April meeting. Seated 
DePagter, Cedar Grove and Chester from left: Mr. John Flad, president; Mrs. Theo. Wisniewski, board member; 
Harrison, Waldo, presented an amusing Mr. Ed Lins, Spring Green, vice president. Standing: Mr. Roger Russell, board 
demonstration of the use of a certain member; Mr. A. Van Kleeck, secretary-treasurer; Mr. Paul Hoppe, director. 
type of duster Mrs. Sam Post, director, absent,
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The Amateur Gardener | 
Question: Can Tuberous-rooted Bee ~~~ ~~ ‘ter injury does the pruning for us—in 

gonias be grown in heavy shade? ~ . fact far too much so and our rose bush- 
Answer: No, especially not in spring. | < would be a and more vigorous if 

They will grow to be tall and spindly they were kept alive 10 to 12 inches 
and have very few flowers if the shade high. Heavy pruning will stunt the plants 
is too dense. Sometimes trees or shrubs Question: My petunias did not do weli 
under which they are growing can be last Year. They seemed to grow tall and 

pruned so as to allow a little light to straight with very few blossoms. Wha: 

filter through which will be ideal since so can I do? 

few of us can have a house made of slats. Answer: If you give them more water 
Direct sunlight during mid - summer and, if in a poor soil, a little more fer 

months, however, will burn the leaves. tilizer and organic matter, they will do 

Frequent watering is ‘necessary. better. We have found that during the 
Question: What shall we do with tu- hot summer months petunias stop bloom- 

lips after they have finished blooming? ing as soon as the soil becomes dry. 

Answer: Leave them right where they Frequent soaking with a soil soaker is 
are if they seem to be doing well. Some very beneficial and will result in new 
time in July the plants will have ma- flowers and many of them. In fact all an- 

tured, the leaves will turn brown, and nuals may suffer from drought in mid- 
should then be cut off and removed. If semoes ee if roots of trees and 

ulbs were planted about 6 inches . shrubs are robbing the moisture and 

oes they should have been, annuals Dicentra or Bleedingheart was an pjant food from bali 
may be planted above them without in- attractive plant in bloom in the peren- es es 
juring the bulbs. nial border at Whitnall Park Botanical 

If tulips are planted in clumps with Gardens in May. BLEEDINGHEART, 

spaces between, then the annuals can) AN OLD FASHIONED 

be planted before the tulips mature. Question: When should we divide and BUT DESIRABLE PERENNIAL 

However, many gardeners sow the seeds transplant iris? The Bleedingheart is one of our most 
of such sturdy annuals as zinnias, mari- Answer: Any time after the iris have showy, old-fashioned flowers. It seems 
golds and calendulas outdoors in a plant finished blooming. July is the month to be passing from our modern gardens 

bed in May. The little seedlings will be h iri: begi 1] but is a perennial which everyone will 
ready to transplant when the tulips ma- when most iris, growers, begin to se I if ‘ 

ture and still create a beautiful mid- divisions and is a good time for us to love if you grow it. 
summer garden flower show. divide old clumps and transplant them. The proper name of Bleedingheart is 

In doing this at home, keep as much of Dicentra from di, two, and kentron, a 

Question: Which annuals can be most the root system intact as possible so spur; referring to the two spurs on the 
easily grown by the amateur? _ they will be sure to bloom next year. petals. The Fringed or Plumy Bleeding- 

Answer: We have found zinnias, mari- Worn out or diseased rhizomes should heart (D. eximia) has the handsomest 
golds, wt me oe mal gone be discarded. foliage of any border plant. 
ca rosea al 
from seed. Petunias are among our most Question: Shall I cut down the leaves as 

desirable flowers but the amateur may of the iris after they are through bloom- THE IRIS BORER 
get better results by buying plants from ing? ; AND IRIS LEAF SPOT 
florists because they are somewhat dif- Answer: No. This is definitely a poor . | 
ficult to grow properly. practice. The idea came about because Both the iris borer and iris leaf spot 

so often during a rainy season the leaves can be effectively controlled by dusting 

ne Gece eosate wen become infected with iris leaf spot and with a mixture of sulphur and DDT. 
Answer! lkvcan he done but ther trees die back. Gardeners think the leaves The iris borer overwinters in the egy 

will be seedlings and not like the’ par- 37€ maturing and so cut them off. By stage. The eggs hatch over a period 
ent tree from which the seed came. Out keeping the leaves healthy they will of several weeks in the spring and early 
of 100 trees you may not get very many produce much larger and stronger rhi- summer. Therefore, dusting must be con 
that will give you the beautiful blooms zomes and consequently much larger tinued at about 10 day intervals from | 

you expect. This is true with all fruit flowers the next year. Dust the leaves early spring until early summer. | 

trees whose blossoms are pollinated by beginning early in spring with sulphur The iris leaf spots spores overwinte 
insects, because the flowers are self- '° control leaf spot especially during a on old dead foliage. In dry weathe: 

sterile and consequently there has been period of wet weather. diseases are not serious but when it rain: 

much crossing or hybridizing over the Question: How shall I prune my hy- frequently, or the foliage remains we 

centuries. Some of our fruit growers brid tea roses during the summer? for long periods of time, it is necessary} 
have planted the seeds of Northwestern Answer: Do not prune them here in to keep the leaves covered with sulphu' 
Greening apples (which are green) and Wisconsin. It is quite unusual for a plant so that the disease be destroyed befor: 
about 90% of the seedling trees pro- to become so large that it requires prun- it establishes a foot hold within the lea 

duced red apples. ing in this state. The reason is that win- _ tissue. .
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Gladiolus Show Schedule containing 0.25 pound of parathion per (Continued from page 299) \ 
(Continued from page 299) 100 gallons of spray gave a high degree Oren Baxter, Garden of the Gods, | 

gt: Gnd’ and Sra vi i of protection and appeared to equal that Janesville writes: We use no commer- | 

b A 8 1st, and and Sra place © obtained with a 0.5 pound dosage. cial fertilizer. Only cow manure ap- | 

One. The miticide, lorol-2-thiazolinyl sulfide, Plied one year before Gladiolus are | 

Division IV—Recent Introductions yas ineffective against the gladiolus Planted. No fresh manure is ever used i 
1946-1949. thrips. at planting time. Green rye is also \! 

Section A—4% inches and over— The insecticides in these experiments plowed under the year preceding i| 

Color Classes 1 to 10. were given a severe test of their effici- planting. | 
Awards. ist and 2nd place ribbons  ency, since the thrips in untreated check For a dip we use lysol. We are not | 

for each class. Section and division plots caused almost complete loss of irrigating at present. For thrips con- { 

championship ribbons. flowers. trol in addition to lysol dip, we will | 

Special awards. Trophies will be a- No injury to foliage resulted from ap- apray with; “Tartar ,Dmelic) for) ‘DDT | 

warded to the Champion Seedling, to plications of any of these materials and, when Heceatery, | 
the Champion Recent Introduction, to except with chlordane emulsion, no in- His new introductions include Nancy, | 

the Champion Basket, and to the jury to flower parts was observed, Fur- Phipps, Jr., La Valle, Indian Summer, 

Grand Champion Spike of the Show, ther injury was averted by cutting all Butterscotch, April, Hearts Desire, 

which shall be either the Champion open flowers before sprayin Wedgewood, Red Cherry, Boise Belle, 

Seedling or the Champion Recent In- e Silver Gull, Diadem and others. 

troduction. Should other trophies be = =—————————————————
————————— 

made available, the show committee 

shall designate for what purpose or . 

purposes they shall be awarded. a 

Note to all members, This is your SEE a Lae tl 
show. Come with your families. Bring t w #4 

your picnic lunches. The Society will " 

provide free ice-cream and drinks. —= 

Leland Shaw and Harold Janes, C ~~ 

Show Committee. ~3R) Sa 2 

HOW TO Sonrenc: oe pe | haste oa) ee 
Tainted ithe Maka — 

i —_ ; . 
(Continued from page 299) Q ae Fa 

Backed by 18 eB Fi . 
BU ASE ccsecceescreesee B17 264 ee 

Toxaphene—5% dust ....300 271 years of know how in ¥ bi ae 

Chlordane in emulsion the manufacture of ro- Ns 4 

0.25 Ib, eenenn277 228 taey, titlage, ARIENS-TILLER is BACKED 
Parathion: . , 

1.0% dust .....eeceseeeeeee 347 303 equipment that today is preferred BY OVER IS YEARS 0% dust 

So dust ....-.2--.00--------348 282 and widely accepted by horti- EXPERIENCE 

.25 Ib. in emulsion ....296 251 
25 lb. in wettable culturists, commercial growers, and those engaged 

POWER assess B49 326 in specialized farming . . . wherever heavy tillage is required. 
Lorol-2-thiazolinyl sulfide 

i Isi .5 Ib. ....323 138 : : % : 
iemulsion 02 Ib ARIENS is not just another tiller . . . it’s 

Discussion America’s leading all-purpose rotary 
wee ae ek wean of tiller, because it is the ONLY tiller with: full horsepower 
rotary dusters and. the sprays were ap- motor, 9 h. Pp. model B; 7 h. P. model Cc. Standard two speeds 
plied at an average of 130 gallons per forward and reverse. Positive action multiple disc clutch. Full 

acre by means of knapsack sprayers. size 9/16 inch electric alloy steel tines . . Center shoe and 

A dust containing 3 per cent of DDT share assembly cuts out middle and tills entire area. 
was slightly less effective than a 5 per 

cent DDT dust, but nearly equal to Write for complete details and prices—and name 
- Se ee ant ot of the nearest ARIENS distributor where you 
i c ; . . : : 
chisgdaae ‘wad ‘uleo leds effective! than Write may see the tiller that is built to do your job. 

the toxaphene dust. The parathion for- 

mulations indicated that a 1 per cent ARIENS COMPANY  erittion-wisconsin 
dust was more efficient than a 0.5 per 

cent dust. Emulsions or wettable powders a ET
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The arrangement in the large potter: 

canoe is by the writer. It is a natura! 
istic arrangement on a wooden plaqu 

The horizontal arrangement combines 

line and mass. Branches are of force: 
lilac and catkins of blossoming pussywi- 

lows, Japanese Yew, with wooden rosvs 
for accent and a few sprays of acacia. 

(Editor's Note): We think the ar- 
rangement is very charming and appre- 

ciate Mrs. St. Clair’s help in obtain- 

ing the pictures from the Milwaukee 

Sentinel and sending the description of 
, the arrangements. 

Glamorous Flower Arrangements 
By Norma St. Clair, Milwaukee 

The cover picture on this month's ; Be zea ts oe 2 aes 
Wisconsin Horticulture is a Calla lily oe ee nt ) 
arrangement by Mrs. Carl Hofstetter of 5 Pees Atte ae tes . 
Milwaukee. ey i mene 

It is an assymetrical arrangement of Bc mow ie \ 

Calla lilies in a chartreuse vase with a ent: : 
madonna as a perfect accompaniment. fee, me 2 z 
It is a styalized arrangement and a good ee ; t 
example of the Hogarth curve. cs : . 4 a | 

—_ oS ; NL! 
The Spring arrangement is by Mrs. ce , 4 : 

L. G. Stewart of S. 87th St., Milwau- : : a 
kee. It consists of daffodils and curved eee i ae 
branches of budded flowering currant, ae : me) | F 
and horse-chestnut and a cluster of ¥ j , 
houseplant leaves. The colors are yel- ES , 7 “as f > | my fe 

low, yellow-green and deep green color j ¥ A P A 

scheme with pears for accessory. It has —. ae hed y 
a very good silhouette and balance. => 5 : Bi + ; Ai ; 

All pictures were furnished through {i . - ee he OP ew Lf 
the courtesy of the Milwaukee Sen [ee Ler ; wi pe 

tinel. 7. ’ ¢ ‘ " 

— eo * 74 
OUTDOOR ROSE SHOW yh | fare i Ve. 
Whitnall Park Botanical A. 1 4 ; 

Beginning about mid-June and con- " Bee y} sso Align bs, : 

tinuing through the summer, the Whit- i 6: Be a : // ys g -% Cs aahae 4 
nall Park Botanical Gardens Rose Show sili & tg a 
will be very beautiful. There are 100 af 2S Ee 
varieties and about 5,000 plants in the i ic, ie eae ‘ 
rose gardens, Many perennials will also an ee Bi, ee | 

be in bloom during mid-June and in es , 

July there will be 129 varieties of Hemer- 7 

ocallis blooming. Of these many are 

new varieties of the Stout introductions. : 

All garden lovers are invited to at- 4 

tend these shows by the Milwaukee 

County Park Commission. ‘
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Garden Lore 
MORE EXPERIENCE WITH ANSWERS TO—WHERE DID 5. Cultivation of flower beds is neces- 

ST. PAULIAS THESE BULBS COME FROM? sary. 
Cootintiing ouf ‘tests ‘with African , ee England, North Africa he, an imulch of peat moss is better 

Violets we have learned that: one must 3. S. E. Europe and Algeria 7. Ants are beneficial in the garden. 

be patient with them. For example, if 4. Europe, England 8. Lawn grass will grow equally well 
you propagate plants in April by cut- 5. Russia and Asia if not fertilized, 

tings they will probably not be in bloom = 6 Aediterranean Region and South- 9. Peonies bloom well in the shade. 
until next Christmas. west Asia 10. It is best to plant in the proper 

If you divide plants, which is a good 7. Mediterranean Region and South- sign of the moon. 
thing to do, it will take several months west Asia —__ 

before the divisions have developed 8. Japan Answers To—What’s Your Garden 1.Q.? 

enough root system to fill the pots and 9, Mediterranean Region and Europe, True—3, 6. 
start to produce flowers. Russia, S. W. Asia False—1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

Watering is very important. While 10. China. 4—Not necessarily, you can have just 
they should be kept moist all- the time, —From Country Gardeners Program as good a Jawn without them, and better 
they must not be soaked. If we water a Service. if the worms are night crawlers. 

little each day we inspect the plants each SE 5—Except to control weeds and loosen 
day; thereby we maintain interest and WHAT’S YOUR GARDEN 1Q.? surface to catch rain, cultivation is not 

the plants are likely not to be neglected. True or False? helpful. 

‘We have now sprinkled a large num- 1. Evergreens will grow where noth- From Country Garden Program Ser- 

ber of plants with warm water every day _ ing else will. vice, by Prof. Victor H. Ries. 

for several months and we find they are 2. Roses should be planted beneath a 

doing exceptionally well. Cold ‘water large trees. John Adams died at 91, highest age 

would cause ring spots. 3. Wild violets are good grass sub- attained by a President of the United 
We have been given this advice: to ‘stitutes beneath trees. ; States. His wife Abigail used to hang 

induce a good sized plant to bloom, 4. Earthworms are beneficial to a the family wash to dry in the Hast 

remove a few of the center leaves from lawn. Room of the ‘White House. 
the cluser of foliage about once each © ©£—- 

week to allow more light to reach the 

crown and encourage the development of 

flowers. We plan to try it—on vigorous 

plants, : 

Cyclamen Mite 

We saw a plant recently infected with 

Cyclamen mite. The leaves and bulbs 

around the crown in the center of the 
plant were dwarfed and stunted. Plants 

so severly infected should be discarded. 7 " 
The aie Sates the same kind of injury s Foliage and Dormant Spraying 

we often see on buds of Delphinium. © Pruning and Vista Cutting 
Weekly spraying with nicotine applied ¢ Fertilizing and Root Treatment 

as a mist over the tops of the plants e Tree Removal 
is advised. Sodium selenate is used by © Bracing 

powers: © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 
———————— © Evergreen Care 

WHERE DID THESE BULBS © Large Tree Planting 

COME FROM ORIGINALLY? © Effective Weed Control with 
Look these up in your books and Specialized Equipment 

catalogs and see what you can find out 

About each one. Complete Insurance Coverage 

|. Colchicum 6. Crocus Call BLuemound 3363 

2. Erythronium 7. Grape Hyacinth 

3. Jonquils 8. Easter lily ; TREE SCIENCE 
4. Daffodils 9. Squills — | & SERVICE CO. 
5. Darwin Tulips 10. Regal lily 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatisa 13, Wisconsin 

a
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* Flower Show: Mrs. Ervin Kulow, 

Rt. 2, Box 441, Waukesha 
Garden Tours: Dr. Ralph A. Norem, 

0 [id Uu 466 Elmwood Avenue, Oshkosh 
. CHAIRMEN 

. Auditor: Mrs. Clarence Kasdorf, 
136 Ridge Street, Baraboo 

oO Birds: Miss Elsa Lautenbach, 
185 Smith Street, Plymouth 

Fi Conservation: Mrs. Conrad Biebler, 
2027 E. Olive St., Milwaukee 11 

Historian: Mrs. Walter Roehrborn, 
1922 Georgia Ave., Sheboygan 

Horticulture: Mrs. Herbert Chaffin, OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS : ie Seo, ‘Strest, Ripon attin, 
President: Fox River Valley District: Junior Gardens: Mrs, Earl F. Hi 

Mrs. Clarence Fiebrantz, Mrs. Warren Jenkins, 705 Green Ave., Mnlor. a eaboo EE Ee eee 
3006 N. Downer Ave., Milwaukee Park Ridge, Stevens Point 5 aa a a pobs —— 

5 7 in: ools: Mrs. George J. Portmin, 
First Vico Fzssidents Megieon, District: a, 308 12th Street, Wausau men 

Route 1, Edgerton 804 W. Marion St., Protage Membership: Mrs, George E. Flanders, 

Second Vice President: Milwaukee District : 806 West Wisconsin St., Portage 
Mrs. Ervin Kulow, Mrs. Stephen M. Cushman, Nominating: Mrs. Harold C. Kallies, 
Route 2, Box 464, Waukesha 2932 Northwestern Ave., Racine 128 No. 8th St., Manitowoc 

\ding-Recordi Secretary: Shebo; District : am : Mrs. M. C. % 
shir red “Marquardt, “rerny Mrs. William Curtiss, - PMflitane Bay, Wisconsin 
Hales Corners, Rt. 1. Rt. 1, Plymouth Publicity; Mrs. Fred C. Marquardt, 

‘Treasurer: Givatt South Central, District Rt. 1, Box 68, Hales Corners, Wis. 
M Hi ” rs. Haro! . Poyer, . P 

315 3rd ‘Street, Baraboo Rt. 1, Box 218, Fort Atkinson Regihnelder, Hales Corners, Wis," 
Editor — Mrs. Oliver S. Rundell, Scholarship: Mrs. Alfred J. Kieckhefer, 

2227 Van Hise Avenue, Madison, Wis. 1250 W. Dean Rd., Milwaukee 11 
Parliamentarian — Mrs. Paul Hammersmith, Year Book and Awards: Mrs, H. G. Har- 
2755 N. Stowell Avenue, Milwaukee 11, Wis. ries, Rt. 1, Box 831A, Hales Corners, Wis. 

Deen eee eee eee ee ene ee eee 
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE delegate can take it to the convention 

f the Federation: with her. There she can insert any cor 

Dear Members of the Federation: rections or Amendments made at the con- 
Do you use your library? It holds vention and take it back with her to bk 

much that is of value to you so why 4 kept in the files of her club. 
not avail yourself of its opportunities? . - Sincerely, 
While browsing through our library to- Gretchen Fiebrantz 
day I came upon such titles as these: - Po F ee 
Saturday in My Garden, Farthing; Gar- iS Pann Flowers 

dening for Women, Wolseley; Garden- oS ‘ Spake full well, in language quaint an 

ing Week by Week, Wright; Harper's Fe a at olden, 
Book for Young Gardeners, Verrill; The Se ] wee iy One who dwelleth by the castled Rhine 
Herb Garden, Bardswell; Trees, Shrubs, \ ‘When he called the flowers, so blue an 
Vines and Herbaceous Perennials, Kirke- | golden, 

gaard; This Was Ever in My Dream, eer a Stars, that in earth's firmament do shine! 
(Landscaping) King; A Book About 3d ig 

Roses, Hole; Arranging Flowers Through- ne Everywhere about us are they glowing, 

out the Year, Cary. These are fas- Some like stars, to tell us Spring i: 
cinating titles, are they not? When tak- born; 

ing them down from the shelf today, I Others, their blue eyes with tears o'er 
was reminded that few of us have the ————_$_ flowing, 

time or the patience to read the more to me the name and address (plus 10c) Stand like Ruth amid the golden corn. 
ponderous ones from cover to cover. of one of the delegates who will attend 
But if we would scan them, and, out of the convention at Wausau in October In all places, then, and in all seasons 

each, glean one new idea we would so we can send her a copy of the Con- Flowers expand their light and soul-lik 
have given ourselves a worthwhile hour stitution and By-Laws of our Wis- wings, 
or two, . consin State Federation. Mrs. John West Teaching us, by most persuasive reasons 

Many of our clubs devote at least one of Manitowoc has very kindly had How akin they are to human things. 

program to gardening books. The books enough copies made (at her own ex- —Longfellow 
are not reviewed but, rather, “highlight- pense) for each club to have a copy for 

ed.” Poignant facts are selected from its files. We all realize that every club The April, 1949, issue of the Inde 
each of the books and given over to should have one but the cost was too dent Women contains an article ill 

discussion. This is an excellent way to great for us to have them made. Now trated with many photographs «bo 
spread much helpful information through Mrs. West comes to our rescue. Thank “Open House in Holly Springs, >| 
the club. If you will try this suggestion you Mrs. West. This is a need well met Freda Hutchison Dodd. This is an a 
in your club I am sure your members and another step in our policy of keep- count of the annual pilgrimage conducte 
will say it has been successful and that ing our members posted on Federation by the Garden Club of this small Mi 
you have been well rewarded for your affairs. issippi town, beginning in 1940, Holl 

time. Both the club and the delegate can Springs is unique in that, it is preserv 

Will each club president please send study the copy we send out and the rather than restored,
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COMING EVENTS WITH OUR AN INVITATION TO 2 
GARDEN CLUBS CLUB PRESIDENTS Highlights 

June 8, 1949—(Friday) — LeBelle Plan Direct of Gardens 

Garden Club Flower Show, Oconomo- Open ot the Public Bross :Kihe| National: Gerdenes 

woc, Zion Parish House. 2:00 p. m.— Mrs. Fiebrantz has asked me to lend Mrs. Harry S. Gordon, National pro- 

9:00 p. m. a hand in preparing a list of Wisconsin gram chairman has made a timely sug- 

June 11, 1949—(Saturday)—La Crosse g@"dens which are open to the public. gestion in the latest issue of the National 
Garden Club Spring Flower Exhibit. This is no small undertaking, and I need Gardener. In as much as this year is the 

YWCA, La Crosse. Afternoon and }e!p. The project was begun last year. 100th anniversary of Luther Burbank's 
evening. The National Council is planning to birth, all garden clubs should give one 

publish a directory of gardens on a program to the study of this great hy- 
July 6, 1949—(Wednesday)—Picnic nationwide scale, and the idea is that  bridizer’s work as well as to others in his 

and Garden Tour, Grandad Bluff near Wisconsin be adequately represented in field. An article entitled “Every Wild 
La Crosse. it. The directory is to include privately Plant is Potentially Useful,” written for 
August 8, 1949—Wednesday—Garden owned gardens, public parks, arboretums, the National Council by John Y. Beaty 

Tour and Tea. Gardens along the and botanical gardens. who worked with Mr. Burbank, will 

Mississippi River on the Minnesota _ In order that no locality be overlooked, be helpful in carrying out a Luther 
side, The July and August meetings I invite every club president to write me, Burbank Day. 

informal afternoon gatherings by La °F to designate some club member to do Slides Available 

Crosse Club. So, nemiog ~, gardens neo caper Following is a list of slides, Koda- 
munity which can properly included chrome 2 x 2” 35 mm which may be 

June 11, 1949—(Saturday)—Marin- in the directory. It will be well to in- found in the program departingst of 
ette Garden Club Spring Flower Show, clude the address or location of the National Council: 
Hotel Marinette, Marinette, Wis. garden, the name of its owner, the con- Arizona Gardens 
June 11, 1949—(Saturday) — Meno- ditions under which it is open to the Bellingrath Gardens 

monee Falls Garden Club Flower public, the season of the year when it Birds of the United States 
Show. 2:00—8:00 p. m. Show in homes can be seen to best advantage, and what Central Atlantic Regional Slides 
and several gardens open to visitors. is to be seen in it. Central Regional Slides 
Refreshments. Admission 50c Tickets May I hear from you? Chrysanthemums, Dahlias and Lilies 

from Mrs. John Johnson, 203 Donald —Ralph A. Norem, Gardens—East and West 

Avenue, Menomonee Falls, Wis. Garden Tour Chairman, Flower Arrangements 
466 Elmwood Ave., Oshkosh Tuberous Begonias 

June 17, 1949—(Friday) — Horicon ecto eae Hemerocallis 

Garden Club Flower Show, Legion Politeness in Thibet requires that, Official State Flowers, Trees, Birds 

Home, Horicon. when greeting a stranger, you seize New England Regional Slides 

June 24, 1949—(Friday)—Antigo Fed- Your right ear with the right hand, Rocky Mountain Regional Slides 
erated Garden Club Flower Show at nd then stick out your tongue as Rare Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Plants 
Wesley Hall, Antigo. far as possible. (Continued on Next Page) 

June 28, 1949—(Tuesday)—Cereseco§ ————————— 

Garden Club Flower Show, Ripon. 

June 28, 1949—(Tuesday) — Flower 

Arrangement and Judging School, Su- 

perior Garden Clubs. Concordia Lu- ri Fa 

theran Church at 17th and John Ave- oa - ae 

nue, Superior. Begin at 10:00 a. m. ie aN " Pe 
Registration $1.25 which includes ; 3 wr : fe 
luncheon. ore Mie <P ee Sg 

Either August 9 or 23, 1949—(Tues- ES. sea 2 i 

day)—Washington Island Annual he ee eP | 

Flower Show, Washington Island. For ‘ oe * pe 

exact date write Mrs. Hans Baasch, a 4 

president, Washington Island, Wis. 

August 12, 1949 (Friday)—Grow ’em 

and Show ‘em Garden Club Flower © 

Show. City Hall Auditorium, Berlin. 

10:00:85 (mn 10200' pa ma: The LaCrosse Garden Club entertained the West Salem Garden Club at 
September 17, 1949—(Saturday) — their May 4th meeting. Here officers of both clubs study a spring arrange- 

Brookfield Garden Club will present ment made by members of the LaCrosse Club. From left to right: Mrs. Franklin 
“Circus Time,” with colored slides by J, Ranney, president, and Mrs. Adolph Linse, secretary-treasurer of the West 
Mr. Arthur Lemm and Mr. Al Priddy Salem Club; Miss Gabriella Brendemuhl, vice president, Miss Bertha C. Shuman, 

on “Can Animals Think.” Open to the president, William Bringe, secretary, and Miss Myrtle Larsen, treasurer of the 
public. LaCrosse Garden Club.
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—a—rrrr—~re—~ problems are considered, together w 

Hig h lig h ts financial budgets and needs. Discuss: » 
dhe leaders who are experts‘in their p. »- 

Rock Gardens Western SR | ticular fields are on hand from varicas 

South Atlantic Regional Slides = = VB 4, public and private agencies. This gi es 

Texas Wild Flowers —c Ma an opportunity for frank discussion of 
Wild Flowers rh ea ~ problems and viewpoints to the end 1 vat 

New Articles O97 Ay a: oA activities of different groups are .o- 

Music and Flowers (Requires a reader, I Aad J , ordinated and their programs and erer- 

pianist and vocalist.) yas i gies made more effective. Several feld 
The Value of a Bird. SHAVE MST Sa. trips highlight the meeting. : 

Landscaping for a Small Home. Since we know that on-the-ground 
Birds Value in Conservation. . iatteds th learning is the most enduring and that 
“Di-Argumenting” Flower Shows. expectations. Both gardens visited, the everyoné enjoys’ being ‘outol-doors In 

What's Your Score? (a quiz) Paine Art Center and Arboretum and the the summer, this spot has been chosen 

Horticulture—Fact or Fiction (a quiz) flower garden of Mrs. Glen Fisher, were the past three years for an educational 
What's Your Conservation 1I-Q? seen at their best. In all 153 persons get-together. Past camps have been so 

Keeping Cut Flowers Fresh. registered for the tour. There were mem- ‘successful that it was selected again as 
Dried Flower Arrangements. bers from the garden clubs at Scandina- the point of contact for 1949. 

Mrs. Gordon's 1949 Suggestions for via, Ripon, Oakfield, Berlin, Omro, Ste- Those attending should dress for the 
Garden Club Program Chairmen. vens Point, Sheboygan, Milwaukee, =y woods and also bring something com- 

j eer Wild Plant is Potentially Use- aa Wauwatosa, Waldo, Brandon, and potable for evi ening relaxation.” 

ul. je Pere. 

Slides Are Lovely The Paine Art Center and Arboretum == a information write or tel: phone Mrs. Max J. Schmitt, Camp Chair- 
Regarding the slides, Mrs. Gordon has had prepared a mimeographed guide for man, 1912 N. 84th St. Wauwatosa 13 

this ito. (a8y: use in the garden which enabled the yyis, Phone—Bluemound 8-5563 or W. 
‘The Regional slides are ave one visitors to identify the great number of H. Stone, Associate Chairman, 1633 ¢ 

will give you a feeling of closer fellow- plants which are to be found there. gyn St, West Allis 14, Wis. Phone 
ship. Texas Wild Flowers takes you Many of the plants are rare and unusual. Greenfield 6-4150 
ee bed = of Texas Hemerocal- Mrs. Fisher had fifty-five named variet- : 

is slides show the results of hybridizing — jex of African violets on display. A fea- 
in plantings, Flower Arrangements, and ture which attracted much attention on THE Poa DED: 
close-ups. Why go anywhere else for the tour was the rock garden in Mrs. 
your Hemerocallis slides? Four hybridi- Fisher's flower garden. It was in full “A note appearing in the April issue 

zers gave the slides.” bloom. Daffodil O ote vei here tbe of What's News, The Milwaukee Dis- 
Our slides of Tuberous Begonias are fi , os ae trict Bulletin, reads as follows: 

found in her garden and were in full wo 
the world famous collection of Mr. Frank bloom. ‘Please be on the look-out for the 

Reinelt. Rock Gardens are of both wild . Yellow-headed Blackbird this year. This 
and cultivated rock gardens in the West As yet no tour has been scheduled for i. state-wide project of the Wisconsin 
and were presented to National Coun- fall, for late September or early Octo- Society of Ornithology for 1949. This 

cil by Mrs. Warder Irwin Higgins of ber. We should have such a tour to close uncommon western bird with a yellow 
Montana. Each set of slides has a mes- the season. Can anyone come forward head and white wing patches is a bit 
sage to give, each in its own way. With- with a suggestion? larger than the red winged blackbird. It 
out a doubt there will be other slides —Ralph A. Norem, pests in sloughs and marshes. Please re- 

later on for you to use. Incidentally, . Oshkosh, State Tour Director. port observations of any nesting sites 
National Council pays express charges, ————— and approximate number of birds to me, 

one way, for clubs west of the Miss- TREES FOR TOMORROW also to Rev. Samuel D. Robbins, Jr. 
issippi. CONSERVATION CAMP Mazomanie, Wis., field notes editor of 

OO The Citizens Conservation Camp is W. S. O. and “Passenger Pigeon.” | 
A SUCCESSFUL TOUR sponsored by the Milwaukee Conserva- will be glad to hear of any unusual birds 

A check for $61.78 was presented to tion Alliance in the interest of develop- in your vicinity. Write or tell me about 

Mrs. Warren Jenkins, retiring president, ing well informed leaders among our your observations.’ Signed—Mrs. How- 

at the meeting of the Fox River Valley citizens. In the folder sent out by the ard Higgins, District Bird Chairman. 

District in Berlin, May 4, by the dele- Alliance announcing the four day camp Mrs. Higgins informs us that these 

gates from the Oshkosh Horticultural So- from August Ist to 4th inclusive, the birds can be found at the east part of 
ciety. This sum was the balance left following statement of purposes and aims Hooker Lake, Kenosha County. Ask her 

after paying expenses on the garden tour is given: for further details if you wish to «b- 

at Oshkosh, Saturday, April 30. The “The program is designed to acquaint serve this rare bird in this vicinity.” 
money was deposited in the district trea- interested citizens with the functions and —Kenosha Club Bulletin. 

sury, and will be applied on the scholar- activities. of state and’ federal agencies 
ships maintained by the district at Cen- and industrial and private landowners. An old man may feel young when 
tral State Teachers College at Stevens Active and needed legislation is dis- he sees a pretty girl drop her hand- 

Point. cussed. Law enforcement methods, kerchief, but quickly becomes his a:‘¢ 

, The tour was successful beyond all game, timber, and other management again if he attempts to pick it up.
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| Hardy Garden Chrysanthemums 
| 

By Mrs. Sam Post, Madison 

Are the new chrysanthemums really 

hardy? 

There is considerable variation of \ 
hardiness, but many of the new kinds i 
will be steady garden growers if given | 

average culture conditions. + 

Which ones do I choose? r 
Choose whatever color or type you ‘| 

want from recommended varieties in the i 
nearest local growers’ list. The color 

and type will depend on border or cut- 
ting needs. Many colors are needed to 
meet the average demand and several | 

types—single, semi-double, double, pom- . 
pon, low, medium or tall—may be se- 

lected for different uses. These are grown 
for abundance of bloom and should not 
be expected to compete with hot house { 
types. | 

Will the tiny plants seen at growers’ | 

stands bloom this year? i 

Chrysanthemums are sold as small These pink Chrysanthemums started blooming in August and were still | 
_rooted cuttings or plant divisions, some- mound of pink in late October. ! 

times potted to insure quicker growth | 
whan st. A coe clk dan & all) 

that is needed to produce a bushy plant best. Good drainage is essential. Culti- fested with aphids which are controlled 

full of bloom. Where stolons of two or vation is necessary. They will grow in by spraying with double strength Black 
three heads are found, a stronger, larger light or heavy soil of slightly acid re- Leaf 40. Hoppers and tarnish plant bugs 

plant may be expected. action. are often bad and are controlled by 
When should chrysanthemums be What about fertilizers? dusting about every 10 days with 5% 

planted? Rotted manure is always good. Appli- DDT or by spraying with 50% wettable 

A . cation should be made at planting time. DDT. When dusting other perennials 
ny time after the frost scare is over A 1 j ; 

. . complete commercial fertilizer, one with sulphur or Tri-ogen give the chrys- 
is chrysanthemum planting time. It is . 
better not to divide or set new plants hand full to a plant, is recommended anthemums a dose, too, to prevent red 

: + P when manure is not to be had. Summer spider or leaf spot and mildew. The 
in this locality before mid-May, as a 7 

applications of nitrogen or phosphate worst time for bugs is after frost has 
rule, ‘They’ ‘will produce good. results ois be given if needed. Peat killed other hosts. Be sure to dust budded when set as late as mid-June. If frosted **tlizer may be given eeded. a other hosts. Be sure to dust budde: 

is helpful to vigorous growth because it plants at this time. 
When set early, they recover and one’ less retains needed moisture. Do not fertilize 
pinching is necessary. after budding time = Will chrysanthemums grow in shade? 

How and where should they be plant- Do they have to be watered? No. They like open full sun situations 
ed? and will tolerate up to 4 shaded hours. 

As a rule, yes. Usually 2 or 3 water- Shade from taller perennials or buildin: 
Potted plants can be set one or two ings of one inch is adequate. If plants d ark . 9s 

inches lower than pot level, and divided show wilted tips, water is indicated. trolle ican: © looming time. Con- 

stolons or cuttings should be put about Water should be applied to the roots to trolled shade that is Supposed to hasten 7 i the blooming time is difficult for the an inch below the crown and well firmed avoid foliage troubles, slight as these Ry ‘pul 
in to make good root anchorage. They may be in this locality. average: Gardener ;fo:manipulate: 
may be set in the perennial border if Why 4o sone plants look so thin and Why do my plants not bloom as early 
given plenty of air circulation and no fall over? as catalog dates? 

competition from shrubs or trees. In Beginning when the stems are 6 to Blooming dates of growers’ lists can 

open garden or border, most plants re- inches tall, an inch of top should be be adjusted to local conditions about as 

quire 18 to 24 inches of space or one- pinched to promote branching. After follows: one week lateness is added to 
half of that space from edge if planting 3 or 4 more inches of growth another every 100 miles of south latitude. If your 
a border. One plant of the larger types pinching of all tips should be given, and catalog s i200 miles north, the plants may 

may be set among perennials but group- another up to July 4th. This procedure be expected to be 2 weeks later blooming 
ings of 3 or more are most effective if with other good growing conditions for you. Also plants from first year set- 
space is available. makes stocky plants that need no stak- ting are expected to be about one week 

Do chrysanthemums need any special ing. later than 2-year-old plants. Other fac- 
soil preparation? Do they need dusting or spraying? tors are temperature of particular year 
Average garden soil of deep tilth is Chrysanthemums may become in- and culture given.
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HARDY GARDEN . following as having the most good fea- . 

.CHRYSANTHEMUMS tures named above: Garden Gossip 
Will they last long after cutting? White: White Knight, Boreas, Polar 

All chrysanthemums should be broken Ice. By Adeline Lyster, De Forest 

from the plant and rebroken when fresh- Cream: Avalanche, Candle Light, Cal- Speaking of “Glads” reminds me « 

ening. Leaves: should be stripped from cite. » ‘ 

below water level and water changed Yellow: Chas Nye, Butterball, Eu- nag haadurgien i Nena ae 

frequently. Some varieties keep in a cool gene Wander. Sulphur yellow: Zantha. ana a ccwr . those En : h ‘eardl eels 

place as long as 5 weeks with this care. Bronze: Sienna, Goblin, Wm. Long- glish gardeneis 
be ed tn fol ; land. that we can hybridize even if thy 

Can mov bloom’ 
Yes. Iris better, however, to move or Red: Glowing Coals, Burgundy, The oui te Sy Uniden T in . . . i ve 

hrysanth before the buds Moor. pot sii s aha o lowatin * i oat Gold: Md. .g Kai-shek, Stalwart, met remarks about not having gard. 

ae Pp a the helt he dao with Harbi ” ens. An English woman broadcasting 

enough soil cue the roots to suture a Rose: Rosita, Roseglow. aa a ule oe ae oes 

minimum of root disturbance. Watering Pink: Sept. Dawn, Betty. : 

tt this time restores them to full vigor. Bronz Red: Early Harvest, Redhawk, Americaneare; queer, people. (They 
a igor. Red Gold. : probably would spend $20,000.00 build- 
How do I winter the plants? Buff: Olive Longland, Md. S. Du ing a house, then spend next to noth- 
Field or border plants should be cut pone II, ing landscaping the place and still less 

back, covered with branchy tops of ever- Purple: Chippewa, Violet, Murmurs, preparing the soil. Will we ever realize 

greens or yi eae eee eheypeibemet Lavender: Heatherbloom Lavender the importance of soil preparation? 

rpsceage: free oe jo Lassie, Dean Kay. TRENCH and you will be well re- 
a in ina over. plants ye ere on soare i Copper: Autumn Greetings. paid for your effort. If I were a rose 

rrying Over p po: (Ed. Note: The above talk on Chrys- I certainly would prefer to send my 
great, lifting them to a protected spot or 

cold “frame, covering them lightly with ams was given by Mrs. Post be- rools: down into three fest of, good 
: o gntly fore garden clubs of the Madison Dis- loam than into a few inches of sticky 

straw or leaves and then boards or sash trict, at De Forest, Feb. 1949.) subsoil. 

is recommended. Many plants can be 7 = * * ? ‘ 
a ” : a I just learned that Peace grown in 
‘stored” in a small space and be safe in Oregon prodiuven aa Many aa 70 petalat 

doubtful winters. When taken up this TRUE OR FALSE? - , _ aie 

way, they will be handy for early divis- 1. The highbush cranberry That's the rose I should use when T a : 1 pattin aa. . make rose-petal jam. As yet I have no 
ion and potting. grows wild in the United States. recipe. The Austrians have been mak- 

Does one plant back the whole plant 2. The curling of the leaves ing this delicacy for many generations. 
“es resets secs & ; and twigs in the common Snow- I wonder what varieties they use. 

Bem, pans ar ore by, re fall is caused by aphis (plant Peters TM ate for Rowip cn . rve now has been made ou! 
old plant and resetting the new divisions. lice). of Rugosa or Sweetbriar roses. This 

Cutting may be made from tips without 3. Planting plants deeper than conserve, I have discovered, was a 

roots and these grown in a medium of they have been growing often favorite of Queen Victoria’s. 

one all mand and one bf peat ent causes poor growth 1 am going to try ving my soe 
making divisions the center of the old 4. Cuttings root better in dand {he Publ: treetmont tn spring (2 ES 

plant should be thrown away. Plants than in soil. auee een bee folor , me rust o te 

from borders should be divided every 5. Earthworms are necessary hollyhocks. It’s too bad roses don't 

two years. for the best growth of plants. respond to the pinch method for 
Can I grow the larger chrysanthe- 6. Spring flowering shrubs are |. strengthening their color like Chrysan- 
~ ' P — best pruned after blooming rath- themums do. Of course you all know 

lany of the hardy hybrids, Englis! er than before blooming. you should pinch twice for color and 

types and some hot-house types can be 7 : form in “Mums” but three times for 

“grown in pots or the border, prungd to 7. The Tulip Poplar is a Mag- just color. 

3 stalks and disbudded to 1 or 2 blooms _nolia. I wish I could get some nice blue 

with good results. This is a hobby tak- 8. The Jerusaleum artichoke is color in “Glads.” They do not re- 
ing far more culture care - the ave- 4 native U. S. sunflower. spond to dye or dust. Why can’t one 

sk gar enh a ei e fos ae 9. Dandelion greens are high be satisfied with the exquisite blue of 

oe rie the large chrysanthemums in vitamin A the Hyacinth? That reminds me to 

rom the florist. . buy a mole trap. The moles ate half 

What varieties are best? 10. Rutabagas are really tur- of my Hyacinth bulbs last year. I wish 

All chrysanthemums have to be con- IPS. they liked quack grass as well. 
sidered for type, good foliage, hardiness, ANSWERS TT 

blooming date, frost resistance of open T 1 - 3. 4.6,7,8,9, 10 Difficult times test your mettle. ‘ 

flowers, and keeping quality. From the rue — I, 2, 9, 4, 0, /, 8, 7, 1V¥. cobweb is as good as a steel cabl: 

list of about 75 varieties grown by us False — 5. when there is no strain upon it. 

in the past five years we recommend the —From Country Gardeners Prog. Serv. —Arnold H. Glasow.
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Landscape Gossip 
By Henry B. Leweling, ss )))5)8989598989 9 

Landscape Architect . 
June is a month when the peonies —<BBy = 

and the iris have given us their most \ \\ A gs 
\ EX po 

spectacular bloom. The single peonies A u@ 

with their clustered blooming heads are \ \ mM? A : Al h 
ly the gems for any landscaped area. IN ‘ x iis A really g 'y Pp D | an eet 

The rains do not cause the blossoms to &\\Y a Sy ae GaN y ry og Me 
collapse when -an overload of raindrops IN y Ee Py 1 » 

have collected between the petals. It Z Sn lV a nl Oe %, 

is said to have a perfect blossom for iN | Ha : “a a 3 a aN 

a cut flower. The selected bud should be eM a coo ge N ee Ri, 9) gle 
covered with a small bag just as it } aac per, x Yee Tweet SN 
begins to open. Cut the stem at the de- ce oe ge iy Wee EX ‘ 
sired length in the evening and place y Ne E Pe ONS Ooo Xe N 
the selected covered bud in water in a WN Oe WA ee aM 
cool place. When you desire the bud to } AN: CN LE 2. b 

bloom, place it in your flower arrange- + ms . iB SG ta eA 
ment and watch the petals gradually un- Me eas oe 5 
fold. Within an hour it should open. a case re 

One lady was quite perturbed when she ack ee ca eee any 

followed the above advice; she had cov- Jalg "TRS atone) ec oatN 
ered her peony buds after careful selec- BO, i ee BAe BAK os 
tion, cut them in the evening, placed i on Psseionie ML as 

them in a cooler, used the bud the fol- ih Het Seni K\ 

lowing late afternoon in the arrange- Sate Mi ci 
ment of her center piece only to have PANS Ve ( ys 

them fail to open before dinner. When Se 

dinner was served, however, the buds 
gradually unfolded their petals and It’s Not a Home Until It’s Planted 
everyone commented favorably on the £ —————————————— 

unique flower arrangement. “Shrubs and Trees for a Small Place” tained in the bulletin helps the southern 

While speaking to a colleague, the by J. J. VanMelle, published by Charles area of Wisconsin a great deal. It is 

conversation drifted to an exhibit of Scribner's Sons of New York City, in probably the only publication of an 

landscape plans by landscape architects 1943 would be a valuable addition to arboretum that has many of the soil prob- 

and other interested persons. It would any small library on gardening books lems that face Wisconsin. 
indeed be interesting to have an annual since it has a wealth of information. se 

show of what was produced during the The descriptions of the different plant The May, 1949, issue of Childhood 

year. It could be made up of rendered families are enlightening. When reading Education has an article on children’s 

plans, models photographs with explana- the book, one must keep in mind that gardens by Carol Pitts, science teacher 

tions and anything else pertaining to the __ it is not written for Wisconsin conditions. in the Randall School of Madison, en- 

landscape development of a property. When the viburnums are mentioned one titled “Group Activity in Science,” 

Attractive Front Yards must be careful to remember that many which tells about the many activities and 
Roaming about the city in search of of these shrubs have obnoxious odors. benefits that result from spring planting 

a few nicely designed front yard areas, This is especially evident in August and by sixth grade children. 

one is hard put to find an attractively September. ———$————— 

landscaped front yard. Some have nice The Morton Arboretum “Bulletin of There are no warning signs along 
composition but the material will even- Popular Information” is a constant joy to the road to success. You have to watch 
tually become overgrown, The majority read every month. The information con- your step. 

are overplanted. Most do not have any 

suggestion of originality. The modern § A V E T R E E § 

and ranch style houses do not have good 

foundation plantings. If one could make COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

a composite of several front yards, us- TREES 
ing the good features of several perhaps LAWNS 

a jewel could be created. It is evident * 

throughout the city and its suburbs that GARDENS 
the front foundation plantings do not WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
enhance the pleasing architectual lines 3373 N. Holton Street * Milwaukee 
of the buildings.
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| Book Reviews | 
DAGNY BORGE) 

{ Garden Facts and Fancies, by Alfrec eer Pe ganize a garden committee to spo: - 
C. Hottes, profusely illustrated with RI Sor a program. Such a committe: 
drawings by the author, was issued by i Co ees Sa ean obtain local support and actio 
Dodd, Mead & Company this spring. It NS y fh) through help of the extension servic», 
is a fascinating potpourri of all sorts of | the press, local business, women x 
things related to gardening, gleaned over fo aN groups, and other organizations, an 
a period of years by this eminent horti- bb Ya in other ways make the program gu, 
culturist. Included are articles reprinted kK es As a leader you can give no more 

from Better Homes and Gardens, of FM, Ka valuable service perhaps than to lend 
which magazine he was for some time fice) age ‘your support with others in the or- 

an associate editor. The compilation al- fess om fos ganization of such a committee. 

Strong of Wisconsin. Other items of i Bs ses an interesting little pamphlet issued 

particular interest to Wisconsin garden- [CEC a the ¢ Ttensiee Gardening Press, 
ers are the “tree that owns itself,” lo- Cae So a : 1 = Chertsey, Surrey, England, 
cated on the paved highway between Catan . i | describing the use of those ingenious 

Hudson and St. Paul, and the legend of en eka i Ny eit portable glass protective devices which 
the trailing-arbutus, from Indian lore of pr See Pa ae serve as individual greenhouses, mak- 
the south shore of Lake Superior. The : a ae | ing earlier sowing of seed out of 
book contains much of interest for gar- ert Pee q doors possible. 
den club programs, such as a calendar Ee sae oe BCI Wild Flower Guide, Northeastern 
of saints associated with flowers, a chap- MASSES OF A SINGLE COLOR SUCH AS and Midland United States, by Edgar 
ter on how to interest youth in garden- BI THE, ceumsons AND SCARLETS ARE T. Wherry, illustrated by Tabea Hoft- 
ing, and a list of native homes of some SELVES TO COLOR Soe en man. 

a garden ety - the more This volume is sponsored by the 
unusual fancies inclu is the one on i ‘ Wild Flower Preservation Society, Five as the frat gardener. Perhaps the aan oe ca ea Washington, D. C., and is dedicated 
eedawet ane "Gace, Ghius i is edited by a teacher and nature “to wild flower conservationists who 
Cranks,” which has an amusing classi- lover at New Troy, Michigan. Mrs. ®r@ successfully saving remnants of 

: Osear Lund, who also own d pub- natural beauty in the midst of the 
fication of gardeners and a_ hilarious 4 whe eee ef ane BI drab f the civili ” 
story, “Charlie Chestnut Cultivates the lishes the modest twelve page publi- ih autho tl e civilized landseape. 
Garden Clubs.” cation, receives advertisements and The author is professor of botany, 

signéd contributions from all over poverty of et and the 
. the country. Now in its third year ‘llustrator is well known for the ex- 

‘ated Mente. = eet of publication, the paper may be sub- ae her work. The publisher 

in 1948 jointly by the American Guild, 8¢ribed for at only seventy five cents i} lve) Sany € eats ee - 
Inc., and Houghton, Mifflin Company. ® year. en May Nes is a 1948 book. 
This is a welcome new edition of a publi- An example of how much even a There are almost one hundred plates, 
cation originally entitled The Garden Small garden contributes is given by almost half of them in color. The 

Dictionary, which was issued in 1936, Frances C. Elam of Mobank, Tex. arrangement is by family. Appendices 
and which was awarded the Gold Medal Who writes: ‘‘Last spring the cook list flowers according to color and 
of the Massachusetts Horticultural So- in our lunch room set tomato plants introduced wild flowers. There is 

ciety for its excellence. One improvement 8 foundation plants around our kit- also an outline of plant ecology anil 

in the new volume is that it is much less chen. This fall, dry as it.has been, ® bibliography on wild flowers. The 
bulky, although it contains more material. we have been able to serve fresh to- Volume is of a handy size for takin: 
This is a valuable book for amateurs and matoes three times weekly from the long in field trips. 
experts alike. vines. Besides, they look pretty ————_ 

a growing there.’’ The Herb Magazine, a small vari 

In celebrating the fiftieth anniversary Sometimes home gardeners will ear- typed and lithographed magazine de 
of the National Audubon Society, the mark one or two rows of vegetables voted to “plants with a purpose—past— 
Audubon Magazine is presenting a series in their gardens for school lunch use. _ present & future,” is a slight, little know: 
of paintings, entitled “Our beautiful § The first step in developing a gar- publication issued monthly by Laure! 
western birds,” by Roger Tory Peter- den program is to obtain volunteer Hill Herb Farm, Falls Village, Connec 
son. local or area leaders, who will or- ticut, at $2.50 a year.
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° A West Salem Project U.W. Conservation Conference 4. we sn et 
reached the exciting point of a highway In the Activities Progress Report of FRIDAY, JULY 1 bea tion project which has been in 

the Conservation Department prepared Morning fe lactie stage” for neaily two 
Walter E. Scott, the University Con- The Public and Conservation—Ernest by , years, and which will have just passed tion Conference scheduled for June Swift, Conser. Director Chairman. a . eerve ‘ ‘ e—_O.: R bok: ‘Gover the “planting stage” when you read this 30, uaa 7 1, is oer nnine in er non st sca Oscar ennebohm, ver- Acecuint Of UF efforts to date, 

This erence on servation o A ” 
Wisconsins’ Natural Resources is the Wisconsin Conservation Today—Re- anne on a can i - ks by Chairman Swift. Sion, l4th of a series of 16 Centennial Sym Go s t—Harold Tit Michigan just 12 miles due east of La Crosse. State posia sponsored during 1948-49 by the vernment== nak : Ww. igs Reg highway 16 by-passes us in a long curve, Centennial Committee of the University. aia commissioner; Walte: and at the corner’ where that curve jottis 

Any correspondence regarding the Con- lands. . the road entering the village there is a ference should be directed to Clay Branch Experiment Stations—J. H. sad looking triangle approximately 600 
Schoenfeld, Executive Secy,, 108 Bas- es ee. kle, Central feet long along the longest side. It is our com Hall, Madison. It is hoped that gar- jucation—F, J. Schmeeckle, ral teat beautify this spot with permanent 

d lub members will attend the con- State Teachers College; Dorris Sander, = en planting so that it may be enjoyed by ference and report back to their clubs School Supt., Whitehall; Walter A. th : . jose who dash past our town as well as on Wisconsin's conservation activities. | Wittich, Bureau of Visual Instruction. by us who live here and past the pot 
A list of the speakers is given below Industry and Business—Harry W. regularly. 

(and unless otherwise indicated, speaker Gehm, Nat'l. Council for Stream Im- Our first step was to consult the La 
is from the University Staff): provement of Pulp, Paper, and Paper Crosse County Highwa Dept. two 

Board Industries, Inc., New York City. yy Mept. THURSDAY, JUNE 30 The Church—John Miller, Dept. of Ye‘ 290. They received our idea very 
Morning Economics, Sociology, Anthropolgy & cordially and told us to get permission 

The Conservation Problem—Pres. E. Social Work from Mr. R. L. Williams of the State 
B. Fred, Chairman. oe ote Highway department. He is the Road- 

wie Clark, Asso. Director Rede The Publi on tion—Chair ieee nour hb knees genien 
Exp. Station. ‘tain to Be announce d ation “one it took considerable study to con- 

cea Gumne Dest of te —_ ee ° Beat- fe hucstemige gah nay ae tame fee 
cultural Bacteriology. Cs zaak alton League of America, and still meet the requirements for safe- 
Soils—Robert J. Muckenhirn, Dept. of Rodis — Wakelin MacNeil, State ‘Y—namely, fess et varieties. 

Soils. , Plan Leader of 4-H Clubs. : cg ty, ts” S"STR froin MacQur ae Pte eprint hs eno waukee Journal, a ‘01 allace, Edi- . Surface Water—Gerard Rohlich, Dept. tor Emertius, Louisville Times, Ken. proceed. At each corner of the triangle 
of Civil Engineering. tucky, a group of three Pfitzer Junipers_ will 

Zool ther D.. Hasler, Dept. of (Short discussion periods have been grou Sl asa: SE ea logy. : 
Afternoon scheduled following each subject.) shaped bed of petunias. In the center a 

i Conserv: - ree nes round flower bed 10 feet in diameter will The Saag eo The seventeenth annual New York have pesnies in the center and. hoa 
“oe als_C K. Leith Emeritus Pro. Herald Tribune Forum which was rows of iris around the border. Until 
fessor of Geology. ‘ recently held was devoted to ‘‘Our our iris gets a good start we will plant 
Vegetation—Norman C. Fassett and Imperiled Resources. ”’ Among the petunias around this center bed too. 
John T. Curtis, Dept. of Botany; George speakers were Louis Bromfield, Wil- Then toward the base of the triangle 
F. Kilp, Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Com- liam Vogt, and Fairfield Osborn, all there will be a large horseshoe bed par: Port Bawerds of whom have recently published planted with annuals. 
Wildlife —Durward L. Allen, U. S, Much discussed books dealing with The peony roots and iris bulbs will 

Fish & Wildlife Service, Laurel, Md. the subject. A volume containing come from the members’ gardens; our 
Scenic Resources—John E. Doerr, the complete transcript of forty village board has agreed to pay for the 

National Park Service, Washington, speeches delivered at the Forum is annuals and evergreens. 
DC. available from the sponsor at 230 After the actual planting is done the 

Evening (Banquet program) West 41st Street, New York 18, at County highway department will keep 
“Vribute to Wisconsin Conservation $2.25. the ee ce at ke members of 

Leaders—A. W. Schorger, former presi- ——__— our Garden Club will take turns hoeing 
dict, Wiens Xeeay of Sciences, Little Girl: “Mommy, look at that the flower beds and caring for them in 
Arts, and Letters, Madison. funny man on the sidewalk.” general. We feel sure that in a few 
Address of the Evening—William Mother: “What is he doing?” years all of you who whizz past West 

Voyt, Conservation Section, Pan Ameri- Little Girl: “He’s sitting on the side- Salem on Highway 16 will remember our 
can Union, and author, Road to Sur- walk talking to that banana peel I blaze of éolor. 
vival, just threw out.” —Elizabeth a Hussa (Mrs. F. D.)
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SISSON'’S | 
J. H. Phillips, Manager i ‘4 

PEONIES 
Visit our Peony gardens during the blooming ia ae 
season in mid-June. That is the time to choose ‘a Fg, OE : 
your favorite varieties for fall planting. i% i pt oe 

pe SN 
TYPEWRITERS p 

All makes and portable in any type rented ae 
anywhere in the U. S. A. 
TOUCH typewriting taught through booklet t 
in your home. 

ORGANS 
We rent portable organs anywhere in the 
U. S. A. — 3 and 4 octaves. 

WRITE 

SISSON'’S 
Rosendale, Wisconsin | 
Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection | 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE. 1925 | 

LESS EEE EE eee eee 

Bee SupPLics ’ i 
3-Ply Airco Foundation 

. This name has stood for the very Triple Locked Corner Frames 

best in bee supplies made famous Simplicity Extractors 

by outstanding leaders such as: 3 and 7-Wire Eagintiece: 
z 2 ‘ Quality Comb Sections 

Thin Super Foundations 
s 

A. I. Root Co. of Chicago 
224-230 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 

Chicago, Illinois Medina, Ohio 

upsuodstm SuostTpen 
eangtnoTasy Jo eBeltoo 

. £rerqyt
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NEW GRASS KILLER Johnson and crab grass. 
NOT FOR LAWNS The product is being recommended WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 

Hillard Smith of the Dow Chemical to be used on grass-infested crop lands The Official Organ of the Wisconsin 

Company reports that his firm in its in the fall after the crop is harvested State Horticultural Society 
several sales offices has received many Used in this manner, the field will be Entered at the past office at Madison. 

calls from home owners asking where relatively grass free in the spring. Wisonsa, as perond-s aan santier. Roceetan: 

the new quack and crab grass killer, Sodium TCA 70% is a temporary soil Hom for in ‘Section 1108, re of October . 

Sodium TCA 70%, can be purchased. sterilant. If used in the fall, however, 
Smith points out that TCA kills all the fall and winter rains will leach one ent Excepting aaly ond De 

sorts of grasses and will kill lawn most of the material from the soil ciety. ~ 

grasses as well as quack, Bermuda, before the spring planting. HJ. low, Editor 

: a 424 University Farm Place 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 
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The normally dry months are just ahead. There is still time oo! nt 

A * EXECUTIVE COMMITT 
to help yourself. Our stock of pumps, sprinklers, pipe and ke F aciae 
irrigation accessories is complete. Write or phone for infor- et Witten Vise Brean Ceuarbure 
mation on: H. J. Rahmlow, Sec.----------------Madison oe ee 
.Flex-O-Seal Portable Irrigation Pipe BOARD OF ‘DIRECTORS 
Available in steel and aluminum—both interchangeable—both built to with- wm, R. B Fort ‘Atkins! 
stand high pressure and rough usage, yet light in weight and easy to handle. Hoa. Dvorak ise 

. . . R. L. Marken_..------------—---<_-Kenoshs 

Skinner Agricultural Sprinkler Heads Te at Fi ee 
Long experience in the irrigation field has enabled Skinner to build correct rain Mel oe ee ee 
heads for every conceivable need. A range of sizes from 3 GPM to 400 GPM. We ‘henell----n=--W71“2-T— Sturgeon ‘Bay| 

. . . . He epee pen eencee ace DUAR 
Gorman Rupp Jet Primed Pumping Units Mrs. ‘Clarence Fiebrantz, Pres., Wiseonsi 
Produced in 8 different sizes, large and small. pump for every require- Robert Knudson, Pres., Wisconsin Beekeep rs 
ment. All jet primed, sturdy and economical to operate. 2 or Sion ni, Pres, Wiasonsin Mur bes 

men’s ‘Racociat OR nen ennwnnwesenn (Svelal 

PHONE 107 — ASK FOR OUR REPRESENTATIVE TO CALL eae anes Combe, | Chairman, Depart 

THE IDEAL EQUIPMENT CO. Jf geese went, Su 
are ir year wi 1c 

540 GRAND AVE. PORT WASHINGTON, WIS. scription | to Wisconsin’ Horticulture. 0 
gi tions of 10 members or more ™m 
affiliate at special rates which will be se” 

, a ae
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pples Trees Show Ye ee 
e 

nefit From 
A Je: 
trogen Fertilizer 

ertilizer Containing Only Phosphorus 
and Potash Did Not Give Results 
Nieman Brothers at Cedarburg have 

an interesting demonstration in their 
apple orchard this year on the effect of 

nitrogen fertilizer on leaf color, growth 
ba ; f cover crop, terminal growth and size 7 Payne peal? et eS 

id set of fruit as compared with an boca erp — mi eS PEE 2 bekihe 
.20-10 fertilizer. << Lae Rarer: , , Ree | 

The upper picture shows Mr. Roland gay be se ts cad a Ree bi . cl Nieman and a Red Delicious tree ina GBR EBA Sag neo | 
which had been given five pounds (i 2 ge ll oe oe mt | ammonium nitrate fertilizer per tree —<— Bi ae Ss - ing the “pin':” stage this spring. OY Eee $ ey | 

oe ttf 
ee . The center picture shows Mr. Nie- 

i = standing in a row of ‘Red De- 
. trees which had been given five 

per tree of 0-20-10 fertilizer. 
The difference in growth of cover 

and leaf size is quite striking. 

The lower picture shows a branch 
each tree taken at the same time 

ing the relative size of the fruit on 
trees, 

These trees were planted in 1933, and 
are sixteen years old. Until this 

ing they had all been treated the 
. During the summer of 1948 one 

; of straw was spread under the | ETE aS RS Fe ree 8s ches of each tree. The trees shown 
the pictures are typical of two en- 
rows across the orchard, all treat- 
the same. No fertilizer had been 

a en in 1948, but this was an error in 
opinion of Nieman Brothers. 

There was no benefit evident from 
Phosphorus or potash in the 0-20-10 
ilizer because nitrogen is needed. The 
ves on the trees receiving no nitro- 
were not as dark green, the fruit 
sinaller, and end growth of the 
ches only 14 as long as on the 

receiving the ammonium nitrate 

ilizer. 
lf a grower is in doubt as to whether 
no: his orchard soil needs phosphor- 
or potash to improve the growth of 
Cover crop, it is a good idea to 

ly a “complete” fertilizer between 
tal rows of trecs and watch re- 

Wis. Hort. Soc. photos
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In The Orchard 
Straw Mulch Increases Ns soem cosT® th Other Growers Advertise 

* ° ie indus' well aware of the . * 
Yields of Fruit fact that oa can be handled more Their Apples In Wis. 

Mulching cherry trees with straw or economically over a rotating sorting To the editor: You may be interested 
legume hay increased yields 100 per- table, but, unfortunately, this rotating ‘7 knowing how much the Washington 

cent in experiments conducted by Dr. sorting table is not always gentle with Apple Commission spent in Wisconsin 

A. L. Kenworthy, horticulturist at Mich- the fruit. Most shippers will not attempt in 1948 to advertise Washington apples, 

igan State College. to sort Goldens over a rotating table By senkneing te. pena pensss of th 

This increase occurred on trees re- because the damage is so readily ap- ape le = . emo. oe ae 

ceiving only mulch and no fertilizer as Parent. Actually, if Goldens are dam- & fola’ @” Move fan yiom Ot wae 
9ony aged, other fruit too is injured, except all but $272.00 was spent in newspape 

compared with trees which received advertising. 
complete fertilizer but no mulch. that it cannot always be seen. We fat also contacted the USDA 

Yields increased 100 percent. Tree size Crane and Crane, packers at Brew- i ctor for Wisconsin and found 
and the content of nitrogen and phos- ster, Washington solved the problem of h ago cA b f 1 hi 
phate in the leaves increased 25 per- Sorting Goldens on a rotating table. sed into the wate ote weak a 
cent over the unmulched trees. Potassium _— “ _ en eae = = group in 1948, ria’ cans that io 

content of leaves increased 30 percent. With a layer of felt. Toward the en than 1.5c was spent to sell each box o 
of their packing season this scheme was 

Sawdust still effective. the felt not having worn the Washington apples within our state 

In some areas in Michigan sawdust is off completely. after point of display material and any 
- other intangible promotion were con- 

readily available as mulching material, When fruit is running heavy to small sidered, 

oe a haga sha Howe sizes, one way of rein mene oes We also found that the Michigan 

Shea kawdiat ‘Waa apple d around ; : eliminate i. sizes before the State Apple Commission has advertised 
; pples go over the sorting table——From extensively in this state. We thought this 

cherry trees, there was no increase in Apple Research Digest, Washington taformation imlght: Be of Malus’ t “Vee 

yield, tree size or nutrient content of State Apple Commission. and the SWikecait rowers y 

the: seaneas eee fertilizer applications TT Signed: Vern S.  cavatiial Bert § 

cas ae = “Leaders Preferred” Gittins Advertising, Milwaukee. 
Dr. Kenworthy points out that part Editor's note: Wisconsin apples come 

of the cost of mulching is absorbed by Orchardist Gives Advice On How on the market early—in September, Oc 

the saving in fertilizer. In many in- To Get Results tober and November, usually befor 

stances a complete fertilizer need not be “There is a difference between a boss western apples come in heaviest. It is 

applied when straw or hay mulch is and a leader,” is the gist of advice from entirely possible that Wisconsin cor 

used. If complete fertilizer is applied, an orchard owner in Maryland pub- sumers may be induced to wait for wd 

no immediate benefit results if the soil Jished in the magazine, Virginia Fruit. advertised out-of-state apples instead d 

is fairly fertile. Nitrogen applications The difference between a leader and buying Wisconsin apples earlier in th 
have been reduced 50 percent with fresh the boss is well stated in these quota- season. This is just another reason wh 
straw mulch without reducing the per- tions: many Wisconsin growers are interest 
centage of nitrogen in the leaves. 1. The boss drives his men; the leader in the work of the Wisconsin Apple I 

——— coaches them. stitute. 

“FACERS” , ic : I ie nat ona authority: Chokecherries in New York state wi 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT but this ac- be destroyed if they are near co! 

tually happened. The other day, a lady 3 The boss, inspires fear; the leader rercial sour cherry orchards. The e: 

was telling about the “nice Trans- inspires enthusiasm. tension service is conducting a cal 

parent apples she had bought at a chain yy The boss says “I; the leader says _paign for the control of X-disease = 

store. She said there were 2 baskets e. has apparently spread from _ infect 

partly sold out, but she didn’t want 5. The boss assigns the tasks; the chokecherries. The treatment reco! 

those apples. It happened that the man leader sets the pace. mended is spraying between the mid 

in charge opened another basket and 6: The boss says “Get here on time”; of June and the middle of Septem! 

she got the apples off the top of the the leader gets there ahead of time. all chokecherries within 500 feet of 

basket. She was told that these were the 7. The boss fixes the blame for the orchards with a weed killer. 

“facers.” Rather sarcastically, she asked breakdown; the leader fixes the blame _ 

why we weren't truthful about the mat- breakdown. NOTICE 

ter; why not call them “fakers” for 8. The boss knows how it is done; the Due to the necessity for a conventi 
that's what they were. This is not a leader shows how. page in this issue as well as in 

funny story. Maybe it shouldn't be 9. The boss makes work a drudgery; anniversary issue, Wisconsin Garde 

printed—but it is a consumer thinking the leader makes it a game. we are holding back until September 

: out loud—Maryland Fruit Growers’ 10. The boss says “Go"; the leader number of short articles intended for 

News Letter. says “Let's go.” July-August issue.
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° e e Wisconsin Apple Institute Board Meets 
The Board of Directors of the Wis- the Department of Horticulture, Prof. O. WE MUST PRINT THE FACTS consin Apple Institute met at Arno B. Combs and Director of Agriculture, “Wisconsin Horticulture (April), has 

Meyer's Waldo Orchards at Waldo, Milton H. Button for the help of Pro- an excellent article on the false state- 
Wis., Thursday July 14th. After enjoy- fessor C. L. Kuehner and a Tepresenta- ments made by the Steiner school 
ing an inspection tour of the cherry tive of the Department of Markets to (they use the term “biodynamic farm- 
and apple orchard which was in splen- hold demonstration meetings in various ing” in the U. S.) about the unwhole- 
did condition, the board transacted im- apple growing sections to acquaint grow- someness of chemical fertilizers and 
portant business. . ers with better apple grading to improve the need for manure and earthworms 
Treasurer Arnold Nieman reported a the apple pack. if crops are to flourish and their pro- balance of $1,584.00 in the treasury. It was voted to accept the invitation duce be healthy for mankind. (Such This is a rather small amount. After of the Wisconsin Horticulture Society ignorant folks should sometimes be deducting necessary expenses and na- and hold the annual convention at the allowed their say, in the interest of tional dues the amount available for Hotel Retlaw, Fond du Lac, Wis., No- freedom of publication; but never 

apple promotion this year will be about vember 15-16 during the time of the without simultaneous statement of $1,200.00—a small sum to carry on a Wisconsin Horticultural Society con- the scientific objections to their views 
program throughout the state. vention. The business meeting will be and the reasons why they are untrue. 
However, the board voted to do as held during a special luncheon. Editors who omit this do the agri- 

much as possible and one-half the amount President C. J. Telfer appointed Mr. cultural crafts a serious disservice. 
will be spent for newspaper publicity Art Bassett, Jr., Baraboo; H. A. Dvorak, The same applies to nonsense about 
and advertising and the balance for Casco; and Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay bee diseases.)” 
publicity and promotion work. Perhaps as the nominating committee. —The Bee World, England, June '49 
only one ad will be run at the beginning The board voted to recommend to the ——_——__——_ 
of the harvest season in leading state annual convention that dues for 1950 Love-making hasn't changed in 2500 papers. be reduced and that efforts be made to years. Greek maidens used to sit and 
The board voted to ask Chairman of increase the membership in the institute. listen to a lyre all evening, too. 

Mike Sulphur DN 111 Painted Topladder Baskets: 
Kolofog Toxophene Orchard Stepladder Bushel 
Kolospray Hexamite Picking Bags Half Bushels 

Dowklor (For Grasshopper Control) Peck , 
Parathion (For Red Mite) ‘ Half Pecks 

Write For Prices On Carload Shipment of Baskets 
Packing House Supplies & Equipment 

Basket Linner Cub Grader . 
Top Pads 

Bean Cleaner & Brusher Bottom Pads 
} ~Basket Turners Decorative Fringe 

e e e 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Grower Co-op. 
Lester F. Tans, Mgr. Near C. & N. W. Freight Depot Tel. 4107 

227 Cutler Street WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN
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& $ ry Z four or five years they will be just 
E " % about touching one another and will be 

5 ; very much taller. 

Some of the older poplar trees along 

wy ‘ the highway have suffered somewhat 

i ; a from age and sleet. The branches are 

. , Pa very brittle and will not stand much 
é , , “ snow before they snap off. They dol 

t PY . improve the appearance of the orchard, 

however, and if a tree dies it should be 
replaced immediately. Otherwise, in a 

couple of years, the others will be 

noticeably larger than the re-set. They 

seem to grow on any type of soil, but 

thrive on black, deep soil. 

POPLAR TREES IN OUR 
ORCHARDS 

By Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

We have used many Carolina Pop- 

lars as windbreaks around our or- 
chards. The trees are planted on the 

ends of our orchard rows, ie. if the 

orchard is planted 20’ the poplars are 

also planted that distance. 

The trees seem to do very well in all 

types of soil in Door County. We 

think they are quite valuable as a wind- 

break. 

° s To have value as a windbreak these 
Poplar Trees as Windbreaks in Orchards  ,.j:16°a5 not have to be very old 

Those that are in our orchards are from 
By W. L. Thenell, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. toward town. It took 35 years however, one year to ten years old and those 

Poplar trees to provide wind pro- [© grow these maples to the large over- shown in the picture are eight years old 

tection for orchards have become quite lapping size they now are. The Lom- Other growers in Door County ar 

popular in this section of Door County. bardy Poplars shown in the picture, on showing interest in this variety ani 

While these trees are fast growing we the other hand, are only six years old. some are planting them. Some are plant 
do not believe they are quite as effect- They are planted twenty feet apart, the ing new orchards and planting poplars 

ive as maples found along the road same as the cherry trees. In another around them. 

| 

FOR SALE HARDIE SPRAYER: Master Mogul No. 16 pump-capacity 20 gal- | 
lons per minute—400 gallon tank—New coil cooling system | 
installed—mounted on 4 wheel steel trailer—Price $600.00. 

POWER DUSTER: H. R. Bailey—3 wheels—Briggs & Stratton 
Motor. Originally $370. One practically new, price $275.00. 

; One used, good condition, price $175.00. 

PYRETHRUM SPRAY: One 50 gallon drum, unopened purchased f 
1947 Evergreen. Originally $490. Price $294. 

SOAP SPREADER: 7 fifty gallon drums Greenleaf. Originally 

$64.61. Price $50.00. 

BIRON CRANBERRY COMPANY | 
1020 Oak st., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. Tel. 881
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50% DDT spray powder; its micron size particles 
go into finely flocculated suspension in the spray 
and tend to stay put where they hit on fruit and Pre-harvest Hormone Spray 
foliage with minimum of insecticide run-off. 

GENITHION* Plus Action! 

The leading Parathion spray material for control of Stafast contains 2 hormone ingredients 
mites and some other pests. ay é , : 

LEAD ARSENATE — Astringent & Standard @ CONTROL premature drop of apples and pears 

The long-time seundour among the aacion's" Leads, @ IMPROVE the color, size and flavor of your fruit 

NICOTINE SULFATE 
@ REDUCE windfall | id harvest “knockd ” 

Unsurpassed for quality and uniformity. Widely used “we onses an ose meee 
for control of aphis and certain other insects. @ CUT DOWN need for spot picking 

MICRO-DRITOMIC* SULFUR @ EASE your labor problem by stretching your picking 

Particles of true micron fineness. Recommended for season 

apple scab and’ peach brown cot. 1H @ INCREASE your yield of “money” fruit 

FILMFAST’ | Reg. U. &. Pat. Of. 
Spreader sticker to “step up” BRAND ie 

Pesformance of sprays GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
”, ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION 

: . A 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
AE Offices in Principal Agricultural Centers from Coast to Coast
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IMPROVED APPLE HANDLING 

The Prepackaged Apple Question STUDIED 
A testing machine has been set up 

Twenty-seven out of thirty receivers consumers has been practically unani- by the Washington State Apple Com- 

of apples in terminal markets said they mous among housewives who have re- mission Research Department, coop- 

would like to receive apples prepackaged. plied on questionnaire cards placed in erating with the Experiment Station 
This was disclosed by a mailed ques- bags. and sete agencies to test methods of 

tionnaire to wholesalers and jobbers In 98 per cent of the cases consumers ieumdie la. seta pore Armen 

who had previously expressed interest felt that these packaged apples were as railroad transit, Growers and ship- 
in packaging. good, or better in quality, than similar pers are invited to submit their pack- 

All of the receivers who felt that Western bulk apples. ages for testing and effort will be 

apples should be prepackaged thought This optimistic note should be tem- 
they should be prepackaged at shipping pered by the fact that replies probably ae ee nena *° 

point. This opinion supports observa- would not have been so favorable from 
tions made by the research department consumers who did not buy. packaged The Virginia Agricultural Exten- 
in Eastern markets where the large apples: sion Service conducted a survey in co- 

users of prepackaged apples were found From—Apple Research Digest operation with the Virginia Apple 

to always want them packaged at the June "49 Commission among consumers, retail 

shipping point if possible. _ stores and jobbers to find out what 

Cost Lower at Shipping Point CURCULIO RUINS MANY APPLES ‘improvements are needed most in ap- 
In each case where cost estimates of “The plum curculio has been our worst Ple packaging and handling. The 

terminal market prepackaging operations insect pest in Madison this year,” said suggestions, receiving as many as 

could be obtained, the expense was Mr. Glen Dunn pf G. A. Dunn & Co. 4160 out of 7,000 replies, were in the 
higher than that of shippers who have Madison, one day early last June. Mr. order given below: 

prepackaged apples in Washington Dunn does custom spraying of fruit . Rank 

State. trees in and around Madison and so is Handle more carefully 1 

Package Preference: A larger number in an excellent position to observe. Pack should be uniform 2 
of the receivers preferred a transparent Perhaps you noticed apples still quite pace should represent pack 8 

film bag for apples than any other one small with little crescent shaped punc- Use petter grading a emeceeeceweend 
package. The mesh bag and the open- tures—perhaps several of them on a prove fruit COOK ecucmcmcwcneeeenneD 
faced window carton were seconds in fruit. This was the work of the plum Ship uniform weight pack ... 6 

favor. However, it should be pointed  curculio. — 

out that many receivers who were not The e laying starts when the fruit 

contacted might have altered the order js shout our fourtl inch in diameter. ONAL wikcon wsin 

of this preference. The insect cuts a little cavity and then Mr. Carl Rha ak of Plainfield, 
Receivers who had handled mesh lays an egg in it. After the egg is laid a Wisconsin atten that, the: winter of 

bags seemed to prefer the film bags or little crescent shaped cut is made half ‘47 & 48 was a severe test for apple 

mesh bags. Those who had handled film way around the site of the egg, perhaps trees in his section, He has Co! aes a5 

bags preferred film bags and those who to prevent rapid growth of the fruit at . 

had sold open-faced window cartons that point. A tiny grub hatches in about about sever! Years old and only'one< 
were divided in their preferences on all a week and feeds in the little apples for caped. injury. Three “were: completely 
three of these consumer packages. about two weeks. When the fruit drops killed and the others more or less se- 

Extra Costs: A little more than 50 Off. the insect leaves it and burrows verely injured..An old MoIntosh ‘tree 

per cent of the thirty receivers indi- down into the soil to a depth of about 98 Also Injured: The Minnesota ‘var, 
cated that the extra cost warranted in one inch. New adults emerge during leties in bis orchard all'stood up well, 
prepackaging ranged from 20 to 50 August and after feeding for awhile on ¢SPecially Haralson, which he likes. 
cents per box. Forty-one per cent gave the mature fruit the beetles seek their His five trees are nicely shaped and 

no indication of what increased cost Winter quarters. loaded withtrult,.this year, Heele0 

could be tolerated; or felt that the cost Control has Beacon, Prairie Bple and Pireside, 

should be competitive. In packing houses Spraying with arsenate of lead, three all doing well. This information may 
that have made a reasonable effort to pounds per hundred gallons of water ¢ of value to others in Central Wis 
set up efficient bagging operations costs (one ard one-half tablespoons to each consin who have similar soil and cli- 

can be kept with the acceptable limit gallon) together with a fungicide such matic: conditions: 

expressed by these receivers. as sulphur, is a standard method of TT 

control. Timing however, is most im- School children in Rotterdam are mak- 

Consumer Acceptance portant. The first spray should be put on ing drawings of tulips this spring to 

The United States Department of Ag- when three-fourths of the petals have present to members of the College Park, 
riculture data generally indicates high  fallen—the so-called calyx or petal fall Maryland, Branch of the American As- 

acceptance of prepacked produce among spray. Another spray should be applied sociation of University Women, who 
consumers. A forthcoming report on about seven days later. Remember this were one of the groups that sent pack- 

apple packaging research indicates that next spring if you have had trouble this ages of pencils, erasers and paintbrushes 

the acceptance of film bagged apples by year. to Dutch schools in need of supplies.
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——_————SE~= THE ORIGINAL DELICIOUS 
APPLE TREE 

The orginal Delicious apple tree lo- 
; cated near Peru, Iowa has passed away 

HOLLAND but in its place are two young trees 
which sprang up as root sprouts four 

FRUIT PICKING LADDERS or five years ago according to Mr. Wil- 

liam H. Collins, Secretary of the Iowa 
State Horticultural Society. 

It was perhaps only chance that per- 

Pointed Top— mitted the old tree to send up sprouts 

- from its roots before it died, thus per- 

14-16-18 -20- - mitting Iowa to continue to lay claim to 
0-22 ft..... sete $1 00 per ft. the presence of the orginal tree which 

. is the parent of the most heavily planted 
3-Legged Orchard Specials Step— apple in the United States. The original 

stump with its cement filled cavity still 
6-8-10 ft... ......022...... $1.50 per ft. I] stands, according to Mr. Collins. 

SPRAYER FOR SALE 
5 sais : . Friend Sprayer, 35 gallons per minute 

Freight prepaid if cash is sent with order. 400 gallon wood tank; Ford Motor 

Drive; mounted on Cab Over Engine, 
. Internat’l 1937 truck. All tires like new. 

Will sacrifice. Complete for $785.00 

cash. Wachtel Tree Science & Service 

G L E N N A. D U N N & co. Company, 611 Maywood Ave., Wau- 

Phone F. 2840 —_P. Office Box 2069 — Madison 5, Wisconsin [J “™°** 1 Wi. 
Pursuit of happiness is complicated by 

not knowing when you've found it. 

. ABOVE: A large block of hardy northern grown fruit trees 

| For Higher Production . . . 
\ . ° 

| Plant McKay Fruit Trees and Small Fruits 

| | REE McKay Nursery Co. 
Illustrated Catalog ° ° : 

| Write “Dept. H” 1919 Monroe St. ° Madison 5, Wisconsin
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Berries and Vegetables 
iams uses about 1,000 pounds of Vigoro SWEET CORN. The variety Gold 

Berry and Vegetable per acre in fertilizing. At this point Rush is preferred by Mr. Williams. 

Growers Meet Prof. Combs said that light soils need Nitrate fertilizer is given at the time of 
The Garden Machinery and Irrigation more nitrogen than heavy soils especially’ the last cultivation at about 300-400 

Demonstration at J. R. Williams’ Lake- where irrigation water may wash out the pounds per acre with an attachment on 

view Fruit Farm, Montello, July 19, soluble nitrogen fertilizers rapidly. the cultivator. A lady visitor made the 

1949 sponsored by the Wisconsin Berry PEPPERS. Principle variety grown statement that she likes Wisconsin 

and Vegetable Growers Association was was California Wonder and serveral Golden No. 800 because it is excellent 

attended by about 150 interested persons. others of Mr. Williams own selection. for freezing on the cob. Other varieties 

During the forenoon session Mr. Will- Here again 1,000 pounds of Vigoro is mentioned were: Our Choice and Carmel 

iams took visitors on a tour of the farm used in the spring and a side dressing Cross, which is similar to Gold Rush. 

in his bus with County Agent Connors, of nitrogen given after the peppers have All corn is pre-cooled immediately after 
Montello and Jack Whirry, agricultural set, which was about the time of the picking and iced for delivery. Mr. Will- 

instructor, pointing out items of interest meeting—July 19th. If nitrogen is given iams stated he had tried pre-packaging 

to the visitors. This was followed by too early there may be vegetative growth but it didn't work under his conditions. 

a tour by the entire group to the various and the peppers fail to set. By contin- TOMATOES. The varieties grown 

vegetable and berry plots conducted by uous feeding later on and plenty of were: Early, Valient, and the Mid-sea- 

Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, secretary of the water the plants continue to bear for son Stokesdale. As a late variety Wis. 
society, with Mr. Williams, Prof. O. B. a long time. (Continued on page 324) 

Combs, Prof. H. D. Bruhn, Dr. R. H. 
Roberts, Prof. C. L. Kuehner discussing 
agricultural practices. 

Following the noon luncheon President 

Charles Braman presided at a_ short ] R R I G A T E 

meeting. He called upon Mr. G. J. 

Hipke, New Holstein, president of the 

Horticultural Society who invited the M | 

Association to hold its annual meeting T; l We Ly 

in conjunction with the Society's annual he ou ton a 

convention at the Hotel Retlaw, Fond 
du Lac, November 15-16. The invita- 

tion was accepted by Mr. Braman on 

behalf of the Association. Short talks 

were given by a number of those present. 

Vegetable Growing Methods 
Interesting comments on methods of 

growing various vegetables were: 

ASPARAGUS. Mr. Williams grows . 
only Martha Washington asparagus and 

his bed of about 114 acres is over twenty- 
five years old. He said he fertilized 

twice each year, applying Vigoro in 

the spring and nitrate of soda after the 

last cutting. He uses about 114 tons on 

the 114 acres at each application. Prof. 

O. B. Combs emphasized that only 
young plants should be used for start- M ] ° e 

ing a new bed and should be covered t ] ill t C ig = pe ed pe OULION IFFIGGILON LO. || 
MELONS. The Milwaukee Market ‘ 

cantaloupe is favored by Mr. Williams. Manufacturers and Designers of 

Fret: Combs said be #s)trying'to:find en: COMPLETE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS FOR PART 
improved strain of the Milwaukee Mar- 

ket, which is purely a local market OF AN ACRE OR FOR 500 ACRES 
melon. He emphasized the need for 

cross pollination by bees, pointing out rl D Re O IB | R T S 
that there are fewer staminate flowers ° ° ‘ 
than pistillate or female flowers. Some Black River Falls Wisconsin 

commercial growers keep colonies of 
bees for pollination purposes, Mr, Will-
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THE DEMONSTRATIONS Lower left. Mr. Harold Roberts, rep- Lower center. C. I. Wilson, advertis- 

resenting the Moulton Irrigation Co., ine ing manager, Ariens Company, Brillion, 

i apeet wleaat aad oehat ue. specting a coupling with (right) Prof. Wis., holds up quack grass plants which 

chinery were: H. D. Bruhn of the Agricultural En- have been uprooted by the tiller. Mr. 

Upper left. (Left) jack Whirry, agri- gineering Department. J. R. Williams (right), owner of the 

cultural instructor; Charles Braman, Upper right. Mr. Glenn Dunn of the Lakeview Fruit, Farm, is well pleased 

Waupaca, Association president; E. A. G. A. Dunn and Company, Madison, With the results. 
Rosenberg, vice president, Clintonville; pointing out features of the Bolens trac- Lower right. Shown with the tiller 

and B. J. Connors, county agent, Mon- tor line to Prof. O. B. Combs (right), operator are, (center) Prof. C. L. Kueh- 
tello, inspect light aluminum pipes used Chairman of the Department of Horti- ner, Extension specialist in Horticulture, 

for irrigation and demonstrated by: Mr. culture. Shown is a plot of peppers in discussing the work of the tiller with 

Harold Roberts, Black River Falls, thrifty condition. Prof. H. D. Bruhn (right). 

e e 

Used Fruit and Vegetable Containers 
For Sale 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CONTAINERS, ONCE USED 

IN GOOD CONDITION, AT LOW PRICES 

Lettuce Crates .. . Tomato Baskets—8 lbs. ... Apple Boxes .. . 

Cauliflower Crates ... Bushel Baskets ... Strawberry Crates... 

Tomato Lugs ... Hampers .. . Etc. ' 

Milwaukee 5, Wis. 2053 N. 15th Street Tel. HOpkins 2-5472 
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BERRY AND VEGETABLE QUICK COOLING AIDS Berge, covers uses of irrigation equip- 

. GROWERS MEET QUALITY IN SWEET CORN ment on Wisconsin farms. 

(Continued from page 322) Unless freshly harvested sweet corn For fruit, flower and vegetable grow- 
No. 55 was grown. Professor Combs js precooled before it is loaded into re- fs this bulletin will be invaluable. It 

pointed out that growers must be care-  frigerated trucks, a very large quantity is for crops with a high per-acre value 
ful about using nitrogen on tomatoes. of ice is required to get it to market in that irrigation is practical and in many | 
Potash is needed for color and flavor. good condition, according to tests con- Cases a necessity for maximum produc- 

On heavier soils it is easy to get too ducted by scientists of the U. S. De-_ tion. 
much nitrogen, especially if manure is partment of Agriculture. rs 

used, Keeping sweet corn “sweet” from farm TREE FEEDING 
Organic Matter Needed field to city market depends largely on Missouri Botanical Garden Feeds 

Mr. Williams remarked that no man- low temperature. When picked at cor- Trees Liberally 
ure had been used for twenty-five years rect maturity, the corn has a high sugar Tree feeding is the subject of an 
at Lakeview Fruit Farm. A great deal content. This, however, turns to starch extensive article in the May issue 
of organic matter is plowed under how- unless the corn is quickly cooled—ideal- of the Missouri Botanical Garden 
ever. Sweet corn is an excellent source. ly just above freezing—and held at the Bulletin. ‘The dosage of fertilizer 
Rye is sown at the rate of 2 to 3 bushels low temperature. given may be surprising to many gar- 

per acre and irrigated during dry Findings by the scientists indicate that deners—a total of 265 pounds of 
weather. It furnishes an excellent cover (1) icing practices commonly used in 0-8-6 fertilizer was applied under 
for winter and a great deal of humus. transit do not cool the corn sufficiently to the branches of one tree. However, the 

The soil is slightly acid—pH 6 to 6.5 maintain top quality; (2) cooling to de- spread of the branches of this tree 
which, according to Prof. Combs, is sirable temperatures in transit requires Was 60 feet and the height was 3v 
excellent for growing vegetables. He nearly six times as much ice as is now feet. The bulletin points out that 

remarked that growers must be careful used. It would be less expensive and “with a starving tree having a branch 
in applying either lime or an acidifier. more effective to precool the corn at SPread of 60 feet, we are working 
Too much lime would “lock up” certain least 20° below field temperature before With 1/16th of an acre.” It was their 
elements needed by plants while sulphur it is loaded into the trucks. hope to restore the fertility to a 
might release others in too large quan- rr depth of 30 inches which is often 
tities. EXPERIENCE WITH the depth of root penetration in which 
STRAWBERRIES. Only the Beaver STRAWBERRIES THIS YEAR case they are dealing with an equi- 

strawberry is grown by Mr. Willams. By Bert Copeland, Platteville vee of step “ “2 aly " in i 
Prof. C. ° eee remarked that the The Blakemore strawberry has again of coatlicel aes bulletin is 
new an 

had seen this year. Questioning the vst. esatoers some loog dbtonces to gc he soll within the Garden ts of 
tors it was found that those who favored the Blakemore eau the : 1 seoentl wme-Dlown) origin, called B i y can so well  joess. It has great depth, good water- 
avers were in equal number to those and stand up as frozen berries. I am holding capacity, and uniform tex- 

who could not grow the variety well. freezing about 1,000 one pound cartons ture to a depth. of 30 inches where 
Prof. Kuehner pointed out that the Bea~ to be sold under the trade name of a “hard pan” is encountered. Al- 
ver does well on light soils and is a good Dewy Fresh. though this soil is usually considered 
shipping berry. We have planted a new strawberry— to be lacking in available phosphorus, 

The plants are set with a two row the Sioux, put out by the University of  saditional phosphorus had no effect 
transplanter, 42 inches between rows, and Wyoming which was described in the on tree growth. Only increased 
from 24 to 32 inches between plants. American Nurseryman last winter. amounts of nitrogen stimulated the 
Organic matter is obtained from sweet This year we operated our irrigation trees, and above a certain point that 
corn stalks or rye. Timely irrigation system with excellent results. Strawber- did not result in increased growth 
assures good growth of newly set plants ries must have rain at just the right unless both phosphorus and potash 
and also good growth of the old bed time. I have seen fine looking plants were included in the fertilizer, Eivent- 
following mowing and narrowing the Wither just when they needed rain to ually the formula was established at 
rows (as shown in the picture) with the produce berries. We have four sprinkler 41 per cent nitrogen, and this was 
use of the tiller. heads and together they water two the only one in ten years of testing 
RASPBERRIES: The Latham rasp- acres without resetting the pipes. We which gave predictable results. In 

berry is preferred, and 50 crates were used 70 pound pressure and it delivers time it became standardized as a 
picked the day of the meeting. Nitrogen 960 gallons of water per minute. The 10.8.6 commercial fertilizer, contain- 
is necessary for vigorous growth but Water comes from a creek and we use ing 10 per cent of available nitrogen, 
is not applied, because most of the crop 1,500 feet of pipe. 8 per cent phosphorus, and 6 per 
is grown under the irrigation pipes and rs cent potash, Considerable work was 
gets nitrogen from adjoining crops. NEW BULLETIN ON IRRIGATION done with the “minor’ elements— 

Machinery and Irrigation Demonstrations Irrigation in Wisconsin—The Equip- zinc, boron, manganese, magnesium, 
The demonstrations of machinery and ment, stencil circular, No. 289, has been _etc.,—but no measurable evidence in- 

irrigation equipment were excellent and issued by the Extension Service of the dicated that they were needed in tree 
we appreciate the participation of those | University of Wisconsin and is avail- feeding, although their need in fer- 
who took part. The pictures shew equip- able from the College of Agriculture.  tilizing field and truck crops is very 
ment used and co-operators. ‘The bulletin, by H. G. Bruhn and O. I. well established.”
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OBSERVATIONS IN THE APIARY —— —W\—_——_——_ WATERMAN NAMED APIARY 

WISCONSIN HONEY CROP pros- INSPECTION SUPERVISOR 
pects were greatly improved by rains Milton H. Button, Director of the 
during the last weeks of June and early iN} State Department of Agriculture, this 
July. In some sections the rains came \ THA i. N week announced the appointment of 
too late to help the crop from clover Spa: ty Dee William Waterman as supervisor of 
as it had been injured by drought during ch 6 Yai apiary inspection. 
May and early June. White clover at eo ‘ Waterman will be assistant to John 
started blooming following the rains but as ent = é vi Long, who is in charge of apiary in- 
usually does not yield nectar during the eee spection and honey grading for the de- 
hot weather of mid-summer. White sweet partment. He will also be superintendent 
clover has almost disappeared in many of bee and honey exhibits at the state 
parts of the state. Yellow sweet clover, —————__ far, 
was seen in pastures and with enough i ii lati duri For the past twelve years he has 
rain to keep other grasses growing well cause of a small population during taught vocational agriculture in the high 
cows did not destroy the blossoms early April, resulted in a colony unable to re- schools at Hawkins, Pittsville, Stratford, and some nectar was obtained from build and produce a maximum popula- 1 Medford. He is a graduate of the 
that source. Prospects for honey from tion by mid-June. Platteville State Teacher's College. 
the second crop of alfalfa were good It will be far better to place a nu- 
when this was written. cleus on each weak colony, using one 

—- or two frames of hatching brood and Cae use 
Opinions still vary widely among SMe young bees to which the new RAM 

beekeepers in northern Wisconsin as to een is introduced. By setting this on The U. S. ppeperinent of Agriculture 
the best method of wintering. Some main- op of the weak colony with a tight purchased 1114 million pounds of ex- 
tain they cannot winter bees well with- inner cover: between, the two units can tracted honey during April and May increase in population until the hone for use in school lunch and institutional out heavy packing or unless placed in pop’ y flow. Then the queen can be feeding programs. More than 18 million the cellar. A few claim they are suc- * poor qi i . killed. pounds were offered. Prices paid for the cessful wintering outdoors without pack- g 
. sey processed and packed honey in 5 pound ing if the apiary has a good windbreak fob. shippi int + whi 

d if the bees are properly prepared colonies take much of the “o's, "°>: Suipping point were: white— anal Dwindling 14.67c, extra white amber—14.4c, light for winter. Each beekeeper will have to pleasure out of beekeepning. We sus- amber—13.3¢ and buckwheat—11.4c. 

work out his own system based upon pect nosema as the cause. During April Processors were required to certify they 
his knowledge of his location and and May and even into June colonies had paid beekeepers not less than 8.5¢ 

proper preparation of the brood nest which were re-queened in mid-April did net per pound for buckwheat; 9c net for 

for winter. not build up. On each inspection they light amber; 10c net for extra light am- 
—— seemed to have plenty of brood but no ber and 10.5c for light honey. 

Re-queening in April or May by sim- field bees. When the honey flow began nna 
ply killing the old or failing queen and in mid-June they were still too weak to VALUE OF WINDBREAKS 
introducing a new queen in a mailing bring in much nectar. The only solu- 
cage is a very doubtful practice. Tried tion we could think of was to unite Everyone knows how much worse a 
it again this year and the experience several of them in order to get a good cold day is if there is a wind, but many 

forced us to conclude we will never try field population to bring in some nec- Of US do not realize the enormous dif- 
it again. Here are the reasons; first, too tar. That, however, left some equip- ference that wind makes, expressed 
large a percentage of the queens were ment which should have been in use. in figures. bes March A.B.J., citing 
killed. This leaves the colony almost Another solution may be to find such 4M ex-soldier’s book on his Arctic ex- 
worthless as it must raise a new queen colonies in early spring and place a two Periences, mentions that there is the 
during a critical time when it should be pound package with young queen on 88Me “wind-chill” with a 20-mile wind 

building up a large population for the top of them. By operating as a two at 12 degrees of frost as with a 1-mile 
honey flow in June. Two: not a single queen colony until early June, then wind at forty below zero. The im- 
case of re-queening resulted in a strong killing the poor queen, we might get portance of windbreaks for apiaries 

colony which brought in a crop of honey _a crop of honey. Or will the nosema in- in cold climates becomes clearer with 
during June. The reason was, no doubt, fected bees transmit the disease to the these figures. 

that the failing queen or whatever the package bees as well? From—The Bee World, June '49
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Honey Bees Work Small Areas 
By Sardar Singh, Ithaca 

Horticulture and agriculture are de- way from it by gusts of wind into of nectar or pollen by the blossoms, 

pendent upon the pollination services other portions of the field where the or by disturbance by the wind, or by 

of honeybees, and a knowledge of fac- same kind of plant was blooming. other insects. 

tors that limit or favor gathering ac- Some bees spent almost the whole of Self-unfruitful varieties of apples 

tivities, properly applied, could work their lives in the same patch. How- and similar varieties of other fruits 
to the mutual benefit of beekeepers ever, when one crop is no tonger pro- are the crops directly or chiefly af- 
and farmers, To this end, certain stu- fitable, the bees will shift to another. fected by this localization of bees to 

dies of the habits of bees concerned . i le tri 

in gathering nectar and pollen have One Bee's Work . small ae a. A 30 oe ie distaneor ae 
been undertaken. This account of the observations on put forth more blossoms at one time 

one bee will illustrate the genera: 

Marking The Bees trend of activity. This bee was work- than other crops in a plot of equal 
The Experiments were conductea ing on dandelions. She was a steady size, Consequently, the —- of a 

during 1947 and 1948 mostly in the nectar gatherer from May 26 to 30, Dee ‘hat limits its foraging to one 
vicinity of Ithaca. Individual bees and was noticed to brush pollen from tree are of little benefit to the set o 

were marked in several ways. “Dupli- her body and let it fall rather than ‘*™t- 
Color touch up” paints, which are collect it in her pollen baskets, though Change In Practices 
quick-drying, of suitable consistency, other honeybees visiting the dande- Evidence, as well as practical ex- 
and available in a wide range of colors ions were gathering pollen. She was perience, points to the need to plant 
proved most efficient. The bees were followed during most of her visits pollinizer and mother varieties next 

caught in a piece of cheesecloth, held quring the period, and she averaged to each other to overcome this diffi- 
against a book and marked, and re- 35 minutes for a visit. Her trip to culty. As a result, changes in present 
leased 50 yards away. An effort was and from the hive took 5 minutes. practices may make the honeybees 
made to obtain as complete a record She was evidently limiting her work more useful to the fruit grower. 
as possible of the course taken by each to dandelions, because she was found — ‘This study is the first that has pre- 
bee during her foraging visits to each sitting in the hive at 8 a. m. on May aented detailed evidence of ‘the: ‘be- 

crop, using graph paper to record the 2, although other bees were bringing havior of bees engaged in gathering 
visits to individual flowers on each in pollen from hawthorn. Dandelion nectar and pollen, Although incom- 

trip. blossoms opened about 9 a. m. that plete, it presents information concern- 
Different-colored pencils were used, day, She was found in the hive the ing the advantages and limitations of 

to aid in the interpretation of the next afternoon, after the dandelion honeybees that may be applied by fruit 
graph, and composite maps of the blossoms had closed. growers toward the solution of some 
visits on each day were made later. On May 31 she was absent from her of their problems in cross-pollinating 

The area in which the bees worked y.ya) plot, so a watch was kept at self-unfruitful varieties. From Farm 
was marked off in plots, some in a 40- the hive entrance, where she arrived Research, New York State Agricul- 

acre field of buckwheat, others in 4+ 11:36 left 12:08, and again at 1:06, tural Experiment Station and Cornell 
areas of goldenrod, sweetclover, al- She was caught, and samples of pol- University Agricultural Experiment 

sike, aster, and dandelion. Observa- ic, taken from her body indicated Station. 
et aloe ee eon that she had shifted to gathering nec- ———— 

, 
prevented the observers from follow- paella Mere ae ies T. M. DOBROVSKY 

ing the marked bees there for long jj... than others, and the reason is NOW AT CORNELL 

periods. . . not clear. Apparently each is guided Todor M. Dobrovsky is now working 
From the observations, it appears by the circumstances around her. in beekeeping investigation at Cornell 

that individual bees work the same University, Ithaca, New York. 
plot consistently, and in a relatively Orchard Observations . 

small area, and that ‘they are also Observation of bees in apple trees ¢ ae ~ issue ied ‘oe 
consistent in gathering either nectar or presented major difficulties. The bees 111. Publishing. Company, Haroville, 
pollen exclusively over the period of were marked with bright-colored Gao AE Dobroceky beg a oev in 
time when the produce is available. powder to help in recognizing them orgie: Mr. POE SY BBS BYE ye 

‘ structive article entitled, “The Honey 
One bee was observed to gather pol- from the ground, although in the Bee—Master: Tools for w ‘Master Ar 

len in the forenoon and nectar in the course of a few hours the bees suc- tisan.” In the article Mr. Dobrovsky has 
afternoon, It is also evident that a bee ceeded in cleaning the powder from drawings of the head of the: -bee aoa at 

tends to devote her attention to one their. bodies, which handicapped con- the right dibl hich 
crop, even though other plants may be tinued observation. In general, the 5 ic ng Nee fe On Jaw which ‘are 

blooming nearby. For instance, bees final conclusions from the data ob- excellent in detail. The article discusses 
working on buckwheat ignored the tained agreed with the work on field the mouth Parts or the tools with which 

presence of goldenrod beside the buck- crops. Individual bees become localized the bee carries on its work. 

wheat plot. One of the bees under-ob- to small areas which might be one Mr. Dobrovsky was formerly inspector 

servation returned to the territory tree. Apparently rambling over several in Wisconsin and received his masters 
she had selected even when blown a- trees may be due to a meager yield degree in entomology at the University.
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New Regulations for (guess = . noe honey =o HONEY JARS FOR SALE 

Labeling and jose made directly to the consumer, by Have on hand a carload of 5 pound 
abeling the producer. glass jars. Can make an attractive 
Marketing Your Honey bets ako 1 [Flavor ' dea. Prise om them in 100 case lots, Write 

By John Long tt is also legal to use a flavor to des- Oscar Ritland, Elroy, Wis. . 
y J cribe a certain type of honey. For ex- , 

Your new crop of honey will soon be ample, Wisconsin No. 1 Basswood 

ready for sale. How, when, and where Honey, The office of the Bee and Honey 
will you find a market? What price will Section would like to receive samples i 0 N E Y 
you get for this product? Much will de- of Jabels which you plan to use this 

pend upon the way you handle and pre- coming year. In this way we can ad- ¢ 0 N T A 1 N E R § 
pare that crop. You have two choices vise you as to corrections if such are 
in this matter. First, if you want the necessary. ‘We now have a good supply 
best price you may pack the honey ee ying re St. i 10 Ib, pails. 

the way the consumer wants it packed; © WANTED—SAMPLE OF YOUR Ib. and 8 oz, giass jars. We can 
that is in the kind of container showing LABELS make immediate shipment. 

the flavor of honey which that par- How well do the labels used on your To insure prompt service, 

ticular consumer may want. Or if you honey, meet the requirements of the order your Association labels 

pack and label in the way more con- Honey Standards as adopted last Oc- now for your new hon 
venient to you, not as it should be, you tober? Many labels now in use are in y ey crop. 

may expect a corresponding price. violation of the new rules and regula- Write for Complete 

The Label tions, Price List 
No matter how you pack it, you The Bee & Honey Section of the State 

must meet certain state and federal food Department of Agriculture would like Order through your State 

regulations. What are they? All honey to make a study of the labels used on Beekeepers Association 

sales can be divided into two classes. Wisconsin honey to facilitate rapid con- 

First, honey sold directly to consumer in formation to the revised regulations. We HONEY ACRES 
his container or containers and filled in will appreciate it if all honey producers Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 
his presence (this type of sale requres no in the state will send a copy of their 

label or grade). Second, honey sold in labels to: Wm. Waterman, Bee & Honey 

containers previously prepared for sale Section, State Capitol, Madison 2, Wis. 

must be labeled. What must go on that wo EVERYTHING YOU NEED 

label? First, each label must have the BEES FOR SALE IN CONT, 
following information; Your mame and For Sale—Fifty-one colonies of bees on AT TH 0 AINERS 

postoffice address, prefaced by produced excellent location, consisting of two E LOWEST PRICES 
or packed by; the net weight of the con- brood chambers and two supers each. 5% discount on $ 50.00 orders 

tents, and the words “Wisconsin All deep ten frame, fully equipped, two 10% discount on $100.00 orders 

Honey”, if produced in this state. years old. Also thirty frame radial ex- GLASS 

Grades tractor, heating tank, settling tank, elec- 14 Ib. jars, of 24, wt. 9 Ibs. 72c 

If you do not wish to grade honey ‘tic uncapping knife, five pound pails | 1"jp, jars, carton of 24, wt. 11 Ibs. 84c 
that you produce during that year, you and other equipment—all new. Also 2 Ib. jars, carton of 12, wt. 11 Ibs, 55c 
may add the word “ungraded.” This is 3,000 pounds honey. Best offer takes all. jars, carton of 6, wt. 10 Ibs. 49c 

the simplest label which you can use Thomas D. Malicke, Route No. 3, Box TIN 
under our new regulations. 574, Waukesha, Wisconsin. 5 bb. pails, carton of 50, 

he ; Se wt. 25 The .........-....—--...-$ 4.68 
If you wish to grade your honey, it — WANTED—BEES & LOCATION 5'Ib. pails, carton of 100, 

may be graded into three distinct groups: Ww: small £ few th wt. 46 Ibs...... 9.36 

Wisconsin Fancy White, Wisconsin No. aut arma (OF acres . wi 10 Ib. pails, carton of 50, * 
‘ F buildings. Near town. Good beekeeping , 1, and Wisconsin No. 2. Again No. 1 or wt. 44 Ibs 6.82 

N location within 150 miles of Chicago. 60 Ib. cans, carton of 24 lo. 2 honey may be one of the follow- 
ing colors: white, gold dark. This Electricity and telephone available. wt, 72 Ms. 12,00 ig colors: white, golden or dark. This py oy coi, Also will buy 25 . 
applies to all honey graded under Wis- Comb Honey ‘Window Cartons 

. ‘i to 50 colonies bees and equipment. Fall ALL SIZES consin grading rules and regulations. If 1 delivery. State lowest price. Write to, | $1.80 per 100 $7.74 per 500 
you have any question in regard to the Box 454, Chi 90, Ik $15.45 per 1000 

color of your honey, we suggest that = * id Decorated Cellophane 

you submit samples to the office of the SS Wrappers 

Bee and Honey Section, for color grad- ; ALL aes 
ing. WANTED 1.20 per 100 5.40 per 500 ing ; at WANTEL $10.75 per 1000 

Other new features of our present ad We also fer bes complete line 
grading rules and regulations require of other bee supplies. 

that only new containers be used to sell \ : ae y . ; , . AUGUST LOTZ 0. 
honey in less than 50-lb. containers. Boyd, Wi * 

Labels are now required on all con- , y'
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| 
THE BOARD OF “i 
DIRECTORS MEETS ; Lee 

The Board of Directors of the Wis- * nth a < 
consin State Horticultural Society met . 

at Bassett’s Ski-Hi orchards near Bara- Ke 
boo as the luncheon guests of Mr. and 3 

Mrs. Art Bassett, Jr. Hs * 

Some of the important matters of 
business acted upon were: F Pa en 

It was decided to hold the annual ee is vigp es ce ae i 
convention of the society at the Hotel RG 4 & ce 4 4 : 
Retlaw, Fond du Lac, on Nov. 15-16. we. = ie Fa 

This year two women were chosen ~~ Ps eae ee ot d 

to receive the honorary recognition cer- Bi oY ee, ees 4 neo hae 

tificates of the society. The names will 2 ae he 
not be announced until the annual ban- ae = 4 4 ; J bed a 

quet. we ’ es 

The Wisconsin Berry and Vegetable & a 

Growers Association and the Wisconsin r a 

Apple Institute were invited to hold their 
annual meetings in conjunction with the BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETS AT BARABOO 
meeting of the society. Guests of Mr, and Mrs. Art Bassett, Jr., the Board of Directors of The 

The financial report and budget were Wisconsin State Horticultural Society holds its regular summer session with the 

considered at some length. A deficit of Ski-Hi Orchard as a background. 
$489.43 was reported in the past fiscal Seated, left to right: Sec., H. J. Rahmlow; Treas., E. L. Chambers; Vice- 

year's operations. This was due to the Pres., Arnold Nieman; Pres., Gilbert Hipke; Exec. Committee Member, Mrs. 

purchase of several items of equipment Art Bassett, Jr.; and H. A. Dvorak. Standing, left to right: M. H. Ward, R. C. 

and an effort to improve the quality of Pippert, Arthur Brunn, R. L. Marken, and Earl Skaliskey. Six board members 

the magazine by using more pictures. It were unable to attend. 
was pointed out that the society is ate AIR FIOWER 
tempting to do more and more work on WISCONSIN STATE FAIR THE COUNTY FAIR FLOWER 

a smaller state appropriation than it had STATE FAIR PARK, SHOW 

twenty-five years ago. ae ane ae Mrs, J. L. Larson of the Iola Gar- 

The president appointed the following one den Club writes: “My letter about 
members of the nominating committee to The Wisconsin State Fair is one of the county fair flower show pub- 

nominate officers for election at the an- the outstanding fairs in the nation. This }ished in the May issue of Wisconsin 
nual convention: Mr. R. L. Marken, Year new ideas will be featured in the Horticulture (page 260) has already 
Kenosha, chairman; Mr. H. A. Dvorak,  f@fm crops, fruit, and vegetable sections. brought results. The premium list 
Casco; and Mr. E. L. White, Ft. Atkin. _Instead of exhibits of grains, plates for the flower department at our 
son. of vegetables and fruit the exhibits will county fair has been revised, though 

The board expressed appreciation to attempt to show the advancement these not drastically. An artistic arrange- 
the Bassett's for their hospitality and branches of agriculture have made in ment section has been added so now 

the fine chicken dinner served members recent years: our garden club members will have 
and their wives. The fruit exhibit will feature modern to contribute if it is to be successful.” 

—_ methods of producing and marketing ap- We will be glad to hear from other 
ples. The vegetable exhibit will feature members who have been working 

IT’S CHERRY PICKING TIME the production and marketing of to- with county fair flower shows and 
Our cover picture this month shows matoes and will be staged by county will appreciate suggestions for im- 

Miss Dorothy Christiansen, daughter of agents and growers in Racine and Mil- proving the flower show section. How 
Mr. . ae Ray sa caeaanreaae Stur- = _. i —— gt can it be made an asset to the coun- 
geon Bay, isconsin picking cherries in lower as years past 

one of the Reynolds’ Bros. Orchards at will be an outstanding feature in the fy: fale’ andixeally, attract ‘the :atten: 
Sturg Bay. Door County has many Horticultural Building and again be sup- tion of all visitors? It could become 

ncenes ike this during July and August ervised by Mr. E. L. Chambers and his the most attractive feature of the 
each year. staff. county fair exhibit section.
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Vegetables at The ee tee te ce i AN INVITATION 
; ie American Iris Society has Milwaukee Garden Open to Visitors 

County Fair elected the following officers: Judge The owner of the Meyer Specimen 
“I see very little value in a paper Guy Rogers, Wichita Falls, Tex., Garden on SE. corner of South 40th 

plate with six carrots as an exhibit at president; Robert Allen, New York st., West Forest Home ave., Milwaukee 

the fair, especially when we see such City, vice-president; E. G. Lapham, Wisconsin extends an invitation to 

beautiful displays of all kinds of vege- Elkhart, Ind. treasurer; Sam Cald- gardeners to see specimens of the follow- 

tables in coolers in all of the modern well, Nashville, Tenn., editor, and ing plants: * 

grocery stores,” was the opinion of Mr. Geddes Douglas, Nashville, Tenn., Rhod de 7 Azal ite, iit 
jean Fists = Bayfield when we secretary. yellow cad wales ieee 5 He Mag. 
visited him recently. EERE . . wae r 

Mr. Hauser is well qualified to speak © WISCONSIN IRIS SHOW ee =e ‘apamese Un 
on the subject. In years past he ex- DRAWS LARGE ATTENDANCE brella Pine, Japanese Red leat Maple— 
hibited many vegetables at fairs. As Mrs. Robert Baumgartner of Milwau- dwarf and miniature, Oleander, 5’ high 

Wisconsin's largest growers of peren- kee, Secretary of the Wisconsin Iris anihite Lilies—about 24 varieties and 

nials the Hausers display flowers at sev- Society, reports a count of 6,549 at the Roses. ‘ 
eral nearby fairs. annual Iris Show held at the Mitchell 

We have heard complaints that fair — ae in Milwaukee on OUTDOOR EXPOSITION AND 
managements do not give an adequate June 3, I 
mona of money ton the farm ae, The Mitchell Park Conservatory was CONSERVATION ROUND-UP 
fruit and vegetable exhibits at the fairs, an ideal place for the show in the opin- IN MILWAUKEE 

Perhaps the reason is that fair visitors ion of the officers of the society. The The week of September 10-18 the 
are not much interested in these ex- Show was beautiful with many specimen Milwaukee County Conservation Al 
hibits. We must ask ourselves this ques- Stalks, artistic arrangements, and table liance will sponsor a gigantic Outdoor 

tion—do exhibits of fruit, flowers, and — 4!Tangements. Exposition and Conservation Round-Up 
farm crops help the attendance at the We congratulate the Wisconsin Iris in the Milwaukee: Auditoriuni: 

fair? Do fair visitors and exhibitors Society on this achievement. The event will be entirely different 
| flock to see them and study them? Are we, oBhneemces cece from a sports show and will feature 

they of interest and educational? If the A Sunday afternoon nap is the conservation’ ‘education. “There: sw ‘be 

answer is no, then something should be best automobile accident preven- outstanding speakers on the program. 
done about it. tative—Arcadia News-Leader. Watch for further announcements. 
We can well ask ourselves the ques- 

tion, has the display of farm products 

at the fairs kept up with modern meth- 

ods? If fruits and vegetables can be ex- howd 
hibited in grocery stores so that they 

are very attractive, why cannot they 

be shown.attractively at the fair? 

The president of a Wisconsin garden 

club told us in June that a committee 

representing her club had called upon 
the manager of their local fair and sug- 

gested they would like to help improve 

the flower show and that the club mem- © Foliage and Dormant Spraying 
bers would be willing to take part by © Pruning and Vista Cutting 

exhibiting. They were told, “We have ‘ Fertilizing and Root Treatment 
run this fair for many years and we are 

quite capable of continuing to do so.” s Tree Removal 

Perhaps they are capable of manag- © Bracing 
ing the fair but if they do not keep up © Wound Treatment (Surgery) 

with modern times, modern improvements © Evergreen Care 
and modern methods of exhibiting, then © Large Tree Planting 

"hth nen for trouble Werk © Effective Weed Control with 
this has a negative tone. e have one ° 

not made any suggestions as to how the Spe cialized Equip iment 
exhibits can be improved. There are 

people who have ideas about improve- Complete Insurance Coverage 

ment but as in the case of the garden Call BLuemiound 8-3363 
club president such ideas may not be 

welcome. So we feel it necessary to TREE SCIENCE 

call attention to the lack of progress in — 4 & SERVICE CO. 
this. department and hope that there will 611 Maywood Ave. Wauwatosa 13, Wisconsin 
be an awakening.
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¢ e ° e , DIRECTORS 

Y4 Hugo Krubsack, Peshtigo 
Oi (oO Us i ws IS ¥ y Arnold Sartorius, Porterfield 

i$ 5h N A. F. Scholtz, Wausau 
ED 7 Val White, Wanesu 

x Dr. L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth 
E. A. Lins, Spring Gren 

For the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 
Archie Spatz, Schoefield WALTER ERUSGER DR. cones icaume MRS. A, 5 SNe KSRN Se ee ion, EeOttle 

Oconomowoc Sheboygan 613 N. Mil. St., Plymouth Harold Janes, Whitewater 
F. M. BAYER D. M. Peurner, Milwaukee 
‘Treasurer . Paul Ravet, Menomonie, Mich. 

4668 No. 4ist St., Milwaukee 9 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE PACKAGING CUT GLADIOLUS 
The committee to nominate directors _RG Re : IN CELLOPHANE 

for the annual election of officers of the [7 RM = iey Se By Paul Ravet, Menominee, Michigan 

Wisconsin Gladiolus Society is Paul (97% ES an a ; We have found a ready market for 

Ravet, Chairman; Leland Shaw. and ("0 97 age > all our surplus Gladiolus blooms by 
Mrs. A. E. Piephorn. Nominations must | RE oe putting them up in cellophane pack- 

reach Mr, Rahmlow by September 1, ee a ae ages, consisting of from 4 to 8 spikes 
1949 for the October issue of Wisconsin APD eas 2 * which retail at from 50c to $1.00 per 

Horticulture. At least 10 persons should ‘Eee isi ‘ © package, depending upon the local 

be named for the 5 vacancies. ' og market conditions. 

It appears that everything is in 2a re 

readiness for the big Beloit show on | Length Of Stems 

August 6th and 7th. The spikes should be cut before 

& y hand and put in deep containers of 

STATE FAIR SHOW: : —— water for at least 5 hours—overnight 
Important rules for the Wisconsin — "is better still. Stems don’t have to be 

Gladiolus Society Show at the State © long, as these are bought by the house- 
Fair, August 23, 24, & 25 are: Entries) f, wife for immediate use in her home. 

are to be in place by 8:00 am. Aug- (She doesn’t want a yard of stem to 
ust 23rd. Cash prizes are offered for Mr. Paul Ravet, Menominee, dem- contend with.) Overall length of stem 
winners in seedling, one and three spike, onstrates packagi Medioka ek and flower head should be from 30 to 

vase and basket classes. Some vases meeting of the Wisconsin Gladiolus 36 inches for the most convenient 
and baskets are available at the State Society. alized package. 

Fair, but some must be supplied by the © 

exhibitor (suggest nearby exhibitors ©§_ — @@@—-@- AAA 

furnish their own containers and leave 

the Fair supply for distant friends.) GLADIOLUS SHOW DATES | 

To show gladiolus at their best to the August 6-7—Wisconsin State Gladiolus Show, Beloit, Wis. . 

large number of State Fair patrons, August 7-8—Madison Gladiol Sh First Ni 

please bear in mind that single spike (Open 2:00 p.m. Sanday, aloo Minden Cucning ) ae Da ew 

entries should have 1 or 2 added spikes A  20-21—Marathon County Gladiolus Show. 

of less maturity to make a fine showing 
on the second and third (usually hot) August 20-21--Manitowoc, Sheboygan, and Calumet County Gladiolus Show, Two 

days of the show. The best spike only ) Community 
will be judged. For three spike entries August 23-24-25—Gladiolus Show at the Wisconsin State Fair. 

please bring additional “fresh spikes” for September 2-3-4-5—Southern Wisconsin and Northern Illinois Gladiolus Show, 
the same purpose. County Fair Grounds, Elkhorn, Wis. 

Cash prizes will not be too liberal —— 

this year because of the limited budget, August 12-13—lowa State Gladiolus Show, Waterloo, lowa. 

but a good showing will likely bring an August 27-28—Twin City Gladiolus Society Show, Presbyterian Church Auditorium, 
increased budget in future years. Please Menominee, Michigan, 

help make this show a success. August 20-21—Illinois Gladiolus Society Northern Show, Garfield Park Conserv- 
Walter Krueger, President atory, Chicago, Ill. 

The donors of bulbs for novice grow- August 22-23—Minnesota Gladiolus Society State Show, First National Bank, St. 
ers in the Beloit area are: Oren Baxter, Paul, Minn, 

L. H. Hoffman, Harold Janes, Walter August 25-26—New England Gladiolus Society, Horticultural Hall, Boston, Mass. 
C. Krueger, Haugers Glad Gardens, C. August 26-27—Minnesota Gladiolus Society Northern Show, Hibbing chapter of 
H. & G. J. Melk, Dave Puerner, Lloyd Minnesota Gladiolus Society, Hibbiag, Ming. , ing = 

Pattewan, Paul Ravet, Dewey Sleezer August 29-30—Ohio Gladiolus Society State Show, Higbee Store Auditorium, 
& Everett Van Ness. Cleveland, O.
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How To Make Packages half block away from the community HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DIRECTORS 

We use an 18 inch wide cellophane hall. The banquet will be held at the MEETING HELD IN JUNE 

of medium weight which comes in Hotel Hamilton. Send reservations to The Board of Directors of the Wis- 

various length rolls of 100 feet and Gilbert Thompson, Manitowoc. consin Gladiolus Society met in June 
more which can be obtained from a —By Mrs. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan and took the following action: 

jobbing house of retail stores or bak- Se 1, Approval of the premium schedules 

ery shops. (Bakery shops get very TWIN CITY SHOW of both the Beloit and State Fair shows. 
large rolls of cellophane.) We like No. Aug. 27-28 2:- Removal. of classes and awards 

000) MEAT, ‘whieh is) moisture: proof The Twin Cities Gladiolus Society for air shipments to the Wisconsin Gla- 
and the kind stores use for cheese. We wi) hold its annual show August 27th — giolus_ show. 

cut off sheets from this roll about 6 nq 28th in the Presbyterian Church 3, Reductions in a number of trophy 

feet in length and lay the spikes face auditorium, Menominee, Michigan. awards to 15 and authorization for their 
up, side by side, on half of this sheet. All growers and lovers of gladiolus purchase, 

When we have the desired number of are invited to come to this community, 4. The board authorized the pur- 
spikes we take the other half of the where the fine spirit of co-operation. chase of bottle covers for society gladio- 
cellophane and lay it over the flowers shown by the local businessmen and us shows. 

with the open end covering the bot- civic groups assures a successful show, 5. Modifide commercial display entries 
tom of the Seca an eens ae second to none. to one size class and alowed the services 
sides to be seale y a sealing iron, + < 

Arnol tary, f professional th dis- 
which can be obtained from the same Samia Son, Recrolary, Of -Protessonel Strangers 1p) Mese ‘die 

jobbers as carry the cellophane. Seal the , (Continued on page 333) 

two sides first; then the bottom which a 

is then folded under and around the a“ 4 \ 

(Continued on page 333) yt ITS BUILT TO DO THE WORK FOR YOU 
JOINT REGIONAL SHOW, t w/i 

, MANITOWOC, SHEBOYGAN, ’ q 
& CALUMET COUNTIES — 

August 20-21 an 

A joint regional gladiolus show will = — 
be held this year by the Sheboygan, i 7 ae 

Manitowoc, and Calumet County chap- 1 abe oe _—— 

ters in the Two Rivers Community Hall a ¥ LS P 

turda) id Sunday, August 20 se 2S Coe Se ees aa Backed by 18 ic 2 Lf” 
Final plans for the show were made years of know how in ye e il ee eee 

at a picnic held on Sunday, July 17, . ee a 

1949 at Roosevelt Park, Kohler. The the ‘mannfacture of :ro . BACKED 
Manitowoc County Chapter now has tary tillage, ARIENS-TILLER is 

32 members. Members of the show equipment that today is preferred BY OVERI8 YEARS 

committee from Manitowoc are: John EXPERIENCE 

Gates, Two Rivers, show chairman. nd widely accepted by horti- 
Show arrangements: John Gates, Harold  culturists, commercial growers, and those engaged 
Groth and Gilbert Thompson of Mani- , . 
towoc. Commercial displays: John Bay- in specialized farming . . . wherever heavy tillage is required. 

less, Two Rivers. Sheboygan County 

show committee members are: Mrs. Ar- is not just another tiller . . . it’s 
thur Piepkorn, Plymouth, chairman; America’s’ leadi . 

Mrs. L, Wightman, Plymouth; Chester till b a le ding all-p pose rotary Harrison, ‘Waldo: Elarvey. Pierce; Har: ler, because it is the ONLY tiller with: full horsepower 
old Hahn, and Otto Kapschitzke, Jr. all motor, 9 h.p. model B; 7 h. p. model C, Standard two speeds 
of Sheboygan. forward and reverse. Positive action multiple disc clutch. Full y’ ip! 

Judges will be: Gordon Sheppek, Green size 9/16 inch electric alloy steel tines . . Center shoe and 
Bay; Prof. Leland Shaw, Milton; Dr. share assembly cuts o F . 

ut mi \° 
George H. Scheer, Otto Kapschitzke, ¥ iddle and tills entire area 

Sheboygan; and John Bayless, Two ; . 
Riese J y Write for complete details and prices—and name 

Committee on show schedule: Harold of the nearest ARIENS distributor where you 
Groth, Manitowoc; Mrs. Archie Wood- w . ‘may see the tiller that is built to do your job. 
stock, Mishicot; and Wm. Hachmann, hite ° . 
Two Rivers. 

There will be parking for exhibitors — - ARIENS COMPANY UCI SOA AECL JES 

back of the public ‘school. building one- i eee vote ; . 

|
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Questioa:; We: have) & eanll bed ‘of How To Grow Hardy Lilies 
strawberries in our garden which did By W. A. and i M. Rowell 

not do well this year. They grew tall | ye le 2 
and spindly; there were not very many BMinnetoaka jardens 

berries, and these were not of good ell 1 a eee poet * — can 

quality, but were soft when ripe. Can . a intel) : _ ee ure in op 
you advise us what to do? | and unusual fragrance of most ies, it 

Answer: Strawberries require lots of \ is the practical rather than the exotic 
sunshine in order to produce good fruit. | side of lily growing which we want to 
No doubt you have shade during a por- iN discuss here. ; . 
tion of the day, which (together with ; Some otherwise desirable lilies ap 

nitrogen fertilizer) would produce the oe *e parently lack sufficient stamina to be 
tall spindly growth and berries of poor of practical use in our Upper Midwest. 

quality. the leaves if but few roots have been i aig we have —— ee deal 
Most kinds of fruits and many vege- destroyed. Yes, August is a good time ; i cul Sue the hoe an 

tables require practically a full day of to do this work. peciosum Kubrum, even’ thoug started | 
sunshine for best results. The berries a from seeds in om ona gardens. Careful 

you picked this year were really pro- Question: Is it best to cut back the —— is a “must” in lily growing. 

duced by the plants last year. Strawberry Ithough some types tested in our gar- tops of Iris and Peonies. I notice that ‘ 
plants should be planted early in spring doing that. dens seem to hold no promise, we now 

so that they and the runner plants from many gardeners, are ff have under observation a large number 
hi develop to maxim size b’ Answer: It is poor practice to cut o of types, some in the seedling stage, 
tent Cab Gevelep to um 'Y the leaves of plants having fleshy roots doth f F which 
September, when fruit buds are formed and others mature, a few of which are PI y or rhizomes until they become dormant ‘ in th f the plant. For next showing enough promise to guarantee 
in Me crown Of Me plant: in fall. It is often done because the 

’ theref ee that your hardiness in this area. The lovely types 
years crop theretore, see y' leaves are diseased or have died back. ‘ 1 h d this summer. Do listed below have proven sturdy in this 
PBN ave Good care Healthy leaves are producing food all . t let the plants become too thick; climate; the same plants blooming year 
ay h “I 7 ta ald hi ix inch f summer Jong to build a better root sys- after year without interruption. 
each: plant shoul ave: Sx cues © tem and cutting them away early re- . 

space’ in which to develop. If the soil suits in inferior plants and flowers next Plant In Fall 
‘is dry at any time during the summer, year. Control insects and diseases by We, like many other lily growers, 
water thoroughly. Only vigorous plants dusting and it will not be necessary to recommend fall planting. Digging is 
will produce good fruit next June. Or- cut off any leaves. done after the tops die down, usually in 

ganic matter: in the soil is most import- —. October, and bulbs sent out immediate- 

ant for berries. Question: My neighbor has told me ly for replanting. When you receive 
. that the lawn should be mowed closely Your bulbs from the grower, don't allow 

Question: I wish to transplant Ori- so that one need not mow it so often, them to lie around for even a day. The 
ee ‘What is the best time to However, I have noticed that his lawn Sooner they are put back into the 

answer: August is the best time to looks brown a good deal of the time = oe surer ae nh : a 
lant ies. They become dor- ¢¥e® though he waters it. Does he cut healthy, blooming lilies the following 

nant in Jly and early Angust and ‘can ve a is probably the “ Plant In Groups 
be transplanted during August or early reason’ why it looks brown a good deal Lilies make the best showing in groups 

September. .Be careful in: transplanting of the time. Do not cut the grass shorter of six, planted six inches apart. The 

#9 that the fleshy roots are not broken than about two inches and it will look various colors and heights will de- 
or twisted. much better and grow better. After all, termine the location in your border or| 

the plant must have some leaf surface garden. Lilies require well drained soil. 

Question: I wish to transplant "i - in order to grow as the roots have very It can be neutral or slightly acid. If 
my Iris. Is it necessary to remove all of |. serve food at this time of the these two requirements are fulfilled the 
the soil from the roots and cut back year. Here again food for growth is soil can be of any kind or texture. 
the leaves so that they look like the made .in the green leaves. Water can be applied at any time and 
plants one buys. Is August a good time in: liberal amounts: 

to do this? ——_— 
Answer: If you wish to move your Question: Is there some way we can Plant Deeply 

Iris divisions from one part of the gar- keep birds away from our berries and Depth of planting is important. Aj 
den to another, dig up the whole clump, fruit? good “yardstick’’ to use is three times 

carefully divide it, removing as little Answer: You might try preparing a the diameter of the bulb from the sur- 

soil from the roots or destroying as realistic cat with a long tail and glisten- face of the ground to the top of the 

few roots as possible. Transplant the ing eyes as suggested by Mrs. I. F. bulb. Deep planting serves two pur- 

entire division after removing any Thompson of Beloit. These cats, if poses: first, it helps to prevent loss due 

rhizomes that are decayed or of poor placed on the ends of the branches or to freezing and thawing in the spring; 

quality. It is not necessary to cut back near the berries might help. second, it retards growth in the spring
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and helps the tender shoots get by our Sturdy Varieties inte eoate Riad Bloom HIGHLIGHTS 
Feed lilies the same as you do your Regale July (Continued from page 331) other perennials. Any good commercial Amabile June plays and authorized cash premiums for fertilizer, not too high in nitrogen, is Callosum Aug-Sept commercial displays. best. If possible shade the roots of your Cernuum June-July Mr. Hugo Krubsack was appointed to lilies by planting low growing plants in Concolor June arrange for the location for the annual front of them, or give them a mulch Davidi Mid-July meeting to be held this fall. He an- about the first of July, of either manure, Henryi Aug. nounced that the place would be Green compost, or any good mulching medium.  Maxwill July-Aug Bay. Watch for further information. In the fall, after the ground is frozen, Tenuifolium June By—Walter Krueger, president cover with about 5 to 6 inches of marsh _Tenuifolium Golden Gleam June _ hay. This will aid in bringing your Tigrinum (Flore Pleno) Aug bulbs through our hard winters and  Tigrinum Aug PACKAGING GLADS capricious springs. Dauricum Early June (Continued from page 331) Surely no one interested in fragrance,  Umbellatum June spikes or stems. This tends to hold stamina, and beauty will go long with- Color Height them in one position and face up. out a cluster of Regales in his garden. White 3-6 feet Gladiolus so packaged will stay fresh Nor will the same person be satisfied Grenadine red 1% to 3 feet without being put in water for several unless he can look down into the glow- Brick red 3-5 feet days. Racks or flower vases will hold ing star of a Concolor. The dainty Cer- Lavender 14 to 3 feet several packages for store display. Keep uum is a perfect delight to gardeners Scarlet 114 to 2 feet from sudden change of temperature and who have them, while the Tenuifoliums Cinnabar red 3-5 feet wind. make gardens smile in the early Spring. Orange 3-8 feet It is not advisable to put them under The Henryi with its many nodding Light orange 3-6 feet refrigeration and take them out each orange flowers gives zest and spice to the Coral 14 to 4 feet day; they will fall and fade much quicker August garden—there really is no Yellow-orange 1¥% to 4 feet by so doing. thoice. Amabiles, Callosum, and the Orange 4-6 feet Don't overload the stores you supply, faithful Tigrium, to say nothing of the Orange 4-6 feet better to put in less and have them most satisfying Davidi and Maxwell Salmon 1¥ to 3 feet demand more, than have them suffer a make a flower lover's life worth living. Orange 2-4 feet — loss. 

OO 
ae 

ar Fie REY 
. eee ©) )|6L ENJOY BEAUTIFUL HARDY LILIES 

Regale, Amabile, Callosum, 
Concolor, Dauricum, Davidi, Eee a Henryi, Maxwill, Tenuifolium. ; eer s Tigrinum. ee e , . 

Cape oa Grown from seed in our gar- aA ba dens. Stock carefully selected. eile’ ie No bulbs purchased elsewhere 
to fill orders. a 

* be a Ae 

Aye R fe Only those types are offered ie Fes oe for sale that have proven vigor- A : ous, strong and hardy. Planted $ according to instructions, they “3 make satisfied and happy gar- 
deners. > . 

* 
ene 

- ° Write for Price List Today Mrs, W. A. Rowell cross pollinating lilies 

Minnetonka Li ily Gardens 
5537 South 15th Ave., Minneapolis 17, Minn.
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: AT THE. SUPERIOR FLOWER 

Flower Arrangement EARS Boe 8 (upper group picture) 

Officers of the Superior Garden Club 
This month we present a page of the frame to the open edge. The back- and school committee chairmen, From 

flower arrangements and arrangers. ground in this niche was a soft beige. left to right: Mrs. George Flynn, Mrs, 

The arrangements were shown at the The pitcher was green and orange and Robert Brandser, Mrs. Gilbert Snell, 
Lodi Garden Club Flower Arrangement the tiny flowers were violas in shades of Sheboygan; Mrs. Clarence Schultz, Nec- 

School held May 27th and the La _ violet. The flowers measured about one- nah; Mrs.. Elmer Peterson, Mrs. Oscar 
Belle (Oconomowoc) Garden Club half inch in diameter and the accessory Steen, president of the executive coun- 

Flower Show on June 3rd. about one inch. The miniature com- cil; Mrs. Charles Jones, Mrs. Phillip 

—. pletes a pleasing picture when displayed Stratton, and Mrs. Herbert A. Juneau. 
THE OVAL ARRANGEMENT in a niche and can be hung on a wall eae 

(upper left) the same as a picture, AT THE LA BELLE 

By Mrs. O. F. Isenberg, Baraboo — GARDEN CLUB FLOWER SHOW 
Perhaps the outstanding qualities of The little miniature center (not more (center group picture) 

this arrangement are the color harmony than 3”) had a wee turquoise jardiniere Left to right: Mrs. Robert Klaus, sec.- 

with relation of plant material to con- for the Chinese container set on a small reas Mrs. H. Robert Slater, judge, 
tainer and the unusual combination of marble slab. Star of Bethlehem foliage Itasca, Ill; Mrs. Joseph Taylor, pres- 

material. The tall branches are the combined with purple violas and a deli- ident; Mrs. Myron Reed, chairman of 

bloom buds of the hickory. The tulips cate white wild flower were used for ower show; Mrs. B. Spransy, vice- 

have a gradation of color from the light for the arrangement. The whole thing press Mrs. L. Stewart, judge, West Al- 

yellow down through the yellow bronz set in a cigar box painted a very pale _ lis; and Mrs. Val Suttinger, judge, West 

and the deep bronzy red. Tulips give green on the inside and black on the Allis. 
weight low with their deep color and outside. The color combination was — 

open flowers. The variety in texture of beautiful and quite outstanding. This _LODI GARDEN CLUB FLOWER 
material is emphasized with the shaggy miniature was arranged by Mrs. M. ARRANGEMENT SCHOOL 
bloom and a few deep green leaves of (Mueller, Oconomowoc. (lower group picture) | 

the rhubarb. The container was of an- =a Left to right: Mrs. Oscar Isenber 

tique copper is set off with much more MADO! Baraboo; Miss B. Esther Struckmeyer, 

interest when placed upon a board or ee a Madison; crags agg Jr., Baraboo; 

mat. speakers, illiam Groves, pres- 
By Mrs. Robert Klaus, Oconomowoc ident; and Mrs. G. H. Irwin, schol 

MINIATURES Both Madonnas and lilies seem to chairman. 

(upper right) have much to give each other. Per- —Wis. Hort. Society Photos 
By Mrs. O. BE. haps that is why arrangers like to use 
'y Isenberg ___ 

A miniature has a jewel-like quality. them together. Here the exhibitor car- TWO SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS 
It is best if up to three inches in height ried the flowing lines of the Madonna The Lodi Garden Club school on May 

but can be made up to six inches and 0" UP into the Calla Lily buds. The 27th was very instructive. Members of 

still be considered a miniature. The leaves were used as an immediate back- the Poynette and De Forest garden clubs 
visual size of an object varies with the ground for the white figurine, and in attended. Speakers are shown in the 
space around it, therefore to be in good this way outlin ed the beautiful curve of picture. 

scale, a miniature is best displayed in a the Madonna's head. (Shown at the A total of 162 garden club members 

small niche. LaBelle Garden Club Flower Show, from Superior, Duluth, Spooner, Hay- 

In this picture, the inside dimensions June 3, 1949.) ward, Ashland, Washburn, Iron River, 
of the niche are 74% x 914 inches and — Bennett, Wentworth, Gordon, and Four 

the arrangement with the accessory were THE CRESCENT ARRANGEMENT Corners attended the school at Superior 

made in scale, considering relation of (lower left) on June 26th. Flower arrangement 

plant material or size of flowers and By Mrs. O. F. Isenberg demonstrators were Mrs.  Clarenc 
leaves to each other and to the con- This arrangement was made to empha- Schultz of Neenah, and Mrs. G. E. Snel 

tainer and the space around it. size rhythm in the design pattern of the of Sheboygan. 

To help control scale, the sides of the crescent. The branches of the bridal The program consisted of: 1. Discus 

niche must not be touched by any plant wreath in full bloom and the gradation sion of judging systems and method: 

material, neither should it protrude in in deep rose color of the Sieboldii prim- by H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, (who tool 

front. The center of the niche is its weak- rose with a focal point of three white the pictures). 2. Demonstration of prin 

est point and an arrangement is most iris gave this arrangement the feeling of ciples of flower arrangement by speak 
interesting if placed about two-thirds the movement which caught one’s eye and ers shown in the pictures. 3. Participa| 

distance across, measuring from side of carried throughout the arrangement. The tion of everyone present in judgin 

niche inward. container was of white pottery in the three classes of arrangement of thre 

Niches can easily be made at home, oval type which lends iteself very well entries each during the luncheon peri 

cutting old picture frames down to the to circular arrangements. Due to the 4. Open discussing of “how we place 
proper size and making the recessed part narrow base of the container, a board the exhibits’ by all speakers, wit! 

of quarter inch plywood. Cigar boxes was used to give the container and ar- members expressing their views qui: 

can also be used by glueing and nailing rangement a feeling of stability. freely. :
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE P) — A not “tops”. Practice at home; make 

Dear Members: A - a arrangements for your home every 

With flower shows again in the air, a = day. Make them out of anything you 

I shall mention two recent shows that io = can spare from your garden or find 
in my opinion were excellent: the Kg pe od in the field (not on the conservation 

show put on at Waukesha by the OF Paes list). Let your imagination play games 

Spring City and the Town and Coun- and arrange anything and everything 

try Garden Clubs of that city, and the 7 always combining pleasing colors and 
show of the Ceresco Garden Club of dramatizing with different designs. 

Ripon. This, incidentally, was their This is the best way to teach yourself 

first show. When one sees flower the art of flower arranging. When 

shows like these or goes ona tour such i iS you ‘hear: ‘a: fine: lecture! on; the ‘aub- 
as the Washington Island Garden Club ject put what you have heard into 

had recently, one can’t help admiring practice at once. 

the efforts our Wisconsin garden clubs Here is a tip: Check with Mrs, Ku- 

have put forth and the progress they low before you have your show. A 
are making through continued prac- 4 little additional effort may make it a 

tice and work. . show which can be registered nation- 

When I was in Portland at the Na- ally. Then the blue ribbons will count 

tional Council convention it seemed and those who assist in judging can 
fitting for me to boast a little about receive National credit for it. 

what wonderful garden club mem- High Lake _ Vilas County By this time most of you will have 

bers you of our Wisconsin federation In Northern Highlands State Forest read your copy of our anniversary 
really are. Could they have seen these requirements of a good flower show magazine. All those who have had 

beautiful flower shows and also our is its educational value to the exhib- addressograph plates made up, all of 

20th anniversary memento—Wiscon- itor and to the public. This is best our advertisers, and other state fed- 

sin Gardens, they would understand brought about by well labeled exhibits erations whose magazines have been 

why I feel as I do. upon which the judges have recorded sent to me were sent copies immedi- 

Of course it is work to put on a_ why or why not an exhibit is a good ately. In sending out copies to mem- 

flower show but it pays well in re- one or a poor one. These remarks help _ bers not yet in our addressograph files 

wards to the members who partici- everyone. So, when you put on your there has been some delay. But the 

pate, A flower show as beautifully show, arrange to have plenty of clerks important thing is that each one of 

done as the one at Waukesha is a tri- to assist your judges so they will have us have a copy of this wonderful me- 

bute to any garden club or to any mem- plenty of time to write down these mento that we can keep in our home: 

ber. It was high class in every re- enlightening remarks on the exhib- as a reminder of Wisconsin’s fine 

spect, clean cut, and, above all, edu-_itor’s card. gardens. 

cational. And don’t hesitate to be an exhib- Gretchen Fiebrantz 

You all know that one of the prime itor just because you think you are President
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° < . 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation 

° 22nd Annual Convention 
Wausau Hotel — Wausau, Oct. 13 & 14 

AN INVITATION TO.WAUSAU Following is the program approved CONVENTION COMMITTEES 

On behalf of the four Wausau by the Executive Board at its meet- The following committees designat- 

Garden Clubs I extend a cordial in- ing in Milwaukee, April 29, and re- eq by the Constitution and By-Laws 
vitation to the delegates and visitors leased for publication in this issue by of the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 
to the 22nd Annual Convention of the Mrs. Eric Martin, Convention General eration in Article IX, Sections 11, 12, 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation to Chairman. A complete schedule of 43, and 14, have been appointed by Mrs. 

come to Wausau October 13 and 14. the convention will be printed in the  Fiebrantz. : 
We are delighted Wausau was chosen September issue of Wisconsin Horti- Credentials: 

for the Convention and we are look- culture. Chairman, Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, 4416 
ing forward to having you as our Program Toft Road, Kenosha 

guests. “Suguaroland”, an Arizona adven- = wars, @. HH, Brimer, P. O. Box 945, 
Ada Portman, ture film by Mr. Kar] Maslowski, Na- Wausau 

Hostess Convention Chairman tional Audubon Society, banquet = rg, Howard Higgins, 6802—8th Ave. 
Wausau, Wisconsin speaker. i Kenosha. 

“Today’s Landscape-Grounds for 

Better Living”, Joseph S. Elfner, Asst.  AUditing: 
DELEGATES AND ALTERNATES Prof. of Horticulture, Landscape De- Chairman, Mrs. Clarence Kasdorf— 

Under Article IX, Section 2 (State sign, University of Wisconsin. 736 Ridge St., Baraboo. 

Convention) The Constitution pro- “The Why of Some Special Cultural Mrs. Wm. Klenert—1010 Dunn St., 
vides: Practices”, Dr. Burdean E. Struck- Portage 

“Bach affiliated group shall be en- meyer, Asst. Prof. of Horticulture, Mrs. Albert Steckelberg—Lodi. 
titled to one delegate and one alter- University of Wisconsin. Heeolutions; 
nate for each 50 members or less, and “A Way With Weeds” combined with Chairman), Mrs; Cecll,,.B: Hake —608 
one delegate and one alternate for Christmas Decorations, Mrs. Irwin Elm Spring Ave., Milwaukee (13) 

each additional 50 members or major lL. Burger and Mrs. Wm. E. Kelly of Mrs. Alfred J. Kieckhefer—1250 W. 

fraction thereof. Woodstock, Illinois. Dean Rd., Milwaukee (11) 

Round Table Discussion of Program Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald—649 Broad St., 
THOSE ENTITLED TO VOTE Suggestions, with participation by Menasha. 

1, Official club delegates. State Chairmen and club members, (An amendment passed at the 1948 

2, Delegates-at-large (which includes Mrs. M. C. Spence, State Program Convention eliminated the Constitu- 
(a) Elected Officers (b) Appointed Chairman presiding. tion and By-Laws Committee speci- 

Officers (c) District Presidents (d) Trip to Rib Mountain, and, time eq in gec. 12, Art. IX. That Sec. 

State Committee Chairmen and Past permitting, a tour of some of the now reads: “All proposed amendments 

Presidents—of the Federation). scenic spots around Wausau. This to the Constitution and By-Laws shall 

Alternates shall have the privilege is planned for the morning of October be given to the Parliamentarian or 
of voting only in the absence of the 13th for visitors not required to at- i, his absence or disability, to the 

delegate. tend the Board of Managers meeting. presiding officer. It shall be his duty 
(It has been suggested you decide A tea in the Ballroom of the Wausau ¢, present such proposed amendments 

on your delegates and alternates at the Hotel. Hostess clubs: Wausau Feder- to the Convention. All proposed 
earliest date possible, advise Mrs. ated Home, Wausau Valley Federated amendments shall be in writing.” 

Harry L. Wyatt, state treasurer of and the Good Earth Garden Club, all _ pq) 

their names and be sure to state the Of Wausau. a 
name of the club they represent. Cre- Advance registrations should be AN UNANNOUNCED GIFT 

dential cards will be mailed to club made with Mrs. C. H. Brimmer, Reg- A check for $16 was sent us by the 

presidents later. Please keep the cards istrations Chairman, P. O. Box 495, Washington Island club to be applied 

when received and instruct the dele- Wausau, as early as possible. to the expense of the Anniversary 

gates to turn them in when called Registration Fee (to be paid issue as needed. All advertising space 

for at the Convention. It is important by everyone) -.........--$1.00 had been sold by the time this gener- 
taat I know the names of your dele- Luncheon, Elks Club, October 13_.$1.25 ous gift reached us, and the maga- 

gates and alternates in sufficient time Banquet, Elks Club, October 13...$2.10 ine was in the printers hands, so we 

to check on their standing.) Luncheon, Wausau Hotel, Oc- could not place this announcement 

Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, ‘tober 14, (Gratuities in- where it belonged — in Wisconsin 
Credentials Chairman cluded at all three meals).$1.60 Gardens. We want the Washington 

4416 Taft Road, Room reservations to be made di- Island club to know how deeply this 

Kenosha, Wisconsin rectly with the Wausau Hotel. gift was appreciated ,
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. EDITORIAL ° ° 

august a mont tor veatons, WWisconsin State Parks Expan 
and Wisconsin a choice vacationland. 
‘As such, its fame spreads far and Lowell Hanson, Wis. Conservation Dept. 

wide. ‘The thousands of visitors nontn Recreation in naturally attractive 

inibice is leh ve none sok areas of woods and waters has evolv- ‘i hs ah. 

townan oe a < acer iT ent ed into a matter of statewide public 

Saiv the wee ea 2 dnen ‘on over concern, comparable to highways, edu- 

u yt ) are amp! i testimony. t cation and health. All persons are di- 

‘With longings of our Paes - s rectly or indirectly concerned with 

whiff of the a and a dip in clear, recreation from a_ personal, family, mye 

ccld Lake Superior, we turn oom community, or business interest. While —— — ~ 

porary comfort and enjoyment to an 11216 had been substant’al progress in . a te, € 
attractive prospectus put out by the ‘ . Poe’ -~ 

1 i i Depart t the development of atiractive recrea- i. ?- 

wien ‘ ee "O a oe tional areas in the state thru’ the oe 

and sent ‘ me ny ee : "¢ . ner ne agency of the Conservational Depart- By od 

ton; ieuperintendent; ‘of fores ae ment, it was recognized in 1947 that . 3; a i 
parks. This informative booklet, en- * x 

s for the recreational deve!opment of . 

titled “Among: ‘the: ‘Wisconsin: State the state to reach a greater degree 
Parks and Forests” was accompanied 3 

inf th facil of usefulness to the people, a reor- 

by additional event hein “ in “ganization of the state’s parks and = = be eat a, 

ities for oor F mine oe rs = recreation policy was advisable. The to 9 woe ae 4, 

bathing, hiking, fishing, etc., at © key points in such a reorganization ae oo Ras cS . 
found in our various parks and for- J ouid be the provision of an adequate a . 3 fa a oe **. ‘ 
ests. With the thermometer standing fiscal plan and the placing of the re- eS ; > go ey "S59 et ~ 

at 94 degrees, no more acceptable  . onsibilities for recreational areas in Piha %. hae Oe 
reading matter than this could be the state department best qualified to . os 

found, anywhere. Nor could Aeon administer and manage such proper- Copper Falls 

_ “ ave en of or ae ties devoted to recreational uses. Ac- 
eritage we have in these great State 

areas. We thank the department and cordingly, the Conservation Commis- great archeological value such as 

sion, in order to effect a comprehens- rare and s; " 1 Indi: 
Mr. Harrington in particular for this, onal ‘Polley “for the: ‘stat pectacular Indian 
material. ve Tecreationa! policy, 1Or he: stare mounds recommended by the Ar- 

he & +% and to secure its most effective de- cheological Society. 

velopment and administration, pre- 

By setting aside two pages in this sented to the Wisconsin Legislature in (6) Areas of rare botanical or geo- 

issue for conservation reading and 1947 its recommendations for legisla- logical value as recommended 

thinking, we are able to reprint, un- tion. This legislation would expand by the university of qualified 

abridged, an interesting article on the the authority and responsibility of the scientific groups. 

theme of recreation as a matter of Conservation Commission so that it The 1947 Legislature, recognizi 

public concern. The article, by Mr. would become the agency in this state he a ttheaiise of th a ec Pater 

Lowell Hanson, points out the steps’ to be responsible for a state park sys- 5 8 Sonpervaston 
Commission’s recommendations, en- 

taken by the conservation commis- tem comprehensive enough to include acted them into statute in Chapter 

sion to secure a suitable recreational ll classes of properties acquired for me epter 
549. Today, the Conservation Depart- 

policy for Wisconsin and provisions recreation, cultural, or scientific pur- 
ment reports that, while the recrea- 

for its development and administra- poses, Within the recommended re- tional, program ‘provided ‘tor tutta 

tion; the enactment into law of the  sponsibilities would be included these taw will te a jen t . SF ue 

commission’s recommendations (Chap. types of properties: ready energetic . erm area takai 

549 Wis, Stat.), and, finally, a resume (1) Scenic areas of statewide sig- s BpeS Sreps are Peing tale: 
to implement the statute. The Conser 

of the areas acquired since enact- nificance. Wation Déepartaient baa: b 1 

ment and their classification as prop- (2) The best natural areas avail- in eae aL r . iiss that are 

erties fitting the specifications of the able to serve the recreational se P eee ee ae - now too small lest the pressure of 
statute. In brief, the classifications , needs of certain specific sections use destroy the ver iti 

(into one of which each area purchased of the state. al to the NEEDS: y quameice eppen- 

must fall) are: scenic, recreational, de- (3) Those areas that by location PUrpore: 

sirable for roadside parks, historical, and natural attractiveness would Privately-owned parcels of land 
archeological, botanical or geological. be desirable for roadside parks Within existing park boundaries are 

Since conservation is a fundamental immediately associated with the being acquired to simplify administra- 
interest of the Wisconsin Garden trunk line highway system. tive problems and to allow more use 
Club Federation and a subject for (4) Areas of historic value as auth- reas. Certain areas adjacent to park 
study in all clubs, this close-up view enticated by the State Historical properties are being acquired to pro 

of conservation of recreational areas in Society. vide a buffer area or to protect against 

the state will interest every member. (5) Areas of natural wonder or of exterior detracting influences.
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Better Services Being Provided 

The development for full use of ae ae gel Sy oo a ae 

presently-held prcperties is being ac- 4 A - i, 4 ats cm, ae waa ", 

celerated with the provision of better yak . i rs 3 3 a i wm . oa 

essential services such as adequate he a a eg) net - tt <4 

sanitary and water facilities, addi- ‘wie Re RT Ny, eee 
tional and improved camping, pic- aN. a . rs. e's 
nicking, and beach areas, new build- S wa C2 e “7 p, » p ka 

ings, and the layout, construction, and Nad wie £ » » NG a 

improvement of existing and new park a ‘ ye ay 4. ¢ iy 

roads. New equipment such as trucks : V3 : cs 

and power pieces and the hiring of | Me +] m 

additional personnel are providing for _ 4 + IM , * 

a great improvement in the over-all _ be 9 hj | 

maintenance and service rendered to . act I To 14 
in i Cae n ee . yee ins 

the public in all of the park areas, L a) ‘ A - 

Aztalan a ‘ Bhi gear 
But even more significant are the Ne 

new park areas acquired for develop- ad = 

ment in line with that 1947 law. Qual- -~ BR BD 
ifying as an area of historical and sf BS ad + 

archeological value was Aztalan—per- gee 83 = 

haps the greatest work of antiquity in - - ae 

age pone aod herman Scene in Copper Falls State Park showing recreation facilities. 

Jefferson county, approximately 120 ®mong the Indians of New York and Roadside State Park in Polk County. 

acres have been acquired as the site Canada. Roche a Cri, a long, narrow flat-top- 

of the ancient Indian Stockaded vil- With this influence, it is no wonder ped ridge bordered by sheer preci- 

lage called Aztalan (Aztalan for its that Williams was successful in spon- pices on all sides is probably the steep-- 

probable ancestral Aztec or Mexican soring negotiations resulting in the est hill in Wisconsin and is certainly 

cultural origin). moving of the Oneida Indians to Wis- one of the most conspicuous and beau- 

While only the large pyramidal consin, and with that movement Wil- tiful. This craggy rock, from a dis- 

mounds and traces of the village’s em- liams came to Wisconsin and lived in tance looking like a ruined castle with 

bankment are all that remain of the this log cabin over-looking the Fox towers, is set within a beautifully 

actual village, 10 well-preserved River. It is that same log cabin to- mixed wooded area through which 

mounds remain. Around these existing gether with the surrounding wooded runs Carter Creek. It’s natural scenic 

mounds, which scenically overlook the rea that has now been acquired, by value and its ideal location, just north 

Crawfish River, adequate facilities will gift, as a state historical park. of Adams and Friendship on heavily 

be provided for parking and picnick- Indian Mounds traveled State Highway 13, makes it 
ing, and for an historical marker. It An unusual group of Indian mounds, ® desirable addition to the roadside 

is hoped that actual restoration of the that group of over 30 mounds on the Park system. 

village and an accompanying museum Ernst Hagner farm near West Bend The Apple River Roadside Park is 

may be developed when possible. in Washington County, is fully as im- located on busy U. S. Highway 8 in 

Eleazer Williams Home portant an archeological monument to Polk County. This Apple River area 

Likewise qualifying as a historical our Indian cultural history as is Az- includes 75 acres of virgin pine and 
site is the Eleazer Williams home on  talan and, like Aztalan, has now been hardwoods and is to be used jointly 

the banks of the Fox River near De- acquired as an archeological state 8 @ roadside park and as a timber 
Pere in Brown county. It was here that park, harvest demonstration forest under the 

Eleazer Williams, reputedly Louis The 20-acre tract that has been ac- University’sextensionforester. Border- 

XVII, Lost Dauphin of France, son of quired includes conical mounds, oval, ing the park on the east is the clear, 

Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette, lived linear, bird effigies, panther effigies fast-flowing Apple river, making the 

for a great part of his life. and one lizard effigy of exceptional Tea, scenically, the most attractive 

Conclusive evidence now indicates form, They are of prominent height, Of the state’s roadside parks. 
that the young Louis XVII was, dur- most of them extending at least 3 to Wildcat Mountain Park 

ing the French Revolution, secreted 4 feet above the surrounding terrain, Probably the best scenery of the 

out of prison and spirited to the Low- of careful construction, ideally located western and southwestern part of the 

lands, to England and finally to New on high beautifully wooded land, and state is that along the Kickapoo River 

York where he was deposited with the are exceptionally diversified in shape and now within the boundary of the 

Indians. Educated under the tutelage or type. newest of the state’s major scenic 

of several members of the clergy and Two New Roadside Parks parks—Wildcat Mountain State Park. 

at an academy connected with Dart- Two roadside parks have been:add- Begun with an initial gift of 60 acres 

mouth College. Eleazer Williams be- ed-+Roche a Cri Roadside State Park from Vernon County, another 450 acres 

came an influential missionary figure in Adams County and Apple River (Continued on page 343)
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NOTICE e 

We Mako « Correction Landscape Gossip 
Some “threes” got out of line in our 

anniversary issue, Wisconsin Gardens, By Henry F. Leweling 

and wandered into the wrong stalls, Landscape Architect 

much to our dismay. In the very at- 

tractive McKay Nursery add, on the Annuals are our mainstay during architecture one intends to attend as 

last page, the street address should the hot summer months. They usually well as the facilities in drafting 

have been 1919 Monroe instead of fill the gap in perennial flowering dis- rooms, library space, workshop, model 

1813, and the date of the luncheon at play. Many of the annuals can resist rooms, lecture rooms, display rooms, 

the Wausau Hotel, on page 17, should the heat and drought better than the the number of faculty members giv- 

have been October 14 (the second usual perennials found in the garden. ing instructions in landscape archi- 

day of the convention) instead of The buds begin to appear and de- tecture and the background of the 

October 13. velop on the fall flowering material, faculty members. 
The only explanation your editor 8 the days grow shorter. One of the best institutions of high- 

has been able to get so far is that August means a month of leisurely er learning for the study of landscape 

maybe it was “thirteens” and not activity. Plans are made for the win- architecture is wherever separate or 

“threes” that got out of line and may- ter and the young folks look forward combined departments of landscape 
be they are our “hoodoos”, We'll © their enrollment at the various in- architecture, architecture, city plan- 
Wated It, stitutions of higher learning. ning exist. Especially is it beneficial 

to the student to select a university 
Anyway, it’s lucky for us that Mc- A Course In 

Kay Nursery Co. is known the length Landscape Architecture in ie eaten cone scan nic nee ta 

and breadth of the state and far be- A request for information concern- cooperation with other related fields. 
yond. But when you call on them one ing colleges or universities giving in- 

of these days, at their Madison ad- structions in landscape architecture Birds:In:The Garden 
dress (perhaps you always visit them came from a youth who was part of A wealth of information awaits the 

at Waterloo, anyway), don’t go pok- a landscape installment crew and reader: of "Birda: in th je: Garden, and 
_ing around in the 1300 block on Mon- who showed particular interest in the how. to attract thent’ ‘by Margaret 
roe street, I beg of you, because there work, In considering the study of M¢Kenny. The book is published by 
isn’t any such block. The street be- landscape architecture, the primary the University of Minnesota Press of 

gins with 1400. interest of the individual should de- Minneapolis and copyrighted in 1939. 
Abigail P. Rundell termine whether or not the profession Margaret McKenny has done a meri- 

a suits ones natural likes or dislikes. The torious;Plece_ of work: “The. pools is ‘a. 
ducational program: should ‘cover’ in valuable addition to any library for 

STATE EXECUTIVE BOARD © ona’ brogral r inuous reference and casual read- 

MEETS importance; 1. designing, 2. engineer- ioe tbe contents of the book need not 

Three items of business at the June ak and 3. ‘plant ‘material. Under be supplemented by articles clipped 

meeting of the executive board held esign one should have good back- from the local paper or periodicals. 

in Milwaukee, June 29th, have been ground ‘dni ‘all (phases: of ‘land The chapters on “Planting to Provide 

sent for publication in this issue. scape architecture, city planning, re- Food and Cover in the Larger Garden,” 

1.) The Executive Board voted NOT gional planning, general architecture, “Feeding Devices”, “Supplementary 

to sponsor another Exhibitors and recreation and drawing. Invengineer~ Food”, “Protection”, “Bird Houses”, 

Judges School in September as pre- ing, the curriculum should include top- “Water in the Garden’, “Birds in the 
ographical features, drainage, strength 

viously announced, because of the City Garden”, “Lists of plants to at- 
of material, structural details, soil 

close proximity to convention dates. types and cost estimation. Under plant tract birds in various sections of the 

2.) On the same date the Executive materials one ahould be well versed in country and birds attracted by them” 

Board voted to mail a copy of the all plant material in the region of are worthwhile reading for the gar- 

State Constitution and By-Laws to one’s location and also the most com- dener and home owner. 

each federated garden club in Wis- sion types of reliable plant material The upper Mississippi valley is very 
consin without charge to the club, and in the different planting zones of the attractive in late summer. Especially 

that it will not be necessary for the nation, Expert knowledge of woody is the country beautiful after a re- 

clubs to send: in the 10c to cover cost plant material, perennial herbacious freshing shower that seems to tone-up 

of mailing ag previously requested in material, annual herbacious material, the different shades of green that clothe 

the president's message which appear- foliage texture, structural growth the hillsides. Touring the upper Missis- 

ed in the Juhe 1949 issue of Wiscon- pattern, and color values of plants sippi valley with the many busy little 
sin Horticulture. If you do not receive uring the entire year are a necessity cities clustered along the base of the 

your copy by September 1st please to all landscape architects. bluffs is an inspiring sight that beck- 

notify the state secretary. The American Society of Landscape "8 one to revisit periodically. 

3.) The Executive Board welcomed Architects publishes a list of universi- TT 
into the federation the newly organiz- ties and colleges giving courses and The rose has but a summer reign. 
ed Mendota ‘Gardeners of Madison. degrees in landscape architecture. It * * * 

This club was assigned to the Madison ig essential to know the rating of the Woods have tongues 

District. : educational institution in landscape As walls have ears
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. Nine o'clock was the hour set for our All Aboard for San Francisco and Portland reise Porment re ore one 
so famed for its beauty proved long. 

by Genevieve: C. Dakin Night fell before we had covered many 

There were twenty-five of us from six miles beyond where the dedication miles of winding road. When we at 
east and midwest leaving Chicago on of the Redwood Groves was to take last came to the end of our 800 mile 
the City of San Francisco the 18th place. Private cars filled with Califor- journey, identified our bags and were 
of May with the National Convention nian Garden Club members and Park taken to our hotel rooms it was close 

in Portland our objective. Mrs. Mertens and Redwoods officials plus the two to breakfast time. Weary? Of course, 

of New York, transportation chair- busses formed quite a procession. but rich in friendships made and ex- 

man, saw to it that we were in ad- Standing on the side of the road periences shared in that memorable 

joining Pullmans. we faced the lofty cathedral of red- drive up the world-famous Redwood 

- Long before we reached the Pacific Woods. The tones of an organ, con- Highway. 

Coast we were well acquainted, had Cealed among the trees, reached our ft 

exchanged ideas ‘on. many subjects, are Then the: words of “Trees? sung Sweet Williams are true perennials 

had made up tables in the diner, or by @ young man stirred our hearts. although they are often ented as bien- 
when we could not see the passing How could than song convey a truer nials Highly decorative, the row 

landscape, gathered in the lounge to ™essage? Eyes sought the sky above well in aay x of forall ichisie ie 
hear accounts of experiences in Quat- the branches of these majestic kings of vided it has been duq deepl P 

amala or Mexico last winter or settled the forest with a prayer of thanks that gene 
down to a foursome of bridge. we could behold and preserve for pos- 

Crossing from Oakland on the fer terity these 2000 year trees. « 
we wane into waiting taxis to ‘ei California's Federation dedicated its | NOW Available 
others at the Palace Hotel, San Fran- 8fove first. The unveiling of its mark- The Famous Skinner 

cisco, and boarded two chartered buses ¢ Showed a bronze tablet set in a tall 

which were to take us up the coast sranite boulder. SPRAY WAVE 

through the redwoods to Portland. Mrs. Lewis Hull, National President, 

The first day’s objective was Eureka, dedicated National Council's forty pen a 

California, where seventy of us spent acre grove in an impressive ceremony. 
the night at the Inn. The day's ride California State Park and Save the +] 

had taken us through beautiful moun- Redwoods officials accepted the gifts o— » 

tainous country. Tall firs and cedars in ‘well-chosen.“words. ~LF- 
covered steep hillsides. Masses of One of the two markers which will |. meni? 

mountain lilac, ceonothus, were soft define (our ‘tract: was! unvelled: Tt! is 

bus Lange groupe of Sentsh bream % Mond vesanguer sign made of | rue pestect Sprinkler For 
now and then brought sunny yellow * gifts Lawn and Garden 

into the picture. Sword ferns, waist- purchase of more acreage possible. 
tall, lupines and a pink flowered shrub, Letters of the inscription will be gild- A gentle fan of spray oscillates back 

ed in a permanent method to make the and forth uniformly watering an area 
sallal, attracted attention. Mahonia lainly lestbte to th ‘ about 40 x 50 feet. Operates on 
with glossy, holly-like foliage, native words plainly legible to © “PasEnS average city pressures, uses 5 
rhododendrons with here and there a ™0torist. G.P.M., has 4/3” hose connection. 
flowering dogwood gave variety. Na- eed eae vi WE headed Price $22.50 

tive iris, douglasiana, in creamy white, 7 . 

blue, orchid-pink, and lavender grew Chamber of Commerce and Garden Send check for above amount 
in large clumps. Groups of sequoias Club Officers persuaded us to stop at and Spray Wave will be sent 

told us we were nearing the two hun- Brookings, Oregon for'an Azalea Show post paid anywhere in Wiscon- 
and Tea. The Flower Show was beau- i: 

ared mile Redwood ‘trail, tiful, the native azaleas unforgettable ome * . 

. next eae Seeaet a eerden and the hot tea with home made petbientns Guaranteed 
into the heart of the redwoods. Garden ; 

Club people greeted us at a roadside breads anost acceptale; The Ideal Equipment Co. 
yy this time we realized that the Port Washi Wis. 

park in the forest where lunch was hours were creeping up on us too fast. ha i 
ready. Here we wandered among the as 

giant trees, followed paths over huge 

logs into the depths of the woods to 5 A V E T R E E 5 

glimpse great ferns, mahonia, salmon COMPLETE SERVICE FOR:— 

berry and such natives as rose above T R E E Ss 

the large leafed oxalis and mosses car- L A WwW N S 

peting the forest floor. Masses of 

bearberry here and there caught the G A R D E N s 

eve, WISCONSIN TREE SERVICE 
Fortified with food and hot coffee, 3373 N. Holton Street Milwaukee 

we resumed our journey to the point
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A TOUR OF WASHINGTON ISLAND A Growing Speakers Bureau 

Forty-four of us from clubs in ten 

Wisconsin communities were on hand Garden clubs will find good mater- Eunice S. Fenelon, Landscape Archi- 
to board the ferry at Gill’s Rock on jal for programs in the speakers tect, Weyauwega, Wis. $15. and mile- 

the morning of June 16 for a tour of bureau printed below. They are urged age Lectures with Kodachrome slides: 
Washington Island. As we approached to study the list carefully and make “Home Grounds Useful and Beautiful” 

the island on the ferry, it looked as contacts early. The bureau will be “By the Side of the Road” “Trees”. 

if the whole of the club there was out increased in length and scope as time Also—Programs can be arranged 

on the dock to greet us. goes by and garden club program on: Shrubs for all Purposes; Color 

The Washington Island Club, under Chairmen will soon find there is an Schemes in Flower Gardens; Contin- 
the leadership of its president, Mrs. abundance of authoritative and en- ous Bloom. 
Hans Baasch, and the chairman of tertaining material near jet hand Mr. Harold Poycr, Fort Atkinson, 

its committee on arrangements, Mrs. When time for securing outside speak- Wi, Lecture with slides on Roadside 
John Jessen, went all out to make its @"S Tolls around. This list has been 5. a utitication. 
guests welcome. Everything went as ent to us by Mrs. Spence, Program Mrs. Yamamoto, c/o Mrs. Hutten- 
scheduled. After a picnic lunch under Chairman. Additions to it will be lecker, Better Homes and Gardens 

printed in later issues of Wisconsin 7 = 
the trees, we were taken on a tour Des Moines, Iowa. Japanese Flower 

that took us into all parts of the Horticulture:—Eaditor: Arrangement, Lecture and Demon- 
island. Mrs. Herbert Main, Fort Atkinson, stration $50. 

The clubs represented on the tour Wisconsin. Authority on Bird Life— . . . 
Lecturer. Milwaukee Equipment Manufac- 

included those at Ripon, Berlin, Fond Miss Sara Ruhl, Lake Geneva, Wis. turing Co., 311 Marion Ave., So. Mil- 

du Lac, Waupaca, Portage, Green Bay, Transportation charges only. Excel- Waukee, Wis. Excellent papers on the 

Seymour, Burlington, Oshkosh, and lent films on Birds and Animals. following subjects: 

Milwaukee. When we returned on the Mr. Murl Duesing, Milwaukee Pub- 1. Gardening as a Science. 
ferry that evening we were all con- ji, yruseum, Milwaukee, Wis. $50. 2. Physical Structure of the Soil. 
scious of having had a rare experi- fiims and Lecture: “Bright Feath- 3. Chemical Structure of the Soil. 
ence. The charm of the island and ers.” 4. The Biology of Soil. 

the warm hearts of the islanders com- Mr. Norbert Roeder, Kencsha Pub- 5. Organic Structure cf the Soil. 
bined to give us a completely satisfy- ic Museum, Kenosha, Wis. $25. Films Thcse who have heard these speak- 
ing day. and Lectures: “Garden Gadabout”, ers and seen their work say they are 

I think we all felt that some day “Song of the Seasons”. worthy of a place on your club pro- 

we should like to return to the is- Mrs. Earl Wright, Neville Public gram. If your budget is too small to 

land. We had not seen all there was Museum, Green Bay, Wis. $25. Films finance a speaker alone, other clubs 

to see. We had not seen the fishing and Lectures. “Nature’s Calendar in could be invited and tickets sold to 
boats conie in to Jackson Harbor, and Color.” defray expenses. Or the lectures could 

somehow we had missed the great Mr. George Ziegler, University of become community projects in order 

pine tree which is so carefully marked Wisconsin Extension, Madison. Free to give every one an opportunity to 
on the map. And we should all like Landscaping Lectures and Slides, al- enjoy the program. 

to live again some of the rich ex- 80 Plans drawn for landscaping Gar- Helen L. Spence, 
periences of that day: to drive on den Club Projects. : State Program Chairman 

beautiful Lobdel’s Point Road; to — 

drink in the quiet charm of Little tour. Among these was Mrs. Clarence able gardens is trickling in, but al- 

Lake; and to see the demonstration Fiebrantz, who demonstrated some of together too slowly. Every reader of 

of how squaws kept house in neo- the more fundgmental principles of these lines knows of one or two 

lithic times. flower arrangement, and Mrs, Fred gardens that should be listed. Why 

Probably no one device can be more Marquardt, who took much of the not drop me a line? 

stimulating or of greater educational mystery out of the making of cor- Ralph A. Norem, 
value than a properly conducted tour. sages. The group had picnic supper Director Garden Tours. 

The Washington Island tour demon- on the beautiful and spacious grounds es 

strated that. of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Kulow. RECOGNITION AT PORTLAND 
Many of our members are rose en- The Milwaukee District has pre- National recognition went to Wis- 

thusiasts, and some of these in the pared.a very admirable Symposium on consin three times at the Portland 

Milwaukee District are. members of Roses which is worthy of wide circula- convention: 
the Milwaukee Rose Society. They tion. The symposium was edited by 1) ‘Recognition of Wisconsin Highway 
report that a tour conducted by that Mrs. J. L. Engler, and sells for fifty 51 as part of the Blue Star Highway; 
society last June featured five demon- cents. Could your club’ use a few 2) white ribbon to Mrs. H. J. Ander- 

strations and visits to no less than ‘copies? If so, write to Mrs. Fred C. son of the Racine Garden Club for 

seven gardens. Nothing like making Marquiirdt at Hales Corners. her restoration of the Hoy Bird col- 
a day of it. To’ rose enthusiasts the We can make more and better use lection; 

growing of roses is serious businés3;' of garden tours. To do that we need 3) One of the blue ribbons to Mrs. 

The contributions of some federation more information on where we can Edward Wurst, Wauwatosa, in Na- 
people added to the success of the go. To be sure, information on avail- tional Flower Arrangement Contest.
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WISCONSIN STATE PARKS " ANNIVERSARY LUNCHEON 
(Concluded) Some Garden i ints The Delavan City Garden Club cele- 

A mildew or white dusty substance rated its 10th anniversary with a very 
as already been purchased, including on the foliage of many plants including unusual luncheon at which the table 
\ — a Witacet Mountain it- roses, lilacs and phlox, can be con- decorations carried out the tin motif 

e! 8) views are trolled by keeping plants dusted with (ten years) and included the club 
wailable of the forested hills and in- sulphur. (Mrs. H. C.) flower, blue delphinium, and a birthday 

tervening valleys that so resemble the For black sooty spots (black spot) on cake decorated with miniature garden 

famous Rhine River or Cumberland ,.. foliage spray or dust with a mix- implements. 
Hills, aun new re eae bY ture containing fermate or sulphur. Burn A highlight ore twnchor er the 
State ighway an erefore eas- fallen or severely infested leaves. presentation o rs. R. ler of the 

ily accessible, includes three streams (H. G.) Elkhorn Garden Club who, with Mrs. 

—the famed Kickapoo River, Billings Late blight of Tomato: fungous di- Niskern of the Delavan Rural Garden 

Creek, and Cheyenne Creek. sease causing brown, dry shallow rot of Club, assisted Mrs. M. H. Johnson in 

Another new scenic recreational fruit and death of foliage. Keep plants one the anager a Garden 
park was begun with the approval by covered with Bordeaux mixture or use sna ores nevi ce its e  ivitics con- 
the Conservation Commission at its one of the commercial preparations es- OE H. Verthein who has worke d 

October meeting of the Cox’s Hollow Pecially prepared for use on tomatoes. 1 hk ith ie club: through ‘th ject. ‘Th t i be b (H. G.) closely with the club through the years 

project. e project wi je begun DDT h d ffective i in promoting beauty in Delavan, was a 
with the acceptance of 160 acres ae proved. “very: euecuve a second speaker. Mr. Glenn Boughton 
from Iowa County and the subsequent controlling leaf thoppers: Contact {lap showed colored slides of attractive gar- acquisition and development of a sub- secticides such as nicotine sulphate or dens in Delavan, Mrs. Mary Turnbull 

stantial acreage—1,300 to 1,600 acres, Pyrethrum are also used. (H. G.) 5 president, presented the past presidents: 
The area includes Cox Hollow and Aster Yellows. Leaf veins of China Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Robert Betzer, Mrs 

Asters turn yellow first, then new leaves * : ° : " 
Pengilly Hollow and is believed to be Glen Doherty, Mrs. O. C. Sehnert, Mrs. 

appear yellow and chlorotic. Plants are v te ’ " the most scenic of the many valleys ted’ and .spindl d when fi Oliver Moum, and Mrs. H. O. Gardner. 
in southwestern Wisconsin's driftless feveh h Spind’y anc h, OF oe aly Each told of the outstanding events of 
(unglaciated) area with rugged sand- Svea Mey are ee ten ‘only her term, and Mrs. Dougherty read the . half the flower is affected. The disease " 
stone cliffs, beautiful forests of pine | club history. 

is spread by a leaf hopper, and the only _. . . 
and hardwoods, high hills, and long Among the civic projects carried out real control is to cover plants with : 
valleys. Both Cox Creek and Mill Creek cloth (22 threads to the inch.) It is not by the club are: planting of shrubs on 
flow through and join within the pro- | mitted by seed Destro infected the Library grounds, and trees and 
posed area, and it is contemplated that plants at once. (H G) a shrubs in Horton Park and Lakeland 

adam may be built to form a lake of September is the best imonifi: for dat Hospital grounds; placing signs—‘‘Drive 
10 te ares. Cox Hollow ae rank fodil planting if you can get the bulbs; oe ace me ey hacia Delavan 

woul us bring a recreation: it leaves time for proper new root 0% foads leading into Delavan; giving 

and a large state park to a heavily growth before winter shuts down jelly to County Home at Christmas 

populated area of the state that is (H. G.) “time; donating books on gardening to the 
now without lakes or a state park. Mrs. Herbert Chaffin, Public Library; supplying flowers for 

Hilgible as state parks on the basis Hoticnre Chr 04 decoration cotter lectres’ sre 
of plants or wildlife are certain “na- fesse shows, aad lant ales 
tural areas”—areas with peculiar sci- with a clear stream tumbling through ' P . 

entific value, virtual outdoor labora- a rocky gorge. ~ 

tories. Such areas. are being acquired As a result, then, of the impetus of AL JOLA ere NEWS . 

in cooperation with the university and the state park law of 1947, Roche a Ge A Die 1 ar inet ng meogran wh 

other interested agencies and already Cri and Apple River Roadside Parks eile, at th in ni at Wi orti- 

three such areas have been acquired: have been added so that seven such as the s ake wae Ru uM ik 

Cedarburg Bog, Parfrey's Glen, and roadside state parks are now closely the Iola AE Church slone ai d ad 

Pine Hollow. The Cedarburg Bog, 600 associated with the trunk highway in the gardens of Mis, Arthur fa 

acres on County Trunk “Y” near Ce- system. Aztalan, Lost Dauphin, and Mrs. Helma Amun deed ‘an d Mrs. Ray- 

darburg in Ozaukee County, is notable the Hagner Indian mounds have been mond Wright of Iola. The meeting was 

for its variety and number of wild added as historical or archeological well attended and the program was un- 

orchids and other wild flowers. Pine sites to give seven such significant usually fine, Guests of the Iola club for 

Hollow, at the edge of a large and re-_ sites within the state park system. the occasion were .the garden clubs 

cent southward addition to Devil’s Wildcat Mountain and Cox Hollow have from Waupaca, Scandinavia and Og- 

Lake State Park, and Parfrey’s Glen, increased the number of recreational densburg. Refreshments were served. 

just to the east of Devil's Lake Park, parks of large size to 14. Cedarburg The Iola club has added conservation 

are areas valuable as botanical pre- Bog, Parfrey’s Glen, and Pine Hol- as a topic for study in their year’s pro- 

serves and are also geological monu- low as scientific monuments or rare gram. Mrs. Frederick Wipf will pre- 

ments as examples of glens cut in scenic gems are three initial acquisi- sent her conservation program at the 

quartzite in pre-cambrian times. And tions in a new type of state park hold- [ola Winter Sports Club House on Aug- 

eich is a natural scenic gem—each ing. ust 5th. A pot-luck picnic will follow.
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SESSON’S ———— ae 
J. H. Phillips, Mgr. oa: 

FOR 

PEONIES ee ; 

, ORGANS Epetee ee: 

Remington Portable TYPEWRITERS a we 

ORGANS ADDING MACHINE New Woodstock Signature | 

We Rent Portable Organs All Makes and Types 
Anywhere In The U.S.A. By of Typewriters and — ere et 

The: Month Aiciing. Stockines Rested Plantin Finest and Largest 
a th Oetaves oe Saleh Bll Cyet the USA. Selectitn in Wisconsin 8 

Penny Postal for Seauiastl oe wiowsdds Over 2,000 Varieties to 
Further Information Select From 

WRITE 
y 

SISSON'’S | 
Rosendale, Wisconsin 

Hi-ways 23-26 Intersection 

WE HAVE ADVERTISED IN WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE SINCE 1928 

BEE SUPPLIES % j 
3-Ply Airco Foundation 

This name has stood for the very Triple Locked Corner Frames 

best in bee supplies made famous Simplicity Extractors 
, 3 and 7-Wire Excluders 

by outstanding leaders such as: Quality Comb Sections 
wali m | 

Thin Super Foundations 
s 

A. I. Boot Co. of. Chicago 
224-230 W. Huron Street The A. I. Root Co. 

Chicago, Illinois Medina, Ohio 

= ee ee eee — oo 

upsuoostm SuosTpeN 
emng{Nopusy Jo eZet Too 
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